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ABSTRACT

STARFIRE is a 1200 MWe central station fusion electric power plant that

utilizes a deuterium-tritium fueled tokamak reactor as a heat source. Empha-

sis has been placed on developing design features which will provide for

simpler assembly and maintenance, and improved safety and environmental

characteristics. The major features of STARFIRE include a steady-state

operating mode based on continuous rf lower-hybrid current drive and auxiliary

heating, solid tritium breeder material, pressurized water cooling, limiter/

vacuum system for impurity control and exhaust, high tritium barnup and low

vulnerable tritium inventories, superconducting EF coils outside the super-

conducting TF coils, fully remote maintenance, and a low-activation shield.

A comprehensive conceptual design has been developed including reactor fea-

tures, support facilities and a complete balance of plant. A construction

schedule and cost estimate are presented, as well as study conclusions and

recommendat ions.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The STARFIRE study was i n i t i a t e d in t he Spr ing of 1979 wi th t h e primary

goal of deve lop ing a commercially a t t r a c t i v e tokamak power r e a c t o r concept

for central station electric power generation. This study has been carried

out during a period of substantial progress in the tokamak fusion physics

program. Also, a number of tokamak reactor design studies have identified

several new features which could improve the reactor embodiment of the

tokamak concept. The task of the STARFIRE study was to incorporate the

results of recent tokamak research and reactor studies into an integrated

design concept which would further advance the development of attractive

tokamak-based reactor concepts.

Particular attention has been given to developing design concepts which

will result in more attractive engineering features. The central theme has

been to reduce the complexity of the design in order to develop a reactor

concept which is more compatible with assembly and maintenance considerations.

Design concepts were then examined in reasonable detail in order to establish

their engineering credibility.

Plasma engineering has played an important role in the STARFIRE study.

The philosophy here was to not necessarily adopt conservative plasma physics

concepts based on proven theory and well-demonstrated experiments, as one

would do in designing a near-term experiment, but rather to explore innovative

physics ideas which would result in a more attractive reactor concept and

which will provide guidance for future physics research.

Attention to safety and environmental features has been a major considera-

tion in this study. Design efforts have examined both normal and off-normal

conditions.. Design choices have been strongly influenced by a desire to

minimize vulnerable tritium inventories, reduce the use of scarce materials,

minimize .scored energies that could result in accidental releases of energy,

and minimize long-term radioactive waste storage requirements.

Advisory committees for STARFIRE were established in two key areas. The

first was a Utility Advisory Committee whose purpose was to provide input and

guidance from the util i ty perspective on desirable features of a commercial

fusion power plant. Because of the importance of carefully considering the
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safety and environmental aspects of STARFIRE, a safety review committee was

established. This committee's primary purpose was to provide review and re-

commendations for the development of the reactor and plant conceptual design.

The key features of STARFIRE are summarized in Table 1. Major design

parameters are listed in Table 2 and an isometric view of the reactor is

shown in Fig, 1.

A major effort has been devoted in STARFIRE to enhancing reactor maintain-

ability and improving plant availability. The approach was to select design

features and develop a design configuration that reduced the frequency of

failure and shortened the replacement time. Relevant examples are: (1)

steady state operation with lower hybrid current drive; (2) limiter/vacuum

system for impurity control and exhaust; (3) vacuum boundary located at the

shield with all mechanical seals (no welds) ; (4) all service connections

(e.g., f̂  high pressure coolant) are located outside the vacuum boundary

(shield) ; (5) optimized modular design; (6; all superconducting EF coils are

outside the TF coils; (7) conservative TF coil design; (8) fully remote

maintenance permitting some repairs during reactor operation; (9) "remove

and replace" maintenance approach (failed parts are replaced with spare parts

Table 1. Key Features of STARFIRE

- Steady-state plasma operation

- Lower hybrid rf for plasma heating and current drive

- ECRH-assisted startup

- Limiter/vacuum system for plasma impurity control and exhaust

- All superconducting EF coils outside TF coils

- Vacuum boundary at the shield, mechanical seals

- Total remote maintenance with modular design

- Water-cooled, solid tritium breeder blanket with stainless
steel structure

- All materials outside the blanket are recyclable within 30 yr

- Less than 0.5 kg of vulnerable tritium inventory

- Minimum radiation exposure to personnel

- Conventional water/steam power cycle with no intermediate
coolant loop and no thermal energy storage



Table 2. STARFIRE Major Design Parameters

Net electrical power, MW

Gross electrical power, MW

Fusion power, MW

Thermal power, MW

Gross turbine cycle efficiency, %

Overall availability, °/<

Average neutron wall load, MW/m2

I ajor radius, m

Plasma half-width, m

Plasma elongation (b/a)

Plasma current, MA

Average toroidal beta

Toroidal field on axis, T

Maximum toroidal field, T

No. of TF coils

Plasma burn mode

Current drive method

Plasma heating mpt-hnd

Plasma startup

TF coils material

Blanket structural material

Tritium breeding medium

Wall/blanket coolant

Plasma impurity control

Primary vacuum boundary

1200

1440

3510

4000

75

3.6

7.0

1.94

1.6

10.1

0.067

5.8

11.1

12

Continuous

rf (lower hybrid)

rf (lower hybrid)

ECRH-assisted, limited OH coil

Nb3Sn/NbTi/Cu/SS

PCAa

Solid breeder (a-LiAlO^)

Pressurized water (H2O)

Limiter and vacuum system supple-
mented by low-Z coating, en-
hanced radiation and field
margin

Inner edge of shield

Primary Candidate Alloy (PCA), an advanced austenitic stainless steel .
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Fig. 1. STARFIRE reference design - isometric view.



and the reactor is operated while repairs are made in the hot cell) that

minimizes downtime; (10) combining components for simplicity (e.g., TF coil

room-temperature df ar provides support for the EF coils and shield); and

(11) providing redundancy where it is justified (e.g., for the EF coils

trapped below the reactor). These features as well as potential future

improvements in component reliability provide optimism that the plant

availability goal of 75% can be achieved.

Safety and environmental considerations have played a major role in

the STARFIRE design effort. A solid tritium breeder was selected in preference

r.o liquid lithium in order to minimize the stored chemical energy. The im-

purity control and exhaust system was selected and designed so that the

tritium fractional burnup is maximized and the vulnerable tritium inventory

in the fueling and vacuum pumping systems is minimized. Furthermore, the

re.'ctor design was developed to contain the tritium inside multiple barriers

and to minimiz- the size of potential tritium releases. The shield was de-

signed and all reactor materials selected so that recycling of all materials

outside the blanket is possible in less than 30 yr. Radiation exposure of

personnel has been minimized by the use of extensive remote maintenance opera-

tions and by providing adequate shielding. The use of resource-limited

materials was minimized. Mechanisms for fast reactor shutdown and auxiliary

cooling systems have been incorporated into the design. The beryllium coating

on the first wall and limiter provide an inherent safety feature that ter-

minates the plasma burn if the metal temperature reaches ^ 900°C. Calculations

show that the reactor will be automatically shut down in less than one second,

if a hot spot forms on a small area of the first wall, without the need for

any active control system. No major damage, other than some first wall

coating ablation, will occur.

No runaway accident that could pose a major risk to the public was

identified for STARFIRE. Furthermore, no plausible scenario could be. formu-

lated for the release of radioactive materials from the blanket, (excluding

corrosion products in the primary coolant loop) to the outside of the reactor

building.

The use of water coolant, steam cycle and conventional materials in

STARFIRE makes the heat transport and energy conversion system a state-of-the-

art technology. Trade-off studies comparing helium and pressurized water



coolants show clear advantages for pressurized water cooling for STARFIRE

conditions. The balance of plant has been designed to maximize Lhe utili-

zation of current power plant features.

The reactor configuration utilizes 12 toroidal field (TF) coils and 12

superconducting poloidal coils (EF and OH) located external to the TF coils.

Additionally, four small normal conducting control coils (CF) are located

inside the TF coils and outside the bulk shield to provide the necessary

response time for plasma control while permitting good access for reactor

maintenance. The magnet systems and shield are expected to last the full 40

year design life under normal operating conditions; however, provisions are

incorporated for their replacement.

Blanket sectors, including Lhe limited and rf ducts, will require re-

placement every six years. The blanket was divided into Large sectors to

permit replacement with a minimum number of in-reactor maintenance actions.

Twenty-four toroidal sectors of two different sizes are used to permit in-

stallation in the space between adjacent fF coils. The overall blanket

installation was simplified by mounting the limiter, rf duct and ECRH duct to

the sector for removal as a unit. Coolant connections to the blanket sector

were located outside of the vacuum boundary to minimize the effects of

irradiation on the ioint and to permit use of mechanical seals. The penetra-

tions through the vacuum boundary are sealed with elastomer seals located

at the external shield surface.

Twelve rf ducts provide for heating and current drive of the plasma.

These ducts are mounted in the blanket sector located between TF coils. An

rf window and phase monitor are located in the duct near the shield while

phase shifters, circulators and crossed field amplifiers are located in the

reactor building basement where personnel access during operation is possible.

Twenty-four ECRH ducts are provided for initial plasma breakdown and wall

cleaning. Two ECRH ducts are located on each blanket sector between TF

coils.

STARFIRE employs a DT burning, D-shape plasma to produce 3510 MW of

fusion power. The plasma is operated at a moderate 6 of 6.7% and is

moderately elongated, with a height-to-width ratio of 1.6. The plasma current

is driven in steady state with 90 MW of lower hybrid rf power. The first wall
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and all other components in the vacuum chamber are coated with Be. The

impurity control system maintains a steady-state concentration of 14% helium

and 4% Be in the plasma. The fairly low DT removal efficiency (15%) of the

impurity control system permits a high fractional burnup of tritium (42%).

Most of the plasma fueling is done automatically by DT neutrals recycling from

the first wall and limiter. Additional fueling is done by gas puffing through

the limiter.

In order to minimize r.he heat transport load on the limiter, as well as

to establish a thermal equilibrium, the plasma is operated in an "enhanced

radiation" mode, whereby a small amount of high-Z material, nominally iodine,

is added along with the fuel stream. This serves to radiate most of the

heating energy to the first wall and stabilizes the thermal operating point.

The plasma MHD equilibrium is of the low current, hollow profile type.

The plasma position is controlled with two sets of coils, a main equilibrium

field (EF) coil set and a control field (CF) coil set. The main EF coils are

superconducting and are located outside of the TF coils. They are used to

provide the basic positional equilibria. The CF coils consist of small copper

coils inside the TF coils and are used to control position and to stabilize

against plasma disruptions. To further aid in the latter task, the first wall

is designed with a L/R time constant of 300 ms to stabilize against rapid

vertical instabilities.

Most of the STARFIRE burn cycle is substantially different from pulsed

reactor burn cycles. Plasma breakdown is done with 5 MW of electron cyclo-

tron resonance heating (ECRH) and does not require a high voltage OH coil.

The startup period takes 24 minutes and conforms to the desire that the

fusion power should be ramped at a 5% per minute rate, to minimize thermal

problems in the energy recovery and conversion systems. The OH coil as well

as the OH and EF power supplies have modest requirements compared to pulsed

reactor requirements.

Several shutdown scenarios have been developed for STARFIRE. The normal

shutdown is basically the reverse of the startup period, whereby the fusion

power is reduced at a 5% per minute rate by reducing the tritium fraction in

the plasma. There are three types of rapid shutdowns. The fastest is an

"abrupt" shutdown whereby a plasma disruption is induced by injecting excess
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high-Z material. There is a more orderly "rapid" shutdown which also uses a

disruption, but where most of the plasma energy is radiated uniformly to the

first wall prior to the disruption. Finally, a "self-induced" shutdown occurs

naturally as a result of hot spot formation on the first wall or limiter.

The results of the STARF1RE study show important incentives for developing

the steady state option for tokamaks. Steady-state operation offers many engi-

neering, technological and economical benefits in commercial reactors. Among

these are: reactor reliability is increased, concerns about material fatigue

are alleviated, electrical and thermal energy storage systems are not required;

higher neutron wall load, and hence smaller size reactors, are acceptable; and

the frequency of plasma disruption occurrence is greatly reduced. It has been

estimated that the benefits of steady state can result in a saving in the cost

of energy of as much as 30%.

The impurity control and exhaust system is one of the key components

in a fusion reactor. It has a substantial impact on the engineering simplicity,

reliability, maintainability, economics and safety of the power plant. Di-

vertors and divertorJess options were surveyed. It was concluded that the

limiter/vacuum (also called "pumped" or "active" limiter) concept is a very

attractive option for power reactors. It is relatively simple and inexpensive

and deserves serious experimental verification. The results of STARF1RE in-

dicate that a high efficiency exhaust system is not necessarily desirable.

It is very beneficial to keep the removal efficiency low so that the tritium

fractional burnup is high. This reduces the gas load in the exhaust system

and simplifies the vacuum system design in addition to lowering the vulnerable

tritium inventory in the fueling and vacuum systems.

A low-Z coating on all surfaces exposed to the plasma will probably be

required in future tokamak reactors unless very low plasma edge temperatures

can be established and maintained. Beryllium appears to be one of the best

choices for the low-Z coating. Sputtering of the coating is predicted to

be large but redeposition seems to extend the coating life to an acceptable

level. However, there is a need for experimental investigations and theoreti-

cal work on the physics of the scrape-off region and the performance of low-Z

coatings. There is also a need to develop in-situ low-Z coating techniques

for fusion reactor applications.
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Safety considerations provide major incentives for the development of

solid breeders. Serious efforts have been devoted in STARFIRE to evaluation

of solid tritium breeders and to the development of a design that optimizes

their performance. The results are encouraging and show that the solid breeder

option should continue to be pursued. However, the results of the detailed

analyses in STARFIRE indicate potentially serious problem areas that must be

further investigated before the viability of solid breeder blanket concepts

can be cccurately assessed. The most critical problem concerns the

tritium release characteristics of solid breeders.

Results of the economics analysis for the STARFIRE tokamak power plant

indicate that fusion reactors can be developed to be economically competitive.

The cost of energy estimated for STARFIRE is comparable to that of future light-

water fission reactors and lower than for coal power plants. There are, of

course, uncertainties in predicting the cost of energy for future fusion

reactors. However, there appears to be no fundamental reason that fusion

will not be economically competitive.

It is important to place in proper context the role of the STARFIRE study.

STARFIRE represents the most comprehensive study performed to date on a

commercial fusion reactor concept. It incorporates several design features

in an attempt to develop an attractive tokamak reactor concept. Considerable

effort has been devoted to developing credible engineering and physics solu-

tions to key problem areas. In short, STARFIRE represents the best under-

standing that we have today of a commercial fusion reactor. Yet one must

remember that fusion research is in the phase of transition from primarily

plasma physics studies to a serious attack on developing the capability in

fusion physics and technology which will be required to establish the engi-

neering feasibility of fusion power. Several promising fusion concepts

in addition to the tokamak are under development. The tokamak concept can

be expected to undergo further development, most likely along lines described

in this study. Thus, STARFIRE represents a "snapshot" of our current under-

standing and expectations for tokamak development. Further developments will

occur which will hopefully lead to further improvement in the prospects for

practical, economic, safe fusion power within the early part of the 21st

century.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of the STARFIRE study is to develop a conceptual

design of a commercial cokamak electric power plant. Major guidelines for the

study are as follows:

• Application - Commercial Central Station Electric Power Plant

Confinement Concept - Tokamak

Fusion Fuel Cycle - Deuterium/Tritium/Lithium

It is important to place in proper context the role of the STARFIRE Study.

STARFIRE represents the most comprehensive study performed to date on a

commercial fusion reactor concept. It incorporates several design features

in an attempt to develop an attractive tokamak reactor concept. Considerable

effort has been devoted to developing credible engineering and physics solu-

tions to key problem areas. In short, STARFIRE represents the best under-

standing that we have today of a commercial fusion reactor. Yet one must

remember that fusion research is in the phase of transition from primarily

plasma physics studies to a serious attack on developing the capability in

fusion physics and technology which will be required to establish the

engineering feasibility of fusion power. Several promising fusion concepts

in addition to the tokamak are under development. The tokamak concept can be

expected to undeigo further development, most likely along lines described in

this study. Thus, STARFIRE represents a "snapshot" of our current understanding

and expectations for tokamak development. Further developments will occur

which will hopefully lead to further improvement in the prospects for

practical, economic, safe fusion power within the early part of the 21st

century.

The STARFIRE Study has been carried out during a period of substantial

progress in the tokamak fusion physics program. Also, a number of tokamak
(2)

reactor design studies have identified several new features which could

improve the reactor embodiment of the tokamak concept. The task of the STAR-

FIRE Study was to incorporate the results of recent tokamak research and

reactor studies into an integrated design concept which would further advance

the development of attractive tokamak-based reactor concepts.
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Particular attention has been given to developing design concepts which

will result in more attractive engineering features. The central theme here

has been to reduce the complexity of the design in order to develop a reactor

concept which is more compatible with assembly and maintenance considerations.

Design concepts were then examined in reasonable detail in order to establish

their engineering credibility.

Plasma engineering has played an important role in the STARFIRE Study.

The philosophy here was to not necessarily adopt conservative plasma physics

concepts based on proven theory and well-demonstrated experiments, as one

would do in designing a near-term experiment, but rather to explore innovative

physics ideas which would result in a more attractive reactor concept and

which will provide guidance for future physics research.

Attention to safety and environmental features has been a major consider-

tion in this study. Design efforts have examined both normal and off-normal

conditions. Design choices have been strongly influenced by a desire to

minimize vulnerable tritium inventories, reduce the use of scarce materials,

minimize stored energies that could result in accidental releases of energy,

and minimize long-term radioactive waste storage requirements. These con-

siderations have played a major role in both reactor and plant design decisions.

The STARFIRE Study has endeavered to provide for input and review of the

effort as it has been carried out. In addition to reviews carried out by

DOE's Office of Fusion Energy, a comprehensive review was carried out in

October, 1979, at ANL with approximately 60 representatives from all segments

of the fusion community. The results at this review have been documented in

an interium report. Informal workshops were also held on tritium breeders,

blanket design and current driven steady-state operating modes. In addition,

STARFIRE progress was reported at several national and international meetings
(4-9)

during the study period. The objective here was to provide for a variety of

mechanisms for feedback from the fusion community while the study was in

progress so that recommended changes could be considered for incorporation

into the reference design.
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Advisory committees for STARFIRE were established in two key areas. The

first was a Utility Advisory Committee whose purpose was to provide input

from the utility perspective on commercial fusion power plants and to provide

a mechanism for utility review of the design as it develops. Membersnip of the

Utility Advisory Committee is shown in Table 1-1. The Utility Advisory

Committee met with the STARFIRE Team in July, 1979, and March, 1980. The

results of input from the Utility Advisory Committee are summarized in Appendix A.

Because of the importance of carefully considering the safety and environ-

mental aspects of STARFIRE, a safety review committee was established Member-

ship of the committee is also shown in Table 1-1. This committee's primary

purpose was to provide review and recommendations for the development of the

reactor and plant conceptual design. The Safety Advisory Committee met with

the STARFIRE team in October, 1979, and June, 1980.

Table 1-1. STARFIRE Advisory Committees

Utility

Bill Wolkenhauer-Chairman, Washington State

Clint Ashworth, Pacific Gas and Electric
Fred Brunson, Union Electric Company
Ed Fiss, Duke Power Company
Robert Goodrich, Northwest Utilities
Betty Jensen, Public Service Electric and Gas

J. G. Crocker-Chairman, EG&G Idaho, Inc.
J. L- Anderson, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
D. Cohn, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

H. Howe, Jr., Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
M. Kazimi, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
L. Muhlestein, Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory
J. Powell, Brookhaven National Laboratory
T. Shannon, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

A major feature of the design approach for STARFIRE was the formation of

a multidisciplinary design team made up of personnel from a national laboratory

and industry. The program was directed by Argonne National Laboratory and

included a-\ industrial team led by McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company,

which included General Atomic Company and The Ralph M. Parsons Company. In

addition, the University of Wisconsin provided support in the area of plasma

impurity control during the initial phase of the study.
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This report is divided into three parts: Part A - Introductory and Over-

view Sections (Chapters 1 to 5), Part B - Design and Analysis (Chapters 6 to 23),

and Part C - Appendices. Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive overview of all

aspects of Lhe STARFIRE study including a description of the reactor and plant,

summaries of design analyses and summaries of design assumptions, conclusions

and cost studies. Chapter 3 presents a detailed discussion of study conclusions

while Chapter 4 presents a parameter list and Chapter 5 discusses the rationale

for major design decisions.

Chapters 6 to 12 describe key plasma and engineering subsystems of the

tokamak reactor. Chapters 13 to 18 describe major reactor supporting subsystems.

Mainterance and operations are described in Chapter 19 while the balance of

plant is described in Chapter 20. Safety and environmental analysis and

economic analysis are reported in Chapters 21 and 22, respectively. The plant

construction schedule is described in Chapter 23.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION

A comprehensive conceptual design of the STARFIRE reactor and balance-of-

plant has been developed. The deta i led analyses and descript ion of the

reference design for the power plant systems are given in Chaps. 6 through 23

and Appendices A through I . The purpose of th i s chapter i s to present an over-

view of the STARFIRE study and a brief descript ion of the reference design.

The primary c r i t e r i a for commercial a t t rac t iveness emphasized in the

STARFIRE study are economics, safe ty , and environmental impact. The approach

to meeting these c r i t e r i a involved building upon experience from previous

s tudies , developing addit ional innovative design concepts, and se lec t ing fea-

tures that simplify the engineering design and enhance reactor mainta inabi l i ty .

Table 2-1 shows the key features of STARFIRE. The reactor is operated steady

s t a t e with the plasma current maintained by lower-hybrid waves. This mode of

Table 2 - 1 . Key Features of STARFIRE

• Steady-sta te plasma operation

• Lower hybrid rf for plasma heating and current drive

• ECRH-assisted s tar tup

• Limiter/vacuum system for plasma puri ty control and exhaust

• All superconducting EF co i l s outside TF co i l s

• Vacuum boundary at the shie ld , mechanical seals

• Total remote maintenance with modular design

• Water-cooled, solid t r i t i um breeder blanket with s t a in l e s s
steel structure

• All materials outside the blanket are recyclable withii 30 yr

• Less than 0.5 kg of vulnerable tritium inventory

• Minimum radiation exposure to personnel

• Conventional water/steam power cycle with no intermediate coolant
loop and no thermal energy storage

operation results in a reduction in the plant capital cost and an increase

in the plant availability. The capital cost savings are due to the elimi-

nation of electrical and thermal energy storage, derating of power supplies

and the reduction in the reactor size, which is made possible by the increase

in the permissible wall loading. The improvement in reactor availability is

brought about by the increase in component reliability, elimination of ma-

terial fatigue as a life-limiting effect in the first wall, and the reduction

in the probability of plasma disruption occurrence. The reactor design is
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simplified by utilizing the lower-hybrid rf system, with its attractive engi-

neering features, for the dual purpose of plasma heating and current drive.

The problems associated with plasma initiation and startup have been eased

by the use of electron cyclotron resonance heating to reduce the OH voltage.

The limiter/vacuum system concept has been selected for the plasma

impurity control and exhaust system. Compared to divertors, the limiter/vacuum

system greatly simplifies the reactor design and improves its reliability and

accessibility. Detailed analysis showed that the system can be designed to

credible engineering standards.

The characteristics of the plasma operating point and the plasma support

systems in STARFIRE are different from those in previous conceptual designs.

The major differences are due to the choice of the steady state operation and

the limiter/vacuum system. These choices were motivated by the desire to

simplify the engineering design. It was assumed in the early stages of

the design that these options could be developed in the STARFIRE time frame.

Fortunately, results from recent plasma physics experiments on noninductive

current drive (see Chap. 7) and on limiters (see Chap. 8) are very encouraging

and they suggest that these options can be developed in the next few years.

A major effort has been devoted in STARFIRE to enhancing reactor maintain-

ability and improving plant availability. The approach was to select design

features and develop a design configuration that reduced the frequency of

failure and shortened the replacement time. Relevant examples are: (1)

steady-state operation with current drive; (2) limiter/vacuum system for

impurity control and exhaust; (3) vacuum boundary located at the shield with

all mechanical seals (no welds); (4) all service connections (e.g., for high

pressure coolant) are located outside the vacuum boundary (shield); (5)

optimized modular design; (6) all superconducting EF coils are outside the

TF coils; (7) conservative TF coil design; (8) fully remote maintenance per-

mitting some repairs during reactor operation; (9) "remove and replace" mainte-

nance approach (failed parts are replaced with spare parts and the reactor is

operated while repairs are made in the hot cell) that minimizes downtime;

(10) combining components for simplicity (e.g., TF coil room-temperature
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dewar provides support for the EF coils and shield); and (11) providing

redundancy of strategic components (e.g., for the EF coils trapped below the

reactor). These features as well as potential future improvements in compo-

nent reliability provide optimism, that the plant availability goal of 75%

can be achieved.

The safety and environmental considerations have played a major role

in the STARFIRE design effort. A solid tritium breeder was selected in

preference to liquid lithium in order to minimize the stored chemical energy.

The impurity control and exhaust system was selected and designed so that the

tritium fractional burnup is maximized and the vulnerable tritium inventory

in the fueling and vacuum pumping systems is minimized. Furthermore, the

reactor design was developed to contain the tritiuu with multiple barriers

and minimize the size of potential tritium releases. The shield was designed

and all reactor materials selected to permit recycling of all materials out-

side the blanket in less than 30 yr. Radiation exposure of personnel has been

minimized by the use of extensive remote maintenance operations and by pro-

viding adequate shielding. The use of resource-limited materials was avoided.

Mechanisms for fast reactor shutdown and auxiliary cooling systems have been

incorporated into the design. The beryllium coating on the first wall and

limiter provide an inherent safety feature that terminates the plasma burn

if the metal temperature reaches ^ 900°C. Calculations show that the reactor

will be automatically shut down in less than one second, if a hot spot forms on

10% of the first wal], without the need for any active control system. No

major damage, other than some first wall coating ablation, will occur.

The use of water coolant, steam cycle and conventional materials in

STARFIRE makes the heat transport and energy conversion system a state-of-the-

art technology. The balance of plant has been designed to maximize the

utilization of current power plant features. However, the reactor hall, hot

cell and tritium facility are unique to fusion reactors. The tritium facility

utilises current day design practices of the Tritium Systems Test Assembly (TSTA)

The reactor building houses the reactor and modules for auxiliary systems that

may become contaminated.

The STARFIRE power plant design, shown in Fig. 2-1, represents a single

1200 MWe generating unit. The plant is part of a utility grid that normally

uses the STARFIRE plant as a base load unit; however, the plant can load

follow at 5% of full load per minute.
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2.2 KEY ASSUMPTIONS

The STARFIRE reactor design was developed using the assumption that it

was the tenth commercia] plant constructed from a standardized design. This

assumption provides a highly predictable machine that will have resulted from

an extensive R&D program and utility operating experience from earlier plants.

The f i* st year of operation is assumed to be approximately 2020. Although

this date does not directly enter in the design considerations, it is useful

in considering the availability of certain advanced technologies.

Remote maintenance of all equipment within the reactor building has been

the uesign basis; however, provision for personnel entry into the reactor

building, on a contingency basis, has also been included in the design.

A goal of an overall plant availability of 75% is justified on the basis

of a maintainable design, a first wall life of greater than 6 years, and

the assumption that STARFIRE is the tenth-of-a-kind power plant.

The major plasma physics assumptions and guidelines are discussed in de-

tail in Chapters 6, 7, and 8. Key assumptions include ion heat transport which

is three times faster than the neoclassical value, electron heat transport which

is given by the empirical Alcator scaling, and particle transport which is

taken as twice as fast as the empirical energy confinement time. Plasma

cress-field transport at the edge is assumed to be Bohm diffusion with ion

sound speed flow parallel to the field lines. The particle density and

energy are assumed to fall exponentially in the scrape-off region. Neu-

recycling at the plasma edge with some gas puffing is assumed to be an

effective fueling mechanism. The plasma equilibrium with a somewhat hollow

current profile is assumed to be stabilized by a conducting first wall for (3's

of at least 6.7%. Lower hybrid wave driven currents are calculated from standard

quasilinear and Fokker-Planck theory. Linear theory is assumed when computing

the transmission characteristics of the waveguide antenna and when performing

the ray tracing calculation in the plasma.

The economic analysis assumes private utility ownership and a single

generating unit at the site. Certain economic advantages would result from

locating multiple units at one site. The construction plan assumes siting

near navigable water for transportation of large assemblies to the site. Other-

wise, siting would be nearly universal except that minor modifications would be
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required for seismic zone 3, The plant lifetime for economic analyses was

taken to be 30 years; the engineering design lifetime was taken to be 40 years.

2.3 REACTOR OVERVIEW

2«3.1 Reactor Configuration

The major reactor parameters for STARFIRE are listed in Table 2-2. These

parameters were derived based on results from system analyses to minimize the

cost of energy subject to constraints of physics, engineering, and technology.

A discussion of these trade-off studies is given in Chap. 5.

The reactor design has a major radius of 7.0 m and operates at a first

wall average neutron loading of 3.6 MW/m2. The reactor delivers 1200 MWe to

the grid in addition to providing 240 MWe for recirculating power requirements.

The reactor operates with a continuous plasma burn and develops 4000 MW of

useful thermal power. Approximately 3800 MW is provided to the main heat

transport system and 200 MW is collected from the active limiter for use in

feed water heating. An isometric view of the reactor is shown in Fig. 2-2.

The reactor cross-section is shown in Fig. 2-3 and a top view is shown in

Fig. 2-4.

The reactor configuration utilizes 12 toroidal field (TF) coils and 12

superconducting poloidal coils (EF and OH) located external to the TF coils.

Additionally, four svnall normal conducting control coils (CF) are located

inside the TF coils and outside the bulk shield to provide the necessary

response time for plasma control while permitting good access for reactor main-

tenance. The magnet systems and shield are expected to last the full 40 year

design life under normal operating conditions; however, provisions are incor-

porated for their replacement. Blanket sectors, including the limiters and

rf ducts, will require replacement every six years. Vacuum pumps and the

isolation vacuum valves will require replacement every two years.

The reactor configuration was developed to permit each component of the

reactor to be replaced in a time consistent with its anticipated life (i.e.,

rapid replacement for components with short life) using remote maintenance

techniques. Emphasis has been placed on overall reactor simplicity. This

has led to combining components, where possible, to minimize the number of

replaceable parts and to efficiently use the materials and space of various
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Table 2-2. STARFIRE Major Design Parameters

Net e l e c t r i c a l power, MW

Gross e l e c t r i c a l power, MW

Fusion power, MW

Thermal power, MW

Gross turbine cycle efficiencyj

Overall a v a i l a b i l i t y , %

Average neutron wall load, MW/m'

Major rad ius , m

Plasma half-width, m

Plasma elongation (b/a)

Plasma cur ren t , MA

Average toro ida l beta

Toroidal f i e ld on ax is , T

Maximum toroidal f i e ld , T

No. of TF co i l s

Plasma burn mode

Current drive method

Plasma heating method

Plasma startup

TF coils material

Blanket structural material

Tritium breeding medium

Wall/blanket coolant

Plasma impurity control

Primary vacuum boundary

1200

1440

3510

4000

35.7

75

3.6

7.0

1.94

1.6

10.1

0,067

5.8

11.1

12

Continuous

rf (lower hybrid)

rf (lower hybrid)

ECRH-assist

Nb3Sn/NbTi/Cu/SS

PCAa

Solid breeder (ct-LiA102)

Pressurized water (H2O)

Limiter and vacuum system supple-
mented by low-Z coating, en-
hanced radiation and field
margin

Inner edge of shield

Primary Candidate Alloy (PCA), an advanced austenitic stainless steel.
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components. Modularization has also been emphasized so that all reactor compon-

ents can be removed and replaced in a simple and practical manner. The remove

and replace philosophy permits the reactor to resume operation while time-consum-

ing repairs are made in the hot cell where more time and equipment is available.

The TF coil, and hence the reactor, configuration was developed primarily

by the desire to keep the superconducting EF coils external to the super-

conducting TF coils so that their replacement is possible without fabrication

of a new coil on the reactor. External placement of the EF coils increases

the incentive to reduce the TF coil size to minimize the stored energy of the

EF system. The TF coil outer radius is constrained to 13 meters by the clear-

ance required for shield installation.

The TF coils are joined into a common vacuum tank at the center of the

reactor. The common vacuum tank was chosen to minimize the heat leak to and

the shield thickness at the magnet inner leg. The common TF coil vacuum tank

also provides the vacuum boundary for the center post and EF/OH coils in the

center region. Since the common vacuum tank does not contain a dielectric

break, care was taken to minimize its thickness and hence the image currents

in the vacuum tank so that the CF coils could properly control the plasma.

The EF/OH coils inside the center post are grouped in two modules to

simplify their removal from the top of the reactor without significantly

increasing the overhead crane or building height. The outer EF coils and

upper EF/OH coil can be removed vertically. Spares have been provided for

the lower EF/OH coils that are trapped under the reactor because the inherent

complications of replacing a failed coil, even if only once in every few

plant lifetimes, make it cost effective.

The shield is assembled as twenty-four sectors to permit its installa-

tion between TF coils. The 12 sectors that fit under the TF coils also in-

corporate dielectric breaks in every other sector. The other sectors incor-

porate an access door and two vacuum ducts. The sectors are joined together

by a welded vacuum seal and are not expected to require frequent replacement

(i.e., they are life-of-plant components).

The vacuum boundary location was selected at the shield interior with

access door seals located at the outer surface in order to: 1) provide a
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convenient way of pumping for the limiter slot system, 2) minimize the com-

plexities of providing a vacuum boundary at the blanket/first wall and 3)

permit the inboard vacuum seals which have limited access to remain intact

during maintenance. The vacuum seals that must be opened for maintenance were

located at the outer shield surface to provide access for maintenance and to

reduce the damage to seal materials by radiation exposure. The shielding is

effective enough to permit use of elastomer seals which can be sealed repeat-

ably and easily. The vacuum pumps were located at the top and bottom of the

reactor to minimize the neutron heating on the cryopanels and to permit the

pumps to remain in-place during blanket replacement.

The blanket was divided into large sectors to permit replacement with a

minimum number of in-reactor maintenance actions. Twenty-four toroidal sectors

of two different sector sizes are used to permit installation in the space be-

tween adjacent TF coils. The overall blanket installation was simplified by

mounting the limiter, rf duct and ECRH duct to the sector for removal as a

unit. Coolant connections to the blanket sector were located outside of the

vacuum boundary to minimize the effects of irradiation on the joint and to

permit use of less than high integrity "leak-tight" mechanical seals. The

penetration through the vacuum boundary is sealed with elastomer seals

located at the external shield surface.

The limiter consists of 96 elements that form a near continuous toroidal

ring at the. outer midplane of the blanket. Four limiters are mounted on each

blanket sector in front of a slot through the blanket that provides a path for

particles to a plenum. Particles are then pumped by 24 vacuum pumps at the

top and bottom of the reactor. An additional 24 vacuum pumps are provided to

permit pump rejuvenation every two hours.

Twelve rf ducts provide for heating and current drive of the plasma.

These ducts are mounted in the blanket sector located between TF coils. An

rf window and phase monitor are located in the duct near the shield while

phase shifters, circulators and crossed field amplifiers are located in the

reactor building basement where personnel access during operation is possible.

Twenty-four ECRH ducts are provided for initial plasma breakdown and wall

cleaning. Two vacuum ducts are located on each blanket sector between TF

coils.
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Fuel is provided to the reactor by extracting bred tritium from a solid

breeding blanket and injecting it into the plasma via gas puffing. Two gas

ports are provided. Gas enters the plasma through the limiter which incor-

porates a drilled passage to the innermost protrusion of the plasma at the

outer blanket midplane.

2.3.2 Plasma Engineering

STARFIRE employs a DT burning, D-shape plasma to produce 3510 MW of fusion

power. The plasma is operated at a moderate g of 6.7% and is moderately

elongated, with a height to width ratio of 1.6. The major plasma parameters

and plasma engineering features of STARFIRE are listed in Tables 2-3 and 2-4,

respectively. The plasma current is driven in steady state with 90 MW of

lower hybrid rf power. The first wall and all other components in the vacuum

chamber are coated with Be. The impurity control system maintains a steady-

state concentration of 14% helium and 4% Be in the plasma. The fairly low DT

removal efficiency (15%) of the impurity control system permits a high frac-

tional burnup of tritium. For the same reason, most of the plasma fueling

is done automatically by DT neutrals recycling from the first wall and limi-

ter. Additional fueling is done by gas puffing.

In order to minimize the heat transport load on the limiter, as well as

to establish a thermal equilibrium, the plasma is operated in an "enhanced

radiation" mode, whereby a small amount of high-Z material, nominally iodine,

is added along with the fuel stream. This serves to radiate most of the

heating energy and stabilizes the thermal operating point.

The plasma MHD equilibrium is of nhe low current, hollow profile type.

The plasma position is controlled with two sets of coils, a main equilibrium

field (EF) coil set and a control field (CF) coil set. The main EF coils are

superconducting and are located outside of the TF coils. They are used to

provide the basic positional equilibria. The CF coils consist of small

copper coils inside the TF coils and are used to control position and to

stabilize against plasma disruptions. To further aid in the latter task, the

first wall is designed with a time constant of 300 ms to stabilize against

rapid vertical instabilities.
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Table 2-3. STARFIR.E Plasma Parameters

Parameter Unit Value

Major radius, R

Aspect ratio, A

Elongation, K

Triangularity, d

Safety factor at limiter,

Average beta, g

Maximum toroidal field at coil, B

Toroidal field at plasma center, B

Plasma current, I

Plasma volume, V
P

Average electron temperature, T

eo

e
Genterline electron temperature, T

Average ion temperature, T.

Centerline ion temperature, T.

Average fuel density, N

Center fuel density, N

Electron energy confinement time, T

Ion energy confinement time, ~

Particle confinement time, t
P

Fractional helium concentration, NQ/N

Fractional beryllium concentration, N

Fractional iodine concentration N /N_.,_e concentration N /N

Fusion power, P
b

Lower hybrid rf power to plasma, P

Average neutron wall load, P
WN

m

T

T

MA

m3

keV

keV

keV

keV
-3

m
-3

m

s

s

s

MW

MW

MW/m2

7.0

3.6

1.6

0.5

5.1

0.067

11.1

5.8

10.1

781

17.3

22.5

24.1

31.3

0.806 x 1O20

1.69 x 1O20

3.6

10

1.8

0.14

0.04

0.001

3 5 1 0 MW

90

3.6
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Table 2-4. Plasma Engineering Features of STARFIRE

Operating Point

Equilibrium type:

Equilibrium generation
method:

Position stabilizacion
method:

Burn Cycle

Startup time:

Method:

Normal shutdown time:

Emergency shutdown:

Plasma initiation
method:

Earn method:

Thermal stabilization:

Fueling

Fueling method:

Elongated, D-shape, moderate 6, hollow
current profile

Outside superconducting equilibrium field
coil system

Inside control field coils and conducting
first wall with 300 ms time constant.

<\i 24 minutes

Tritium lean startup; vary rf power,
DT density, T fraction; 5% per minute
fusion power ramp.

^ 24 minutes

Induced disruption method, time < 3 s

5 MW electron cyclotron resonance heating

Steady state, lower hybrid current drive

Enhanced radiation mode operation by
iodine injection

Recycling DT plus gas puffing

Because of the need to minimize the lower hybrid rf current drive power,

the plasma density is lower and the plasma ion temperature is higher than

most previous tokamak reactor designs. The plasma is operated with T. > T ,

which makes better use of the available 6. The tradeoffs, between the operating

point and rf power, and the selection of density and temperature parameters

are discussed in detail in Chap. 7.
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Most of the STARFIRE burn cycle is substantially different from pulsed

reactor burn cycles. Plasma breakdown is done with 5 MW of electron cyclo-

tron resonance heating (ECRH) and does not require a high voltage OH coil.

The startup period takes 24 minutes and conforms to the requirement that the

fusion power should be ramped at a 5% per minute rate, to minimize thermal

problems in the energy recovery and conversion systems. The OH coil as well

as the OH and EF power supplies have modest requirements compared to pulsed

reactor requirements. The steady state burn phase of the burn cycle has a

thermal equilibrium maintained by the addition of iodine. The equilibrium

and stability of the enhanced radiation mode of operation has been studied

with a global code and with the 1-D WHIST code. These studies indicate that

this mode of operation is feasible.

Several types of shutdown scenarios have been developed for STARFIRE.

The normal shutdown is basically the reverse of the startup period, whereby

the fusion power is reduced at a 5% per minute rate by reducing the tritium

fraction in the plasma. There are three types of emergency shutdowns. The

fastest is an "abrupt" shutdown whereby a plasma disruption is induced by

injecting excess high-Z material. There is a more orderly "rapid" shutdown

which also uses a disruption, but where most of the plasma energy is radiated

away prior to the disruption. Finally, a naturally occurring "ablative

induced shutdown" has been identified which occurs as result of a hot spot

formation on the first wall or limiter.

Various fueling options for STARFIRE were studied. The high fractional

burnup rate of 42% in STARFIRE permits a fairly low fueling rate from an

external source. Gas puffing is the most desirable engineering option and

has been adopted as the STARFIRE fueling method.

We have considered D-shaped plasma equilibria in toroidal geometry with

pressure profiles characterized by a width parameter a. Using a diamagnetism

function F2(^) = F (1 - 6iJ>Y) and a pressure function p(i{0 = î 01, it is possi-

ble to generate a broad range of low and high & equilibria with various axis

and limiter values of the safety factor, q and q, , respectively. The highest

stable fj is, in general, a function of A, K, d, a, q and q, , where A is the

aspect ratio, K is the elongation, and d determines the triangularity. This

functional dependence is under active investigation in the physics community,
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and the operating point for STARFIRE is based on a survey of equilibria and

subsequent stability analysis.

2.3.3 Plasma Heating and Current Drive

The design, of a tokamak reactor which can run in a steady state mode is

basically different from the design of a pulsed tokamak, because the circu-

lating power required to sustain the toroidal current against collisional

dissipation may be a substantial fraction of the power plant's electric

output. Consequently, the STARFIRE design focused on efforts to minimize

the circulating electric power for steady state operation, and the resulting

lower-hybrid rf system was optimized with this goal. In addition, the same

system appears adequate to provide auxiliary heating during the startup phase

to bring the plasma to ignition temperatures.

One obvious means of reducing rf power to the reactor is the selection

of operating regime' with the lowest plasma currents. Accordingly, a large

variety of MH.D equilibria (solutions to the Grad--Shafranov pressure balance

equation) were surveyed in order to identify the most desirable candidate.

The aspect ratio, A, was selected after studying the power requirements for

generating equilibria with 3 = 0.25/A. For a fixed reactor power, wall

loading and toroidal field strength, the plasma current and electron density

increase as A is reduced. This leads to increasing rf power at lower A.

However, a larger A requires a larger major radius. This study concluded that

A = 3.6 is best, with R = 7.0 m.

The selection of the plasma beta was another crucial decision. Generally,

the higher the plasma current, the higher is the stable 6 which can be

achieved. The increasing rf power required at higher B motivated the se-

lection of a comparatively modest design value - (3 = 6.7%. It was shown

that hollow current density profiles can have favorable stability while re-

quiring less total current than more conventional centrally peaked profiles.

An elongated (K= 1,6), highly D-shaped plasma cross-section was chosen

which requires I = 10.1 MA with B = 5.8T on axis. The plasma cross-section

and lower hybrid system are shown in Fig. 2-5. The design of the equilibrium

field (EF) coil system required to position and shape the poloidal flux sur-

faces is eased by the ability to locate large coils in the central hole. The
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safety factor profile does not allow double tearing modes, although other resis-

tive modes have not been ruled out. Analysis with the BLCON and ERATO codes

shows the equilibrium is stable to local interchange and ballooning modes but re-

quires a close fitting conducting first wall/blanket to stabilize low-n kinks.

Lower hybrid current drive theory shows that the rf driving power is

proportional to the local electron density where the current is generated,

which makes the hollow current profiles especially attractive. In addition,

for a fixed g, the average electron density (n ) may be reduced by operat-

ing the plasma at a higher temperature. Above 20 keV, the decreasing fusion

reactivity of DT tends to offset these reductions in the rf power at low

n . (Maximum Q occurs in the range 20-30 keV.) Despite low Q operation,

the net electric output peaks for T =T. * 11 keV. However, the capital

outlay for rf power supplies at 11 keV far exceeds that needed for auxiliary

heating to ignition. The minimum cost of electricity appears when T = 17
-1 -3 e

keV, T. = 24 keV, and n = 1.2 x 10il* ? , which results in a fusion
power of 3510 MW.

Using the WKB form of the electromagnetic dispersion relation, the Landau

damping of externally launched lower hybrid waves is computed in cylindrical

geometry, and current generation is calculated from standard quasilinear/

Fokker-Planck formulas. By minimizing the parallel wave index of refraction,

n,,, and adjusting the spectrum width, n... - n..., the equilibrium current
" 11 1 11 £.

density may be generated with a minimum amount cf power. Wave accessibility

(to avoid reflection) limits the lower bound on n,, to 1.40 in STARFIRE;

setting n.. - n = 0.46 yields a hollow profile with a total parallel

("force-free") current of IJJ = 9.1 MA. In equilibrium, due to the field

line rotational transform, diamagnetic currents add another toroidal current

density increment, with the result that 66.5 MW of driving power creates 10.1

MA of toroidal current. In these calculations, we have set the wave frequency

at v = 1.677 GHz, which exceeds the lower hybrid frequency at the point of

deepest wave penetration and thus avoids parametric instabilities.

The Brambilla grill, a horizontal array of phased waveguides, is the

ideal wave launcher in this rf frequency range. The waveguides have a

vertical opening of 17.0 cm and transmit only the TE mode. The horizontal

opening is 2.95 cm, and ths guides are separated by 0.70 cm metal partitions.

Phasing adjacent guides by 2TT/3 results in an asymmetric spectrum of
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coroidally traveling waves with average n.. = 1.63. We find a large number

(N = 18) of guides is necessary to concentrate the spectral power into the

range n.. - n.. = 0.46. The grill performance has been studied for a variety

of electron edge density profiles, since this determines how well the grill

couples to plasma waves. Two figures of merit appear. One is the average grill

reflection coefficient, R; the other is the fraction of transmitted power, e,

which is contained in the region n n = 1.40 - 1.86, and which is thus useful

for driving toroidal current. Wave interference results in some power trans-

mission at nj| = -3.2, but, if reasonable control of the electron edge density

is possible, e will be in the range of 0.6 to 0.8. The overall R has been

dramatically reduced in the STARFIRE design by replacing those waveguides

with high individual reflection coefficients with passive reflectors. The

final design has nine active and nine passive guides which results in R =

0.44 and e = 0.74. The total transmitted power to the plasma is thus 66.5

MW/E = 90 MW.

In view of the large R of the grill, it is necessary to circulate

the reflected power in a given waveguide directly into its neighboring guide.

Thus a klystron drives the first of the nine active elements in an array, and

circulators direct returning power through the other eight. Crossed field

amplifiers (CFA's) are used to boost the reflected power to the required

output level. Due to high reflection coefficients, the required amplifier

gains are low, in the range 3-7 db. Present-day CFA's have achieved impres-

sive efficiency in CW operation at low gains in this frequency range

(n = 78% at 400 kW). We are confident that n.,.-,. = 85% is achievable
L* b A \j b A

with a modest R and D effort, and we have assumed this value in designing the

STARFIRE system. Each CFA operates at 420 kW of rf output and requires a

20 to 30 kV power supply at 10 to 15 A, depending on the gain. Unlike

klystrons, the CFA does not require a highly regulated power supply. The

CFA may be operated with a cold cathode, eliminating costly heater power

supplies and producing long-life operation (20,000 hours or 3 calendar years

of STARFIRE operation).

Each waveguide facing the plasma is plated with Cu and Be to present a

low sputtering, high conductivity surface. The wave intensity is low - 1.4

kW/cm assuming 90 MW broadcast by a total launcher area of 6.4 m~ - to
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avoid nonlinear spectral modification; the electric fields are consequently

well below the multipactor limit. A BeO window and dc break are located

between the outboard legs of the toroidal field coils, and the electron cyclo-

tron resonance region beyond is pressurized. Directional couplers monitor the

phase on the vacuum side of each window to assure proper grill operation. Neu-

tron damage to the window is negligible over the reactor lifetime, the fluence

being leas than 8 x 1011 neutrons/cm2. The pressurized waveguide is routed

through the building floor to a basement area (see Fig. 2-5) where the circu-

lators, phasi shifters and CFA's are located. Power supplies are in an auxiliary

building. Inside the reactor hall, the rf equipment is passive, requiring little

maintenance, while the CFA's and phase shifters are accessible during reactor

operation if repair should prove necessary. By stacking four grills poloid-

ally in each of the twelve reactor toroidal sectors, a system with 432 trans-

mission lines and CFA's is achieved, with an input electric power of 153 MW

(compared wish 1200 MW net electric supplied to the grid). The redundancy in

this system assures continued reactor operation in the event of single

component failures. The total system cost, assuming prior amortization of an

R & D program for CFA's and assuming mass production of the tubes, is $33.5 M

for the hardware, exclusive of power supplies. Power supply costs are $14 M.

This study concluded that a CFA system can provide lower hybrid power for

current drive applications with much less circulating power than klystrons

(which would require over 200 MW electric input) and at a fraction of the

cost of a klystron system. The rf system is summarized in Table 2-5.

With minor modifications from the basic design given above, three of the

twelve rf ducts can serve to heat and drive current during the startup phase

of the tokamak discharge. These ducts contain grills with 36 waveguide

elements with narrower openings. By appropriate phase control, these grills

can heat the plasma at temperatures as low as T =0.5 keV and can drive
e

currents once Tp reaches ^ 1.5 keV. A small OH coi l and ECR heating serve

to bring the discharge up to the temperatures at which the lower hybrid

system functions. Beyond th is point , we have demonstrated that there is a

smooth evolution of the discharge towards the steady s t a t e .
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Table 2-5. Lower Hybrid System Parameters

Symbol

V

n | | l " "112

Xil
w/k

M
D
r

i

V.ilue

1.677 GHz

1.40 - 1.86

10.94 cm

1.83 x 108 m/s

9.11 MA

10.1 MA

1.6 kW/cm2

Parameter

wave frequency

spectrum required

toroidal wave length

parallel phase speed

parallel current

toroidal current

wave intensity at

antenna

nine active/nine N 9 + 9 = 18

passive guides

phase difference A<|> 2 T /3

narrow guide opening b 2.95 cm

septum d 0.70 cm

vertical guide a 17.0 cm

opening

edge density gradient dn /dx 5.0 x 1010cm~'*

vacuum distance x 1.0 cm
o

spectral fraction e 0.736

driving current

antenna reflection R' 0.443

coefficient
power required to drive p 6 6 MW

LH
current

net heating power to plasma p 90 MW
h

net electric power to rf p 152.7
e

system
CFA e f f i c i e n c y ri 85%

CFA

The rf system requires 432 CFA tubes operating at 420 kW with gains from

4.0 to 6.6 db.
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2.3.4 Plasma Impurity Control and Exhaust

A plasma impurity control and exhaust system was developed for STARF1RE

to satisfy the following goals: (1) engineering simplicity compatible with

ease of assembly/disassembly and maintenance; (2) a high tritium burnup to

minimize the tritium inventory in the fuel cycle; (3) a reasonable and reliable

vacuum system that minimizes the number and size of vacuum ducts; and (4)

manageable heat loads in the medium where the alpha and Impurity particles are

collected.

These goals are found to be best satisfied by a limiter/vacuum system

together with a beryllium coating on the first wall, limiter, and all other

surfaces exposed to the plasma. In order to minimize the heat load to the

limiter, most of the alpha-heating power to the plasma is radiated to the

first wall, by injecting a small amount of high-Z material, e.g. iodine,

along with the DT fuel stream. The iodine atoms enhance the line-and-

recombination radiation over most of the plasma volume. The helium re-

moval efficiency of the limiter/vacuum system is intentionally kept low for

three reasons: (1) to reduce the heat load on the limiter; (2) to simplify

the vacuum system and ieduce radiation streaming; and (3) to minimize the

tritium inventory tied up in the vacuum and tritium processing systems.

The major features of the STARFIRE impurity control and exhaust system are

summarized in Table 2-6.

Figure 2-6 shows a cross section through the limiter, the limiter slot,

the limiter duct, and the plenum region. The limiter consists of 96 segments

that form one toroidal ring centered at the midplane and positioned at the

outer side of the plasma chamber. This location was selected because: (1)

it is the least likely place for a thermal energy dump from a plasma disrup-

tion; and (2) it assures symmetry in particle and heat load on the upper and

lower branches of the limiter. Each of the limiter segments is 1 m high and

0.6 m wide. The physical dimensions of the system are shown in Fig. 2-6.

The liraiter slot, which is the region between the limiter and first wall,

leads co a 0.4-m high limiter duct that penetrates the 0.7-m thick blanket.

The liraiter duct opens into a plenum region that is located between the

blanket and shield and extends all the way around the torus. This plenum

region is large enough so that it spreads the radiation leakage from the
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Table 2-6. Major Features of STARFIRE Impurity Control/Exhaust

o A limiter/vacuum system

- One toroidal belt-type limiter centered around midplane

- Simplified, credible engineering

o Low-Z coating (beryllium) on all surfaces exposed to plasma

o Enhance plasma radiation

- To reduce heat load at collection plate

- By injecting small amount of iodine

o A low helium removal efficiency (25%)

- Much simpler vacuum system

- Less radiation streaming

- High tritium burnup, low tritium inventory

- Penalty: Modest increase in toroidal field (0.85 T on axis)

o Simple vacuum system

- Limiter duct penetrates blanket leading to a plenum region between

blanket and bulk shield

- Significantly reduced radiation streaming; less shielding and lower

nuclear heat load in cryopanels

limiter duct into a larger surface area of the bulk shield. The conduct-

ance of the plenum region is large enough to permit locating the vacuum

ducts in the bulk shield sufficiently removed from the midplane so that

radiation streaming from the limiter duct in the blanket to the vacuum pumps

is acceptable. Thsre are 12 vacuum ducts at the top and another 12 at the

bottom of the reactor. Each of these vacuum ducts has an equivalent dia-

meter of 1 m and penetrates the bulk shield leading to the vacuum pumps.

Fig. 2-7 S'IOWS an isometric view of the limiter system.

The basic principles of how the limiter works are rather simple. Ions

that hLt the front face of the limiter will be neutralized and reflected back

into the plasma. Ions that enter into the limiter slot hit the back surface

and are neutralized. Some of the scattered neutrals will directly reach the

limiter duct and follow a multiple-scattering path into the plenum region and

into the vacuum ducts where they are pumped out by the vacuum pumps. Other
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Figure 2-6. Cross section of the STARFIRE limiter design.
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Figure 2-7. Isometric view of the STARFIRE limiter design.
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particles neutralized at the back surface of the limiter will scatter back in

the direction of the plasma. These neutrals have a high probability of being

ionized and returned back to the limiter surface. Calculations show that

this trapping or "inversion" effect is so large for helium that ^ 90% of the

helium entering the limiter slot will be pumped. This inversion effect

greatly simplifies the liraiter/vacuum system design in at least two ways:

1. Location of the Leading Edge — Since the inversion probability is

very high, the fraction of particles that enter the limiter slot

need to be only slightly greater than the helium removal efficiency.

This permits locating the two leading edges at the top and bottom of

the limiter sufficiently away from the plasma edge and outward into

the scrape-off region so that the peak heat flux at the leading edge

is reasonably low.

2. Neutral Pressure — This inversion effect causes the neutral gas

pressure at the limiter duct to be considerably higher than the

neutral pressure around the plasma. Such high pressure greatly

simplifies the vacuum system design.

Hydrogen can charge-exchange as well as be ionized. These charge-exchange

events significantly reduce the inversion probability for hydrogen because

the resulting neutral will tend to make its way out of the slot region into

the plasma. Therefore, the beneficial effect of higher helium pumping

probability and enhanced hydrogen recycling into the plasma is obtainable in

the limiter/vacuum system.

The plasma parameters related to the impurity control and exhaust system

are shown in Table 2-7. The design parameters for the limiter and vacuum

system are shown in Tables 2-8 and 2-9, respectively.

The charged particle flux in the scrape-off region falls off exponen-

tially as e p with 5 = 10 cm and x being the distance into the scrape-

off region. About 28% of the helium particles diffusing out of the plasma

will enter into the limiter slot, i.e., between x = 8.7 cm and x = 20 cm. The

transmission (pumping) probability for these particles is 0.9 giving an

overall helium reflection coefficient R =0.75 and helium removal efficiency

(1 - Ra) of 0.25. The reflection coefficient for deuterium/tritium is 0.9.
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The transport heat flux on the limiter (due to charged particles) varies

as e E sin 9 in units of MW/m2 with x in cm, 6 £ = 5 cm, and 6 being the

angle between the field lines in the poloidal plane (nearly vertical in Fig.

2-6) and the surface of the limiter. The limiter surface from the tip (at

plasma edge) to the top (or bottom) leading edge is slanted to spread the

heat load. The leading edge (region where 6 = 0 occurs) forms approximately

one-half a cylinder shell with a diameter of 1.7 cm and extends from x ̂  7 era

to x ̂  8.7 cm. The location of the leading edge was determined from tradeoffs

between the helium removal efficiency (and the associated toroidal-field

margin) and the peak heat flux. The peak transport heat flux is^3.4 MW/m2

and occurs at x = 7.8 cm. The average transport heat flux on the region of

the leading edge is <\, 2.2 MW/m2. The front surface of the liiniter (from

the tip to the leading edge) receives an additional surface heat load of 0.9

MW/m2 due to plasma radiation and charge-exchange. The magnitude of the

volumetric nuclear heating depends on the specific limiter material and is in

the range of 30 to 80 MW/m3 for the materials to be discussed shortly.

Table 2-7. Plasma-Related Parameters for the Limiter/Vacuum System

Fusion alpha power (P a,), MW 703

Lower-hybrid power to plasma (PT„), MW 90

Transport power to the limiter, MW 90

Helium production rate, s~ 1.24 x 10

Alpha particle concentration (n /n ) 0.14

Beryllium (low-Z coating) concentration (n /n _) 0.04

Iodine (radiation enhancement) concentration (n /n „) 1.0 x 10

Helium reflection coefficient, R 0.75

Toroidal-field margin at plasma center, T 0.85

Scrape-off region thickness, m 0.2

Particle confinement time ( T ) , s 1.8

Particle e-folding distance in scrape-off zone (6 ), cm 10
P

Energy e-folding distance in scrape-off zone (6 ), cm 5
E

Plasma-edge temperature (T ), keV 1.2
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Water is selected as the liraiter coolant because of its good heat

transfer characteristics. This choice is consistent with the use of water

cooling in the first wall and blanket. The limiter segments are connected so

that the coolant passes through two segments (2 passes). The water inlet

temperature to the first pass is I15°C, and with a temperature rise of 15°C

per segment, the outlet tsraperature is 145°C for the second pass. The

coolant pressure is 4.2 MPa (600 psia). The water temperature is kept low to

minimize pressure stresses. Since the 200 MW of heat removed from the

limiter represents only 5% of the reactor thermal power, this heat is used

effectively for feedwater heating in the steam cycle without significant loss

in thermal efficiency.

Table 2-8. Limiter Design Parameters

Coolant

Reference structural materials

Low-Z coating material

Total heat removed from limiter, MW
(90 MW transport, 56 MW radiation plus neutrals,
and 54 MW nuclear)

Average surface heat load, MW/m2

Peak surface heat load, MW/m2

Coolant inlet temperature, °C

Coolant outlet temperature (2-pass), CC

Coolant pressure, MPa (psia)

Coolant channel size, mm * mm

Wall thickness, mm

Maximum temperature, °C

Water side

Coating side

Water

Ta-5W, AMAX-MZC,
FS-85, or
v-20Ti

Beryllium

200

193

290

182

196

192

404

191

449

Includes transport load (3.4 MW/m2) plus load from radiation and
charge-exchange neutrals.
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Table 2-9. Vacuum System Parameters

Component Dimensions

5650

3170

6000

100 x
120 x

y 10 x

x 16 x

x 67 x

640
560

(cm)

50

70

600

Conductance
(m3/s)

4300

4100

13700

730

o nr\r\

Limiter slots (2)

Limiter ducts (2)

Plenum

Vacuum ducts (24)

Vacuum pumps (24)

Rated heliun. speed per pump, m3/s

Rated DT speed per pump, m3/s

Total helium pumping speed, m3/s

Transmission probability3 (helium)

Reflection coefficient (helium), R

Maximum helium pressure, Pa

Total DT pumping speed, m3/s

Transmission probabilitya (DT)

Reflection coefficient (DT), R

Maximum DT pressure, Pa

Tritium fractional burnup

Total gas load, Pa-m3/s

DT gas load, Pa-m3/s

Helium gas load, Pa-m3/s

Temperature, °K

Number of vacuum pumps, on-line/total

Regeneration time, h

Maximum tritium inventory per pump, g

120

200

490

0.9

0.75

0.016

430

0.40

0.9

0.024

0.42

18.7

10.85

7.85

573

24/48

2

2.6

Transmission probability per particle entering the
limiter slot.
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A large number of materials were evaluated as to their suitability for

the limiter structure. The evaluation included the capability of withstand-

ing high heat fluxes, resistance to radiation damage, fabricability, and

compatibility with the surrounding environment. This resulted in identifying

four reference alloys as the primary candidate materials. These included a

copper alloy AMAX-MZC, and the refractory metal alloys of vanadium (V-20Ti),

niobium (FS-85), and tantalum (Ta-5W). Three-dimensional thermal-hydraulic

and stress analyses were carried out for these four materials. A summary of

the results is shown in Table 2-10.

The limiter wall temperature at the coolant side is essentially the

same, <200°C, for all materials with small differences due to axial conduc-

tion. At this low temperature3 the corrosion rate of these materials in

water should be acceptable. The maximum temperature in the structure (coat-

ing side) varies from 196°C in copper to 449°C in vanadium reflecting the

large difference in the thermophysical properties. The ratio of the effec-

tive stress to the yield stress is also shown in Table 2-10. These results

indicate that under normal operating conditions, all of the materials meet

Table 2-10. Thermal/Stress Analysis of Candidate Limiter Materials
a,b

Tantalum

Niobium,

Vanadium

Copper,

, Ta-5W

FS-85

, V-20Ti

AMX-MZC

Temperature

(°c

Outer

290

404

449

196

)

Inner

193

192

191

182

Maximum

Effective

Stress

(MPa)

249

370

537

178

Yield

Stress

(MPa)

342

370

452

431

Effective

Yield

0.7

1.0

1 .2

0.4

Coolant: Pressure = 600 psi, T. = 115°C, T = 145°C
in ' out

Channels = 4 x 8 mm, 1.5 mm thick at outer side.
3Peak heat load = 4 MW/m2-
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the allowable stress criteria of Code Case 1592, However, only AKAX-MZC and

Ta-5W can meet the more restrictive criteria of 0.75 of the yield strength.

Since the thermal stress component dominates the total stress in the limiter,

the materials with the highest thermal conductivity and lowest thermal

expansion will experience the lowest stress. It should be noted, however,

that the results in Table 2-10 are based on conservative assumptions. Further-

more, several modifications in the reference limiter design that can signi-

ficantly reduce the thermal stress have been identified and are discussed in

Sec. 8.4. Therefore, all the four alloys in Table 2-10 are con;3idered viable

candidates and the selection of one of them must be made based on additional

data from future experimental results in areas such as resistance to radia-

tion damage. For the purposes of this report, the alloy Ta-5W is identified

as the reference structural material whenever the need arises to provide only

one set of parameters.

The limiter and the first wall are coated with beryllium to eliminate

sputtering of the underlying high-Z structural materials. Beryllium is

selected as the low-Z coating because its properties make it superior to

other candidates. Estimates of the erosion of the beryllium coating were

made. The coating on the first wall will erode at a rate of 0.14mm/yr;

therefore, a 1.2-mm coating is adequate for a 7-yr life. The limiter coating

will sputter by all ion species with a spatially varying rate. Redeposition

of beryllium from the plasma and first wall will also occur. The net effect

is that the coating will erode on the wall while it grows on the limiter.

The STARFIRE design is developed such that there is no net erosion or growth

on the leading edge. This is accomplished by maintaining a beryllium density

in the plasma of <\, 4% of the hydrogen ion density. There will be a net

growth of beryllium on the rest of the limiter averaging ^ 0.6 mm/yr. A

simple grinding process in place can be performed if necessary to restore the

beryllium coating to its original thickness.

The response of the limiter to off-normal conditions was considered as

an integral part of the design. The important off-normal events are: (1)

plasma disruptions; and (2) loss-of-coolant flow. Tha concerns with plasma

disruptions are the thermal energy dump and the induced electromagnetic

Eorces. The limiter is intentionally located at the outer side of the plasma

and centered around the midplane, where a thermal energy dump from a plasma

disruption is unlikely. However, when a plasma thermal energy dump on the
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limiter occurs, only the coating will be affected. The rate of ablation of

beryllium is small enough that several disruptions per year with thermal

energy dumps on the limiter can be tolerated.

The electromagnetic forces will always be induced in the limiter in the

case of a plasma disruption regardless of where the plasma energy dump

occurs. Three electromagnetic effects are produced, with the magnitude

strongly dependent on the plasma disruption (current decay) time. The first

is a uniform pressure, acting on the outside panels of the limiter. For a

plasma disruption time of M O ms, the maximum induced stress due to this

uniform pressure is 0.6 MPa (90 psi) which is a small fraction of the yield

stress for the coppers tantalum, niobium, and vanadium alloys. The second

effect is a force tending to bend the limiter arm about a toroidal axis.

Accommodating this fo'rce required an iterative process in the limiter

atijign. In particular, providing a thick root for the limiter (see Fig. 2-6)

was found necessary to reduce the moment's arm and the magnitude of the

force. With the present reference design, the maximum bending stress is

154 MPa (22000 psi), which is < 40% of the yield stress for the reference

structural materials when the plasma disruption time is >10 ms. The third

electromagnetic effect is a torque that tends to twist the limiter about a

radial axis. For a plasma disruption time of 10ms, the maximum torque is 46

kN-m resulting in an effective stress which is <60% of the yield stress for

all of the four primary structural materials. The magnitude of these forces

and torques is reduced substantially at longer, and perhaps more realistic,

plasma disruption (current decay) times. The reference limiter design can

withstand the electromagnetic effects without any permanent deformation for

an unlimited number of plasma disruptions.

2.3.5 Magnets

The magnet systems provide the plasma with confinement and a stable equili-

brium configuration as well as some current initiation. The magnets must be

superconducting, except for a few control coils carrying relatively low current;

otherwise they would consume unacceptable amounts of electrical power. The

magnets are large components which experience large forces, which must be re-

sisted with structural material in a manner which minimizes heat conduction toT
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the magnets operating at liquid helium temperature. Most importantly, they

must be extremely reliable, as a magnet replacement is a laborious and time-

consuming process.

The superconducting toroidal field (TF) coils and poloidal field (PF)

coils have been designed with a cabled conductor consisting of a copper

stabilizer and NbTi superconductor, except for the inne; turns of the

TF coils, where field requirements in excess of 9 T have led to the choice of

Nb3Sn superconductor. In both the TF and PF coils, each cable conductor is

contained in its own structure, which bears against the structure of neigh-

boring conductors to transmit radial and axial forces. All coils are bath-

cooled by pool boiling liquid helium at 4.2°K. The structure around the

conductor contains transverse and longitudinal channels, to carry liquid

helium to where cooling is needed and to carry helium vapor away.

The superconducting toroidal field coil system for STARFIRE is a logi-

cal, straight-forward extension of present superconducting magnet technology.

Table 2-11 is a summary of selected TF coil features and parameters.

The TF coils bear radially inward against the G-10 fiberglass-epoxy

centerpost support cylinder, within whose bore is located the inner ohmic

heating (OH) and equilibrium field (EF) coils. All of these elements share a

common vacuum volume. The centerpost region is surrounded by a common vacuum

tank section with individual vacuum tanks surrounding each TF coil outer leg.

The 24 kA conductor for the TF coils is a three level, unsoldered,

uninsulated "Rutherford cable", consisting of sixteen 1500 ampere cables,

each of which is a six-around-one bundle of similarly configured subcables.

Inherent in a cabled conductor design, particularly when employing Nb3Sn, is

its limited ability to support hoop and transverse bearing loads (the latter

occurring in the centerpost region of a TF coil). Therefore, in the selected

design, the conductor is sandwiched between two pretensioned stainless steel

strips for hoop load support, and flanked by two bearing load support strips.

Stainless steel is employed for these support elements due to its high

elastic modulus and strength.

Nb3Sn is employed only in the high field (9-11 tesla) region. A bronze

diffusion geometry is envisioned, with a tantalum barrier to shield the
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surrounding stabilizer material of the composite strand. The Nb is reacted

with the Sn of the bronze matrix after the cabling process is complete, but

before coil winding.

The NbTi alloy is specified for the three 0-9 tesla field grades.

Grading is based upon three centerpost region parameters: amount and type of

superconductor required (determined by magnetic tield); amount of copper

stabilizer required (determined by magnetoresistance, radiation degradation,

cryostability and protection criterion limit); and required bearing load

support (determined by cumulative radial bearing load).

The STARFIRE reactor has three sets of poloidal field (PF) coils. These

are the ohmio heating (OH) coils, the equilibrium field (EF) coils, and

correction field (CF) coils. Even though STARFIRE operates in a steady-state

mode, it incorporates a small OH coil to provide an inductive voltage over

several seconds to initiate a plasma current. The EF coils provide the field

which maintains the plasma nt equilibrium with the desired position, shape,

and current profile. The correction field coils, which link the TF coils,

respond to displacements of the plasma to correct those displacements and

thus stabilize the plasma. They can respond to plasma motion more quickly

without excessive power demands than can the EF coils that are located

outside the TF coils. Parameters for the OH and EF coils are given in Table

2-12. The CF coils, because they link the TF coils and must be demountable,

are constructed of water-cooled copper.

The EF and OH coils must be superconducting; normal conducting coils

would consume an unacceptable amount of power. Being superconducting, these

coils must be outside the TF coil system to facilitate maintenance and

possible coil replacement. External location of the EF coils exposes the

outer TF coil region to large fields., which interact with the TF coil current

to generate large out-of-plane (overturning) loads. The magnitude of the

overturning moment on each coil is about 1.5 x 10 N m. The centerpost

region of the TF coil reacts a small portion of this load. The major portion

of the load is reacted in the outer curved coil region, where the distributed

out-of-plane load is transmitted from the helium vessel to the surrounding

vacuum tank by closely packed pairs of cold-to-warra tiebars. The individual

coil vacuum tanks are in-turn supported by substantial intercoil shear

panels.
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Table 2-11. STARFIRE Toroidal Field Coil Parameters

Number of Coils 12
Q

Total Ampere Turns 2 x 10 A-turns

Total Stored Energy

Total Inductance

Peak Field

Current

Total Weight

Coil Straight Section Height

Mean Radius of Outer Coil Leg

Conductor:

Superconductor

Stabilizer

Configuration

Coil Cooling

Structural Material

Table 2-12. Ohmic-Heating and Equilibrium-Field Coil Parameters

OH Coils EF Coils

50 GJ

174 H

11.1 T

24 kA

6 x 106 kg

8 m

13 m

Nb3Sn/NbTi

Copper

Cable

He Bath, 4

Austenitic,
Stainless

.2°K

High Mn
Steel

Superconductor/stabilizer

Conductor configuration

Stability

Cooling

Operating temperature

Operating current

Average current density

Total amp-turns

Total amp-meters

Peak field

Maximum dB/dt (normal
operation)

Stored energy (self)

•k
Self inductance

NbTi/Cu

Cable

Cryostable

Bath Cooled

4.2°K

100 kA

1400 A/cm

51 MA-turns

600 MA-m

8.0 T

0.6 T/s

1.1 GJ

55 mP

NbTi/Cu

Cable

Cryostable

Bath Cooled

4.2°K

100 kA

1400 A/cm

86 MA-turns

2900 MA-m

4.5 T

0.2 T/s

10.0 GJ

500 mH

*
Based on equivalent parallel current of 200 kA.
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2.3.6 First Wall/Blanket

The primary functions of the first-wall/blanket of a commercial tokamak

reactor are to provide the first physical barrier for the plasma, to convert

the fusion energy into sensible heat and provide for the heat removal, to

breed tritium and provide for tritium recovery, and to provide some shielding

for the magnet system. The first wall must withstand high particle and

energy fluxes from the plasma, high thermal and mechanical stresses and ele-

vated temperature operation. Also, the wall must not be a source of excessive

plasma contamination. The first wall may or may not be integral with the

blanket. The blanket must withstand high neutron fluences, elevated tempera-

ture operation, thermal and mechanical stresses, and be compatible with the

chemical environment, the plasma and the vacuum.

In the present study, the technological and design aspects of various

first-wall/blanket concepts have been considered in the selection of potentially

viable designs for STARF1RE. The objectives of the present study involve

identification of key technological constraints of candidate tritium-breeding-

blanket design concepts, establishment of a basis for assessment and comparison

of the critical problem areas and design features of each concept, and de-

velopment of optimized first-wall/blanket designs for STARFIRE. The major

emphasis has been placed on the development of a blanket design that is safe

and environmentally acceptable. The primary guidelines established to meet

these criteria are low tritium inventory in the blanket, Minimal long-lived

activation products and minimal stored energy.

Since breeding of tritium is considered essential, and since lithium is

the only viable tritium-breeding medium, lithium in some form is required in

the blanket. On the basis of engineering and design considerations, liquid

lithium provides many advantages for the tritium breeder; however, because

of perceived safety problems associated with a liquid lithium system, an.

a priori decision was made to focus the present study on the use of solid

lithium compounds for breeding. Although previous studies have assessed the

viability of alternate blanket options, a technical evaluation of the de-

sign and safety problems associated with liquid lithium, liquid lithium

alloys, and molten salt breeding materials was not performed in the present

study. The primary objective was to assess the design and performance char-

acteristics of a blanket concept based or. solid tritium breeding materials.
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The development of the reference STARFIRE first-wall/blanket design in-

volved numerous tradeoffs in the materials selection process for the breeding

material, coolant, structure, low-Z coating, neutron multiplier and reflector.

The coolant and structural material selections were greatly influenced by the

choice of the solid breeder concept which was used as a basis for the STARl.'IRE

design. The most important criteria considered in the selection of potentially

viable solid breeding materials include breeding performance, chemical stability,

compatibility and tritium release characteristics. Of the two types of solid

breeding materials considered as primary candidates, viz., intermetallic

compounds and oxide ceramics, only selected ceramics appear to have satis-

factory tritium release characteristics. The ct-LiA102 is selected for the

reference design on the basis of the best combination of these critical

materials requirements. It is one of the most stable compounds considered

and compatibility should not be a major problem; however, adequate tritium

breeding is attainable only with the aid of a neutron multiplier. The high

tritium solubility and greater reactivity with the structural materials were

primary factors in the elimination of Li2O as the reference breeding material.

Pressurized water, both H2O and D2O, and helium were considered for the

coolant. Major concerns regarding the use of helium relate to difficult

neutron shielding problems, large manifold requirements, leakage into plasma

chamber, lower tritium breeding because of the large structure requirements

and the high temperatures required for the energy conversion system. An

acceptable structural material for use with high temperature helium in a

radiation environment has not been identified. Also, design constraints

associated with the use of helium as a first-wall coolant appear to be

prohibitive. Major advantages of the water coolant are its characteristically

low operating temperature and its excellent heat transfer characteristics.

However, the use of water with the intermetallic compound breeder materials

is probably not acceptable because of the high reactivity, and hence, safety

concern. Although D2O has several neutronic advantages compared to H20,

the cost is considered prohibitive.

The choices of breeding material and coolant limit the number of viable

candidate structural materials. Key factors in the selection of the advanced

austenitic stainless steel relate to the steady state reactor operation and
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the low operating temperatures characteristic of a water-cooled system. Be-

cause of the high thermal stress factor associated with austenitic stainless

steel, acceptable first wall lifetimes could not be attained with a cyclic

burn. Also, radiation damage effects are less severe at the proposed operating

temperatures than at temperatures above 500°C.

The low-Z coating concept for the first-wall is incorporated as part of

the plasma impurity control system. The low-Z coating concept provides flexi-

bility in that the structural material can be selected primarily on the basis

of structural requirements and the coating can be selected primarily on the

basis of surface-related properties. Favorable properties such as high

thermal conductivity, high heat capacity and compatibility with hydrogen

were important considerations in the selection of beryllium as the first-wall

coating/cladding material. A primary consideration in the selection of the

candidate coating/cladding is that i t can be used on all components exposed

to the plasma. This is important because considerable redistribution of the

material throughout the chamber is expected as a result of sputtering and

ablation.

An effective neutron multiplier is required to obtain adequate tritium

breeding with the LiA102. Two candidate materials are proposed. Beryllium

provides good neutrcnics performance and can be easily incorporated into the

blanket design since i t has low density, high thermal conductivity and high

heat capacity. Because of the concern regarding limited resources of beryllium,

an alternate neutron multiplier Zr5Pb3, is also proposed. This compound retains

some of the beneficial neutron characteristics of lead but remains solid at

the operating temperatures.

Low activation, low cost and inherent safety characteristics were key

factors in the selection of graphite over water and stainless steel as the

reflector.

A schematic diagram of the reference STARFIRE blanket concept is given

in Fig. 2-8 and the key reference parameters are summarized in Table 2-13.

The water-cooled blanket module, with a thickness of 68 cm, consists of 1-cm

thick first wall, a 5-cm thick neutron multiplier, a 1-cm thick second wall,

a 46-cm thick breeding zone, and a 15-ctn thick reflector zone that contains

the blanket support structure and the manifolding. The modules are 2-3 m

wide by ^ 3 m high depending on the location within the reactor. The module
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Figure 2-8. STARFIRE blanket concept.
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Table 2-13. Summary of First-Wall/Blanket Design Parameters

First-Wall

Form
Structural material
Outer wall structural thickness,
Maximum structural temperature,
Coating/cladding
Coating/cladding thickness, mm
Coolant
Coolant outlet temperature, °C
Coolant inlet temperature, °C
Coolant nominal pressure, MPa
Coolant velocity, m/s

Neutron Multiplier

Material Options

Maximum temperature, °C
Thickness, m
Theoretical density, g/cm3

Effective density, %
Total mass, kg

Breeding Region

Structural material
Maximum structural temperature,
Breeder material

mm
"C

Theoretical density, g/cm3

Effective density, %
Grain size , 10 m
Maximum/minimum temperature,
Region thickness, m
Coolant
Coolant outlet temperature, °C
Coolant inlet temperature, °C
Coolant nominal pressure, MPa
Tritium processing fluid

Be-coated panel
Austenitic stainless steel '
1.5
<423
Beryllium
1.0
Pressurized water, HoO
320
280
15.2
6.1

490
0.05
1.8
70
51,800

840
0.05
8.9
100
356,000

Austenitic stainless steel"
425
a-LiA102 (natural Li with Be)

(60% 6Li with Zr5Pb3)
3.4
60
0.1
850/500
0.46
Pressurized water, H?0
320
280
15.2
He (0.05 MPa)

Reflector

Material
Thickness, m
Maximum temperature, °C
Structure

Structure temperature, °C

Graphite
0.15
<800
Austenitic stainless steel
(low Mo)

300-400

Prime Candidate Alloy, an advanced titanium-modified Type 316 austenitic
stainless s teel .
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walls and all support structures in the high-radiation zone are fabricated

from an advanced low-swelling austenitic stainless steel. The internal

structure is integrally cooled to remove the nuclear heating and maintain

the structure below 400°C.

The first wall, which is a water-cooled austenitic stainless steel panel

coil, is an integral part of the blanket module. The corrugated plasma side

of the first-wall panel is constructed of 1.5-mm thick advanced austenitic

stainless steel. The 3.5-mm thick back plate is formed from the same ma-

terial. The pressurized water coolant is maintained between 28Q and 320°C

throughout the first wall and blanket. For the average neutron wall loading

of 3.6 MW/m2, the average surface heat flux on the first wall is 0.92 MW/m2

with a peak-to-average value of ^ 1.2. The maximum structural temperature

in the stainless steel wall is ^ 450°C for thfi reference conditions. For

steady state operation at these relatively low temperatures, an estimated

wall design life of six years is considered reasonable for the advanced

austenitic stainless steel. The proposed panel-type construction provides

integral cooling of the blanket wall and avoids the necessity for a large

number of pressure boundary tube welds in the high radiation zone. Also,

the panel-type structure is perceived to have less vibration problems than

an unsupported tube bank.

A ^ 1-ram thick beryllium coating or cladding on the first wall serves to

protect the plasma from the high-Z wall material. This thickness will provide

sufficient material to withstand the predicted surface erosion for the reference

blanket lifetime of six years. The beryllium coating/cladding on the inboard

wall will also accommodate the projected number (̂  10 per wall lifetime) of

plasma disruptions for the assumed conditions.

A 50-mm thick neutron multiplier is placed directly behind the first

wall to permit adequate breeding with the LiA102 breeding material. Two

neutron multiplier options, beryllium and Zr5Pb3> are carried in the reference

design. Beryllium is generally considered to be the most favorable neutron

multiplier, however, resource limitations are a concern. The present analysis

indicates that beryllium requirements for several hundred reactors are only

a few percent of the estimated U.S. beryllium reserves. An important part

of the present study was to provide an alternative to beryllium. The Zr5Pb3
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with an estimated melting temperature of 1400°C provides some of the benefits

of a lead multiplier while maintaining the design simplicity of the solid

materials. Approximately 30% of the neutron heating is deposited in the

multiplier zone. The back side of the first-wall panel and a water-cooled

panel (second wall) between the multiplier and breeder region provides

cooling that maintains the maximum multiplier temperature at 48Q°C for

beryllium and 850°C for Zr5Pb3. Structural webs between the first and

second walls provide support for the first wall. The overall reactor analyses

of the energy conversion system, the shield, the remote maintenance and repair,

and safety are based on the blanket design option with the ZrsPb3 neutron

multiplier.

The 46-cm tritium-breeding zone consists of a packed bed of a-LiA102 with

1.25-cm diameter stainless steel coolant tubes spaced appropriately throughout

the zone to maintain a maximum breeder temperature of 850°C (Fig. 2-9). The

spacing of the horizontal tubes increased from % 2 cm at the front of the

breeder zone to ^ 10 cm at the back. There are approximately 60,000 coolant

tubes in the blanket. The nominal coolant pressure is 15.2 MPa (2200 psi)

with a coolant inlet temperature of 280°C and an outlet temperature of 320°C.

The relatively low temperature of the austenitic stainless steel tubes

(< 40Q°C) and the oxide film on the water side of the tubes provide an

adequate tritium barrier for inleakage into the coolant. Natural lithium

is used for the beryllium neutron multiplier option; however, 60% enriched

°Li is required to achieve adequate tritium breeding with the Zr5Pb3 neutron

multiplier option. The LiAlO2 is in the form of low density (60%) sintered

product with a tailored bimodal pore distribution, i.e., a small grain size

(< 1 urn) and a fine porosity within particles that are fairly coarse (̂  1 mm)

with a much coarser porosity between particles. The sintered LiAl02 is

perforated with ^ 2-mm diameter holes through which low-pressure (0.5 atm)

helium passes to recover the tritium from the breeder. The low density

ceramic with a tailored microstructure is proposed to facilitate percolation

of tritium (as T20) to the helium purge channels. A breeder lifetime of

six years before lithium burnup becomes excessive is considered feasible.

The reflector consists primarily of ^ 15 cm of graphite. The support

structure to which the blanket modules are attached also serves as the

containment for the graphite reflector. In order to conserve space and
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improve the vacuum characteristics of the blanket, the manifolds and headers

for the blanket are imbedded in the reflector region. The large number of

coolant tubes are joined to the headers in a vented chamber that is isolated

from both the breeder region and the vacuum chamber. This concept provides

both safety and reliability benefits since the most probable coolant leakage

problem is at the coolant tube-to-header welds. A coolant-tube weld failure

in this chamber would not likely lead to coolant ingress into the breeder

region. Also, a small leak at a weld would not destroy the vacuum, and

therefore, might not require immediate reactor shutdown. Isolating the

geometrically complex manifolds and headers from the plenum region with a

relatively smooth rear-blanket surface should substantially improve the

vacuum characteristics of the blanket. A modified austenitic steel with

low molybdenum content is used in this low-flux region to reduce the long-

term activation.

A two-loop coolant system is provided in the blanket to reduce the

consequences in the event of a loss-of-flow or loss-of-coolant accident.

One loop provides coolant for the first-wall and alternate tube banks in the

breeder region beginning with the first row of tubes. The second loop pro-

vides coolant for the second wall and the remaining coolant tubes in the

blanket. Under the reference plasma shutdown conditions, cooling provided

by either loop is sufficient to prevent excessive temperatures in all regions

of the blanket. The two-loop concept will also reduce the pressure release

and activation release in the event of a coolant-tube failure.

For plasma stability, an electrical conducting path equivalent to 2 cm of

stainless steel is required near the first wall. The conductivity of the

first wall and the neutron multiplier meets this requirement in the modules.

Bimetallic contacts between the modules are provided adjacent to the multiplier

region to complete the current path. Upon cooling, these contacts recess into

the module wall to allow for sector removal.

The inner blanket is similar in most respects to the outer blanket just

described. The major differences, which relate to the breeder zone thickness,

the reflector, and the coolant flow direction, are designed to minimize the

inner blanket/shield thickness. The breeding zone thickness is reduced from

46 to J5 cm and the graphite reflector is eliminated with a modest penalty
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on tritium breeding capability. Vertical coolant flow in the inner blanket

eliminates the need for manifolds in the back of the blanket module, thereby

improving the effective shielding capability of the inner blanket/shield.

2.3.7 Radiation Shielding System

The shield design in STARF1RE has evolved from a comprehensive approach

that involved the following considerations: (1) recognition of the importance

of the shield system and its impact on reactor component reliability, simplicity,

maintainability, and economics; (2) a full accounting of shielding considera-

tions in the selection process of key reactor subsystems from the early stages

of the reactor design; examples of this are the choices of the limiter instead

of divertor for plasma impurity control and exhaust and the selection of

lower-hybrid rf system for plasma auxiliary heating in preference to neutral

beams; and (3) comprehensive trade-off analyses for determining the material

composition and dimensions of the shield components.

The design criteria for the shield included: (a) protection of all

reactor components from excessive nuclear heating and radiation damage; (b)

the biological dose rate outside the shield at 24 h after shutdown should be

sufficiently low, ̂  1-2 mrem/h, to facilitate personnel access into the

reactor building; and (c) material composition and dimensions of the shields

were selected so that all reactor components, including the shields, outside

the blanket are recyclable within 50 years or less.

The shield system in STARFIRE consists of the blanket, primary bulk shield,

penetration shield, component shield, and biological shield. Table 2-14 shows

the material compositions and dimensions of the bulk shield (inboard and out-

board regirns) and penetration shields. State-of-the-art analyses, including

multidimensional Monte-Carlo calculations, were performed for the reference

design.

The space problems in the inboard region have been resolved by trade-off

studies as discussed in Chap. 5. The inboard blanket/shield thickness, A" ,
DO

is 1.2 m. This includes space for 9-cm vacuum gaps between the blanket and

shield, shield and TF coils and thermal insulation inside the TF vacuum tank;

3-cni vacuum tank (alloy Fel4Mn2Ni2Cr, referred to as Fe-1422) and 7-cm helium

vessel (stainless s teel) . The inner blanket is 37-cm thick and inust breed
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Table 2-14. Material Composition and Dimensions of Bulk and Penetration Shields

Component

(A) Inboard Shield ( a )

Shield Jacket
Shield 1
Shield 2
Shield 3

Shield 4

Shield 5

Shield 6
Shield Jacket

(B) Outboard Shield (b )

Shield Jacket

HFS Shield

MFS Shield
LFS Shield

(C) Vacuum System Shield

Shield Jacket

(C-l) Upper Duct-Shield
Shield 1

Shield 2

Major Radius
(m)

4.47
4.45

4.30

4.225

4.075

4.00

3.925

3.85

10.54

10.56

11.06
11.46

___

—_—

Thickness
(B)

0.02

0.15

0.075

0.15

0.075

0.075

0.075

0.02

0.02

0.50

0.40

0.18

0.02

0.30

0.28

Composition

Fe-1422

10% Fe-1422 + 10% H20

10% Fe-1422 + 10% H20

10% Fe-1422 + 10% H20

10% Fe-1422 + 10% H20

10% Fe-1422 + 10% H20

10% Fe-1422 + 10% H20

Fe-1422

Fe-1422

5% Ti6A14V + 65% TiH2
15% H20

70% Fe-1422 + 15% B̂ C

Fe-1422

•

Fe-1422

5% Ti6Al4V + 65% TiH2
15% H20

70% Fe-1422 + 15% B..C

+ 80%

+ 80%

+ 80%

+ 80%

+ 80%

+ 80%

+ 15%

+ 15%

+ 15%

+ 15%

W

Bt+C

W

BkC

W

Bi+C

Bĵ C +

H20

Bi|C +

HoO



Table 2-14. (Continued)

component
Major Radius Thickness

(m) Composition

l
oo

(C-2) Lower Duct-Shield

Shield 1

Shield 2

(C-3) Pump Pod Shield

(D) RF-System Shield

In the Plenum

Outside the Bulk Shield

0.30 5% T16A14V + 65% TiH2 + k

15% H20

0.18 70% Fe-1422 + 15% E^C + 15% H20

0.48 70% Fe-1422 + 15% B^C + 15% H20

0.10 Fe-1422

0.15 max. Fe-1422

(a)

(b)

The major radius is for the outer surface at the reactor midplane.

The major radius is for the inner surface at the reactor midplane.



tritium as the breeding margin with the solid breeder is small. The inboard

shield is 54 cm thick and consists of alternating layers of tungsten and boron

carbide with water for cooling and Fe-1422 for structure as shown in Table 2-14.

Table 2-15 shows the maximum radiation effects in the inboard section of

the TF coiis. The maximum radiation-induced resistivity in the copper

stabilizer after 40 yr operation, is 2.2 x 1O~10 fi»m, assuming a magnet

anneal every 10 yr with 83% recovery. The maximum radiation dose in the

shield dielectric break is 7.4 x 10 7 Gy after 40 yr operation.

The outboard bulk shield is 1.1 m-thick. It includes 2-cm shield jacket

at the plenum region with the rest divided into three regions. The first

region, in the high flux zone, is 0.5-m-thick and has a material composition

of 5% Ti alloy + 65% T:K2 + 15% B4C + 15% H20. The second region,, middle

zone, is 0.40-m-thick wir.h the material composition as 70% Fe-1422 + 15% B4C

+ 15% H20. The third region, outer zone, is 0.18-m-thick of Fe-1422. At

reactor shutdown, the biological dose rate in the reactor building is ^ 130

mrem/h and is dominated by the contribution from the decay of 56Mn and 5L>Mn.

Due to the short half-life of 5i->ln, the biological dose rate in the reactor

building decays very rapidly and reaches ^ 1.5 mrem/h at 24 h after shutdown.

These dose rates are calculated with all shielding in place. Although the

STAKFIRE plans call for fully remote maintenance, the dose rate of 1.5 mrem/h

shows that personnel access into the rsactor building with all shielding in

place is permissible within one day after shutdown. This provides a degree

of confidence in improving the plant availability factor, if desired, by

allowing some maintenance tasks to be carried out in contact or semi-remote

mode.

One of the important shield considerations is radiation streaming through

void regions that penetrate the blanket and bulk shield regions. In general,

the direct radiation flow in neutral beam ports, divertors, etc., has been

one of the primary sources of design complexity and shielding difficulties

in previous tokamak designs. In the STARFIRE design, a serious effort has

been devoted to minimizing possible design difficulties associated with

these penetrations. The STARFIRE design features the selection of a lower-

hybrid rf system in preference to a neutral beam heating system and a limiter

impurity control concept rather than divertors. A great advantage of the rf

and limiter/vacuum systems is the elimination of any direct radiation streaming
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Table 2-15. Maximum Radiation Effects in the TF Coil

(in the inboard region)

Maximum nuclear heating in the super- 1.54 x 10 5

conductor (MW/m3)

Maximum nuclear heating in the helium 3.18 x 10"^
tank (MW/m3)

Maximum nuclear heating in the vacuum A.76 x 10~5

tank (MW/m3)

(a)
Maximum dose in the electrical insulator (Gy) 1.22 x 10 + 7

(a)
Maximum dose in the thermal insulator (Gy) 2.39 x 10 + 7

Maximum dose in the dielectric break (Gy) 7.41 x 10 + 7

Maximum fast neutron fluence (E > 0.1 MeV) 1.87 x 10 + 2 1

in the superconductor(a)(n/mO

Maximum radiation induced resistivity in 2.17 x lO"1"
the Cu stabilizer^ (ft-m)

After 40 years of operation.

path from the plasma to the reactor exterior. These design features have

helped reduce the shielding problems to a manageable level and brought about

overall simplicity in the shield design.

Radiation streaming through the limiter duct increases the nuclear heating

rate by about a factor of 10 in a relatively small region of the bulk shield

(centered around the midplane). This presents no difficulty in the shield

design. The maximum nuclear heating in the cryopanels of the vacuum pumps

is ^ 0.3 kW/m3, which poses no difficult heat removal problems.

The STARFIRE design employs an rf-wave launching method for the plasma

heating as well as for the plasma current drive. From a radiation shielding

standpoint, the rf system is very attractive in that bends can be tolerated

in the rf ducts and also that the waveguide structural materials (PCA stain-

less steel in the reference design) along with the water coolant flowing
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through the structure prevent, to a substantial degree, the direct radiation

flow from coining out through the waveguides.

In order to hinder radiation streaming into the plenum region, the duct

portion inside the plenum is completely surrounded by a 0.1-m thick Fe-1422

shield. In addition, the duct portion in the reactor room is fully shielded

by the same material of 0.15 m, which is aimed primarily at reducing the impact

of the rf penetration on the potential increase in the post-shutdown biological

dose inside the reactor building.

2.3.8 Radioactivity

The most important concern with regard to induced-activation is the pro-

duction of radioisocopes with very long half-lives (> 50 — 100 yr) in rela-

tively large volumes of materials; this results in (1) requirements for

permanent radwaste storage, and (2) depletion of souie i escurce-limited ma-

ter ia ls . An important strategy for fusion reactor development, therefore,

is to avoid generating any large inventories of high-level, long-term acti-

vation products so that a majority of the reactor construction materials

could be recycled on a reasonably short time-scale, e.g., a human generation

of 'v. 30 yr after component replacement or reactor decommissioning. This

strategy has been adopted in STARFIRE and has considerably affected the

material selection.

2.3.8.1 Component Activation and Material Recycling

The importance of the major radioisotopes has been examined in terms of

radioactivity and radioactivity-related parameters such as biological hazard

potential (BHP) in air and BHP in water. With regard to material recycling,

an effort has been devoted to establishing a criterion for potential material

recycling categorization. In addition to the conventional waste level classi-

fication by specific radioactivity concentration (Ci per unit volume), a

criterion based on the contact biological dose has been suggested and used

for the recycling analysis.

It is found that the magnitude of high-level, long-term radwaste from

STARFIRE is dominated by the PCA first wall/blanket structural material. It

is shown, however, that the average annual discharge rate of PCA from STARFIRE
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is only about 9.5 m3 (^75 metric tons in weight) which is considerably less

than a typical annual discharge of high-level waste from an LMFBR of the same

power. Note that because the power density is lower in fusion than in fission

systems, the reactor material volume that is potentially activated is larger.

However, the degree of biological hazard potential associated with STARFIRE is

significantly lower. For example, the BHP-air of STARFIRE varies as air

volumes of 57 km3, 0.03 km3 and 0.004 km3 per kWth reactor power at post-

shutdown times of 1 yr, 100 yr and 1000 yr, respectively. These values are

compared to the corresponding BHP-air's of ̂  550 km3, ^ 100 km3 and 80 Ion3

in a typical LMFBR system.

Figure 2-10 shows the time-dependent radioactivity concentration contributed

by each constituent element of the PCA first wall structure. In addition

to the PCA activation, the radioactive products generated in the blanket come

from the Zr5Pb3 neutron multiplier and the LiA102 tritium breeder. The long-

term activation of the LiA102 breeder is governed solely by
 26A1 (half-life

of 7.2 x 105 yr) and its concentration is o 2 Ci/mJ at times greater than a

few months after shutdown. Recycling of LiAlO2 or Li is desirable and appears

to be technically feasible but needs to be addressed in future studies in

detail.

The activation level of most reactor components external to the blanket,

including the major penetration subsystems, decays to a category of low-level

waste in 30 yr at most. Thus, the potential for recycling of materials from

most reactor components is excellent. Table 2-16 classifies major reactor

components according to high (R) and low (N) potential for recycling the

material.

2.3.8.2 Decay Afterheat

The total decay-heat in the ZrsPb3 multiplier design is ̂  88 MW at shut-

down which is ^ 2.2% of the total reaction thermal power. This decay-heat

is reduced to <v. 40 MW within 24 hr, followed by a rapid decrease beyond that

time period, reflecting the decay of the most dominant radioactive isotope of
89Zr (78 hr). Approximately half of the decay-power comes solely from the

Zr5Pb3 activation decay. The decay heat from the alternate neutron multiplier

of beryllium is about an order of magnitude lower than that from Zr5Pb3.
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Table 2-16. A Classification of STARFIRE Component Radioactivities

__

Component Mass (Mg) Class

First Wall/Blanket

PCA

Zr5Pb3

LiA102

C

Bulk Shield

Vacuum Shield

TF-Magnets

OH/EF-Magnets

CF-Magnets

Support Structure

Reactor Building

(a)
R: The contact bioloei

450

329

605

163

8770

6688

6240

1931

140

1852

175400

.cal dose ra

N

R

N-R(b)

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

is below 2.5 mrem/hr within 30-50 yr after component replacement or
reactor decommissioning; the potential for recycling is high.

N: The biological dose is greater than 2.5 mrem/hr; the potential for
recycling is low.

The dose is high but since it comes from Al, which can be chemically
separated, recycling potential for lithium is high.

2.3o813 Reactor Room Activation

Three different gases — air, nitrogen (N2) and carbon-dioxide (C02) - were

considered for the reactor huilding. The magnitude of induced-activation was

compared for the three gases. It was found that the residual radioactivity

in both air and N2 atmospheres is only about a factor of 4 lower than the current

maximum permissible concentration (MPC) for lkC. The isotope llfC is produced

in both air and nitrogen via the (nsp) reaction. In addition, the activation

of argon in the air makes a large contribution during reactor operation and

for a short time after shutdown. The CO2 activity is due largely to the

160(n,p)16N reaction. The 16N isotope has a 7.1 s decay half-life. There-

fore, its activity decays very quickly (in about 10 minutes). Beyond this

time period, the C02 activation is determined by the radioactivity of
 14C

which comes in this case from the 13C(n,y) reaction.
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2.3.9 Heat Transport and Energy Conversion

The thermal energy deposited in the blanket, first wall and limiter

is delivered via the heac transport system to the steam power conversion

system where it is converted to electricity. Two separate heat removal

systems are utilized, a dual loop circuit for the blanket/first wall and a

single loop for the limiter.

The dual loop system was chosen for the blanket/first wall in order

to virtually eliminate the possibility of a complete loss of coolant in the

blanket, and to reduce the building over-pressure occurring as a consequence

of certain loss of coolant events. The primary coolant system consists of

piping and valves, pumps, pressurizers, steam generators, water makeup and

conditioning equipment, and instrumentation and controls. Inlet and outlet

ring manifolds are located beneath the reactor. Each circuit incorporates

two vertical straight-tube-and—shell steam generators; two vertical single-

stage shaft seal pumps and a single pressurizer, ail located within the

reactor building. The main piping and manifolds are about 1 m diameter, and

piping and valving are incorporated such that individual blanket segments,

steam generators or pumps can be isolated from the rest of the system.

Because of the steady-state operating mode, a thermal energy storage system

is not required, and tritium concentrations in the primary coolant are

maintained low enough such that an intermediate loop is not needed.

Primary coolant at 15.2 MPa (2200 psi) leaves the blanket at 320°C and

is returned at 280°C. The pressure drop through the system is about 1.0 MPa

(150 psi) and the electric power required to pump the primary coolant is

about 30 MW.

The thermal energy deposited in the limiter, about five percent of the

total power, is transported via the single loop limiter feedwater circuit and

utilized for feedwater heating in the power conversion system. This system

incorporates piping and valves, pumps, a pressurizer, feedwater heaters, a

water conditioning system and the appropriate controls and instrumentation.

Water coolant at an operating pressure of 700 psi leaves the limiter at 145°C

and is cooled to 115°C in the fee^water heat exchangers. Coolant is trans-

ported via ring manifolds beneath the reactor and piping beneath the building

floor. The pumping power is less than 3 MW. As in the primary loop,
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system components are located within the reactor building and are mounted in

standard modules. This modularity approach is consistent with the total

remote, remove-and-replace maintenance philosophy for those systems which are

potentially contaminated with tritium or activated particulates.

When the reactor is shut down, initial cooling of the blanket and first

wall is provided by one of the primary loops. However, as the heat load

decreases and the coolant temperature drops, the residual heat removal system

takes over this task. This lower pressure system is plumbed into both of the

primary loops at the inlet and outlet ring manifolds so that cooling may be

provided through either of the primary loop blanket circuits. The system is

sized for a maximum heatload of 60 MW, the blanket and first wall afterhaat

generation rate approximately 12 h after shutdown and the earliest time at

which blanket maintenance would begin.

2.3.10 Tritium Systems

The fuel cycle for STARFIRE is shown in Fig. 2-11. The system is designed

to reprocess tritium for fueling, process the tritium produced in the blanket,

control the amount and location of tritium in the plant and process tritiated

wastes. Fully redundant and modular units, multiple processing paths and

location in a separate tritium facility provide maximum reliability, avail-

ability and maintainability. The existence of multiple, isolated pathways

reduces both the impact of a single unit's failure and the magnitude of an

associated-tritium release.

The high fractional burnup (0.42) for STARFIRE results in a minimized

tritium inventory in all fuel processing systems. This reduces the magnitude

of a possible tritium release in the reactor building to approximately 10 g

(as TnO). In the tritium facility as much as 50 g of T 2 could be released

if multiple failures occur in an isotope separation unit.

The inventory in the STARFIRE plant Is designated "vulnerable" or

'nonvulnerable" (Table 2-17) depending upon the degree of control which can be

enforced on a system and also the physical state of the tritium in that

system. The tritium within the blanket (10 kg) is considered "nonvulnerable"

since it is tenaciously retained by the solid breeding material and thus is

relatively immobile. The tritium in the pump and fuelers (in the reactor

building) is considered "mobile." The total "vulnerable" inventory for

STARFIRE is less than 400 g.
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REACTOR BUILDING TRITIUM FACILITY BUILDING

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6,7.
8.
9.
10.
1L.
12.
13.

14.

Plasma Chamber
Limiter Plates
Debris Separator
D-T Cryocondensation Pump
Helium Pump
Regeneration Pumps
Metal Bellows Pumps
Breeder Blanket
Electrolysis Unit
Fuel Cleanup Unit
Tertiary Enclosures
Atmospheric Tritium Recovery
System
Secondary Enclosures, Purge
Streams

15
16
17
18

19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Tritiated Waste Treatment
Tritiated Water Recovery Unit
Helium (tritium-free)
Tritiated Waste — Liquids
and Solids
Detritiated Cases: N2, On,

C02 , Ar
Isotopic Separation Unit
D2 Supply
D2 Storage
DT and T2 Storage
T2 Shipment/Receiving
Fuel Blender
Gas Fueling

Figure 2-11. Fuel cycle scenario for STARFIRE.
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Table 2-17. Reference STARFIRE Tritium Parameters

Plasma Parameters

Plant Availability

Thermal Power (MW)

Energy Per Fusion (pj)

Ion Density (ions/m3)

Plasma Volume (m3)

Particle Confinement Time (s)

Reflection Coefficient

Fractional Burnup

Tritium Mass Flow Kates (g/d)

Tritium Burnup

Tritium Fueled

Tritium Exhausted

Tritium Bred

Deuterium Mass Flow Rates (g/d)

Deuterium Burned

Deuterium Fueled

Impurity Mass Flow Rates (g/d)

Helium Exhaust

Iodine Exhaust

Protium Exhaust

Carbon Exhaust

Nitrogen Exhaust

Oxygen Exhaust

0.75

4000

3.22

8.06 x 10 1 9

783

1.8

0.9

0.42

536

1296

760

562

360

865

712

* 50

^ 10

^ 10

^ 10

^ 10
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The design goal for tritium releases from the STARF1RE fusion plant is

less than 5000 Curies per year in all forms (gas, liquid and solid waste)

averaged over operating, standing, and maintenance phases and including

in-plant releases. The sources and amounts of tritium release are shown

in Table 2-17. The primary release pathway is leakage in the coolant

system.

2.3.11 Electrical Storage and Power Supplies

The STARFIRE electrical system is somewhat simpler than that for a

pulsed device due to the steady state operation. There is no requirement

for an energy storage system, and the electrical energy required for

startup of the power system is taken directly from the local power grid.

Some capacitive energy storage is provided for use in conjunction with

the correction field (CF) coil power supply. Major parameters of the

electrical power ŝ sten: are shown in Table 2-18.

The TF co1'.! power supply charges the TF vjoil and compensates for the

power losses in the normal temperature current carrying devices which make up

the interconnections between superconducting coils. Because the coils are

de-energized infrequently, the charging voltage (100 V) and the charging time

(12 h) are moderate. Dump switches which open in the event of a TF coil

fault are provided so that coil energy can be dissipated in dump resistors.

The EF coil power supply is a 1417 volt system. A free-wheeling diode

is connected across the power supply output terminals. In order to protect

against loss of phase, failed thyristor, or over-current conditions, stand-

ard protection schemes and equipment are provided. A dump circuit is incor-

porated to limit the voltage across the coil to 85 kV during emergency shut-

down. A form of liquid rheostat is utilized to increase the dump resistance

from 0 ohm to 0,8 ohms during the 2.5 seconds over which the energy is i.-

moved from the coil.

The CF coil power system provides the energy dissipated in the normal

coils, bus work, thyristors, etc. Energy is transferred between each of the

four CF coils and a common energy storage device (capacitors) via a dc-ac-dc
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Table 2-18, Electrical Power System Parameters

Toroidal Field Coil Power Supply

Primary Voltage 13.8 kV

Input Power 3.2 MVA

TF System Charging Voltage 100 V

TF System Charging Time 12 h

Equilibrium Field Coil Power Supply

Input Voltage 13.8 kV

Input Power 290 MVA

Power Supply Voltage U17 v

Ohmic Heating Coil Power Supply

Primary Voltage 13.8 kV

Ir,p;ii: Power 3.2 MVA

Charging Voltage 12 V

Correction Field Coil Power Supply

Primary Voltage 13.8 kV

Power Supply 3 MVA

Power Supply Voltage 5000 V

Energy Storage Capacity 10 Megajoules

converter system. Energy is delivered to the coils through a force commu-

tated chopper switch and returned to storage from the coils by way of a force

commutated inverter, transformer and rectifier.

The 12 volt ohmic heating coil power supply with series blocking diodes

in the bus from the power supply is connected across the ohmic heating coil.

A series combination of an adjustable resistor and a diode is in parallel with

this superconducting coil. The series combination is connected so as to block

current during the coil charging period. The use of blocking diodes in series

with the 12 volt, 200 kiloampere power supply protects the power supply

from the coil reverse voltage and eliminates the necessity of mechanical

switches to perform this function.
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2.3.12 Support Structure

The primary requirement in the design of the reactor support structure

system was to safely react all loads acting on reactor components resulting

from magnetic, thermal, pressure, gravity and seismic forces. Additional

key considerations were the simplification of routine maintenance tasks

(e.g., blanket sector changeout) and the design of structural components to

serve multiple functions where practical.

The design of the support structure system was strongly influenced by

the large out-of-plane magnetic forces acting on the TF coils, which result

from the requirement that all superconducting EF coils be located outside the

TF coils. This requirement, which precludes "interlocking" of superconduct-

ing coils, was considered fundamental to achieving a maintainable reactor

design for which a failed superconducting TF or PF coil could be replaced

within acceptable downtimes.

The method selected to react the forces was to surround the helium

vessel of each TF coil with a room-temperature vacuum tank, and to rigidly

connect the outer legs of the tanks of adjacent TF coils with thick vertical

steel panels. The forces acting on each helium vessel are transmitted to the

surrounding vacuum tank through struts fabricated from a high strength

fiberglass having low thermal cor.ductivity. The tank beams the loads to the

pinned joints which attach the panel corners to the dewar. The loads for

each coil are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction on either side of

the midplane; thus the loads in each panel are balanced out by attaching its

vertical sides to the vacuum tank surface to effect a shear tie along the

sides.

Other major components of the system are the centerpost, thermal isola-

tion struts, blanket/shield support pedestals, upper and lower vacuum pump

support assemblies, and EF coil vacuum tanks and supports. The centerpost,

constructed of fiberglass laminate, reacts the centering forces from all

twelve TF coils, and reacts a small part of the TF coil out-of-place forces

as two torques acting in opposite directions on the centerpost top and

bottom. The centerpost loads are reacted to the building floor through a set

of fiberglass thermal isolation struts.
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The blanket/shield support pedestal is a beatn-and-web structure which

attaches to the bottom of each TF coil vacuum tank to react loads from

the blanket and shield sectors to the building floor. The overhead support

frame support assembly provides support for dump resistors and supports

vacuum pump assembly and duct shielding. The two large-diameter EF coils are

supported from the TF coil vacuum tanks by tripod-shaped beam assemblies.

All metallic components of the system are constructed of Nonmagne 30, a

nonmagnetic austenitic manganese steel with low nickel and chrome content,

selected to reduce activation of the structure and to minimize the use of

resource-limited elements.

2.3.13 Cryogenic Systems

The cryogenic system for STARFIRE is a single central system which

supplies the required quantities of liquid helium and liquid nitrogen to the

user locations near the reactor and in the fueling facility. By far the

largest cryogenic requirement is for thf -i^orconducting toroidal field

coils, with lesser requirements for tb ^ape-conducting EF/OH coils, the

fueling and tritium processing system, anu t^j vacuum system cryopumps.

The cryogenic system is a relatively straightforward system requiring no new

technology, but should benefit from future improvements in reliability,

economy and operating efficiency.

Cryogenic refrigeration is supplied at two temperature levels. Vapori-

zation of liquid nitrogen at 80°K is used for thermal shielding of the liquid

helium cooled components and precooling of warm helium gas in the helium

refrigerator-liquifier. This liquid nitrogen is supplied to the user systems

from a central pressurized storage dewar. The nitrogen gas is returned to

the closed cycle nicrogen liquefaction plant where it is condensed and

returned to the supply dewar. The nominal liquefaction capability of the

nitrogen plant is 1,500 l/h.

Refrigeration at 4.2°K is supplied by pumping liquid helium from the

central LHe storage dewar through LN2 shielded vacuum jacketed transfer lines

to the location of the component requiring cryogenic refrigeration. The

liquid helium is vaporized and returned to the central helium refrigerator-

liquifier as either cold or warm gas depending on the user requirements. The
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return helium gas is liquified and returned to the central supply dewar. The

nominal liquefaction capability of the liquid helium system is 26.5 k£/h. A

large medium pressure helium gas storage facility supplies make up gas to the

system and is used to store the helium when the cryogenic system is warmed

up.

The major parameters of the cryogenic system are listed in Table 2-19.

Table 2-19. Cryogenic System Parameters

Liquid Helium Supply Rate

TF Coils 15,000 S,/h

EF/OH Coils 6,600 Jl/h

Other 4,900 £/h

Helium Refrigeration of 4.2-4.5°K 20 kW

Liquid Helium Storage 100,000 std. m3

Gaseous Helium Storage 70,000 std. m3

Liquid Nitrogen Supply Rate

Helium Liquifier - Refrigerator 900 £/h

TF Coils 100 l/h

EF/OH Coils 50 l/h

Other 450 l/h

Liquid Nitrogen Storage (@ 0.3 MPa) 40,000 I

Total System Electrical Power 7 MW
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2.3.14 Instrumentation and Control

The conceptual design of STARFIRE has not included the detail required

to completely specify and design the I&C system. The system description

anticipates future developments in I&C technology.

It is estimated that up to 50,000 signals will require processing and

that a 1 millisecond update rate will be required. Other key features of the

system are:

o Distributed network architecture

o Integrated safety system

o Multiple redundant elements for improved reliability

o Modular instrumentation — integral with subsystems

o Wireless data links — 2.5 MHz and 50 MHz

Architecture

A distributed network should be a good match for the available computer

and instrumentation technology, taking advantage of what appears to be a

natural evolution toward distributed intelligence in control systems. In

addition, it provides improved response for direct digital control loop

computation times compatible with plasma and electromechanical requirements.

It further provides considerable reduction of network communications traffic

to the control room through exchange of only summary and setpoint control

information with local controllers.

Central control room displays are provided in the form of color graphic

diagrams on flat panels of convenient size, which are capable of providing

either summary information or any desired depth of detail to suit operational

requirements at any particular time. Commands will be given by voice,

leaving the operators free to concentrate upon plant operations, except

where hana/eye or simulated touch are appropriate, as in controlling remote

handLing equipment.

A central data base is maintained at the supervisory level, which

centralizes information requests and updates. This central data base is also

used by other supervisory level computer systems. These service the control

room displays; provide historical records of normal and alarm conditions;
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provide sequencing information for startup, shutdown, and response to unusual

conditions; and provide archive access to outside users, such as power

dispatch controllers, utility management, and regulatory agencies.

Access is also provided to a plant simulation computer, for use in

evaluating unusual situations and predicting plant responses to various

commands. Since this system is capable of 100 times concurrent real-time

simulations, it is assumed to L-S. a large supercomputer located remotely and

shared by many plants of the STARFIRE design.

Integrated Safety System

Safety functions have been integrated into the design of the STARFIRE

I&G System. It is anticipated that this will be possible because of hardware

advances which will provide electrical isolation between various sensors and

measuring subsystems, distribution of intelligence to multi-fold dedicated

subsystem controllers, and economical multiply redundant elements at all

levels of the I&C System. This will provide operators with all information

relevant to any potentially hazardous situations.

Redundancy

Redundancy will be employed extensively to permit reliable operation

with a minimum of system downtime, particularly in the area of the reactor

itself.

Modularity

It is intended that instrumentation be integrally designed with subsystems

and components. All plasma instrumentation is intended to be similarly

carried with and installed as part of the blanket modules and be modular with

the annual blanket replacement cycle, so that a complete new redundant set of

all required instrumentation will be installed each year. This means that

such instrumentation will have six-fold redundancy and need only be designed

for a six year service life in the reactor environment.
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Wireless Data Links

Use of wireless transmission is designed to achieve electrical noise and

fault isolation, reduction of labor and containment wall penetrations, and

elimination of radiation effects on cables and connectors. In addition,

maintainability and replacement are simplified. These links may use light,

microwaves, or both.

Remote Maintenance

Requirements for remote maintenance will dictate many features of the

reactor subsystems designs, but systems using industrial robot technology

will be available for performance of the required functions remotely. It is

expected that by the time of STARFIRE, such systems will be capable of

performing such tanks as visual recognition of objects, grasping, feeling,

hearing, and connecting basic operations and movements to perform complex

operations with a minimum of human supervision.

Development Areas

It is anticipated that much of the technology required for STARFIRE I&C

will be developed on natural evolutionary lines, independent of the Fusion

Energy program. Three areas requiring specific development have been iden-

tified, however. These include the development of radiation-resistant

sensors, electronics, and optical components; provision for a plasma access

as a deliberate part of reactor design; and development of fully engineered

plasma instrumentation modules and systems.

2.3.15 Material Inventory

The material requirements for a single STARFIRE reactor have been

tabulated and are presented in Appendix C. The material requirements for

the remainder of the plant would typically be common with current generating

systems.
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Table 2-20. Materials Inventory for Each STARFIRE Reactor Categorized
by Material

I n i t i a l Requirements L i f e of Unit Requirements 3

Volume Mass

Ma te r i a l (m3)

PCA
FW
SW
Breeder
Reflector
Jacket
Headers & Manifolds

II. 0 (Primary)
FW
SW
Bieeder
Reflector
Headers & Manifolds

II,I' (Shield)
Inner Shield
Outer Shield
Vacuum Duct Shield

h
Zr5Pb3

Multiplier

LiAl(>2 (60% enriched)
Breeder

Kef lector

1.

(tonnes)

22.
5.
19.
4.

2.
1.

11.
5.

29.

9.

144.
175.

36.

178

6
6
2
7
0
1

0
3
3
7
5

3

8
0

.8

.1

102.0

450.0

2.0
1.3

11.3
5.7

29.5

9.3

144.8
175.0

328.0

606.5

164.0

Volume

30.6
22.1
188.7
48.4
161.5
34.9

Mass
(tonnes)

214.5
153.8
1310.3
33b.3
1119.8
241.5
3375.2

73.

556.

204.

6

2

0

656

1213

328

.0

.0

.0

BAC

Inner Slili'ld
Outer Shield
Vacuum Du.-t S

Inner Shield
Outer Shield
Vacuum Duct Si.ield

Inner Shield
Outer Shield
Vacuum Duct P'lield

Till,
Inner Shield
Outer Sh ield
Vacuum Duct Shield

Fel422 (Low Mo steel)
Inner Shield
Outer Shield
Vacuum Duct Shield
RF Duct Shield
TF Magnet Vacuum Tank
Common Dewar
Anti-Torque Panel
Blanket/Shield Pedestal
Equipment/Coil Supports
OH Magnet Vacuum Tank
EF Magnet Vacuum Tank

44.0
0.0
0.0

26.3
144.8
174.8

0.0
25.9
6.6

fl 0
336.0
86.1

12.1
487.0
736.0
6.9

123.0
8.8

n?.i
52.8
4.1
6.9
31.4

840.0
0.0
0.0

HiO.O

66.0
362.0
437.0
865.0

0.0
117.0

_..30_._<l
147.1)

0.0
1310.0
_ 3JJ6..0

1646.0

95.9
3858.0
5830.0

55.0
974.0
69.9

1050.9
418.0
32.2
54.9
249.1

12,687.9
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Table 2-20. Materials Inventory for Each STARFIRE Reactor Categorized
by Material (Continued)

Material

TF Coil Stabilizer
OH Coil Stabilizer
CF Coil Conductor
EF Coil Stabilizer

c-10 Insulator
TF Coils
OH/EF Coils
Centerpost Supports
Centerpost

Initial

Volume
0.3)

17D.3
8.6
15.7
41.9

32.1
45.8
0.7

147.0

Requirements

Mass
(tonne3)

1598.0
77.1

140.0
372.9

moo r\

61.0
87.0
1.4

279.3

Lite or unit

Volume
(m3)

Kequiremei

Mass
[tonnes^

NhTi

TF Magnet

TF Magnet
Oil, EF Magnets

Ta5Wh'r

I.imiter

Bf

FW Coating
l.iraitpr Coating

JM4 Stainless Stt'il
TF Magnet Helium Tank
TF Coil
OH Magnet helium Tank
OH Magnet Helium Tank
F.F Magnet Helium Tank
EF Coil

6.4

'.28.7

51.0

8.9
5.1

1.9

0.5
0.1

143.0
293.1
12.8
10.2
62.1
49.4

57.0
33.0

90.0

32.0

1.0
0.2
1 .2

1124.0
2304.0
101.0
80.2
488.0
388.0

3.8

4.3
0.9

64.0

8.5

10.2

4,485.2

Notes:

For reactor only Llfe-of-unit requirements are same as initial require-
ments except where otherwise indicated.

Life of unit requirements for these materials are twice the initial require-
ments, to account for anticipated recycling within a short period of time
following removal from the reactor.

Tantalum (as Ta-5W) is only one of several candidates for the reference
design linuter (see Sec. C-3).

d .Tungsten can he replaced by another shielding material (see Sec. C-3).
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2.4 BALANCE OF PLANT

The balance of plant facilities for STARFIRE are a combination of

features common to any large power plant, and elements peculiar to the fusion

technology. For example, the steam generators, turbine-generator and main

condenser components of the power conversion system are generic to power

plants. The tritium reprocessiag facilities, the electrical and rf power

supply building, and the hot cell, in which fully remote repair and main-

tenance functions are performed, are unique to a fusion power plant.

In the overall plan of this fusion power plant, closely related facili-

ties are combined into the same buildings that are then located to achieve a

functional and economical layout. The principal buildings and their spatial

relationships are summarized below:

1. The reacuor building contains the tokamak fusion reactor and support-

ing systems.

2. To the south of the reactor building is the turbine and support

building that contains the energy conversion equipment, a reactor

service area in which blanket sections and other new reactor subsys-

tems are prepared, a plant auxiliary area that houses the closed

loop cooling water system, and the hot cell.

3. The electrical and rf power supply building is placed to the east of

the reactor building and the tritium reprocessing and cryogenics

building is located to the north of the reactor building.

4. The administration, facility control and site service complex is

located to the south of the turbine and support building.

The balance of the plant facilities are shown on the site plan of

Fig. 2-1 and in layouts of Chap. 20.

2.4.1 Site Plan

Principal site elements include buildings, roads, walks, fencing, and

surface and subsurface mechanical and electrical equipment and utilities,

most notably the large natural draft hyperbolic cooling towers. The site
v

elements are located and arranged to minimize piping, electrical, and utility

runs and at the same time provide adequate separation between buildings and

other elements.
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2.4.2 Facility Buildings

The reactor building is a steel-lined, hardened ribbed box structure

constructed of reinforced concrete designed for DBE seismic loading and 0.16 MPa

(24-psig) internal pressure. Modifications of the primary coolant loop have re-

sulted in decreasing the maximum anticipated overpressure to 100 kPa (15 psi).

The 1.5 m thick building outside walls and roof prevent penetration by

tornado missiles, withstand a tornado-induced differential pressure, and

provide adequate shielding.

The reactor building houses the reactor and related systems that can

potentially become contaminated. These systems are modularized to permit

removal. A partial height, shielding wall and sliding doors separate tVie

module area from the reactor to minimize activation of materials in the

system module area. The pressure boundary of the building is lined with

steel to provide a leak-tight boundary and minimize tritium release in the

e\ent of a loss of primary coolant within the building.

The reactor building is 120 m long and 50 m wide (inside clear dimen-

sior.s), and consists of three levels in addition to the crane maintenance

balcony. A 600-tonne-capacity bridge crane spans the width of the building

and runs its entire length. The reactor and system modules are located on

the ground level.

Tie first level below ground is a pipe chase. All pipelines, conduits,

and other connections between the reactor and the modules are routed through

the pipe i'hase to provide clearance for the remote maintenance equipment on

the ground floor. The pipe chase, reactor hall, and system module areas are

subject to overpressure under accident conditions. Access to the pipe chase

is by two removable hatches, one at each end of the building on the ground

floor.

The second level below ground is the routinely occupied subgrade floor,

which is not subject to overpressure, significant radiation, or a tritium

atmosphere. The rf system components and HVAC mechanical and electrical

equipment are located on this level.
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The remote maintenance system is employed in the reactor building and

also extends to the hot cell. The equipment runs on a solid monorail track,

arranged to allow movement of system components into position to perform

remote maintenance and repair functions on the process module equipment, the

ATR systems, the HVAC equipment, as well as the reactor itself.

In addition to the floor mounted equipment, the overhead bridge cranes

and electromechanical bridge manipulators assist in the maintenance functions

by providing access to the top and upper equipment areas of the reactor and

various modules not accessible to other systems. The 60-tonne bridge crane

at the process module end of the building is capable of lifting and removing

process equipment for repair and replacement.

Preparation of blanket segments and other new reactor subsystems,

equipment, and parts is carried out in the reactor service area, a ground

level high bay area between the hot cell and turbine building, and adjacent

receiving end of this building, where there is also access for large vehicles

and other equipment. Storage spaces for new blanket segments and other

reactor and process module components are provided.

The hot cell is a carbon steel lined, concrete-hardened structure

designed for DBE seismic loading. The building outside walls and rocf are

thick enough to prevent penetration by tornado missiles, to withstand a

tornado-induced differential pressure, and to provide adequate shielding.

The hot cell contains three process areas. The liquid waste processing

equipment separates activated particulate matter from tritiated water that is

then returned to the tritium reprocessing building. The remote maintenance

and repair shop contains equipment for shield door seal and latch mechanism

replacement and for repair of failed process module components. The blanket

module and solid waste processing cell contains the equipment required to

bake out tritium from spent blanket segments and to reduce the segments into

pieces conveniently sized for storage in canisters. Both wet and dry solid

wast, storage facilities are provided in the blanket module and solid waste

processing cell. Wet storage for 600 m 3 of spent blanket segments and dry

storage for 400 m 3 of discarded shield doors, pumps, valves, and piping is

available.
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The portion of the tritium reprocessing building that contains potentially

contaminated areas is hardened in accordance with applicable seismic and

tornadic design criteria, and is lined with carbon steel to minimize the

escape to atmosphere of potential tritium release from process equipment.

Tritium-free areas of the building are occupied on an every day basis and

are separated from potentially contaminated areas by an air lock. Piping to

and from the reactor building and hot cell is double walled, with quick-acting

isolation valves located close to the building walls. The piping is routed

to the reactor building pipe chase in an underground tunnel.

2.A.3 Mechanical Systems

The power conversion system consists of components of conventional

design for use in large central generating stations. The thermodynamic cycle

and its components resemble the thermal cycle of a pressurized water reactor

plant. The 4000-MW of thermal energy generated by the reactor is transferred

to the power conversion system by the heat transport system.

The facility heat rejection system consists of three hyperbolic natural

draft cooling towers; eight wet pit, vertical-type centrifugal pumps; a

chlorination package; an evaporation pond; and a raw water reservoir for

makeup. The cooling towers are reinforced concrete, approximately 150 m in

diameter at the basin, 100 m in diameter at the top, and 165 m in height. The

pump house provided for the pumps and chlorination package contains a well

with individual compartments for each pump and filter.

The closed loop cooling water system provides demineralized and deion-

ized cooling water to reactor auxiliary components and reactor building

cooling systems during normal plant operation. It consists of three half-

capacity pumps, three one-third-capacity heat exchangers^ a surge tank, and

the necessary piping, controls and instrumentation. The system is connected

to the standby cooling water system to provide cooling water to the atmospheric

tritium cleanup systems and the solid waste pools during normal operation.

The connections include isolation valves that close automatically when the

standby cooling water system goes into operation, or when the closed loop

cooling water system is shut down for any reason.

The standby cooling water system provides demineralized and deionized

cooling water to the residual heat removal system, atmospheric tritium
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removal systems, solid waste pools, and control building chillers during

gtiaQpial> op^r^tihg: cdMlttbns» Operation; of the systent occurl^ ~foiFlxamplSa,

during an incident when the reactor has been shut down, offsite power is

unavailable* and the plant is using the onsite standby power source. The

system operates whenever the reactor is shut <*"«n and maintains the blanket

temperature within specified limits by removing the residual or decay heat.

The system cools the blanket indirectly by providing the cooling medium to

Che residual heat removal system that in turn cools the blanket. The standby

cooling water system also provides cooling water to the three atmospheric

tritium removal (ATR) systems located in the reactor building, the tritium

reprocessing building, and the hot cell. Components of the system include a

dry cooling tower, two full-capacity pumps, a surge tank and the necessary

instrumentation and controls.

2.4,4 Building Services

The reactor hall is provided with six recirculation systems by which

the atmosphere gas (CO2) is filtered and conditioned. The recirculation

systems are divided into two groups of three units each, supplied from two

different power sources. A total of four units operate normally, and two

units are on standby, thereby allowing flexibility of operation. In the

event of a loss-of-coolant accident, the fan coil units are capable of

maintaining the temperature of the reactor building atmosphere at or below

54.49C.

The reactor hall is at a negative pressure with respect to the environ-

ment, and two 100% capacity pressure control fans are provided. When the

concentration of tritium within the reactor hall is detected to be above the

normal concentration, the pressure control fans are de-energized, and auto-

matic isolation of the building takes effect. This operation calls for

automatic shift of the atmospheric air cleanup system from the normal 10% to

full capacity operation. The atmospheric cleanup system provides for removal

of tritium and/or particulates within the reactor hall.

The hot cell employs 100% recirculation of filtered and tempered air to

the different zones. Two 100% capacity pressure control fans are provided to

maintain differing pressure requirements among confinement zones. The
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assignment of pressure zones ensures confinement of the potentially contami-

nated atmosphere and prevents its migration to other parts of the facility.

Pressure assignments are such that the flow of air is from areas of lesser

to areas cu higher potential for radioactive contamination. The design

incorporates isolation of the hot cell when it is determined that the concen-

tration of tritium in the hot cell atmosphere is beyond the normally accept-

able concentration. Upon isolation, the atmospheric tritium removal system

located inside the hot cell runs at full capacity.

The tritium reprocessing area, which has the highest potential for radio-

active contamination within the tritium reprocessing building, is provided

with a dedicated recirculating HVAC system. Minimum outdoor purge air for

ventilation is filtered and conditioned Jor supply to the area. As in the

hot cell and the reactor hall, it is expected that the atmospheric tritium

removal system will operate at 10% capacity during normal operating modes.

Full capacity operation will be in effect upon the detection of an unaccept-

ably high concentration of tririm in the area.

2.4.5 Electrical Systems

The plant is designed with adequate auxiliary electrical equipment,

standby power and protection to ensure operation of the essential station

auxiliary equipment during normal operation and all emergency conditions.

Offside power is used for startup and shutdown, i.e., the plant is not

designed with "black starting" capability. Power is generated continuously

so that an intermediate energy storage system is not required. Major electri-

cal equipment associated with power generation, auxiliary electrical power

supply and distribution, onsite standby power generation, and extras-high

voltage (EHV) switchyard systems have been identified. These systems and

equipment are within state of the art technology or technology currently

being deve? ped.

A double hus system is used as a minimum to supply power to equipment

required for continuous operation and/or orderly shutdown. The distribution

of power to two or more identical items of equipment is such that a failure of a
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power supply bus does not result in a complete loss of a particular mechani-

cal or electrical function. All vital control and protection systems and

equipment are powered from uninterruptible power supply (UPS) systems.

A function of the main generator and its connections is to generate

1440-MWe power (gross), to deliver power to the plant unit auxiliary trans-

formers, and to deliver the net electrical power through the main 6tep-up

transformer and switchyard to the EHV transmission system network. The

generator is provided with a breaker to allow isolation of the generator

during startup, shutdown, and maintenance, while the main step-up trans-

formers and the unit auxiliary transformers supply offsite power for the

auxiliary system.

It is anticipated that a minimum of two full-capacity EHV transmission

lines will be connected to the switchyard of the plant. The primary function

of the switchyard is to provide an onsite EHV switching facility what can

provide a power outlet for the unit and that can receive and provide the

offsite power required for startup and shutdown when the main generator is

off the line. The arrangement of the switchyard is based on a double-bus,

breaker-and-a-half scheme that provides the flexibility and reliability

required for a plant of this size.

The auxiliary electrical power supply and ac distribution system pro-

vides continuous power to the plant auxiliary equipment for startup, normal

operation, and shutdown. Each auxiliary electrical power supply bus has two

sources of power supply, one from the unit auxiliary transformers, and the

other from the reserve station service transformer is implemented when the

unit auxiliary power supply fails. Electrical loads that are vital for

an orderly shutdown of the plant are grouped separately. Feeders to coil

and rf power supplies are duplicated or divided so that a single switchgear

bus or feeder failure does not result in loss of a function.

Power at 480 V is provided by double-ended load center type substations

located throughout the plant approximately in the center of their respective

loads. Each transformer of a double-ended unit is fed from a different

13.8-kV bus for better flexibility and service continuity.
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Reliable and continuous dc battery power is required for a variety of

uses, such as "trip" and "close" of electrically operated circuit breakers,

solenoid-operated valves, control systems, vital lighting, the station

annunciators, and devices used during turbine coast-down. Through dc/ac

inverters, the batteries are also used to provide power to the turbine-

generator and reactor protection system, and to instrumentation required

for an orderly shutdown.

The function of the onsite standby ac power system is to generate an

onsite ac source of auxiliary power if the preferred offsite source is lost.

This system consists of two redundant, onsite gas-turbine generators. Each

generator is connected to a pair of redundant 4160 V switchgear bus systems.

The connected loads on these buses consist of equipment and systems required

for an orderly shutdown of the plant.

Facilities electrical services provide adequate lighting including emer-

gency lighting; provide the necessary grounding for systems and equipment,

including a separate grounding system for "low" signal level instrumentation

and controls; provide necessary systems for communication, including tele-

phone, public address (PA and PAX), and sound-powered telephone systems for

testing and maintenance where required; provide adequate lightning protection;

and provide necessary cathodic protection.

Electrical equipment is arranged and located to minimize length of runs

for interconnections and to facilitate maintenance and testing. Major elac-

trical equipment is located in separate electrical rooms with adequate space

provided for cable and raceway connections. Raceways are grouped for ease

of installation and common mechanical protection. They are dedicated to

the particular type of cable, and those containing different types of cable

are separated. Raceways and cables serving the onsite standby ac power sys-

tems and associated with redundant equipment required for an orderly shut-

down are physically separated and isolated from their redundant counterparts,

and are designed to withstand DBE seismic forces.
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2.5 PLANT CONSTRUCTION

The schedule for plant construction shows that six years will be required

between the time the first concrete is poured until initial power delivery.

The pacing time in the construction schedule is the reactor building and

reactor. Approximately three years is required to prepare the reactor

building for initial installation of the reactor components. Two years is

required for reactor erection and one year is allowed for reactor and plant

tests. Reactor building construction proceeds until the roof over the

reactor area is complete and the 600 tonne overhead crane is complete. One

end of the reactor building is left open and temporary crane rails extended

to permit direct entry of major reactor components. Modularization, with

factory assembly and checkout, of reactor components is used where possible.

Off-site winding of magnets and fabrication of blanket and shield sectors is

planned with water shipment to the site. The overall construction schedule

is discussed in Chap. 23. Further reductions in overall construction time

may be achievable with advances in modularization of plant components and

improvements in current transportation capabilities.

2.6 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

A goal of the STARFIRE design has been to maximize utility compatibility

not only in current practice but also with anticipated trends for future

utility operations. The Utility Advisory Group has provided insight to cur-

rent utility practice.

Startup power is drawn from the grid and after plasma initiation the

reactor power is brought up slowly to minimize the thermal stress effects on

the blanket and steam generators. Once operating-, the plant has the ability

to load-follow at a rate of 5% of rated power increase or decrease per

minute, although the plant i" designed as a base load unit. The plant will

normally operate continuously with one scheduled shutdown per year for

maintenance. It is anticipated, however, that 1 to 3 other major shutdowns

per year will occur as a result of component failures. Once the reactor is
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shut down it can be restarted to full power in approximately 1/2 h; however,

approximately 12 h will be required for a restart if the TF coils are dis-

charged for maintenance or if the vacuum chamber has been breached briefly.

After major vacuum chamber breaches 36 hours is required for restart.

Three major startup conditions are anticipated:

1. Startup after maintenance that requires opening of the vacuum

chamber to the building environment. Opening the vacuum chamber

requires the blanket sectors be cooled down to near ambient tempera-

ture and the TF coils to be discharged (e.g., for blanket replacement).

Thirty-six hours are required to clean the vacuum walls for startup.

2. Startup after maintenance at the reactor where it is unnecessary

to breach the vacuum. TF coil discharge is necessary to permit

maintenance equipment manuevering about the reactor. TF coil recharg-

ing will require 12 h. In addition, if the primary coolant loop has

been shut down, approximately 13 h is required for warm up.

3. Startup after shutdown not requiring reactor maintenance (turbine

trip etc.). The TF coil charge is maintained and the primary loop is

kept hot.

The plant is expected to operate at full power under normal conditions;

however, the fueling ratio can be adjusted to reduce the power. In event of

redundant component failures the reactor power can be reduced to the appro-

priate level and operation continued until the failure can be corrected.

Redundant sysL •». where continued operation at reduced power is possible,

include the vacuum system where power reduction is necessary after four pump

failures and the steam generators where shutdown for excessive leakage would

require operation at 50% power during repairs.

Shutdown sequence of the reactor is normally the reverse of startup

and requires approximately 1 h to reach a hot shutdown and approximately

20 h to reach & cold shutdown.

The STARFIRE reactor and maintenance facility designs have been developed

based on the assumption that a mature fusion economy exists and that all

facets of the design have been demonstrated in previous power plants. The

premise that a fully understood technical basis exists for STARFIRE leads to

the assumption that components can be replaced periodically to prevent
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unscheduled failures from dominating the maintenance needs. The plant

availability goal is 75% and the system reliability requirements have been

established accordingly based on the projected time for replacement of system

components.

The complexities of a fusion system will reduce the achievable avail-

ability as compared with PWR'S if the same technology is assumed. However,

advances in automated maintenance technology and simultaneous development of

the maintenance system and reactor designs are believed to offer benefits

that make the 75% availability goal reasonable. The maintenance system must

receive as much attention from the outset of the design as any other major

system in order to achieve this goal. The reactor maintenance schedule was

developed to fit within the typical utility Balance-of-Plant maintenance

scenario. It includes an annual shutdown for four weeks (28 days) to perform

maintenance and inspection, and a four-month (120 days) shutdown every ten

years for overhaul of the turbine-generator. During this period the TF coil

system is also annealed. This results in an average annual scheduled ou.age

of 37 days.

In addition, current utility experience indicates that approximately 20

days downtime per year is caused by failures in the balance-of-plant (BOP).

As a result of these constraints the following downtime allocations were made

as listed in Table 2-21.

Table 2-21. Downtime Allocations

Balance-of-Plant

Scheduled

37 days

Unscheduled

20 days

Reactor

Scheduled

37 days

Unscheduled

34 days

The 37 days of reactor scheduled maintenance is derived from the

assumption that the teactor will be maintained simultaneously with the BOP

on a noninterference basis. The total of 57 days outage required for BOP

maintenance leaves 34 days for reactor unscheduled maintenance if the 75%

availability (91 days outage/year) is to be achieved.
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A total remote maintenance facility has been designed for all equipment

located within the reactor building and hot cell. The major benefit is that

this approach minimizes radiation exposure to maintenance workers. All

known or foreseen maintenance operations are planned as remote; however, opera-

tional flexibility has been provided by design of the reactor shielding to

permit personnel access within 24 h after reactor shutdown.

The reactor design was developed to permit removal of all components,

however, the vacuum pumps and isolation valves and the blanket require

scheduled, routine maintenance. Shield door seals, limiters and rf grilles

are replaced with blanket sectors. Ease of replacement of these items has

therefore been emphasized. Reactor scheduled maintenance does not dominate

annual plant downtime, therefore, several scheduled operations can be ndded

without affecting reactor availability. Failure of life-of-plant .terns such

as the magnets or shield can be permitted to result in longer outages since

their failure will be infrequent.

The blanket sectors are expected to require replacement every six

years. An annual replacement sequence is planned whereby four sectors are

replaced each year to level out the maintenance tasks and permit the reactor

scheduled maintenance to fit within the normal utility practice of a four

week per year outage for the balance-of-plant maintenance. Blanket sectors

are removed as a unit with limiters, rf grilles and ECRH ducts in place.

When the sectors are changed shield door seals are replaced. Total time for

replacing two sectors i.s ^ 10 days.

Vacuum pumps and valves require replacement every two years, hence 1/2

are replaced at each scheduled outage. Total time for replacement of 1/2 the

vacuum pumps and valves is 20 days annually.

The maintenance facilities consist of the reactor building, the hot

cell, the reactor service area and the remote maintenance control room.

Remote maintenance developments in major nuclear facilities have been

utilized in developing the STARFIRE maintenance approach and design.

The reactor building contains the reactor, selected support system

modules, and required maintenance equipment. The reactor is located at one

end of the building. The support system modules are organized within the
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central area. The other end of the building contains the crane bay mainte-

nance area, the pet^onnel airlock to the crane bay maintenance area, the

equipment airlock between the hot cell and the main floor of the reactor

building, laydown space for the support system modules, and parking space for

the reactor building maintenance machines. The reactor and the support

system are maintained with (1) equipment that is mounted on a monorail

system; (2) overhead cranes; and (3) bridge-mounted electro-mechanical

manipulators. All viewing is by means of remote CCTV. Building arec lighting

and special lighting in maintenance areas are required.

A shield wall isolates the reactor from the support system modules and

permits maintenance of the modules while the reactor is operating. This wall

serves as a neutron shield for the modules and as a missile shield for

the reactor. Doors provide ingress and egress for the monorail system.

The support system modules located in the reactor building are limited

to only those subsystems which are potentially contaminated with significant

radioactive contamination. These are:

o Tritium processing and cleanup

o Reactor building HVAC

o Coolant water

o Steam generators

o Primary loop components

o Limiter feedwater loop components

o Vacuum pumps

The modules are designed for total remote maintenance using monorail-

mounted maintenance machines and the overhead cranes and electro-mechanical

manipulators. The modules are positioned within the reactor building to

provide adequate access for the remote maintenance machines. Maintenance of

the support system modules is accomplished by removing and replacing a whole

module or by removing and replacing a failed subcomponent within a module.

The failed module or subcomponent is transported to the hot cell, on the

monorail, for further repair or disposal.

A single monorail system provides maintenance access to the reactor and

to the support system modules and allows equipment and material movement

in the reactor building and the hot cell. The large monorail track provides
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stability for the maintenance machines as well as the required load carrying

capacity. While a maintenance machine is in position to perform a given

task, additional stability is obtained by locking the m.ichine to the monorail.

Power and control for the maintenance machines is supplied by busbars on the

monorail. Machines have been defined for maintenance of the reactor. The

machines are preprogrammed for all planned activity. Intermediate check-

points will be programmed into operational sequences to stop equipment for

verifying position and for performing inspections.

The hot cell is located outside of the reactor bui.Iui.ag to localize

concamination products and permit independent operation. An equipment air

lock connects the reactor building to the hot cell. Communication between

the hot cell and the reactor building is via a monorail system. The equip-

ment airlock and hot cell are sized to handle all reactor building components.

The hot cell consists of a central corridor containing the monorail. At

one end of the corridor is the air lock entrance to the reactor building. At

the opposite end of the corridor is a decontamination chamber. The decontam-

ination chamber is connected to the turbine and support, building by another

airlock. All processing, handling and storage within the hot cell is on

either side of the monorail corridor. Shield doors isolate the monorail

corridor from the cells. Turntable switches connect the monorail with these

cells.

Specific tasks performed in the hot cell are:

o Blanket disposal

o Solid waste packaging

o Holdup treatment of nontritiated liquid and gaseous wastes

o Remote maintenance of activated components

o Decontamination of non-activated components for out-of-cell handling

o Emergency tritium cleanup

o Wet and dry storage of activated components

Maintenance and repair of activated components takes place in the hot

cell remote maintenance and repair shop. All maintenance and repair work is

done using servo-manipulators, overhead bridge cranes and bridge mounted

electro-mechanical manipulators. Typical maintenance operations include

reactor shield door seal renewal, reactor shield door latch repair, rf duct
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repair, limiter replacement, blanket repair, fuel system repair, vacuum pump

isolation valve repair, support system module and subcomponent repair, and

maintenance c^u^pment repair. Once repaired, testing and check-out of the

refuibished components takes place. Some repair work on nonactivated compo-

nents may be carried out in the hot cell. A case-by-case evaluation will be

necessary to determine if decontamination is more expedient than remote

maintenance.

Decontamination of nonactivated components takes place in the decontami-

nation chamber. From the decontamination chamber the components can enter the

reactor service area through an air lock. The reactor service area provides

hands-on repair and testing of decontaminat2d, nonactivated components.

2.7 POWER FLOW

The reactor delivers 4000 MWt^ to the power conversion system which

generates 1440 MWe. A circulating load of 240 MWe results in 1200 MWe of

power deliverable to the grid. A power flow diagram is shown in Fig. 2-12.

2.8 ECONOMICS

The total direct and indirect costs are summarized in Table 2-22 for

both 1980 constant year dollars and 1986 then-current dollars. Also shown

is the total busbar energy cost for the fusion generated energy along with

the major contributors to the costs. These costs are higher than are cur-

rently being projected for new fission plants. However, it must be noted

that the cost of energy shown here is for the initial year of operation.

The levelized cost of energy (for 30-yr economic life) is actually compa-

rable to those estimated for luture LWRs and is lower than that for coal.

The reason for this is that, for a given power plant, the cost of energy in-

creases from year to year because of escalation in fuel, maintenance and

operation costs. The cost of fuel is negligible in STARFIRE while it

represents ^ 25% and 40% of the cost of energy in LWR and coal, respectively.

The cost estimate of STARFIRE is specific to this system, reflecting the

unique ground rules applying to this study. It should be noted that this

study is a preconceptual design with some subsystems not fully developed or

defined. For these subsystems, the cost estimates were determined with im-

plicit design allowances to account for the lack of complete definition. Fortu-

nately, many of the balance of plant and heat transport systems are similar to
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Table 2-22. STARFIRE Summary Costs

ACCOUNT NUMBER

20

21

21

21

21

21

.02

.05

.07

.99

ACCOUNT TITLE

22

22.01

22.

22.

22.

22.

22

22

25

25

25

24

25

91

92

93

22.

22.

22.

22.

22.

22.

02

,05

06

22

22

22

22

22

.07

22

22

22

.9B

.99

.01

.05

01.

01.

01.

01.

.01.

.01.

.06,

.06

.06

.06

.06

.07

.07

.07

01

02

OJ

04

05

,07

.01

.02

.05

.04

.05

.01

.02

.05

LAND AND LAND RIGHTS

STRUCTURES AND SITE FACILITIES

Reactor Building

Turbine Building

Hot Cel l Bui lding

Contingency Allowance

REACTOR PLANT EQUIPMENT

Reactor Equipment

Blanket and F i rs t Wall

Shield

Magnets

RF Heating and Current Drive

Primary Structure and Support

Power Supply, Switching and Energy Storage

Main Heat Transfer and Transport Systems

Fuel Handling and Storage Systems

Other Rsactor Plant Equipment

Maintenance Equipment

Special Heating Systems

Coolant Receiving, Storage and Make-Up Systems

Gas Systems

Inert Atmosphere System

Instrumentation and Control

Reactor I&C Equipment

Monitoring Systems

Instrumentation and 'ransducers

Spare Parts Allowance

Contingency Allowance

TURBINE PLANT EQUIPMENT

Turbine-Generators

Heat Rejection-Systems

ELECTRIC PLANT EQUIPMENT

MISCELLANEOUS PLANT EQUIPMENT

TOTAL DIRECT COST

CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES (10S)

ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT SERVICES (8S)

OTHER COSTS (55)

SUBTOTAL

COSTS (1980 $ x 10~6)

3.30

346.58

157.44

35.92

53.69

44.95

968.62

589.26

249

117

40

1726

172

138

86

.6B

.28

.77

.48

.65

.12

.32

69.

38.

43.

23

66

117

77

44

,84

.60

,75

.41

.38

.68

.33

.34

ez.
186.

171.

33.

52.

52.

38.

0.

0.

0.

0.

7.

1.

14.

3b

07

57

49

74

90

30

00

24

08

00

61

76

04

2123.57
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TOTAL CAPITAL 2400.27

$/kWe 2000

ANNUAL COST

1980
CONSTANT

240.43

19.41

17.36

0.33

277.15

35.1

3197.89

2665

(* x 10"6)

1986
THEN-CURRENT

479.68

26.01

23.26

0.44

529.39

67.1

Table 2-22. STARFIRE Summary Costs (continued)

1980 1986
CONSTANT THEN-CURRENT

94 INTEREST DURING CONSTRUCTION 246.70 671 .69

95 ESCALATION DURING CONSTRUCTION 0 .00 462 .63

IOTAL BUSBAR ENERGY COST

ANNUALIZED COST OF CAPITAL

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

SCHEDULED CUMPONENT REPLACEMENT

FUEL

TOTAL ANNUAL COST

COST OF ELECTRICITY ( M i l l / k W h )

those of PWR systems, thus enhancing the cost credibility. The direct capi-

tal costs associated with the reactor plant equipment, the balance of plant

equipment, land and all the related structures and site facilities, were

estimated based upon supplier quotes, historical data and analogous systems.

The indirect costs related to construction are assessed based upon DOE

recommendations with modifications specific to this design. Time related

costs account for both interest and escalation during construction. The

annual costs include the annuallized capital cost, the operations and main-

tenance costs, the fuel costs and any scheduled component replacement costs.

Given these costs along with the plant capacity (net power output) and the

plant availability, the busbar energy cost is determined. These costs are

presented in both constant year 1980 dollars and then - current year dollars,

which represents a nominal first year facility cost.

2.9 SAFETY

The incorporation of safety considerations into the design process, even

at the conceptual stage as in STARFIRE, is done to ensure that the environmental

and safety advantages inherent in fusion are fully realized. The emphasis on
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safety must include the concern for the safety of the general public, the

plant personnel, and the plant itself — in that order.

Fusion power will have several significant safety advantages compared to

current methods of generating electricity. The nuclear safety aspects are

decidedly improved when compared to fission reactors: the problems of

accidental criticality and of prompt criticality are not applicable; the

prospects and consequences of a loss-of-coolant accident are less; and the

biological hazards of radioisotopes in the plant are much lower. Generally,

the concerns, regarding safeguarding against diversion of weapons-grade mate-

rial, such as Pu or U-235, are eliminated. Fusion, like fission, does not

involve combustion in air; thus the routine chemical releases are much lower

than for fossil power plants. The dangers due to fuel mining and other

associated activities, including transportation, will be greatly reduced.

Radioactive waste storage requirements will be less complicated due to the

absence of fission products and actinides. Low-level radioactive waste

production should be less than for fission plants. Radiation doses to the

general public due to routine or accidential releases of radioactivity will

also be reduced.

Most recent safety evaluations of light water reactors (LWRs) and fast

breeder reactors (FBRs) have concluded that, for an adequate analysis to be

conducted of public risk associated with the different concepts, the total

fuel cycle must be examined. In this regard, utilizing D-T for fuel should be

preferable to LWRs or FBRs. The deuterium and lithium involved are not

radioactive. Only the initial, start-up requirements of tritium, which is

approximately 10 kg, need to be shipped to the plant. The rest of the

tritium fuel cycle is contained within the plant. The breeding ratio of

STARFIRE is sufficiently low that shipment of excess tritium from the site is

not necessary.

It is important to note that no runaway-type accidents which would

affect the public or the plant personnel have been identified by this study.

No method of generating electricity is capable of completely eliminating

environmental impact and risk to society; however, fusion will raduce the

adverse effects and potential impacts to very low levels.
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The primary emphasis in this study of deterministic methods rather than

on probabilistic methods was due mainly to the timing involved. It was not

possible to do a quantified probabilistic risk assessment, due to lack of

sufficient design details, statistical operating data, and physical models

pertaining to hazard rates. Future efforts undoubtedly will be directed at

performing a detailed probabilistic risk assessment.

In the context of a Preliminary Hazards Analysis (PHA), the following

sources of hazards were identified for the STARFIRE design:

o Tritium inventory

o Induced activity in the first wall, blanket, magnet, shield and
structural materials

o Pressurized water primary coolant

o Corrosion products in the primary coolant

o Stored energy in the superconducting magnet system

o Cryogenics

o Kinetic and self-inductive energy associated with plasma current

o RF heating

The following potential accidents were identified for STARFIRE. Safe-

guards were incorporated into the design to the extent possible, which

prevent their occurrnce or limit the damage.

o Tritium release, both in a continuous and a pulsed mode.

o Loss of coolant flow to the first wall and/or blanket

o Failure of the resistive dump for the superconductive magnet system

o A superconducting magnet becoming locally normal

o Gross rupture of the magnets' helium cryogenic system

o Failure of first wall due to plasma disruption

o Production of missiles as the result of an accident

o Hydrogen detonations or explosions
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

The resu l t s of the STARFIRE study have increased our confidence in the

po ten t i a l of tokamaks as power r e a c t o r s . The study has identif ied new and

important di rect ions for the development of fusion reac tors , in general , and

tokamaks, in pa r t i cu l a r , to further enhance thei r po ten t i a l for commercial

appl ica t ions . Study conclusions regarding specific technical areas are d i s -

cussed in the appropriate chapters of t h i s repor t . This chapter summarizes

some of the key and broad conclusions of the study.

3.2 STEADY STATE

The resu l t s of the STARFIRE study show important incentives for developing

the steady s ta te option for tokamaks. Steady-state operation offers many engi-

neer ing, technological and economical benef i ts in commercial r eac tors . Among

these a re : reactor r e l i a b i l i t y i s increased, serious concerns about material

fa t igue are eliminated, e l ec t r i ca l and thermal energy storage systems are

not required; higher neutron wall load, and hence smaller s ize reac to r s , are

acceptable; and the frequency of plasma disruption occurrence i s great ly

reduced. I t has been estimated (see Chap. 5) that the benefi ts of steady

s t a t e can resul t in a saving in the cost of energy as much as 30%.

Recent experimental r esu l t s on noninductive current drivers are en-

couraging (see Chap. 7 ) . However, the current driver to be developed for

commercial power r eac to r s should be r e l i a b l e with simple engineering features

and low e lec t r i ca l power requirements. A lower hybrid (LH) system was se -

lected for the current driver in STARFIRE because of i t s a t t r a c t i ve engineering

fea tu res . Crossed-field amplifiers provide an inexpensive, highly e f f i c ien t

and long-lived power source in the LH frequency range. In addit ion, the t r ans -

mission system i s a t t r a c t i v e due to f l e x i b i l i t y in rout ing the transmission

l ine and high r e l i a b i l i t y in the reactor environment.

Wave access ib i l i ty i s a severe cons t ra in t for the LH system and forced

the STARFIRE designers to use a hollow current prof i le for the plasma MHD

equilibrium. S t ab i l i t y analysis shows that th is prof i le may require close

f i t t i n g conducting wal ls to operate even a t the moderate B of 6.7% selected

for the reference design. Efforts were made in the design of the f i r s t

wall /blanket to sa t i s fy the conducting wall requirements, but the engineering

solut ions add to the complexity of the reac tor .
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Extensive efforts were made in STARFIRE to minimize the electrical power

requirements for £he LH current driver. Nevertheless, the reference design

calls for 150 MW of electrical power to drive the relatively low plasma

current of 10.1 MA.. This represents ^ 10% of the plant gross electrical

output, which is relatively large. Therefore, strong incentives exist for

additional efforts to further improve the performance of the LH current

driver. Other potential current drivers must also be seriously explored.

3.3 IMPURITY CONTROL AND EXHAUST (Limiter/Vacuum System)

The impurity control and exhaust system is one of the key components

in a fusion reactor. It has a substantial impact on the engineering simplicity,

reliability, maintainability, economics and safety of the power plant. Di-

ver tors and divertorless options were surveyed. It was concluded that the

limiter/vacuum (also called "pumped" or "active" limiter) concept is a very

attractive option for power reactors. It is relatively simple and inexpensive

and deserves serious experimental verification.

The main advantages of the limiter/vacuum system, as identified in

STARFIRE, are: (1) it is a mechanical system (it does not require magnets);

(2) it has minimal impact on access and breeding blanket space; (3) it can be

designed to dramatically reduce radiation streaming; (4) the surface area

available for particle collection is relatively large; and (5) it permits

designing for higher tritium fractional burnup and lower tritium inventory

in the vacuum pumps and fueling system.

The STARFIRE study finds it an important design approach to radiate most

of the alpha-power from the plasma to the large surface area of the first

wall. This reduces the heat load on the particle collection medium (limiter

or divertor target plate) to a manageable level and it deposits more energy

in the primary coolant of the first wall. One means of enhancing plasma

radiation is by injecting small amounts of high-Z material along with the

DT fuel stream. The large ignition margin in commercial reactor-size

plasmas makes operation in such an enhanced radiation mode feasible.

A low-Z coating on all surfaces exposed to the plasma will probably be

required in future tokamak reactors unless very low plasma edge temperatures
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can be established and maintained. Beryllium appears to be one of the bes t

choices for the low-Z coating. Sputtering of the coating i s predicted

to be large but redeposi t ion seems to extend the coating l i f e to an acceptable

l e v e l . However, there is a need for experimental r e s u l t s and theore t ica l

work on the physics of the scrape-off region and the performance of low-Z

coat ings . There i s also a need to develop in -s i tu low-Z coatings techniques

for fusion reactor appl ica t ions .

Four mater ials have been ident i f ied as the most promising for the l imi te r

s t r u c t u r e . These a re alloys of copper (AMAX-MZC), tantalum (Ta-5W), niobium

(FS-85) and vanadium (V-20Ti). These alloys can withstand the high heat

fluxes on the l i m i t e r . Available data indicates that these alloys have many

proper t ies that are su i tab le for the reactor environment. Unfortunately, the

data base i s not complete and more information i s required in the areas of

corrosion and rad ia t ion effects for a l l of these a l l o y s .

The r e su l t s of STARFIRE indicate that a high efficiency exhaust system

i s not necessari ly des i r ab le . I t i s very beneficia l to keep the removal

efficiency low so tha t the t r i t ium fract ional burnup i s high. This reduces

the gas load in the exhaust system and simplifies the vacuum system design

in addition to lowering the vulnerable t r i t ium inventory in the fueling and

vacuum systeras.

3.4 ENERGY CONVERSION

A detailed f i r s t wall /blanket design has: been developed to meet many

of the confl ict ing requirements on t h i s system. The study focused on sol id

t r i t i um breeders in order to minimize the stored chemical energy. The

reference design i s based on LiA102 sol id breeder, improved aus ten i t i c s t a i n -

l e s s s t ee l s t ruc tu re and water coolant .

Safety considerations provide major incentives for the development of

sol id breeders. Serious efforts have been devoted in STARFIRE to evaluation

of solid t r i t ium breeders and to the development of a design that optimizes

the i r performance. The resu l t s are encouraging and show that the solid breeder

option should continue to be pursued. However, the r e s u l t s of the de ta i led

analyses in STARFIRE indicate po ten t i a l ly serious problem areas that must be
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further investigated before the viability of solid breeder blanket concepts

can be accurately assessed. The most critical of these problems concerns

the tritium release characteristics of solid breeders. Analytical models

show that in the absence of radiation effects, the tritium inventory in

the solid breeder blanket can be kept to only a few kilograms, which is

acceptable. The nonmobility of solid breeders makes the tritium tied in the

blanket nonvulnerable. However, the results show that radiation effects,

such as radiation-induced trapping of tritium within the grains and pore

closure, may increase the tritium inventory in the solid breeders to unaccept-

ably high level. There is a serious lack of an adequate data base on solid

breeders, particularly in the area of radiation effects. Specific information

that need to be developed are discussed in Chap. 10,

All the ternary oxides such as LiA102, Li2TiO3 and L^SiC^ are found to

require a neutron multiplier to yield a tritium breeding ratio greater than

one. From a neutronics viewpoint, the best neutron multipliers are beryllium,

lead and bismuth. Beryllium resources are limited and both lead and bismuth

have low melting points. The STARFIRE study identified Zr5Pb3 as a promising

neutron multiplier. The detailed Monte Carlo calculations show a net tritium

breeding ratio of <\. 1.04. While this is slightly higher than the breeding

ratio needed (̂  1.02), it does not provide a conservative margin against

uncertainties in nuclear data, calculational methods and design requirements.

The adequacy of the margxn needs to be assessed by conducting neutronics inte-

gral experiments. In addition, efforts to identify, evaluate, and develop

information for neutron multipliers should be considered as an important part

of solid tritium breeder development. The use of Pb, Bi and the PbBi alloy in

STARFIRE was ruled out because of their low melting points and the desire to

develop a solid blanket. However, future work should reconsider the use of

such neutron multipliers if an additional margin in the tritium breeding ratio

is found necessary. It should be noted that other tritium breeding materials,

such as natural lithium, LiyPb2 and H2O, do not require a neutron multiplier.

Trade-off studies comparing helium and water coolants were performed. The

results show clear advantages for the use of pressurized water for the STARFIRE

conditions. The study also identified the key technology development require-

ments that are necessary for effective utilization of the helium cooling option

(see Sec. 5.4).
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3.5 ECONOMICS AND MAINTAINABILITY

Results of the economics analysis for the STARFIRE tokamak power plant

indicate that fusion reactors can be developed to be economically competitive.

The cost of energy estimated for STARFIRE is comparable to that of future lighv.-

water fission reactors and lower than for coal power plants. There are, of

course, uncertainties in predicting now the cost of energy for future fusion

reactors. However, there appears to be no fundamental reason that fusion

will not be economically competitive. In fact, fusion has some inherent

features that lead to economic advantages. The most important of these con-

cerns fuel. The fusion fuel in not only abundant, but its cost is negligible.

In contrast, the cost of fuel presently represents ̂  25% and 40% of the cost

of energy in fission light-water reactors (LWR) and coal, respectively.

Therefore, the cost of energy for a given LWR or coal power plant continues

to rise from year to year due to escalation in fuel prices, while the cost of

energy for a fusion power plant remains essentially unchanged. In addition,

the attractive safety and environmental features, besides being desirable in

their own right, can result in cost savings due, for example, to elimination

of or reduction in the requirements for extensive and redundant protective

systems.

The cost of energy is directly proportional to the capital cost and

inversely proportional to the plant availability factor. The capital cost

estimates for STARFIRE are the most comprehensive estimates made to date for

a fusion reactor. Confidence in these estimates is enhanced by the details

in the definition of the reference design and by the use of an extensive

data base for costing materials and labor. Furthermore, roughly one-half of

the direct capital cost is attributable to the balance-of-plant, for which most

of the cost estimates are based on direct quotes from manufacturers (see

Chap. 22).

The greatest uncertainties in the economics of future tokamak power plants

concern the plant availability factor. This is crucially dependent on component

reliability (low frequency of component failure) and maintainability (short

downtime to replace failed components). The data base for the reliability

of components in the fusion reactor environment is lacking, and such infor-

mation must be obtained as a part of the technology development program.

Definitive information on reactor maintainability will come only from experience

with operation and maintenance of future fusion devices.
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The STARFIRE design attempted to maximize component and reactor reliability

and maintainability. Component reliability is enhanced by the choice of

steady state mode of operation; by locating, whenever feasible, key components

(e.g., poloidal coils, vacuum pumps) away from the harsh radiation environment;

and by developing a design in which the engineering burden is optimally shared

among reactor components (e.g., radiating the a-power from the plasma to the

first wall in order to reduce the heat load on the particle-collection medium

to a manageable level). Special attention was given to maximizing the re-

liability of components that are difficult to replace. For example, conservative

design margins were incorporated into the design of the TF coils since their

replacement requires long downtimes.

Simplifying the reactor design has been a key approach in STARFIRE to

enhancing component reliability and maintainability. The choices of the

lower-hybrid current driver and the limiter/vacuum system concept have con-

tributed significantly to simplifying STARFIRE. Other features found important

in enhancing reactor maintainability include: modularity; locating the vacuum

boundary at the shield with all mechanical seals; placing all service connections

outside the vacuum boundary; and locating all superconducting EF coils outside

the TF coils. A low number, 12, of TF coils was used to increase accessibility.

There remains a great incentive for further reducing the number of TF coils.

Therefore, more accurate information on the allowable field ripple in reactor-

size plasmas is needed. The STARFIRE maintenance plan calls for a "remove

and replace" approach; i.e., the failed components are replaced with stand-by

units and the reactor is operated while the failed parts are repaired in the

hot cell. This approach seems necessary in order to achieve reasonable

availability goals.

3.6 SAFETY

The safety and environmental considerations have been emphasized in

STARFIRE. The choice of a solid breeder in preference to liquid lithium was

motivated by the desire to minimize the stored chemical energy. Significant

effort was devoted to minimizing the vulnerable tritium inventory. This

was achieved by selecting the limiter/vacuum system and designing i t for a

low particle removal efficiency in order to maximize the fractional tritium
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burnup. The reactor was designed to contain the tritium with multiple

barriers and to minimize the size of tritium release. The choice of CO2 for the

reactor building eliminates the need for routine releases of radioactive gases.

No runaway accident that could pose a major risk to the public can be

identified for STARFIRE, Furthermore, no plausible scenario could be formu-

lated for the release of radioactive materials from the blanket (excluding

corrosion products in the primary coolant loop) to the outside of the reactor

building. The reasons such a release appears extremely unlikely include: the

stored energy in the blanket is not sufficient to melt and vaporize, the

blanket structure; the massive shield (which also serves as the vacuum boundary)

surrounding the blanket has a very large thermal capacity and serves as a

containment barrier for the blanket; and the reactor building providea addi-

tional containment. In addition, mechanisms for rapid reactor shutdown have

been incorporated into the design and auxiliary cooling systems are provided to

serve as a backup in cases of off-normal conditions involving the primary

coolant. A dual primary coolant loop system was designed to avoid complete

loss of coolant. The beryllium coating on the first wall and limiter provides

an inherent safety feature that terminates the plasma burn if the metal tempera-

ture exceeds ̂  900°C. Calculations show that the reactor will be automatically

shut down in less than one second if a hot spot forms on a small area (< 10%)

of the first wall without the need for an active control system. No major

damage, other than ablation of some of the coating on the first wall, is

predicted.

There are many safety concerns that remain in the reactor design, but the

concerns here are limited mainly to the loss of capital investment of failed

components. STARFIRE has emphasized the safety considerations in the selection

of the design features, but the analysis of off-normal conditions was limited

to only a few key problems. Much work remains to be done in the analysis of

off-normal conditions.

The reactor has been designed so that all materials outside the blanket

can be recycled within 30 yr after component removal or reactor decommission-

ing. Radiation exposure of personnel has been minimized by extensive use of

remote maintenance operations and by providing adequate shielding.
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TABLE OF DESIGN PARAMETERS

This chapter presents a table of design parameters for the STARFIRE

reactor and balance of plant. The format and content of this table follows

that suggested in Ref. 1 to facilitate comparison of designs resulting from

studies of various reactor types. More detailed information about specific

reactor subsystems and the balance of plant may be found iu Chap. 2, STARFIRE

Overview, or in the Chapters and Appendices of this report which discuss the

topic of interest.

References

1. DOE Letter RS&A: CRH: #478, March 7, 1979.
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Unit Value

1. Characteristic Machine Dimensions

1.1

1.1.1

1.1.2

1.1.3

1.2

1.2.1

1.2.2

1.2.3

1.2.4

Plasma

2.1

2.1.1

2.1.2

2.1.3

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9

2.10

2.11

2.12

2.13

2.14

2.15

2.16

2.17

2.18

2.19

2.20

2.20.1

2.20.2

2.21

2.22

2.23

2.24

2.25

Reactor Envelope

Height

Width

Length

First Wall

Major Radius

Minor Radius

Volume

Inner Surface Area

Parameters

Plasma Dimensions

Major Radius, R

Minor Radius, a

Plasma Elongation

Centerline Fuel Density (nDjg)

Average Density (n^y)

Tr-, Electron Energy Confinement Time

xe, Ion Energy Confinement Time

Tif Particle Confinement Time

r w (Averaged Through Plasma )

8 , Peak Toroidal Beta

<$>, Average Toroidal Beta

SpQ, Centerline Poloidal Beta

<Bp>, Average Poloidal Beta

I , Plasma Current
P
T. . Centerline Ion Temperature
T^, Average Ion Temperature

T , Centerline Electron Temperature

T , Average Electron Temperature

^eff' Effect;i-ve Plasma Ion Charge
q, Plasma Safety Factor

Volt-Seconds

Reactor Cycle

Burn Pulse Length

Total Pulse Length

Fuel Cycle (i.e., D-T, D-D, etc)

Plasma Heating Method

Plasma Heating Power

Plasma Heating Energy or Freq.

Plasma Enerav Gain. Q (Plasma Fusion

m

m

m

m
m

m3

m2

m
m

m-3

m-3

s

s

s

s/m3

MA
keV
keV
keV
keV

Volt-s

s
s

MW
Hz

28.6

33.0 dia.

N.A.a

7.0
2.14

950

780

7.0

1.94

1.6

1.7x1020

0.806x1020

3.6

10

1.8

2.9x1020

0.194

0.067

N.A.

2.91

10.1

31.3

24.1

22.5

17.3

3.4
5.1
N.A.

Steady State

N.A.

N.A.

D-T
Lower Hybrid

90.4

1.677x109

39

Power/Plasma Heating Power)
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Unit Value

3, Power Output

3.t Plaama Fusion Power (Peak)

3.2 Plasma Fusion Power (Total Cycle Time Average)

3.2.1 Thermal Power

3.3 Power to First Wall/Blanket (Peak Neutron)

3.4 Power to Firat Mall/Blanket (Total Cycle Time

Average) (Fusion Neutron Power)

3.4.1 Nuclear Kaating in First-Wall/Blanket

3.5 Blanket Power Amplification Factor

3.6 Power to Direct Convertor (Peak)

3.7 Power to Direct Convertor (Total Cycle

Time Average)

3.8 Power to Divertor (Peak)

3.9 Power to Divertor (Total Cycle Time

Average)

3.10 Plasma Chamber Power Density (Total Cycle

Time Average)

3.10.1 Plasma Pcwer Density

3.11 Nuclear Island Power Density (Total

Cycle Time Average)

3.11.1 Engineering Power Density9

3.12 Plant Gross Electrical Output

3.13 Plant Net Electrical Output

3.14 Thermal Cycle Efficiency

3.15 Direct Convertor Efficiency

3.16 Net Plant Efficiency

4. Reactor Coolant System

4.1 Blanket Coolant Type

4.2 Blanket Outlet Temperature (Hot Leg)-

Peak/Average

4.3 Blanket Inlet Temperature (Cold Leg)-

Peak/Average

4.4 Blanket Outlet Pressure-Peak/Average

4.5 Blanket Inlet Pressure-Peak/Average

4.6 Blanket Coolant Flow Rate

4.7 Blanket Coolant Pipe Material

4.8 First Wall Coolant Type

4.9 First Wall Outlet Tempsrature-

Peak/Average

4.10 First Wall Inlet Temperature-Peak/Average

4.11 First Wall Outlet Pressure-Peak/Average

4.12 First Wall Inlet Pressure-Peak/Average

4.13 First Wall Coolant Flow Rate

4.14 Total Number of First Wall/Blanket

Coolant Loops

MWth

MWth

MWth

MWth

MWth

MW

MWth

MWth

MWth

MWth

3510

351D

4000

281Q

2810

3205

1.14

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

MW/mJ

°C

3.7

MW/m"
MW/m3

MW/m

MWe
MWe
%
%
%

4.5
0.13

0.30

1440

1200

35.7

N.A.

30

°C

°C

MPa
MPa
kg/s

320/320

280/280

15.0/15.0

15.2/15.2

10823

PCA

320/320

°C
MPa
MPa
kg/s

280/280

15.0/15.0

15.2/15.2

5B11
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Unit Value

4. Reactor Coolant System (cont'd)

4.15

4.16

4.17

4.17.1

4.17.2

4.17.3

4.17.4

4.18

Type of Blanket Coolant Circulator

Power Input to Each Circulator

Peak First-Wall/Blanket Temperatur.' in

Case of Loss of Cc ilant Flow

First Wall Be Coating

Multiplier

Breeder

First Wall Structure

Energy Storage

MWe

°C
°C

°C

°C
J

Vertical,

1-Stage

5.5

710

720

670

710

N.A.

5. Intermediate Coolant System N.A.

6. Steam Generation System

6.1 Steam Outlet Temperature

6.2 Steam Outlet Pressure

6.3 Steam Flow Rate

6.4 Feedwater Temperature

6.5 Number of Steam Generators per Loop

6.6 Number of Sectors per Steam Generator

6.7 Steam Generator Materials, Shell/Tube

MPa(psia)
kg/s(lb/hr)

299 (800)
6.3 (910)
2060

(16.4x106)
235 (455)
2
6
Low Carbon
Stl/Inconel
600

7. Shield Coolant System

7.1 Total Energy Deposited in the Shield

7.2 Shield Coolant Type

7.3 Shield Outlet Temperature-Peak/Average

7.4 Shield Inlet Temperature-Peak/Average

7.5 Coolant Outlet Pressure °eak/Average

7.6 Coolant Inlet Pressure-Peak/Average

7.7 Coolant Flow Rate

MWth 65

°c
°c
MPa

MPa

kg/s

H20
60/60

43/43

0.48/0.48

0.34/0.34

1300

8. Reactor Aux i l i a r y Systems

8.1 Vacuum Pumping System

8.1.1 Plasma Chamber Pressure (Base)

8.1.2 Plasma Chamber Volume

8.1.2.1 Plasma Volume

8.1.3 Number o f Pumps

Pa
_3

1x10"°

950

781

48 (24 on l i n e ,

24 regenerating)
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Unit Value

8. Reactor Auxiliary Systems (cont'd)

9.

a.
8.

a.
a.
8.

8.

8,

8.

8.

a.

a,
8.

8

8

a
8

1 .

1 .

2
2.
,3

.3.

.4

.4.

. 4 .

. 4 ,

.4,

4

5

1

.1

.1

,2

,3

.4

.4.5

.5

. 5 ,

.6

. 6

.1

.1

Reactoi

Capacity of Each Pump

Helium Pumping Spaed of Each Pump

Magnet Cooling System

Cooling Load

Plasma Heating System

Heat Removal From r f System

Plasma Fueling System

Type

Fuel Composition ( i . e . , 3SD, ST, e tc . )

Fueling Rate

Pellet Size ( i f used)

Pellet Injection Frequency ( i f used)

Tritium Processing and Recovery System

Total Tritium Inventory

Impurity Control System

Type

Components

9.1 First Wall/Blanket
9.1.1 Structural Material
9.1.2 Breeding Material/Neutron Multiplier

9.1.3 Breeding Ratio
9.1.4 Number of Sectors
9.1.5 Weight of Sector

9.1.6
9.1.7

9.1.8

9.1.6.1

9.1.8.2

9.1.8.3

9.1.8.4

9.1.8.5

9 .2

9.2.1

9.2.1.1

Weight of Largest Single Component
Dimensions of Largest Component

First Wall Loading (Peak/Average)

14.1 MeV neutrons

Alpha Particle Flux

Electro-Magnetic Radiation Plus Charge

Exchange Neutrals (Peak/Average)

Plasma Thermal Conduction

(Particle Transport)

Wall Life

Shielding

Material

Inboard

Pa-m3

ra3/a

W

MW

kg/s

m

s

kg

2.7x1G5

120

23,300

90

Gas Puff ing

5O5SD, 50ST

1.5 x 10"5 (T)

1.0 x 10~5 (D)

N.A.

N.A.

11.6

Limiter/Vacuum

Tonnes

tonnes

ra x m x ra

MW/in2

MW/ii2

MW/in2

MW/in2

a-LiA102/
Zr5Pb3

1.044

24

65 (Large)

60 (Small)

65

3.9 x 12.4 x

13.0 high

4.0/3.6

(very small)

1.17/0.90

<0.01

MW-yr/n/ 16

W, S t e e l ,

H.,0
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Unit Value

9. Reactor Components (cont'd)

9.2.1.2 Outboard

9.2.1.3 Ducts

9.2.2 Number of Sectors

9.2.3 Weight of Each Sector

9.2.4 Weight of Largest Single Component

9.2.5 Dimensions of Largest Component

9.3 Magnets

9.3.1 Toroidal Field Magnets

9.3.1.1 Superconducting

9.3.1.2 Conductor/Stablizer Material

9.3.1.3 Structural Material

9.3.1.4 Operating Temperature

9.3.1.5 Coolant

9.3.1.6 Maximum Stress in Coil

9.3.1.7 Maximum Force Transmitted to Building

9.3.1.6 Maximum Field

9.3.1.9 Field on Plasma Axis

9.3.1.10 Number of Magnets

9.3.1.11 Field Ripple-Plasma Edge/Plasma Axis

9.3.1.12 Stored Energy

9.3.2 Equilibrium Field Magnets

9.3.2.1 Superconducting

9.3.2.2 Conductor/Stabilizer Material

9.3.2.3 Structural Material

9.3.2.4 Operating Temperature

9.3.2.5 Coolant

Tonnes

Tonnes

m x ni x m

Ti-6-4, TiH2,

B^C, Steel, H20

Steel, B4C,

H20, Ti-6-4, TiH2

12 large,

12 small

179 Large Sec.
226 Small Sec.
411 (Large Sec.

Plus 2 Ducts)

3.5x7.8x12.75

yes/no

N/nr

N/m2

T

T

ye3/no

yes

Nb3Sn/Cu,

NbTi/Cu

316 LN

stainless

4.2

Liquid He,

Bath Cooling

550x106

N.A.

11.1

5.8

12

VI.14/+0.06

50x109

yes

NbTi/Cu

316 LN

stainless

4.2

Liquid He,

Bath Cooling
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Unit Value

Reactor Components (cont'd)

5.3.2.6 Maximum Stress in Coil

9.3.2.7 Maximuir Force Transmitted to Building

9.3.2.8 Maximum Field

9.3.2.9 Field on Axis

9.3.2.10 Number of Magnets
9.3.2.11 Field Ripple-Edge/Center
9.3.2.12 Stored Energy
9.3.3 Ohraic Heating Magnets
9.3.3.1 Superconducting

9.3.3.2 Conductor Material

9.3.3.3 Structural Material

9.3.3.4 Operating Temperature

9.3.3.5 Coolant

N/nT

N/m2

T

T

J

yes/no

9.3.3.6

9.3.3.7

9.3.3.8

9.3.3.9

9.3.3.10

9.3.3.11

9.3.3.12

9.3.4

9.3.4.1

9.3.4.2

9.3.4.3

9.3.4.4

9.3.4.5

9.3.4.6

9.3.4.7

9.3.4.8

9.3.4.9

9.3.4.10

9.3.4.11

9.3.4.12

Maximum Stress in Coil

Maximum Force Transmitted to Building

Maximum Field

Field on Axis

Number of Magnets

Field Ripple-Edge/Center

Stored Energy

Correction Field Magnets

Superconduct ing

Conductor Material

Structural Material

Operating Temperature

Coolant

Maximum Stress in Coil

Maximum Force Transmitted to Building

Maximum Field

Field on Axis

Number of Magnets

Field Ripple-Edge/Center

Stored Energy

N/nT
N/m2

T
T

%
J

yes/no

K

N/m2

N/m2

T
T

%
3

550x10°

N.A.
4.5

0.35

6

0/0

10x109

yes

NbTi/Cu

316 IN

stainless

4.2

Liquid He,

Bath Cooling

550x106

N.A.

8.0

<0.005

8

0/C

1.1x109

no

Cu

Cu

353

H20

14x106

N.A.

7.7

0.26

4

0/0

30 x 10S

9.4 Energy Transfer and Storage

9.4.1 Plasma Preparation

9.4.1.1 Type Electron Cyclotron

Resonance Heating
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Unit Value

9. Reactor -imponenta (cont'd)

9.4.1.2 Energy Per Unit MJ

9.4.1.3 Total Enerqy MJ

9.4.1.4 Peak Power Transfer Rate MW

9.4.1.5 Transfer Time s

9.4.1.6 Depth of Discharge %

9.4.1.7 Recharge Time s

9.4.1.8 Pulse Frequency s

9.4.1.9 Switching Requirements

9.4.1.9.1 Current, Power Supply Output A

9.4.1.9.2 Volts, Power Supply Output V

9.4.1.9.3 Number of Power Supplies

9.4.2 Primary Power Supply

9.4.3 Current Drive Power Supply

9.4.3.1 Type

9.4.3.2 Input Power MWe

9.4.3.3 On Time s

9.4.4 Poloidal Coil Supplies
9.4.4.1 Main Equilibrium Coil Supply
9.4.4.1.1 Type

9.4.4.1.2 Peak Power Rating MVA

9.4.4.1.3 On Time s
9.4.4.2 Correction Coil 5upply
9.4.4.2.1 Type

9.4.4.2.2 Peak Power Rating MW

9.4.4.2.3 Average Power Rating MW

9.4.4.2.4 On Time s

9.4.4.3 Ohmic Heating Coil Supply

9.4.4.3.1 Type

9.4.4.3.2 Peak Power Rating MW

9.4.4.3.3 On Time s

9.4.4.3.4 Emergency Shutdown Equilibrium Coil 5upply

9.4.4.4.1 Type

9.4.4.4.2 Peak Power Rating

9.4.4.4.3 On Time

GW

s

15

15

5

3

N.A.

N.A.

CW

11-15

25x103

432

N.A.

Solid State

Rectifier DC

152.9

Continuous

Solid State

Rectifier,

Inverter

290

1440

Solid State

Rectifier/

Inverter

33

2

Continuous

Variable Dump

Resistor

150

14

Variable Dump

Resistor

10

3
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Unit Value

10. Electrical Power Requirements

10.1 Cold Start Power from Grid MWe vs.

10.2 Auxiliary Power Requirements (Normal MWe

Operation)

10.2.1 Electrical Energy Storage (EF Coils) MWe

10.2.2 Magnet Power Supply (other than energy MWe

storage)

10.2.3 First-Wall/Blanket Circulators MWe

10.2.4 Limiter Coolant Circulators MWe

10,2.3 Shield Coolant Circulators MWo

10.7.6 Refrigeration System MWa

10.2.7 Vacuu,n Systea (Roughing) MWe

10.2.8 Plasma Heating System MWe

10.2.9 Miscellaneous Reactor Plant Auxiliaries MWe

10.2.10 Feed Pump System MWe

10.2.11 Condensing Systetn Mfcs

10.2.12 Heat Rejection System MWe

10.2.13 Misc. BOP Auxiliaries (Transformer Cable) MWe

300 vs. 60

240

None

3,3

30

2.8

1.0

7.0

0.15

152.9

(Incl. in

10.2.13)

N.A,(Turbine

Driven)

6

21.2

13.0

11.3.2

m x m x in
.3

Reactor Building

Characteristic Dimensions

Enclosed Volume m'

Minimum Wall Thickness for Shielding m

Internal Pressure, Normal/Accident (gage) MPa

Containment Atmosphere

Electrical Energy Storage Building

Reactor Service Building

Characteristic Dimensions m x m x m

Special Functions (i.e., hot cells,
blanket processing equipment, etc.)

120x50x44 High

2.55x105

1.5

-0.0001/+O.165

co2
N.A.

(4160 mZ)x23

High

Hot. Cells
Waste
Processing
and Storage
New Com-
ponent
Receiving
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Unit Value

12. Reactor Maintenance
12.1 BlankBt/First Wall Replacement % Surface Area/Yr. 16.7

Tonnes/yr. 139.6
12.2 Radioactive Material Storage Requirement, Yr./m (See Chap. 12)

Years/Volume

a NA = Nat Applicable.
The "Nuclear Island" is defined as everything covered by Account No. 22 in PNL-264B,

"Fusion Reactor Design Studies—Standard Accounts for Cost Estimates."
c PCA = Prime Candidate Alloy; a titanium-modified 316 austenitic stainless steel.

Includes electro-magnetic radiation components front synchrotron, Bremsstrahlung, and
impurity inputs.

e Transformer losses, conductor and rectifier.
Values for 600 s after shutdown.

" Defined as MWth rating divided by volume enclosed by and including field coils.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

Numerous tokamak reactor design and system studies were carried out

in the United States and worldwide over the past decade. These studies have

elucidated many of the important features of tokamaks, have helped focus the

fusion research and development program by identifying key physics and tech-

nology problems, and have served as an invaluable vehicle for developing inno-

vative design concepts to enhance the potential of the tokamak as a power reac-

tor. These studies have also demonstrated the presence of a wide range of design

parameters and a diversity of design concepts. The primary objective of the

STARFIRE study vras to select the most attractive set of design parameters and

concepts that make tokamaks economically competitive and environmentally accep-

table. This objective has been fulfilled by building upon the experience gained

from previous studies, by developing new innovative design concepts, and by

performing trade-off studies as the basis for key design selections. The tools

:hese
(11)

for these trade-off studies included the ANL Systems Code and the MDAC

code.

The most important decisions that had to be made in the course of the

STARFIRE study relate to the choices of (a) the plasma burn mode, pulsed, or

steady state; (b) the impurity control and exhaust scheme, divertor, or diver-

torless approach; (c) breeding material and coolant; (d) key reactor parameters

affecting the reactor size and performance (power rating, major radius, aspect

ratio, neutron wall load, etc.); and (e) important reactor features affecting

maintainability. The rationale for the decisions made in these areas is pre-

sented, in respective order, in this chapter. The reasons for many of the

other specific design choices in STARFIRE are discussed throughout the report.

5.2 PLASMA BURN MODE (STEADY STATE)

Except for the Culham MKII study, previous conceptual designs for toka-

maks were based on pulsed plasma operation. Although these studies developed

attractive solutions to many of the problems of pulsed operation, there remains

a significant economic penalty associated with the inherent features of such a

mode of operation. The necessity of pulsed operation in conventional tokamak

designs is dictated by the limitations on the maximum volt-seconds that can be

provided by the Ohmic heating (OH) coils. Fortunately, recent theoretical and
(~\ 8—2 S"̂

experimental evidence ' indicates the possibility that the toroidal plasma

current may be maintained with noninductive external momentum sources to the
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electrons. Since many of these sources, e.g. rf, can be operated continuously,

this suggests that steady state may be an achievable mode of operation for toka-

maks. As discussed below, steady state offers a potential for substantial reduc-

tion in the cost of energy as well as in the cost and lead time for technology

development. Therefore, steady state has been selected as the mode of plasma

operation in STARFIRE.

Steady-state operation offers many technological and engineering advantages.

Among these are:

(1) Component and system reliability is increased. Engineering experience

indicates that the rate of unexpected failures is higher for components

that are subjected to cyclic loads.

(2) Material fatigue is eliminated as a serious concern; particularly for

the first wall and blanket structure, which is seriously affected by

thermal cycling.

(3) Higher surface heat loads on the first wall are acceptable since higher

thermal stresses can be tolerated. The higher surface heat load limits

can bo beneficially utilized by significantly reducing the reactor size

and/or enhancing the plasma radiation to the first wall in order to

reduce the particle heat transport load to the limiter (or the divertor

target plate).

(4) The frequency of plasma disruptions is greatly reduced. Accommodating

the thermal energy dump and the electromagnetic forces associated with

plasma disruptions currently represents a key engineering design prob-

lem, particularly for the first wall. Most plasma disruptions occur

during startup and shutdown.

(5) The electrical energy storage is significantly reduced or eliminated

and power supplies can be derated. Since plasma shutdown and startup

occurs only every several months (depending on maintenance schedule),

slow shutdown and startup is permissible. The reduction in the power

supplies and energy storage represents a large saving in the capital

cost.

(6) For a given thermal power, the electrical power output is increased

by increasing the plasma duty cycle to unity.
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(7) Thermal energy storage is not required. In pulsed reactors, thermal

energy storage is necessary to level the plant electrical output and

to prevent thermal cycling of the turbine generator. Furthermore,

the need for an intermediate coolant loop is reduced.

(8) An ohmic heating solenoid is not needed or at least its requirements

are greatly reduced, and external placement of the EF coils is

simplified.

The above discussion illustrates qualitatively the benefits of steady-state

operation. However, making quantitative estimates of these benefits is very

difficult because it requires a detailed comparison of pulsed and steady-state

reactor designs that are developed on consistent bases. No such designs are

available. Furthermore, the difficulty of comparison is compounded by the lack

of quantitative data on the reliability of fusion reactor components as a func-

tion of operating conditions. However, an attempt to estimate a range of poten-

tial economic benefits based on current experience is desirable. Such an

attempt is discussed below.

Improvements in component reliability and elimination of material fatigue

as a life-limiting effect in the first wall are anticipated to be among the most

important benefits of steady state. However, they are the most difficult to

quantify. As an example, consider the case of the first wall.

The lifetime of the first wall and blanket structure is determined by

fatigue and bulk radiation damage (e.g. swelling, loss of ductility, etc.).

The fatigue life depends strongly on the number and characteristics of the

loading/unloading cycles (e.g. surface heat load and burn/dwell time) but it is

also dependent on the thermophysical and mechanical properties of the material

as well as the specific first-wall/blanket design. Several studies have

addressed the fatigue and bulk radiation damage effects on the first wall. The

present uncertainties are too large to permit an accurate comparison of the

achievable lifetime in steady state relative to pulsed operation. Nevertheless,

some general observations can be noted. One case is that of stainless steel.

The thermophysical properties of stainless steel are poor. Therefore, the

thermal stresses in typical reactor design conditions tend to be high and the

number of cycles to failure is relatively low, corresponding approximately to

1-2 yr lifetime for a surface heat load of M).5 MW/m2. Thus, even if thermal

cycling is eliminated, the lifetime of the first wall is limited to M.-2 yr
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depending on the wall load. Conversely, the newly improved austenitic stain-

less steel, PCA, can operate up to '̂ 15-20 MW-yr/m2^ which is the limit from bulk

radiation damage effects. Since the thermophysical properties of PCA remain

the same as ordinary stainless steel, there is considerable lifetime advantage

for PCA in eliminating thermal cycling.

In order to assess the improvement in the lifetime of the first wall due to

elimination of thermal cycling, it is necessary to consider a specific reactor

design, In the case of STARFIRE, the average neutron wall load and surface heat

load on the first wall are 3.6 and 0.9 MW/m2, respectively. The lifetime of the

PCA first wall is estimated to be '̂ 6 yr. If STARFIRE were pulsed under these

loading conditions, the lifetime would be very short (Kl yr) and there would be

an unacceptably large decrease in plant availability. However, it would be

imprudent to design a pulsed reactor with such loading conditions. An optimum

pulsed reactor would have lower wall loads, with lower power or larger reactor

size, and/or a different structural material. A lower power or larger reactor

size entail an economic penalty. The development of radiation-resistant struc-

tural materials that have good thermal stress factors is always desirable but

involves significant cost and long lead time.

In view of the difficulties in deriving quantitative estimates for improve-

ment in component reliability, it is assumed here that the frequency of failure

as defined in STARFIRE would increase by ^20-40% if the reactor were to be

pulsed. Such a number reflects only a judgment based on current engineering

experience. This increase in frequency of failure reduces the plant availa-

bility from 0.75 to '̂ 0.65-0.7 and increases the cost of energy by ^7-13%.

The benefits of reducing the probability of plasma disruptions are also

difficult to quantify. There is no reliable data on the frequency and charac-

teristics of plasma disruptions in pulsed reactors. Engineering analysis in
(29)

this study (see Chaps. 8 and 10) and other studies show that accommodating

plasma disruptions may require extensive design measures depending on the fre-

quency of occurrence and the disruption conditions (e.g. current and thermal

energy decay times). If plasma disruptions were to require a replacement of a

component (e.g. the inboard wall) only once every three years, the plant availa-

bility factor would be reduced by more than 3%.

The savings in the cost of electrical energy storage and power supplies

can also be estimated. If STARFIRE were pulsed with a burn cycle of 30-s
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startup/30-min burn/3G-s shutdown, the cost of power supplies and energy

storage would be ̂ 265 million dollars. This is to be compared to 54 million

dollars for the reference STARFIRE (steady state). The reduction in the cost

of power supplies and energy storage of 211 million dollars results in a saving

in the cost of energy of 12% (see Chap, 22),

The increase in the plant electrical output by making the plasma duty

cycle unity can be estimated once a burn cycle is defined for a comparative

pulsed system. The dwell time for torus evacuation varies from one design to

another. A minimum of ̂ 40 s is estimated for the si-e of STARFIRE. With start-

up, burn, and shutdown times of 30 s, 30 m, and 30 s, respectively, the plasma

duty cycle is ̂ 0,98. Thus, the saving in the cost of energy due to making the

plasma duty cycle unity is ^2%. The reduction in the cost of energy due to

elimination of the thermal energy storage has been estimated to be ^1.5%.

According to our present understanding, there is no fundamental difference

between the impurity control requirements for steady-state and pulsed reactors

with a burn time of several minutes or longer. Since the plasma dwell time is

40 s or longer, the burn time should be >5 min to achieve a reasonable plasma

duty cycle in a pulsed commercial tokamak. Furthermore, the plasma ash must be

continuously removed in beta-limited pulsed systems to keep the fusion power at

a reasonably constant level during the plasma burn.

Based on the above estimates, the combined benefits of steady-state opera-

tion result in ̂ 25-30% saving in the cost of energy.

The penalty for steady-state operation comes primarily from the potential

problems associated with a noninductive current driver; in particular: (1) the

electrical power requirements; (2) the capital cost; and (3) reliabilty and

engineering complexity of the current driver. Methods to reduce these penalties

in the STARFIRE design have been attempted. The most important of these are:

(a) selecting a single system for the dual purpose of plasma heating and current

driver; and (b) minimizing the power requirements for driving the current. It

appears that the power requirements for driving the current, can be kept about

the same or below those for plasma heating. Therefore, the capital cost incre-

ment and the complexity associated with the current driver can be eliminated by

utilizing the plasma heating system to also serve as the current driver. A

strong incentive remains, however, to minimize the power requirements for the

current driver as it directly affects the plant net electrical power output.
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As discussed below, a lower-hybrid (LH) rf system was selected for plasma

heating and current drive. Methods to minimize the power requiements for this

system have been developed and are discussed in detail in Chap. 7. The LH sys-

tem requires VL53 MW of electrical, power to deliver 90 MW into the plasma.

Since the 90 MW delivered to the plasma is converted to electrical power at an

efficiency of 36%, the net recirculating power penalty for the OH current drive

is ̂ 120 MW. With the plant net electrical power output of 1200 MW, the penalty

associated with the current drive corresponds to vL0% increase in the cost of

energy. Therefore, the net benefit of steady-state operation in STARFIRE is

VL5-20% saving in the cost of energy. This is a substantial saving and there

are very few changes in a tokamak design that could result in such a large

reduction in the cost of energy. Although the development of the steady-state

option will require extensive experimental and theoretical plasma physics

effort, it is anticipated that this will be more than compensated for by the

reduction in the cost and lead time of technology development for many reactor

components. Much larger savings are potentially realizable if the performance

of the LH current driver can be further improved or substantially better alter-

natives for the current driver are developed.

Once the decision was made to design a steady-state tokamak, the STARFIRE

designers were faced with the task of deciding which current driver should be

selected for detailed study. Lower-hybrid waves were chosen principally be-

cause they have engineering features compatible with power reactors and they

were previously the most extensively studied option for reactor application.

Our preliminary work compared them with lower frequency (Alfven and magneto-

sonic waves and concluded the lower-hybrid waves were in fact a good choice

based on a number of considerations: the tubes, transmission line, and launcher

are standard rf hardware and can be easily adapted to a reactor environment; at

low intensities the antenna theory agrees well with experiments; and experi-

mentally, the plasma heating is efficient and roughly in agreement with theory.

In addition, lower-hybrid current drive is readily calculated from simple

models — WKB (ray tracing) is appropriate, trapped electrons play no role,

and the shear Alfven and ion-hybrid resonances do not appear. Thus, our choice

of lower-hybrid waves gives a high degree of confidence in our design. We have

not, however, ruled out other drivers from being ultimately more suitable.
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5.3 IMPURITY CONTROL ANDEXHAUST

Many of the previous reactor design studies employed divertors. The

results of these studies show that present concepts for poloidal and bundle

divertors are rather complex. Specifically, they require magnets, enhance

radiation streaming, tend to complicate maintenance, and increass the physical

size of the reactor. Therefore, it seems prudent to seriously explore divertor-

less concepts.

An evaluation of divertorless schemes shows that the "pumped limiter"

(also called limiter/vacuum system) is an attractive concept with many inher-

ently simple features that are very desirable in a commercial power reactor.

Among the advantages of the limiter/vacuum system, as compared to divertors,

are:

(1) It is a mechanical system that does not require magnets.

(2) It has minimal requirements on space; the limiter fits naturally

into the scrape-off region.

(3) Because of its location inside the first wall, the surface area

available for the limiter is relatively large, thus permitting

operation at reasonable heat fluxes.

(4) The system is flexible enough to permit designing for low hydrogen

removal efficiency; this leads to higher tritium fractional burnup,

low tritium inventory, reduced gas loads, and more attractive

requirements for the effective pumping speed.

(5) The limiter/vacuum system can be designed to dramatically reduce

radiation streaming.

(6) The limiter can be replaced simultaneously with the first wall with

no special maintenance requirements.

(7) The system is simple and inexpensive. This feature is not only

attractive from reactor maintainability and economics, but it also

means that the physics and engineering testing necessary to qualify

the concept can be done in relatively short times at a modest cost.

Therefore, the limiter/vacuum concept has been adopted for the impurity

control and exhaust system in STARFIRE.
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5.4 CHOICE OF BREEDER AND COOLANT

The choices of coolant and tritium breeding material have a substantial

impact on the design, operation, maintenance, safety, and economics of a fusion

power plant. Therefore, a great deal of attention was devoted in the STARFIRE

study to the choices of coolant and breeder material. The solid tritium breeder,

LiA102, and pressurized water coolant were selected for the reference design.

The rationale for this selection is presented in this section.

The promising coolant types are liquid metals, molten salts, helium, and

water. Liquid lithium offers unique advantages. It can simultaneously perform

the functions of tritum production, heat deposition, and heat transport result-

ing in a simple low-pressure system. It is also compatible with most struc-

tural materials. The major problem with liquid lithium is the large stored

chemical energy. The associated safety problems are of concern. Previous

design studies and experience from the LMFBR program indicate that special

design features, e.g. multiple barriers between liquid lithium and air and

water, can reduce tbe probability of lithium fires to very low levels. How-

ever, these preventive design measures are costly. Furthermore, liquid lithium

has other disadvantages that include difficult problems in maintenance and

cleanup of spills, a need for an intermediate coolant, and MHD effects. There-

fore, it seems prudent at this stage of fusion research and development to

seriously explore other options that offer intrinsic safety features. It was

in this spirit that a decision v .is made in the STARFIRE study to focus on solid

breeders. No detailed comparison between liquid lithium systems and the refer-

ence solid breeder/water system was attempted. Such a study should be performed

in the future.

Extensive trade-off studies were made to select the specific solid breeder

and the coolant. The reasons for the specific choices of the reference design

are discussed in the following two subsections. Detailed examination of specific

technical areas is presented in Chap. 10.

5.4.1 Choice of Tritium-Breeding Material

The major solid breeder candidates are Li7Pb2, Li20, and the ternary oxides

such as LiA102, Li2TiO3, and Li2SiO3. Important criteria considered in the

selection of potentially viable solid breeding materials include chemical sta-

bility, compatibility, neutronics properties, and tritium release characteristics.
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The a-LiAL.02 is selected on the basis of the best combination of these mate-

rials requirements. It is one of the most stable compounds considered and

compatibility should not be a major problem. Adequate breeding is attainable

with the aid of a neutron multiplier and the tritium release characteristics

are nearly as good as any of the candidate compounds. The primary advantages

of a-LiA102 compared to y-LiA102 relate to the higher density, which will

result in a thinner breeding zone, and the fact that u is the stable phase at

temperatures below ^9OQ°C. The major disadvantages of Li2TiO3 are its poor

breeding performance and the lack of a data base. A slight potential advantage

of this compound is its lower long-term activation compared to the aluminate.

The silicate is similar to the above compounds, but because of its lower melt-

ing temperature, its chemic.nl stability and compatibility characteristics are

not as good.

The allowable operating temperature ranges for the candidate compounds

have been predicted from available thermodynamic data. The low-temperature

limits, which are defined by tritium diffusion kinetics in the solid, are based

on very small (̂ 1 urn) grain size. The upper temperature limits are based on

sintering characteristics of the solids which would close interconnected poros-

ity and increase the diffusion path. Allowances for radiation-induced trapping

of tritium at the lower temperatures and radiation-induced sintering at the

higher temperatures are included.

The ceramics are preferred over the intermetallic compounds for the refer-

ence solid breeding material because of the larger allowable operating tempera-

ture ranges. On the basis of this criterion, L^O and LiA102 appear to have an

advantage. However, the calculated solubility of tritium in Li20 at these

temperatures and at reasonable T2O partial pressures in the tritium-processing

stream (̂ lO""1 Pa) is much greater. Also, compatibility of L^O with the struc-

tural material is a major concern.

LiyPb2 was excluded on the basis of its reactivity with the water coolant

and compatibility problems with the structural material at the high temperatures

required for helium cooling.

5.4.2 Choice of Coolant

The most suitable coolant candidates with solid tritium breeders are water

and helium. The water coolant can be D20 or H2O either as steam or l7.quid.
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Heavy water has several advantages compared to H2O. The requirements on the

processing of tritium from the water coolant is less difficult for D9O since

both deuterium and tritium are used for the plasma fuel. Another important

advantage of D2O relates to its neutronics properties. D2O has a lower neutron

slowing down power and a smaller neutron capture cross section than H 20. There-

fore, D20 has less negative impact on the tritium breeding ratio and it gives

more uniform lithium burnup and energy deposition as shown in Chap. 10. However,

the very high cost of D20 makes it economically undesirable. Steam was given

some consideration but was found to offer no overall advantages over pressurized

water or helium.

The choice between helium and pressurized water (HTO) was a difficult deci-

sion involving several issues. This difficulty can be appreciated by examining

Table 5-1 which shows a large number of technical areas of the reactor design

affected by the choice of one of these two cooolants. Therefore, a comparative

study of helium and pressurized light water was performed. The early comparison

was performed using the ANL systems code and showed clear benefits for the

choice of pressurized water for the typical conditions of STARFIRE. After the

STARFIRE design was completed, the comparative study was repeated on "a point

basis". Starting with the reference pressurized water system, the areas most

affected by the choice of coolant were examined and the performance characteris-

tics and costs for a helium system were estimated and compared to the reference

water design. The results of this point comparison confirmed the prudence of

the earlier decision to use water. Key points from this point design compari-

son are discussed below.

5.4.2.1 Gross Thermal Efficiency

In reference to Table 5-1, the first area of comparison is the thermal con-

version efficiency. Helium cooling is an advanced technology with potentially

higher conversion efficiency than pressurized water. The reason for this is

that a helium gas can be operated at high temperatures (e.g. 7OO-9OO°C) with

reasonably low pressures (e.g. 700-1000 psi) while water requires high pressures

at low temperatures (critical temperature ^370°C). However, a key problem that

must be claarly realized is that there is no structural material identified at

present that (a) can operate at high temperatures; (b) is resistant to radia-

tion damage; and (c) is compatible with impurities in helium. Structural mate-
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Table 5-1. Key Areas of Comparison Between Helium
and Water Coolants in STARFIRE

1. Gross thermal efficiency

2. Pumping power requirements

3. Inner blanket, shield thickness (void space with helium)

4. P.j.mary coolant loop plus steam generator cost

5. Outer blanket/shield thickness

— Outer leg of the TF coil

— Design of EF coils

6. Shielding

— Streaming through helium ducts

— Crud in water loops

7. Achievable tritium breeding ratio in solid breeders

8. Ease of in-situ tritium recovery from solid breeders with
narrow temperature range

9. Chemical reactivity

10. Coolant leakage

11. Overpressure on reactor building

12. Requirements for an intermediate coolant loop

13. Cost of coolant and coolant purification (e.g. crud and tritium)

rial temperatures <500°C are not capable of utilizing the full potential of

helium. Modified austenitic stainless steel, PCA, is used in STARFIRE with

water and is judged to be the only acceptable material with helium if no

aggressive materials development program is pursued. This is a key assumption

in this comparison.

The problems of cooling the first wall with helium are particularly severe.

The heat deposited in the STARFIRE first wall is ^20% of the reactor thermal

power and the surface heat load on the wall is high, ^0.9 MW/tn2. Attempts to

design a helium-cooled first wall resulted in large pumping power requirements.

Therefore, it is assumed in this study that for the helium case, the first wall

is cooled with water while the helium is used only for cooling the blanket. The

helium coolant exit temperature is 475°C and the water from the first wall is

used for feedwater heating in the steam turbine cycle. The maximum coolant

temperature for the reference pressurized water case is 320°C.
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The obtainable thermodynamic efficiency depends on the steam temperature

which in turn depends on the pinch-point temperature difference in the steam

generator. To keep the cost of the steam generator reasonable, a pinch point

of ^10°C is normally maintained with water and ^30-100°C with helium. The

higher pinch point necessary with helium is due to its poorer heat transport

properties. The gross thermal conversion efficiency with water is calculated

as 35.7%, based on a steam temperature of 299DC (570°F) and a pressure of 6.3

MPa (910 psi) and assuming minor improvement in steam turbine technology as

discussed in Chaps. 13 and 20. A steam temperature of 427°C (800°F) and pres-

sure of 13.1 MPa (1900 psi) are assumed with 'lalium. The resulting pinch-point

in this case is only 13°C which increases the size of the steam generator. The

gross thermal conversion efficiency for the helium case is taken to be 40%.

Since 20% of the thermal power is removed by water from the first wall and 200

MW of heat is removed by low temperature water from the limiter, the assumed

converaiuu efficiency for helium alone is >40%, Optimisitc conditions are

assumed here for helium. A comparison of helium performance assumed in this
(31)

study with that in present gas-cooled reactors is shown in Table 5-2.

5.4.2.2 Pumping Power

Another major difference between the two coolants is the pumping power

requirements. These are low with water, ^0.3-0.8% of t'13 thermal power. The

pumping power for helium is generally large and is roughly inversely propor-

tional to the square of the helium pressure and coolant temperature rise. The

opsrating pressure in current gas-cooled reactors (see Table 5-2) is ^700 psia.

However, studies for recent gas-cooled fast reactor (GCFR) designs show signifi-

cant economic incentives for technology development to accommodate high helium
(32)

coolant pressures. A pressure of 1500 psia is assumed for helium in this

comparative study. Considerations of tritium release from solid breeders neces-

sitates a small coolant temperature rise, AT, in the blanket. The reference

water design in STARFIRE uses AT = 40°C. Such a small AT would result in very

large pumping power for helium. Therefore, a AT of 175°C is assumed for the

helium case. (This will result in a higher blanket tritium inventory.) Under

these conditions, the pumping power requirements for helium are M3% of the ther-

mal power transported by helium. Since 20% of the thermal power is removed by

water in the first wall, the pumping power for the helium case is ^4.7% of the

reactor thermal power. The fact that this pumping power is added to the
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circulating fluid as thermal energy and converted to electric power must also

be accounted for.

5.4.2.3 Inner Blanket/Shield Thickness

In STARFIRE, the use of a solid breeder is an important feature. All use-

ful solid breeders that satisfy the tritium recovery and material compatibility

constraints require a neutron multiplier and have much lower tritium breeding

potential than liquid lithium. The relatively large percentage of the struc-

tural material required with the helium coolant makes development of blanket

designs with a reasonably conservative margin in the tritium breeding ratio

very difficult. It was concluded from the neutronics analysis that a blanket

breeding region must be placed on the inner side of the torus. This conclusion

strongly impacts the helium/water comparison in view of the negative effect of

void space in the inner blanket on tokamak reactor performance and economics.

For a given plasma geometry, beta, and maximum toroidal field, the fusion power

varies with the inner blanket/shield thickness, A , as
BS

where R is the major radius, a is the plasma half-width, and A is the scrape-

off thickness. For STARFIRE, R = 7 m, a = 1.94 m, and A = 0.2 m. The required

blanket/shield thickness with water coolant is A^o = 1.2 m.
DO

Helium requires A = 1.2 + 6, where 5 is the equivalent thickness of the
BS

void space for the helium coolant in the inner blanket. Solid breeder blanket

module designs were developed in sufficient detail to permit reasonable esti-

mates of 5. A typical value for 6 was found to be ̂ 0.38 m with 0.18 m void in

the blanket region and 0.2 m equivalent void space for manifolds and headers.

The void space can be reduced by increasing the helium pressure. Furthermore,

clever routing of the coolant manifolds and locating the headers further away

from the midplane in the inboard blanket will substantially reduce 6, but will

also significantly increase the coolant pumping power requirements. In keeping

with the spirit of this comparison of considering an optimistic case for helium,

the value of 5 is taken as only 0.18 m; thus Â _ for the helium case is 1.38 m.
DO

This reduces the thermal power for the helium case by M.8%.
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Table 5-2. Comparison of Typical Helium Coolant Conditions in Present Gas-Cooled Reactors
with Conditions Assumed in This Study

Reactor coolant exit temperature
(helium inlet to steam generator), °C

Steam temperature, °C

Gross thermal efficiency, %

Steam generator pinch point, °C

Coolant pressure, psi

Steam pressure, psi

Temperature rise of helium in reactor, °C

Fort St. Vrain
HTGR DEMO

776

Peach Bottom
HTGR Prototype

Conditions
Assumed in the
Present Studya

734 475

538

40.7

146

700

2400

372

538

39.9

98

350

1450

400

427

40

13

1500

1900

175

For the purpose of comparing helium coolant performance to the reference pressurized
water coolant in STARFIRE.

Assuming roughly a 2-point improvement in thermal efficiency due to advances in steam
turbine technology.



5.4.2.4 Cost of Heat Transport System

Tables 5-3 and 5-4 show the heat transport parameters for water (reference

STMFIRE case, see Chap. 13) and helium, respectively. The water system uti-

lizes two loops while the helium system incorporates four parallel loops beyond

the dual ring manifold system. Each water loop utilises two steam generators

and two pumps while only one steam generator and one helium circuit,:-jr are used

in each helium loop.

Table 5-3. Water Heat Transport System Parameters

Coolant

Heat load

Water temperature

Reactor outlet

Reactor in!-. •:

Operating pressure

No. of independent loops

Maximum pipe size (i.d.)

Maximum velocity

Gross system pumping power

No. of pumps

No. of steam generators

Steam temperature

Steam pressure

Water

3800 MW

320°C

280°C

2200 psi

-

0.99 m

20 m/s

30 MW

4

4

299°C (570°F)

6.3 MPa (910 psi)

Component costs for the two systems were estimated as shown in Table 5-5.

The costs for the water system were taken from the reference STARFIRE case (see

Chap. 22). The costs for the helium case were estimated by using unit costs

or by scaling from the more detailed cost estimates of HTGR and GCFR. The hot

leg of the helium piping incorporates a thermal barrier as in the HTGR designs.

As shown in Table 5-5, most components in the gas-cooled system are more expen-

sive, reflecting the larger volumetric, flow rate of coolant to be handled. On

a per unit thermal power basis, the helium heat transport system cost is almost

twice that of a water-cooled system.
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Table 5-4. Helium Heat Transport System Parameters

Coolant

Heat load (total)

Blanket (helium)

First wall (water)

Helium temperature

Blanket outlet

Blanket inlet

Operating pressure

No. of loops

Maximum pipe size (i.d.)

Maximum velocity

Gross system pumping power

No. of helium circulators

No. of steam generators

Steam temperature

Steam pressure

Other Areas of Comparison

Helium

3105 MW

2484 MW

621 MW

475°C

300°C

1500 psi

4

1.13 m

103 m/s

150 MW

4

4

427°C (800°F)

13.1 MPa (1900 psi)

The above discussion addressed only the first four areas of comparison

given in Table 5-1. It is in these four areas that major differences in the

performance and economics between water and helium are found. The other areas

are important but it is not clear at present that any one of them will make so

large a difference as to change or overwhelmingly strengthen the impact of the

first four areas. A brief discussion of these other areas follows.

One difference between helium end water is the outer blanket/shield thick-

ness, A . As discussed earlier for the inboard region, A will have to be in-
DO DO

creased with helium. This results in an increase in the major radius of the

outer leg of the TF coil, thereby increasing the cost of the TF and the exter-

nally located equilibrium field (EF) coils.

Another difference between the two coolants is shielding requirements. The

large-size helium manifolds will result in significant radiation streaming. Ade-

quate shield has to be provided around the helium manifolds. In addition to the
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Table 5-5. Comparison of Cost Estimates for the
Heat Transport System of Helium and
Water-Cooled Systems

Component

Piping and manifolds

Valves

Pumps/circulators

Pressurizers

Coolant makeup and cleanup

Steam generators

Additional components for
water-cooled first wall

TOTAL

Cost Estimate
(millions $)

Water
Cooled

26.1

6.1

2.4

6.3

4.2

18.0

(b)

63.1

Heliuma

Cooled

35.5

5.9

14.0

(b)

5.5

40.0

10.2

111.1

Helium system incorporates water-cooled first wall
dissipating 20% of the power.

Not applicable.

cost of the shield, the large-size manifolds and the shields that surround

them complicate the space problem between the outer legs of the TF coils. On

the othor hand, some of the corrosion products with water will be transported

throughout î e heat transport system. Since these corrosion products are radio-

active, shielding of the heat transport pipes for the water coolant is neces-

sary if personnel access into the reactor building after shutdown is required.

Helium-cooled blankets require a larger amount of structural material than

that for water. As indicated earlier, the most promising solid breeders (ter-

nary oxides, e.g. LiAlO2) have low tritium breeding potential. The increase in

parasitic absorption in the structural material makes it difficult in most cases

to attain a tritium breeding ratio greater than one with helium cooling. This

problem can be resolved if it is shown that the tritium release characteristics

of Li2O are substantially better than currently predicted or if the ccmpatibilty

problems associated with Li7Pb2 can be solved.
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In order to keep the tritium inventory in the blanket low, solid breeders

have to operate in a narrow temperature range. As discussed earlier, a low

coolant temperature rise in the blanket makes the pumping power with helium

unacceptably large. It appears therefore, that a high tritium inventory in

the blanket may be unavoidable with helium cooling.

A disa,.: antage of water is its reactivity with lithium and seme of the

lithium compounds, A major advantage of helium is that it is chemically inert.

The chemical reactivity of water with the ternary oxides of lithium is gener-

ally weak.

Helium leakage is of concern. It is estimated that the entire inventory

of the helium coolant is lost roughly once every year due to leakage. This

problem is compounded by the use of a high helium pressure to minimize the

coolant pumping power.

The maximum overpressure for which the reactor building is designed depends

to some extent on the coolant pressure. Helium shows an advantage here as its

operating pressure is lower than that for water. However, in designs such as

STARFIRE, the thickness of the reactor building wall is determined more by the

biological shielding requirements rather than overpressure considerations.

The STAKFIRE study has shown that an intermediate coolant loop between the

primary water coolant and the steam cycle is not necessary to keep the tritium

leakage to the environment low. This is expected to be also the case for helium

cooling. If, for other presently unknown reasons, either of the two coolants

is shown to require an intermediate coolant loop, this can result in a signifi-

cant impact on the present comparison.

Water represents a sink for tritium. While this has the favorable effect of

preventing tritium permeation to other regions of the reactor, it is a cause for

concern in cases of accidents involving release of water. This problem can be

circumvented by keeping the tritium concentration in the water coolant suffi-

ciently low. As discussed in Chap. 14, this requires continuous or periodic

processing of water to remove tritium. However, the cost for this capability

is estimated to be small relative to the economic impact of the first four major

areas of Table 5-1.
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5,4.2.6 Comparison of Power Plant Economics

Table 5-6 shows the key points regarding the comparison of performance and

economics for pressurized water and helium coolants. A dominant effect is the

increase in the inner blanket/shield thickness when the helium coolant is used.

For the same maximum magnetic field (11,1 T), plasma average beta (0,067) and

the same reactor plasma size (major radius = ? i , minor radius = 1,94 m), the

fusion power in the heliura case is ̂ 18% lower than in the reference water case.

This effect, together with the larger helium pumping requirements, because the

net electric power to be lower with helium despite its larger thermal conversion

efficiency. The cost of the heat transport system is considerably higher for

helium. The reference power plant costs for STARFIRE were modified for the

helium case to reflect reductions in the costs of the turbine plant equipment,

the electric plant equipment, and other accounts. These reductions are due to

the lower electric power generation with helium.

The cost per unit power is shown to be significantly higher, ̂ 13%, with

helium cooling. Therefore, the choice of pressurized light water over helium

for STARFIRE is clearly justified.

Helium has many attractive features but it is not economically competitive

if constaints based on the present state-of-the-art are imposed, However, it

is strongly emphasized here that helium cooling cannot be ruled out now as an

option for fusion reactors. Rather, it is hoped that the present results can

help identify the technology development requirements that are necessary for

effective utilization of the helium cooling option. One of the most important

of these requirements appears to be the development of high temperature (>600°C)

structural materials that are compatible with impurities in helium. For example,

there seems to be a great incentive for attempting to resolve the compatibility

problems between the vanadium alloys (low long-term radioactivity and good

resistance to radiation damage) and the achievable minimum level of impurities

in helium. Another important area is resolving the problem of void space in

the inner blanket. A key to this is the use of a breeding material whose trit-

ium breeding capability is large enough so that placing a breeding module in

the inboard blanket is not necessary. The only breeding materials that offer

this potential are natural lithium, some of the lithium-lead compounds, and

Li,0.
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Table 5-6. Summary of Key Points in the Water and
Helium Coolants Comparison for STARFIRE

Water Helium

Pressure, psi

Inner blanket/shield thickness, m

Maximum magnetic field, T

Magnetic field on axis, T

Thermal power, MW

Coolant temperature, °C

Reactor exit

Reactor inlet

Gross thermal efficiency, %

Coolant pumping power, MW

Other auxiliary power, MW

Net electric power, MW

Cost of primary coolant loop

Direct plant capital cost, M$

$/kWe (relative units)

2200

1.20

11.1

5.80

1500

1.38

11.1

5.52

4000c 3305
a,b

320

280

35.7

33

207

1200

63

1700

1.0

475

300

40

153

207

1011

111

1620

L13

Includes 200 MW in the limiter, which is removed by a
separate water coolant.

621 MW of this power is deposited in the first wall and
is removed by a water coolant.

Account is made for the fact that the pumping power is
added to the coolant as thermal energy; efficiency of
helium circulator = 0.8.
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5.5 KEY REACTOR PARAMETERS

The major design parameters that characterize a tokamak reactor are the

reactor power, the neutron wall load, aspect ratio, plasma elongation, major

radius, plasma beta, magnetic field, scrape-off region thickness, and

blanket/shield thickness. A brief review of the considerations that were fac-

tored into selection of these major parameters is presented below. It should

be noted that many of the tradeoffs presented below were carried out early in

the STARFIRE study. Other tradeoffs that focused on specific subsystems were

performed during the various phases of the design. Therefore, some of the

parameter values used in parts of the tradeoffs presented below are slightly

different from those in the final reference design.

5.5.1 Reactor Power

(14)
It has been shown that tokamak reactors exhibit an economy of scale;

i.e. larger power reactors have lower cost of energy. However, three considera-

tions important to the utilities limit the desirable power rating of a plant.

The first is the difficulty of raising the capital for larger power plants.

The second relates to the cost of reserve electric power capacity that the

utility must provide to compensate for scheduled and unscheduled outages. The

cost of reserve capacity increases with the size of the individual power plant.

The third is the maximum capacity of a single turbine generator, postulated to

be in the range of 1400 MWe, by the year 2000. Based on recommendations by the

Utility Advisory Committee for STARFIRE, the most desirable power rating at

present is in the range of 3000-4000 MW for thermal power and ^1250 MW for elec-

trical power. Therefore, the fusion power for STARFIRE was selected as 3510 MW.

Accounting for 90 MW of rf power injected into the plasma, this corresponds to a

thermal power of %4000 MW, based on 19.5 MeV per fusion reaction. With the

gross thermal conversion efficiency of 36%, the gross electrical output is

1440 MW. The circulating power for the rf system and other auxiliary systems

is 240 MW. Thus, the net electrical power output is 1200 MW.

5.5.2 Neutron Wall Load and Structure Life

A key parameter that has a substantial impact on the physical size of the

reactor is the neutron wall load. The neutron wall load, P , is related to
* nw'

the fusion power, P , as
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= P A
nw K

= P V
P

where A is the surface area of the first wall, P is the average fusion power
w p

density in the plasma, and V is the plasma volume. For the same PfS higher P

results in a smaller surface area, higher power density, smaller reactor volume,

and potentially lower cost. This underlines the motivation for developing

designs with higher wall loads. Figure 5-1 shows the relationship between the

major radius and the neutron wall load for Pf = 3200 MW and a plasma elongation

of 1.6.

NEUTRON WALL LOAD, MW/m"

Figure 5.1 Major radius as a function of neutron wall load at
four values of the aspect ratio, A. Results based
on: fusion power = 3200 MW, and plasma elongation
= 1.6.

There are limitations, however, on the ability to produce and use high

wall loads. The upper limits on the use of high wall loads are dictated pri-

marily by the first-wall cooling capability and the structure lifetime. Con-

straints such as the maximum operating temperature and thermal stresses place
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an upper bound on the allowable wall load. For typical structural materials

such as stainless steel in pulsed reactor systems, the neutron wall load will

be limited to ^2.0 MW/ra2 for helium coolants. Higher wall loads are possible

with water and lithium coolants. In general, the maximum allowable wall load

is higher for steady-state reactors.

For a given fluence lifetime, the neutron wall load should be limited so

that the frequency of structure replacement is not excessive. 7_n order to limit

the fractional increase in the cost of energy due to the plant downtime for

replacement of the structural material to 6, the structure lifetime must be
(33)

sufficiently long to satisfy the following inequality:

TJ

365 <5

where t is the structure lifetime in years and t, is the total cumulativew a

downtime in days for replacement of the structural material. For example, in

order to limit the increase in the cost of energy to 10% (i.e. 6 = 0.1) when

the downtime is 125 days, the structure lifetime must be greater than 3.4 yr.

For a given structural material and a fluence lifetime, the loss of energy

production resulting from choosing high P and short t must be weighed against
nw w

the economic gain realized by designing a small size reactor. Figure 5-2 shows

the cost of energy as a function of the neutron wall load at two values of the

integral neutron wall load, I , of 5 and 20 MW-yr/m2 and at two different values
w

for the total cumulative downtime, t,, for replacement of the structural material.

For 1 = 5 MW-yr/m2 and downtime of 125 days, the neutron wall load should be kept

in the range of 2-2.5 MW/m2. For I ^ 20 MW-yr/m2 the cost of energy decreases

significantly as the neutron wall load is increased from 1 to 2 MW/m2. A smaller

but significant, saving in the cost of energy (COE) is realizable by increasing

P from 2 to 3 MW/m2. A slight change in COE is noticeable in the range P ^

3-4 MW/m2. The reasons for the modest increase in COE as P is increased be-
nw

yond ^4 MW/m2 will become evident from discussions later in this section.

It is clear from Fig. 5-2 that the achievable lifetime of the structural

material has a significant impact on the cost of energy. By eliminating short

plasma pulses and designing STARFIRE for steady-state operation, it is antici-

pated that a fluence lifetime of 16 MW-yr/m2 or greater is obtainable with

selected candidate structural materials. There are several important advantages
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NEUTRON WALL LOAD, ItfW/ni

Figure 5-2. Cost, of energy as a function of neutron wall load.
Iw is the integral neutron wall load in MW-yr/m

2

and t^ is the total downtime in days for replacement
of the structural material. Results are based on
fusion power of 3200 MW, aspect ratio of 3,6, plasma
elongation of 1.6 and 3t = 0.067.

for such long life: (a) the cost of energy is substantially reduced because

of less frequent replacement and higher availability factor; (b) when the

frequency of replacement is substantially reduced, the cost of energy becomes

less sensitive to moderate variations in the downtime. This is quite important

as it permits flexibility in the reactor design not available otherwise for

designs driven primarily by the need for achieving very short downtimes; (c) a

less frequent replacement of the structural material results in a lower inven-

tory of radioactive materials for which storage has to be provided. (It should

be noted that even for the candidate structural materials with no long-term

activation, adequate radioactive storage is necessary for two to five decades);

and (d) the demand on material resources is less with longer life.
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For a given fusion power, plasma elongation and aspect ratio, a higher

wall load implies a higher plasma power density, P . This varies as P ^ S2B1*.

Since the plasma 3 is limited by stability considerations, a high P is obtain-

able only by providing a higher magnetic field as shown in Fig. 5-3. This figure

shows the maximum toroidal magnetic field, B , required as a function of aspect

ratio and neutron wall load. The two different scales for B on the left and

right of Fig. 5-3 correspond to two different plasma impurity control schemes

as discussed in Sec. 5.5.4. For P > 2 MW/m2, there is vL T increase in the
nw

required B for evei-y 1 MW/m2 increase in P . The economically attractive
m nw

range for P of 3-4 MW/m2 requires a maximum toroidal field in the range of
IlW

10-12 T which is considered acceptable for the STARFIRE design as discussed

shortly.

24 2.6 3.0 3.2 3.4
SSPECT RATIO

3.6 3.8 4.0

Figure 5-3. B as a function of A at several values of PMTT.
The LHS scale is for na/nDT =0.01 and the RHS
scale is for n /n^ = 0.15. (Pf = 3200 MW, 6t
= 0.24/A, A£ = 172 m, A = 0.1 m, T « 8 keV,
K = 1.6.) Bb v

In light of the above considerations, a neutron wall load of 3.6 MW/m2

has been selected for STARFIRE. This moderately high wall load appears to be

a reasonable choice that makes it possible to design a relatively small size

reactor without excessive requirements on first-wa1.! cooling capability,
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maximum toroidal magnetic field, and frequency of structural material replace-

ment.

5.5.3 Plasma Beta

(14)
Previous systems studies have indicated significant economic benefits

for operating at high average plasma toroidal beta, 0 , However, the maximum

realizable B is limited by plasma stability considerations.

The reference value, B = 0.067, appears attainable on the basis of the

stability analysis of Chap. 6. An important constraint in the STARFIRE design

was the desire to keep the plasma current, I, small in order to minimize the

lower-hybrid power needed to maintain the plasma current. Generally speaking,

operation with higher current stabilizes the plasma to higher 3,.. Results

from Table 6-3 are summarised in Table 5-7. These results suggest that 6 =

0.067, 0.10, and 0.12 may be achieved for I = 10.1 MA, 11.2 MA, and 12.9 MA,

respectively. The electric power, PTU, required for the lower-hybrid system

is estimated to be 150 MW, 166 MW, and 192 MW for the three cases. Since the

gross electric power is held fixed, the increase in P represents the penalty

of higher B values. The benefit is a reduction in the toroidal magnetic field

strength, B . Increasing B from 0.067 to 0.10 reduces the plant net electric

output by 1.3%, which has a direct capital cost equivalent of ̂ 22 M$ in addi-

tion to ̂ 4 M$ increase in the cost of the lower-hybrid system. The correspond-

ing reduction in the magnetic field from 11.1 to 9.1 T reduces the cost of the

magnets and support structure by ^70 M$. Therefore, the cost per unit power

for the case of 0 = 0.10 is ̂ 2.5% lower than that for 0 = 0.067 (Table 5-7).

Thus, the higher B. cases offer some economic benefits. In addition, they may

eliminate the need for the development of the Nb3Sn superconductor. However,

it is not clear yet, without experimental evidence, whether the higher 8 values

are achievable and what additional degree of engineering complexity, e.g. in wall

stabilization, may be required. Therefore, the lower B value of 0.067 is used

in the reference design. In the following tradeoffs, the relationship B =

0.24/A, where A is the aspect ratio, is assumed. This relationship is based on

recent theoretical analysis (see Chap. 6).

5.5.4 Toroidal Magnetic Field

Figure 5-3 showed the maximum toroidal field (B ) required as a function

of aspect ratio and neutron vail load for Pf = 3200 MW, K = 1.6, 0 = 0.24/A,
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Table 5-7. Higher Beta Designs for STAEFIRE.

(P = 3510 MW, R = 7.0 m, A = 3.6,
K S 1.6, d = 0.5, ex = 1.4,
n = 1.18 x 1O20 m-3.)
e

%
I, MA

V T

Nat electric power, MW

Cost per unit power
(relative units)

0.067

1.21

10.1

11.1

150

1200

1.00

0.100

iao
11.2

9.1

166

1184

0.975

0.120

VL.l

12.9

8.3

192

1158

0.984

A = 0.1 m, and A^o = 1.2 m. The scale on the left side of Fig. 5-3 shows the
v BS

required B if an efficient plasma impurity control mechanism is provided such

that n /n_T is ̂ 0.01. The scale on the right shows the B required if a less

efficient impurity control mechanism is utilized such that n /nn_ is ̂ 0.15.

Figure 5—4 provides more details about the variation of B with the impurity

level for the case of P = 3.6 MW/m2, aspect ratio of 3.6 and T. ̂  T =14 keV.
nw l e

The rf power required to drive the plasma current, decreases with T . The depen-

dence of B on T is shown in Fig. 5-5.

There exists at present considerable experience with NbTi superconductors.

However, it has been shown that a magnetic field of ̂ 10 T is the maximum prac-

tical limit for NbTi cooled to 4.2 K at atmospheric pressure. On the other hand,

Nb3Sn is capable of generating higher fields. Although present experience with

Nb3Sn is limited, the progress in the current technology development program

indicates that the Nb3Sn technology will be available in the STARFIRE time

frame. Therefore, the 10-T limit of NbTi was not imposed as a constraint in

the STARFIRE study; the required value of the toroidal field was determined

from engineering and economic tradeoffs for the overall reactor system.

5.5.5 Plasma Elongation

The elongation (< = b/a) of a D-shaped plasma has a significant impact on

the plasma performance, the reactor design characteristics, and economics. In
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.25 10.0
18

Figure 5-4. Variation of the maximum magnetic field
with the a-particle concentration, n
and other impurity concentration, n '
(Pf = 3200 MW, Pnw = 3.6 MW/m

2, K -!L.
A = 3.6, 0t = 0.067, T. ̂  T = 14 keV,
Aj +1.2 m, A = 0.1 m, R = 7 m.)

Figure 5-5. Variation of the maximum magnetic
field and plasma current with the
average electron temperature, T .
(Pf = 3200 MW, K = 1.6, A = 3.6^
R = 7 m, et = 0.067, A|s = 1.2 m,
A = 0.1 m.)



particular, at higher K the achievable S is higher but the required EF coil

system becomes more complex and costly. Based on previous work, ' a value

of < = 1.6 was selected for STARFIRE. This is believed to be nearly the upper

limit on elongation if the important design goal of locating most of the EF

coils external to the TF coils is to be achievable.

5.5.6 Power Requirements for Current Drive

Since STARFIRE will operate in a steady-state mode, a particularly impor-

tant aspect of the design is the mechanism for plasma current drive. As dis-

cussed in Sec. 5-2, lower-hybrid rf is the selected option for current drive.

An important impact of the current drive system on the reactor performance and

economics is the electrical power requirements for this system. The dependence

of the magnitude of this power for the rf system on key plasma and reactor

design parameters is discussed in Chap. 7.

5.5.7 Major Radius and Aspect Ratio

With the fusion power and neutron wall load selected, the surface area of

the plasma is defined. For a given K, the aspect ratio (A) or the major radius

(R) should be selected in order to fully define the plasma geometry. As shown

previoulsy in Fig. 5-1, at P =3.6 MW/m2, the major radius increases from
nw

6 m to ̂ 7.3 m if A is increased from 2.6 to 4.0,

The size of the reactor building, length of piping, etc., are strongly

affected by the size of the reactor, in particular, by the value of R + a, where

a is the plasma minor radius. Notice that the variation of R + a as the aspect

ratio is changed is less than the variation in R alone. Despite the reduction

in the capital cost of several items that are sensitive to size at smaller

values of R, economic optimization does not necessarily favor the selection of

minimum R. This is true for both pulsed and steady-state reactors although for

different reasons.

For pulsed reactors, the optimum size is significantly affected by the cen-

tral core radius, r . For a given magnetic field for the OH coil, decreasing

r reduces the available volt-seconds and shortens the burn time resulting in a

lower reactor electrical output.

For steady-state reactors with no OH coils the problem of the central core

radius disappears. In this case, the plasma current has to be driven by external
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means. If the electrical power requirement for the current driver were negli-

gibly small, then the smallest aspect ratio should be chosen so that the major

radius is minimum, provided of course that there is adequate space on the inner

side of the torus to accommodate the TF coils and support cylinder. This is

illustrated by the case P = 10 MW in Fig. 5-6 which displays the cost of

energy as a function of the aspect ratio.
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Figure 5.6. Cost of energy as a function of aspect ratio
for a steady-state reactor in two cases for
the electrical power, Prf, required for the
current-drive system: Pr£ = 10 and P £ =
502 - 84A where A is the aspect ratio.

As discussed earlier in Sec. 5.2, the electrical power requirement, P ,

ior the lower-hybrid current drive system appears to be relatively large, and

it increases with lower aspect ratio. Figure 5-6 shows the dependence of the

cost of energy on aspect ratio for the case where P = 502 - 84A, with P

in MWe. In this case, the cost of energy decreases as A increases up to A ̂  4.

As discussed in Chapt. 7, further work significantly reduced the LH power

requirements. This reduces the optimum aspect ratio somewhat below A = 4.

Therefore, A = 3.6 was adopted for STARFIRE. This results in a major radius

R = 7 m. The maximum magnetic field required is nearly minimum at A = 3.6 as

evident from results in Fig. 5-3.
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5.5.8 Inner Blanket/Shield Thickness

The thickness, A,,,,, of the blanket and shield on the inner side of the

torus, or more precisely the distance in midplane from the plasma side of the

first wall to the location of the maximum toroidal magnetic field, has a sub-

stantial impact on the reactor size, the required strength of the magnetic

field, and reactor economics. A comprehensive investigation of the optimum

value for ABC has been carried out previously. The details of this pre-

vious work will not be repeated here, but the results are briefly stated.

For a given P , P , B , and major radius, the advantages of a smaller

A are (1) lower maximum magnetic field; and (2) larger central core (OH)
i

radius, r . In pulsed tokamaks, the impact of the value of Ano on r is large
v BS v

and becomes critical for low Pf, high P designs. In a steady-state tokamak

with no OH solenoid, the primary

maximum magnetic field required.

with no OH solenoid, the primary incentive for reducing A is to reduce the

On the other hand, there are several penalties for making A,,- too small.
Ha

The increase in the radiation field when A.,, is decreased results in (a) in-

creases in the resistivity of the stabilizer material and a need for increasing

the amount of the stabilizer to satisfy the cryogenic stability requirements;

(b) a decrease in the critical currant density of the superconductor necessi-

tating the use of more superconductor; and (c) an increase in the heat genera-

tion rate in the TF coil. The increase in the power requirements for the TF

coil cryogenic system can be so large that the reactor net electrical power

output is seriously reduced.

In STARFIRE, a value of A^ = 1.2 m was selected based on careful con-

siderations of the above tradeoffs. This value includes a 9-cm vacuum gap be-

tween the blanket and shield, shield and TF coils, and thermal insulation in-

side the vacuum tank. The shield consists of a combination of tungsten, boron

carbide, and a structural material. If the 37-cm thick breeding blanket in

the inboard region were to be replaced with more effective shielding material,

ABS could have been reduced further. This inboard blanket is necessary to

achieve a tritium breeding ratio >1 with the solid breeder.

5.5.9 Outer Leg of the TF Coils

For a given major radius (R), plasma inner radius (a) and inner blanket/

shield thickness (Agg), the position of the inner leg of the TF coil is defined.
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In order to fully define the D-shape of the TF coil, the size of the vertical

or horizontal bore must be selected. We will discuss this choice in terras of

R2, the major radius of the midpoint of the outer leg of the TF coil. R2 is

the sum of the major radius, first-wall minor radius, outer blanket/shield

thickness (A° ), vacuum plenum thickness (A ), clearance (A ) in the midplane

from the outer edge of the shield to the TF coil and half of the TF coil

thickness. The choice of R2 has a significant impact on many of the reactor

characteristics and cost as discussed below.

With the reactor parameters previously defined in this section (R, a, A ,

B , A,,,,) the only remaining parameters that affect R2 are A ^ and A . The
m aa rSo c

necessary value of A._,n varies with blanket and shield material and coolant

choices. As a goal, the materials in the shield should be chosen to have in-

herently low long-lived radioactivity even if they are less efficient in radi-

ation attenuation. For the reference material choices, the required A-,_ is
DO

^1.8 m. The plenum region thickness varies slightly with position with an

average A ^ 0.6 m. The clearance from the outer edge of the shield to the TF

coils is required for several engineering reasons; the most dominant of which

is to provide clearance for installation of the shield. The required R2 is

VL3 m.

The economics analysis shows a substantial penalty for increasing R2. The

cost of energy increases by ^3% for each additional meter increase in the value

of R2 beyord 13 m. The cause of this penalty is that the value of R2 directly

influences the size and weight of the TF ".oils and their support structure, the

size of the reactor building, the length of the piping for the heat transport

system, and the size of the externally located EF coils. For example, by in-

creasing R2 from 13 to 15 m, the ampere-turns and stored energy in the EF coils

nearly double.

It should be noted that in order to keep the field ripple at the plasma to

an acceptable level, the value of R2 is larger for a smaller number of TF coils.

A relatively small number, 12, of TF coils has been chosen for STARFIRE to

enhance reactor maintainability. The resulting field ripple at the plasma edge

is ±1.14%. While such a field ripple is higher than the values considered

acceptable for near-term physics devices, it is judged to be acceptable in

STARFIRE because of the much larger plasma volume and better particle confine-

ment. Should future results prove otherwise, a field-ripple correction system
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(e.g. iron blocks) should be provided in preference to increasing R2, which

is costly. There is also a possibility that a much higher field ripple is

tolerable. If such a result is found in the future, the most effective way of

capitalizing on it would be to decrease the number of TF coils in order to fur-

ther enhance reactor accessibility and maintainability«

5.6 DESIGN CONFIGURATION .

Several design configuration decisions were motivated primarily by a desire

to provide easier assembly and maintenance procedure for STARFIRE, Examples in-

clude locating the vacuum boundary at the shield rather than the first wall,

locating all superconducting poloidal colls outside of the TF coils, selecting

the minimum number of the coils subject to constraints on ripple, and the

radial dimension of the outer leg of the TF coil (see previous section).

Additional key requirement in developing the STARFIRE reactor configuration is

that it permits removal of each component in a time consistent with its antici-

pated life. Short-lived components are designed for rapid replacement at the

expense of, if necessary, the ease of replacing longer life components. As an

example, blanket sectors are afforded more rapid replacement than sheild sec-

tors by providing shield access doors through the vacuum boundary to permit

blanket replacement. This permits the shield to be designed so that it nor-

mally remains in place and permits long life welded seals and a close fitting

stepped joint to be used in the centerpost region.

The reactor configuration is developed primarily around the desire to keep

the superconducting EF coils external of the superconducting TF coil so that

coil replacement is possible without in-place manufacturing of a new coil. The

external EF coil location places a large incentive on minimizing TF coil size

to reduce the stored energy requirement and resultant capital costs of the EF

coils.

The TF coils utilize a common dewar at the centerpost to minimize the

inner blanket shield thickness and to minimize the cryogentic heat leak to the

coils. The common dewar vacuum tank encloses the centerpost, cor<- EF/OH

coils, and TF coils to simplify the overall design. The small EF/OH coils at

the center of the reactor were located inside the centerpost to permit their

removal without distrubing the TF coils. The centerpost coils are grouped in

two modules to simplify yet permit their removal without increasing the overall
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building height. Infrequent maintenance will require warming of all coils

simultaneously.

Spare coils are provided for the EF/OH coils trapped under the reactor

because the complications of installing a new coil, even if only once in every

few plant lifetimes, make it cost effective.

The reactor support structure is integrated into the other reactor compo-

nents to maximize access and utilize materials effectively. For example, the

TF coil room temperature vacuum tank provides support for the EF coils without

significantly effecting the structural thickness requirements. The dominant

out-of-plane forces on the TF coil system are reacted through a room tempera-

ture shear panel that also acts as shielding. Room temperature structure was

used to permit large access openings for blanket removal while providing ade-

quate coil restraint.
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6.1 SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION

STARFIRE uses a DT burning, D-shape plasma to produce 3510 MW of fusion

power. The plasma is operated at a moderate (3 of 6.7% and is moderately

elongated, with a height to width ratio of 1.6. The major plasma parameters

and plasma engineering features of STARFIRE are listed in Tables 6-1 and 6-2,

respectively. The plasma current is driven in steady state with 90 MW of

lower hybrid rf power. The first wall and all other components in the vacuum

chamber are coated with Be. The impurity control system maintains a steady-

state concentration of 14% helium and 4% Be in the plasma. The fairly low DT

removal efficiency (10%) of the impurity control system permits a high frac-

tional burnup of tritium. For the same reason, most of the plasma fueling

is done automatically by DT neutrals recycling from tha first wall and limiter.

Additional fueling is done by gas puffing.

In order to minimize the heat transport load on the limiter, as well as

to establish s. thermal equilibrium, the plasma is operated in an ''enhanced

radiation" mode, whereby a small amount of high-Z material, nominally iodine,

is added along with the fuel stream. This serves to radiate most of the

a-heating energy and stabilizes the thermal operating point.

The plasma MHD equilibrium is of the low current, hollow profile type.

The plasma position is controlled with two sets of coils, a main equilibrium

field (EF) coil set and a control field (CF) coil set. The main EF coils are

superconducting and are located outside of the TF coils. They are used to

provide the basic positional equilibria. The CF coils consist of small

copper coils inside the TF coils and are used to control position and to

stabilize against plasma disruptions. To further aid in the latter task, the

first wall is designed with a time constant of 300 ms to stabilize against

rapid vertical instabilities.

Because of the need to minimize the lower hybrid rf current drive power,

the plasma density is lower and the plasma ion temperature is higher than most

previou. tokamak reactor designs. The plasma is operated with T. > T , which

makes better use of the available 0. The tradeoffs between the operating

point and rf power, and the selection of density and temperature parameters

are discussed in detail in Chap. 7.
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Table 6 -1 . STARFIRE Plasma Parameters

Parameter

Major radius, R

Aspect ratio, A

Elongation, K

Deity, D

Safety factor at limiter, q.

Toroidal beta , ft

Maximum toroidal field at coil, B

Toroidal field at plasma center, B

Plasma current, I

Unit Value

Plasma volume, V

, •! ti. t- . i Lure

eo
Centerline electron temperature, T

Average ion temperature, T.

Centerline ion temperature, T.

Average fuel density, Nn_

Centerline fuel density, N

Electron energy confinement time, T_

Ion energy confinement time, x

Particle confinement time, x
P

Fractional helium concentration, N /N

Fractional beryllium concentration,

m

—

—

—

—

— •

T

T

MA

m^

ki-V

keV

keV

keV
m-3

m-3

s

s

s

—

7.0

3.6

1.6

0.5

5.1

0.067

11.1

5.8

10.1

781

17.-i

22.5

24.1

31.3

0.806 x 1O20

1.69 x 1O20

3.6

10

1.8

0.14

0.04

Fractional iodine concentration

VNDT
Fusion power, P

Lower hybrid rf power to plasma, P

Average neutron wall load, P
rf

NW

MW

MW

MW/m2

0.001

3510 MW

90

3.6
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Table 6-2. Plasma Engineering Features of STARFIRE

Operating Point

Equilibrium type:

Equilibrium generation
method:

Position stabilization
method:

Biirn_ Cycle

Startup time:

Method:

Emergency shutdown:

Plasma initiation
method:

Burn method:

Thermal stabilization:

Fuel ing

Fueling method:

Elongated, D-shape, moderate (3, hollow current
profile

Outside superconducting equilibrium field
coil system

Inside control field coils and conducting
first wall with 300 ms time constant.

% 2 A minutes

Tritium lean startup, vary rf power,
DT density, T fraction, 5% per minute
fusion power ramp.

u 24 minuLt:s

Induced disruption method, time < 3 s

5 MW electron cyclotron resonance heating

Steady state, lower hybrid current drive

Enhanced radiation mode operation by
iodine injection

Recycling DT plus gas puffing

Most of the STARFIRE burn cycle is substantially different from pulsed

reactor burn cycles. Plasma breakdown is done with 5 MW of electron cyclo-

tron resonance heating (ECRH) and does not require a high voltage OH coil.

The startup period takes 24 minutes and conforms to the requirement that the

fusion power should be ramped at a 5% per minute rate, to minimize thermal prob-

lems in the energy recovery and conversion systems. The OH coil as well as the

OH and EF power supplies have modest requirements compared to pulsed reactor
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requirements. The steady state burn phase of the burn cycle has a thermal

equilibrium maintained by the addition of iodine^ The equilibrium and

stability of the enhanced radiation mode of operation have been studied with

a global code and with the 1-D WHIST code- These studies indicate that this

mode of operation is feasible.

Several types of shutdown scenarios have been developed for STARFIRE.

The normal shutdown is basically the reverse of the startup period, whereby

the fusion power is reduced at a 5% per minute rate by reducing the tritium

fraction in the plasma. There are three types of emergency shutdowns. The

fastest is an "abrupt" shutdown whereby a plasma disruption is induced by

injecting excess high-Z material. There is a more orderly "rapid" shutdown

which also uses a disruption, but where most of the plasma energy is radiated

away prior to the disruption. Finally, a naturally occurring "ablative induced

shutdown" has been Identified which occurs as a result of a hot spot forma-

tion on the first wall or limiter.

Various fueling options for STARFIRE were studied. The high fractional

burnup rate of 42% in STARFIRE permits a fairly low fueling rate from an ex-

ternal source. Gas puffing is the most desirable engineering option and has

been adopted as the STARFIRE fueling method.

6.2 MHD EQUILIBRIUM AND STEADY STATE OPERATING POINT

6.2.1 Equilibrium and Stability Survey

This section describes the considerations leading to the choice of the

reference equilibrium operating point. We have considered D-shaped plasma

equilibria in toroidal geometry (as defined in Ref. 1 and 2) with pressure
(2)

profiles characterized by a width parameter a. Using a diamagnetism function

F2(\j>) = FQ (1 - 6ipY) and a pressure function P<TJJ) = ty0" it is possible to

generate a broad range of low and high B equilibria with various axis and

limiter values of the safety factor, q and q, , respectively. The highest
a D

stable S is, in general, a function of As K, d, a, q and q , where A is
H. D

the aspect ratio, K is the elongation, and d determines the triangularity.

This functional dependence is under active investigation in the physics

community, and the operating point for STARFIRE is based on a survey of

equilibria and subsequent stability analysis.
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Stability to the n = 1 external kink and to ballooning modes increases

linearly with K up to K ̂  1.6 and levels off for higher values. ' Like-
(1 3)

wise, stability increases with d for K =* 1.6, up to d = 0.5. ' This
(4)

desirability of D-shapes has been confirmed for a variety of diffuse and

surface current equilibria. The difficulty of designing the EF coil

system, however, increases at large values of K and d and it was found that

K = 1.6 and d = 0.5 are an appropriate choice for STARF1RE. Broad pressure

profiles (low a) appear to yield the highest 3 stable to ideal modes,

and for STARF1RE we have chosen a = 1.4. Steady-state auxiliary heating

associated with the current-drive mechanism will yield some control over

the pressure profile width, but a must remain soaiewhat uncertain until more

detailed one-dimensional plasma transport calculations have been developed.

The aspect ratio was retained as an explicit variable in the system trade-

off studies performed in Chap. 5. On the basis of those studies, where the

maximum stable B was taken as 3 = 0.25 A"1, the value A = 3.6 was

selected.

For the four fixed parameters K = 1.6, d = 0.5, A = 3.6, and a = 1.4, an

equilibrium survey was performed over a matrix of q and 8 values. [In our
(2)

discussions, 3 is the volume averaged quantity, which is distinct from

the r.m.s. value occasionally used in the literature. ] In the survey

q = 1.0; from the equilibria it is possible to use a simple scaling law
a (7)

to obtain lower 3 solutions by increasing q . When analyzing this

variety of equilibria (Fig. 6-1), several key criteria can be used to quickly

eliminate unattractive solutions:
1. Assuming q > 1.0 for stability, we can only scale these q = 1

3. SL

solutions to lower 3 values; this makes solutions in Fig. 6-1 with

3 < 0.07 uninteresting.

2. Assuming negative current density is not compatible with the wave

drive mechanism, those solutions above the dashed line in Fig. 6-1

may be discarded.

3. In order to avoid the double tearing mode, the safety factor pro-

file is required to be monotonic from the magnetic axis to the

limiter, which tends to eliminate some very high 3 solutions (those

above the dotted line in Fig. 6-1).
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0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20

Figure 6-1, MHD equilibrium solutions for STARF1RE survey;
each point represents a different y-& combi-
nation [(F2(<(;) = Fg (1-6$Y)].

As Jiscussed in Chap. 7, driving the toroidal current with lower hybrid

waves is made easier with low current equilibria with hollow current profiles.
(9)

Syke.s showed that hollow profiles are compatible with high 3 stability,

and we use the sequence A, B, C on Fig. 6-1 to illustrate the consequences

for STARFIRE. Table 6-3 shows the decrease in I as q is raised for the

sequence C -> B •+ A, all of which have 0 = 0.09. Figure 6-2 shows that the

decrease in I is accomplished by removing current density from the interior

of the plasma; and an analysis with the BLOON code^10'11^ showed that all

three cases are equally stable to ballooning and interchange modes when the

equilibria are scaled to B = 0.067. Thus, for a given 0, the stable

equilibria with lowest current appear to have hollow profiles. Favorable

stability of paramagnetic surface currents has also been suggested by other

analyses/6'12"14)
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Table 6-3* Equilibria with A. « 3.6, K = 1,6, d = 0.5, a = 1,4

Equilibrium

A

B

G

Equilibrium

A

D

E

Equilibrium

A

A

A

F

F

G

G

G

(qa " 3

0.0909

0 .

0.

0904

Q91u

L.0>

qa (B = 0.067)

q

l .

l .

l .

l .

l .

l .

l .

0 .

a

21

07

01

10

Q3

29

09

1.207

1.333

1,466

6

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

0,

0.

0.

954 0,

<*a>

0671

,0822

0893

,100

.110

,100

.130

,160

I

q

Bo

5.

5.

5,

4,

4,

4,

4,

3,

<v
11

12

14

h ( B

(6)

.80

.24

.03

.75

.53

.75

.17

.76

« 1.0) '

.8 1

.2 1

.5 1

= 0.067)

4.399

3.909

3.511

I (B Q )

10.1

10.1

10.1

11.2

11.1

12.9

12.9

12.9

Y

.70

,70

.7".

7

1.

1 .

1 .

6

0 .

0.

0.

0,

0,

0,

0,

0,

2,91

2.75

2.17

70 2.91

75 2.88

80 2.85

<B>

,160

,196

,213

,203

.229

.164

.213

.263

6

1

1.

1.

1.

1.

1,

1.

1,

1,

4.

4,

3,

Co.

.40

,04

.06

1.

.067)

0.160

0.159

0.158

,70

,70

,70

.80

,80

.99

.99

.99

e

2 .

2 .

2 .

2 .

2 .

2 .

2.

2 .

P

91

91

91

57

57

05

,05

,05

0) 5

0

0

0

I (P -

10

10

10

(1.0)

.217

.201

.160

0.067)

. 1

.2

. 3

BL00N Stable

yes

no

no

yes

no

yes

marginal

no
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Figure 6-2. Current density profiles for equilibria A, B, and C in Fig. 6-1.
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The remaining hollow current equilibria, residing near the dashed line

in Fig, 6-1, may be compared by scaling all solutions to the same 6 value

with the following relationships,

B/3 \-2

6/6 = A"2

q/qa = \ [1-6]"* [1-6}'
h

I/I = x-1 .

The results for three examples;, A, D, and E are tabulated in Table 6-3. BLOON

results for these three cases yield approximately equal stability, but

q(<|0 is not monotonic for E (see Fig. 6-3). In fact, A has the lowest current,

which suggests I may be minimized for a given £ by making q as small as

possible (q = 1.0). This insensitlvity of stability to total current for
^ (6 9 10 15—19)

q % 1 has been found by other investigators; ' ' ' Ref. 15
graphically displays the q ~ 2 variation of maximum (3 at high q , due to

a a

ballooning limitations, and the precipitous drop in stability for q < 1,

due to the kink and internal modes. The results in Ref. 15 are for a fixed
ratio q /q and confirm our conclusions that stability is least dependent on

D a
total current for q slightly above unity.

3.

A remaining option to be explored is operation at higher g values and

higher total current. Three cases, A, F, and G, in Table 6-3 and Fig. 6-4,

were chosen and analyzed with BLOON for various & values with q near unity.
SL

In addition to the f3-q scaling, we allowed the magnetic field on axis, BQ,h a
to vary as Bo ^ g~ to keep the fusion power constant. In addition, I was

scaled as I ̂  BQ. The results indicate that an increase of I from 10.1 MA

to 11.2 MA or 12.0 MA would permit increases in S from 0.067 to 0.10 or

^ 0.12, respectively. Assuming constant reactor power, these imply reduc-

tions in the maximum field from 11.1 T to 9.1 T or ̂  3.3 T, respectively.

Such reductions in B might justify the increases in rf power required to drive

the higher currents. Finally, we note from Table 6-3 that reducing q to 1.07

for equilibrium A does not result in stable, higher 0 plasma; and we conclude

that for I = 10.1 MA, the largest stable 0 li&s between 0.067 and 0.082.
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The large number of instabilities and the great variety of MHD equilibria

makes surveys of equilibria a difficult task; many solutions found stable with

BLOON may be unstable to other modes; on the other hand even higher 3

equilibria may exist which are completely stable to all modes. The twc

parameters, A and a, have not been varied in our stability survey, and the

stability trends published in Ref. 1 may be incorrect for our considerations.

In particular, our emphasis on low I equilibria forced the consideration of

high 3 equilibria, and An and Bateman have recently found that, for

large K, stability trends with A and a are reversed at high 3 relative to

the low 3 scaling. Closer attention should also be given to the current
P

density and safety factor profiles, which, as shown in Ref. 21, have strong
influences on stability.

The reference equilibrium for STARFIRE (A in Fig. 6-4), with A = 3.6,

K = 1,6, d = 0.5, a = 1.4, 3 = 0.067, q = 1.21 and q = 5.12 has a beta in
3. D

accord with the upper limits calculated for the JET device. Bernard and his
(22)

coworkers found 3 = 0,10 was possible with wall stabilization at the JET

values of K = 1.68 and A = 2.37. If 3 « A"1, this would yield 3 = 0.066 for

the STARFIRE value, A = 3.6. The studies in Ref. 22 were limited to monotonic

current profiles, but other work has shown that hollow current profiles are
(23)

stable at 3 > 0.10 in JET, provided a conducting wall surrounds the plasma.

We turn now to a detailed study of the STARFIRE reference equilibrium,

considering a larger class of modes than the interchange and ballooning modes

of this section.

6.2.2 Plasma Stability of the STARFIRE Reference Equilibrium

Two main categories of MHD instability have been considered. In the

first, the instability is driven by the interaction of the plasma pressure

gradient with the magnetic field curvature; these are the interchange and

ballooning modes. These instabilities move and stretch magnetic field lines,

especially in regions of unfavorable curvature, so that some minimum magnetic

field line tension is needed to effect stabilization. These modes therefore

result in an upper limit on beta. The ballooning mode typically is most

unstable at a large toroidal mode number. The other category of instability

is the kink mode, which is driven by plasma electrical currents parallel to the

magnetic field. The kink modes have small toroidal mode number, and they are
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generally the strongest instability, having exponential growth rates y *\» V^/R,

where VA is the poloidal Alfven velocity and R is the major radius. The kink

mode may be stabilized by a conducting wall in close proximity to the plasma

surface, A special case of the kink mode is the n = 0 axisymmetric mode,

which is considered separately.

The equilibrium of the STARFIRE reactor is established by a system

of superconducting equilibrium field (EF) coils located outside the toroidal

field coils. This location for the EF-coils facilitates reactor maintenance

and disassembly, but it makes control of the plasma position and shape diffi-

cult because of the large distance between the coils and the plasma surface.

In STARFIRE, this difficulty is compensated for by having a lower hybrid

current drive system, which reduces the need for an ohmic heating induction

coil. This allows the center bore of the toroidal field coil center post,

normally the exclusive location of the OH-coil, to be used for the placing

of some EF—coils. These inner EF-coils, together with the main outside EF

coils, provide for a good plasma shape. In addition, the rf current drive

provides a plasma current density profile which is maximum near the plasma

boundary, where the outside EF-coils can be most effective at determining the

plasma shape.

Figure 6-5 shows the flux surfaces of the STARFIRE equilibrium. In

the following, these surfaces are labeled from N = 1 on the axis to N = 30

on the boundary. The hollow current density profile is shown in Fig. 6-6,

along with the pressure, safety factor, and poloidal flux profiles.

The BLOON code is used to analyze the local interchange mode and the

ballooning mode. For the interchange mode, two criteria are applied: stability

near the magnetic axis (on-axis stability) is determined by use of the
(24) (251

Yavlinski criterion/ ' and the Mercier criterionv ' is applied off the

magnetic axis. The Euler equation derived from the energy principle in the

limit of large toroidal mode number is used in the ballooning mode analysis

of each of the 30 flux surfaces found for the equilibrium shown in Fig. 6-5.

Generally, the ballooning mode places a lower limit on beta than do the inter-

change modes.
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Figure 6-5. Flux surfaces of STARFIRE equilibrium.

For the STARFIRE equilibrium,the off-axis interchange critical beta is

11.5%, and the on-axis interchange critical beta is 8.7%. These limits lie

well above the STARFIRE design beta of 6.7%.

Figure 6-7 shows the square of the ballooning mode frequency calculated

as a function of flux surface, for several different toroidal magnetic field

magnitudes. When the square of the frequency is negative, it indicates a

growing mode. The effect of the magnetic field is to reduce the mode growth

rate, and when the growth rate is less than 10"1* of the inverse poloidal

Alfven time,the mode is considered to be stabilized.

Figure 6-7 shows that two spatial regions tend to be unstable. The

first is a broad region between the 10th and 20th flux surfaces, and the

other is narrowly peaked around the 27th flux surface at the outside of the

plasma. This latter mode is questionable, for several reasons. First,
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Figure 6-6. Pressure, current density, safety factor and flux surface profiles for the reference
STARFIRE equilibrium.



Figure 6-7. Ballooning mode frequency squared (normalized to the poloidal
Alfven frequency squared) as a function of flux surface, for
several toroidal field magnitudes.

the code assumes that the radial gradient in the current density is small over

the scale of the distance between flux surfaces; clearly from Figs. 6-5 and

6-6, this is not the case and the code results are suspect. Second, radial

corrections to the eigenvalue due to finite toroidal mode number tend to make

this mode stable for reasonable mode numbers. For these reasons, the critical

beta is taken to be the minimum beta necessary for stabilization of the broad

unstable mode appearing around N = 18. This stabilization takes place for

toroidal fields above 5.0 T, corresponding to beta below 8.2%. This is also

well above the 6.7% STARFIRE design level.
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The kink mode analysis is performed using the code ERATO. ' The

Lagrangian

L = SW + 6W - w2 J p|l|2 d3r

including plasma displacements % must be obtained to evaluate the MHD stability,

where u> is the instability frequency, p is the plasma density, 6W is the

plasma potential energy, and 5W is the vacuum potential energy. In the

ERATO code, the displacement is expanded in toroidal eigenmodes E; = £oe * >

where n is the eigenmode number and <j> is the toroidal angle. A matrix eigen-

value equation is obtained by applying a variational principle to the

Lagrangian, and the equation is solved for a given equilibrium by an inverse

vector iteration process using an initial guess for the eigenvalue (mode

growth rate, y) .

The accuracy of the eigenvalue depends on the number of grid points

used by the computer in calculating flux surface quantities and derivatives.

The larger the number of grid points, the more accurate the result but the

more computer time required. The approach adopted here is to evaluate the

eigenvalue for several values of N , the number of flux surfaces derived from

the equilibrium calculations, and note the trend of the eigenvalue as N

is increased and greater accuracy is achieved. Approximately, good convergence

of the eigenvalue requires N > 4nq . For this reason, mode numbers higher

than 3 or 4 cannot be analyzed due to the excessive number of grid points

which must be used.

For the STARFIRE equilibrium, the growth rates of the n = 0,1,2, and 3

modes were examined. In this study, internal kink modes are considered under

the assumption of a fixed plasma boundary shape. Stabilization of these modes

may be achieved by use of a conducting wall surrounding the plasma. While

some modes may be stable without the conducting wall in a circular equi-

librium, all low mode number kinks are unstable when the plasma cross-

section is elongated.

Figure 6-8 shows the calculated growth rate for the n = 0,1,2,3 modes

as a function of the inverse square of N (i.e., the inverse of the number of

grid points). The safety factor on axis, q , is 1.27, which is above the

minimum value required for interchange stability according to the Mercier
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Figure 6-8. Calculated growth rate for the n = 0, 1, 2, 3 modes as a function
of the inverse square of N .

criterion described in the previous section. The growth rate for each mode

is plotted for several r , which is defined as the ratio of the distances
w

from the plasma center to the conducting wall and to the plasma boundary.

For the n = 0 mode, the square of the growth rate, yz, is about 0.1 u^ when

r is infinite, where uiA is the Alfvgn frequency V^/R, and V\. is the poloidal

Alfve"n speed and R is the maj or radius.

The stabilizing effect of the conducting wall can be clearly seen, since

for the n = 0 mode,Y2/u)| drops to 0.02 for r =3.0 and to 0 for r =2.5.

As the mode number n increases, the instability becomes of smaller scale, so

that the induced electrical currents in the wall must be closer to the plasma

in order to effect stabilization. For the n = 1 mode, r must be less than
' w

about 1.15 for stabilization. For larger n, eigenvalue convergence becomes
poorer, but the trend is toward stabilization for r <v 1.1.

w

The pattern of local plasma displacements due to the unstabilized kink

mode is shown in Fig. 6-9 for mode numbers 1 and 3. The pattern of plasma
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motions is that of small-scale vortices in the direction across the flux

surfaces. These displacements can cause rapid radial plasma transport. When

the wall is moved clost. »• nough to the plasma to cause stabilization of the

kink mode, the displacement vectors become very small, and what displacements

remain tend to lie along the flux surface, as shown in Fig. 6-10. These

residual plasma motions cause little cross-field transport.

In conclusion, the calculated critical beta for the interchange and

ballooning modes lies above 8%, well in excess of the 6.7% design value for

STARFIRE; the low-order kink modes — n = 0, 1,2,3 — have been shown to be

stabilized by a close-fitting conducting shell.

The most troublesome MHD instabilities may be the kink modes with

toroidal mode numbers in the range of 4 to 10. These modes, and all higher

modes, lie outside the range amenable to numerical analysis due to their small

siz.* relative to tae nuirarical grid spacing. In addition, the n -*• °° result

of the BLOON calculation may not accurately gauge the stability of large but

finite n modes; Ref. 27 displays a hollow current equilibrium for which the

. . . n • i

• ' . • • ' • • «w • «

• ' .• • • " . • ' • v "

• • • • • • • - • • • • • • / . or

.' 1

Figure 6-10. Plasma displacements for the kink mode with N =
for n = 1, r = 1 . 2 , and 4 = 0°,

w
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r. ̂ 150 mode cannot be analyzed with BLOON. Kinks with large mode nunfoer may

cause only moderately enhanced energy transport due to their fine scale, since

the radial extent of the vortex is approximately proportional to n , while

the minor azimuthal angle of the vortex extent is proportional to n~x. The

intermediate modes may have sufficient extent to cause rapid transport, while

not being amenable to wall stabilization owing to their small scale and dis-

tance from the wall. This difficulty with the kink modes is a characteristic

of hollow current profiles in the STARFIRE case. If kink mode losses are

too severe, the hollowness of the current density profile may need to be

relaxed.

The conducting shell which surrounds the plasma and stabilizes the low

mode number kinks must have toroidal continuity to be effective. In Che

STARFIRE design, these requirements are satisfied by conducting electrical

jumpers between the toroidal segments; of the blanket. This system is

described in Chap. 10.

6.2.3 Plasma Control

6.2.3.1 Introduction

The elongated equilibrium of the STARFIRE reactor is generated by super-

conducting EF-coils exterior to the TF-coils. In this exterior coil system

the equilibrium is sensitive to changes in such plasma properties as the

current density profile or plasma beta, because of the shallow magnetic well

of the EF-coil system. Also, the plasma is unstable to axisymmetric vertical

motions. Unless stabilized, the plasma motions due to these effects can grow

rapidly until the plasma contacts the vacuum chamber wall, and the resulting

plasma-wall interaction is likely to trigger a major disruption of the plasma

current.

For an FF-coil system which closely surrounds the plasma, the plasma may

be intrinsically stable to vertical and radial motions due to the flux-
(28)

conserving nature of the EF-coils. However, coil maintenance and replace-

ability require that linked superconducting coils be avoided, while power

requirements exclude demountable interior copper coils. The conflicting

requirement of stability and maintainability may best be reconciled in a

hybrid system comprising superconducting EF-coils outside the TF-coil and

normal conducting control field (CF) coils inside the TF-coil. The exterior
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coil system carries the total average current necessary to generate the de-

sired plasma equilibrium, but because of the large system inductance, the

current in the exterior coils can be varied only on a fairly long time scale

of several seconds. The fastest time scale for plasma stabilization is limited

by the L/R time of the first wall, so the inner copper coils should at least

be capable of -. ̂acting on that time scale.

The dynamics of the plasma column position are analyzed in the next

section. The currents required in the stabilizing coils to react to given

plasma displacements or parameter changes are estimated using the General
(.29)

Atomic MHD equilibrium code. The resistive and reactive power require-

ments for the control coils are also estimated. While this analysis is based

on a low 8, circular plasma approximation, the results should be adequate

as first order estimates of the control system requirements for STARFIRE.

6.2.3.2 Plasma Horizontal Motion

The equation of horizontal (radial) motion of a toroidal plasma column

of circular cross section is

• •• -1 o n -i —

MR - \ UQIJ (In f + ep + -f- ) - 2lrRIpBv (1)

where M is the total plasma mass 2Tt2Ra2M.n., R is the plasma major radius,

I is the plasma toroidal current, a is the plasma minor radius, M. is the ion

mass, and n is the plasma density. The quantity 6 is given by S = 2uo7/B
2,

where p is the average plasma pressure, B is the poloidal magnetic field, and

i^ is the plasma internal inductance. The vertical field B includes contri-

butions due to the poloidal field colls, B , which is assumed constant in

time during a plasma excursion due to the weak coupling to the plasma current,

as well as the contribution,B ,due to induced currents in a conducting shell

surrounding the plasma, and the contribution, B due to control coils.

For a shift in plasma radial position of X, Eq. (1) can be expanded

about the equilibrium major radius RQ, R = RQ + X, and the minor radius

a = aQ(l + X/2RQ). The resulting expression describes conservation of

toroidal magnetic flux and the expression for BTT becomes B = (B 4- B ) x
V V vO v

(1 - nX/RQ) + Bu> where n is the index of curvature of the externally applied

vertical field which is determined by the locations and currents of the ex-

terior equilibrium field coils.
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From Eq. (1), the radial expansion force is a function of the plasms.

current I , the internal inductance I. and the poloidal beta g . Motion of
p i P

the plasma column may be triggered by changes in these parameters on a time

scale in which the vertical field B is unable to respond. Changes in

y.. or & may be brought on by MHD activity which rapidly changes the profiles

of current density or pressure. Overall changes in I may occur due to minor

disruptions. In order to prevent rapid subsequent loss of plasma equilibrium,

a change in the magnetic fields B and B must occur.

As perturbations to Eq. (1), the following parameter disturbances

are considered:

l±= *io (1 + 6 V V

where the quantities subscripted with a zero are the equilibrium quantities,

and vi is a constant chosen to conserve the poloidal magnetic flux.

For the case of small displacements, X/RQ « 1, Eq. (1) may be linearized

to yield

r = —.^^—^__^_ _ g g C 2)

where

8R £.,,-3
0 . „ . 1 0

Wo

The left-hand term of Eq. (1) is neglected, since it describes motion on the

time scale of the poloidal Alfven time, and only the persisting motion is
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sought in Eq. (2), If there is no conducting wall, the displacement grows

at the poloidal Alfve'n speed when r > 0 or oscillates at the Alfve'n frequency

when T < 0. When a conducting shell is present, the growth rate becomes the

resistive time constant of the wall. Thus, it is important to have a conducting

wall and to design the reactor to have r < 0 for stability. In the STARFIRE

design, these conditions are maintained by making the vacuum chamber wall and

the neutron multiplier behind the first wall into toroidal.ly continuous con-

ductors of low electrical resistance, and by providing vacuum vertical field

of the proper curvature.

6.2.3.3 Vertical Motion

The horizontal motion of a plasma column is stable if r < 0 is satisfied.

However, the vertical motion is unstable when the curvature index of the

vertical field is negative, as it must be for an elongated plasma. The growth

rate for this instability is also of the order of the poloidal Alfve'n time,

if no conducting shell exists to slow the mot ion„

The equation of motion of the plasma column for a vertical displacement Z

may be given by

Mz = 2irRoIpBr, (3)

where B is the radial component of the magnetic field due to the equilibrium

coils,

B =* -nzB /R ,
vr v0' Q '

plus the radial field due to image currents flowing in an inductive first wall

of minor radius r ,
u'

B ? -T zp I /2irr2 ,u u o o u '

where T = 1/2 a\i d r is the 1,/R time constant of the wall and d is the
u u u u u

thickness of the wall, assumed small in comparison to the plasma minor

radius. For the persisting mode, Eq. (3) reduces to

• + z X. = c _! f w

u u
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where

B is the radial component of a magnetic field disturbance, and bo is the
d
dimension of the plasma in the z-direction.

The solution to Eq. (4) is

f (1 e ) (5)

for a ".tep-function disturbance. The growth rate of the motion is

R 2

T = 4" <—> * • (6)

nA r u
0 u

which, for STARFIRE parameters (n ̂  -0.5, A = 5) is about four times the first

wall time constant of 300 ms. Because the vertical displacement is unstable

even if the initial disturbance is small, feedback control of every disturbance

must be made on a time scale of about T or shorter, in order to limit the

displacement to a small fraction of the plasma minor radius.

6.2.3.4 Equilibrium Calculations

The temporal behavior of the gross plasma motions has been analyzed in

che previous sections to determine the stability of the plasma and the time

response required of the feedback system. In this section, the efficiency

of a particular design for the correcting coil locations is analyzed, and the

magnitude of the required feedback currents is determined.

The method used is to first obtain a base plasma equilibrium using only

the poloidal field coils which are located outside the toroidal field coil

en'.'elope, assuming the desired plasma current, 0 , and current density pro-

file, using the MHD equilibrium code (see Fig. 6-5). This determines the

poloidal coil currents, which are assumed to be constant over the time scale

of plasma motions. Then, a sudden change in the plasma parameters is postu-

lated in order to model minor disruptions (plasma current 61 ) or MHD activity

(current density profile or 63 ) • These changes, in general, lei J. to poorly

centered and badly shaped flux configurations, which can lead to loss of

plasma confinement and a major plasma disruption. Currents are then placed
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at the locations of the four correction coils. These locations are constrained

by engineering and design requirements.

The equilibrium for an increase of plasma currents by 61 /I = 0.05 is

shown in Fig. 6-ll(a). The ratio of the radial displacement X to the minor

radius a is X/aQ = 0.13, or about that obtained from Eq, (2). Figure 6-ll(b)

shows the equilibrium pulled back by the control coils, which requires a total

of about 3 MA turns, The magnetic well due to the EF-coils is quite shallow

in the radial direction due to the large separation of the coils from the

plasma. The elongation of the controlled equilibrium decreases due to the

change in the vertical field curvature; thus, the equilibrium change due to

plasma current decrease may, even if controlled, result in an equilibrium

configuration with reduced critical beta. However, if the equilibrium is

uncontrolled, a major disruption is a likely consequence due to the strong

interaction between the plasma and the first wall.

0.57 MA - 1.0 MA

la)

JL= 12.7%
a

0.57 MA - 1.0 MA

PI

Figure 6-11. (a) shifted equilibrium due to increase in plasma current of 5%
and (b) corrected equilibrium.
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Far the STARFIRE hollow current equilibrium, free energy exists for a

collapse to a flat or peaked current profile. Under some conditions, then,

the hollow current system may not be stable, and rapid filling of the profile

may occur. This abruptly changes the internal inductance I., resulting in

a shift in major radius. Figure 6-12(a) shows the equilibrium shift that

can be expected from a change in current profile from that of Fig. 6-12(c)

to that of Fig. 6-12(d) (62.. = 0.2). The resultant major radius shift is

X/a = 0.06, and the total control coil current is about 2.2 MA.

When the expansion force decreases or the vertical field increases, the

equilibrium shifts in the inward direction. Figure 6-13(a) shows the

equilibrium when 61 /I = 0.1. Since the plasma moves against a stronger

vacuum vertical field generated by the EF-coils on the midplane at small

major radius, the displacement is much smaller than the corresponding outward

shift. The total current requirements for the control coils is less than

0.5 MA.

Vertical displacements are difficult to model in this manner because the

iterative equilibrium calculation does not converge. In order to obtain

convergence, first the gross up-down symmetry must be generated by adjusting

the currents of the control coils; and second, the rapid movement of the

equilibrium must be suppressed by fixing the flux at positions near the

plasma. This second restriction can be relaxed as the plasma equilibrium

converges.

The converged equilibria shown in Fig. 6-14 are obtained by this scheme.

Off-midplane equilibria with vertical displacements as large as z/b. — 0.14 can

be maintained with a control coil current total of 1.1 MA; of course, the

plasma elongation and cross-sectional area must be considerably reduced.

The total current required to feedback stabilize the shifted equilibrium

is shown in Fig. 6-15 as a function of relative displacement. Total current

requirements for vertical shifts is less than that for expected horizontal

motions.
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Figure 6-12. (a) Shifted equilibrium due to change in current density pro-
file, (b) corrected equilibrium, (c) normal hollow current
density profile, and (d) current density profile for cases
(a) and (b).
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Figure 6-13. (a) Shifted equilibrium due to a decrease in plasma current of 10%,
and (b) restored equilibrium.
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Figure 6-14. Examples of off-midplane equilibria.
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Figure 6-15. Required coil current versus vertical displacement.

6.2.3.5 Power Requirements

Sine the currents required for the control field coils have been calcu-

lated ana the geometry of the coils is known, the power supply for plasma

control can be specified. The time constant for increasing the control field

coil current to the required value is the resistive L/R time of the first

wall, x . Then the power required is

P =
c c

where L , R , and are the inductance, resistance, and current, re-

spectively, of the c'th control coil, and mutual inductances are neglected. The

coils are made such that the resistive term is negligible compared to the

inductive term. Then the peak (inductive) power is inversely proportional

to the first wall time constant. The average dissipative power can be reduced

to acceptable levels (2 MH) by designing the coils with sufficiently low

resistances. For the design values, the peak inductive power is 33 MW and

the total stored energy is 10 MJ.
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6.3 BURN CYCLE

6.3.1 Startup

Because STARFIRE is a steady state device, its burn cvcle differs sub-

stantially from pulsed reactor designs. In particular, the startup and

shutdown phases appear to be much easier than for pulsed operation,, in

terms of the plasma driving system requirements. This is basically due to

the lack of any time limitations for the startup or shutdown; these can be

as long as necessary to minimize power supply and heating requirements. Also,

because of the lower hybrid current drive, there is no particular concern

about volt-secoud losses during startup. In contrast to pulsed operation,

which typically requires a lar̂ -? and expensive power supply system (e.g.,

see Ref. 31), STARFIRE requires far more modest supplies. No electrical

storage is needed because the power requirements are low enough to be taken

directly from the grid.

The startup and shutdown phases of the STARFIRE burn cycle have been

analyzed using a profile-averaged time dependent code coupled to a magneto-

hydrodynamic code (see Ref. 32), A model for computing the plasma current

as a function of ohmic heating (OH), equilibrium field (EF) coil voltages,

and lower hybrid rf power is included. The plasma burn cycle code solves

particle balance equations for each constituent plasma species [deuterium-

tritium (DT) , helium, and wall sputtered and high-Z impurities] and solves

energy balance equations for the ions and electrons. Plasma heating by alpha-

particle and rf drive is treated. Radiative (bremsstrahlung, line, recombi-

nation) and transport losses are treated, the former with a coronal equi-

librium model, and the latter with an empirical electron and neoclassical

ion confinement model. The plasma MHD equilibrium code solves the Grad-

Shafranov and pressure balance equations for the two-dimensional flux function.

The coupled dynamics of the plasma, poloidal coils, rf system, and the power

supply system are modeled by the four mesh equivalent circuit shown in Fig.

6-16, Both the OH and EF coil .systems are represented as a single equivalent

inductance, and the plasma is represented as a series combination of inductance
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OH

RP VP

Figure 6-16. Plasma current drive model.

and resistance, both of which vary with time. The rf current drive is

represented as a con.trolJ.ed current source in the plasma loop. The coupled

system of Fig. 6-16 is described by the following set of equations:

dlnu dl
L _2i _ M _ E
OH dt OH,p dt V,OH

d l .
V

P " " dT ( L
P V + MOH,P "dT SF.P dt

V
T - _ E + T

p R + iRF
P

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

The required current, IF1T» needed to maintain MHD equilibrium is a function
of I and 3 and is determined by these quantities as the plasma evolves
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through a sequence of equilibria during the burn cycle. The plasma re-

sistance, R , is computed at every time step using the neoclassical Spi

resistivity. The rf current, ]L , is computed as a function of rf power

P_._, accordinj

in Sec, 7.4):

sistance, R , is computed at every time step using the neoclassical Spitzer

Pn , according to the following algorithm (whose derivation is discussedRF

V - ° • Te

8.2 x 10"19 — (1 + 0.16 /T)
e

Te

1.35 x 10-19 ^ (2.4 _ ^ 16 T d.4/aT - 1)

T e

6.2

where N and T are the average values of electron density and temperature

respectively. All units are MKS except temperature which is in keV. The

temperature profile factor a (see Sec. 7.1) is given by

aT = 1.5 - 0.07 T e (12)

A number of possible burn cycle scenarios were developed for STARFIRE

in the course of the study; the selected reference burn cycle is typical.

The startup phase of the reference STARFIRE bum cycle is shown in Figs. 6-17

through 6-21. The plasma burn cycle starts when the previously evacuated

torus is filled with fresh DT gas. The initial tritium fraction of this gas

is 4%, i.e., the gas is 96% D. Five MW of electron cyclotron resonance heating

(ECRH) power is then applied to the plasma through a series of waveguides built

into the first wall. The ECRH breaks down the fill gas to an ionized plasma

at several hundred eV temperature in 10 ms (see Sec. 6.3.4 for a complete

description of the plasma initiation process). Next, the previously reverse-

biased OH coil is discharged through a dump resistor circuit. This circuit

(see Chap. 15) is designed to keep the OH voltage approximately constant

during the discharge, to minimize the EF voltage requirements. The OH coil

is completely discharged in about 14 seconds; it is then disconnected from

the dump resistor circuit and has no further role in the burn cvcle. The OH
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Figure 6-17. Plasma temperature, DT density, beta, and tritium
fraction during the startup period.
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Figure 6-18. Plasma current and fusion power during startup.
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Figure 6 - 2 1 . OE and EF waveforms during the s t a r t u p pe r iod .

coil suppUes about 25 V-s to the plasma. The coil consists of a few turns

located in che center of the torus and is used only to achieve an initial plasma

current of % 2 MA. If it proved possible to induce current immediately, i.e.,

at low temperatures, with the rf system, then even this small coil could be

eliminated.

During this "ohmic heating" period, a variable amount of rf power is

applied to the plasma, first with the ECRH system, for about the first three

seconds, and thereafter with the lower hybrid system (this is shown as a

single rf power in Fig. 6-19). For about the first half of the OH period,

the rf power is varied so as to gradually heat the plasma to a temperature of

•\» 1.4 keV where the lower hybrid waves can begin inducing current. The

rf power is then linearly increased up to about half of the full power and

kept constant for -\. 250 seconds. During this 250 s period, which can be

described as the main current inducement period, the plasma temperature

is »-eld constant at ^ 6 keV, and the rf drive induces its share of the

plasma current. This share consists of the total volt seconds needed by the
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plasma minus the contribution of the OH coil and minus the expected contribu-

tion of the EF coil. During thxt. period,the plasma density is held constant

to a low value of about 10% of the maximum value. This combination of low

density and moderate temperature minimizes the current inducement time and

hence the supplied rf energy, according to the algorithm of Eq. (11). It should

be noted, however, that this is not a serious restriction since there would

be little problem in operating with a higher density and extending this phase,

if necessary.

The next phase of the startup is the main plasma heating phase. At the

start of this phase the rf power is brought up to the full 90 MW level. This

is done in 15 seconds (and not faster) to provide for a reasonable power load

change from the grid. The plasma DT density is also brought up to full value,

in "v* 200 s, but a 4% tritium fraction is still maintained. The reason for

using this level of tritium is to have some fusion power, to aid in heating

the plasma, but to not have enough to thermally stress the first wall, blanket,

steam generators and turbir.es. The combination of rf power, and the a-heating

power from fusion serve to heat the plasma to near full temperatures. There-

fore, at the end of this phase, the plasma is at full density, current and

approximately at full temperature.

The last and longest phase of the startup period is the fusion power

ramp phase. During this phase the tritium fraction is increased from 4%

to 50% in ̂  17 minutes, in such a way as to linearly increase the fusion power

to the full 3510 MW level. The fusion power scales with the tritium frac-

tion, P, as P ^ P(l-P) and so for a desired linear increase in fusion power

the tritium fraction is changed as per this relation. Control of the tritium

fraction is done by increasing the tritium content of the fueling stream.

The slight deviation of the fusion power from a linear ramp shown in Fig. 6-18,

is due to the variations in ion temperature. The duration of this phase is

set at 17 minutes to meet the requirement of a 5% per minute increase in

fusion power. If needed, this rate could easily be made faster or slower

by changing the rate of increase of the tritium fraction.

In order to provide for a thermal equilibrium during the fusion ramp

phase, and the subsequent burn period, iodine atoms are slowly added to the

plasma, as shown in Fig. 6-20. Th= iodine serves to increase the X-ray
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power loss of the plasma, and hence, to radiate most of the a-heating power.

The iodine is added according to a simple control algorithm intended to

maintain a constant value of B = 0.067. About 0.1% of iodine must eventually

be added. The general subject of plasma thermal stabilization with iodine,

or other high-Z material, is discussed more fully in Sec. 6.3.3. As shown in

Fig, 6-17, 6 is held fairly constant by the control algorithm; the fine varia-

tions in B are due to the changes in the ion and electron temperature, and

the buildup of helium, as the plasma evolves through a series of slightly

different thermal equilibria.

During the startup period, the EF current is monotonically increased in

order to keep the plasma in MHD equilibrium. The EF current and EF voltage

required during the startup are shown in Fig. 6-21. The maximum reactive

power of the EF power supply is set during the startup and is given by

pREACTIVE = . x X

This is only about 20% of the estimated value that would be needed if STARFIRE

were operated in a pulsed mode. The maximum draw of power from the grid is

determined by the sum of rf and EF instantaneous powers as shown in Fig. 6-19.

For a value of 150 MW cf rf input power (for 90 MW output) and assuming a 95%

conversion efficiency for the EF supply, the maximum power from the grid is

about 250 MW, a reasonable value. If necessary, the EF nower peak at ^ 400 s

could be reduced by resorting to a non-linear ramp of the fuel density.

6.3.2 Shutdown

6.3.2.1 Normal Shutdown

Two basic types of shutdown are envisioned for STARFIRE, a "normal"

shutdown used once or twice a year to routinely shur the plant down, and an

"emergency" shutdown used in accident or other non-routine situations.

Like the startup period, the normal shutdown phase of STARFIRE is not

restricted by time limitations. The reference shutdown scenario is divided

into two parts, fusion ramp down and current ramp down. The fusion ramp down

phase is essentially the reverse of the last phase of the startup, i.e., the

fusion ramp up phase. For shutdown, the fusion power is reduced9 at a 5% per

minute rate, by reducing the plasma tritium fraction from 50% to 4%. At the
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same time the iodine concentration is reduced to zero to keep the plasma in

thermal equilibrium. At the end of this first phase of the shutdown the

plasma is in the state shown at the start of Figs. 6-22 and 6-23 which illus-

trates the second and final phase of the shutdown. During this phase, the

DT density (not shown) is held constant at its full value, but with a 4%

tritium fraction. The lower hybrid rf power is ramped down linearly from

90 MW to 10 MW. This causes the plasma to cool and the remaining fusion power

to fall off. The plasma current also falls, for two reasons; it decays re-

sistively because of the reduction in rf drive, and secondly, because of the

transformer action of the EF coil as the EF current is reduced. Towards the

end of the shutdown, the rf power is held to a small level to keep the plasma

from extinguishing too abruptly. Finally, the rf power is terminated and the

plasma is extinguished.

During the shutdown period energy is extracted from the EF coil and

fed back to the grid as shown. The maximum value of this power is (-) 70 MW

as shown. The EF power supply requirements for the shutdown are less than

for the startup; the same supply is therefore used for both periods.

6.3.2.2 Emergency Shutdown

As discussed above, the normal shutdown period for STARFIRE takes about

25 minutes and would be done once or twice a year, for the normal maintenance

period. A faster shutdown capability is needed for emergency conditions,

such as loss of coolant, turbine trips, etc. Several types of emergency shut-

down scenarios have been developed for STARFIRE; these are summarized in

Table 6-4.

One way of shutting down the plasma is to induce a plasma disruption.

During a disruption the plasma extinguishes completely in a fraction of a

second, so the fusion power is essentially stopped immediately. A disruption

can be initiated by injecting excess high-Z material (iodine, etc.) into the

plasma. This can be done with the normal high-Z gas injection system. The

addition of as little as 1 mg of excess iodine would more than double the

iodine content of the plasma and should cause an immediate disruption. The

time needed for this type of shutdown should, therefore, be limited by the time

needed to detect an emergency condition and initiate a shutdown command.
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Figure 6-22. Fusion power, ion temperature and plasma current during
the last phase of the normal shutdown period.
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Figure 6-23. RF and EF powers and EF current during the last phase
of the normal shutdown period.
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Table 6-4. STARFIRE Shutdown Scenarios

Type of
Shutdown Purpo<- z

Time for
Complete Shutdown Method

Normax Reduce fusion power slowly 1450 s
Shutdown for normal shutdown

Abrupt Emergency shutdown - stop < 100 ms
Shutdown power immediately

Rapid Emergency shutdown - 2.5 s
Shutdown reduce power quickly

Ablative Occurs automatically ^ 0.5 s
Induced if small hot spot
Shutdown develops

Reduce tritium
fraction

Induce a plasma
disruption by in-
jection of excess
high-Z material

Terminate refuel-
ing and rf power

Ablating beryllium
causes plasma to
cool and disrupt

STARFIRE is designed to take ,: large number of plasma disruptions each year

with no damage except for the ablation of a small amount of beryllium coating

on the f i rs t wall. However, frequent occurrence or induction of plasma dis-

ruptions is undesirable. Therefore, exercising the option of emergency shut-

down by inducing a plasma disruption is limited only to those crit ical failures

in the system that require instantaneous shutdown.

An alternate emergency shutdown, labeled as a "rap'd" shutdown in Table

6-4 was also developed. This type of shutdown also involves a disruption

except that most of the plasma energy is dissipated prior to the disruption.

This type of shutdown might be used for a less crit ical situation where i t

was s t i l l desired to shut the plasma quickly.

The rapid shutdown scenario is shown in Figs. 6-24 through 6-26. The

shutdown is controlled through the lower hybrid system and the refueling sys-

tem. Shutdown is initiated by turning off the rf power in about 0.6 s, as

shown. At the same time, both the DT refueling and iodine injection are

stopped. The DT density then falls off because of both burnup by fusion and

pumping by the limiter vacuum system. The fusion power falls off accordingly

as . The plasma ion and electron temperatures do not fall at f i rs t ,
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Figure 6-24. Plasma parameters during a rapid shutdown.
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Figure 6-25. Plasma parameters during a rapid shutdown (continued)
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Figure 6-26. Plasma power balance terms during a rapid shutdown.

because there is still an approximate power balance between alpha and rf

heating, and radiation and transport losses. At about 1.5 seconds into the

shutdown, however, radiation starts to increase substantially and T. and T

fall rapidly. Because of the characteristicf of the line and recombination

radiation from iodine (or other high-Z material), radiation losses increase

rapidly with falling temperatures, in spite of the decrease in the electron

density and the iodine density (not shown) . Eventually the point is reached,

at 2.5 seconds, when the EF current cannot be reduced fast enough to keep

the plasma in MHD equilibria. At that point the plasma is driven into the

inner wall and disrupts. The purpose of reducing the power output of the

rf system (in stages) is to extend the time until disruption to 2.5 seconds;

if this were not done the disruption would occur sooner. The key difference

between this type of shutdown and the "abrupt" shutdown is that the plasma

thermal energy, U , is reduced to 20% of its full value by the time the dis-

ruption occurs. Also, the plasma magnetic energy, which scales as ^ I 2, is

reduced to "v 60% of full value. However, it is not clear at this time
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whether this soft disruption type shutdown really is needed, i.e., whether

the abrupt type of shutdown might just as well be used.

The requirements on the EF system, for the rapid shutdown, are shown

in Fig. 6-25. Since the EF coil stores 10 GJ at full current, a large

amount of power is involved in reducing the EF current in 2.5 seconds. As

discussed in Chap, 15, a variable dump resistor/interrupting switch system

is used to reduce I in a controlled manner during a rapid shutdown. This
EF

is a fairly cheap system, because it uses a mechanical switch instead of

a longer lifetime, more expensive solid state switch. This can be done

because of the very infrequent use of this system. The dump resistor sys-

tem is designed for a nominal rating of 10 GW. When the power reaches

approximately this level the resistance is not increased any further. I

is then larger than required for MHD equilibrium and the plasma disrupts

(at 2.5 s)«,

The third type of shutdown has been called an "ablative induced shut-

down." As its name implies, this shutdown is not induced by external control

but occurs naturally as a result of the ablation of Be coating from the first

wall or limiter. This type of shutdown was studied by inputting different

rates of Be ablation into the plasma dynamic code. The ablation rates studied

correspond to various degrees of hot spot formation on the first wall. It

was found that if as little as 1022 Be atoms per second ablate into the

plasma, this will cause a disruption in a maximum of 0.7 seconds, even if

nothing else is done to terminate the plasma. This shutdown is shown in

Fig. 6-27 for this value of ablation rate. An ablation rate of 1022 s"1 corres-

ponds to as little as 1% of the wall area increasing in temperature by about

500°C (see Chap, 10) . The mechanism for this shutdown is that the incoming

Pe cools the plasma, not by radiation, but simply by diluting the plasma with

excels ions and electrons. The rapid decrease in electron temperature then

causes the radiation power to increase which, in turn, further decreases T

and so forth. At about 0.7 seconds, the plasma extinguishes abruptly. In this

simulation the EF cuirent was allowed to decrease as fast as necessary to accommo-

date the falling plasma pressure. Since this could not be done in actuality,

the plasma would actually terminate sooner. Therefore, the value of 0.7

seconds represents an upper limit to the shutdown time. The plasma also

terminates sooner for higher Be ablation rates. These results tend
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Figure 6-27. Plasma parameters during beryllium ablation
shutdown.

to confirm the general safety feature of fusion; any accident serious enough

to affect the first wall will almost immediately shut the plasma down before

there is any major damage to the first wall. This would include water leaks

or virtually any introduction of foreign material into the plasma.

6.3.3 Burn Phase

6.3.3.1 General Features

The normal burn phase of STARFIRE lasts on the order of six months,

the exact time depending on the need to shut the plant down for maintenance.

The plasma current is driven in steady state by the lower hybrid rf system.

Impurities in the plasma, specifically the helium from fusion and beryllium

from sputtering of the boundary, are held to values of 14% and ^ h%,

respectively, by the impurity control system (see Chap. 8).
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During Che burn phase the current in the main set of EF coils is kept

constant, to provide for the basic MHD equilibrium. Vertical and horizontal

motions of the plasma are stabilized by feedback control of the current in

the inner, CF coils. These coils also serve to stabilise against, plasma

disruptions. The CF coils are driven by a 33 MW solid state power supply

operating out of a small capacitor bank. The plasma is also stabilized by

means of eddy currents set up in the conducting path composed of the first

wall plus jumper cables.

During the burn phase, the STARFIRE plasma is operated in an "enhanced

radiation mode" whereby iodine atoms are fed into the plasma to enhance X-ray

radiation. This has two purposes: to control the plasma thermal equilibrium,

and to radiate most of the ct-heating and rf energy from the plasma to the

first wall, thereby minimizing the transport power to the limiter.

The basic thermal equilibrium of the plasma can be developed with a simple

global power balance as follows; the plasma can be divided into a core region,

where almost all of the fusion reactions are taking place, and an edge region

between the core and the boundary. The power balance for the core can be

written as:

p + p , = p;r-= + p c o ^ e d3)

a rf TR rad

where P i s the a-heating power to the plasma, P i s the lower hybrid rf

power, P i s the heat transport loss power from the core to the edge
TK

region, and P i s the core rad ia t ion lo s s . For STARFIRE, P = 703 MW
IT a Q Q,

and P = 90 MW. The total heating power is therefore about 800 MW. At

equilibrium this must be balanced by transport and radiation losses as per

Eq. (13). The transport power is given by:
U U.

core = _e __i
TR T T.

e I

where U and U. are the kinet ic energies of the e lect rons and ions, r e -

spect ively, and x and T. are the energy containment times. The k ine t i c

energies for STARFIRE are:

U = 432 MJe

U. = 488 MJ .
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The containment times can be estimated using the common prescription

of empirical scaling for the electrons and one-third neoclassical for the ions.

This gives for T :

T = 5 x 10"21 N ¥2 = 3.6 s
e e

where N = 1.18 x 10 2 0 m~3 and "a2 = <a2 where K = 1.6 and a = 1.9 m- For
e

ions, usi\g the banana regime coefficient as defined in Ref. 32, one obtains

T. = 10 s. The core transport power is then:

p£°re = 170 MW

Therefore, for a power balance, the core radiation power, from Eq. (13)

would have to be: P1' , = 623 MW. Normally the core radiation would be

almost entirely from bremsstrahlung and would typically be less than 100 MW.

Therefore, a STARFIRE-like plasma would not be in thermal equilibrium. By

adding a high-Z material to the plasma, the radiation can be enhanced and

the plasma brought into thermal equilibrium. A suitably chosen high-Z itom

will be only partially stripped, even in the plasma center. It will, .here-

fore, enhance the line and recombination radiation through electron capture

and release as well as enhancing bremsstrahlung through electron acceleration

in the presence of highly charged ions. It should be noted that a power

balance could possibly be achieved by enhancing the transport power by such

means as ripple coils. However, this might have the undesired effect, for

STARFIRE, of increasing the heat load to the limiter, unless excess transport

power could be radiated away at the plasma edge.

For the edge region, the power balance can be written as:

core = lim edge
TR TR k rad ex misc; K }

where the left-hand term is the heat transport from the core to the edge

region, P is the heat transport power to the limiter, and the three terms
IK

in brackets are respectively the radiation power from the edge, the charge

exchange loss power, and a miscellaneous term associated with the ionization

of recycling neutrals. Based on estimates of the charge exchange flux,

and average ^dge temperature, as discussed in Sec. 8.2.6.1, the charge exchange

power would be about 50 MW. However, this value, as well as the other loss
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terms are somewhat uncertain. In general the transport power to the limiter

will be some fraction y» of the transport power to the edge, viz:

Urn = core ( 1 5 )

TR Y TR

For the STARFIRE reference case we have used an estimated value of y = 0.5,

i . e . , half the power to the edge region will be transported to the limiter.

This gives about 90 MW of transport power to the limiter.

The high-Z material used for enhanced radiation should ideally have

the following characteristics: (1) i t should enhance the radiation throughout

the discharge and particularly in the center, (2) the amount needed should

not significantly increase the plasma pressure (and hence increase 6) , and

(3) i ts chemistry should be compatible with the reactor boundaries, the

vacuum system and the tritium processing system. Based on these criteria,

we have evaluated several candidate elements. It appears that elements with

atomic number Z < 18, i . e . , argon and below do not radiate enough energy for

reasonable impurity ion concentrations. Feasible elements are in the general

range of Kr to Xe, i . e . , Z = 36-54. The noble ^ases are, of course, ideal from

the chemical interaction standpoint. On the basis of radioactive isotope con-

siderations, iodine is a somewhat better choice than xenon, and has been se-

lected as the reference, "high-Z" material for STARFIRE. However, xenon,

krypton and possibly other elements are feasible backup choices. Based

on the burn cycle calculations discussed earlier, an amount of iodine equal

to about 0.1% of the DT density is needed in STARFIRE. This value of iodine

concentration i s , of course, somewhat uncertain because of uncertainties

in the various models used; however, any concentration in this order of

magnitude is small enough to be acceptable.

The aforementioned burn cycle calculations used fixed plasma profiles

with averaging done over the profiles. Further 1-D studies of the enhanced

radiation mode of operation were performed, and are described in the next

section.
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6.3.3.2 1-D Code Studies of STARFIRE Burn Phase

In order to further analyze the feasibility of the enhanced radiation

mode of operation, a simulation of the main phase of the STARFIRE burn cycle

was undertaken with the one-dimensional, time-dependent plasma transport code

WHIST. This code has been developed over the past several years by teams at
(33)

Oak Ridge National Laboratory and elsewhere. Because of its ability to

provide a detailed treatment of radially dependent processes such as radiation,

transport, ana refueling, WHIST constitutes a very useful tool for the analysis

of tokamak discharges. For various choices of plasma transport laws, it ad-

vances the particle and energy diffusion equations in time using a conservative

spatial differencing scheme and an implicit time treatment which ensures
(34)

numerical stability. Because of a number of differences between WHIST

and the codes used to generate the STARFIRE reference design (e.g., the treat-

ment of non-circularity and impurity control), we do not seek an exact match

of plasma parameters, but rather a general confirmation of the enhanced

radiation mode concept.

The problems considered here concern only the main part of the burn,

so that the full current, densities, and temperatures are assumed to be

present initially. The D, T, and a species, the electron and ion tempera-

tures, and the current are allowed to diffuse according to a combination

of Alcator, magnetic ripple, and neoclassical transport laws. The transport

coefficients are given, more specifically by:

(a) Empirical expressions for the electron heat conductivity (y ) and

diagonal particle diffusion coefficients (D) ,

Xe = (5 x 10
19 m-ls-l)/ne ,

D " 1 Xe ;

(b) The ripple-trapping contribution to the ion heat conductivity '

(the banana-drift contribution is negligible in the STARFIRE

discharge), and

(c) Neoclassical expressions appropriate to the banana-plateau
(37)

regime, with each neoclassical transport coefficient modi-

fied by an overall factor of three.
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Virtually all of the plasma heating is provided by a energy deposition,

taken to be instantaneous, and the rf source; ohmic heating contributes

less than a percent. The rf heating is modeled by a source term in the

electron energy equation given in Ref. 2:

, L n . n 2 / m c 2 \ / n \

P _ 3 e V | n A e [--£—) in (-M , (16)rf 5(2O 3 / 2
E
2 ni1/2 fT \ 2n2T / V n2 '
0 e e 1 e

with the parallel indices of refraction n\ = 1.86 and nj = 1.40. This source

term is added at spatial mesh points beginning with the J.imiter and extending

inward until 90 MW have been deposited in the plasma.

While gas puffing has proved to be an effective refueling mechanism in

present day experiments, no simple and successful 1-D transport model is now

available. WHIST provides a gas-puffing option, but if it is used to refuel

STARFIRE, the fuel accumulates at the edge and execution times increase

exorbitantly. For the purposes of this study, therefore, the decision

was made to postulate refueling profiles (source terms in the D and T density

equations) which, in combination with particle diffusion processes,, give

rise to the design density profiles. The value of the source at each spatial

point was adjusted at fixed time intervals (typically 15 or 20 ms) via feed-

back from the actual density at that point.

A trace iodine species was added for purposes of producing enhanced

radiation. In principle, the iodine belongs in the list of diffusing species,

but since its source profile is no better understood than that of the fuel,

a simplified approach was adopted; this was that the iodine profile was taken

to be identical to the deuterium profile and its height was adjusted so that

the average electron temperature remained at its design value. Since various

averages can be defined, it should be remarked that, for the purposes of

this analysis, this average was two-thirds of the average kinetic energy

per electron, or

a a
T = / rn (r)T (r)dr [ j rn (r)dr]"1 ,

which is Tg = 19.5 keV for the STARFIRE design. (In interpreting these

integrals, one should note that WHIST accounts for the plasma elongation
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by introducing effective concentric circular cross sections, but it does not

account for the shift and compression of flux surfaces.)

The initial state of the plasma was taken to have the reference design

fuel and temperature profiles, an iodine concentration of 0.17% relative to

IU + n , a parabolic current profile, and a guess for the a profile (bell-

shaped, with an average density of 0.95 x 1019 m"3) . After the first few

hundred milliseconds, both the fuel profiles and the average electron tempera-

ture remained steady. The iodine concentration necessary to enforce the

desired T was 1.65 x 1017 m"3, or 0.20% of the fuel density. The average

ion temperature, defined as in the equation above with n. in place of n ,

decreased during the first second by 10% from its initial value of 27.4 keV,

and then rose over a period of several seconds to a constant final value of

26.6 keV. The temperature profiles also changed rapidly during the first

second, developing points of inflection and becoming hotter in the center and

cooler at the edge. After approximately 10 s, they stabilized to the shapes

indicated in Fig. 6-28. Note that both the final T (r) and the final T^r)

are practically flat from the magnetic axis out to about 0.4 m (T is hollow

by about 0.1%); each then exhibits a nearly constant downward gradient out

to the scrapeoff region. The slight increase in the local electron tempera-

ture at r = 1.35 m corresponds to the innermost penetration of the rf heating,

where the rf power density is a maximum. The fusion power developed with both

the initial temperature profiles and the final profiles is very similar, and

is within 10% of the STARFIRE reference value.

Figure 6-29 indicates the calculated, steady-state refueling profiles

for both D and T. The differences, which arise from the small fraction of

DD reactions and the mass dependence of the neoclassical transport coefficients,

are practically negligible. It is of interest that the profiles are peaked

much more strongly at the edge than at the center.

The steady-state power balance figures for this discharge are shown

in Table 6-5. Overall, radiation accounts for 85% of the power loss, and atomic

radiation from iodine exceeds bremsstrahlung and cyclotron radiation by a

factor of 3, in justification of the enhanced radiation concept. The power

balance split is plotted as a function of position in Fig. 6-30. Note that

transport losses are peaked in the region where the rf power is deposited;

the rf power is transported to adjacent regions which therefore show

transport gains.
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0.4 1.6 2.0
r, m

Figure 6-28. 1-D code results for steady-state T (r) and T.(r). Also shown
are design profiles. In this figure and in Figs. 6-29 and 6-30,
r is the distance from the magnetic axis (taken to be centered)
in the horizontal plane.

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0
r, m

Figure 6-29. 1-D code results: steady-state refueling profiles.
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Table 6.5 Steady State Power Balance from
WHIST Code Results. Units are MW.

a heating

rf heating

Ohmic heating

Temperature equilibration

Radiation (bremsstrahlung
and cyclotron)

Radiation (atomic)

Transport

Electrons

434

90

1

183

-152

-473

-83

Ions

212

—

—

-183

—

—

-?<5

- 3

- 4

RADIATION

TRANSPORT

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0
r, m

Figure 6-30. 1-D code r e s u l t s : s teady-s ta te power balance p rof i l e s .
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The existence and properties of the steady state depend strongly on the

toroidal field ripple. The case just discussed pertained to a nominal peak-

to-average ripple of 1.5% at the edge and 0.3% at the center^ with 12 TF coils.

These ripple values are considered nominal in the sense that the theory yielding

the ripple-trapping ion conductivity J > assumes concentric, circular zero-

order flux surfaces, which differ appreciably from the STARFIRE flux surfaces.

Thus one would probably not be justified in taking l i terally the ripple values;

the WHIST results, however, should give the correct trends.

To test the sensitivity to ripple, runs were made with several values of

the edge ripple, keeping 12 TF coils and a fixed edge-to-center ratio of 5,,

With 4% edge ripple, the average ion temperature dropped by at least 50%, giving

conditions inappropriate to a reactor like STARFIRE. When the ripple was de-

creased to 2.3%, however, a steady burn resulted with a fusion power equal

to about 90% of t^at in the case discussed above but also with 50% more

transport: power. A further decrease of the ripple to 1.1% led to conditions

suggesting a thermal runaway. The possibility of exploiting the high sensi-

tivity to ripple as a burn control mechanism has been discussed by Petrie and

Rawls.(38>-

To test the sensitivity to the iodine density profile, a number of runs

were made using different profiles, generally more peaked toward the center

than in the case discussed. It was found that more peaked iodine profiles

also result in acceptable enhanced radiation equilibria with the ion and

electron temperature becoming lower in the center and higher at the edge

than those shown in Fig. 6-28, In general, i t appears that a fairly wide

range of temperature profiles can be obtained, by varying the iodine refueling

profile.

Finally, on the important question of plasma stabili ty, it should be

noted that while the enhanced radiation mode is not inherently stable,

the present results have shown that feedback control of the iodine concen-

tration appears to serve as an effective control measure. For example, the

plasma temperature profiles, shown in Fig. 6-28, converged to stable values,

by feedback controlling the iodine concentration on a relatively long time

scale. More analysis of this subject is needed, however, to quantify the

effects of different iodine refueling methods and transport laws on

stabili ty. Other high-Z materials may also aid the stabil i ty; e.g., krypton
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may be inherently more stable than iodine, because of i ts radiation vs.

temperature characteristics, and this needs further examination. Passive

thermal stabilization by such means as ripple transport and radial motion
(39)may aLso serve as a significant help for STARFIRE like devices.

6.3.3,3 Refueling System

The parameters pertaining to the refueling system requirements for

STARFIRE, during the steady-state burn phase, are shown in Table 6-6. Be-

cause of the high recycling rate of 90% for DT ions diffusing from the

plasma (see Chap. 8), the required external refueling rate is fairly small,

being only about 16% of the total refueling rate. Because of this , and

because i t is clearly the simplest engineering option, gas puffing has been

adopted as the reference refueling system for STARFIRE.

Other fueling schemes were examined as backups to gas puffing. For

pellet injection, the low plasma density (nnT ^ 8 x 1019 m~3) in the reactor

limits pellet diameters to less than 20 mm to avoid large density fluctua-

tions. Such small pellets are found to penetrate only a small percentage

of the distance to the magnetic axis, even assuming the unlikely injection

speed of 9000 m/s. Snowplow plasma guns, on the other hand, are compact,

inexpensive, and promise excellent fuel penetration. If fuel densities of

1 x lO24 m~3 are achieved, plasma penetration should occur for fuel energies

^ 200-600 eV, corresponding to 1.1 MJ gun operation (assuming 50% efficiency).

A system having 70-cm long coaxial electrodes of 5 and 10 cm radii could be

fired at 105 kV. The gun could be installed in the vacuum plenum between the

blanket and shield. An insulating gasket between the electrodes can be well

protected from neutrons, and impurity injection can be minimized by beryllium

plating the cathode. Snowplow plasma guns, therefore, constitute a

backup option for gas puffing.

6.3.4 Plasma Initiation

An electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) system has been chosen

as the plasma breakdown system for STARFIRE. An important advantage of the

ECRH approach is that i t circumvents the creation of a multipole field null

and the need for inducing a large voltage spike around the plasma, both of

which are required for a conventional avalanche type breakdown and preheat.
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Table 6-6. Plasma Refueling Parameters

Parameter Value

1) DT ion content in plasma 6.29 x 10 2 2

2) Gross DT diffusion rate 3.49 x 10 2 2 s-1

(before recycling)

3) DT burnup rate 2.50 x 10 2 1 s"1

4) Total required DT fueling 3.75 x 10 2 2 s"1

rate (#2 + #3)

5) DT recycling rate (from 3.14 x 10 2 2 s"1

wall and limiter)

6) Required external fueling 6.0 x 10 2 1 s"1

rate (#4 - #5)

For example, in the Argonne EPR design a complex field null near the

first wall was created by a combination of the OH and EF coils and an ini-

tiation coil set. The current in the initiation coils was then resistively

ramped to zero providing a 500 V spike for ^ 10 ms. This provided breakdown

of the gas in the channel defined by the field null, and the rising OH

voltage then took over the job of plasma heating while the radius of the

discharge was slowly increased until the whole vacuum chamber was filled.

Startup utilizing ECRH eliminates the need for an initiation coil set. The

ECRH input is also sufficient to preheat the plasma to a few 100 eV, at

which point the lower hybrid system can take over. These features led to

the selection of ECRH for plasma breakdown and preheating.

Successful plasma heating with microwave power at the electron cyclotron

frequency has been demonstrated in the Elmo Bumpy Torus (EBT), ' ' in

mirror experiments, and more recently in tokamaks in both the U.S.S.R '
(45)

and the U.S. This has prompted a vigorous program focusing on the de-

velopment of high frequency microwave sources, Prospects for utilizing

electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) on larger machines such as
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STARFIRE are encouraging, especially in light of recent advances in cyclo-
(46 47)

tron resonance maser (gyrotron) technology. ' Varian has already demon-

strated pulsed gyrotrons capable of generating ^ 250 kW of power at an effi-

ciency of 35%, and work is now proceeding on an extension of the technology

to a steady-state mode of operation.

A second attractive feature of ECRH breakdown is the simple power distri-

bution system. Ordinary waveguides can be used to deliver the microwave power

to the plasma where high (> 90%) absorption efficiencies are expected. The

only complication is that for effective absorption the wave must be injected

from the high field (inboard) side of the vacuum chamber. Fortunately

the small dimensions of the waveguide structure (inside diameter ^ 6 cm) and

any launching mechanisms that may be required (typically horn antennas) enable

the ECRH system to have a minimal impact on the engineering of the reactor,

in spite of the inboard injection requirement.

The initiation scenario envisioned for STARFIRE is as follows: After

an initial pumpdown to low pressures ('v 10"^ torr) to reduce impurities, the

vacuum chamber is back filled with deuterium to a pressure of ^ 10"4 torr.

The ECRH system is then turned on. A rapid breakdown ensues, culminating

in a plasma with a hot (few hundred eV) electron component at the upper

hybrid resonance and a cold (tens of eV) background plasma filling the re-

mainder of the vacuum chamber. This initial phase takes •v 10 ms. There-

after, the gradual buildup of plasma current causes the cold background

plasma to begin equilibrating with the hot resonance layer. This equilibra-

tion occurs in ̂  5 s and results in a more or less uniform plasma temperature

of a few hundred eV. At this point the ECRH system is turned off, the lower

hybrid system is turned on, and the main stratup period starts.

The ECRH breakdown system appears to be naturally compatible with the

remainder of the startup scenario. ECRH breakdown reduces the volt second

requirements on the OH coil set, and it completely eliminates the complexities

of initiation coils and the multiple field considerations associated with

avalanche breakdown. These savings must, of course, be weighed against the

addition of the ECRH power supplies and power distribution system to deter-

mine the actual cost benefits of the ECRH approach. However, it seems clear

that the reduction in the complexity of the coil set afforded by the lower

hybrid current drive will favor the ECRH system under most conceivable cost
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situations. In addition, the active ECRH development program and the promising

early results should lead to a well developed ECRH technology in the STARFIRE

time frame.

The reference case ECRH breakdown calculation for the STARFIRE raactor

was computed using the model described in Appendix I, The reference break-

down results are shown in Fig. 6-31. In this case, the vacuum chamber is

initially filled with deuterium gas at a pressure of •v 10"4 torr, with an

amount of oxygen equal to 0.1% of the deuterium density also present due to

desorption of physically bonded oxygen from the first wall and fuel contami-

nation. Once the ECRH power is turned on, local gas breakdown occurs in the

neighborhood of the ECRH waveguides resulting in a cold, low density

C V' 1016 m~3) plasma that quickly fills the vacuum chamber. Resonance

absorption at the electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) layer then causes a

rapid increase in the local electron temperature.. This increase is quickly

quenched by the density buildup, and soon thereafter absorption at the upper

hybrid resonance (UHR) begins to dominate absorption at the ECR resonance.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Figure 6-31. Reference case ECRH breakdown calculat ion.
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Because the UHR resonance layer is much narrower than the ECR layer, the

temperature of UHR layer (Tu) rapidly becomes much larger than that of the

ECR layer (T ) , even though the two layers never physically separate. T

rises until the UHR absorption reaches its maximum (at n ^ 2 x 1019 nT3)

and then falls rapidly to a minimum of ̂  40 eV while the bulk of neutral gas

in the vacuum chamber is ionized. As the ionization losses begin to decrease

(due to the reduction in the background neutral density), T.. slowly begins
n

to rise and eventually reaches an equilibrium at ^ 300 eV. During this time,
Tu has fallen to a value that is just slightly larger than the bulk electronw
temperature T .

The ECRH breakdown is thus completed in ̂  10 ms. It results in a low

temperature ('v- 10 eV), moderately dense (̂  10 m""3) plasma filling the

bulk of the vacuum chamber with a thin (̂  2 cm) wide layer near the center

of the chamber that is resonance heated to a temperature of ^ 300 eV. The

initial current induced by the OH coils thus flows primarily in the UHR layer

but will spread out as the field transform produces a more uniform plasma

temperature. This occurs in about 5 d after which the entire plasma has been

heated to ̂  400 eV. The plasma is then able to absorb microwave energy at

the lower hybrid frequency; therefore, the lower hybrid system is used to

increase the plasma temperature from 400 eV to ignition.

It was found that the oxygen impurity fraction has little effect on

the initial plasma breakdown. In fact, an increase in this fraction from

0.1% to 5% does not change the breakdown time and only lowers T.. from

320 to 280 eV. Any problem of starting up with higher impurity fractions

would therefore occur after breakdown. For example, a 1019 m~3 dense plasma

containing 5% oxygen is found to require ̂ 0.1 MW/m3 of input power density

in order to burn through the impurity radiation barrier at 40 eV. Since the

bulk breakdown plasma must still be heated past this radiation barrier, nearly

80 MW of input power would be required to initiate the STARFIRE system for

a 5% oxygen concentration. From these considerations, oxygen impurities

should make up to more than 0.1% of the initial plasma density. (If higher Z

impurities are involved this percentage will be lower.) The impurity radiation

barrier is then ^ 3 MW which is substantially less than the 5 MW that is

provided by the ECRH system.
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It should be noted here that the ECRH breakdown process may lend itself

to startup with a higher impurity fraction than is indicated by the above

consideration. This is due to the hot resonance layer which becomes the

current channel once the OH flux begins to change. The hot region of the

plasma spreads outward from this resonance layer as the plasma current builds

up; consequently the entire vacuum chamber is not burning through the impurity

radiation barrier at the same time. This spatial effect will cause the

impurity radiation losses to be lower than the previous estimate which assumed

that the temperature increase was uniform across the plasma. Startup with

a higher impurity fraction could thus be accommodated for a given input power.

Unfortunately, the magnitude of this spatial effect is difficult to quantify;

zherefore its influence has not been included in the present design, other

than to recognize that it represents an inherent design margin.

6,3.4.1 System Implementation

Based upon the requirements identified by the breakdown model, an ECRH

system design has been developed. The system is composed of 24, 160 GHz gryo-

trons, each delivering ^ 210 kW to the plasma, for about five seconds. This

power is distributed using 24, 6 cm ID, overmoded waveguides. The guides

are composed of PCA stainless steel whose interior has been coated with

copper to reduce power losses. Near the first wall, an additional coating

of beryllium is added to minimize impurity sputtering,. Two guides are routed

in parallel with each of the 12 lower hybrid rf ducts through the shield.

They then separate and travel along the outside of the blanket sector to the

lower inboard side (see Fig. 6-32) where they penetrate the blanket and open

into the vacuum chamber. For startup purposes, random phase and polarization

are adequate; consequently special wave launching mechanisms such as horn

antennas are not required.

The gyrotrons (shown schematically in Fig. 6-33) are composed of a

plasma gun that emits electrons into a cyclotron resonance cavity. There

the thermal energy of the electron beam is converted to microwave power which

is passed through a vacuum window into the waveguide. The residual beam

power (̂  65% of the total) is deposited on a water cooled beam dump upon

exiting from the resonance chamber. Superconducting magnets are utilized

to create the resonance fields due to the high frequencies required. As was
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Figure 6-32. Plasma cross section showing location of the ECRH ducts.
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Figure 6-3J. Layout drawing of a CW gyrotron with tapered output guide.
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indicated earlier, Varian has already produced pulsed (̂  10 ms) gyrotrons

capable of delivering ^ 250 kW of peak power at an efficiency of ^ 35%;

therefore, this value has been used in the present case to establish the

input power requirement of 600 kW per gyrotron. The waste heat disposal

system must thus be sized to handle 9.36 MW for five seconds. Each gyro-

tron is 1.5 m long and 0.6 m in diameter. Therefore, they can be conveniently

located in the basement of the reactor building along with the lower hybrid

cross field amplifiers.

The power supply system for the gyrotrons must deliver 14.4 MW of high

voltage power (24 x 600 kW). In the present design, this is provided by two

7.2 MW power supplies, each driving 12 gyrotrons. Aydin has shown that

this multiple gyrotron approach offers a number of advantages provided that

switch tubes are used as series modulator/regulators to allow individual

control of the gyrotron operating voltages. A layout of the power supply

substation is shown in Fig. 6-34. It measures 17 m wide by 27 m long and

requires no building.

In summary, plasma breakdown and preheating utilizing microwaves at the

ECR frequency has been shown to be an effective means of initializing the

STARFIRE burn cycle. It capitalizes on the coil simplifications provided

by the lower hybrid current drive system, and, because the remaining OH coils

need only drive enough current to stabilize and not to heat the plasma, the

ECRH input allows the size of the OH power supplies to be reduced. The system

consists of 24 gyrotrons that deliver 5 MW of power to the plasma for

five seconds. This provides complete breakdown of the fill gas in ^ 10 ms,

with a more gradual heating to a few hundred eV once a plasma current has

been established by the changing OH coil flux. At this point, microwave

absorption at the lower hybrid resonance is possible, and the lower hybrid

system is then used to bring the plasma up to ignition temperatures.

Economic trade-offs between the more conventional avalanche breakdown

system and the present design have not been attempted. It seems likely,

however, that the reduced complexity of the coil set necessary for the ECRH

approach more than offsets the costs of the ECRH power supply and distribution

systems. A future study should involve an evaluation of the economic benefits

of the ECRH breakdown scenario.
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Figure 6-34, Gyrotron power supply layout.

Additional future work in this area could focus on some of the simplifying

assumptions, regarding the propagation and absorption of microwave energy,

that have been made in the present study. This would involve the coupling of

a ray-tracing calculation with the present time evolution, and the intro-

duction of spatial resolution into the code, Such a model would be quite use-

ful, but it would be very time consuming to develop. Another area for future

work might, therefore, be to consider the initial breakdown of gas near the

waveguides. Questions about arming in the guides and runaway electron

populations could then be addressed.
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7.1 LOWER-HYBRID CURRENT DRIVE THEORY

The confidence that a tokamak may be operated with a steady-state toroidal
(1-9)current is based on a large body of theoretical and experimental work on

wave-driven currents. While the theory is well developed, the experimental

evidence to date is somewhat circumstantial, the best results appearing on
(9)

JFT-2 in which half the plasma current (15 kA) was generated for 20 ms with

125 kW of power. A definitive demonstration of toroidal, collisionless, lower-

hybrid-driven currents awaits further results from tokamak research on devices

such as JFT-2, Versator, and PLT. (The idea of a steady-state mode of opera-

tion is further bolstered by a variety of proposed particle injection schemes

which have also been published. )

Quasilinear theory ' * predicts the local current density generated

by toroidally travelling lower-hybrid waves is:

JB(r) = e ng(r) I dv v f(v) , (1)

where

cr \ XT I I w dw \f(v) = N expl- I I,
\ J 1 + w3D/

(2)

and the local wave power dissipation is

PLH(r) = 1.7 10-31 K n2T
e e A f(wi)

1 +

1 +

1/3

(3)

We have defined the following quantities:

m = electron masse

e = electron charge

local electron density

local electron temperature

ne(r)

Te(r)
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w - wave angular frequency

k.. = 2TTX"1 = wave number parallel to B

n.. = ck./io = parallel index of refraction

E = wave electric field parallel to B

D = D(E..) = ratio of quasilinear to collisional diffusion
coefficients

In A = Coulomb logarithm.

All units are MKS except for temperature which is in units of keV.

The earliest theory assumed a flat wave spectrum of uniform energy den-

sity within the range of phase speeds w/k to w/k and considered the electron
ll i ^ ll 2

distribution, f, a function only of perallel velocity. Subsequent calculations
(2)with a fully two-dimensional velocity distribution show Eqs. (l)-(3) are

still applicable provided K = 0.392. In the range of interest w^D >> 1, and

Eqs. (l)-(3) may be combined into a useful expression:

X,n(n /n.. \
( r ) = j ( r ) * 2 . 2 x 10 -21 ( r )

 V " l " ? ' , (4 )
ii e o Te _ o _T

n n " n i iII 2 II j

where we set In A = 18. In the design of STARFIRE we compute the total required

lower-hybrid power from Eq. (4) as:

PLH

where R is the major radius, r is the furthest depth of wave penetration, and

a is the plasma minor radius; the lower-hybrid calculation assumes a cylindri-

cal plasma. In order to minimize P , a number of strategies are suggested by

Eq. (4):

(1) j (r) is generally reduced by selection of the lowest current plasma

equilibria;
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(2) pTTT(r) is reduced by generating current density where n (r) is low,
LH e
near the plasma edge;

(3) for a fixed B (and, hence, approximately fixed fusion power) P is

reduced by operation at high temperatures and low average electron

density, n ;

(4) for a fixed n , and surface current equilibria, the edge density of

n (and thus PTU) is reduced by the choice of narrow density profiles;

(5) n and P are lowered by the minimization of high-Z impurities in
6 i-iii

the plasma; and

(6) pT.,(r) is reduced by operation with the lowest n and narrowest
Ln I' 2
spectra (smallest n.. - n.. ).

111 "2

Criteria (1) and (2) were used in Chap. 6 in the selection of the 10.1 MA,

surface current equilibrium. The fourth criterion was satisfied by selecting
a narrow n (r) and broad T (r):e e

ng(r) = n f l + a ^ 1 - (r/a)2 n + n (6)edge

Te(r) = Te(l + aT)[l- ( r / a ) ^
T
 + T ^ , (7)

where a = 1.1 and u. = 0.3.' Corresponding to these model profiles for the

wave current drive calculation, the two-dimensional flux surface profiles used

in the power balance calculation were

ne

Te (*

)

)

= n e
n

= T ijj
en

where \p = L . - iMU/.,. . - <\i . . ~|~ and ̂ (p,z) is the equi-
L limiter J (_ limiter magnetic axisj n ' ' H

librium poloidal flux solution found in Chap. 6 with a pressure profile p(i)j) =

Pn^
 n T = PQ^

a, a bexiig 1.4. A broad Tg profile is consistent with central

alpha particle heating and surface heating from the waves, as demonstrated by

the transport calculations of Chap. 6. A narrow n profile assumes fuel depo-

sition near the magnetic axis.
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In order to assess the effects of impurities and to determine the optimum

plasma temperature, the lower-hybrid power was explicitly determined for a num-

ber of cases. This calculation of wave damping and current generation is sub-

ject to several constraints on the acceptable solutions. First,

r jt(r)2irr dr = I = 10.1 MA (8)

where j is the toroidal current density. Since the average location of the

inboard and outboard j maxima in Fig. 6-6 represents a 14% penetration towards

the magnetic axis, we set 1 - /rp/a) = 0.14 for the cylindrical calculation.

Next,

- r )
(9)

since we require w to exceed

i
Pi

"LH
(10)

l + v<
•

a-
e

where w . is the plasma frequency of the j-th species and 0, is the electron
PJ e n^)

cyclotron frequency, in order to avoid parametric instabilities. PTU is

minimized by setting n as small as possible without violating the accessi-
(12) 2

bility criterion (which would result in reflecting the wave power); that

is, n., is the solution to
II 2

n (reV

11/2

(11)
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where y = (w/fi W M / m , n0 = 9.72 x 10
1 8 B2, B is the toroidal field at r ,

\ e/ e ,^2^ c c c

and M is an effective ion mass. The consequence of the accessibility cri-

terion, Eq. (11), is that penetration to higher n plasma requires larger n

values, which results in larger P according to Eq. (4).

Figure 7-1 displays the consequences of temperature variation on a reactor

with K = 7.0 m, B = 11.1 T, 6 = 0.067, A = 3.6, K = 1.6, d = 0,5, a = 1.4,

a = 1 . 1 , and A = 1.4 m. The field on axis, BQ, is related tc B at the toroi-

dal magnets by the inboard blanket/shield/scrape-off distance, A, as

Bo = B[l - A"
1 - AR-1] = 5.8 T. The equilibrium used in Fig. 7-1, that labeled

F in Fig. 6-1, has I = 11.1 MA. A fixed beryllium fraction, ii /IL = 0.04,

and a high alpha particle reflection coefficient,^ = 0.7, are assumed. In

these calculations T. ^ f , and higher f results in larger alpha particle

fractions (ii /JL ^ n x/av\); n /iL is 0.04 at T = 8 keV and is 0.17 at

31 keV. Nevertheless, n is roughly inversely proportional to f , being

3.2 x 10 2 0
 m-

3 at 8 keV and 0.69 x 10 1 0 m~3 at 31 keV. Accordingly, due to the

accessibility constraint, n is large at low T (1.51 at 10 keV) and low at
II 2 e

high T (1.18 at 31 keV). This combination of high n and large n at low

temperatures results in the large values of P in the low temperature range
Liti

of the figure. On the other hand, the fusion power, P , peaks around
T ^ f. = 10 keV and drops inversely with temperature. Maximum power multipli-
6 1 - (4 5)
cation, measured by Q H P /P occurs for T > 20 keV. ' Operation at

r Lrl e ~
maximum Q does not necessarily result in the lowest cost of power, however.
Using the algorithm, P = 0.34(P C X 1.2) - ? ,/0.9, the approximate net elec-

n \r ' LH

trie production is also shown in Fig. 7-1, assuming 1.2 for blanket energy

multiplication, 0.34 for thermal to electric efficiency, and 0.9 for electric

to rf power efficiency. Since Q >> 1, we see P peaks close to the maximum ofn (13)Pf, i.e. near 10-12 keV. Using the ANL systems code, the capital cost of
electricity, C, was computed. The penalty for operating near T ^ 10 keV is
the great additional capital cost of rf power supplies beyond what is needed

for rf heating to ignition. The conclusion drawn from this figure \s that C

is minimum around T ^ 1 4 keV, between the maxima or Pf and Q.

The STARFIRE design imposed an additional constraint, namely, the neutron

wall load, W, should not exceed 3.5-3.7 MW-m? (see Chap. 5). As seen in Fig.

7-1, this restriction is violated below f ^ 1 8 keV, so an additional reactor

survey was performed, and the results are shown in Figs. 7-2 and 7-3.
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50

0

60

0
10 16 22 28

Te, keV

Figure 7-1. Fusion power (Pf), lower-hybrid current drive power (PLn),
net electric power (Pn), Q (.= Pf / P L H ) , neutron wall load
(W) , and capital cost of electricity (C) at. various operat-
ing temperatures; R = 7.0 m, Bo = 5.8 T, 3t = 0.067, A =
3.6, K = 1.6, d = 0.5, a = 1.4, o^ = 1.1, A = 1A m, and
equal ion and electron containment times (T^ ̂  T e).
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1100

28

Figure 7-2. Magnet strength (B)± toroidal current (I),
alpha fraction (^a/^r,j) and electron den-
sity (ne) at constant power and wall load
but different Te; Pf = 3200 MW, W = 3.5
MW/m?, R = 7.06 m, 8t = 0.067, A = 3.6,
K = 1.6, d = 0.5, a = 1.4,_an = 1.1, A =
1.3 iP.,J?a = 0 . 7 , and T^ ^ Te. The lov;er
limit of accessibility, n(|2, increases
with n e; 20% current penetration is
assumed, with u = 2wj_^(rc).

Figure 7-3. Lower-hybrid current drive power (PTU)
for the reactor of Fig, 7-2; net elec-
tric power (Pn) assumes 1200 MW of
gross electric power minus VJJ^/0.6.
Results for P ^ appear independent of
wall load, magnet strength, and major
radius in the range W = 3.5-4.0 MW/m2,
B = 10.3-11.5 T, R = 6.6-7.1 m.



Equilibrium F was again used as T was varied, but this time P and W were kept

constant at 3200 MW and 3.5 MW m~2, respectively. Since the geometry (R = 7.1 m)

and 6 (= 0.067) were held constant :.nd since (av(j.))TT2 is a decreasing func-

tion of T. •*• f , the B value must increase at T > 10 keV in order to keep Pf

constant. (That is, Pf ^ R
3KA~2B2Btt(av)T^2.) Since I <* B, the total current

increases at higher T , However, this increase in I is offset by the decrease

in n and n|( at high T (Fig. 7-2), with the result that P drops significantly

in going from 10 keV to 20 keV. Assuming the P = 3200 MW results in a gross

electric output of 1200 MW, and assuming 60% electric to rf conversion, the net

electric output is calculated and displayed in Fig. 7.3. Comparing the figures

we find modest increases in P and decrease? in rf power supply requirements

above T = 20 keV, but this high temperature operation requires increasingly

strong toroidal fields (B j 11 T). Based on these considerations the STARFIRE

reference design, with W = 3.72 MW-m~2, P, = 3510 MW, and B = 11.1 T, was

selected with T = 17.3 keV, T = 24.1 keV, and n = 1.18 * 10 2 0 m~3 (see

Chap. 4). The hot ion mode of operation is a consequence of empirical energy

confinement for electrons and neoclassical containment of ions (see Sec. 6.3).

Having described the rationale for selecting n , T , a , and a for

Eqs, (6) and (7), wa proceed to a detailed description of the lower-hybrid

waves for the STARFIRE reference plasma. For n , = 5 x 10 1 7 nr3 and
edge

1 - r /a = 0.14, the electron density at the greatest depth of penetration is

n (r /a) = 5.69 x 10 1 0 nr3. The effective ion mass for the DT, alpha, and

beryllium content (Table 6-1) is M = 2.325 amu, and the lower-hybrid frequency

at r = r is uTu(v ) = 5.883 * 109 s-1, so, from Eq. (10), u> = 1.054 x 10 1 0 s"!

C LtiV C/

and v = U/2TT = 1.677 GHz. We set B = 5.1 T when computing nn, assuming waves
c - u

launched from the outboard side of the plasma (see Fig. 7-16); then we solve

Eq. (11) for n (r )/nQ = 0.225 and y = 0.7676. The result is n^ = 1.40; any

waves with slower phase speeds will penetrate beyond r = r . In fact, accord-
(12) -' c

ing to linear theory, waves with n. > [1 - y2] 2 = 1.565 could penetrate

beyond r = r as far as the lower-hybrid resonance (k •+ •») which occurs at

n = n y2[l - . y 2 ] " 1 = 3.63 < 10 2 0 m~3. We note that this resonance does not

occur within the STARFIRE plasma, and we need not concern ourselves with non-

linear effects and mode conversion associated with the resonance.

For spatial regions where the density is above cutoff fw > w) the slow

wave branch of the dispersion relation is a propagating wave, called the lower-
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hybrid wave, and in this region a WKB, or ray tracing, calculation is performed.

We will find that the full electromagnetic dispersion relation is appropriate

Lo STARFIRE since the waves do not approach close to the lower-hybrid resonance.

Following Stix,
(14)

we write the WKB form of the dispersion relation:

An4 - Bn 2 + C (12)

where

A = EI sin2 6 + E 3 cos
2 8

B =

C =

sin2 6 + + cos- 6)

and n = c|k|/w, n„ 2 n cos 9, n.i n sin 6, k is the wave vector, and

k • B = |k||B| cos 9. The explicit expressions for t\, t2, and c3, generalized

(12)
to multicomponent plasmas, are

. 2 u j 2

1 2

"e

pe'e

. ( • : • ' - * • )

\ e '

where we have adopted the appproximat ion .;•.' << u2 ••< .'? and defined UJ in
1 e pi

terms of M. Equation (12) may be rewritten as

0 = n, t r(
which has tlie solution
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(13)

The lower-hybrid wave is the larger value of n?, corresponding to the upper

sign. The method of solution we choose is to follow the wave propagation

numerically, evaluating Eq. (13) at each spatial point. All waves have

u = 1.054 * 10 1 0 s"1, and this relation determines n.(r) for a mode of given

n value. We will be interested in fairly narrow spectra, n., - n << n.. ,
II II l II n II 9

and we will find the wave dispersion is similar for all modes within the
(14)

spectrum. The polarization of the waves is found from the wave equation

nlnll

We assume E = 0, k, = k , and find
y ' 1 r'

Er nl/nll

To illustrate the wave properties, consider the mode with nn = 1.4. At

the point of deepest penetration (r = r ) , we find from Eqs. (13) and (14)

that n. = 32.36 and E /£„ = 40.57. Thus n. >> n|( and E >> E(|, but since

n./n ^ E /E , the wave is not electrostatic.

The wave energy density can also be found. The "electric" energy density

including both electric field energy and particle kinetic energy, is obtained
(14)

from the dielectric function,
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K = I ie?

-ie2

The electric energy density is

— E : — (u)K) : E
3u> \

In the l i m i t <J2 << ?.2, we have
e

K:E
= — Ef (15)

The portion of <? associated only with electric field energy is
K:E

Typically, approximately half of «?„ _ is particle kinetic energy and half is

electric field energy. The wave magnetic energy density, & , is found from

Faraday's law* -(SB/3t) = V x E, or iuB = (-ik E|( + ik|(E )y7 Thus

(16)

Obviously, the wave is strictly electrostatic only when E /E = k /k .

Table 7-1 illustrates the contributions to the total wave energy density

\S = «?n + <?.. ̂ N at three spatial points. All values are normalized to
• /

The magnetic energy,*?', is 25% of«?' at the first spatial point

and decreases to 16% at 1 - r/a = 0.11 (12% at 1 - r/a = 0.14). This value of
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<?B/«? is large enough to warrant the inclusion of electromagnetic terms in the

STARFIRE calculation; however, it was found a posteriori that the electrostatic

approximation did in fact yield fairly accurate results. Note that the kinetic

energy density, <££.E - «?E*, exceeds £^ at higher densities but becomes smaller

at the plasma edge. Naturally, in a~vacuum < £ , = < ? " . Also note the nor-

malized <£" in the table increases at higher densities. When wave energy dissi-

pation is small, this implies En will decrease at higher densities. This

decrease of En in the absence of dissipation is due to the increasing contribu-

tion to <P from particle kinetic energy and also to the increasing polarization

of E perpendicular to the toroidal _B field lines-

Table 7-1. Relative Contributions of Kinetic, Electric

Field, and Magnetic Field Energy Density to

the Total Wave Energy Density

0 14.5

0.05 795

0.11 1922

28.

1006

16CI2

1 13.

465

700

9 56.

2266

4304

5 0.

0.

0.

25

21

16

Note: Primes indicate normalization to ( E O / 2 ) E 2 ;

e.g.*' = ^ / ( 2 )

(14)
The radial component of the wave group velocity is

v = 3w/3k , (17)

where uifk \ is found from Eq. (13) with n. = ck /to. At r = r we find, for

example, v = 7 * 105 m/s. In general, 3w/3k has the opposite sign of

u)/k ; the lower-hybrid wave is a "backward" wave. The wave intensity,&, is
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and, assuming uniform radiation over the tokamak surface area (i.e. neglecting

the spatial localization of v

equation for wave damping is

the spatial localization of wave energy within the resonance cones ~ ) , the

W r ) + PLH<r) = 7^r|V(r)K(El) * (19)

The noTiresonant collisional dissipation is given in Ref. 6, and p T U is given

in Eq. (3). The collisional power dissipation is three orders of magnitude

less than the resonant, quasilinear power dissipated in STARFIRE. The assump-

tion of uniform wave intensity is not complecely justified. However, the wave-

guide sources are distributed toioidally around the tokamak, and it is expected

that turbulence and nonlinear effects may smear the poloidal extent of the reso-
. (19-21)

nance cones to some degree.

Equation (19) is nonlinear since D = D ( E ( | ) . ' For the STARFIRE parame-

ters, we find the following solution subject to the constraints previously dis-

cussed in this section. With n = 1.40 and n.. = 1.86, an incident wave power

of P = 66.5 MW Qf- 0.092 MW-nr2 averaged over the surface) results in a total
LH

current parallel to the field lines I = 9.107 MA with a parallel current

density, j (r), extending 14% of the distance into the plasma. The wave heat-

ing profile, P (r), and j (r) are shown in Figs. 7-4 and 7-5.
LH II

It is possible to compute an exact ideal MHD equilibrium since our calcu-

lation was done for a cylindrical approximation to the plasma. Pressure

balance, j x jj = Vp, and Ampere's law, 7 * _B = UQJ > m ay D e combined to yield

the following coupled equations:

II- rB. = - ^ ^ - ^ ^ , (20)
r dr " B dr Bg dr

dB u . , PnB

_ J U — B ^ = --1-9- j,,(r) . (21)
dr B;' Z dr B

Here B2 = B^ + B2, B ,B being the large aspect ratio versions of the poloidal
U Z 0 Z

and toroidal fields. These equations are solved for Bfl(r) and B (r) with p(r)

specified as 2n (r)T (r) and with j (r) given by the output of the wave-damping

calculation. The boundary conditions are B (0) = 0 and B (r = a) = BQ = 5.8 T.
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Figure 7-4. Lower-hybrid power dissipation profile
from waves with 1.40 <_ n\\ _< 1.86
(rectangular spectrum) for steady-state
operation of STARFIRE. Abscissa measures
penetration from the outside,
x = 1 - r/a.

Figure 7-5. Parallel current density profile
corresponding to Fig. 7.4.



The significance of computing the exact equilibrium is that, due to the rota-

tional transform aBQ(r)/RB (r), diamagnetic currents contribute to the z
0 Z

("toroidal") component of the current density. Thus, j > j ,,, and for STARFIRE,

while I(1 = 9.1 MA, we find I = 10.1 MA, as required by Eq. (8). This solution

of the current drive-equilibrium equations is displayed in Figs. 7-6 to 7-9. Note

in the region where the current density is largest that the plasma is paramag-

netic, due to the predominance of force-free currents. This cylindrical equi-

librium is qualitatively similar to the screw pinch configuration of Sakanaka
(22)

and Goedbloed which possesses good stability according to a sigma-stability

analysis. Similar surface current equilibria have been computed in toroidal

geometry, and experimental data from SPICA imply the existence and sta-

bility of surface current profiles in transient, ohmically driven discharges.

From a quantitative point of view, the acutely peaked current profile in
(25)

Fig, 7-9 may be unstable to tearing modes. Considerable theoretical and

experimental evidence shows that sharply peaked surface currents in

ohmically driven discharges erode and diffuse inward. The same mechanism

which may account for this ohmic current penetration may lead to a benign
(32}

redistribution of j . On the other hand, STARFIRE is not driven by ohmic

currents, and, by the proper selection of the lower-hybrid wave spectrum, it

(33)
may be possible to tailor the current profile so as to avoid tearing modes.

(We note that plasma disruptions can also be attributed to a variety of tear-

ing modes. ' In Refs. 37 and 38 it is discussed how local heat trans-

port near the plasma edge can affect temperature profiles, and, hence, con-

ductivity and current profiles near mode rational surfaces in ohmic discharges,

and the consequences for tearing mode behavior are pointed out. It appears

possible with wave-driven currents to have more direct control over the cur-

rent profile, and so the STARFIRE study has adopted the position that plasma

disruptions may be practically eliminated. Disruptions are postulated to be

possible only due to failures in the position and profile monitoring systems

or in the CF coils and waveguide phase controllers.) In addition, the low

aspect ratio and high plasma temperature in STARFIRE also tend to reduce

resistive tearing mode growth rates. ' ' For STARFIRE the ratio of the

resistive magnetic diffusion time to the poloidal Alfven time is large,

S = 1.4 * 10 9, and the stability parameter, A = & A S , is likewise large

(A "" 90). Reference 40 shows that for A > 60 the resistive tearing mode

boundaries have retreated so far that ideal stability is almost a sufficient

requirement for overall stability.
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Figure 7-6. Diamagnetism corresponding to Fig. 7-4;
ordinate is fBz - Bv)/Bv, where B is
the vacuum field. v

Figure 7-7. Theta component of equilibrium magnetic
field corresponding to Fig. 7-4, nor-
malized to the vacuum field.
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Figure 7-8. Rotational transform, aBQ/RBz, corres-
ponding to Fig. 7-4.

Figure 7-9. Cylindrical pressure profile (dashed),
2 component of current density (solid),
and 9 component of current density
(dotted) in equilibrium for steady-state
STARFIRE. This solution corresponds to
the profiles in Figs. 7-4 to 7-8.



The actual demonstration that the desired two-dimensional STARFIRE MHD

equilibrium can be formed with lower-hybrid-driven currents is not possible

with our present-day understanding of wave-driven currents. Two-dimensional

equilibria need to be calculated, and tearing mode theory needs to be refor-

mulated for the proper version of Ohm's law pertinent to noninductive currents.

We note also that tearing modes can arise from nonideal effects such as vis-
(41)cosity and have even been predicted in purely collisionless plasmas. It

is also conceivable that a true steady state is impossible, with the current pro-

file oscillating between hollow and flat distributions. Such a phenomenon

appears to account for the sawtooth oscillations and internal disruptions in
(34 42)

present experiments; * in this case the ohmic current density becomes in-

creasingly peaked on axis as ohmic heating raises the central conductivity,

and the j peak is flattened by an m = 1, n = I mode, only to repeat the cycle

once again. An analogous situation in STARFIRE can be envisioned whereby

currents are driven on the surface, and double tearing modes grow and non-

linearly flatten j, to be followed by renewed wave-driven current at the low-

density plasma surface.

From this section we determined that a spectrum peaked between n = 1.40

and n. = 1.86 is necessary to drive the desired currents with 66.5 MW of power.

The following section describes the theoretical model and the equations govern-
(43-45)

ing antenna behavior.

7.2 WAVEGUIDE ANTENNA THEORY

The waveguide structure is illustrated schematically in Fig. 7-10. As

this figure indicates, the waveguides open into the wall defined by the y-z

plane, with the x axis pointing toward the plasma. The toroidal field (assumed

to be straight) is parallel to the z axis. Along this direction there is a

series of N ports, with the edges of the p-th port located at z = z and

z + b (thus the width is b ). The ports are separated by a series of per-
P P P

fectly conducting slabs, the width of the slab separating ports p and p + 1 be-

ing d = z ,, - (z + b ) . The ports are taken to extend indefinitely in the
P P"*"-*- P P

y direction. ("43)
Within the waveguides (x < 0), the fields are taken to bev ' (in MKS

units)
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Figure 7-10. Grill geometry for antenna theory.
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3B (x,z>
E (x,z) = -iS._X } (22c)

k0 3z

where 9 (z) is unity for z within the p-th waveguide (z < z < z + b ̂  and
p \ p — — p p/

zero elsewhere. The n-sums extend over propagating and evanescent modes. The

angular frequency IOQ = 2iiv and the waveguide widths are assumed here to satisfy

•n/b > WQ/CJ SO that there is only a single propagating mode n = 0 in each

waveguide. The wave vectors are then given by

kQp = — = k0 , (23a)

k
np

if"(n-../b )' - kjjT , n > 1 . (23b)

The number of evanescent modes is, in principle, infinite but is truncated to

M for computational practicality. The dimensionless complex excitation coeffi-

cients a are JnDut parameters; Lhe complex coefficients I' for the reflected
P " -P

wave and for the evanescent modes are to be determined. The constant EQ is an

overall multiplicative factor. Note that the magnetic field is purely trans-

verse to the waveguide axis x, while the electric field has both transverse

and longitudinal components.

Solving foL the time-averaged Pointing vector in the x-direction, one sees

that the total power delivered by the waveguide array to the plasma is

(24)

2u 0c^r " L
U p

per unit length in the y direction.

Outside the waveguides, there is a vacuum region of width XQ (possibly

zero) followed by the plasma region. In the vacuum (d _<_ x _<̂  x.) the fields

are written as

Ez(x,z) = E0 | dkw e o (k j | e x - Y(kje | , (25a)
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By(x

• • ' • - ? /
12.
X

(25b)

3B (x,z)
E (x,z) = - —
X kn

(25c)

where

kzi

(26)

The Fourier coefficients a(k \ and Y(k \ are as yet unknown. If there is no

plasma, Y vanishes.

Within the plasma (x -^ x 0 ) , the fields are represented as

(27)

Ez(x,z)

Ex(x,z) 1 = E_

By(x,z)

and the Fourier amplitudes on the right-hand side satisfy equations which

depend on the particular plasma model chosen. In the model for lower-hybrid

waves used h e r e / ^ » ^ these equations are

x - x

(23a)

z ,
f = 0 .

z/ x (28b)

The magnetic field follows from Faraday's law:

= ik
Z X

3*?

3x
(29)
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In Eq. (28a) a constant electron density gradient has been assumed, and

L = dn /dx)is the cutoff length into the plasma, at which the elec-
e '

tron plasma frequency equals the driving frequency.

Equation (28a) has two types of solutions, depending on the sign of

k^ - k^. Defining

(k
V 7.

,2/3

x - x

1.

k< - k- (30a)

(30b)

one lias, for j k

= C[J(kz)Aila(x - L)] (31a)

and for

(31b)

where Ai and Bi are Airy functions. The functions c fk \ and c (k \ are as
o\ z) lV z/

yet undetermined.

Now the fields are to be matched at the interfaces between the various

regions. At the waveguide-vacuum interface, E is continuous for all z, and

B is continuous for values of z corresponding to the waveguide openings.

These requirements lead to the following system of linear equations relating

the B's to the a's:

(32)

where JJ >
nn,n p

n p ,np
is the dimensionless integral
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np,n p

1 f 1 + Y

—— I dk
b J Z 1 - Y

i n *" •'—00

k2
zz/ eikz(zp-zpJ __z

(-i)ne
lkzbp

(33)

This integral contains the function Y(k \, which is determined when the fields

are matched at the vacuum-plasma interface. The matching calculations result

in

(kz) - (34)

1 + Z

where, for k ^ kg,
z

r'(kz) =

Z(kz) == ia'

Ai'(-a)

(35a)

(35b)

and for k • kg ,

W - exp -

Ai(a) + iBi(a)

Ai'(a) + iBi'(a)

(36a)

(36b)

With the information in Eqs. (33)-(36), Eq. (32) is a closed linear sys-

or the reflection paramett

electric field amplitudes are:

tem for the reflection parameters g . In terms of these parameters, the

[Ai(-a)]

2TT 1 - Y

-1

(37)

iBi(a)]"
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where

[7k ) =
V z / = -ik 7 , a + 6nO p np k? - frni/b V

(38)

Of course the. electr ic field is continuous at k = kn. The k spectrum of the
z 0 z

square of the electric field, l(xak \, which is defined by
dkI dz E (x,z) \7 (39)

is then (for x in the plasma)

g(x)
L - Y

(40)

where

Ai[a(x - 1)]

Ai(-a)

- x)

Ai(a) + iBi(a)
!k (41)

This concludes the development of the important equations of the wave-

guide theory. Essentially, one ends up with a system of N x (M + 1) simul-

taneous linear equations [cf. Eq. (32)], where N is the number of ports and

M is the number of evanescenf modes accounted for. The coefficients in these

equations involve integrals over known functions, which can be evaluated by

standard numerical techniques. The accuracy of the final spectra increases

rapidly with the number of evanescent modes, and for accuracy to three or

four figures it was found sufficient to take M = 2.

We now consider the behavior of the results as the number of ports, the

vacuum distance, and the density gradient are varied, with the other parame-

ters held fixed. We set v = 1.677 GHz and, assuming equal outgoing power in

each guide, a = 1 . 0 . It is desirable to keep the septa as thin as possible,

but waveguide fabrication difficulties limit this to d =0.7 cm, for all guides.
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The minimum number of guides needed to define a traveling wave is three per

wavelength, so we require an increasing phase difference of 2TT/3 between all

neighboring guides.

First we consider the characteristics of the central peak in the spectrum

of the electric field, as a function of the number N of waveguides. For suf-

ficiently large N, this peak is expected to occur at a value of k such that

2n/k equals the grill width associated with a phase difference of 2ir, or

3(b + d \; thus for n^ = 1.63 (the average value required for current drive),

we expect b =2.95 cm. This is borne out by Fig. 7-11, which shows the cen-

tral peak for N = 6, 12, 18, and 24 at fixed values of xQ and dn /dx and with

x at the cut-off distance into the plasma. Another important feature is the

fact that the product of the width and the number of ports is approximately

constant. This is a diffraction effect, since the trend remains when the

plasma parameters are varied, or when the plasma is removed (the value of the

product, however, varies from case to case). Note also the peak at k = k ,
z u

corresponding to waves propagating with the free-space wavelength, which disap-

pears as N is increased. For any given range of k , plots like Fig. 7-11 allow
z

for an estimate of the minimum number of ports necessary to concentrate the

spectrum in that range.
Figure 7-12 displays the side bands radiated by a typical grill. These

smaller peaks in the spectrum occur at intervals separated by An. = Ak k"1 =
i II Z U

c c

2TT n '/A<t>, where n is the location of the (central) largest peak and where A<j>

is the phase difference between adjacent guides. Since n = 1.63 and A<j) = 2TT/3,

we see An(j = 4.89. Thus, in Fig. 7-12, relative maxima occur at n = 1.63 - 4.89,

n|( = n^ = 1.63, and n(| = 1.63 + 4.89. Only lower-hybrid waves with 1.40 < n( <

1.86 generate useful current density in STARFIRE; so in evaluating antenna spec-

tra one figure of merit we consider is the fractional intensity, e, lying within

the range of interest,
-1/•1.86 k0

1.40 k0

where x denotes the cut-off distance into the plasma. Another figure of merit

is the average reflection coefficient, R, defined by
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Figure 7-11. Grill spectra for differing numbers of gril l elements,
N; all active elements.
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Figure 7-12. Gr i l l spectruir showing secondary peaks; 18 elements,
A<f> = 2ir/3, M = 1,677 GHZ, b = 2.95 cm, d =0.7 cm,
xQ = 1.0 cm, dn /dx = 5 x 101 0 cm"4. Active guides
are numbers 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 14, 16 (s teady-s ta te
STARFIRE design).
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We now fix the number of ports at 18 and vary the vacuum thickness xQ,

with the density gradient held constant at 5.0 * 1010 cm~\ Generally it is

desired to minimize R (maximize 1 - R) and maximize e. As Fig. 7-13 indicates,

a tradeoff is involved in identifying the optimal thickness. The reflection

at
(43 44)

coefficient always increases with xn, * but z also increases with xrvo:
least until the reflection coefficient becomes prohibitively large. The reason

for the trend in E is that modes with > k tend to be damped out as they

cross the vacuum, and the damping increases with ; thus modes with large

t hence far from the desired interval, become proportionally less repre-

sented as x increases.

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

\ I

N = 18

A4> = 2 i r / 3

v - 1.677 GHz

dne/dx = 5.0XI0 l 0cm4

b = 2.95 cm

d = 0.7 cm

x0 , cm

Figure 7-13. Transmission coefficient (1 - R) and e versus x0

for fixed density gradient; N = 18 (all active).
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Finally, we consider the behavior of R and e as the electron density gradi-

ent is varied, keeping N = 18 and working with a representative vacuum distance

of 1.0 cm. These results are shown in Fig. 7-14, which illustrates that a trade-
(43)

off again is involved. Brambilla has given detailed arguments concerning

the existence of an optimal density gradient for the reflection coefficient.

It is fortunate that e. varies rather slowly from its maximum value in the

region where 1 - R peaks, so that a simultaneous optimization is possible.

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

nn

1 I

N

V

*o
b
d

- 18
= 2 T T / 3

= 1.677 GHz
- 1.0 cm

= 2.95 cm
= 0 7 cm

-

—

—

-

l

I09 1010
10" 10 10

13

dn^/dx ,cm
-4

Figure 7-14. Transmission coefficient (1 - R) and e versus dn /dx
for fixed x0; N = 18 (all active). e
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7.3 RF SYSTEM DESIGN

Before identifying desirable plasma-edge conditions (xQ and dn /dx of the

antenna theory) and computing antenna coupling to the plasma it is necessary

to specify the power flow paths in the rf system. This section describes

the transmission system, rf sources, and associated hardware and itemizes the

power losses in order to permit an optimized design.

Rectangular waveguides appear best suited to carry the rf power. From

Sec. 7.2, a narrow opening, b = 2.95 cm, in the horizontal (toroidal) direction

is required. To transmit power at v = 1.677 GHz a vertical opening, a, of 17.0

cm is convenient; only the TEjo mode will propagate. The waveguide structure

is plated with a thin (several mils) layer of copper which reduces power loss

in the guides, since surface currents flow to a skin depth of 2 x lO"4 cm at

this frequency. A thin layer of beryllium will form an additional coating on

the waveguide surfaces in contact with the plasma. Beryllium is chemically

arid electrically similar to copper and, since it has a low sputtering and elec-

tron emission coefficient, it will be an ideal coating. In the relatively hot

waveguide structure facing the plasma typical temperatures of 250°C are expected,

and power attenuation in the guides would be about 1.4 x 10~2 db/m. Most of

the waveguides, away from the first wall, will operate at 60°C with only

1.2 x 10"2 db/m.

Radiation effects over the reactor lifetime will ultimately increase the

resistivity of the copper and beryllium plating; structural damage from high

energy particles occurs near one micron of the surface, which is comparable

to the skin depth. However, the affected waveguides, those near the first

wall, initially account for an estimated 0.5 MW of rf losses and a hundred-

fold increase in resistivity could be permitted before the losses reach 5.0 MW

and begin to impact the reactor's power balance. Moreover, waveguide baking

during maintenance periods may be expected to anneal the metals, removing

neutron damage and partly recovering the initial low resistivity.

As shown in Fig. 7-11 the spectrum is better defined as the number of

guides in the array is increased. For example, going from sixteen guides to

twenty typically increases E from 77% to 79%. For the same conditions, how-

ever, the reilection coefficient may increase from 77% to 78% in going to the

larger number of guides. These changes are small and tend to counteract each

other in determining overall system efficiency. This insencitivity to N at
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large values of N leads us to believe that an eighteen-element array will per-

form optimally and result in a fairly compact, almost square antenna design.

The resulting configuration, shown in Fig. 7-15, has four arrays stacked in

the poloidal direction; all guides poloidally adjacent are in phase, in order

to approximate the uniform y-dependence of the antenna theory. The total wave-

guide area facing the plasma, assuming ducts like that in the figure are located

in each of the twelve toroidal sectors, is 6.2 m2. In order to accommodate up

to 90 MW of rf heating to ignition the waveguide-averaged intensity is only

1.5 kW/cm2. This is well below the breakdown capacity of waveguides; the iuilti-
(47)pactor limit for our guides is ^25 kV/cm, and we do not expect fields above

^6 kV/cm. Intensities as high as 10 kW/cm2 have been achieved without break-

down. However, the linear antenna theory appears incorrect at intensities

above -̂1 kW/cm2. Some experiments ' indicate significant electron densi-

ties build up inside the guides at high power levels, leading to a permittivity

greater than e and a loss of control of wave phase. Other experiments

with dielectric loaded guides also find high power spectra in d'nagrsemcnt

with Brambilla's theory. In this case ponderomotive wave pressure appears to
(52)modify the plasma's edge density. Hopefully, careful surface preparation

will reduce the electron density problem, and the higher edge electron tempera-

ture in a reactor may reduce the ponderomotive effects compared to present-day

experiments. STARFIRE also employs directional couplers on the vacuum side of

the waveguide windows in order to constantly monitor individual guide phases;

a control system adjusts phases to create the desired spectrum. There is good

reason to believe that in the next few decades our understanding of plasma

response at high intensity will mature to the point that higher intensity and

smaller antenna surface area may be used.

The waveguide window is combined with the phase monitors and a dc break to

electrically isolate the antenna, which is in contact with the plasma. The

window is located between the TF coils, and beyond that point the guide is

pressurized at one to two atmospheres with SFg (see Fig. 7-16). Thus the ECR

region, where Q (B) = u, falls in the pressurized guide, 3 m outboard of the

window, and ECR breakdown is not a concern. The windows are fabricated from a

single 3-mm thick slab of BeO which is grooved on the surface to inhibit surface
(47)multipactor. The low loss tangent (tan 6 = 0.001) of BeO results in a

small heating rate. The dielectric constant is E = 6.6, and the wave attenua-
(53) r

tion is a = 0.397 db/m. The transmission efficiency of the window is thus
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Figure 7-15. Waveguide duct facing the plasma; matrix is composed
of four 18-element grills with vertically adjacent
waveguides in phase. Electric field vector in guides
is in the horizontal direction (TE10
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= 10-(0.0397x3xl0-3) =

w

The electric field strength in the window is found to be twenty-five times less
(47)

than the dielectric strength of BeO. A window of this design, which is much

thinner than a quarter wavelength, will have minimal influence on wave trans-

mission. ' In addition, it appears to be sufficiently rigid to withstand the

static gas pressure on one side and the thermal stresses of operation. Losses

from rf transmission amount to no more than 160 W in an individual window; t..»xs

small amount of heat is easily dissipated by edge cooling the window. BeO has

a high thermal conductivity (x = 2.4 W/cm-°C at 50°C); therefore in a worst-case

situation the temperature variation across the window is less than 6°C, and the

thermal stress would not exceed 5 ksi, which is small compared to the compres-

sicnal strength of over 100 ksi for BeO. Reference 54 cites examples of similar

waveguide windows which have performed up tc these standards in neutron-free

environmentss

According to the neutronics calculations of Chap. 11, the windows receive

during the reactor's lifetime a total dose less than 8 x 10 l l neutrons/cm2.

This leads to negligible swelling and negligible changes in thermal conductivity
(47)

in BeO, thus suggesting the possibility that the windows may never need to

be replaced.

Beyond the windows the waveguides pass below the reactor floor to a complex

of circulators, phase shifters, and high-power amplifier tubes. The electronic

configuration is the high efficiency system which was proposed in Ref. 54 ?id

which is diagrammed in Fig. 7-17. Due to the high reflected power found in

Sec. 7.2 it is most appropriate to simply circulate the reflected power into low

gain crossed-field-amplifier (CFA) tubes, such as magnetrons or amplitrons, '

and return the power to the reactor in an adjacent waveguiue. In our design a

klystron oscillator drives the CFA of the first waveguide in an 18-element

array ind subsequently power is circulated in a "daisy-chain" manner to each of

the other active elements in che array. We assume a 96% transmission effi-

ciency for the circulators and a 0.1 db loss in the phase shifters, which

assumes small improvements can be made over present-day performance.

Since the CFA is a low-gain device its efficiency is defined differently

from other ampliTiers. Denoting the rf output power, rf input power, and

electrical input powe^ respectively as P?, P3, and Pt,, the efficiency is
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Figure 7-17. Electronic configuration of rf system which circulates reflected power to adjacent CFA's;
this figure is reproduced from Ref. 54 [S. Y. Yuen, et al., MIT Plasma Fusion Center
Report RR-79-22 (1979)].
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The super power amplitron developed by Raytheon has achieved nrTr. =0.78

at P = 400 kW and 3 GHz CW with gains in the range 8-10 db. In addition,

the tube is attractive because it does not require a highly regulated power

supply, in marked contrast with klystrons. Tubes with several kilogauss mag-

nets are expected to require 20-30 kV power supplies and to draw 10-15 A,

depending on the gain required. We assume power supplies will be available to

convert ac to dc at a high efficiency, nBC = 0.95. Discussions with Raytheon

indicate there is a high likelihood that a CFA could be developed with TI A =

0.85 at 428 kW, 1.677 GHz, and gains of 4-7 db, so we have adopted this ru-,.

value in our design.

We are now in a position to evaluate the overall lower hybrid system effi-

ciency as a function of e and R. Referring to Fig. 7-17 and Table 7-2, the trans-

mission efficiency of power flowing from a CFA to the waveguide opening at the

first wall is n = ri ri TnITno = 0.8774; the transmission efficiency for the
Out L 1L W U

reflected power traveling from the waveguide mouth through the circulator and

a phase shifter and into an adjacent CFA is n = r\ T\ T\ r\ r\ = 0.8574. Recall-
in u W 1L L r

ing that P = 66.5 MW is needed to sustain the toroidal current, an antenna
output P, = P E""1, is needed to supply this, due to the inefficiency associ-

n iin

ated with the spectral sidebands. Assuming for the moment that all eighteen

guides in a horizontal array are actively supplying power, then the output of

a single guide (assuming twelve ducts each with four banks of arrays) must be

Pj £ p
h [

1 2 x 4 x 18]-1!! - R]- 1, where [1 - R] is the overall transmission

coefficient of the antenna. Thus, including transmission losses, the CFA out-

put is P2 = Pin"
1,. = PTUe"

1n~1
t[l - R]-

1/864. The power reflected into the
OUt Ln Out

j-th waveguide, given by the reflection coefficient R. = 2/ - in the

antenna calculation, is R.P . Therefore, the input power to the adjacent CFA,

including transmission losses, is

The dc power to the j-th CFA is

P 4j "

and the electric power to the j-th transformer/rectifier is
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Table 7-2. RF System Performance

Component Efficiency

RF Power Loss
(12 Ducts)

(MW)

Waveguide through blanket (0.70 m)

Waveguide, blanket to basement (32.6 m)

Windows, three per waveguide

Circulator

Phase shifter

CFA

Power supply

nG =

nTL ̂
n w =

nc =

np =

nCFA =

0.9979

0.9166

0.9992

0.9600

0.9772

0.8500

'PS
0.9500

0.5

20.1

0.2

10.6

1.5

21.8

7.6

Vis '

Combining these expressions, the net electric power to the rf system is

18

= 12
3=1

= P e^n^n""1 n"1 Fl - Rl"1
LHE nPSnCFAnoutLX J tl - n. n JL\in out

(42)

provided all waveguides have R. < nT1

Table 7-3 presents the results of surveys of antenna and system performance

for a variety of plasma-edge conditions, assuming eighteen active elements

(864 CFA tubes). For any edge density gradient it is seen that there is a

vacuum distance which minimizes the required electric power. Evidence from

Aj.catur A shows that the vacuum distance can be controlled with the placement

of local "virtual" limiters near the first wall. These limiters serve

mainly to define the low electron density edge region, and, being close to the

wall, they are shielded from the high energy particle flux seen by the main

limiter. Our survey also indicated wide variation in the minimum P 1 8 value
e

(167 MW at dn /dx = 5 x l0ilJ cm"4 to 203 MW at dn / dx = 5 x 10 1 2 cm"1*). Hope-

fully, with a series of local limiters of different widths and separations,

it will be possible to tailor the edge density in order to obtain optimum
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coupling to the plasma. We have made this assumption for the STARFIRE design

and, accordingly, we take the edge conditions to be dn /dx = 5 x 101 ° cm"11

e
and xQ = 1.0 cm.

Fur some of the high R cases in Table 7-3 individual R. values exceed

nT n~ . In these cases an individual reflection coefficient is so high

(greater than unity) that the input rf power to a CFA would exceed the output

power. Even for the best cases in the table (lowest P 1 8 values) the average

reflection is quite high (R > 0.6). Rather than circulate so much power

through the expensive tubes and rf hardware, one obvious improvement is to

modify the basic 18-element grill by simply stoppering those guides with

individual R. ~ 1.0. This idea of combining active and passive guides having

been tested, and the experimental results are in excellent agreement with

the theory. Individual passive guides must be plugged or tuned so the outgoing

power has the requisite phase corresponding to an all-active grill system.

Table 7-3. Net Electric Power Requirements
Versus Plasma Edge Density
(18-Active Element Grill)

dn /dx
e

(cm"lt)

2 x io 1 0

5 x i()io

5 * 10 1 1

5 x 1Q12

xo
(cm)

0.0
0.2
0.5
1.0

0.0
0.3
0.5
0.7
1.0
1.5
2.0

0.5
1.5
2.0
2.5

1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0

E

0.7351
0.7603
0.7857
0.8024

0.5604
0.6470
0.6912
0.7260
0.7634
0.7884
0.7888

0.5234
0.7498
0.7794
0.7761

0.6359
0.7245
0.7617
0.7442

R

0.6356
0.6793
0.7360
0.8085

0.3833
0.4834
0.5457
0.6021
0.6759
0.7724
0.8368

0.3875
0.7038
0.7887
0.8503

0.6649
0.7665

0.8326
0.9064

pl8
e
(MW)

170.1
172.9
181.9
208.8

188.7
171.7
167.4
166.7
171.4
194.5
232.2

202.3
181.2
204.2

203.1
209.0
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The passive guides, while they are not connected to high power amplifiers,

nevertheless help to define the spectrum and keep e at a large value. The

power flow formulas are modified only slightly from the all-active grill equa-

tions above:

Pl = PLH E~ 1 [ 1 " R'lN' 1^ 1 (43)

. = (p - p '
j V 2 3i

-1

')" 1- R')"1 (l - n. n R-\ . (47)
' V in out /

LH PS CFA

M is 4 * 12, N is the number of active guides in an 18-element array, and

primes denote an average over the active elements only.

By reducing Nr which eliminates CFA's from the system, the total system

cost may be reduced and the value of R' decreased. However, if N is too small

the spectrum departs too much from the N = 18 case and E decreases. In addi-

tion, smaller N requires larger CFA outputs which eventually can appreciably

exceed the P2 *•• 400 kW which was demonstrated for the super power amplitron.

We surveyed various possibilities and compromised on N = 9, i.e. half active

and half passive elements. The reference STARFIRE configuration is summarized

in Table 7-4 which shows individual reflection coefficients as well as the

array average. Note the average reflection coefficient R' = 44% which is con-

siderably lower than the corresponding R' = 68% in Table 7-3. Thus, even though

E is slightly smaller, the active/passive arrangement requires only 153 MW elec-

tric compared to the 171 MW of Table 7-3. The heat input to the plasma, P =

90.4 MW, was shown in Chap. 6 to be adequate for ignition. The maximum power

carried by any waveguide is T?i + Riopi = 575 kW, which is well within the guides'

capacity. CFA output at 428 kW with gains of 4.0 to 6.6 db are required, with

supplies rated at 300 to 400 kW dc output. Each horizontal array is driven

by a 100-kW klystron which powers the number two CFA in the chain. Note that

the adoption of N = 9 reduces the number of CFA's and power supplies from 864

to 432, reducing the capital cost of rf hardware by a factor of two. Additional
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Table 7-4. Antenna and System Performance for
Reference Active/Passive Grill
(N = 9)

Waveguide
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

£ = 0.7359;

P h = 90.4 MW;

xQ = 1.0 cm;

R.
2

0.44

0.29

0.47

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.51

0.52

0.53

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.38

1.00

0.45

1.00

0.39

R' =

Pl "

(kW)

140

93

151

164

167

172

123

146

126

0.4433;

376 kW;

dn /dx = 5 >
e

GFA
Gain
(db)

4.8

6.6

4.5

passive

passive

passive

passive

4.2

4.1

4.0

passive

passive

passive

5.4

passive

4.7

passive

5.3

P 9 = 152.7 MW
e

P 2 = 428 kW

: 10
1 0 cm"4

(kW)

338.

394.

326-

310.

306.

301.

358.

331.

355.

Yi
(kW)

164.

109.

176

192.

196.

201.

144.

171.

147.
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N
cost reductions appear feasible if larger circulating power is permitted (P >

150 MW), provided higher power CFA's could be developed.

From the power flow calculations the power losses in different parts of

the system were calculated, and these are itemized in Table 7-2. Note, that the

CFA's dissipate about one-third of the 62 MW of power lost in the conversion

of the 152.7 MW of ac power to the 90.4 MW of plasma heating; the wave!guide

dissipates another third. The placement of the circulators, phase shifters,

and CFA's directly under the tokamak (Fig. 7-16) is crucial in keeping the net

electric driving power at a reasonable level. It is estimated that an addi-

tional 15 m of travel for each transmission line would incur an extra 10 MW of

dissipated power. The present configuration does permit access to the active

electronics and conveniently locates the power supplies in an auxiliary build-

ing. The coax dc bus to the power supplies is sized to yield negligible power

loss. It appears possible that further reductions in P could be achieved by

shortening the waveguide runs. The dogleg configuration in the basement area

of Fig* 7-16 could be eliminated with further optimization. In addition, the

circulators are passive (low maintenance) ferrite devices which might be located

within the 3-m thick floor. This would have an added advantage of reducing

neutron leakage into the basement.

The rf system design, optimized for steady-state current drive, Is sum-

marized in Table 7-5. The choice of CFA tubes appears excellent for the pres-

ent application; preliminary analysis of a klystron-powered system indicated

circulating power much in excess of 200 MW as well as considerably higher

capital costs.

The lower-hybrid current drive option has attractive engineering and

operating features which recommend its use over such options as particle beam

drivers and other wave candidates. These stem from the redundancy within the

system, flexibility in transmission line location, and high reliability of the

components. For example, the rf system has sufficient over capacity so that

if a failure occurs in a single array of slots (l/48th of the system) the reac-

tor can continue to operate unless the vacuum system is breached. This design

feature permits maintenance without shutting down the reactor.

In addition, the system components are located in three different areas of

the plant as shown in Fig. 7-16. Active rf components are located outside the

reactor building to provide maximum access to the reactor and minimize the
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Table 7-5. RF System Summary

Quantity

I.

R

A

S

a

Bo
B

T

°T
edge
n
e
u
n

edge

yr>T

n B e/S D

H

rc / a

"e(rc)
Te(rc)

V

u.

-LH(rc'

ri

1 I I

U(rc)
lt
I

•f

N

.v>
b

d

a

dn (dx
e

xo
z

R'

PLH
Ph
Pq

Value

Tokamak Parameters (Input

7.0 m

3.6

1.33

2.59 m

5.8 T

5.1 T

17.3 keV

0.3

0.025 keV

1.18 x 1020 nT3

1.1

5 > 1 0 " nf3

0.403 x 1020 m"3

0.284

0.08

2.325 amu

0.86

0.569 x io20 m~3

15.1 keV

II. Lower Hybrid

1 677 GHz

1.054 " 1010 s"1

) 5.883 x 1O'J s"1

1.40-1.86

10.94 cm

1.81 ' 10R m/s

3.56

9.11 MA

10.1 MA

1.5 kW/cm?

9 + 9 = 18

2T./3

2.95 cm

0.70 cm

17.0 cm

5.0 < 1010 cm"'1

1.0 cm

0.736

0.443

66.5

90.4

152.7

Explanation

to WKB Analysis of Wave Damping)

Major radius

Aspect ratio

Shape factqr

SR/A

Field on axis

Field near antenna

Average electron temperature

Temperature profile

Edge electron temperature

Average electron density

Density profile

Edge electron density

Fuel ion density

Alpha fraction

Beryllium fraction

Effective ion mass

Furthest wave penetration

Density at furthest penetration

Temperature at furthest penetration

Sysr.em Parameters

Wave frequency

Wave angular frequency

Lower-hybrid frequency at r

Spectrum required

Toroidal wave length

Parallel phase speed

w /'ll v
e
 a t rc

Parallel current

Toroidal current

Wave intensitv at antenna

Nine active/nine passive guides

Phase difference

Narrow guide opening

Septum

Vertical guide opening

Edge density gradient

Vacuum distance

Spectral fraction driving current

Antenna reflection coefficient

Required to drive current

Net heating to plasma

Net electric to rf system
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number of remote maintenance operations required. The rf duct, which is routed

through the reactor floor space to a basement area, has two dielectric windows

provided at the building liner to assure integrity of the liner. The basement

area was chosen for location of the circulators, phase shifters, and amplifiers

to minimize the duct length and resultant rf losses. The basement area is

specifically designed for the rf components and is shown in the balance-of-

plant (BOP) layout in Chap. 20, A circular crane is provided to assist in

component handling. The bends and lengthy ducting together with the thick

floor of the building provide adequate shielding so that maintenance personnel

can replace components during reactor operation.

The electrical power supplies are located in the electrical building as

shown in the BOP layout of Chap. 20. This arrangement permits replacement of

individual power supplies while the reactor continues to operate. The elec-

trical building location was chosen for the power supplies because of space

limitations in the reactor building basement.

The rf grill design is shown in the engineering layout of Fig. 7-18. The

grill assembly is mounted to the blanket and is replaced every six years as

part of the blanket sector, as discussed in Chap. 19. The grill assembly pro-

trudes through the shield door as a part of an assembly that contains other

penetrations. This interface is discussed in Chap. 11. An elbow attaches to

the grill assembly outside the shield. The elbow incorporates the phase moni-

tor and beryllium oxide dielectric window. The window is located at the

interface of thf. grill assembly and elbow to permit its removal for replace-

ment if necessary, yet it provides a vacuum tight boundary so that plasma cavity

pumpdown can be started without having all external structure and cooling lines

in place. Each time the elbow is removed for blanket replacement, a refurbished

duct is installed. Refurbishment is expected to include seal and phase monitor

replacement and a general inspection.

Cooling water is directed to the first wall from the reactor building floor

by a tube in the rf duct. At the first wall the water is manifolded and forced

to flow past the first wall at 3 m/s. The coolant then flows through the duct

cross section where it bath cools the separate rf guides as it exits near the

initial inlet at the reactor building floor.
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Figure 7-18. Engineering layout of rf duct; in Sec. A-A
the passive guides are shown shaded.
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Within the reactor hall, the total heat load to each of the twelve ducts

is approximately 3.8 MW of which 0.5 MW results from the first wall flux, 2.2

MW results from nuclear heating, and 1.1 MW results from rf losses. Total sys-

tem heating in the ducts within the reactor hall is 45 MW, The inlet coolant

temperature is 35°C and the outlet temperature is 46°C, Pressure loss of the

system is expected to be "̂ 20 ̂ si.

Each grill assembly is fabricated from PCA steel. PCA steel was chosen

based on its seler -ion as a material for the first wall and blanket. The

uncertainties of material properties under irradiation conditions results in

the desire to minimize the number of different materials used near the plasma.

Changes in choice of a blanket structure would likely result in a change in tl"

rf duct structure. PCA steel is acceptable for the grill because it is being

used at lower stresses (50-psi coolant) and lower temperatures (315°C maximum)

than the first wall and should therefore have a longer life.

The grill is designed to minimize the amount of welding required near the

first wall, again because of the uncertainties. Minimum welding at the first

wall is accomplished by constructing the grill of four machined platesv each of

which contains a 1 * 18 matrix of broached slots with cross-drilled holes (see

section DD of Fig. 7-18) for cooling passages. The machined slots are 2.95 cm

x 17 cm ard the drilled cooling passages are 3 mm diameter. The only welding

required near the first wall is to join the individual slotted plates together.

The weld zone is in the low pressure manifold region at the back of the machined

and welded assembly; rectangular extruded tubes are welded to each machined slot.

The bank of extruded tubes is enclosed by a steel tank which forms the outlet

coolant passage and provides bath cooling.
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7.4 LOWER-HYBRID HEATING AND CURRENT DRIVE FOR STARTUP

The same rf system described in the previous section for steady-state cur-

rent drive may also be used, with slight modification, to initiate the tokamak

discharge. Previous studies, using Landau damping of lower-hybrid waves coupled
(59)

to one-dimensional transport calculations, have shown that reactor-size

tokamaks may be ignited with reasonable amounts of rf po\ er. The results reported

in this section focus on different requirements, viz., the dynamic phase of cur-

rent drive and the ability to maintain MHD equilibrium during this phase.

(1 2)
Lower-hybrid theory ' points out that significant current density is

generated when the ratio of phase speed to electron speed, w, is about 3- ;.

Thus (see Table 7-5) we found w = 3.56 at the peak current density of the

steady-state configuration, which was achieved with n = ^.40-1.86. Lower T

values during startup accordingly require higher n to generate current. There-

fore, three of the twelve rf ducts in the STARFIRE design house a special grill

geometry designed to broadcast higher n spectra when f is low; by adjusting

the waveguide phases these grills can essentially duplicate the spectrum of

Fig. 7-12 for the steady-state portion of the burn. For the dynamic zero-

dimensirmal calculation described in Sec. 6.3.1 an algorithm was developed to

model the rf heating and current drive. This algorithm will be shown a posteriori

to fit the actual performance of the special grills.

For simplicity the pressure profile is assumed constant during the startup

with a. = 1.4. The combination of low-power ohmic heating and ECRH initially

creates a peaked temperature profile; we take a = 1.1. We assume the special

grills are initially phased at IT with power concentrated near n | ̂  5. Since
11 i

the spectrum is symmetric no net momentum is launched, but heating occurs where

the local temperature is T ^ 1 keV. We desire to heat the central portion of

the plasma, with T = 1 keV corresponding to T % 0.5 keV. Once T is raised
e 0 e e

to VL.4 keV, central heating (at T ^ 2.9 keV) requires a guide phasing that

results in an asymmetric spectrum (n^ ^ 3); at this point the LH waves begin to

drive currem. During this low 6 phase the MHD equilibrium demands centrally

peaked current profiles. This is accomplished by reducing n7 to ^1.6 while T

increases to 6.2 keV. Wave accessibility to the magnetic axis during this

period requires u^ < 0.3 * 10 2 0 m~3. An analytic expression in Ref. 4 relates

total rf current to power dissipated:
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•>-, I / M n / aT 4 n ( n l / n l ? ) G

Prf = 1.3xio-"i BneJl-(rW) »
 T / ' * . (48)

With an = 0.3, aT = 1.1, rc = 0, n|(1 - n,2 * 0.9, n(|1 = 5.3 T~J, and G a 1

we obtain the formula given in Sec. 6.3.1 for the interval 1.4 < f < 6.2, when

Te is in units of keV. Once n^ ^ 1.6 the phases are fixed so all twelve ducts

become available to further heat and drive current. Waves with n ^ 1.6 heat

the location where T ^ 14 keV, so as T increases from 6.2 keV to 17.3 keV,

the waves heat and drive current closer to the plasna edge. The tendency to

heat the surface flattens the temperature profile, which is modeled by taking

aT = 1.5 - 0.07 f . The increase in a and tendency to drive current in t'.ie low

n edge region allows increases of n to the steady-state value of 1.2 x 1020 m~3.

MHD equilibrium is simultaneously satisfied during this phase since the increase

in Bt automatically leads to hollow current profiles. Again, using Eq. (48) with

n||2 = 1.40, n|(] = 1.86, but taking 1 - (r2/a2)^ ̂  13 (l + a \? J 1, the P ver-

sus I relationship is formulated for 6.2 keV < T , as given in Sec. 6.3.1.

To illustrate the consistency of this picture we have tabulated the rele-

vant parameters at several time steps from the startup phase shown in Figs.

6-17 to 6-19, as well as MHD parameters and I f calculated from the algorithms

given above; this is given in Table 7-6. Four stages in the evolution of the

MHD equilibrium are shown in Fig. 7-19. The first example, labeled 6 = 0.950,

is typ?cal of the discharge profiles through the first 250 s, when T < 6.2 keV

and B is very low. During this time the current density peaks at the magnetic

axis, so r = 0 . After 300 s the T and B values increase. The profile at

368 s is approximately given by the example labeled 6 =1.96; notice the cur-

rent density peaks outboard of the magnetic axis and is beginning to flatten.

By 386 s T has reached 17.7 keV and 8 = 0.044. The corresponding equilibrium,

labeled B = 2.24, is already hollow. The final state, for which T = 17.3 keV
P e

and B = 0.067, is, of course, the last equilibrium, labeled B = 2.91. All

the equilibria in the startup sequence were computed with Fz(t|O = F (1 - ISIJJ1'7);

increasing B values correspond to larger 6 values (see Sec. 6.2.1 for further
P

discussion). The four equilibria in Fig. 7-19 have boundary-to-axis safety
factor ratios of q /q = 2.7, 3.0, 3.2, and 4.2 and do not constitute a flux

D EL

conserving sequence. However, due to the very long time taken for startup,
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Table 7-6. Current Drive and Heating During Startup (Zero-D, Dynamic Code)

•o

Time(s)

4

9

15

17

300

368

386

3
P

1.14

0.80

0.99

1.09

1.10

1.97

2.25

1.7

4.9

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

. t

x 10"h

x 10"k

0015

0017

014

033

044

f
e

(keV)

0.74

1.75

5.45

6.29

13.1

15.6

17.7

n

(1020 m"3)

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.39

0.77

0.88

Prf
(MW)

1.4

15.0

40.2

40.2

90.0

90.0

90.0

(MA)

0.0

2.45

18.5

24.1

14.7

10.0

14.4

I

(MA)

0.99

1.77

2.77

2.86

7.99

9.18

9.69

°T

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

0.6

0.4

0.3
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B = 0.950
P

'q - 2.7

= 0.0

8 = 1.96
P

qb/qa - 3.0

a, = 0.7

6
P

q b / q a

aT
J

= 2

= 3

= 0

.24

.2

.8

.o i.o r.o i.o
R in)

B = 2.91
P

aT = 1.0

Figure 7-19. Toroidal equilibria during startup showing current density
profile evolving from low 0 peaked profiles to a high 0
hollow profile; otj is proportional to 6 and indicates the
degree of diamagnetism.
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flux conservation should not be a constraint on the STARFIRE current profile.

Prior to 4 s, heating results from ECRH, and at 4 s the lower-hybrid system

adds an additional 1.4 MW of heating, as shown by the P column in Table 7.6.

However, there is not yet any rf current drive, the total I being driven by the

EF coils and small OH coil. By 9 s, f has risen high enough that substantial

rf current can be driven. From this point on, I , carried by the plateau in

the electron distribution function, exceeds the net plasma current, I. This

is a result of the reverse emf from -d(LI)/dt which drives ohmic reverse cur-

rent in such a way as to retard the increase in I. One consequence of this is

the long delay from 17 s to 400 s in Fig. 6-18, which is essentially the decay

time for the reverse current. In order to obtain I > 20 MA with only 40 MW

of rf power it is essential to keep n low during this period. Once T > 6.2

(after 250 s ) , all twelve rf ducts are employed, and P f is raised to 90 MW.

Subsequently, as n is raised to its final value, I , falls and eventually be-

comes I _ = [ = 10.1 MA.

rf

The three special rf ducts for the startup phase have the same vertical

dimensions and outside horizontal dimension as the unit shown in Fig. 7-15,

but they differ by having 36 openings (instead of 18) with narrower b = 1.375 cm

and thinner septa, d = 0.5 cm. These grills are operated at \i = 1.677 GHz, but

the phase difference between guides is adjusted during startup to vary the spec-

trum. Table 7-7 summarizes the spectra resulting from activating only 18 of

the 36 elements with different relative phases. The spectrum is continuously
c c

tunable in ° range from n = 4.7 to n = 1.58, as assumed for the startup

simulation. i .e Aif = u phasing has a symmetric spectrum (and cannot drive cur-

rent), but E rapidly rises to 0.8-0.1 for the other phasings. By activating

more or fever waveguides the width An., of the spectral peak may be adjusted,

An becoming ^0.4 when N = 36. The reflection coefficient varies considerably

for differing A<J) and fixed plasma edge conditions. It might be necessary, there-

fore, to actively control x 0 and dn /dx during the startup phase in order to

obtain the best coupling to the plasma.

The final illustration, Fig. 7-20, displays the results of the cylindri-

cal equilibrium calculation at five times during the startup. The plasma con-

ditions at each time step were taken from Table 7-6. By varying the n values

it is evident that central heating and current drive does occur at early times

and is followed later by surface current generation. The P _ and I . values
rf rf
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4 s

P = 3.0 MW

C = 9 s

a. = 1.2

P , = 17 MW
rf

I ,= 2.3 MA

t = 15 s

a\ - 2-1

An

Prf

0.8

55 MW

1 = 15.5 HA

i

///
t

t = 300 s

n̂ j = 1.63

Ann = 0.46

rf

rf

90 MW

14.8 MA

P = 90 MW
rf

I = 14.8 MA
rf

Figure 7-20. Cylindrical equilibria during startup. Curves are identified
as in Fig. 7-9 except at t = 4 s when the solid curve is rf
heating (no rf current density).
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Table 7-7. Special Grill Performance for Startup

N = 18, v = 1.677 GHz, b = 1.375 cm,
d = 0.5 cm, XQ = 1.0 cm,
dne/dx = 5 x 1010 cm"

4

h<t>

27[/2

2 T T / 2 . 5

2TT/3

2TT/4

2TI/5

2TT/6

c
nll

4.7

J.8

3.1

2.36

1.88

1.58

An,,

0 ,8

0.8

0 .8

0.76

0.76

0.78

in the figure agree qualitatively with the dynamic code values (Table 7-6),

derived from the algorithms of Sec. 6.3.1. Quantitative agreement would be

expected if the wave damping routine were directly coupled to the dynamic code.

A detailed engineering design of the special grill systems has not been

performed, but, on the basis of the analysis in Sec. 7.3, these systems will be

similar to the other nine rf assemblies. Therefore, special requirements for

these grills will not greatly impact the overall performance and cost of the

lower hybrid system. The capital cost (see Sec. 22.5.3.4) for the lower hybrid

system is only a few percent of the total power plant cost, so, in view of the

attractiveness of starting up with lower hybrid driven currents, the increased

complexity of adding the special grills is more than compensated by the enhanced

tokamak performance.
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8.1 INTRODUCTION

Previous reactor design studies have shown that plasma impurity control

and exhaust is one of the most difficult systems in tokamaks. Therefore, the

STARFIRE study has devoted a significant effort to the development of a credi-

ble and attractive design for this system. This chapter develops the design

ccncept and presents detailed analyses to support the design choices and to

predict the performance characteristics of the reference impurity control and

exhaust system in STARFIRE.

An assessment of the impurity control and exhaust system based mostly on

previous work in this area identified five basic problems: (1) high heat load

on the particle collection medium; (2) high tritium inventory in the fueling

system and vacuum pumps; (3) very large vacuum-pumping speed requirements;

(4) significant neutron and gamma-ray streaming through the vacuum ducts lead-

ing to high heat loads on the pumping cryopanels and difficult shielding

requirements; and (5) engineering complexity inherent to some specific concepts

for plasma ash removal. The STARFIRE approach to solving these problems is

discussed below.

The origin and solution to the first problem of high heat load on the

particle collection medium are highly dependent on the characteristics of plasma

operation. In steady-state, the alpha power plus any auxiliary heating power

must be removed from the plasma region. In STARFIRE, the alpha power is 700 MW

and the rf power is 90 MW, giving a total of 790 MW. In conventional designs,

only less than half of this energy is radiated leaving more than 400 MW to be

transported to the particle collection medium. Previous designs for divertors

showed that the surface area of the particle collection medium is limited to

^20 m2. For these designs, the average heat load would be >20 MW/m2 and, given

the jiact that the particle heat load drops exponentially across the scrape-off

region, the peak heat load would be >50 MW/m2. Such an extremely high heat

load is beyond the capability of any suitable structural material. The STARFIRE

approach to solving this problem consists of two parts:

(a) Enhancing plasma radiation to reduce the transport power to the

particle collection medium. This is accomplished by injecting

small amounts of high-Z material (iodine) along with the DT fuel.

Most of the alpha energy is thus radiated to the first wall which

has a large surface area.
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(b) Increasing the surface area of the collection medium. One convenient

method of accomplishing this is to minimize the angle between the

direction of incidence of the charged particles and the surface of

the collection medium. There are limitations on the size and posi-

tion of the collection medium, which vary from one impurity control

concept to another.

The second, third, and fourth problems of high tritium inventory, large

pumping speeds, and troublesome radiation streaming are strongly interrelated

as to the origin of the problems and the approach to solving them. Previous

studies strived to achieve a high helium removal efficiency approaching unity.

This removal efficiency is defined as the probability that a particle diffus-

ing out of the plasma will be pumped rather than reflected into the plasma.

By requiring a helium removal efficiency of 'vL, the fraction of deuterium (D)

and tritium (T) recycled into the plasma (reflection coefficient) becomes low

and the gas load to the vacuum pumps increases. A low tritium reflection coef-

ficient results in a low tritium fraction burnup and an increase in the tritium

inventory requirements in the fueling system. The increase in the DT gas load

in the vacuum pumping system leads to an increase in (a) the tritium inventory

in the vacuum pumps; (b) the required pumping speed; and (c) the required capa-

city of the vacuum pumps. The intensity of radiation streaming is critically

dependent on the size and shape of the vacuum ducts. Again, requiring high

helium removal efficiency requires a high conductance vacuum pumping system,

which can only be realized by large-size vacuum ducts with no significant bends.

A key part of the STARFIRE solution to these problems is to design for only

a modest helium removal efficiency. As will be discussed in Sec. 8.3, it can be

shown that steady-state plasma operation is achievable with a helium removal

efficiency as low as 10-20%. The penalty of such a low removal efficiency is a

high alpha particle equilibrium concentration in the plasma. In STARFIRE, this

is compensated for by a modest increase in the strength of the toroidal field

to keep the fusion power the same. It should be noted that the significant

charge-exchange with hydrogen tends, in general, to make the tritium removal

efficiency lower than that for helium.

The solutions outlined for the four problems above can be applied to any

design concept for impurity control and exhaust. However, the degree of success

varies considerably from one concept to another. This degree of success is an

important figure of merit in selecting a design concept.
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The fifth problem of engineering complexity is specific to the particular

design concept selected for the impurity control and exhaust system. The magni-

tude of the problem is greatly dependent on the configurational and component

requirements of the specific concept and how they integrate with the rest of the

reactor system. Divertor and divertorless concepts were surveyed. Present

design concepts for poloidal and bundle divertors are found to be inherently

complex. Specifically, they require magnets, enhance radiation streaming, com-

plicate maintenance, and significantly increase the physical size of the reactor.

Therefore, it seems prudent to seriously explore divertorless concepts.

An evaluation of divertorless schemes shows that the "pumped limiter" (also

called limiter/vacuum system) is an attractive concept with many inhevantly

simple features that are very desirable in a commercial power reactor. Among

the advantages of the limiter/vacuum system, as compared to divertors, are:

(1) It is a mechanical -/stem that does not require magnets.

(2) It has minimal requirements on space; the limiter fits naturally

into the scrape-off region.

(3) Because of its location inside the first wall, the surface area

available for the limiter is relatively large, thus permitting

operation at reasonable heat fluxes.

(4) The system is flexible enough to permit designing for low hydrogen

removal efficiency; this leads to higher tritium fractional burnup,

low tritium inventory, reduced gas loads, and more attractive

requirements for the effective pumping speed.

(5) The limiter/vacuum system can be designed to dramatically reduce

radiation streaming.

(6) The limiter can be replaced simultaneously with the first wall

with no special maintenance requirements.

(7) The system is simple and inexpensive. This feature is not only

attractive for reactor maintainability and economics, but it also

means that the physics and engineering testing necessary to qualify

the concept can be done in present facilities, in a relatively short

time and at a modest cost.
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Several variants of the limiter were discussed earlier in the literature

(see for example, Refs. 1-6). The present work represents the first comprehen-

sive attempt to develop a detailed design supported by physics and engineering

analyses.

Section 8.2 introduces the limiter/vacuum system concept and summarizes

the reference design. The plasma engineering considerations of impurity con-

trol and exhaust are discussed in Sec. 8.3. The engineering aspects of the

limiter are analyzed in Sec. 8.4. These include structural and coating mate-

rials, thermal hydraulics, stresses, neutronics, and electromagnetic considera-

tions. The analyses include both steady state and off-normal conditions.

Section 8.4 is concluded with a description of the mechanical design for the

limiter and its support. Tradeoffs and design analysis for the vacuum system

are presented in Sec. 8.5.

8.2 REFERENCE DESIGN SUMMARY

A serious effort has been made in the STARFIRE study to develop a plasma

impurity control and exhaust system that satisfies the following goals:

(1) have manageable heat loads in the medium where the alpha and impurity

particles are collected; (2) have a reasonable and reliable vacuum system

that minimizes the number and size of vacuum ducts; (3) have a high tritium

burnup to minimize the tritium inventory in the fuel cycle; and (4) have engi-

neering simplicity compatible with ease of assembly/disassembly and maintenance.

These goals are found to be best satisfied by a toroidal limiter/vacuum

system together with a beryllium coating on the first wall, limiter, and all

other surfaces exposed to the plasma. In order to minimize the heat load to

the limiter, most of the alpha-heating power to the plasma is radiated to the

first wall, by injecting a small amount of high-Z material, e.g. iodine, along

with the DT fuel scream. The iodine atoms enhance the line-and-recombination

X-ray radiation over most of the plasma volume. The helium removal efficiency

of the limiter/vacuum system is intentionally kept low for three reasons:

(1) to reduce the heat load on the limiter; (2) to simplify the vacuum system

and reduce radiation streaming; and (3) to minimize the tritium inventory tied

up in the vacuum and tritium processing systems. The major features of the

STARFIRE impurity control and exhaust system are summarized in Table 8-1.
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Table 8-1. Major Features of STARFIRE Impurity Control/Exhaust

• A litiiter/vacuum system

— One toroidal belt-type limiter centered around midplane

— Simple, inexpensive, credible engineering

• Low-Z coating (beryllium) on all surfaces exposed to plasma

t Enhanced plasma radiation

— To reduce heat load at collection plate

— Achieved by injecting small amount of iodine

• A low helium removal efficiency (25%)

— Much simpler vacuum system

— Less radiation streaming

— High tritium burnup, low tritium inventory

— Penalty: Modest increase in toroidal field (0.85 T on axis)

i» Simple vacuum system

— Limiter duct penetrates blanket leading to a plenum region
between blanket and bulk shield

— Significantly reduced radiation streaming; less shielding
and lower nuclear heat load in cryopanels

Figure 8-1 shows a cross section through the limiter, the limiter slot,

the limiter duct, and the plenum region. The limiter consists of 96 segments

that form one toroidal ring centered at the midplane and positioned at the

outer side of the plasma chamber. This location was selected because: (1) it

is the least likely place for a thermal energy dump from a plasma disruption;

and (2) it helps the symmetry in particle and heat loads on the upper and lower

branches of the limiter. Each of the limiter segments is 1 m high and ̂ 0.6 m

wide. The physical dimensions of the system are shown in Fig. 8-1. The limi-

ter slot, which is the region between the limiter and first wall, leads to a

0.4-m high limiter duct that penetrates the 0.7-m thick blanket. The limiter

duct opens into a plenum region that is located between the blanket and shield

and extends all the way around the torus. This plenum region is large enough

so that it spreads the radiation leakage from the limiter duct into a larger

surface area of the bulk shield. The conductance of the plenum region is large
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Figure 8 -1 . Cross section of the STARFIRE l imi te r design.
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enough to permit locating the vacuum ducts in the bulk shield sufficiently

removed from the midplane so that radiation streaming from the limiter duct in

the blanket to the vacuum pumps is acceptable. There are 12 vacuum ducts at the

top and another 12 at the bottom of the reactor. Each of these vacuum ducts has

an equivalent diameter of 1 m and penetrates the bulk shield leading to the

vacuum pumps.

The basic principles of how the limiter works are rather simple. Ions

that hit the front face of the limiter will be neutralized and reflected back

into the plasma. Ions that fall into the limiter slot hit the back surface and

are neutralized. Some of the scattered neutrals will directly reach the limiter

duct and follow a multiple-scattering path into the plenum region and out the

vacuum ducts where they are removed by the vacuum pumps. Other particles neu-

tralized at the back surface of the limiter will scatter back in the direction

of the plasma. These neutrals have a high probability of being ionized and

returned back to the limiter surface. Calculations show that this trapping

or "inversion" effect is so large for helium that ^90% of the helium entering

the limiter slot will get pumped. This inversion effect greatly simplifies the

limiter/vacuum system design in at least two ways:

(1) Location of the Leading Edge: Since the helium inversion probability

is very high, the fraction of particles that enters the ltmiter slot

needs to be only slightly greater than the helium removal efficiency.

This permits locating the two leading edges at the top and bottom of

the limiter sufficiently away from the plasma edge and inward into

the scrape-off region so that the peak heat flux at the leading edge

is reasonably low.

(2) Neutral Pressure: This inversion effect causes the neutral gas pres-

sure at the limiter duct to be considerably higher than the neutral

pressure around the plasma. Such hign pressure greatly simplifies

the vacuum system design.

Hydrogen can charge-exchange as well as be ionized. These charge-exchange

events significantly reduce the inversion probability for hydrogen because the

resulting neutral will tend to make its way out of the slot region into the

plasma. Therefore, the beneficial effect of higher helium pumping probability

and enhanced hydrogen recycling into the plasma is obtainable with the limiter/

vacuum system.
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The plasma paramsters related to the impurity control and exhaust system

are shown in Table 8-2. The design parameters for the limiter are shown in

Table 8-3.

Table 8-2. Plasma-Related Parameters

Fusion alpha power (P ) , MW 703

Lower-hybrid power to plasma (PTU), MW 90

Transport power to the limiter, MW 90

Helium production rate, (particles per second) 1.24 x 10'?1

Alpha particle concentration (n /iVyj) 0.14

Beryllium (low-Z coating) concentration (n., M ™ ) 0.04

Iodine (radiation enhancement) concentration (n /n ) 1.0 * 10~3

Helium reflection coefficient, R 0.75
a

Toroidal-field margin at plasma center, T 0.85

Scrape-off region thickness, m 0.2

Particle confinement time (T ), s 1.8

Particle e-folding distance in scrape-off zone (6 ), cm 10

Energy e-folding distance in scrape-off zone (.&„), cm 5

Plasma-edge temperature (T , ), keV 1.2

The charged particle flux in the scrape-off region falls off exponentially

as e P with 6 = 10 cm and x as the distance into the scrape-off region.

About 28% of the helium particles diffusing out of the plasma will fall into

the limiter slot, i.e. between x = 8.7 cm and x = 20 cm. The transmission

(pumping) probability for these particles is 0.9 giving an overall helium

reflection coefficient R =0.75 and helium removal efficiency (1 - R ) of

0.25. The reflection coefficient for deuterium/tritium is 0.9.

The transport heat flux on the limiter (due to charged particles) varies

as 16 e X E s i n e i n u n i t s of MW/m2 w i t h x in cni} s = 5 c m j a n d 6 b e i n g t h e

angle between the field lines in the poloidal plane (nearly vertical in Fig.

6-1) and the surface of the limiter. The limiter surface from the tip (at the

plasma edge) to the top (or bottom) leading edge is slanted to spread the heat
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Table 8-3. Limiter Design Parameters

Coolant

Reference structural materials

Low-Z coating material

Total heat removed from limiter, MW

(90 MW transport, 56 MW radiation plus neutrals,
and 54 MW nuclear)

Average surface heat load, MW/nr

Peak surface heat load, MW/m2

Coolant inlet temperature, °C

Coolant outlet temperature (2-pass), °C

Coolant pressure, MPa (psia)

Coolant channel size, mm * mm

Wall thickness, mm

Maximum temperature, °C

Water side

Coating side

Water

Ta-5W, AMAX-MZC,
FS-85, or
V-20Ti

Beryllium

200

193

290

182

196

192

404

V-20TJ

191

449

Includes transport load (3.4 MW/m2) plus load from radiation and
charge-exchar^e neutrals.

load. The leading edge (region where 6 = 0 occurs) forms approximately one-

half a cylindrical shell with a diameter of 1.7 cm and extends from x ̂  7 cm to

x ̂  8.7 cm. The location of the leading edge was determined from tradeoffs be-

tween the helium removal efficiency (and the associated toroidal-field margin)

and the peak heat flux. The peak transport heat flux is ̂ 3.4 MW/m2 and occurs

at x ̂  7.8 cm. The average transport heat flux on the region of the leading

edge is ̂ 2.2 MW/m2. The front surface of the limiter (from the tip to the

leading edge) receives an additional surface heat load of 0.9 MW/m2 due to

plasma radiation and charge-exchange neutrals. The magnitude of the volumetric

nuclear heating depends on the specific limiter material and is in the range of

30 to 80 MW/m3 for the materials to be discussed shortly.
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Water is selected as the limiter coolant because of its good heat transfer

characteristics. This choice is consistent with the use of water cooling in

the first wall and blanket. The limiter segments are connected so that the

coolant passes through two segments (2 passes). The water inlet temperature to

the first pass is 115°C and, with a temperature rise of 15°C per segment, the

outlet temperature is 145°C for the second pass. The coolant pressure is 4.2

MPa (600 psia). The water temperature is kept low to minimize pressure stresses.

Since the 200 MW of heat removed from the limiter represents only 5% of the reac-

tor thermal power, this heat is used effectively for feedwater heating in the

steam cycle without significant loss in thermal efficiency.

A large number of materials were evaluated as to their suitability for the

limiter structure. The evaluation included the capability of viithstanding high

heat fluxes, resistance to radiation damage, fabricability, and compatibility

with the surrounding environment. This resulted in identifying four reference

alloys as the primary candidate materials. These included a copper alloy

AMAX-MZC, and the refractory metal alloys of vanadium (V-20Ti), niobium (FS-85),

and tantalum (Ta-5W). Three-dimensional thermal-hydraulic, and stress analyses

were carried out for these four materials. A summary of the results is shown

in Table 8-4.

Table C-4. Thermal/Stress Analysis of Candidate Limiter Materials
a,b

Tantalum, Ta-5W

Niobium, FS-85

Vanadium, V-20T1

Copper, AMX-MZC

Temperature

Outer

290

404

449

196

Inner

193

192

191

182

Maxxmum
Effective
Stress
(MPa)

249

370

537

178

Yield
Stress
(MPa)

342

370

452

431

Effective
Yield

0.7

1.0

1.2

0.4

Coolant; Pressure = 600 psi, T. = 115°C, T = 145°Cr ' xn ' out

Channels = 4' x 8 mm, 1.5 mm thick at outer side.
JPeak heat load = 4 MW/m2.
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The limiter wall temperature at the coolant side is essentially the same,

<2QO°C, for all materials with small differences due to axial conduction. At

this low temperature, the corrosion rate of these materials in water should be

acceptable. The maximum temperature in the structure (coating side) varies

from 196°C in copper to 449°C in vanadium reflecting the large difference in

the thermophysical properties. The ratio of the effective stress to the yield

stress is also shown in Table 8-4. These results indicate that under normal

operating conditions, all of the materials meet the allowable stress criteria

of the ASME Code Case 1592, However, only AMAX-MZC and Ta-5W can meet the more

restrictive criteria of 0,75 of the yield strength. Since the thermal stress

component dominates the total stress in the limiter, the materials with the

highest thermal conductivity and lowest thermal expansion will experience the

lowest stress. It should be noted, however, that the results in Table 8-4 are

based on conservative assumptions. Furthermore, several modifications in the

reference limiter design that can significantly reduce the thermal stress have

been identified and are discussed in Sec. 8.4. Therefore, all the four alloys

in Table 8-4 are considered viable candidates and the selection of one of them

must be made based on additional data from future experimental results in areas

such as resistance to radiation damage.

The impact of a specific material choice for the limiter on the perfor-

mance of other reactor components is very small. For the purposes of this

report, all the four alloys identified in Table 8-4 are considered as reference

materials. The small differences that may result in the reactor design due to

the choice of any of these four materials will be noted where appropriate.

The limiter and the first wall are coated with beryllium to eliminate

sputtering of the underlying high-Z structural materials. Beryllium is

selected as the low-Z coating because its properties make it superior to other

candidates. Estimates of the erosion of the beryllium coating were made. The

coating on the first wall will erode at a rate of 0.14 mm/yr; therefore, a

1.2-mm coating is adequate for a 7-yr life. The limiter coating will sputter

by all ion species with a spatially varying rate. Redeposition of beryllium

from the plasma and first wall will also occur. The net effect is that the

coating will erode on the wall while it grows on the limiter. The STARFIRE

design is developed such that there is no net erosion or growth on the leading

edge. This is accomplished by maintaining a beryllium density in the plasma

of T4% of the hydrogen ion density. There will be a net growth of beryllium
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on the rest of the limiter averaging ^0.6 mm/yr. A simple grinding process in

place can be performed if necessary to restore the beryllium coating to its

original thickness.

The response of the limiter to off-normal conditions was considered as an

integral part of the design. The important off-norrr.xl events are: (1) plasma

disruptions; and (2) losf-of-coolant flow. The concerns with plasma disrup-

tions are the thermal energy dump and the induced electromagnetic forces. The

limiter is intentionally located at the outer side of the plasma and centered

around the midplane, where a plasma energy dump is least likely. However, in

the unlikely event that a plasma thermal energy dump on the limiter occurs,

only the coating will be affected. The rate of ablation of beryllium is small

enough that several disruptions per year with the thermal energy dump on the

liraiter can be tolerated.

The electromagnetic forces will always be induced in the limiter in the

case of a plasma disruption regardless of where the plasma energy dump occurs.

Three electromagnetic effects are produced, with the magnitude strongly depen-

dent on the plasma disruption (current decay) time. The first is a uniform

pressure, acting on the outside panels of the limiter. For a plasma disruption

time of >10 ms, the maximum induced stress due to this uniform pressure is 0.6

MPa (90 psi), which is a small fraction of the yield stress for the copper,

tantalum, niobium, and vanadium alloys. The second effect is a force tending

to bend the limiter arm aDout a toroidal axis. Accommodating this force

required an iterative process in the limiter design. In particular, providing

a thick root for the limiter (see Fig. 8-1) was found necessary to reduce the

moment arm and the magnitude of the fores. With the present reference design,

the maximum bending stress is VL54 MPa (22,000 psi; , which is <40% of the

yield stress for the reference, structural materials when the plasma disruption

time is >10 ms. TK" third electromagnetic effect is a torque that tends to

twist the limiter about a radial axis. For a plasma disruption time of 10 ms,

the maximum torque is 46 KN-m resulting in an effective stress which is <60%

of the yield stress for all of the four primary structural materials. The mag-

nitude of these forces and torques is reduced substantially at longer, and per-

haps more realistic, plasma disruption (current decay) times. The reference

limiter design can withstand the electromagnetic effects without any permanent

deformation for an unlimited number of plasma disruptions.
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The major components of the vacuum system are shown in the STARFIRE reactor

cross section of Fig. 8-2. The design parameters for the vacuum system are given

in Table 8-5. The vacuum system consists of the limiter slots, limiter ducts,

plenum region, vacuum ducts, and vacuum pumps. There are 48 compound cryopumps

operating on 24 vacuum ducts. Two pumps are provided on each duct so that re-

generation can be accomplished during plasma operation. Each pump has a rated

helium pumping speed of 120 m3-s"1. The vacuum system is designed to produce a

base pressure of -vL.3 * 10~G Pa (l0"e torr). Tritium inventories in the pumps

are minimized by the achievement of a. very high tritium fractional burnup (42%)

and by minimizing the pump regeneration time (2 h). The maximum tritium inven-

tory in a single pump is only 2.6 g.
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Figure 8-2. A cross section of the STAKFIRE reactor showing
the components of the vacuum system.
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Table 8-5. Vacuum System Parameters

Component Dimensions

5650

3170

6000

100 x
120 x

x 10 x

x 16 x

x 67 x

640
560

(cm)

50

70

600

Conductance
(m3/s)

4300

4100

13700

730

onnn

Limiter slots (2)

Limiter ducts (2)

Plenum

Vacuum ducts (24)

Vacuum pumps (24)

Rated helium speed per pump, m3/s

Rated DT speed per pump, m3/s

Total helium pumping speed, m3/s

Transmission probabilitya (helium)

Reflection coefficient (helium), R
a

Maximum helium pressure, Pa

Total DT pumping speed, m3/s

Transmission probability8 (DT)

Reflection coefficient (DT), R^

Maximum DT pressures Pa

Tritium fractional burnup

Total gas load, Pa-m3/s

DT gas load, Pa-m3/s

Helium gas load, Pa-m3/s

Temperature, °K

Number of vacuum pumps, on-line/total
Regeneration time, h
Maximum tritium inventory per pump, g

120

200

490

0.9

0.75

0.016

480

0.40

0.9

0.024

. 0.42

18.7

10.85

7.85

573

24/48

2

2.6

Transmission probability per particle entering the
limiter slot.
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8.3 PLASMA ENGINEERING FOR THE LIMITER/VACUUM SYSTEM

8.3.1 Introduction

As discussed in the previous section the impurity control system for

STARFIRE is based upon a limiter/vacuum systein which collects and pumps some

of the particles diffusing out of the plasma. Both the limiter and the first

wall are coated with a layer of beryllium to eliminate sputtering of the under-

lying high-Z structural materials. In addition to these measures, the toroidal

field coils are designed with sufficient field capability to accommodate a

moderately high concentration of helium in the plasma.

In order to minimize the heat load to the limiter, most of the alpha-

heating power to the plasma is radiated to the first wall, by injecting a small

amount of iodine, along with the DT fuel stream. The iodine atoms enhance the

line-and-recombination X-ray radiation over most of the plasma volume. The

helium removal efficiency of the limiter/vacuum system is intentionally kept

low for two reasons: (1) to reduce the heat load on the limiter; and (2) to

minimize the tritium inventory tied up in the vacuum and tritium processing

systems.

In order to have an equilibrium in the plasma, helium must be removed at

the same rate that alpha particles are being produced. However, as discussed

in Ref. 4, it is only necessary to remove a fraction of the helium ion outflux

to achieve steady-state conditions. In particular, the steady-state concentra-

tion of helium in the plasma scales with the helium reflection coefficient, R ,
a

of the impurity control system as N -\. l/(l - R V Mthough N is minimized by

removing all of the helium outflux, values of R as high as 0.9 (i.e. 10% pump-

ing) were shown in Ref. 4 to still yield reasonable values of helium concentra-

tion. Because at least some tritium is removed along with the helium, there is

an incentive to operate at a high value of R in order to minimize the tritium

throughput in the vacuum and tritium processing systems.

The specific dimensions of the STARFIRE limiter depend on estimates for

the transport heat load and on the various scrape-off parameters. While these

are somewhat uncertain at this time, a parametric analysis has shown that the

overall limiter concept is not very sensitive to many of these parameters. For

example, if the heat load were doubled, due for example to a lower than expected

value of the energy containment time, it would still be possible to design an

effective limiter, though at somewhat reduced performance.
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The function of the beryllium coating in STARFIRE is to eliminate sputter-

ing of the structural materials of the limiter and first wall, both of which

could lead to unacceptable amounts of high-Z material in the plasma. A criti-

cal issue for low-Z coatings is their erosion by sputtering. Although an esti-

mate of erosion for the wall coating depends on uncertain estimates of the neu-

tral charge-exchange flux, it appears that a 1-ram thick beryllium wall coating

would last about 7 yr, approximately the name as the lifetime of the wall struc-

tural material. Recoating the wall could be done during a maintenance period

as described in Chaps. 10 and 19. The erosion problem of the limiter is reduced

considerably by the fact that beryllium ions arriving at the limiter will tend

to stick and recoat the surface at the same time that sputtering tends to erode

it. Because beryllium sputtered from the wall generally will be transferred to

the limiter, and because additional beryllium can also be added to the plasma,

it appears that instead of erosion, the coating can be made to grow on the limi-

ter. While definitive work in this area must await a vigorous experimental

program, it appears that the coating growth can be held to a maximum of 1.7

mm/yr at the front tip of the limiter. This would permit a multi-year opera-

tion before a simple grinding process would be needed.

8.3.2 Physics of the Scrape-off Region

In this section, estimates for the particle and energy fluxes to the limi-

ter are developed. A coordinate system for this discussion is shown in Fig.

8-3. The tip of the limiter, on the front face, defines the start of the

scrape-off zone. For present day tokamaks, the charged particle flux in the

scrapeoff has been shown, by probe measurements, to fall off exponentially as
-x/S
e P where x is the distance into the scrape-off zone (see Fig. 8-3) and 6

(7-9) ^

is the e-folding distance for particle flow. Such a fall-off can be

explained by the simple argument of flow along the field lines and diffusion

perpendicular to the field lines. The value of 6 for present devices is

^2 cm, the exa^t value depending on the size of the device and on the type of
(7-9)

limiter used. The value of 5 for STARFIRE can be estimated by consider-

ing a particle that, on its orbit around the torus, has just missed hitting the

limiter tip. In order to return to the vicinity of the limiter, the particle

must make one revolution poloidally and hence q revolutions toroidally, where

q is the safety factor at the plasma edge. In so doing, the particle dif'uses

outwards in minor radius and hits the limiter at an average (rms) distance of
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Figure 8-3. Limiter coordinate system.

<5 from the tip. This distance is given by 6 = -JD.T, where D. is the radial

diffusion coefficient characteristic of the edge region, and x is the time for

the particle to return to the limiter. This time is given by T = L/Vn» where

L is the path length travelled and V is the speed along the field line. For

the typical conditions of Bohm diffusion, flow velocity at the sound speed,

an ion mass of 2.5 AMU, and for T w T. at the edge:
c 1

(10)

T>L(.m2/s) = 0.063
Te(eV)

B(T)

The particle e-folding distance is then:
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6 (m) = 3.18 x 10-3^L/B T^/4 . (1)

where L is in meters, B is in tesla, and T is in eV.

Experimentally, there is some ambiguity concerning the values of the diffu-

sion coefficient and the sound speed in the scrape-off region. However, if the

diffusion coefficient were a fraction Cj of Bohm and the speed were a fraction C2

of the sound speed, then 6 in Eq. (1) would only change by the factor

Accordingly, there is a broad combination of C^'s and C2*s that would give rise

to the same value of 5 .
P

For the STARFIRE limiter system, L = 2irRq where R = 7 m is the major radius

and q = 5.1, giving L = 224 m. The computed electron-edge temperature for

STARFIRE (see Sec. 8.3.3.1) is 1200 eV. Although there are uncertainties in this

valuej there is only a very weak, fourth-root dependence of 6 on T . Using

T = 1200 eV and the value of BQ = 5.8 T in the plasma center as an average value

in Eq. (1) gives a value for 5 of M.0 cm, which has been taken as the STARFIRE

reference value. The value of 6 does not appear to be critical to the limiter

concept as discussed in Sec. 8.2.6. However, if it were necessary, or desirable,

it might also be possible to control this value. For example, turbulence intro-

duced by applying low-frequency rf waves to the plasma edge might serve to spread

out the particle flux.

The power or energy heat flux to the limiter depends on the temperature fall-

off rate as well as the particle fall-off rate. A number of calculations '

have predicted that plasma temperature will fall off at about the same rate as
(7-9)particle flux and this is generally supported by probe measurements. This

has accordingly been assumed for STARFIRE. The energy flux to the limiter is

proportional to the product of particle flux and particle temperature and will

therefore fall off at a rate given by e E where 6 ^ = 5 / 2 = 5 cm is defined
E p

as the energy e-folding distance. More generally, the heat flux to both the

top and bottom of the limiter can be expressed as:

q(x) = q0e"
x/6E s l n e , (2)

where the first two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) represent the heat

flux perpendicular to the plane y = ±a and the sin 9 term represents the effect

of spreading the heat out geometrically (see Fig. 8-3). The angle 6 is the
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angle that the poloidal field lines make with the limiter (at the location of

the limiter these poloidal field lines are almost exactly vertical). The con-

stant qo is given by:

cc

L• rpn "c* r in M — *

where P-J" is the transport heat load to the limiter, No = 2 is the number of
IK o

limiter surfaces (top and bottom), and 2TTR^ is the circumference of the limiter

where R̂  = 9 m is the limiter major radius. Equation (3) gives for qo'.

lira
rTR ,,,

% = . (4)

For a value of P^™ = 90 MW (see Chap. 6), the heat flux is:
IK

q(x) = 16 e~
x / 6 E sin 9 , (MW/m2) . (5)

At the leading edges of the limiter, sin e = 1 (by definition) while on the

front face of the limiter sin 9 w 1/7. The heat flux varies from about

2.3 MW/m2 at the limiter tip to 0.6 MW/m2 just before the leading edges. The

maximum heat flux of 4 MW/m2 occurs at the leading edges where x/6_ =1.4 and

sin 9 = 1 . One design option for the limiter is to shape the front face so as

to have a more constant heat load on it, and/or to shape the tip so as to

eliminate any heat load on the tip ( 6 = 0 ) . This requires deviating from the

simple straight line geometry of the front face which has advantages in fabri-

cation and maintenance.

8.3.3 Plasma Edge Physics and Particle Recycling

The plasma edge region can be defined as the region between the "core"

plasma, where most of the fusion reactions are taking place, and the scrape-off

region. The edge region is important to impurity control in two major respects:

the edge temperature affects the sputtering coefficients of charged particles

hitting the limiter and neutrals hitting the wall; and secondly, recycling of

particles in the edge region affects the total flux of particles out of the

plasma. With respect to the latter point, a high flux will, in general, make
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it easier to remove helium, but can increase the sputtering rate. Too low a

flux can make it difficult to remove helium at a fast enough rate. Unfor-

tunately, the plasma edge region is not adequately understood. Detailed codes,

e.g. Refs, 12 and 13, as well as experiments, are currently being developed

which could add insight into the physics of the edge region. For STARFIRE we

have defined a reference edge temperature on the basis of a simple model for

power balance. In the absence of more definitive information, we have defined

a reference particle flux based on scaling from present experimental results.

These reference calculations are discussed in the remainder of this section.

The total charged particle flow to the limiter can be defined in terms of

an average particle confinement time T for the plasma as a whole as:

J T
P

where I. is the flow of the j-th species, in particles (ions or electrons) per

second, and \\. is the total number of particles in the plasma. For a density

N and plasma volume V , N. = N.V . The value of T reflects the core confine-

ment time, which could be much greater than the average, and the edge confine-

ment time, which could be much smaller than the average. The value of x , for

present devices, seems to lie in the general range of

where x is characterized as the energy replacement time. One general

physical picture for the particle flux is that particles take a relatively

long time to diffuse out of the core, but once in the edge region they under-

go rapid recycling; the overall value of x is then some average of the core

and edge processes. For STARFIRE we have adopted a reference particle contain-

ment time of x = x^/2 = 1,8 s, where T_ is the electron energy containment
P Ei E

time using empirical scaling (see Chap. 6).

On this subject, a conclusion based on work done for the INTOR design

study is that edge recycling could play a larger role for future devices

than for present devices, leading to a smaller x and a higher particle flux.

This would basically be due to the larger size of future machines which could

prevent recycling neutrals from reaching the core. Associated with this could
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be a fairly high edge density and fairly low edge temperature. While defini-

tive conclusions must await further experiments and calculations, there are

several reasons why this scenario could be different for STARFIRE.

First, STARFIRE makes use of a broad plasma temperature profile and a

narrow density profile (see Chap. 6). A higher edge temperature would also

result from the direct deposition of. 90 MW of rf power fairly close to the

plasma edge. Finally, the average plasma density in STARFIRE is about half

that of most previous designs, owing to the need to minimize the rf current

drive power. All of these effects tend to imply a low edge density and less

recycling. While the reference particle containment time is at the lower end

of present measurements, it is probably somewhat higher than if the rapid-

recycling phenomena occurred. The effect of different values of x on the

limiter performance is discussed in Sec. 8.3.6.

8.3.4 Edge Temperature

If the particle and power flows to the limiter are specified, the edge

temperature can be computed by simple conservation of energy. Specifically,

the heat tranport power to the limiter can be expressed as:

-if - -(4 • <»
where I is the total number of charged particles diffusing from the plasma per

second, y is (by this definition) the heat transmission coefficient of the

plasma sheath at the limiter, and T is the electron edge temperature. Equa-

tion (7) assumes convective flow of heat in the scrapeoff region, i.e. each

particle carries its respective kinetic energy from the edge region to the start

of the sheath region. The value of y» as well as the sheath potential <|>, for

the case of a geometry where flow is parallel to the field lines (i.e. normal

incidence) have been computed by several authors, e.g. Refs. 16-18. Fig. 8-4,

for example, shows the variation of these parameters as a function of the elec-

tron re-emission coefficient of the boundary, for the parallel flow case. The

parameter a is the ratio of average ion-to-electron energy in the scrape-off

region. A vaJue of a = 1 is probably typical for STARFIRE. For the STARFIRE

limiter geometry, the angle of incidence is only about 22 deg, and this intro-

duces several key uncertainties, among them: (1) the value of electron

re-emission of the beryllium surface coating for off-normal incidence is unknown;
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Figure 8-4. Normalized sheath potential and
heat transmission factor as a
function of electron re-emission
coefficient.

and (2) the sheath potential may be influenced by possible finite gyroradius

effects. For a normal incidence flux, the electron re-emission coefficient of

beryllium (assumed equal to the secondary electron coefficient) is fairly low,

reaching a maximum of only 0.5 at 100 eV and falling to zero by 2.5 keV.

From Fig. 8-4 this would imply a fairly high sheath potential and low value of

y. However, for off-normal incident, there is some expectation that Rg would-

increase. Furthermore, for a purely electron repelling sheath (i.e. ignoring

any gyroradius effects), $ would tend to diminish with the angle of incidence.

For these reasons, we have adopted a reference value of <f>/kT = 1 for STARFIRE

which is considerably lower than for the normal-incidence geometry case. This

is conservative in the sense that a low sheath potential results in more sput-

tering of the limiter (see Sec. 8.3.6). The corresponding reference heat trans-

mission factor (from Fig. 8-4) is 7 = 5. This value (by the present definition)

is in the range found experimentally for similar boundary geometries in present

devices, e.g. Ref. 20. The current I in Eq. (7) is given by:
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L_ + N + N + N ..DT Tt z e/ p

T
P

which for the STMFIRE densities yields I = 9.25 * 10 2 2 particles per second.

For the value of P™1" = 90 MW and 7 = 5 , the edge temperature is given by:
IK.

T = 90 .x, 106 J/s = 12Q0 eV m (9)
e 5 * 9.25 x 1022 s"1 ^ 1.6 x 10"19 J/aV

8.3.5 Limiter/Vacuum System Performance

There are three important performance parameters of the limiter/vacuum

system; the helium concentration permitted in the plasma; the tritium frac-

tional burnup; and the sputtered beryllium concentration in the plasma. The

third parameter also depends on first—wall sputtering. Based on the exponen-

tial fall-off of particle flux in the scrape-off region, discussed earlier,

and on the coordinate system of Fig. 8-3, the fraction of particles entering

the limiter slots is given by:

fslot = e"Xl/6p - •

where x^ and X2 are respectively the coordinates of the start of the slot

region and the first wall. For 6 = 10 cm, xj = 8.7 cm, X2 = 20 cm, this

fraction is f = 0.28. This is the same for all particle species. The

efficiency of pumping particles that enter the slot region will depend on the

species, and can be denoted by a value n. for the j-th species. The total
J

fraction of charged particle outflux from the plasma that is removed is then

given by a removal efficiency:

Alternatively the overall particle reflection coefficient can be written as

R. = 1 - e. . (12)
-J J
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As mentioned previously, the pumping efficiency will depend on the vari-

ous vacuum system conductances, the speed of the vacuum pumps, and on the

neutral/ plasma interactions in the slot region. For helium, these interactions

consist of electron impact ionization and the subsequent acceleration of the

ionized helium back to the limiter because of a presheath electric field.

Hydrogen can similarly be trapped by this process but tends to be preferen-

tially released because of charge-exchange events. This occurs because a charge-

exchange event exchanges the charge of an incoming ion with a neutral in the

slot region, but the resulting neutral can still make its way out of the slot

region. Because of these processes, the neutral pressure in the slot region

can be much greater than the equivalent neutral pressure of the entering plasma,

i.e. the pressure resulting from the thermalization of incoming particles with the

thre
(22)

(21)wall surface temperature. Preliminary calculations by Jacobsen show a three-

order of magnitude difference, for example. Recent experiments in Alcator

have also shown the existence of a pressure differential in a limiter system.
C3)Monte Carlo calculations by Seki, et al. have also indicated a significant

increase in pumping efficiency for helium and the relative release of hydrogen

due to the interactions in the slot region,, Based on the data from the latter

referenced calculations, we have estimated the inversion probability of the

limiter, defined as the probability that a neutral atom coming from the back

surface of the limiter and entering the slot region will be ionized and returned

to the back surface, for helium as 0.99 and for DT as 0.4. As shown in Sec- 8.5,

this results in overall limiter pumping efficiencies of E = 0.25 and e = 0.10.

The corresponding reflection coefficients are therefore R =0.75 and R^ = 0.90.

At equilibrium, the removal of helium by the limiter/vacuum system must

equal the alpha-particle production rate by fusion:

N V

where J^ is the production rate, in particles per second, and the right-hand

side of Eq. (13) is the removal rate. Solving Eq. (13) for N and dividing

N gives the fractional concentration of helium in the plasma:

N

NDT Vpl 1 " Ra)
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For the STARFIRE values of Ja = 1.25 x 10
2 1 s"1, N D T = 0.806 x 10

2 0 m"3,

V = 783 m3, x = 1.8 s, and R =0.75, the fractional concentration from
p ' p ' a

Eq. (14) is 14%.

The fractional burnup of tritium is defined as the ratio of tritium fused

per second to the tritium pumped plus fused per second or:

J

- v)
where the tritium fused is obviously the same as the alpha-particle production

rate. The fractional burnup can be related to the helium concentration by com-

bining (14) and (15) to give:

-1
(1 - R \

+ 1 . (16)

This shows the tradeoff between minimizing the helium concentration in the

plasma on one hand, and maximizing the tritium burnup on the other, as well as

the advantage obtained by having as high an R__ as possible. For the values of

N^/N = 0.14, R = 0.75, and R^ = 0.9 the fractional burnup is then:

fR =0.42. This represents a significant increase over most previous reactor

designs and results in a significant decrease of tritium inventory. Even if

there were no selective pumping of helium, i.e. if R^ = R , the fractional

burnup of tritium would be 22% which is still fairly high. These high values

of tritium burnup result from the choice of a moderate-to-low pumping effi-

ciency limiter system.

The above analysis of limiter performance has used the same particle con-

finement time for all ion species. It should be noted that helium may well

have a shorter confinement time than hydrogen due to a possible faster recycling

in the edge region <•>£ reactor size devices. This could occur because of the

absence of charge-exchange events for helium which could lead to a shallower

penetration of the edge region for helium than for hydrogen. If the confinement

times were different, then the helium concentration, in Eq. (14), would be multi-

plied by the ratio of T /T^™ (see Ref. 4). This could result in a substantial

reduction of helium concentration in the plasma, for a given limiter/vacuum

system.
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8.3.6 Law-Z Coating Considerations

8.3.6.1 Need for Low-Z Coating

A number of studies have discussed the need for a low-Z coating on the

exposed surfaces of a fusion reactor, e.g. Refs. 24-27. The function of the

coating is to prevent sputtering of the underlying structural material, in the

case of STARFIRE, the stainless steel of the first wall and the tantalum of the

limiter. Evan though STARFIRE operates in an enhanced radiation mode, with the

intentional addition of a high-Z material, nominally iodine, the sputtering of

bare iron and tantalum could result in too much radiation. A possibly more seri-

ous concern is the occurrence of a runaway self-sputtering cascade whereby iron

and tantalum ions, accelerated through even a modest sheath potential, would have

sputtering coefficients in excess of unity, at the limiter. The resulting self-

sputtering avalanche would then proceed with the confinement time of the plasma

ions and would quickly lead to excessive levels of high-Z impurities. This

avalanche behavior seems to have been responsible for hollow discharges associ-

ated with high-edge temperatures in PLT when tungsten limiters were used. '

According to one analysis, the plasiaa-edge temperature in a fusion reactor

with a normal-incidence-type limiter would have to be at or below ^300 eV to pre-

vent a self-sputtering cascade for high-Z materials. For the shallow incidence

limiter of STARFIRE the exact limiting value of edge temperature is uncertain but

the estimated value of 1200 eV is far in excess of the threshold. For low-Z

materials, self-sputtering rates are less than one at all incident energies.

The requirements for surface properties of the limiter/first-wall system

are low hydrogen and self-sputtering yields, minimum plasma degradation by sput-

tered material (undesirable radiation loss), low thermal desorption, good ther-

mal conductivity and thermal shock characteristics to cope with disruptions,

and compatibility with other structural materials. Bulk properties required are:

high mechanical strength, good radiation resistance, good electrical and thermal

conductivity and thermal shock characteristics to cope with disruptions,

requirements argue for a coating/substrate system, where the surface coating

would be chosen primarily on the basis oE compatibility with the plasma, and the

substrate would be chosen primarily for mechanical and radiation considerations.

The dominant constraint concerning the compatibility of the wall surface with

the plasma seems to be hydrogen and aelf-sputtering yields. This is due to the

fact that other erosion mechanisms can be minimized and perhaps eliminated
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in present machines by careful attention to design and operating parameters.

Based on its thermal, mechanical, and sputtering properties (see Sec. 8.4)

beryllium has been chosen as the reference coating material for STARFIRE.

A number of other factors have influenced the choices of low-Z materials.

Since wall materials become plasma impurities, high-Z wall atoms, when fully

ionized, produce electrons that must be confined at the expense of DT fuel, if

the overall plasma beta is fixed, Lovr-Z atoms produce less plasma degrada-

tion. Low-Z materials, since their self-sputtering yields are less than one,

seem natural candidates for in-situ recoating which can be done by doping the
(29)

plasma impurity level above the equilibrium impurity fraction. Surface

segregation phenomena, either Gibbsian or radiation-induced solute segregation,

may also be useful in controlling the constituents of the top monolayer, which

in turn controls the sputtered species. These segregation phenomena can

control sputtering both by altering the surface concentrations and by altering

the ion/neutral ratio of the atoms.

8.3.6.2 Sputtering of the First Wall

During the operation of STARFIRE, the first wall will receive a steady

flux of DT neutrals arising from charge-exchange (ex) reactions at or near the

plasma edge. The wall will also receive a small percentage of the charged

particle flux, i.e. the flux not going to the limiter; but this is small com-

pared to the charge-exchange fl^x and has been neglected in this analysis. In

general, the charge-exchange flux will tend to be nonuniform and will have a

complex energy distribution, due to the many charge-exchange events that a

single atom can typically undergo before impinging on the wall. However, an

estimate of the charge-exchange flux, adequate to define the erosion problem

of the first wall, can be computed using the global model of Ref. 24. This

model predicts a total charge-exchange flow to the wall given by:

XST • ^ T T ^ • (17)

where I is the DT ion flow to the limiter (of which an approximately equal

amount in the form of recycling and gas-pufred neutrals return to the plasma),

A is the probability of a neutral entering the edge region being charge-
ex

exchanged, y is the probability that the neutral is returned to the first wall,
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and R? is the reflection coefficient for DT atoms off the first wall. For

STARFIRE, RY_, = 1 because the first wall should quickly be saturated with DT.

The charge-exchange probability is given by:

<ov>

A = , . (18)
N ycx N 'I

where ^ov^ and <(ov T̂ are the rate coefficients for charge-exchange and ioni-

zation respectively. In STARFIRE, if the last 10% of the plasma is taken as

the predominant region for charge-exchange, then based on the reference tempera-

ture profile, the average temperature for use in computing A is about 5 keV.
CX

For this value, using the rate coefficient data of Ref. 25 and using the Monte

Carlo code estimate of y = 0.75 from Ref. 24 gives an overall value of YA =

0.65 and a charge-exchange flow of 1° = 1.85 I . The charge-exchange flow

to the wall is therefore about twice the charged DT flow to the limiter. The

latter is given by:

N V
IDT = - ^ ^ = 3.5 x 10 2 2 s-1 , (19)

T
P

and so the charge-exchange flow is 1^ = 6.5 x 10 2 2 s"1.

The sputtering rate of the wall coating is given by:

SW = i ° v° (90}
z DT DT ' U ;

W n
where S is the sputtering rate in atoms/s and Y" is the sputtering coefficient

Z U1
for DT on beryllium, in sputtered atoms per incident atom. For an average tt.m-

perature of charge-exchange neutrals of 5 keV, the average sputtering coeffi-
(31—32)cient,based on the formula of Smith, ' is Y|L = 0.0061. The sputtering

rate is therefore S W = 3.95 * 10 2 0 atoms/s.

Based on the sputtering rate, the lifetime of the wall coating can be com-

puted as:

A pdw
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where T is the lifetime, A is the wall area, d is the coating thickness, and
w w w 2

p is the atom density of the coating. For the above value of S , A = 755 m

and for o = 1.22 * 10 2 9 atons/m3 Ci.e. the theoretical density), T = 2.3 * 10 1 1 d
w

where T is in seconds and d is in meters. The lifetime from this formula is
w

tabulated for different coating thicknesses as follows:

d
(mm)

0.1

0.5

1.0

2.0

8.3.6.3 Sputtering of the Limiter

Sputtering of the limiter low-Z coating is a more complicated process

than the sputtering of the first wall for several reasons: (1) the limiter

will be sputtered by all of the ion species; (2) beryllium ions impinging on

the limiter will tend to stick to the surface as well as to sputter; and (3) the

sputtering rates will differ on different parts of the limiter because the

plasma temperature and particle flux are not constant in the scrape-off region.

In general, for an area element dA or. the Halter surface, at location x from

the tip (see Fig. 8-3) having thickness dx and length 2TTR , the thickness of

the coating eroded in a time At is given by:

d - |rDT(x)SDT(x) + !
t tW

S.< x ) + rz ( x )[ Sz ( x ) " C1 ~ \)]if- • (22)

where d is the thickness eroded, the r's ara the flux of particles of the res-

pective species to the area element, the S's are the sputtering coefficients

at a distance x into the scrape-off zone, R is the reflection coefficient for

beryllium on beryllium, and p is the atomic density of beryllium in the coat-

ing. The particle fluxes are computed in analogy to the energy flux in

Eqs. (2)-(5), viz:
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r ( x )
2 Nn27tRT 5S L p

(23)

for each species j , where I. is given by Eq. (6). Combining Eqs. (6), (23),

and (22) then gives:

K h - Mil vPA t e"x/5p ̂  (24)
4 i r RL TpV

The sputtering coefficients in Eq. (24) will depend on the energy of a

particle impinging on the limiter. This in turn depends on the temperature

of the particle and on the energy acquired in the sheath region. For an elec-

tron temperature profile in the scrape-off region given by:

Te(x) = 1.2 e"x/6P (keV) , (25)

and for a sheath potential of e<t> = kT , the energy of an impinging ion is

given by:

U^x) = kTg(x) 3/2 + Z. , (26)

where Z. is the charge state of the ion, and where it is assumed that the ion

temperature in the scrapeoff is equal to the electron temperature. The charge

states are given by Z = 1, Z = 2 , and Z = 4.
U i. CX Z

Because of the limiter geometry and the. uncertainties associated with the

sheath potential, it is uncertain at what angle the ions strike the limiter.

However, a computation of the sputtering coefficients using the energy [Eq. (26)]

in the formula of Ref. 32 is probably a reasonable estimate, inasmuch as the

sheath potential will tend to yield a normal incidence impingement. Table 8-6

shows the sputtering coefficients computed in this manner for several locations

on the limiter. As shown in this table, the sputtering coefficients are lowest

at the limiter tip and increase towards the leading edge. This is due to the

reduction in ion energy with distance into the scrape-off zone which brings

the sputtering coefficients closer to their peak values, which occur at an

energy at about 200 eV for DT, 400 eV for helium, and 800 eV for beryllium.
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Table 8-6. Sputtering Coefficients
at the Liraiter

X

(cm)

0

3.5

7a

Leading

SDT

0.0076

0.010

0.014

edge.

0

0

0

S
a

.033

.044

.056

0

0

0

S
z

.182

.236

.296

For this reason, if the sheath potential were higher than the reference

value the sputtering would be reduced. In this context, it should be noted

that high-Z ion sputtering, particularly the iodine used for thermal control

in STARFIRE, may be significant, even though its concentration is very small.

However, because the uncertainties associated with the sheath physics are much

more critical for the analysis of high-Z sputtering, we have ignored this con-

tribution in this analysis.

The leading edge is clearly the most critical area of the limiter since

it receives the highest particle flux and because the sputtering coefficients

are at their highest. However, from Eq. (24) it is seen that for the proper

concentration of beryllium in the plasma, there will be zero erosion at tha

leading edge. Physically this can occur if as much beryllium recoats the

limiter as is eroded. The concentration of beryllium needed to achieve this

condition is found by setting Eq. (24) to zero which gives:

Nrrr ^ ~ S 7 \ X L ) ~ Rz

where X, = 7 cm is the location of the leading edge and N is the required
0

value of beryllium in the plasma. Using the data from Table 8-6, R = 0.05
z

(see Ref. 25), and Na/NDT = 0.14, Eq. (27) gives the required fractional

concentration of beryllium NzQ/NDT = 0.033. Therefore, from this analysis,

if the beryllium concentration in the plasma is held to 3.3% there will be no

erosion of the leading edge. If the concentration is less there will be ero-

sion and if the concentration is more there will be a net growth of the coating.
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This suggests a means for ameliorating the leading-edge erosion. The amount of

beryllium naturally in the plasma will be due to sputtering from the first wall

and the limiter itself and can be estimated as follows. The buildup of beryl-

lium in the plasma, due to sputtering,is given by:

dN S W N_.T N N r -,

-f ' ? + -*** + -*.*-P.-fr-O• (28»
dt V T T T

F P P P

where the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (28) is the contribution

from wall sputtering [see Eq. (20)] and SDT, etc. is the average sputtering

coefficient at the limiter. At equilibrium, Eq. (28) is set to zero which

gives for the beryllium concentration:

( 2 9 )

N 1 - S - R
DT z z

Using the weighted average of values of sputtering coefficients from Table

8-6 in Eq. (29) then gives an estimate of the concentration as N /N = 0.030.

Therefore, the naturally sputtered beryllium concentration is somewhat less

than the required value for no leading-edge erosion. However, the extra beryl-

lium needed can easily be added to the plasma along with the fuel stream. In

effect, then, there would be a net transfer to beryllium from the wall and from

an outside source to the plasma, and then to the limiter. Since it is unlikely

that the exact amount of beryllium could be maintained for exactly no net ero-

sion, it is probably easier to allow for a slight excess. This case has been

analyzed as discussed in Sec* 8.3.2 and it was found that an equilibrium can

still be reached on the leading edge whereby the sum of thermal vaporization

and sputtering is equal to the recoating rate.

The strategy for STARFIRE is then to maintain a beryllium concentration

of 3.3% in the plasma, to provide for a nominal condition of no erosion on the

leading edge (a more conservative reference value of 4% has been assumed for

the purposes of computing pcwer balance, 8, etc.). This value is in excess of

what would be needed to keep the rest of the limiter front face from being

eroded; there will therefore be a net growth of coating on the rest of the

limiter. The rate of growth is given by Eq. (24). Using the value of p =
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1.22 x 10 2 9 atoms/m3, V = 783 m3, R = 9 m, S = 0,1 m, sin 6 = 1.7. gives a
P ^ P

growth rate at the locations in Table 8-6 of:
Coating

X Growth Rate
(cm) (mm/yr)

0 M..7

3.5 -̂ 0.6

7 0

As discussed in Sec. 8.4, these growth rates are low enough to permit several

years worth of operation before the excess coating needs no be removed.

8.3.7 Parametric Study of the Limiter/Vacuum System

In this section we analyze the effect of different values of key parame-

ters on the performance of a limiter/vacuum system. The key parameters studied

are (1) the transport power to the limiter P ; (2) the particle containment
TK.

time T ; (3) the particle and energy fall-off rates in the scrape-off region 6
P P

and 6 • and (4) the maximum tolerable heat flux on the limiter q . The first
E

three parameters depend on the plasma physics while the last parameter depends

on engineering considerations.

The performance of the limiter/vacuum system can be defined in terms of

the concentration of helium maintained in the plasma and the required value of

the toroidal magnetic field, and these have been used to quantify the effect of

variations in parameters (l)-(4) above. The limiter is assumed to be of the

same shape as the reference design except that the leading edge can be displaced

by a different distance from the tip. This distance is denoted by X . Using

the model equations for the particle and heat fluxes to the limiter as developed

earlier, thf: heat flux on the leading edge is given by:

lim
TR - X T / 6 FqL = e u E . (30)

Setting this value equal to qmaX, i.e.:

max , o..,
qL = q , (3D
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and using Eqs. (30) and (31), the required displacement of the leading edge is

given bv:

\ - A108
4-nIL

max L

TR

(32)

The percentage of particles entering the limiter slot region is given by
Eq. (10) as:

fslot = e
-<XL+a)/6p _ -(XL+a+b)/6p (33)

where a = 1.7 cm is the width of the leading edge and b = 11.3 cm is the slot

width. The helium reflection coefficient of the limiter system is given by:

\ = * "Valet
(34)

where n = 0.9 is th^ efficiency of pumping those helium ions that enter the
a

slot region. Using Eq. (14) and xising the appropriate numerical values for

STARFIRE, the helium concentration in terms of T and f . is given by:

N x

"DT

= 0.0220 (35)

slot

Combining Eqs. (32), (33), and (35) and using the re la t ion 6 = 2<$E then

gives:

N
-2- = 0.0029 T
NDT

(36)

Finally for a fixed temperature and 3-limited plasma the toroidal magnetic

field, B, required to maintain a given fusion power, scales as

/ 0.13+ i . 5 _£L_ t (37)

DT
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where BQ is the field required for a completely clean plasma. The factor of

0.13 corresponds to a 4% beryllium concentration and a 0.1% iodine concentra-

tion. The difference between B and Bo represents the "field margin" necessary

to offset the added impurity pressure.

Figure 8-5 shows the effect of variations in 6 on the fractional helium

concentration from Eq. (36) and on the magnetic field from Eq. (37), using a

value of &Q = 9.8 T (corresponding to a 3 of 6.7%) and for the reference values

of P *m and T . As shown, the performance of the limiter system is fairly in-
rK p

sensitive to & within about a factor of two from the reference value of 6 =
P P

10 cm. This dependence would be even less sensitive for ratios of 6 /6 greater
than two, but it would be somewhat more sensitive for smaller ratios.

o
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Figure 8-5. Sensitivity of the fractional helium concentration
and the required toroidal field to changes in the
particle e-folding distance.

Figure 8-6 shows the effect of different values of T and P""' on the mag-
p TR

netic field. Here too there is a fairly broad region of parameter space where

the limiter/vacuum system operates successfully, without requiring unreasonable
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Figure 8-6. Sensitivity of the required toroidal field
to changes in the particle containment time
and the limiter transport power.

values of B. This is particularly true since high values of P , which could
TR

arise if the energy containment time were smaller than expected, would probably

be associated with small values of x . The sensitivity of the limiter system
to q

p;

max was not plotted but can be seen from Eq. (36) to behave inversely to

„ . Improvements in the power flux handling capability are seen to be help-

ful, but not essential, except for the case of very high transport loads and

long particle confinement times.
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8.4 LIMITER ENGINEERING

8.4,1 Introduction

This section is devoted to the engineering aspects of the liraiter design.

Section 8.4.2 evaluates the properties of a large number of structural mate-

rials for the limiter applications. Based on this broad survey, four reference

alloys are identified as the most promising candidates. These include a copper

alloy (AMAX-MZC) and the refractory metal alloys of vanadium (V-20Ti), niobium

(FS-85), and tantalum (Ta-5W). Section 8.4.3 compares the candidate materials

for the coating/cladding materials. The rationale for selecting beryllium as

the reference low-Z material is discussed.

Detailed thermal-hydraulics and stress analyses for the four reference

structural materials are presented in Sec. 8.4.4 and 8.4.5, respectively.

The analyses cover both steady-state and off-normal conditions. The thermal-

hydraulics section emphasizes the loss-of-coolant events. The stress analysis

section covers in more detail the response of the limiter to the electromag-

netic forces and torques induced due to plasma disruptions. The magnitudes of

these forces and torques are derived in Sec. 8.4.6.

The neutronics analysis of the limiter/vacuum system is presented in Sec.

8.4.7. The mechanical design of the limiter and its support is described in

Sec. 8.4.8.

8.4.2 Limiter Materials

The requirements for the limiter materials are similar to those of the

first-wall materials except that the limiter material must, in addition, be

capable of withstanding a surface heat flux of ^4 MW/m2. The limiter structure

must still be resistant to radiation damage, capable of elevated temperature

operation, and environmentally compatible with its surroundings. In addition,

it is desirable that the material exhibit low activation, and its properties

should not be affected by the formation of transmutation products. The high

surface heat flux can potentially influence the lifetime of the limiter by in-

creasing the average temperature and by introducing large thermal and stress

gradients in the material. The average material temperature will affect the

type and degree of radiation damage, the compatibility with the coolant, and

the. mechanical and physical properties. Large thermal gradients can result, in
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large thermal stresses and swelling gradients. These gradients can produce

additional creep and crack growth in the limiter during normal operation.

Several factors influence the limiter"s ability to withstand a high sur-

face heat flux, including the physical properties of the material, the limiter

design, and the power cycle of the reactor. This subsection will discuss the

properties of potential limiter materials and their impact upon the limiter

operation. The effects of temperature, radiation, and chemical environment

will be considered in comparing the various materials. Reference alloys,

which most closely meet the requirements for the limiter, will then be

selected and analyzed in detail for the conditions expected in STARFIRE.

The desirable properties of a limiter structural material are listed in

Table 8-7. A low coefficient of thermal expansion, a high thermal conductiv-

ity, and a low elastic modulus are the properties required to minimize the

temperature and stress gradients. A high heat capacity will help minimize

the temperature gradient during thermal shock conditions. High strength mate-

rials are also desirable since the allowable thermal stresses are based upon

the tensile strength of the materials. Radiation should not significantly

alter these properties during the limiter lifetime. The other desirable

properties are the same as those required for the first wall/blanket struc-

tural material, but because of the potentially high temperature and stress

gradients, the effects of swelling, crack growth, and creep could be more

severe than in the first wall. In particular, the rates of crack growth will

be dependent upon the reactor operating cycle. A cyclic mode of operation

that imposes a large cyclic stress on the limiter could result in a considera-

bly reduced lifetime due to accelerated crack growth compared with a continu-

ous mode of operation. This problem is discussed in detail in Sec. 10.6 for

the first-wall materials.

8.4.2.1 Potential Limiter Materials

The number of potential limiter materials is large, and several classes

of materials have been surveyed to determine the best candidates for the limi-

ter c The materials classes, including stainless steels, nickel alloys, refrac-

tory metal alloys, and copper alloys, along with their principal advantages

and disadvantages, are shown in Table 8-8. It is clear that no single group

of alloys offers all of the desired properties. Many of the alloys can be
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Table 8-7. Desirable Characteristics of Limiter Materials

Property
Desirable
Value Purpose

Thermal conductivity
Thermal expansion
Young's modulus

Specific heat

High
Low
Low

High

Minimize thermal stress

Minimize effect of thermal shock

CO

Yield strength
Ultimate tensile strength

Uniform elongation
Total elongation

Swelling

Creep

Fatigue
Crack growth

Corrosion
Stress corrosion cracking

Transmutations
Sputtering

High
High)

High
High

Low

Low

Low i
Low J

Low
Low

Low
Low

Maximize allowable stress

Maximize ability to withstand off-normal events

Minimize dimensional and physical property changes

Minimize dimensional changes

Prevent catastrophic failure

Prevent wall thinning and coolant channel plugging
Prevent catastrophic failure

Prevent alloy compositional change
Reduce wall thinning and plasma impurities



Table 8-8. Materials Considered for Limiter

Material Advantages Disadvantages

00

Stainless steel

Nickel alloys

Refractory metal
alloys

Copper alloys

Large data base.

Resistant to radiation damage.
Experience with fabriction.

High strength.
High temperature capability.
Experience with fabrication.

High temperature capability.
Desirable thermophysical properties.
Resistant to radiation damage.

High thermal conductivity.

Experience with fabrication.

Poor thermophysical properties.

Poor resistance to radiation.

High ductile-brittle transition temperature.
Susceptible to hydrogen embrittlemsnt.
Coolant corrosion.
Potentially difficult fabrication.

Limited irradiation data base.
Low temperature operation.
Potentially high swelling.



eliminated from consideration because they do not have adequate properties in

one or more crucial areas. The purpose of this section is to reduce the num-

ber of potential limiter materials to only a few reference alloys which can

then be examined in more detail.

Some of the alloys can be eliminated from consideration based upon the

primary requirement that the limiter material must be capable of withstand-

ing a high heat flux. \ simple model of a tube which contains a coolant of

pressure P, and which receives a uniform heat flux Q, was analyzed in order to

compare the heat flux capabilities of "arious alloys. The maximum allowable

heat flux for t!.e tube was determined by setting the stresses due to the

coolant pressure and thermal gradient equal to an allowable stress of 0.75 of

the yield strength. This allowable stress level was chosen because it is

desirable to maintain the stress of irradiited metals below the yield strength

due to the greatly reduced ductility that is likely to result from irradiation.

The tensile stress, o, from the coolant pressure, P, is given by

„ = . J I' n (38)

where R and R are the outer and inner tube radii respectively. The maximum

thermal hoop stress, u occurs at the tube inner radius and is given by' '

E,.t

t h = 2(1 -

(R0T0 - RlTi) - RQ( TT. ~ To) Ti ~ TQ
(39)

where E is Young's modulus, a is the thermal expansion coefficient, v is

Poisson's ratio, and T and T are the temperatures at the outer and inner

tube surfaces, respectively. The thermophysical and mechanical properties

used in the calculations are given in Appendix E. The parameters chosen for

the comparison are a wall thickness of 1.5 mm, a tube diameter of 2 cm, and a

coolant pressure of 400 psi. The results of the calculations are shown in

Fig. 8-7. The temperature plotted in Fig. 8-7 are the temperatures at the

tube inner surface where the tensile hoop stresses are greatest. Overall, the

copper alloy and the refractory metal alloys, with the exception of the titanium
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alloy, exhibit the highest potential to withstand a high heat flux. The stain-

less steels, Type 316 and HT-9, can be eliminated from further consideration

because of their relatively poor thermophysical properties. The nickel alloy,

Inconel 718, appears to be only marginal in its ability to withstand a high

heat flux, and has also been eliminated from further consideration.

Other materials can be eliminated from consideration based upon deficien-

cies in other properties. Although the molybdenum alloy, TZM, and tungsten

are capable of withstanding a high heat flux, they are both susceptible to

radiation damage. The ductile-brittle transition temperature (DBTT) of these

materials has been observed to increase to %400°C after irradiation, '

which is at or above the standard operating temperatures of the limiter. In

addition, the alloys of both molybdenum and tungsten are generally difficult

to fabricate. Therefore, they have also been eliminated from consideration.

The titanium alloy and the vanadium alloy exhibit a similar level of resis-

tance to thermal stress. However, vanadium alloys have a superior resistance

to radiation, and titanium alloys appear to be particularly susceptible to

hydrogen embrittlement. Thus only the vanadium alloy will be considered.

8.4.2.2 Reference Alloys

Four reference alloys with the potential for successfully handling the

limiter heat flux have been selected for further consideration. As shown in

Table 8-8, they include a copper alloy (AMAX-MZC) and refractory metal alloys

of vanadium (V-20Ti), niobium (FS-85), and tantalum (Ta-5W). The copper alloy

was chosen because it combines high strength and a high thermal conductivity
(37)

that is close to that of pure copper. The vanadium alloy was chosen be-

cause of its known resistance to radiation damage, while the niobium and

tantalum alloys were chosen because of their high heat flux limits and poten-

tial resistance to radiation damage. The primary concerns of the copper alloy

are first the very limited data on the effects of radiation; second, its low

operating safety margin due to its low melting point compared with the other

materials (see Table 8-9); and third, its ability to be fabricated into a

usable form while maintaining its cold-worked strength properties. Welding or

brazing will alter the strength of the material. The primary concerns of the

refractory metal alloys are first, the possible corrosive and embrittling

effects of the reactor environment; and second, the loss of ductility due to

irradiation hardening and the increase in the DBTT during operation. This
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Table 8-9. Reference Limiter Alloys

Material
Composition

(wt-%)

Melting
Point Density

(g/cm3)

AMAX-MZC

FS-85

V-20Ti

Ta-5W

Magnesium
Zirconium
Chromium
Copper

Tungsten
Tantalum
Zirconium
Niobium

Titanium
Vanadium

Tungsten
Tantalum

- 0.06
- 0.15
- 0.40
- Bal.

- 10
- 27
- 0.8
- Bal.

- 20
- Bal.

- 5
- Bal.

1356

2741

2163

3269

8.

8.

6.

16.

9

6

1

6

section will consider the physical properties of the reference alloys and the

effect of the reactor environment upon their operational lifetime. The limiter

is expected to operate at low-to-moderate temperatures, and therefore the prop-

erties have been evaluated for temperatures jc6bO°C.

The properties of concern for the alloys in the urirradiated condition

include the thermophysical, tensile, and thermal creep properties. The thermo-

physical properties of the four alloys are shown in Fig. 8-8. It is evident

that the principal advantage of AMAX-MZC is its extremely high thermal con-

ductivity which is a factor of 5-10 higher than the conductivity of the other

alloys. Although the thermal expansion coefficient is also the highest in

AMAX-MZC, its thermal conductivity more than compensates for this disadvan-

tage. The tensile properties of the four alloys are shown in Fig. 8-9. Note

that the properties of the Ta-5W alloy are shown for both the fully annealed

and 40% cold-worked conditions. The Ta-5W alloy is a solution strengthened

alloy, like Type 316 stainless steel, and as such, cold work has a significant

effect upon its strength. For both the tensile strength and ductility, the

cold-worked and annealed Ta-5W alloy bracket the range of properties. Thermal

creep of the reference alloys is not expected to be a problem, with the possi-

ble exception of AMAX-MZC. The transition metal alloys, being high-melting
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point metals, all exhibit low thermal creep in the temperature range contem-

plated for STARF1RE.v ' The limited data on thermal creep in AMAX-MZC show

that significant thermal creep occurs at temperatures >300°C indicating

that the useful temperature range would be limited for this material.

Compatibility of the limiter materials with the reactor environment is

also a major concern. In STARFIRE, the limiter must be compatible with the

water coolant as well as the deuterium and tritium from the plasma. The cor-

rosion rate of the materials in water will depend upon the temperature,

coolant flow rate, alloy composition, and water chemistry. In general, there

is insufficient information on the reference alloys to predict their corrosion

rates in STARFIRE, but there is some information on similar alloys from which

order of magnitude estimates can be made. Copper and copper alloys have been

examined for potential use in light-water reactors and have been found to have

high corrosion rates (>100 mg/dm2-mo) at 260°C in water containing 10 to 30 cm3

(39)of dissolved oxygen (STP) per kilogram. However, the presence of hydrogen

in water can reduce corrosion rates by a factor of up to 200. The corrosion

rate of 70-30 copper-nickel in degassed water at 260°C has been measured at

only 5 mg/cm2-mo. The corrosion rates of pure niobium or vanadium in water
(39 40)

are also high, ' but alloying .'.'• expected to reduce the rates. For exam-

ple, the corrosion rate of pure niobium exposed to 360°C water is estimated to

be 110 mg/cm2-mo compared with 30 mg/dm2-mo for a Nb-40Zr alloy. Tantalum

and niobium alloys have excellent corrosion resistance to acid environments,
(41)but are much less resistant to corrosion in alkaline environments. A Ta-lOW

alloy tested in 260°C water containing 30 cm3 of dissolved oxygen per liter

had a corrosion rate of 8 mg/dm2-mo. For comparison, a corrosion rate of

10 mg/dm2-mo is representative of the corrosion rates for a stainless steel
(39)water-cooled reactor. In summary, the corrosion rates of the reference

alloys are probably acceptable for the low temperature (145°C coolant outlet)

operating conditions of STARFIRE, but further experimental work is needed to

determine the best coolant chemistry conditions to minimize corrosion.

Protium, deuterium, and tritium introduced into the limiter materials is

a concern because of the potential of hydrogen embrittlement. Copper and cop-

pe; alloys can become embrittled by hydrogen if there is also a significant
(43)amount of oxygen dissolved in the metal. Reduction of the oxygen content

to low levels should eliminate this concern, however. The other three alloys

are susceptible to hydrogen embrittlement due to the formation of a brittle
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hydride phase at low temperatures. The hydrogen (plus deuterium and tritium)

can be introduced into the material by either absorption and diffusion from

the plasma side or by galvanic action on the coolant side. The equilibrium

concentration of hydrogen in the three refractory metal alloys can be esti-

mated from thermodynamic data for the pure elements, as shown in Fig. 8-10. (44-47)

100

T,°C
400 300 200 100

—\ i i r~

10

1 0 -

0 1 •

00 L . .

50LID SOLUBILITY

EQUILIBRIUM CONCENTRATION

i / T X I 0

Figure 8-10. Equilibrium hydrogen concentration at
0.13 Pa hydrogen pressure and hydrogen
solid solubility in refractory metals.

The maximum estimated partial pressure of deuterium and tritium at the limiter

is vL0~3 torr (0.13 Pa). At this pressure, the equilibrium concentration of

hydrogen in the metal is at least a factor of 100 below that required for

hydride formation during normal operation at 200-300°C. As the temperature is

lowered, the solubility of the hydrogen decreases while the concentration of

hydrogen increases for a constant hydrogen partial pressure. If the partial

pressure is maintained at 0.13 Pa (10~3 torr) as the temperature is lowered,

hydride formation is predicted above room temperature for all three metals.

The kinetics of the reaction at these temperatures is low, however, and bar-

riers to hydrogen diffusion such as the beryllium coating or an oxide layer
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are expected to prevent the hydrogen from reaching the levels necessary for

embrittleraent. In addition, the partial pressure of tritium and deuterium will

be much less than 10~3 torr during reactor shutdown. The joining of a refrac-

tory metal to a dissimilar metal could produce a galvanic action that would

result in the introduction of hydrogen into the metal from the coolant. In

fact, hydrogen embrittlement in tantalum has been observed due to this pro-

cess. Therefore, care should be taken in the selection of other metals in

the limiter cooling system to insure against this form of embrittlement. With

proper control, however, all of the reference alloys should be capable of an

acceptable level of corrosion resistance.

Neutron irradiation is known to induce swelling, accelerate creep, alter

the strength, decrease the ductility, and produce compositional changes in

structural metals. All of these changes can potentially affect the heat car-

rying capacity and the lifetime of the limiter materials. The amount of in-

formation available on irradiation effects on the reference alloys is sparse,

and thus a rigorous evaluation of the operating lifetime is not possible.

Rather, the available data will be used to indicate general trends and, where

possible, to determine areas of major concerns.

Swelling in metals is caused by the segregation of radiation produced

vacancies into voids during irradiation at temperatures from 0.3 to 0.5 of

the absolute melting temperature, T . Several factors, including temperature,

neutron flux rate, total neutron fluence, helium generation rate, cold work,

grain size, and precipitate structure can influence the amount of swelling.

With the exception of V-20Ti, swelling in the reference alloys has not been

investigated. Copper exhibits a peak celling at ̂ 325°C (0.44 T ) and the

rate uf swelling is high (̂ 1%/dpai. Alloying the copper can reduce the

observed swelling, but it is not known what, if any, reduction in swell-

ing will be observed in AMAX-MZC. Therefore, to reduce the amount of swell-

ing, the temperature of AMAX-MZC should be kept significantly below 325°C.

Pure niobium, vanadium, and tantalum exhibit swelling peaks at ̂ 600°C

(0.32 T ), 550°C (0.38 T ), and 650°C (0.28 T ), respectively/51"53^ These
m m m

temperatures are far higher than the expected limiter operating temperatures

of 200-300°C, and thus void swelling in the refractory metals should be low.

The swelling rates of the refractory metals exhibit a less than linear depen-

dence with neutron fluence, and the swelling rates are considerably below
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that of pure copper. Alloying can significantly reduce the swelling in the

refractory metals. In the case of V-20Ti, no swelling has been observed up to

a fast neutron fluence of 6 x io22 n/cm2 (̂ 30 dpa). ' Additions of molyb-

denum, vanadium, titanium, zirconium, and hafnium have been shown to reduce the

void swelling in niobium. Limited data on the tantalum alloy, T-lll, in-

dicate densification rather than swelling after irradiation at 414°C and 643°C

to a fluence of 1.9 x io22 n/cm2 (>0.1 MeV) / ^ No explanation for the densi-

fication was given.

Neutron irradiation is known to reduce the ductility of metals at low

temperatures. Since the limiter is designed to operate in the elastic range,

residual ductility is only necessary to prevent catastrophic failure during

an off-normal event. The amount of ductility required will depend upon the

severity of the event, and cannot be realistically estimated at this time.

However, the greater the amount of residual ductility, the more likely the

limiter is to successfully withstand off-normal conditions. Unfortunately,

there is no available information on copper and copper alloys near the range

of interest, and only limited data are available on the refractory alloys.

Vanadium alloys and pure niobium appear to retain the greatest amount of

ductility, while Nb-lZr, tantalum, and T-lll appear to become highly embrittled

by neutron fluences of 1-3 * 1022 n/cm2 (e > 1 MeV).^ 3^ Although the values

for the total elongation of irradiated Nb-lZr, tantalum, and T-lll were 8-15%,

the values for the uniform elongation were as low as 0.2% at room temperature.

In comparison, the uniform elongation of vanadium alloys and pure niobium at

room temperature were 2.5% and 10.1% respectively. The reduced ductility at

low temperatures in tantalum and niobium alloys represents a potential problem

area for these materials, and further experimental work is needed to more care-

fully evaluate the influence of radiation on the ductility of the reference

alloys.

Radiation is expected to accelerate creep in all of the reference alloys

at the limiter operating temperatures, similar to the effect of radiation on

creep in stainless steels. Again, there is insufficient data to evaluate the

magnitude of this effect. However, if the radiation creep rates are similar

to the creep rates in stainless steel, the thermal stresses would be expected

to relax to low values in 2000-5000 h. (See Sec. 10.6 for details on creep

relaxation in stainless steels.) After this time, the highest stresses would

then occur when the temperature gradient is removed $nd not during normal
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operation. The stresses produced when the temperature gradient is removed

would be equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to the original thermal

stresses. Since the primary stresses in the limiter are expected to be low,

th'- dimensional changes due to radiation creep are expected to be low for all

the reference alloys.

The fusion neutron spectrum introduces radiation effects that do not occur

in fission reactors. First, helium production rates in the limiter materials

will be significantly higher. Helium can alter the swelling rates and induce

embrittleraent. Helium embrittlement is a high temperature phenomena (T >

0.5 T ) and should not effect the limiter operation. Since the refractory

metal alloys would operate significantly below the void swelling range, helium

should have little influence on swelling. The copper alloy, AMAX-MZC, may

operate in the swelling regime, and therefore, the high helium production rate

may be important. Second, compositional changes could be large. As shown in

Sec. 8.4.7, the only reference alloy whose composition would be significantly

changed is Ta-5W. Six years of operation will increase the tungsten content

to "̂ 20 wt-%. The principal effect of the increased tungsten is a higher
( 38)

tensile strength and reduced ductility. These changes are not expected to

have a serious impact on the limiter operation, since radiation displacement

damage alone will reduce the ductility of Ta-5W to low levels.

8.4.2.3 Summary

A summary of the various properties of the reference alloys is shown in

Table 8-10. No single alloy stands out as being the best for limiter appli-

cations. The AMAX-MZC alloy certainly is capable of withstanding high heat

fluxes, but is limited in the temperature of operation because thermal creep

becomes significant at temperatures ^300°C. Swelling in this alloy could also

be a problem since the swelling peak in pure copper is at ̂ 325°C. For STARF1RE,

the AMAX-MZC alloy would probably be limited to low temperature operation

(T < 200°C). The operating safety factor of this material is the lowest of

the four reference alloys, because of its low melting point. The V-20Ti alloy

appears to have the best radiation resistance, but it also has the lowest

thermal stress resistance of the reference alloys. Radiation damage in both

FS-85 and Ta-5W could result in unacceptably low ductility. Since FS-85 and

Ta-5W are high melting point materials, however, they can be operated at high

temperatures and are more likely to remain undamaged by an off-normal event.
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The corrosion resistance of the refractory alloys to the water coolant will

limit the temperature of operation. Unfortunately, there is insufficient data

to make a final choice for the limiter material at this time. In particular,

more information is required in the areas of corrosion and radiation effects

for all of the alloys.

Table 8-10. Reference Limiter Alloys Properties

Property

Thermal stress resistance

Tensile strength
Thermal creep

Corrosion
Stress corrosion cracking

Swelling
Loss of ductility
Change in tensile strength

Radiation creep
Transmutation effects

AMAX-MZC

0

•
•

0?
9

• ?
9
7

0?
0

Vi-20Ti

•

0
0

0?
9

0
0?
0

0?
0

FS-85

0

0
0

0?
9

0
• ?
0

0?
0

Ta-5W

0

0
0

0?
?

0
•?
0

0?
0

0 Acceptable.

• Potential problem.

? Insufficient data for evaluation.

0? Appears acceptable but more data needed.

•? Appears to be a problem but more data needed.

8.4.3 Coating/Cladding Materials

8.S.3.1 Criteria for Material Selection

Selection of the appropriate material for the plasma-exposed surfaces of

the plasma chamber components is an important consideration in the design of

the plasma chamber and the impurity control system. The plasma chamber mate-

rials in general, and the limiter materials in particular, must withstand the

high thermal and particle fluxes, maintain their structural integrity under

high neutron radiation and thermal stresses, and not be a source of excessive

plasma contamination. The critical criteria for the selection of candidate
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first-wall/limiter materials relate to the plasma-wall interactions. Several

materials should withstand the plasma environment for acceptable lifetimes;

however, the impacts of different materials on plasma performance and effects

arising from plasma-wali interactions severely limit the choices of materials.

The coating/cladding concept is proposed because of its flexibility which allows

the coaning/cladding material to be selected primarily on the basis of its sur-

face properties and the substrate material to be selected primarily on the basis

of its structural and compatibility properties. The coating concept was origi-

nally proposed for the ANL Experimental Power Reactor first wall. '

As discussed in Sec. 8.3, high-Z impurities eroded from the surfaces of

the plasma chamber components severely impact the plasma performance. Also,

high-7. impurities eroded from the wall can become energetic ions or neutrals

which subsequently impact the first-wall components and produce high self-

sputtering yields. Sputtering yields greater than unity can lead to a propa-

gating effect and an excessive buildup of impurities in the plasma or excessive

erosion of the wall. A second important surface-related consideration in the

selection of the limiter coating/cladding material arises from effects of

redeposition of wall-eroded material. Material eroded from one region of the

plasma chamber, e.g., tiis first wall, can deposit on the limiter. If the first-

wall and limiter materials are different, the composition of the limiter would

be changed by the deposition of the wall material on the limiter. A similar

type of problem could exist if the wall materials are a compound consisting of

different elements. Non-uniform erosion or deposition of the different ele-

ments will change the surface comporition of the wall and hence its properties,

e.g., sputtering coefficients. Although limited information exists, a third

consideration relates to the electronic characteristics of the first surface

material, viz., electronic conductor versus electronic insulator. Since both

energetic electrons and ions will strike the limiter surface, the electronic

properties and charge state of the surface could have important implications.

For example, non-uniform charge buildup such as could occur with an insulator

may enhance arcing. Also, cracking of an insulator coating could affect the

charge state of the limiter surrace and the effective reflection coefficient

for electrons. Although further analyses are needed, highly conducting sur-

faces are presently perceived to be preferred over insulator materials.

Table 8-11 summarizes the important considerations in the selection of

the primary candidate coating/cladding materials.
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Table 8-11. Considerations for Selection
of Coating/Cladding Material
for Limiter

Atomic number (Z)

Physical sputtering yields

Chemical reactivity with hydrogen

Blistering erosion

Compatibility with candidate substrate materials

Melting temperature

Vapor pressure

Elemental composition

Thermal conductivity

Radiation damage resistance

Thermal expansion coefficient

Electronic conductivity

Fabricability

8.4.3.2 Candidate Coating/Cladding Materials

The materials considered for the limiter coating/cladding have generally

been classified into the four categories listed in Table 8-12. The primary

criteria for the identification of these candidate materials is chemical sta-

bility, viz., melting temperature and vapor pressure, at acceptable operating

temperatures and moderate or low effective atomic numbers. The compounds

listed are generally representative of the class of materials available.

Table 8-12. Materials Considered for the Limiter Coating/Cladding

Low-Z elements Be, B, C

Low-Z compounds BeO, Bî C, BN

Moderate-Z compounds SiC, SiO2, SiN, A12O3, MgO

Transition metal compounds TiC, TiB2, VB2
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It is possible that more complex compounds, e.g., ternary compounds, with

favorable characteristics may exist. Erosion mechanisms considered for the

coating/cladding materials include physical sputtering by plasma particles,

neutron sputtering, chemical sputtering, and blistering. Because of the physi-

cal sputtering, desorption mechanisms are not considered to be a significant

source of plasma contamination for STARFIRE conditions.

The major mechanism of wall erosion during operation is predicted to be

physical sputtering caused by energetic plasma particles (D, T, He, and impuri-

ties) striking the limiter. A significant data base for physical sputtering of

candidate wall materials has been developed in recent years. It is generally

concluded that physical sputtering yields of monoenergetic ions normally incident

on candidate wall materials are known or can be predicted within a factor of 2

(a factor of 1.5 in many cases). This accuracy is considered to be within the

range of other uncertainties in plasma-wall interaction analyses and adequate

for the present study. Physical sputtering yields used in the present study
(31 32)

are based on a model developed by Smith, ' which gives the energy-dependent

physical sputtering yields for various plasma particles incident on candidate

first-wall materials. The expression for the physical sputtering yields, which

is based on both theoretical and experimental considerations, is given in terms

of the atomic and mass numbers of the incident and target atoms, the surface

binding energy of the target material, and the energy of the incident particle.

The general shapes of the sputtering yield curves are based on theoretical

models, whereas the magnitudes of the yields are derived primarily from experi-
(31)

mental data. Characteristics of the original sputter-yield curves include:

(a) a direct energy dependence at low incident particle energy; (b) a 1/E

dependence at high incident particle energies; and (c) a peak at intermediate

energies where the yield is relatively insensitive to energy. The recent modi-
(32)

fication incorporates a threshold energy term into the expression to give

an asymptotic approach to zero sputtering at the threshold rather than the

abrupt cutoff originally presented. The sputtering yield in atoms per ion is

given by:

M. (E - E
S(E) = i°zfz*—-= ^ ^ , (40)

U0 M2 I (E - E,J + 50
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where

Eth = 4 M M ?
 u ° .

(41)

E t h = -*• U o , for H, > M? .

where Zj,Zo and Mi ,M- are the atomic numbers and mass numbers of the incident

particles and target atoms, respectively; U o is the binding energy in eV; and

E is the incident particle energy in eV. Parameters required for the calcula-

tion of thfi physical sputtering yields for several candidate wall materials

are given in Table 8-13. As shown in Appendix E, the calculated values are

in fairly good agreement with reported experimental data including the recent
(53)

compilation of Roth, et al. Although several models have been proposed,

the present model gives an adequate representation over the energy range of

interest and it can be easily combined with the Maxwellian distribution func-

tion to give the Maxwellian-averaged sputtering yields. Representative sput-

tering yield curves for monoenergetic D , He , and self-ions on selected

wall materials are given in Figs. 8-11 through 8-13.

As indicated in Sec. 8.3, the effective Z of the transition metal compounds

does not appear to be acceptable on the basis of impact on plasma performance.

Subsequent self-sputtering erosion by the energetic transition metal ions is

also identified as a major problem. Since other important properties of the

transition-metal compounds are not substantially superior to those of the

moderate-Z and low-Z compounds, this class of materials is not proposed for

the primary candidate limiter material. The moderate-Z compounds have also

been eliminated from further consideration since they appear to be marginal

because of their impact on plasma performance, and to a first order, they do

not offer other significant advantages over the low-Z compounds.

The candidate low-Z compounds are refractory-type materials that offer

potential for high-temperature operation. The calculations indicate that

these materials would permit acceptable plasma performance and they also appear

to meet most of the other criteria listed in Table 8-11. The major questions

regarding the viability of these materials relate to their electronic properties
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Table 8-13. Parameters for Calculation of
Physical-Sputter Yields for
Metallic Wall Materials

Wall
Material

Be.

U

C

Al

Si

Ti

V

Fe

Nb

Mo

W

BeO

B4C

BN

MgO

AI2O3

SiC

SiO2

TiC

TiB2

VB2

Z

4

5

6

13

14

22

23

26

41

42

74

6.0

5.2

6.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

14

11.3

11.7

M

9.0

10.8

12.0

27.0

28.1

47.9

50.9

55.9

92.9

95.9

183.9

12.5

11.0

12.4

20.2

20.4

20.0

20.0

30

23.2

24.2

eV

3.4

5.7

7.4

3.4

4.7

4.9

5.3

4.3

7.6

6.8

11.1

6.1

4.2

6.1

5.1

6.2

4.2

6.4

4.2

4.2

4.2
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Figure 8-12. Calculated energy-dependent physical sputter yields of candidate
first-wall materials bombarded with monoenergetic helium ions.
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Figure 8-13. Calculated energy-dependent self-sputtering yield
for several candidate wall materials.

and problems arising trom the use of a two-component material. Since the

STARFIRE limiter operates at relatively low temperature,the high-temperature

properties are not a great advantage. Because of the uncertainties arising

from the compound (two element) nature of these materials and the importance

of electronic structure, the low-Z elements are presently selected for the

primary candidate limiter coating/cladding materials.

The erosion rates of graphite are predicted to be excessive because of the

chemical, sputtering that occurs as a result of chemical interactions with the

hydrogen isotopes. The anticipated temperature ranges for the limiter coating

are within the methane (CHij) formation region predicted by Balooch and Olander

and the enhanced sputtering-yield range observed by several other investiga-

tors. ̂  - ' Although some efforts to suppress the chemical sputtering of
(61-62)

graphite have recently been indicated, detailed results are not pres-

ently available. However, it is difficult to understand how the reported sur-

face passivation can be retained under anticipated STARFIRE conditions where

high-radiation damage levels and substantial total wall erosion are predicted.

(56)
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The thermodynamics of the hydrogen-carbon system have been extensively studied

and probably provide the best basis at present for assessment of the chemical

effects. Present evidence is not sufficient to conclude that carbon or graphite

would be an acceptable coating for the limiter of STARFIRE.

Beryllium and boron are selected as the primary candidate coating/cladding

materials for the limiter and beryllium is selected for the reference design.

Table 8-14 presents important properties of these two primary candidate

materials.

8.4.3.3 Evaluation of Reference Coating/Cladding

Beryllium has many properties that not only make it suitable for tha limi-

ter coating/cladding but make it superior to other candidates. The important

property requirements and the relative merits of beryllium are summarized as

Table 8-15.

A potential method for applying beryllium to the limiter is plasma spraying.

This technique has been successfully employed to apply coatings and to produce

tubing and free-standing beryllium parts. Present plasma-spray devices

can apply beryllium at a rate of ^1 kg/h. At this rate, a 1-mm thick coating

can be applied to a l-mz surface area in ̂ 1.8 h. The structure of plasma-

sprayed beryllium is layered, resulting in an inhomogeneity in the physical

properties. Tha grain size, impurity content, and amount of porosity can vary

depending on the conditions used for spraying. Sintering of the plasma-sprayed

coating will occur at elevated temperatures, and the temperature where sinter-

ing begins depends upon the original porosity. A layer with 12% porosity will

begin to sinter at vL000°C, Coatings produced from high-purity powders are

difficult to densify even at 1250°C. Beryllium does not penetrate deeply into

the substrate material because of its low atomic weight. Therefore, the sur-

face of the substrate material should be roughened by grit blasting, special

machining or etching to increase the bond strength of the beryllium coating.

Further development work is required to determine the proper technique for

application of beryllium coatings on the limiter.

Boron is also a prime candidate coating material. Primary advantages com-

pared to beryllium include slightly lower physical sputtering yields and higher

melting temperature. The major disadvantages relative to beryllium are a much

lower thermal conductivity and a higher hydrogen solubility and permeability.
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Table 8-14. Properties of Beryllium and Boron

Property Beryllium Boron

Atomic number

Atomic weight

Density, g/cm3

Crystal structure

Melting temperature, °C

Boiling temperature, °C

Vapor pressure, Pa (°C)

Heat of fusion, J/g

Haat of vaporizationj J/g

Heat capacity, J/g-°C

500°C
1000DC
1500°C

Coefficient of thermal expansion,

25-100°C
25-500°C
25-1000°C

Thermal conductivity, w/m-°K

50°C
300°C
600°C

Electrical Resistivity, pli-cm

400°C

4

9.01

1.85

HCP

1284

2970

10-2
10°
101

(850)
(993)
(1192)
(1335) (i

5

10.81

2.34

MC

2300

2550

10~4

lO-2

,)

(s)

(1557)
(1877)

1083

24,790

2077

2.25
2.92
3.59 00

11.6
15.9
18.4

150
125
96

2.09
2.61
3.13

5.0
5.5
6.1

27
18
14

15 15
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Table 8-15. Summary of Favorable Characteristics of Beryllium
for Limiter Coating/Cladding

Atomic number

Physical sputtering

Blistering

Hydrogen reactions

Melting temperature

Thermal conductivity

Vapor pressure

Radiation damage

roxicity

Beryllium is the lowest atomic number of any material
that is solid at the proposed operating temperature.

Maxwellian averaged deuterium and tritium sputtering
yields for an incident energy of 1200 eV (0.015, 0.023
atom/ion) are less than those for aluminum and steel but
about 50% greater than that for carbon. However, the
estimated self-sputtering yield is only 0.4 atom/ion com-
pared to values of 0.39 for carbon, 1.9 for aluminum, and
20 for steel. Very few elements have self-sputtering
yields lower than beryllium.

Microstructural tailoring has been shown to be effective
in substantially reducing the tendency to blistering of
beryllium.3

Hydrides are not stable under the predicted operating
conditions and chemical sputtering of beryllium has
not been observed. The solubility of hydrogen is
very low and the reported permeability of hydrogen is
significantly lower than that lor either tungsten or
molybdenum. Therefore, tritium inventory in the beryl-
lium and tritium migration into the coolant should be
minimal.

Although beryllium is not refractory, its melting
temperature is adequate for the water-cooled limiter.

Beryllium has a very high conductivity compared to most
metals (about one-third that of copper and "̂ 10 times
higher than carbon). The high thermal conductivity
tends to minimize surface temperatures and thermal
stresses. The coating/cladding can be thicker to
accommodate sputtering erosion.

The vapor pressure is low at the proposed operating
temperatures. Since the vapor pressure increases
relatively rapidly above 800°C, vaporization will aid
in quenching the plasma in the event of a loss of
coolant.

Radiation swelling reportedly occurs in beryllium under
certain conditions. Microst.ructural tailoring to in-
corporate some porosity should tend to alleviate this
problem. Since the coating is not a structural compo-
nent, moderate swelling should be acceptable.

Toxicity is not considered a major problem under the
controlled atmospheres and handling procedures required
for activated materials and for tritium.

See Ref. 63.
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8.4.4 Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis

Figure 8-1 schematically presents the conceptual design of the limiter

with a length of "vL m exposed to the plasma. The coolant channel details are

also shown in Fig. 8-1. The limiter surface exposed to the particle and

radiation heat flux is covered with 1-mm thick beryllium coating. To simplify

thermal-hydraulic calculations, heat flow across the central metal structure

between the inlet and the outlet side of the coolant channels was assumed to

be negligible. The leading edge is the most important region of the limiter

from the standpoint of thermal hydraulics and thermal stresses as it receives

the highest heat flux. Figure 8-14 shows the geometric model used in estab-

lishing the temperature distribution and the resultant stresses in the nose

(leading edge) section. For geometrical modeling, each coolant channel between

the inlet and the outlet headers was divided into 15 regions of which 5 regions

represent the leading edge.

PLASMA

FLOW

Figure 8-14. Geometric model of nose section.
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The heat flux due to plasma radiation and charge-exchange neutrons was

taken to be 0.9 MW/m2 on the limiter surface facing the plasma, 0.6 MW/m2 in

the leading edge regions 8, 9, and 10, and zero at the back surface of the

limiter. The charged particle flux on the limiter as discussed in Sec. 8.3 is

given by

q(x) = 16 e"x/1° sin 8 , (42)

where

q(x) = surface heat flux at distance x, MW/m2

x = distance from the outermost position of the limiter in relation

to plasma edge, cm

9 = angle between the direction of particle incidence (in the poloi-

dal plane) and the limiter surface.

The surface heat flux at the nose sertian based on Eq. (42) is found to

be as follows:

Heat Flux
(Transport)

Region

6

7

8

9

10

a See F i g . 8-14.

(MW/m2)

1.28

2.52

3.34

2 .11

0.94

In addition to the radiation and particle fluxes, there is volumetric

heat generation in the beryllium coating, structural material, and coolant.

The nuclear heating rates in these materials are based on neutronic calcula-

tions corresponding to average neutron heat load of 3.6 MW/m2 on the first

wall.

The total energy deposited on the limiter and its supports is of the

order of >00 MW. Hence, it is desirable to recover as much of this heat as

possible to improve the overall thermodynamic efficiency of the power
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conversion system. Three refractory materials (tantalum, niobium, and vana-

dium alloys) and one copper alloy (AMAX-MZC) were selected as the primary can-

didate structural materials (see Sec. 8.4,2) for this study with pressurized

water as the coolant for each case. To minimize pressure stressess it was

decided to limit both the inlet temperature and temperature rise of water to

relatively low values. However, it was necessary to keep the temperature high

enough to permit utilizing the thermal energy of the limiter for feedwater

heating. A two-pass flow arrangement with 15°C temperature rise across each

pass was selected for this study. The inlet temperature of the water for the

first pass was assumed to be 115°C which leads to 145°C as the outlet tempera-

ture for the second pass. As the radiation heat flux on the limiter represents

a significant part of the total heat .oad on the limiter, the choice of flow

direction has some significance in selecting the minimum coolant inlet pressure.

It may be noted that the temperature rise between Region 1 and Region 8 amounts

to one-third of the total temperature rise across the limiter, Pf>r>fe, *h&

coolant is designed to flow from Region 1 to Region 15 (see Fig. 8-14). The

coolant flow rate based on 200-MW heat loai is 1550 kg/s.

Heat transfer calculations show that the convective heat transfer coeffi-

cient, h, should be relatively high (e.g., h -v. 5.7 W/cm2-°C, i.e. 104 Btu/h-

ft2-°R) to minimize the la: v. temperature drop at the coolant-structure inter-

face, and thus prevent departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) and boiling burn-

out due to the high surface heat fluxes at the leading edge. The cross section

of the coolant channel (see Fig. 8-15) was selected based on the assumption

that the coolant velocity must be of the order of 8 m/s (25 ft/s) to assure

large heat transfer coefficients (h ̂ 5.7 W/cm2-GC). This subject is discussed

in more detail in Sec. 8.4.4.3.

Based on the above set of operating conditions, both steady-state and

transient analyses were carried out using a 405-node (27 nodes in each region)

geometric model. The nodal representation is shown in Fig. 8-15 (for Region 8

for the sake of simplicity). A three-dimensional thermal hydraulic computer

program was used to establish the temperature distribution. Temperature-

dependent properties were used in all calculations whenever such data was

available. The thermal-hydraulic analyses are summarized below.
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Figure 8-15. Coolant channel cross section and node representation.

8.4.4.1 Steady-State Temperature Distribution

The temperature distribution in the nose section of the limiter for the

four structural materials is summarized in Table 8-16. The inlet temperature

of the coolant is taken as 130°C, representing the flow conditions for the

second pass of the two-pass limiter design. The temperature of the structure

in contact with the beryllium coating (TWQ\ and the temperature of the struc-

ture in contact with the coolant (T ), along with the maximum temperature

(T ) that occurs at the web section of the structure, are summarized in

Table 8-16. As expected, Region 8 represents the high-temperature region.

The highest temperatures for four structural materials (tantalum, vanadium,
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Table 8-16. Summary of Steady-State Temperature Distribution

Temperature (°C)

Region:

Tantalum

Tma
TW0

Vanadium

T
max
T
WO
T
WI

6

Alloy

197.4

195.1

158.6

Alloy

270.9

265.5

159.3

Niobium Alloy

Tmax

TW0
T
WI

249.4

244.7

158.7

Copper Alloy

T.
max
T
WO
T
WI

158.4

160.2

154.9

7

241.

237.

174.

352.

343.

174.

321.

214.

173.

174.

177.

167.

,1

3

8

0

6

1

6

0

9

0

1

6

8

290.3

285.0

193.1

448.9

43:', 1

191.3

404.0

393.2

191.5

191.7

196.3

182.2

9

283.

278.

190.

433.

421.

189.

393.

383.

189.

189.

194.

180.

8

7

8

2

8

4

3

1

3

6

0

6

10

238.6

234.9

174.5

355.5

346.8

175.5

322.6

314.9

173.0

174.3

177.5

168.6

T' = maximum temperature of structure at the web section.
uiaX,

TWQ - maximum wall temperature at center of the coolant
channel wall.

c
* maximum wall temperature in contact with the

coolant.
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niobium, and copper) are found to be 290, 449, 404, and 196°C, respectively.

It may be noted that T for copper alloy occurs at the midsection of the
TUQX.

coolant channel and not at the web region. This is caused by axial conduction

due to high thermal conductivity of copper alloy. The inner wall temperature

ought to be the same for all materials. The small differences in Jiie
values of Tw_ are due to axial conduction.

Table 8-17 summarizes the estimated temperature of (1) the beryllium coat-

ing (T B \; (2) structural material in contact with the coating, ( T W 0 ) ; and (3)

structural material in contact with the coolant ^T^for all of the 15 regions

of the limiter with tantalum alloy as the structural material. As can be seen

from Table 8-17, the coating temperatures are only a few degrees higher than

the structural material, except at the leading edge. At the leading edge, the

temperature drop across the 1-mm coating is 32°C.

8.4.4.2. Transient Thermal Analysis Under Off-Normal Design Conditions

Flow disruptions are not uncommon events in any power reactor system.

Since such events have both safety and economic implications, a series of

transient analyses was carried out to determine the response of the limiter

in the case of a coolant flow failure. It was assumed that the coolant flow

decays in 2 s from its full value to zero as a result of some flow disruption

initiating event. The response ti^e of the instrumentation and control system

is of the order of 2 s. Two plasma shutdown scenarios were envisioned. The

first case assumes the plasma shutdown time to be 3 s; and the second case

assumes the plasma shutdown time to be 10 s. The flow disruption and plasma

fusion power decay events were assumed to be linear with time. At the end of

plasma shutdown, the only thermal energy that needs to be considered is the

decay heat in the structural material and in the beryllium coating. A third

case analyzed assumes the plasma is not shut down following a flow disruption.

Flow decay and fusion power decay scenarios are shown graphically in Fig. 8-16.

The transient analyses were limited to tantalum alloy. The c-ter surface

of the limiter was assumed to radiate thermal energy to the surrounding first

wall that is maintained at 400°C. The inner surface of the coolant channels

was assumed to be thermally insulated.

The temperature of the beryllium coating at the midsection of the coolant

channel (Node No. 198, see Fig. 8-15) and the temperature of the structural
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Table 8-17. Summary of Steady-State Temperature
Distribution for Tantalum Alloy

Region

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

T (a)
Be

159.6

177.4

139.2

139.7

140.6

206.1

174.8

317.4

310.0

253.5

277.7

280.6

272.1

235.0

151.8

Temperature (°C)

T (b)
WO

155.6

170.4

139.0

139.5

140.2

195.1

193.1

285.0

278.7

234.9

254.1

257.0

250.4

220.1

151.7

T (c)
WI

141.2

147.7

135.7

136.2

136.9

158.6

190.8

193.1

190.8

254.1

182.9

185.8

185.0

174.6

148.7

T = surface temperature of beryllium coating.

TWQ = outer surface temperature of structure

CT = wall temperature in contact with coolant.
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Figure 8-16. Schematic representation of coolant flow, plasma energy,
and decay heat during plasma shutdown.

material in contact with the beryllium coating (Node No. 196) ire selected for

plotting (temperature versus time). Figure 8-17 shows the transient tempera-

ture response for the case of 3-s plasma shutdown. The structural material

temperature rises from its steady-state value of 293°C to 435°C following flow

disruption. The peak temperature occurs 4 s after flow disruption starts.

For the case of 10-s plasma shutdown, the peak temperature approaches 681°C

(see Fig. 8-18). In each case, the temperatures start to go down after reach-

ing the peak values. As expected, the temperatures begin to rise slowly agaiu

due to decay heat in the coating and in the structural materials (see Fig.

8-19). Since the time duration over which the peak temperature occurs is so

small (less than 2 s), the structural material is expected to sustain no sig-

nificant damage. The beryllium coating temperatures for the above two cases

are also shown in Figs. 8-17 through 8-19, As the thermal conductivity of

beryllium is quite high, the surface temperature of the coating is only a few

degrees higher, except at the leading edge, than the corresponding structural

material temperature. The temperature drop across the 1-mm coating is approxi-

mately 10°C/(MW/m2). Hence, the maximum coating temperature can be obtained by

adding 32°C to T values as given in Table 8-16 (for Region 8 only).

A severe but extremely unlikely case was also analyzed. In this case,

the coolant flow is lost but no action is taken to shut the plasma down. The
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Figure 8-17. Temperature response of beryllium coating
and structure: 3-s plasma shutdown.
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Figure 8-18. Temperature response of beryllium coating
and structure: 10-s plasma shutdown
(time: 0-24 s).
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Figure 8-19. Temperature response of beryllium coating
and structure: 10-s plasma shutdown
(time: 0-120 s).

temperature versus time for both beryllium coating and the structural material

is shown in Fig. 8-20. Both the coating and the structural material tempera-

tures are expected to rise until the plasma energy is just equal to the energy

transfer to the surroundings by thermal radiation. Since the melting point of

beryllium is 1285°C, coating temperatures beyond this point do not correctly

represent the state of the beryllium coating. At temperatures above 1000°C, the

vapor pressure of beryllium becomes significant in the high vacuum environment

of the toroidal chamber. Plasma physics calculations (see Chap. 6) show that

plasma quenching due to buildup of beryllium will occur before beryllium coat-

ing approaches the melting point, and it will automatically result in a plasma

shutdown. Hence, the case analyzed here represents a hypothetical situation

that merely shows how high the structural material temperature would rise to

attain thermal equilibrium. It may be noted that based on black-body radiation,

the equilibrium surface temperature of the leading edge would be ̂ 2500°C, assum-

ing no axial or circumferential heat conduction from the leading edge.
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Figure 8-20. Temperature response of beryllium coating
and structure: continuous plasma.

8.4.4.3 Selection of Coolant Pressure

One of the most important criteria used to select the coolant pressure is

the heat transfer characteristics of the coolant at the leading edge. At peal?

heat fluxes of the order of several MW/m2, subcooled nucleate boiling is likel

occur when the wall temperature exceeds the saturation temperature of the

coolant corresponding to the system pressure. The subcooling, AT , (defined
as ATsub = Saturation " Tbulk) should b e sufficiently high so that the peak

heat flux at the leading edge will not exceed the critical heat flux. Of the

large number of empirical correlations that have been published in the litera-

ture, only three were selected for this analysis. These are: (1) Jens and

Lottes equation; (2) Gunther correlation; and (3) Westinghouse corre-

lation. To be conservative, estimates of AT , from the above correlation

were based on operation under off-design conditions such as displacement of thi

leading edge or failure of the plasma radiation enhancement system which may

give rise to a 100% increase in the peak heat flux. The calculated values of
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AT . from the above correlations varied between 14QC to 34°C. As the uncer-

tainty in the empirical correlations is quite large, a conservative approach

was taken by setting the subcooling requirements at 55°C (132°F).

The total length of the coolant flow passage between the inlet and the

outlet regions of the limiter is approximately 2 m per pass. The frictional

pressure drop per pass was estimated to be 310 kPa (45 psi). The pressure

loss at the inlet and at the outlet headers, and across the sharp bend of the

nose section is found to be 83 kPa (12 psi). Based on a two-pass coolant,

flow system, the pressure drop between the inlet header of the first pass and

the nose section of the second pass is 552 kPa (80 psi). As noted earlier,

the coolant temperature rise per pass is 15°C under normal operating conditions.

Under off-design conditions, the coolant temperature rise per pass may be as

large as 30°C per pass. This leads to an estimated bulk temperature of the

coolant at the nose section of the second pass equal to 155°C (311°F), and thus

sets a limit on the saturation temperature of coolant (i.e. T • 155 + 55 -
S3.L

210°C). Hence, the minimum coolant pressure at the nose section of the second

pass must be at least 1.93 MPa (280 psia). Based on pressure loss of 552 kPa

(80 psia), the coolant inlet pressure at the first pass becomes 2.48 mPa

(360 psia). To provide an added margin of safety due to uncertainty in the

pressure loss calculations, the coolant inlet pressure may be assumed to be

2.76 MPa (400 psia). Using ATg = 55°C and coolant pressure = 1.93 MPa as

the design basis, the critical heat fluxes as calculated from the Jens and

Lottes equation, Westinghouse correlation, and Gunther correlation

were found to be 9, 17, and 12 MW/m2, respectively. Therefore, the critical

heat fluxes calculated by all of the above three empirical correlations are two

to four times the normal operating heat flux. Thus, a very conservative safety

margin has been provided in this system.

A check of AT (defined as AT . = T n1 - T .) for subcooled nucleate
sat sat wall sat

boiling was made using the Jens and Lottes correlation. The AT corresponding
Sclt

to 3.4 MW/m2 was found to be 25°C. If the peak heat flux increases to 6.8 MW/m2,

then AT increases to only 30°C. (Note: AT « -wpeak heat flux./ Hence,

the maximum wall temperature in contact with the coolant is expected to be

241°C (466°F).

The convective heat transfer coefficient corresponding to the operating con-

ditions presented above is calculated to be 7.38 W/cm2-°C (13,000 Btu/hr-ft-°R).
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Hence, the use of heat transfer coefficients of 5.68 W/cm2-°C (10,000 Btu/hr-

ft-°R) in these analytical studies is conservative.

Based on the analytical results presented above, it may be concluded that

operation of the limiter with a coolant inlet temperature of 115°C and coolant

inlet pressure of 2.8 MPa (400 psia) is expected to provide adequate margin of

safety, even during operation under off-design conditions such as displacement

of the leading edge giving rise to 100% increase in heat flux.

An additional degree of conservatism is introduced by selecting a design

pressure of 4.2 MPa (600 psia). This pressure is also used in the stress

analysis.

8.4.5 Stress Analysis

The limiter is a critical component of the reactor and, consequently, a

high degree of reliability is required. One aspect of assuring reliability is

to show that the maximum stresses under normal operating conditions are below

the allowable design stress for that temperature. In this section we compute,

by means of prudent engineering assumptions and elementary calculations, the

maximum stress and compare this stress with the allowable design stress. This

provides a measure of the adequacy of the design and provides some guidance

for more sophisticated numerical analysis.

Under steady-state conditions the maximum heat load occurs at the leading

edge of the limiter. The approach adopted is to superimpose stresses due to

three loading conditions. The first case is a solution from shell theory for

interna.1 pressure and uniform wall temperature. The second involves a correc-

tion to obtain an average plane strain solution while the third is the stress

distribution for a linear thermal distribution through the wall. Then the

stress in the wall at the point where the conditions are worst is used to pro-

vide a comparison with the allowable stress.

The allowable design stresses and failure criteria are basically the same

for the limiter as for the first-wall/blanket components. Several design codes

already exist which consider the allowable component stresses for various stress

classifications, including primary stresses, secondary stresses due to sustained

loads and temperature gradients, and peak stresses. The design code used for

stress analysis of reactor components is ASME Code Case 1592 for Class 1 com-

ponents in elevated temperature service, and it will be used here as a starting
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point for the stress analysis in the limiter.' ' Code Case 1592 is intended

to cover a wide variety of design configurations and service conditions, and

the design criteria are therefore usually quite conservative. Since different

stress classifications have different degrees of significance, the code assigns

a different allowable stress for each classification. The allowable stresses are

given in terms of the stress intensity, S , which is calculated from the tensile

and creep properties of the structural materials. At lower temperatures, the

value of S is either two-thirds of tensile yield or one-third of ultimate stress
mt

and at high temperatures, S is the stress necessary to produce a given amount of
thermal creep during the expected component lifetime. In the case of the

reference limiter materials, S . is one-third of the ultimate stress for the
mt

normal operating temperatures. Code Case 1592 limits the primary mean stress,

i.e., coolant stress, to a value of S , and it limits the combined primary

mean stress plus the primary local membrane stress to a value of 1.5 S . See

Sec. 10.6.2 for additional information on stress analysis.

Because of the high heat fluxes received by the limiter, special considera-

tion must be given to the allowable thermal stresses. Code Case 1592 limits

the combined primary and secondary stress range, including thermal stress, to

a value of 3 S . For the reference limiter materials, 3 S is the ultimate
mt mt

tensile strength. This value is used because it is assumed that the stresses

will shake down to the elastic strain range shortly after startup. However,

Code Case 1592 does not specifically include radiation effects or the effect

of thermal stress on crack growth rates in the determination of allowable

stress. The additional effects of radiation creep and embrittlement could

result in a nonconservative design stress and premature failure. In fact,
under some circumstances the allowable stress range of 3 S for unirradiated

(69) mt

components is considered nonconservative. Therefore, it is felt that the

allowable stress level for STARFIRE should be modified. The loss of ductility

during irradiation suggests that the allowable stress for the combined primary

and secondary stresses should be below the yield strength to avoid any plastic

deformation. In order to provide a safety factor, a value of 0.75 of the 0.2%

yield strength has been selected as the maximum allowable primary plus second-

ary stress in the limiter.

The electromagnetic forces built up in the limiter during a disruption

must be accommodated without permanent deformation if the limiter is to be
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reuseable. Since these forces are dynamic in nature and last for such a short

time, creep is not a factor. Instead, an elastic analysis with the appropri-

ate temperature-dependent properties is sufficient for this investigation.

Since the force calculations are difficult to compute with a high degree of

accuracy, due to many uncertainties in plasma disruption characteristics, sim-

ple structural models are adequate.

A major research effort is needed to ultimately provide the capability

for predicting the behavior of the limiter. The limitations of time and

resources in the present study suggested that a more modest engineering approach

should be attempted. Radiation effects are not included. Instead, conservative

assumptions are made to develop models that reasonably characterize the physical

structure and for which analytical elastic solutions are available. By show-

ing that the maximum effective stress is reasonably low, this approach provides

some assurance that the design is realistic and that a final detailed stress

nalysis would show that the limiter meets design criteria. Section 8.4.5.1

presents the analysis for the steady-state conditions and Sec. 8.4.5.2 is

devoted to an analysis of the effects of electromagnetic loads from plasma dis-

ruption. Section 8.4.5.3 summarizes the conclusions of the stress analysis.

8.4.5.1 Steady-State Stresses at Leading Edge

The leading edge of the limiter is subjected to a maximum heat flux of

4 MW/m2. The purpose of this analysis is to indicate whether or not the worst

state of stress in the limiter walls is acceptable for each of the four ref-

erence candidate materials.

The basic configuration of the leading edge of the limiter is shown in

Fig. 8-21. Since the outer wall forms a 180-deg segment, a reasonable model

for determining the effect of temperature and pressure on wall stress is to

use the cylindrical model which is also shown in Fig. 8-21. The ends of the

cylinder, which correspond to the edges of a typical cooling channel, constrain

the cylindrical wall from expanding radially when the wall is subjected to a

uniform temperature, T , and pressure, P. Since the thickness-to-radius ratio
s

is small, shell theory is appropriate for this aspect of the analysis.

In addition to the stress induced by a uniform temperature, additional

stresses result from the temperature gradient through the wall. Thermal stress

theory provides results that are applicable for this case.
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Figure 8-21. Schematic drawing of the leading edge model.

Let" T and T. denote the temperatures at the outer and inner surfaces of

the wall, respectively. If the temperature of the structural core is given by

T ., then the average wall temperature, T&ve, and the temperature difference,

AT, between the wall and the core are given by

Tave = ( T 0 + T i ) / 2 > A T Tave " Tref *
(43)

The thermal stress analysis predicts stresses only if there is a gradient. If

the temperature distribution through the wall is assumed to be linear, then the

temperature difference between the outer and inner points of the wall

g
T - T (44)

appears in the stress formulas.
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With the notation shown in Fig. 8-21, the shell equations for stress

resultants and normal displacement, w, are given as follows:

Mv = - 2 y 2 D ( ~ +
VEt

A

M

[G(<5) sin px sinh yx + F(6) cosh px cos yx] , (45)

(46)

N = 0 (assumed) ,

N = — w - EatT ,
R

(47)

(48)

w = l^- + R«T I [1 - G(6) cosh yx cos yx + F(5) sinh yx sin yx] . (49)
\Et S/

The bending moments in the longitudinal (x) and circumferential (s) directions

are given by M and M , respectively, and the corresponding membrane forces are
f X S

N and N . The bending stiffness is:

Et-

12(1 - v2)
(50)

where t is the thickness, E denotes Young's modulus, and v is Poisson's ratio.

The coefficient of thermal expansion is c R denotes the radius of the shell

and P the internal pressure. The parameters y and 6 are defined by:

3(1 - v2) (51)

(52)

and the functions of 6 given in Eqs. (45) and (49) are

F(6) = (cos 6 sinh 6 - sin 5 cosh 6/H(6) ,

G(6) " (sin 8 cosh 6 + cos 6 sinh 6)/H(6) ,

where

(53)

(54)
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H(6) - sinh 6 cosh 6 + sin 6 cos 6 . (55)

By definition, the membrane stresses are:

°x - ° ' as = — ' (56)

x s t

and the maximum bending stresses are:

ob = ± ̂ - M , ab = vob , (57)
x t2 x ' s x '

for the outer and inner surfaces, respectively.

For this analysis, w is assumed to be zero at the ends. However, the

end plates of the shell (or channel walls) is also subjected to a temperature

distribution which is approximately linear with a radial coordinate, r.

The change in radius of the end cap due to this temperature field is:

/ a r ^
Jn R

ATAR = / ccr 2± dr = cxR ^ , (58)
2

which is one-half the free radial expansion of the cylindrical shell. Thus,

an appropriate value to use for the shell analysis is

I. - f . (59)

The axial membrane strain predicted by this shell theory is

-vam
m s
ex = ~ T • (60)

and the average strain for the complete shell is

/.L/2

em

. _
-n _ 2 I exdx . (61)
X
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The use of Eqs. (47), (48), and (55) together with integration formulas yields

e m * votT - — [ + RaT 11 ^F2 + G2)J. (62)
x S R \Et S/l 2 J

In addition, with no constraints the shell wall would expand with a thermal

strain

5' - SAT f (63)

which accounts for the remaining strain due to the difference in temperature

between the wall and the core. In actual fact, the edges of the channel pre-

vent this expansion so in addition to the stresses from shell theory, a uni-

form axial stress

must be superimposed.

Because the radial stress, a , is zero on the outer surface and -P on

the inner surface, it is assumed to be negligible everywhere. However, there

are additional contributions to the axial and circumferential components of

the stress tensor due to the thermal gradient through the wall. The circum-

ferential component is (see Ref. 71, p. 290)

cr

»b
oeE

S r2 /

b /»r
/

Tr dr + / Tr dr - Tr2

a a

(65)

in which r is the radial coordinate, r - a and r » b denote the radii of the

inner and outer wall surfaces, respectively, and T is the temperature distri-

bution through the wall.

For convenience introduce a mid-surface coordinate, z, such that

r - r0 + z , r0 - ± ± ± .
2

The linear temperature distribution is given by
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(T0 + Ti 2z

2 t
(67)

However, it can be shown from Eq. (65) that the stress contribution due to a

uniform temperature is zero so there is no loss of generality if Eq. (67) is

replaced with

(ro - Ti) ;

Then it is easily shown that

/ Tr dr - / Tg - (r0 + z) dz ,

•4 *Mi/2 t

T

t •e-fW(-?J
T ^ (rj + .*) .

With the assumption that z << rQ , one has

and

g =
aET

(t + 24r0 *•
12r,

(69)

At the midplane:
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At

and

the

at

midplane:

ag

s

-aET t

z-0 12rQ

the outer and

s z-±(t/2)

inner surfaces:

" ^ g '

(70)

(71)

Again, since the strain in the axial direction must be zero, the axial stress

component due to the temperature gradient is

o^ - va^ - aET ,x s *

with T given by Eq. (68). Thus, the components a* and a^ vary linearly through
S A

the wall with negative values on the outer surface and positive values on the

inner surface.

The final values of the non-zero components of the stress tensor for any

point are obtained from the sum

a = ab + oC + a8 ,
X X X X

a « a m
+ a b

 + a * . ( 7 3 )

s s s s

Simple superposition is appropriate since the theory of linear elasticity has

been utilized throughout the analysis.

For a raultiaxial state of stress, which is represented by the present case,

the^e is a problem in determining whether or not the worst stress state is

acceptable since the allowable stress is frequently a scalar associated with a

uniaxial state of stress. To handle the actual multi-dimensional state of

stress, an "effective" stress is defined based on a von Mises yield surface.

For plane stress, the effective stress is defined by

+ °i - v . + *2T> <74)

in which t is the shear stress (zero for this problem). For uniaxial stress
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(a f 0, say), the effective stress reduces to a * la , whereas for pure
A I X

shear a * v̂3"J -r |. A state of hydrostatic stress does not affect a. If the

scatter of most material property data is taken into account, then the use of

a as a simple measure for determining the reserve capacity of a structural

member is justified and widely accepted.

To determine the stress components, values for several parameters are

required. The geometrical parameters are given as follows:

R = 0.85 cm , L • 0.80 cm , t * 0.15 cm . (75)

The heat transfer analysis presented in Sec. 8.4.4 provided the steady-state

temperature distribution for each of the candidate materials. These results

provided the outer and inner surface temperatures, the average wall tempera-

ture, the difference in temperature between the inner and outer surfaces, the

reference temperature in. the core region, and the difference between the

average wall temperature and reference temperature that are summarized in

Table 8-18. As discussed in the previous section on thermal hydraulics, the

maximum coolant pressure required is 2.8 MPa (400 psia). For conservatism,

a value of 4.2 MPa (600 psia) is used in the stress calculations.

The material properties are functions of temperature. Table 8-19 shows

nominal values for Young's modulus, E, Poisson's ratio, v, and the coefficient

of thermal expansion, a,, based on the average wall temperature for each mate-

rial. Also given are the corresponding values of yield stress (based on 0.2%

permanent deformation) rand the ultimate stress to which maximum values of the

effective stress can be easily compared.

A computer program was written based on the equations in this section.

In general, a is a function of x and r (or z) and a search over the domain is

necessary to determine the maximum value of a. As expected, the four worst

points were located on the outer and inner surfaces at the center and ends of

the cylinder wall. Of these points, the maximum values of 0 were always located

on the outer surface at an end. Components of the stress tensor separated into

parts due to pressure end temperature for this point are given in Table 8-20

for each material. The reason that this point is the critical one is immediately

apparent since the contributions from each load provide stress values with the

same sign. For the other points, this was not the case. Also given in the

table are the effective stress determined from the total values of the stress

components and the ratio of the effective stress to the yield stress.
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Table 8-18. Temperatures (°C) in Limiter Wall

Material
ave

Tantalum;

Niobium,

Vanadium,

, Ta-5W

FS-85

, V-20Ti

Copper, AMAX-MZC

279

393

433

196

193
192

191

182

236

293

312

189

86
201

242

14

145

143

144

140

91

150

168

49

00

00 Table 8-19. Material Properties for Average Wall Temperature

Material
MPa
x 105

1.81

1.33

1.17

0.96

E

psi
x 10^

26.2

19.2

16.9

13.9

V

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.3

a

io-6/°c

6.6

7.3

10.6

20.8

Yield

MPa

342

370

452

431

Stress

psi
x 103

50

54

66

63

Ultimate
Stress

MPa

391

490

602

460

psi
x 103

57

71

87

67

Tantalum, Ta-5W

Niobium, FS-85

Vanadium, V-20T1

Copper, AMAX-MZC



Table 8-20. Stresses (MPa) at Critical Point in Limiter

00

oo
g

Material

Tantalum, Ta-5W

Niobium, FS-85

Vanadium, V-20Ti

Copper, AMAX-MZC

s

-12

-12

-12

-12

X

-38

-38

-38

-38

s

-103

-195

-300

-28

X

-82

-156

-240

-22

T(3)
a
s

-185

-305

-458

-102

T(3)
a
X

-242

-370

-576

-167

s

-197

-317

-470

-114

X

-280

-408

-585

-205

a

249

371

537

178

Ratio of
o to

Yield
Stress

0.73

1.00

1.19

0.41

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Contribution due to pressure.

Contribution due to temperature gradient.

Total contribution due to temperature.

Final values of stress components.



The results shown in Table 8-20 indicate that under normal operating con-

ditions, all of the materials meet the allowable stress criteria of Code Case

1592. However, only AMAX-MZC and Ta-5W can meet the more restrictive criteria

of 0.75 of the yield strength. Since the thermal stress component dominates

the total stress in the limiter, the materials with the highest thermal con-

ductivity and the lowest thermal expansion will experience the lowest total

stress. Note that the Ta-5W alloy is in the annealed condition, and its ten-

sile strength will increase during operation due to irradiation hardening. The

strength increase will result in a greater operating safety margin. Since the

AMAX-MZC alloy is already in the cold-worked and aged condition, its tensile

properties are not likely to increase during reactor operation. In addition,

the welding or brazing required for limiter fabrication would reduce the

strength of AMAX-MZC in the heat-affected a^ne. Based upon these considera-

tions, AMAX-MZC and Ta-5W are preferred. However, other factors including

toughness, ductility, creep, strength as fabricated, and loss of ductility

must also be considered.

It should be emphasized that the present limiter does not represent the

optimum design. There are potentially several modifications which could reduce

the thermal stress. One such modification would be to eliminate the internal

ribs at the leading edge of the limiter that receives the highest heat flux.

This would eliminate one large component of the thermal stress while not sig-

ficantly increasing the primary stresses. Another modification would be to make

the internal structure of the limiter from a material with a higher coefficient

of thermal expansion than the outer skin. The dimensional change in the outer

skin could thus be offset by the dimensional changes in the internal structure

which is at lower temperatures. A third modification would be to predeform the

outer skin such that it is bowed outward between the internal ribs. Part of

the dimensional change produced by the surface heat load would then be accommo-

dated by additional bowing rather than just the lateral expansion considered

here, and would result in a lowered value of thermal stress. Further modeling

and experimental effort is required to determine the degree to which these modi-

fications would improve the limiter design.

8.4.5.2 Stress Due to Plasma Disruptions

Electromagnetic forces on various sections of the limiter due to plasma

disruptions represent an important aspect of the limiter design. In this sec-
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tion, stress calculations are performed to evaluate their effect. The magni-

tudes of the forces and torques used below are derived in Sec. 8.4.6.

During a plasma disruption, three basic force fields act on the llmiter

as shown in Fig. 8-22. These fields are functions of time and depend on the

plasma disruption time. Instead of considering all possibilities, a worst case

approach is adopted in which the maximum values of each force are used as base

figures. If the structure is assumed to remain elastic and each force is con-

sidered to be a step function in time, the maximum possible dynamic load factor

is two. In other words, a static analysis based on twice the predicted maximum

values for each force provides a very conservative approach. However, if the

predicted stresses are below allowable values, then the limiter will certainly

be able to withstand the actual loads during disruption.

The first load we consider is a uniform pressure Ne acting on the outside

panels of the limiter except at the leading edge and root support areas. This

pressure acts in the same direction as the coolant pressure. The maximum

values of Ne are 55 psi for a zero disruption time, and 0.55 psi for a disrup-

tion time of 10 ms. This indicates the extremely unlikely occurrence of the

peak value of 55 psi. In any case, suppose we consider a figure of 110 psi

superimposed on the coolant pressure of 600 psi. For the region of interest,

the coolant channel wall can be considered as a plate infinitely long with fixed

edges on the two parallel sides. If b denotes the width of the panel and q the

pressure, then the two components of the bending moment at the edge of the

plate (the worst case as given on p. 87 of Ref. 72) are

M2 = 0.0833 qb2 , M2 = vM1 .

The corresponding bending stresses are

where t is the wall thickness. For q - 710 psi, b » 0.8 cm, and t = 0.15 cm,

the result is

ax = 10,100 psi (70 MPa) , a2 - 3,030 psi (21 MPa) .

The corresponding effective stress from Eq. (67) is
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Figure 8-22. Nomenclature for electromagnetic stress calculations.

a = 9000 psi (62 MPa)

which is less than 20% of the yield stress for each of the four reference

materials.

For the second load, W, which is distributed and acts towards the first

wall, the moment at the root of the limiter is equal to that provided by a tip

force F . That is, the maximum applied bending moment is

M = F V .
max

The maximum computed value of F for an instantaneous plasma disruption

is 583 lb (2600 N), so double this value will be used for the static analysis.
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Suppose the bending stress a is taken to be uniform over the outer flange

of thickness t. Then the moment carrying capacity is

M - 2abt[tc + h + (t/2)lb

in which b is the width of the limiter segment. However, this expression holds

for the thinnest section of the limiter, and not at the cer.terline where the

maximum moment occurs. The maximum bending stress will occur at the transition

point, a distance L from the tip. The applied moment at this point is F L

which should be used in the stress calculation.

For L * 40 cm, b • 50 cm, t = 0 15 cm, h = 0.4 cm, t «0.3 cm, and F -

1166 lb, the result of combining these two equations to obtain a is

ob - 26,000 ps i (177 MPa)
I U C I J C

which is < 50% of the yield stress for each of the candidate materials. Actually

this stress should be combined with the previous stress to obtain the maximum

stress on the outer surface. However, the combination of these two electromag-

netic forces will not produce significant plastic deformation. In addition,

these forces are considerably reduced at longer plasma disruption times as shown

in Sec. 8.4.6.

The third load consists of a torque applied to the limiter support with a

maximum value of 68,100 N-m for instanteous plasma disruptions. This torque

is created by large transverse shear forces which should not cause the limiter

itself to deform because of the high resistance to shear of this particular

section geometry. The most vulnerable part of the system is the region imme-

diately behind the limiter. As shown in Fig. 8-23, we assume this section is

adequately modeled as a solid rectangular beam with a height b and width w,

each reduced by twice the channel opening, 2L. The effective length of this

section is L =25 cm after which the torque is transmitted to the blanket.
e

According to Ref. 73, the maximum shear stress occurs on the perimeter at

the middle of the longer side and equals

ab2w '
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Figure 8-23. Schematic Drawing showing limiter support.

where T is the applied torque and

a = 0.3

is a parameter appropriate for the aspect ratio w/b. If a maximum dynamic

load factor of 2 is used then T = 136,200 N-m. With b = 8 - 0.8 = 7.2 cm and

w » 50 - 0.8 = 49.2 cm, it follows that

T =
136.200 N-m

0.3(0.072 m)2(0.492 m)
- 177 MPa
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and from Eq. (74), the effective stress is

o - 306 MPa .

From Table 8-19 we see that this stress for the case of an instanteneous plasma

disruption is below the yield stress for any of the candidate materials. The

torque T * 68,100 N-ra at a plasma disruption time T = 0 is reduced by a factor

of 2 when T = 25 ms.

8.4.5.3 Conclusion

The existing limiter design is feasible with perhaps minor modifications

required according to which material is used. Under steady-state conditions,

the simplified analysis shows that for all materials except the vanadium alloy,

the yield stress will not be exceeded. However, the greatest load is caused

by thermal stresses which will relax over a period of time. Unfortunately, if

the reactor is shut down, reverse thermal stresses will occur and if there are

a large number of cycles, fatigue and cracking may become a factor. Only

detailed analyses and experiments can provide the quantitative information

that is required for a complete understanding of the stress history of a limi-

ter. Several modifications for reducing the thermal stress have been identi-

fied in Sec. 8.4.5.1. Any of these modifications provides for a significant

improvement in the safety margin.

In general, electromagnetic disruptive stresses can be large but the

effective stress is below the yield stress for the most severe case of zero

pi? jma disruption time. For the longer plasma disruption (current decay times)

these stresses are substantially reduced.

A comprehensive stress analysis would incorporate the spatial variation

of temperature through the entire body, a more accurate account of boundary

conditions, creep, and the effects of radiation including radiation-enhanced

creep, swelling, hardening, and possible changes in ductility. A life cycle

which incorporates planned and disruptive shutdowns should be analyzed to

ensure that the limiter meets lifetime expectations. The possibility of

extensive crack growth would be considered part of this analysis.

The capability for incorporating most of these effects exists in many cur-

rent large scale finite difference and finite element computer codes. Two
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primary features are generally lacking however. The first is a reasonably

accurate constitutive model for each of the candidate materials under the

range of loading conditions experienced by the limiter. Numerous one-

dimensional data are frequently available but the description of material

under a multiaxial state of stress and an associated failure criterion are

usually based on very limited data. The interaction of creep, plasticity,

radiation, and failure is especially complex and results from numerical analy

ses must be interpreted with the understanding that material models may be

limited in scope. The second feature that restricts the scope of the analysi

is the lack of an efficient procedure for incorporating the possibility of

crack progression in two- and three-dimensional structural models. The use o

special finite elements or other assumptions limits the physical effects whic

can be studied in many cases.

Even if a complete analytical capability existed, it should be emphasize

that a preliminary analysis of the type given here is necessary and would hav

to be performed. These calculations indicate that the design is reasonable,

that the limiter would be expected to perform its function, and that a good

model is available for the detailed, but necessarily expensive, stress analys

that must ultimately be performed.

8.4.6 Electromagnetic Effects on the Limiter due to a Plasma Disruption

A plasma disruption will induce eddy currents in the limiter, which will

interact with the poloidal and toroidal magnetic fields to produce pressure,

force, and torques on the limiter. In this section the magnitudes of the pre

sure, force, and torques are calculated. Section 8.4.5 analyzed the stresses

resulting from these loads.

As the plasma current drops to zero, the magnetic flux produced by that

current decreases. Eddy currents are established in the limiter, shown in

Fig. 8-24, which tend to compensate for the flux decrease by producing addi-

tional flux to replace it. The decrease in flux parallel to one of the limit'

arms produces a toroidal current flowing one way on one face of the arm and ti

other way on the opposite face; these currents cause a pressure tending to

explode the limiter arm. The decrease in flux perpendicular to the limiter

arms and horizontal section cause circulating currents in those planes.
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Figure 8-24. Limiter schematic.

These currents, pressures, forces, and torques are analyzed below. An

analysis of an earlier, hollow limiter design, which was replaced by the solid

limiter largely because of problems from the eddy current forces and torques,

appears in Appendix H.

8.4.6.1 Limiter Analysis

The Model — We treat separately eddy currents due to flux changes parallel

to and perpendicular to an arm of the limiter; the arm is the part that extends

upward or downward, roughly parallel to the first wall. To calculate the eddy

current response to changes in flux parallel to an arm, we model the conducting

path by the two plane currents in opposite directions, with crossovers between

the planes at each end as shown in Fig. 8-25(a). The flux $, field B, and self-

inductance L are given by

$ - BwJl
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o. MODEL FOR FLUX PARALLEL TO ARMS

b. MODEL FOR FLUX PERPENDICULAR TO ARMS

Figure 25. Models for solid limiter.

B = wol/h

L = */I -

where w is the separation of the planes, 0.0155 m; H is the length of the limi-

ter, 0.5 m; and h is the height of the limiter, 1.0 m. With these values L -

0.0097 pH. Also, the resistance R - pZH/htj, where ti is the current carrying

thickness of a plate, 0.0015 m, and p is the electrical resistivity. With

these values, R - 93 ufi and the L/R time x - 0.10 ms.
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To calculate the eddy current response to changes In flux perpendicular to

the two arms and the horizontal section, we model the three faces by three cur-

rent loops as shown In Fig. 8-25(b). The resistance of the side common to the

three loops is neglected, because of Its much greater thickness. The resis-

tance of the other nine sides is taken to be R - p£2/2Aw, with p the resis-

tivity, I the length of the side, w the thickness, and A the area of the tri-
(74)

angle defined by the side and the centroid of the loop. The resistances

are summed for the three sides to give the resistance of each loop. For loops

1 and 3, wx * 0.009 m and R2 * R3 - 93 pfi. For loop 2, w2 « 0.072 m and R2 =

12.8 ufi.

Because the current is not really concentrated in a filamentary loop, the

mutual inductance between two faces is not given correctly by Neumann's formula.

Instead we calculate the mutual inductance M.. between loops i and j by

M • B. A./I., where B.. is the component of field due to loop j at the cen-

troid of loop i and perpendicular to loop i, A. is the area bounded by loop 1,

and I. is the current in loop j. Self-inductance L. is given by a similar

expression. Calculations yield:

Lj = L3 = 1.110 yH

L2 = 0.668 uH

M12 = M2i = M23 = M32 = 0.202 pH

M13 = M31 = 0.009 yH .

The L/R time x of the system can be found from the equation:

M21

M31

Mi 2
 M13

L2 - xR2 M23

M32 L3 -

(76)

or, imposing the condition I3 ~ Ij,

M13 -

2M12

Ml 2

L2 -

(77)
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The above values for Inductances and resistance yield two values for the L/R

times, T and x , with corresponding relationships between the currents Ii and
Jo S

I2 for each:

x% » 53.7 ms ; 1^ = 0.0520 1 ^

T = 10.4 ms , In -1.324 I . (78)

Response to Instantaneous and Exponential Plasma Disruptions - For an in-

stantaneous plasma disruption, the initial current I_ is that required to main-

tain the flux <t> previously produced by the plasma. Afterwards it decays with

the L/R time x. For a single mode,

and

I = Io exp(-t/x) .

Interaction with a time-independent toroidal field, B™, perpendicular to the

current direction yields a force per unit length I/I

7/1 = BTFI0 exp(-t/x) .

If the initial field was B , the induced field, B , is given by

po in

Bin " B
Po

 e x p (" t / T ) '

and the induced force per unit length by
F/* = l I B i n

" I VPo
In comparison to the poloidal field from the plasma, the field from the EF

coils can be neglected.

For an L/R time x and an exponential plasma discharge with time constant

TO, the current is given jy
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(1 - T O/T)

The maximum current I occurs at time t , given by

(79)

-T

max - Tn/T)
(80)

and is given by

max - T O/T)

. (T O/T)(1-T O/T)"
1 V(1-T O/T)

(r) -(r) (81)

Forces and torques resulting from interaction between the current and the

time-independent toroidal field show the same time variation.

The eddy current I interacts with the field of a plasma B and its own

field B to give a magnetic force per unit length:
s

F/l = IB . (82)

All the current interacts with the plasma field but only half with the self-

field, since the self-field varies from zero to its peak value across the

current-carrying layer:

(BP
 + I Bs) T '

Now

B = B „
P PO

but B is proportional to the current,
s

B = B (1 - TQ/T)" 1 [exp(-t/T) - exp(-t/T0)l
o PU

Hence:
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p/t , Li>° L-t/T . (1 _ 2To/T)e-2t/to
2un(l - T O / T )

2 I

If I is given by a combination of modes with different L/R times, Eq. (80]

and Eq. (81) cannot be used to give the peak currents and the time at which it

occurs. Instead, the current must be found by Eq. (79) for each mode and summ«

at different times to find the peak current.

8.4.6.2 Results

Three electromagnetic effects have to be evaluated: the magnetic pres-

sure tending to explode the limiter, the forces tending to bend the limiter

arm about a toroidal axis, and the torque tending to twist the limiter about

a radial axis.

For an instantaneous disruption, the pressure is of magnitude, p - B2/2uQ

For the conservative value, B = 1 T, p = 0.40 x 106 N/m2 = 55 psi. For disrup-

tion times T 0 long compared with the L/R time x - 0.10 ms, the pressure is

reduced by a factor T/TQ. Thus for a disruption time of 10 ms, the pressure

is only 0.55 psi.

For an instantaneous plasma quench, the induced currents Ij and I2 will

initially maintain the flux $1 through the 0.5 m x 0.07 m projected area of

the arm and <j>2 through the 0.5 m x 0.20 m horizontal area of the support. For

a plasma field of 1 T and in the vertical direction, the fluxes are:

<\>l = 1 T x 0.5 m x 0.07 m - 0.035 Wb

<{>2 " 1 T x 0.5 m x 0.2 m • 0.1 Wb.

The currents 1̂  and I2 are then given by

M12I2

L2I2
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with the solution Ii * 3.733 kA and I2 - 146.102 kA. To find the time depen-

dence of Ii and I2, these values are combined with the relations of Eq. (78),

which yields

i! « 7.52 exp(-t/53.7) - 2.76 exp(-t/10.4)

(84)
I2 - 144.64 exp(-t/53.7) + 2.09 exp(-t/10.4)

with Ij and I2 in kA and t in ms.

The current Ii reaches its maximum value of 5.20 kA at time t * 8 ms.

The equivalent tip force tending to bend the arm is conservatively estimated

to be

F - 0.5 m x 1 T x 5.20 kA - 2.60 kN - 583 lb.

For non-zero plasma disruption times, each of the exponential time

dependence in Eq. (84) must be replaced as in Eq. (79). Results appear in

Table 8-21.

Table 8-21. Currents and Equivalent Tip Forces
for the Solid Limiter with Various
Disruption Times T 0

To
(ms)

0

10

25

100

max
(ms)

7

25

40

75

II
(kA)

5.20

4.45

3.49

1.81

FTip
(kN)

2.60

2.23

1.74

0.91

FTip
(lb)

583

500

392

203

The torque tending to twist the limiter arises from interactions between

the toroidal field (4.54 T) and radial currents:

N -

• (2 x 0.07 mil + 0-20 ml2) 4.54 T x 0.5 m

= 0.3178 Ii + 0.454 I2 ,
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which upon substitution of Eq. (84) becomes

N = 68.1 kN-m exp(-t/53.7) + 0.07 KN-m exp(-t/10.4) (85)

for an instantaneous plasma disruption. For a non-zero disruption time, the

torque will have a time dependence as in Eq. (79). Because the second term in

Eq. (85) is negligible compared to the first, it can be ignored; t and N
6 ' max mas

can be found from Eqs. (80) and (81), using T = 53.7 ms. Torques appear in

Table 8-22.

Table 8-22. Torque on Solid Limiters for
Various Disruption Times t0

(ms)

0

10

25

100

Neutronics Analysis

max
(ms)

0

21

36

72

N

(kN-m)

68.1

46.3

35.0

17.8

N

(lb-ft)

50,100

34,100

25,800

13,100

A detailed analysis of the neutronics performance and shielding require-

ments for the limiter/vacuum system is presented in Chap. 11. Calculations

based on a three-dimensional geometrical model were made using the Monte Carlo

method. In this subsection, a brief summary of the key points is given.

An important concern with the vacuum system design is radiation streaming

into the vacuum pumps and the exterior of the reactor. The cryopanels in the

compound cryopumps operate at low temperatures, ̂ 4.2°K. High nuclear heating

rates due to radiation streaming into the pumps can result in: (a) a large

increase in the temperature of the cryocondensation panels, thereby reducing

their pumping speed; and (b) an increase in both the power requirements for

cryogenic cooling and the flow rates of the helium coolant. Significant neu-

tron streaming through the vacuum ducts and vacuum pumps will result in activa-

tion of components in the exterior of the reactor. This problem can be gener-

ally solved by placing adequate shields around the ducts and pumps.
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The potential problem with radiation streaming through the vacuum system

was a key factor in selecting the limiter/vacuum concept for STARFIRE in pref-

erence to other impurity control and exhaust schemes such as divertors. The

limiter/vacuum concept is flexible enough to permit development of a good

design in which the radiation streaming problems can be reduced to a manageable

level. As can be seen from Fig. 8-1, a neutron must undergo a large number of

collisions before reaching the vacuum pumps. As a result, the nuclear heating

rate in the aluminum cryocondensation panels is only ̂ 0.3 mW/cm3. The tempera-

ture rise across the 1-mm thick cryopanel, and hence the effect on pumping

speed, is negligibly small. Another feature of the design is the reduction of

the neutron flux at the outer surfaces of the pump to an average value of

^5 x 1013 m~2s~1. A shield that is 0.5-m thick around the vacuum ducts and

pumps is more than adequate to protect adjacent reactor components and to

reduce induced activation so that the reactor building is accessible within

24 h after shutdown. Comparison of these results with those for divertors

leads to an important conclusion. The limiter/vacuum concept is the first

impurity control and exhaust scheme for which a shield design has been developed

that adequately protects all reactor components and permits personnel access

into the reactor building at a modest shield cost.

The neutronic performance of the limiter has been analyzed for two of the

primary reference materials, Ta-5W and V-20Ti. The tantalum alloy has some

unique neutronics characteristics but the vanadium-titanium alloy is more

representative of the other candidate materials of copper and niobium alloys.

For the Ta-5W, the average nuclear heating rates (based on an average neu-

tron wall load of 3.6 MW/m2) are ̂ 80, 60, and 35 MW/m3 in :he regions of the

limiter arms (long branches in the scrape-off region), limiter root (thick

part around the midplane) and the limiter support (horizontal part in the limi-

ter duct that penetrates the blanket, see Fig. 8-1), respectively. The reason

for this strong spatial variation in the limiter heating rates is that the neu-

tron and gamma-ray "backshine" into the limiter is affected considerably by the

void region (limiter duct) behind the limiter. Notice that the upper parts of

the limiter arms are in the shadow of the first wall/blanket (see Fig. 8-1)

while the limiter root and limiter support are more directly affected by the

mostly void limiter duct region. The average nuclear heating rates in a

V-20T1 limiter are about a factor of three lower than that with Ta-5W. The
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reason is that tantalum has large radiative capture and gamma-ray absorption

cross sections.

The total neutron and gamma-ray energy deposition in the limiter (arms,

root, and support) is ̂ 54 MW for V-20Ti compared to ̂ 163 MW for Ta-5W. This

heat together with the energy deposited in the limiter by plasma radiation and

particles is removed by low-temperature (145°C) water and is used for feed-

water heating in the steam cycle. Operating the limiter at low temperature

helps avoid the large stresses associated with high pressure cooling. Thus,

it is desirable to minimize the energy deposition in the limiter in order not

to significantly affect the thermodynamic efficiency for the reactor plant.

It seems that the relatively high nuclear heating in Ta-5W is a disadvantage.

However, this disadvantage is compensated for by the fact that a good frac-

tion of the high nuclear heat in Ta-5W is an excess energy that is self-

generated by the exothermic radiative capture reaction.

The rate and effects of nuclear transmutations in the limiter materials

were analyzed. The most important result concerns the unusually high rate of

transmutations in tantalum. As mentioned above, tantalum has a large radia-

tive capture cross section. Furthermore, the presence of the lead-zirconium

compound, with its relatively large (n,2n) and inelastic cross sections,

immediately behind the first wall causes the flux of low energy neutrons to be

significant in the limiter region. If the limiter shown in Fig. 8-1 were to

completely surround the plasma poloidally as well as toroidally the rate of the

(n,y) reactions in the tantalum limiter would have been ̂ 0.5 for every fusion

neutron. Fortunately, the limiter area is only ̂ 7% of the first wall surface

and the effect of this strong parasitic absorption on the tritium breeding

ratio is reduced to only M52. However, the local fractional change of tantalum

to other elements remians high. Table 8-23 shows the percentage burnup of

tantalum in the Ta-5W limiter. The principal transmutation chain for tantalum

is rather simple. 181Ta is converted to 182Ta via an (n,y) reaction. 182Ta

either decays to 182W or undergoes an (n,y) reaction to produce 183Ta, which

in turn either decays to 183W or is converted to 184Ta. The final effect of

the 181Ta(n,y) reaction is the production of several tungsten isotopes. For

bare no-coating) limiter and first wall, ̂ 21% of the tantalum is converted in-

to tungsten after irradiation, yielding an integral neutron wall load of 16

MW-yr/m2 (which is the tsnd of life according to the scheduled maintenance plan).

This large increase in the tungsten content of the tantalum alloy will significant]
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reduce its ductility but will increase its mechanical strength as discussed in

Sec. 8.4.2. It is therefore not clear at present whether such a high transmu-

tation rate will rule out the tantalum alloys as candidates for the limiter

material. Methods to reduce this rate of transmutation were investigated. The

most effective method is to use a strong neutron absorber for the coating mate-

rial on the limiter and first wall in order to reduce the low energy neutron

component within the tantalum limiter. Boron can serve this function well be-

cause of the large 10B(n,ct) cross section and because it is a strong candidate

as a low-Z coating as discussed in Sec. 8.4.3. Table 8-23 shows that a 2-mm

thick coating can reduce the tantalum burnup to 17%. Unfortunately, 10B is

depleted in a short time and maintaining the 10B(n,a) reaction rate at the

desired level will require recoatiag every few months. A 2-mm thick Li2O coat-

ing would also reduce the tantalum burnup to ̂ 12%. However, the low thermal

conductivity of Li2O will almost surely preclude its use as a coating material.

Adding boron to the limiter water coolant also helps reduce the rate of the

tantalum transmutation, but this can only be used as a secondary measure since

the exterior surfaces of the limiter are where shielding against low energy

neutrons is most effective.

Table 8-23. Tantalum Burnup for Ta-5W Limiter

Ta(n,y) Burnupa

Case Reaction/DT Neutron (%)

Bare limiter

2-mm thick beryllium coating

2-mm thick boron coatxng

2-mm thick Li20 coating

2-mm thick Li2O coating and water
is borated

0.042

0.045

0.029

0.026

0.025

21
22

14

12

11

aAfter irradiation to an integral neutron wall load of 16 MW-yr/m2.
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8.4.8 Limiter Mechanical Design

The selected limiter system design consists of 96 individual limiters

that form a continuous toroidal ring in front of a 40-cm slot through the outer

blanket. The ring is made up of 96 straight segments which approximate a cir-

cle to within a total roundness variation of 1/2 cm. Each limiter incorpor-

ates an actuator which permits radial positioning to assure a proper match

with the plasma contour.

The limiter system continuously absorbs 200 MW of plasma power without

injecting excessive impurities into the plasma or eroding significantly.. A

beryllium coating covers all exposed limiter surfaces to minimize the effects

of impurities.

The reference limiter design is fabricated from Ta-5W (or any of the other

three reference alloys discussed earlier) and is water cooled. It is shown in

Fig. 8-26 in isometric form. A cross section through the limiter and vacuum

slot of the blanket is shown in Fig. 8-1. It consists of a limiter head, a

transition zone, and circular support stem. Four tubular legs mounted to the

transition section and limiter support stem position the unit against slide

pads on the blanket sidewalls. A hydraulic positioning device, using an expan-

sion bellows section, is located at the rear of the unit next to the rear

anchor support fitting. The limiter positioning and support load is taken by

a horizontal bracket fastened to the rear of the blanket sector support struc-

tures. The positioner hydraulic lines, coolant lines, and instrumentation lead

lines are located outside the blanket envelope to minimize blockage of the

vacuum slot. The limiter coolant tubing inside the shield boundary is also

made from Ta-5W. A transition from Ta-5W to steel is made at the mechanical

joint to the coolant bundle that is located outside the shield.

The coolant flows up the stem where it spreads out to the outer surface

of the limiter. The coolant then flows at 8 m/s along the skin through milled

coolant channels to the front face where the coolant merges and returns through

holes that lead back to the support system.

The limiters are connected so that coolant passes through two limiters

before exiting to provide a sufficient temperature rise for feedwater heating.

A 115°C base inlet temperature plus a 15°C bulk coolant temperature rise in

each pass results in an outlet temperature of 145°C. The maximum coolant
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pressure is 4.2 MPa (600 psi). The presssure drop per pass is 310 KPa (45 psi).

A series of 4 mm x 8 mm*channels with a 2-mm partition wall and a 1.5-mm frontal

cover plate form the coolant passages.

Investigation of other cooling methods may permit a further decrease in

the system pressure. Use of subnucleate boiling and a finned structure may

improve the heat transfer characteristics. Another factor to be included is

the centrifugal effects that would force steam bubbles away from the heated

surface as the coolant passes the curved leading edge where the heat flux is

highest.

The transition neck from the coolant inlet to the panel is designed for

minimum pressure drop as are the concentric inlet/outlet trunk supply lines.

The support leg tubes use bypass inlet coolant produced by a small pressure

differential inherent in the transition piece to cool the tubular support and

pad. Similarly, the support base and positioner assembly are also cooled with

a very small inlet bypass flow.

The Limiter Head Fitting - The portion of the limiter interfacing with

the plasma is shown in cross section in Fig. 8-1. The thin flat ended.blades

are 50 cm in length by 1.7-cm thick. It is attached, through a gentle arc,

to the neck which tapers to a 9-cm thick rectangular section. Parallel chan-

nels are milled into the outside surfaces as shown in Fig. 8-1, Sec. AA. to

form 4-mm deep by 8-mm wide coolant passages yet leave a 2-mm wide partition

for support of the outer skin. A 1.5-mm plate covers the base milled structure

forming leak-tight structure.

Transition and Trunk - The neck of the limiter head piece is rectangular

in cross section and requires a transition to the circular trunk section. The

transition consists of two flattened funnel-shaped pieces, one inside the

other, stiffened and welded to withstand the 4.2 MPA (600 psi) operating pres-

sure. The hot outlet coolant flows out through the inner transition piece

while the incoming coolant flows in the annulus between the concentric pieces.

The transition piece acts as both flow distributor, inlet-to-outlet coolant

insulator, and structural support extension.

The trunk section, composed of two concentric tantalum alloy pipes, is

joined to the transition piece and to the positioner/mounting case at the far

end. The outer pipe is designed for the 4.2 MPa (600 psi) pressure while the
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inner pipe contains a thermal insulator and is designed for only the pressure

differential. The tubular trunk section of 11-cm outer diameter by ̂ 80 cm long

serves to carry the coolant and form the base support for the limiter. Two

coolant nozzles, the inlet and outlet, are located near the positioner.

Positioner/Support Base - A hydraulic mechanism has been selected to

provide the 1 to 2-cm adjustment required for the accurate positioning of the

limiter relative to the plasma. A piston is used to provide the motion within

the 11-cm trunk tube diameter while hydraulic tap monitors indicate position.

The fluid is coolant water conditioned to 600 psi and discharged as necessary

to the coolant system. Position control is attained by pressure balancing

the piston across any given set of the many pressure ports which both posi-

tions and provides indication through the use of multiple sets of small

(capillary) tubes.

Differential motion between the base support and the limiter is taken up

through one or possibly two convolution bellows-type section. The bellows is

designed to adequately flex at both full operating pressure (600 psi) and

through maximum tension loading during a plasma disruption. A further defini-

tion of the control system necessary to determine the position of the limiter

or its support base relative to the plasma location is required.

Fabrication - The process for fabrication of the limiter can be selected

from one of several choices. The panel and neck section (nose piece) is to

be fabricated from one-piece shaped block. Cutting of the coolant channels

on the outer surfaces will be done by either chemical or straight milling

process. The remaining channels, transition preparations, and manifolding

are made using conventional practices. A 1,5-mm sheet of tantalum alloy is

then joined to the outer surface of the finished base by pressure bonding,

electron-beam or resistance welding, with roll bonding being preferred. Transi-

tion pieces of tantalum are then joined to the nose section providing the

coolant manifolding and structural support to the final tubular trunk section.

If the alternate material, AMAX-MZC copper, is used for the limiter, a

method of joining the 40% cold-worked material without loss of strength proper-

ties must be identified.
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8.5 VACUUM SYSTEM

8.5.1 Design Criteria and Objectives

The primary requirement for the STARFIRE vacuum system is to remove the

helium ash. Other design objectives are to achieve good reliability and main-

tainability while minimizing tritium inventory and neutron streaming. These

design objectives tend to conflict with one another. For example, while it is

desirable to maximize helium pumping in order to maximize plasma purity it

would then be necessary to have large vacuum ducts which would result in exces-

sive neutron and gamma streaming. Also, highly efficient removal of helium ash

will remove large amounts of unburnt fuel; tritium inventories in the vacuum

pumps and fuel recycle systems would then be large. The tradeoffs between

tritium inventories and plasma purity are discussed in Sec. 14.2. In order to

best satisfy the conflicting design objectives, a number of trade studies were

performed. The resulting vacuum system serves to minimize neutron streaming

while providing adequate helium pumping.

The vacuum system configuration is illustrated in Fig. 8-2 and the compo-

nents are defined as follows: The two limiter slots are the regions between

the back of the limiter and the first wall, above and below the reactor mid-

plane. The limiter duct is the orifice which extends from the limiter slots

through the blanket to the plenum region. Since the limiter requires cooling

lines and structural support, the limiter duct is divided in two. The plenum

region is the open space behind the blanket; it serves to provide a high-

conductance pathway to the vacuum ducts, while providing a tortuous path for

streaming neutrons. The limiter ducts, the limiter slots, and the plenum

region are symmetric about the reactor midplane and they extend around the torus

circumference. The vacuum ducts are the circular ducts which connect the vacuum-

pumps to the plenum region.

8.5.2 Vacuum System Optimization

The sLot regions behind the limiter receive about 28% of the particle

flux (F = C.28). This flux consists of deuterium and tritium ions, helium

ions, beryllium ions, and electrons. The helium ions are neutralized on the

back surfaces of the limiter. Some of the helium atoms are scattered directly

into the limiter duct where they are eventually pumped; those traveling back

up the slot are nearly all ionized by the incoming stream of hot electrons.
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Once ionized, they are accelerated back into the limiter slot. This phenomenon

can be described by a trapping or "inversion probability", K, which for helium

has been estimated at 0.99. The trapping of hydrogen is less frequent since

the deuterium/tritium neutrals can charge-exchange with other DT with a proba-

bility roughly equal to that of electron ionization. The neutrals created from

charge-exchange can escape. Therefore, the inversion probability for DT is less

than for helium (<-._ = 0.8). This insures that a large fraction of the DT returns
(81)

to the plasm yielding a higher fractional burnup.

A transmission probability, e, is defined as the probability that a par-

ticle entering the limiter slots will be trapped by the compound eryopumps.

The dependence of e on K and on the geometric configuration of the limiter/

vacuum system is derived as follows:

The pressure of neutrals in the plasma is assumed to be zero as is the

pressure at the compound cryopump. A mass flow balance in the limiter slots

then requires that

dP.

— = *i " CRPi " VlC 1 " Ki) • (86)

dt

where P. is the pressure of species i in the slot region, 4>. is the input gas

load of species i, K. is the inversion probability of species i, CL is the
X a.

effective conductance of the vacuum system, C is the conductance of the limi-

ter slots, and t is time. At steady-state operation, Eq. (86) reduces to

- K±)]> (87)

where y = Co/C is the conductance ratio of the limiter slots to the vacuum
S K

system.

The transmission probability, E, of species i is given by:

CRPi
(88)

Substitution of Eq. (88) into Eq. (87) yields:
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- K±)
(89)

which shows the dependence of e on on K, the inversion probability, and on

the geometric configuration of the vacuum system design. This relationship

is shown in graphical form in Fig. 8-27.
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Figure 8-2.7. Dependence of transmission probability, £,
on inversion probability, K, and on y.

The reflection coefficient, R, for species i is given by R = 1 - Fe.,

where F is the particle fraction entering the limiter slots. For the STARF1RE

design, effective impurity control requires that R^ j^ 0.75 to satisfy Impurity

requirements. Since K = 0.99, and F = 0.28, £„ must be at least 0.9.

He tie

For the STARFIRE design, the vacuum system has to provide a high conduc-

tance path from the limiter slots to the compound cryopumps, while also mini-

mizing neutron streaming, i.e., eliminating any direct line-of-sight paths to

unshielded areas. An optimized design was arrived at by performing parametric

trade studies on the various possible components of the vacuum system. The

analyses were done by comparing the reciprocal conductances * of various
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component configurations and optimizing each in terms of the total vacuum sys-

tem design. The tube conductance (C ) of each component was calculated for

helium gas at an appropriate temperature* Some of the components were treated

as long rectangular ducts. At room temperature, the appropriate conductance

equation is:

c . 0-122 a V ^ i f a > 1 O b ( 9 0 )

(a + b)£

where a, b, and 4 are in cm and C is in m3/s. For the conductance of the

vacuum ducts (C V D), aperture effects are significant. Therefore, in the same

units

. 0,0332^

and

where

C = 0.0250 b 2 , (92)
cl

c c
C = - ^ - . (93)

Ca + Ct

A representative sampling of some of the trade studies is shown in Table

8-24. The items with footnote "a" are the STAKFIRE reference design. The

dimensions of the plenum are 12 m high and 1.0 m wide (M).33 m of which is used

for coolant manifolding). Its impedance is very low, being 0,7 x 10~3 s/m3 for

the reference case (Table 8-24). Thus it provides a high conductance path for

vacuum pumping while reducing line-of-sight neutron streaming. A change in

temperature has little impact on the impedance; however, a major reduction in

its width produces an order of magnitude increase in its impedance. The limiter

ducts are each 0.16 m in height and extend circumferentially around the torus

through the 0.70-m blanket. Changes in the surface temperature and duct height

have minor impact on the impedance which is an order of magnitude greater than

the plenum's. The 48 cryopumps (24 on-line at a given time each with a helium

speed of 120 m3/s) were oversized in terms of helium speed to reduce their

impedance (of the same magnitude as the limiter ducts) and to provide system

reliability in the event of one or more pump failures.
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Table 8-24• Parameterized Vacuum Conductance Analysis for Helium

Component

Dimensions
(cm)

Length
(cm)

Temp.
(K)

Component
Conductance
(m3/s)

Reciprocal
Conductance
(10-3 s/m3)

Limiter slots
(2)

Limiter ducts
(2)

Plenum
(2)

Vacuum ducts
(24)

5650
5650
5650
5650

3170
3170
3170
4600
6000

6000
6000
6000
6000
6000

10
10
10
5

16
16
14
16
16

67
67
76
40
80

100
120
100
100
100
120
120
150

50
50
40
50

70
70
70
70
70

600
600
600
600
600

640}
560 I
800
1000
1200
1000
1200
1000

673
773
773
773

573
673
673
673
573

473
573
573
573
473

293

293
293
293
293
293
293

Vacuum pumps
(24)

4320
4630
5780
1160

4090
4420
3390
6430
7750

13660
15140
19380
5380
20360

730

850
700
600
1190
1010
2240

2400
2880
3360

0.23°
0.22
0.17
0.86

0.24a

0.23
0.30
0.16
0.13

0.07a

0.07
0.05
0.19,
0.05*

1.37a

1.17
1.42
1.67
0.84
0.99
0.45

0.42
0.35 a

0.30

Reference STARFIRE vacuum design.
b
RF ducts not included.

"Helium pump speeds.

The major impedance in the vacuum design are the 24 vacuum ducts. Good

pumping performance requires that they have a large diameter and be as short

as possible; neutron streaming considerations require that they have a small

diameter and be bent. Their size was optimized to satisfy both requirements.
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Each duct is composed of a front section 6.4 m long x 1.0 m equivalent diame-

ter and a back section 5.6 m long x 1.2 m diameter. As seen in Table 8-24, the

impedance is less than one would obtain from a shorter duct which was 1-m diara-

ter its entire length. However, the impedance of the vacuum ducts is twice

that of the rest of the vacuum system. Thus, the addition of the limiter ducts

and the plenum to the vacuum design has only increased the total impedence by

20%. However, these components provide a tortuous path for radiation streaming,

thereby dramatically reducing its effects (Sec. 11.3.1).

Table 8-25 lists the vacuum system conductances for the reference STARFIRE

design. The total conductance of the 24 vacuum ducts is 730 m3/s. The conduc-

tance of the plenum region is two orders of magnitude greater than that of the

vacuum ducts. The conductance of the limiter ducts and the total speed of the

compound cryopump are each an order of magnitude greater than the conductance

of the vacuum ducts. The effective conductance of the vacuum system for helium

is 490 m3/s. Using the appropriate DT conductance ratio and K yields a trans-

mission probability of 0.4 for DT from Fig. 8-27. The associated reflection

coefficient is 0.9 which yields a fractional burnup of 0.42; this is a very effi-

cient use of tritium fuel. A reflection coefficient of 0.9 for tritium produces a

minimum total gas load (Q) of 18.7 Pa-m3/s (7.9 Pa-m3 for helium) as seen in

Fig. 8-28. Use of the equation, P = Q/S yields pressures of 16 mPa (1.2 x lO"**

torr) for helium and 24 mPa for DT in the liraxter slot. Recent experiments on
(22)

Alcator indicate that even higher pressures are likely to be attainable.

The vacuum/limiter concept thus satisfies the design objectives for it

preferentially removes helium from the system, thus achieving reasonable

impurity control while maintaining a high fractional burnup of tritium. The

configuration chosen has a reasonable conductance while minimizing radiation

streaming.

In order to verify the results of the analytical conductance formulas and

to calculate the vacuum system performance more precisely, a two-dimensional

Monte Carlo code was developed and used to perform vacuum trade analyses. The

results are discussed below.

A geometrical representation of the configuration shown in Fig. 8-29 (not

drawn to scale) was generated. The dimensions of all surfaces were assigned

variables and varied. Ions entering the region behind the limiter follow mag-

netic field lines until they strike the limiter and are neutralized. The
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Table 8-25. STARFIRE Limiter/Vacuum System

Limiter slot conductance, m3/s

Limiter duct conductance, m3/s

Plenum conductance, m3/s

Vacuum duct conductance, m3/s

Total helium pump speed, m3/s

Effective conductance, m3/s, helium

Conductance ratio (y), helium

Conductance ratio (y), DT

Effective conductance, m3/s, DT

Particle fraction to limiter (F)

Inversion probability (K), helium

Transmission probability (e), helium

Reflection coefficient (R), helium

Inversion probability (K), DT

Transmission probability (e), DT

Reflection coefficient (R), DT

Fractional burnup, tritium

Limiter helium gas load (Q), Pa m3/s

Limiter DT gas load (Q), Pa m3/s

4300

4100

13700

730

2900

490

8.8

8.1

480

0.28

0.99

0.9

0.75

0.8

0.4

0.9

0.42

7.9

10.8

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
TRITIUM REFLECTION COEFFICIENT

Figure 8-28. Dependence of the total gas load and the pump speed
on the tritium reflection coefficient.
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NEUTRALS TESTED FOR
INVERSION PROBABILITY

NOT TO SCALE

Figure 8-29. Geometric representation of the STARFIRE limiter/vacuum
system configuration for Monte Carlo calculations.

neutrals travel through the vacuum duct system in free molecular flow unless

they travel back toward the plasma through the liraiter slot. In this region

the neutrals have a probability of being reionized and then retuiaing to the

limiter as discussed above.

To simulate these events, neutrals are initiated from random points on

either side of the limiter. Their direction is assumed to be random, with the

overall distribution of directions assuming a cosine shape. The neutrals are

traced through the system with a new, random direction assigned each time a

boundary is reached. The neutrals often return to the limiter and travel

toward the plasma. Such neutrals (see Fig. 8-29) have a probability (inver-

sion probability) of being ionized and returned to the limiter. If an ion is

returned to the limiter9 it is reinitiated from the limiter in a random

direction.

Neutrals which are incident on the vacuum pumping duct are treated as

follows. In three dimensions a pump duct is not always in the location

depicted; the neutral may actually be incident on the shield surface between
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pumps. To account for this, the probability of striking a duct is assigned.

This probability was taken to be twelve (the number of ducts in the upper or

lower half of the torus) times the duct diameter divided by the circumference

of the machine at the duct inlets. If the neutral has hit a wall, in is ran-

domly reinitiated. If it has entered the duct it is subject to a pumping

probability. This probability (P) is simply,

- = — + — - 1 , (94)
P ?n PD p

where P is the throughput probability of the duct and P is the capture proba-

bility of the pump. P is assumed in all cases to be equal to 0.2. Neutrals

which are not pumped are reinitiated from the duct inlet into the plenum region.

At any given time only one neutral is traced through the system until it is

either pumped or re-enters the plasma. One- thousand samples were found to be

sufficient for each geometrical configuration for each inversion probability.

This was verified by running up to 5000 samples and noting where the pumping

probability and standard deviations began to converge. The standard deviation

for all data was approximately 0.04.

The results of four trade studies are presented in Figs. 8-30 through 8-33.

Pumping probability is plotted as a function of inversion probability for vari-

ous slot widths, plenum widths, duct diameters, and number of pumps. The basic

system configuration for all cases is shown in Fig. 8-29. The appropriate

dimension was varied for each study. As discussed previously, the pumping

probability must be M).9 for STARFIRE to operate as designed. In this region,

the width of the plenum and slots have little effect on the system performance

in the ranges studied. It is seen that the system performance is very sensi-

tive to the duct size and number of vacuum pumps. Presently, 12 pumps are

located around the top and 12 around the bottom of the torus, between each pair

of TF coils. Though it is possible to add more pumps, the present number (24)

should be adequate. The system actually incorporates 48 pumps to permit pump

regeneration during operation. To improve the system performance, it would be

preferable to increase the pump diameter. The upper limit on pump diameter

results from nuclear heating in the pumps and the desire to keep induced acti-

vation caused by neutron streaming to a minimum. Analyses indicated (Sec. 11.2.1)

that pump diameters may be increased by as much as 20% before neutron heating*1 '

becomes significant.
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Figure 8-30. STARFI^E performance for different slot widths.
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Figure 8-31. STARFIRE performance for different plenum widths.
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Figure 8-33. STARFIRE performance for different numbers
of vacuum pumps.
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The predicted performance of the reference limiter vacuum system configura-

tion (Fig. 8-29) is shown in Fig. 8-34. With an inversion probability of 0.99,

a pumping probability of 0.9 is calculated. This result confirms the results

of the conductance model. However, it is noted that in the region of pumping

probabilities above 0.7 the system performance is quite sensitive to small

changes in inversion probability. For this reason, it will be necessary to

accurately determine the inversion probability.

0.6
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0.2 — - ^

/

1
/

0.2 0.4 0.6
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Figure 3-34. Predicted pumping performance of the design
shown in Fig. 8-29.

8.5.3 Vacuum System Component Selection and Design

The STARFIRE vacuum system must perform the following functions:

(1) produce a clean, high vacuum of approximately 1.3 x 10~6 Pa for

initial plasma startup;

(2) continuously pump helium ash during the burn and interface with

the limiter system; and

(3) regenerate the cryopumps and interface with the tritium recovery

system.
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Primary considerations in the selection of valves and pumps for the vacuum

system are to: (1) contain tritium; (2) minimize tritium inventory; (3) mini-

mize radioactive waste; (4) perform the roughing, regeneration, and high vacuum

pumping functions. A description of the reference design and the rationale

used in the selection of the various components is provided in this section.

8.5.3.1 Roughing and Regeneration Pumps

Vacuum pumps capable of operation from atmospheric pressure to 'vO.Ol Pa

are required for rough pumping the torus and for regenerating the high vacuum

cryopumps. These pumping systems must also be capable of transferring gases

into the fuel processing system at pressures around 1 atm.

Rough pumping the STARFIRE system to ̂ 0.01 Pa can be accomplished in less

than 2 h with four l-m3/s roots blowers and mechanical pump systems. Figure

8-35 shows the predicted pump-down curve. Unfortunately, the elastomeric seals

and organic lubricants found in these pumps may not be compatible with tritium

and become sources of radioactive waste when replaced during maintenance.
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Figure 8-35. Pumpdown of the STARFIRE vacuum vessel.
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Improved pump design could potentially alleviate these problems. Tritium con-

tainment can be enhanced by providing double containment for all components in

which the tritium pressure exceeds 1.3 Pa (10~2 torr).

A completely oilless Normetex "scroll" pump will be evaluated on TSTA.

This pump is not lubricated and has no shaft seals. Functionally, it will

serve the same purpose as a roots blower, and will also require a mechanical

backing pump. Since it is organic free, it would be preferable to present day

roots blowers.

The roughing pumps will also be used in regeneration of the high vacuum

cryogenic pumps and will interface with the fuel processing system. All metal

roughing pumps, such as metal bellows pumps, may be useful for transferring

high-pressure streams of radioactive gas. The regeneration process is dis-

cussed in detail in Sec. 8.5.3.2.

8.5.3.2 High Vacuum Pumping System

The STARFIRE high vacuum pumping system consists of 48 cryopumps, 1.2 m in

diameter each, on 24 vacuum ducts. Two pumps are provided on each duct so that

regeneration can be accomplished during plasma operation (Fig. 8-36). Compound

cryopumps operating at 4.2 K were selected for use on STARFIRE. This decision

was based on the following considerations: (1) high pumping speeds; (2) clean-

liness; (3) reliability/maintainability; (4) tritium compatibility; and (5) no

moving parts.

Liquid helium cryopumps^ ' ' exhibit high pumping speeds for helium and

the hydrogen isotopes and may be fabricated in irregular shapes and dimensions.

No organics, working fluids, or elastomers are required in such pumps, ensuring

a high degree of cleanliness. Such pumps have neither moving parts nor working

fluids, minimizing their maintenance requirements. This also makes liquid

helium cryopumps quite compatible with a tritium environment, because the amount

of solid, radioactive waste is minimized. Cryopumps trap gases by cryocondensa-

tion and cryosorption, rather than by compression and transfer via higher pres-

sure pumps. This characteristic provides for better containment of the radio-

active gases. Cryotrapping is an alternative to cryosorption pumping of helium*

but it was not selected because the injection of a condensable gas adds a

great deal of complexity to the system design. The fuel processing system would

also be affected by the selection of cryotrapping.
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Figure 8-36. Vacuum duct and pump configuration.

Turboraolecular pumps have many desirable characteristics but were not

chosen for the following reasons. It is not clear that turbomolecular pumps

can be built as large as needed for STARFIRE. Large turbomolecular pumps must

be mounted vertically, which may present design problems. Finally, the high

rotating speeds and critical dimensions involved in their operation make their

reliability appear questionable.

The STARFIRE cryopump configuration is shown in Fig. 8-37. It is a com-

pound cryopump with cryocondensation and cryosorption elements operating at

4.2 K. The cryocondensation element will pump D2 and T2 and most impurity

gases. This element also provides an optically tight shield for the cryosorp-

tion surface so that only noncondensable gases such as helium are pumped by the
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CRYOCONDENSING
SURFACE

REGENERATION PORT

Figure 8-37. Section view of liquid helium cryopump.

adsorbent, ensuring optimum pumping performance. The cryosorption surface is

designed so that high helium pumping speeds can be maintained for the 2-h operat-

ing interval between regeneration periods. At a helium generation rate of

1 x 10"1* std m3/s, 0.72 std m3 of helium will be pumped during 2 h of operation.

Each of the 24 pumps must then have a capacity of 0.3 std m3. Previous studies

indicate that ̂ 400 g of Mole Sieve 5A distributed over a 0.3-m2 cryogenic

(4.2 K) surface will suffice. The cryosorption surface shown in Fig. 8-37 has

3700 g of Mole Sieve 5A distributed over 2.7 m2. Molecular sieve, a zeolite,

was chosen over charcoal as the adsorbent. Charcoal would react with tritium

producing tritiated hydrocarbons, thus complicating the fuel processing system.

The metal structure of the cryogenic surfaces must be designed so that

maximum thermal performance can be achieved with minimal material thickness.

Material thicknesses must be minimized to reduce the effects of neutron heat-

ing and to allow rapid thermal cycling during regeneration of the pumping

surfaces. The vacuum system dimensions and the key performance parameters for

the reference design are shown in Table 8-5.
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As is noted above, the limiter/vacuum system preferentially removes helium

ash and therefore a high-tritium fractional burnup is attained. The result is

that the gas loads are rather low. (The total gas load is only 18.7 Pa m3/s,

and therefore the vacuum pump capacity requirements are relaxed.) It is

desirable to minimize pump regeneration cycles for another reason, namely, to

minimize tritium inventories in the vacuum pumps. As is shown in Table 8-5,

with the 42% fractional burnup and a 2-h regeneration cycle, the maximum amount

of tritium in a vacuum pump is only 2.6 g. This translates to less than 0.02

std m3 of DT gas per pump. A vacuum pump failure resulting in the total release-

of the maximum DT inventory of one pump would result in a DT pressure in the

plenum of less than 2 Pa. Therefore, a separate surge tank for each vacuum

pump is not required. It is noted that minimization of the regeneration time

has significant implications upon valve lifetime as discussed below. The com-

position of the plasma exhaust is shown in Table 8-26. The compound cryopump

has different chevrons and pumping surfaces which could, in principle, achieve

a high degree of chemical separation. The first elements encountered by parti-

cles entering the pump are the liquid nitrogen chevrons. These should remove

a high percentage of the condensable impurities. The cryocondensation surfaces

pump the hydrogenic species plus some of the more volatile species. The cryosorp-

tion surface is designed to pump helium gas. However, while achieving chemical

separation at the pump and separate regeneration of each stage would simplify

fuel purification, it would require placing movable valves or conductance limi-

ters between each stage. Experience at TSTA has shown that careful temperature

control is required to maintain chemical separation during the regeneration

process. This can be very time consuming and affect the 2-h regeneration cycle.

For these reasons it is assumed that the species are not regenerated separately.

Another question that is of some concern is that of the effects of particu-

late debris. In the reference design, the first wall is coated with beryllium.

Wall erosion processes result in sputtered beryllium atoms. These beryllium

atoms have a very high sticking probability and are most likely deposited on

the limiter. The structural materials for the first wall and limiter are stain-

less steel and tantalum, respectively. It may be possible that particulates of

these species (which have gamma-emitting activated products) could pass through

the plenum and vacuum ducts to the pumps. It is not possible to place a filter

in front of the inlet to the compound cryopumps because this would cause unaccep-

table conductance losses. However, a filter or trap could be placed between

the outlet of the cryopumps and the regeneration pumps.
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Table 8-26. Plasma Exhaust Composition

Chemical Element g/d at-% Principal Molecular Species

(P.
(Be

D

T

He

H

I

0

N

C

S, Be, Al)

, SS, Ta)

503
760
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10

^50

M.0

M.0

*10

?
1

29

29

41

1

0.

0.

0.

0.

?
?

1

1

1

1

DT, D2

DT, T2

He

HD, HT

(HDT)I

(HDT)20,

N(HDT)3,

C2(HDT)2

MH , MD
X X

Particul

02

N2.

» "'

, M

ates

CO
x

The regeneration pumps are required to pump the cryopump gas at M).01 Pa

and pressurize it to ̂ 1 kPa. These pumps should be oil free. Various kinds of

pumps which could be used for this purpose are discussed in Sec. 8.5.3.1. The

outlet from the regeneration pumps is pressurized to ̂ 105 Pa (1 atm) by metal

bellows pumps staged in series and the gas is transferred to the tritium

facility for processing.

8.5.3.3 Valves

The valve configuration for each cryopump will consist of a gate valve in

series with a right-angle valve as shown in Fig. 8-38. Both valves will be of

all metal construction and ̂ 1.2-m diameter. The function of the right-angle

valve will be to isolate the cryopump from the operating system during the

regeneration period (every 2 h). The gate valve will be cycled only when it

is necessary to repair or maintain the right-angle valve. Such a scheme will

minimize valve maintenance requirements. Polymide or metal seals will be

employed on the valves. It is necessary to maximize valve cycle life in order

to minimize the periods between cryopump regeneration and thus the tritium in-

ventory. Effects of pump regeneration times on tritium inventory are discussed

in Chap. 14.
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PUMP POD

RIGHT ANGLE VALVE

X
Figure 8-38. STARFIRE cryopump confiugration.

A right-angle valve was selected as the primary regeneration valve because

such valves are capable of achieving a higher number of cycles between failures

than gate valves. A gate valve was selected as the secondary valve to keep the

connecting duct length short (and vacuum conductance high) and because it will

be cycled very infrequently. Its anticipated cycle life of a few hundred cycles

will probably make it maintenance free for the life of the plant. Presently,

large all-metal, right-angle valves have a seal life of about 500 cycles. The

seal is considered to have failed when the leak rate through the valve is

1 x 10-10 Pa m3/s. Since the total continuous gas load during operation will be

about 30 Pa m3/s, it is obvious that a valve leak rate of even 0.1 Pa m3/s would

not affect plasma operation and could be tolerated. Furthermore, the pressure

in the cryopump will be below 130 Pa for all but a few seconds, significantly

reducing the pressure difference across the valve and thus the leak rate.

Based on these considerations a valve life of 8000 cycles was selected. This

will permit a regeneration cycle of once every 2 h and a valve seal life of

2 yr.
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9.1 INTRODUCTION

The magnet systems of the reactor provide confinement, equilibrium, shap-

ing, current initiation, and stabilization to the plasma. Physically, the

magnets are among the largest components of the reactor. They experience

large forces, which must be resisted with structural material in a manner which

minimizes heat conduction to the magnets operating at liquid helium temperature.

Most importantly, they must be extremely reliable, as a magnet replacement is

a laborious and time-consuming process.

The magnets must be superconducting, except for a few control coils

carrying relatively low current; otherwise they would consume unacceptable

amounts of power. There are four primary areas in which these superconducting

magnets represent an extrapolation beyond existing technology: 1. the large size

of the magnets, with accompanying large forces and stored energy; 2. a reliable

Nb3Sn conductor, produced in large quantities; 3. a pulsed cryostable magnet

with acceptably low ac losses; and 4. operation of a superconducting magnet

for years in a radiation environment. It is envisioned, however, that these

extrapolations can be carried out in a straightforward way from present

superconducting magnet technology, and that no technological breakthroughs are

required.

The superconducting magnets, both toroidal field (TF) coils and poloidal

field (PF) coils, have been designed with a cabled conductor consisting of

copper stabilizer and NbTi superconductor, except for the inner turns of the

TF coils, where field requirements in excess of 9 T have led to the choice of

Sn superconductor.

In both the TF and PF coils, each cable conductor is contained in its own

structure, which bears against the structure of neighboring conductors to

transmit radial and axial forces. All coils are bath-cooled by pool boiling

liquid helium at 4,2 K. The structure around the conductor contains trans-

verse and longitudinal channels, to carry liquid helium to where cooling is

needed and to carry helium vapor away.

The safety of the public, the operating personnel, and the reactor itself,

as well as reliable operation, have weighed heavily in the design choices that

have been made.
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Within this chapter, the TF coils are described in Sec. 9.2, the equilib-

rium field coils and ohmic heating coils in Sec. 9.3, and the copper, normal-

conducting, correction field coils in Sec. 9.4. Safety considerations not

treated explicitly in those three sections are described in Sec. 9.5.

9.2 TOROIDAL FIELD COIL SYSTEM

9.2.1 Introduction

The superconducting toroidal field (TF) coil system for STARFIRE, despite

its impressive size, and stored energy, is a logical, straightforward extension

of present superconducting magnet technology. Thus, the primary challenge of

the STARFIRE TF coils comes not from developmental technology, but rather from

the application of sound engineering judgment to insure a harmonious synthesis

of operational reliability, reactor compatibility, and minimum overall cost.

The TF coil system could, of course, benefit significantly from future tech-

nological developments, such as low activation, higher strength structural

materials, improved superconductors, better insulators, or innovative design

features.

Comparison of the STARFIRE TF coils with those presently envisioned for

the Engineering Test Facility (ETF) shows that much of the development needed

for the STARFIRE coils will have been carried out for the successful construc-

tion of ETF.

ETF STARFIRE

Peak field (tesla) 11.4 11.1

Stored energy (GJ) 38 50

Mean radius of coil outer leg (m) 11.3 13

A summary of basic STARFIRE TF coil system parameters is presented in

Table 9-1.

9.2.1.1 Design Constraints

The constraints to which the toroidal field coils have been designed are

presented here under two generic headings: Geometrical Constraints and

Functional Constraints.

Geometrical Constraints—The geometrical constraints are set by machine

size requirements, and spatial demands for other reactor components within
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Table 9-1. STARFIRE Toroidal Field Coils Basic Parameters

Number of Coils

Total Ampere Turns

Total Stored Energy

Total Inductance

Peak Field

Current

Total Weight (12 Magnets)

Coil Straight Section Height

Mean Radius of Outer Coil Leg

Conductor:

Superconductor

Stabilizer

Configuration

Coil Cooling

Structural Material

12

2 x 108

50 GJ

174 H

11.1 T

24 kA

6 x 106 kg

8 m

13 m

Nb, Sn/NbTi

Copper

Cable

HEe Bath, 4.2 K

Austenitic,
Stainless Steel

and around the toroidal field coil envelope. The vacuum tank outer radius of

3.8 m in the centerpost region is set by the plasma chamber dimensions and

requisite inboard blanket and shield thickness (the shield requirement being

set largely by the maximum allowable lifetime neutron fluence to the coil

conductor and insulator components). A further radial allowance for vacuum

tank wall, vacuum space, liquid nitrogen shield, and the helium vessel leads

to a peak field radius of 3.66 m. This sets the peak field of 11.1 tesla

and ampere turn requirement of 203 x 106. The 13 m outer leg mean equatorial

radius is set by internal space demands versus the desire to minimize the

overall reactor size.

The corresponding number of coils, 12, has been selected based upon

maximum allowable field ripple (± 1.14% at the plasma edge) and intercoil

access considerations (blanket sectors).
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In summary, the basic geometrical constraints are:

• Number of TF coils 12

• Centerpost outer radius of TF coil vacuum tank 3.8 m

•Mean radius of TF coil outer leg at equator 13.0 m

Functional Constraints

•Peak Toroidal Field: The peak field requirement of 11.1 tesla

is set by the need for 5.8 tesla at the 7.0 m plasma axis and

the maximum permissible radius of the coil in the centerpost

region, as described above.

• Maximum Allowable Field Ripple at Plasma: The calculated value

for a 12 coil array of the indicated imposed dimensions is ± 1.14%

which is compatible with physics requirements. The corresponding

ripple at the plasma axis is ± 0.06%.

• Coils Must Accommodate Plasma Neutron Heat Flux and Normal Oper-

ational ac Heat Loads Without Jeopardizing Stability: The life-

time fluence shielding requirements for the TF coil centerpost

region materials (copper, insulation) result in a very modest heat

flux. Since STARFIRE operates in a steady state mode, the

operating ac loads are negligible.

•Coils Must Absorb Plasma Disruption Without Going Normal: This is

a significant concern for STARFIRE due to the external location of

the EF coil system. It is discussed in Sec. 9.2.9.

• Coils Must be Cryogenically Stabilized Against a "Maximum Credible"

Normal Operating Disturbance: The only such disturbance is local

transient mechanical motion of a conductor in response to the

magnetic field loads. This condition is discussed in Sec. 9.2.4.

• Coils Must Meet All Above Requirements Following Exposure to the

Design Lifetime Neutron Plasma Fluence: This requirement is dis-

cussed in Sec. 9.2.4.

• Coils Must Meet the Above Requirements Without Replacement of

Major Components Throughout the Design Reactor Lifetime.

•TF Coil System Must Survive All Perceived Credible Accident Con-

ditions Without Endangering Personnel or Causing Unacceptable
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Damage to Other Reactor Components: This requirement includes

such mishaps as a severed coil circuit, resulting in arcing and

unequal coil currents. This situation is discussed in Sec. 9.5.2.

The following quantified parameters are associated with the above

functional constraints:

Centerpost plasma neutron heatload: 0.5 kW

Total lifetime insulator dose (maximum): 5 x 1U9 rad

Operating poloidal field experienced:

B|. and Bj_ ̂  0.5 tesla average

Plasma disruption field experienced:

B • 0.7 tesla in 0.5 s

Conductor stability criterion:

100 mJ/cm3 over 1 meter

Peak design dump voltage: 2.5 kV

9.2.1.2 Design Considerations

Basically, all of the TF coil design considerations fall into five

closely interrelated generic categories: performance, reliability, reactor

compatibility, cost, and safety. All of these factors underlie the identifica-

tion of key issues and other basic design considerations discussed below, and

the resultant selected design features.

Key Issues — The key specific issues confronted in design of the

STARFIRE toroidal field coils are the following:

•Accommodation of the eddy current heat loads induced in the coil/

helium vessel structure by a plasma disruption

• Support of the coils against the out-of-plane (overturning) loads

generated by interaction of their current with the fringing field

of the externally located equilibrium field (EF) coils

•Verification of a coil's ability to sustain a low liquid level

induced quench without damage, based upon a selected protection

scheme
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•Ease and location of manufacture

•Minimization of shutdown and end of life radioactivity

Other Basic Design Considerations — In addition to the above key issues,

several other important aspects of the TF coil design were addressed in

depth:

• Selection of appropriate superconductor material

• Coil cooling method

• Selection of an appropriate conductor/support configuration

• Coil materials integrity versus total neutron fluence

• Coil influence on overall reactor cost

•Maintainability

9.2.2 TF Coil Design

Figure 9-1 is an elevation section of STARFIRE, showing one toroidal

field coil, and associated reactor elements. The TF coils bear radially in-

ward against the centerpost support cylinder, within whose bore are located

the OH coils and the inner EF coils. All of these elements share a common

vacuum volume. The centerpost region is surrounded by a common vacuum tank

section, while each TF coil outer region is housed within its own vacuum tank

section.

Table 9-2 is a summary of selected TF coil features, while Table 9-3

lists the basic calculated parameters of this system. Figure 9-2 depicts the

basic dimensions of one constant tension TF coil.

9.2.3 Conductor

The 24 kA conductor is a three level, unsoldered, uninsulated "Rutherford

cable", whose general structure is depicted in Fig. 9-3. The conductor con-

sists of sixteen 1500 ampere cables, each of which is a six-around-one bundle

of similarly configured subcables.

A three-level uninsulated, unsoldered cable design was selected, in lieu

of a monolithic or soldered cable design, for the following reasons:
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Figure 9-1. Toroidal field coil elevation
shoving related reactor elements.
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Table 9-2. Summary of Selected Features of TF Magnets

• CONDUCTOR

Superconductor Material:

High Field (9-11 T) Region: Nb3Sn

All Other Coil Regions: NbTi

Stabilizer:

Material: Copper, RRR = 150:1 (minimum)

Maximum Current Density: 6 kA/cm3 (coil protection limit)

Operating Current: 24 kA

Geometry: Rutherford cable, unsoldered, uninsulated

Number of Field Grades: Four (0-5 T, 5-7 T, 7-9 T, 9-11 T)

• COOLING

Type: Liquid helium bath

Operating Conditions:

Saturated: 4.2 K, 1 atm nominal

Peak Bath Temperature: 4.5 K

• COIL

Type: Pancake (spiral) wound

Bifurcated (two symmetric sections)

Conductor Support: Interturn stainless steel strip, plus
flanking strip for bearing load support

Ground, Interturn and Interlayer Insulation Material:

Epoxy fiberglass laminate (G-10CR)

• HELIUM VESSEL

Material: Austenitic stainless steel (316 LN)

Configuration:

Coil cavity bifurcated

Trapezoidal cross section in centerpost region

Rectangular cross section in outer, curved region

Support:

Centering Loads: by cold centerpost

Support Cylinder: G-10CR Fiberglass

Out-of-plane Loads: G-10CR structures to vacuum tank, plus
intercoil shear elements in centerpost region
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Table 9-2 (Continued)

VACUUM TANK

Material: Austenitic stainless steel (14 Mh-2Ni-2Cr)

Configuration: Common vacuum tank around coil/He vessels in
centerpost regions

- Out-of-plane Load Support: Intercoil shear panels, removable

COIL CIRCUIT

- Connection: All coils in series

Design Charging Time: 12 hours

Protection Circuit: Switch/dump resistor, parallel circuit
between each coil

Dump Resistor Resistance: 0.1 Q each

1. To minimize ac losses from the poloidal field system and plasma
disruption.

2. As a conventional, modular fabrication method for producing high
current conductor at reasonable cost, and with good area re-
duction of the composite superconducting elements.

3. For optimal cryogenic stability, by virtue of its high effective
surface to area cooling characteristics.

4. For ease of coil winding by virtue of its flexibility.

5. To minimize hoop load strain (significant for

Inherent in a cabled conductor design, particularly when employing

Sn, is its limited ability to support hoop and transverse bearing loads

(the latter occurring in the centerpost region of a TF coil). Therefore, in

the selected design, the conductor is sandv?iched between two pretensioned

stainless steel strips for hoop load support, and flanked by two bearing load

support strips. Stainless steel is employed for these support elements due

to its high elastic modulus and strength.

In the high field region of the STARFIRE TF coils (9 - 11 tesla),

Nb3Sn has been selected, based upon anticipated fabrication and metallurgical

advances during the next two or three decades. Ten tesla is about the upper
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Table 9-3. STARFIRE Toroidal-field Coils - Calculated Parameters

Total Ampere Turns

Total Stored Energy

Total Inductance

Total Weight

Total Coil Height (less chimney and supports)

Centerpost Straight Section Height

Coil/Helium Vessel Radial Thickness is Center-
post Region

Field Ripple at Plasma Extremity

Field Ripple at Plasma Axis

Mean Perimeter of One Coil

Average Conductor Current Density

Average Coil/Helium Vessel Current Density in
Centerpost Region

Plasma Disruption Heat Load to Entire Coil/
Helium Vessel Structure, Delayed EF coil decay:

- Centerpost Region (from plasma decay)

- Outer Coil Region (EF coil decay)

Overturning Moments per TF-coil, Due to EF coils

- Outer Coil Region

- Centerpost Region

203 x 106

50 GJ

174 H

6 x 106 kg

15.3 m

8.04 m

1.125 m

± 1.14%

± 0.06%

40 m

4000 A/cm2

1000 A/cm2

10 MJ

1 MJ

806 x 106 Nn:

678 x 106 Nm

practical limit for employment of NbTi alloys cooled with 4.2 K liquid helium

at one atmosphere.

Nevertheless, Nb3Sn is an inherently brittle compound, requiring special

design and manufacturing techniques to accommodate its limited tolerance for

tensile strain. Therefore an alloy of NbTi with Ta, operating at a bath

temperature in the 3 K range, should be regarded as a viable alternative. In

any case NbTi alloy is specified for the 0 - 9 tesla field grades.

Four conductor grades are employed, as shown in Figs. 9-4 through 9-7.

Grading is based upon three centerpost region parameters: amount and type of

superconductor required (as a function of magnetic field); amount of copper

stabilizer required (a function of magnetoresistance, radiation degradation,
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r 6.73

7.06

ALL DIMENSIONS IN METERS

Figure 9-2. Dimensions of coil/helium vessel,
constant tension shape.

cryostability and protection criterion limit); and required bearing load

support (a function of cumulative radial bearing load).

Nb3Sn is employed only in the high field ( 9 - 1 1 tesla) region. A

bronze diffusion geometry is envisioned, with a tantalum barrier to shield

the surrounding stabilizer material of the composite strand. The Nb is

reacted with the Sn of the bronze matrix after the cabling process is com-

plete, but before coil winding.

Note that in the high field region, six composite strands surround one

copper strand to form a subcable. With each lower field grade of conductor,

the number of composite strands in a subcable is reduced, the 0-5 tesla grade

having a single NbTi/Cu composite strand surrounded by six copper strands.

9.2.3.1 Conductor Support Modules

The conductor is housed within a multi-component stainless s'.%el strip

support frame. Collectively, these support elements carry almost all of the

hoop, radial bearing (centerpost) and circumferential bearing (outer region)

loads generated within the coil. The allowable combined stress is
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Figure 9-3. Three level cabled conductor.
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G 10 INSULATION 0.05"

= Nb3Sn COMPOSITE STRAND. 0.120 DIAMETER

= CDPPER STRAND 0.120 DIAMETER

= SUBCABLE. D 324 DIAMETER,
lOi'a COMPACTED

ALL DIMENSIONS IN cm

1500 AMP CABLE

Figure 9-4. 24 kA conductor/support module,
high field region (9-11 tesla).

0.67

2.38

1500 AMP CABLE

-- NbTi COMPOSITE STRAND: 0.105 DIAMETER

= COPPER STRAND: 0.105 OIAMETER

= SUBCABLE: 0.284 DIAMETER
10% COMPACTED

ALL DIMENSIONS IN cm

Figure 9-5. 24 kA conductor/support module,
7-9 tesla field region.
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0.713

1500 AMP CABLE

NbTi COMPOSITE STRAND: 0.088 DIAMETER

COPPER STRAND: 0.088 DIAMETER

= SUBCABLE: 0.238 DIAMETER.
10% COMPACTED

ALL DIMENSIONS IN cm

Figure 9-6. 24 kA conductor/support module,
5-7 tesla field region.

2.06

= NbTi COMPOSITE STRAND
0.083 DIAMETER

(~) = COPPER STRAND
^ ^ 0.083 DIAMETER

1500 AMP CABLE

SUBCABLE: 0.224 DIAMETER
10% COMPACTED

ALL DIMENSIONS IN cm

Figure 9-7. 24 kA conductor/support module,
low field region (0-5 tesla).
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550 MN/m2 (80,000 psi) for 316 LN, or equivalent. The conductor and its support

strips are collectively referred to as a "conductor support module" since

these components are wound simultaneously. Yet in a pancake wound coil, the coil

support module must be of constant width. Hence the stainless steel sidewall

strips which flank the conductor in this design must become progressively

thicker with diminishing centerpost radius, in order to bear the cumulative

radial loads. Fortunately, in this and similar designs, the required conductor

area, and hence width for a given number of cables, is diminishing proportion-

ately.

This is emphasized in Fig. 9-8 which shows the high and low field con-

ductor support modules together. Also indicated are the helium ventilation

cutouts in the sidewall support strips.

9.2.4 Cooling and Cryostability

Bath cooling has been selected in lieu of forced flow, based upon con-

siderations of design simplicity and operational reliability.

Forced flow cooling introduces complexities of conductor design, pumping,

and parallel path manifolding which more than offset any potential benefits of

improved heat transfer. In principle, forced flow cooling through simple well

defined channels is well understood and is characterized by relatively high heat

transfer rates (example: "hollow" monolithic conductor). However, the flow

path geometries of cables or braided conductor presently under consideration

for large TF coils are torturous. Propel" understanding of such geometries

will require considerable analytical and experimental effort. Certainly a far

greater body of practical operational experience exists for bath cooling of

large superconducting coils.

The possibilities of coolant path blockage or pump failure are reliability

concerns for a forced flow system. Bath cooling on the other hand is inher-

ently reliable so long as the coils remain fully immersed in liquid.

9.2.4.1 Cryogenic System

Each coil is independently immersed in liquid helium within its own

stainless steel helium vessel. However, all twelve helium vessels (plus the

centerpost support cylinder and solenoidal coils within its bore) share a
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Figure 9-8. Conductor/support modules.
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common vacuum volume. A locally stiffened sheet aluminum thermal radiation

shield is interposed between the helium vessels and vacuum tank in both the

centerpost and outer regions. This shield is cooled with liquid nitrogen

convectively circulating through attached tubing. Both the helium vessels

and thermal radiation shield are wrapped with multilayer aluminized mylar

insulation. Collectively the helium vessels, vacuum tank, thermal radiation

shield, multilayer insulation and associated plumbing comprise the TF coil

cryostat.

Figure 9-9 is a detailed section of the coil and helium vessel, at the

inner radius of the centerpost region. Shown here r.re detailed relationships

of the cabled conductor support modules; interturn, interlayer and ground

insulation, and the helium vessel. Despite its solid looking appearance in

the centerpost cross section, 26 percent of the coil/helium vessel volume is

helium. Much of this is interstitial cabled conductor space; also only about

25% of the interlayer and coil-to-ground volume is occupied by insulation

material, as evidenced in Fig. 9-9.

Transverse helium migration through each conductor support module is

allowed by the twist pitch of the cabled conductor and by the cutouts (or

"mouseholes") in the stainless steel side strip. Vertical helium flow is

allowed by the diagonal performation and radial groove pattern in the inter-

layer insulation, and by the diagonal, interrupted pattern of the coil-to-

helium vessel (ground) insulation.

Each coil has a pair of room temperature conductor leads, in order that

it can be connected to adjacent coils through a dump resistor/switch circuit.

These leads are cooled by helium boil-off gas. Additional boil-off gas is re-

moved through the helium ventline, through which the S,He fill line counter-

flows. In addition, a gaseous helium relief vent is provided, set to open at

3.0 atm absolute pressure.

Table 9-4 shows the coil/helium vessel component fractions in the

centerpost cross section.

Table 9-5 gives the component weights per coil.
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-GROUND INSULATION SHEET (G-10)

- -GROUND INSULATION SPACERS (G-10) •

BEARING LOAD SUPPORT STRIP (STAINLESS STEEL)

-HOOP LOAD SUPPORT STRIP (STAINLESS STEELI

24 kA CABLED CONDUCTOR

INTERTURN INSULATION (G-10)

INTERLAYER INSULATION (G-10)

1.0

-HELIUM VESSEL (STAINLESS STEEL)

8.50 -0.50 ALL DIMENSIONS IN cm

Figure 9-9. Coil detail: inner radius conductor region.
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Table 9-4. Coil/Helium Vessel Component Fractions
(in Centerpost Region)

Conductor, Net

Support Strip

Insulation

Helium Vessel

Helium

Area (cm2)
Per Coil

4,231

5,980

700

2,916

4,831

18,658

Fraction
Percent

22.7

32.0

3.8

15.6

25.9

100.0

Table 9-5. Coil/Helium Vessel Component
Weights Per Coil (kg)

Conductor

Support Strip

Insulation

Helium Vessel

Helium

151,300

192,000

5,100

93,700

2,400

444,500

9.2.4.2 Cryogenic Stability of Conductor

The design criterion selected for the stability analysis is that the con-

ductor must recover from a transient disturbance of 100 mJ/cm3 (15 K) over a

1 meter length. The recovery of a 1500 amp cable in the high field region

(9 - 11 tesla) was calculated upon the quasistatic relation:

A x C.P. r r < Qcu eff
W limit

where

the copper resistivity is given by

pcu =
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for a neutron fluence degradation factor of 3.8, based upon four 10-year

anneal cycles and a total fluence of 5 x 109 rad (see Fig. 9-10). The effect-

ive cooled perimeter (C.P.eff) equals one-half of a circular envelope of a

1500 amp cable. The Q (limit) of 0.35 W/cm2 is based upon the saturated

liquid helium heat transfer curve shown in Fig. 9-11. These parameters yield

a required copper current density of 3315 A/Cm2 in the high field region. In

the low field region ( 0 - 5 tesla), the cryogenic stability limit is about

6000 A/cm2 (in the copper), which coincides with our selected coil protection

limit.

9.2.4.3 TF Coil Heating Due to Plasma Disruption

For a viable commercial fusion reactor, a plasma disruption will necessar-

ily be a relatively rare event, occurring perhaps once or twice a year.

Nevertheless the inevitable eddy current heating resulting from .such an ei--ont

must not drive the TF coils out of the superconducting mode - that is, to

quench.

This condition has been carefully analyzed, as described in Sec. 9.2.9.

The results demonstrate that the selected cabled conductor absorbs relatively

little of this energy. Some 10 MJ of eddy current heat is generated within

the stainless steel helium vessels; fortunately even this amount can be

absorbed by the liquid helium without raising the bath to the conductor

critical temperature (the point at which resistive current sharing begins).

Had this bath heating proven excessive, it would have been necessary to

employ other design expedients. Consideration was given for example to a

relatively thick ( 2 - 3 cm), electrically continuous liquid nitrogen shield,

particularly in the centerpost region.

9.2.5 Coil Cross Section and Support

Figure 9-12 shows cross-sections of one coil/helium vessel in both the

centerpost and outer region. Figure 9-13 is an elevation section of one

TF coil/cryostat, centerpost support cylinder and associated elements in the

upper region. Figure 9-14 is an isometric view illustrating the transition

of the helium vessel from the centerpost to outer region.
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Figure 9-12. Section through one coil in
centerpost and outer region.
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Figure 9-13. TF coil/cryostat and related elements
section view of upper region.
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Figure 9-14. Cryostat details.
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The coils are spiral wound, the 14 full height pancakes having 45 turns

each. The pancakes are wound directly onto the inner wall (which is the

outer radius element as shown in the centerpost section) and the central

radial spine of the helium vessel. One-half of a coil is wound, and then

the side and outer wall elements are installed. The coil/helium vessel

is then inverted, and the process is repeated for the other half.

9.2.5.1 Centering Load Support

In the straight, centerpost region the i dl x B (Lorentz) forces on each

conductor are directed radially inward towards the machine axis. This

accumulated load of about 70 MN/m2 (10,000 psi) average at the coil inner

radius must be borne by the centerpost support cylinder (Fig. 9-13). Thus, in

this region the inner radius helium vessel wall must bear against the "outer"

turn of each coil layer (through interposed ground insulation, of course).

Also, the flanking partial height coil layers must bear against bracfcnts

attached to the helium vessel sidewalls (Fig. 9-12).

9.2.5.2 Hoop Load Support

In its outer, curved portion, the coil is self-supporting against hoop

loads by virtue of the conductor support strip. Therefore, the coil layers do

not bear against the outer helium vessel wall except in the straight center-

post region, as seen in the upper view of Fig. 9-12 and in Fig. 9-13. This

radial gap between coil and helium vessel outer wall is used as required for

interlayer crossovers.

9.2.6 TF Coil Support Against EF Coil Generated Out-of-Plane Loads

The STARFIRE equilibrium field (EF) coils are located outside of the

TF coil envelope to improve machine maintainability by allowing intact removal

of the outer EF coils if required for repair, replacement or access to other

major reactor components. Current designs for ETF and INTOR also incorporate

external EF coils.

Along with its overall topology advantage, external location of the

EF coils exposes the outer TF coil region to large fields, which interact with

the TF coil current to generate large out-of-plane (overturning) loads. This
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field results both from the EF coil currents, and from the fact that, for

machine accessibility reasons, the EF coils must necessarily be few in number.

As discussed in Sec, 9.2.6.1 below, the magnitude of the overturning

moment on each coil is about 1.5 x 109 N*m. In the selected design, the

centerpost region of the TF coil bears a small portion of this load, re-

acted by shear plates to adjacent helium vessels; thus the twelve helium

vessel centerpost regions act together to resist the resultant torsion load.

In the outer, curved coil region, the distributed out-of-plane load is trans-

mitted from the helium vessel to the surrounding vacuum tank by closely packed

pairs of cold-to-warm tiebars. The individual coil vacuum tanks are in turn

supported by substantial intercoil shear panels. These features are shown and

described below in Sec. 9.2.6.2.

9.2.6.1 Analysis

External location of the widely s .̂ed high current EF coils exposes the

outer TF coil regions to large frinr " ' fL>lds, which interact with the TF coi;

current to generate large out-of-plane v * "turning) loads. The upper and

lower hemispheres containing the TF coils tend to rotate about the machine

vertical axis in opposite directions, each TF coil contributing a force.

These loads are described in Sec. 16.4.

The loads, shown in Fig. 9-15, originate in the conductor in the liquid

helium vessel. This vessel contains these loads as a preissure against one

side. In the centerpost regions, the loads are reacted directly to the center

post and balanced torsionally from top to bottom; no connection to the warm

structure being required. The distribution of the loads is such, however,

that the loads in the outer limb of the TF coil are too great to be either

transferred to, or resisted by the centerpost torsional system. Accordingly,

a bracing system is required between the outer limbs of the TF coils. This

bracing must be penetrated radially for rf heating ducts and blanket cooling

lines, and it must be removable to allow blanket/shield removal. A shear

panel concept has been selected, the panels being placed between the coils,

forming a cylinder around the machine vertical axis. Each panel carries 70%

of the overturning force, about 65 MN/coil (14 x 10e lb) from the top and

the bottom of the machine, to resist the overturning moment through its shear

connection to the warm shells. The support structure is discussed further

in Chapter 16.
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The loads associated with the brace system originate in the conductors in

the cold helium vessel. These loads must be carried to the warm shell by

an attachment system which conducts minimum heat across the vacuum. The

tiebar system developed for this is shown in Fig. 9-12 and 9-16.

I-HELIUM VESSEL
•TIEBARS

DIRECTION OF

OUT-OF-PLANE
LOAD

-VACUUM TANK COIL AXIS

Figure 9-16. Cutaway view of one coil showing support
bars in high load region.

The basis of the design is support of the running load with minimal heat

transfer. To achieve a uniformly high stress level, it was decided to use a

tensile application of as high quality as possible. In order to obtain long

paths, these ties stretch the entire width of the coil. A further feature of

the design is the large relative movement induced by the thermal contraction

of the helium vessel. In order to handle this, the ties must generate minimum

stress during relative lateral displacement of their ends.

The adopted design has pivoting ends of hook form; simple pin ends were

not used since the pin heads would take space and prevent the ties from being

installed "shoulder to shoulder" where necessary. This would make the struts

wider, inducing very large moments between the points of origin of the loads

(the box webs) and the strut centerlines. The beams to take this moment on

the helium vessel would constitute a considerable structure which would in-

crease the width of the coil by some inches. The moment associated with the

hook is carried by separate struts and ties which do not cross from cold to
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warm walla. The resulting design minimizes both material content and conduct-

ing cross section.

An important feature of this design is that it will take up to 140,000 Ji/em

(80,000 lb/in) along the coil, the maximum calculated value. The configuratian

does not change at all as the loading decreases, this being accommodated by

pitching t:he tiebars at increasing intervals. For instance, at a load of

20,000 lb/in, these assemblies can be installed at 10 cm pitch. Where the Load

reverses, it is easy to invert the design; and indeed at the crossover point:

the "normal" and "inverted" systems can be intermingled. The quantity of ties

needed, 17,000, should lead to economies of production.

The achieved heat leak for the entire system is only of the order of

500 wattss. A benefit of the design expected to be realized is that in a

major coil bending situation the ties will allow deflections of the inner

helium vessel larger than those of the outer vessel. This will have the effect

of raising the inaer helium vessel bending stresses, effectively raising

the bending load which the coil can carry.

9.2.6.2 Out-of-Plane Load Support

In the outer coil region the out-of-plane load path is as follows

(again referring to Fig. 9-12, upper view):

•The out-of-plane (circumferential) running load is generated
within the coil by the i dl x B , ,. , forces along each
conductor. Tbe coil remains under compression (that is, the
layers do not pull away from each other, or from the helium
vessel central web) due to the self-generated field.

•The helium vessel central radial web bears the coil out-of-plane
load and transmits it to the inner and outer helium vessel
walls.

•The epoxy-fiberglass (G-10) tiebars support the coil/helium
vessel structure, transferring the running load to the vacuum
tank (see also Fig. 9-16).

•The vacuum tanks of the outer TF-coil region are mutually
selfsupported by the intercoil shear panels (see Fig. 9-1
above).

•The combined moment of inertia of the interconnected helium
vessel and vacuum tank in the outer coil region is sufficient
to support the out-of-plane running load between the intercoil
shear panels and the centerpost support,
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•A significant fraction of the out-of-plane loading must be borne
in torsion by the centerpost components. In the basic scheme,
the TF ceil helium vessels are supported by the upper and
lower flared portions of the centerpost support cylinder. An
alternative design concept is to install shear wedges betweer
helium vessels, just beyond their straight sections.

9.2.7 Quench Protection and Power Supplies

The STARFIRE TF coil system, including an inherently reliable coil pro-

tective (energy dump) system, must be designed to withstand a quench, or rapid

transition from the superconducting to resistive state, without damage. Such

an occurrence would probably never transpire during the course of a machine's

lifetime, but it must be regarded as a possibility. The primary threats to a

coil under such a circumstance are excessive voltage and temperature.

As a first principle, all of the TF coils should be connected in series

to a single power supply, in order to insure that all carry the same current.

Secondly, the total dump resistance should be distributed uniformly among the

coils in order to minimize the peak voltage. These intercoil dump resistors

must be short circuited by a mechanical breaker during normal operation. A

dynamic computer analysis was used to predict actual parameters within a

quenching coil with reasonable accuracy, accounting for such time dependent

factors as normal region size, coolant pressure, and decaying current. The

results are presented in the analysis subsection below.

9.2.7.1 Power Supply and Protection Circuitry

The circuit diagram for the TF coil power supply leads and energy dump

system is shown in Fig. 9-17. The coils are charged in 12 hours during plant

startup but function in a steady state mode during normal operation.

Since the stored energy of the fully charged TF coil system is 50 GJ,

coil damage would result in the event of a single coil quench if this energy

were dissipated internally. To avoid this, the system is discharged rapidly

by forcing the current to flow through resistors placed between the coils in

the circuit and activated by mechanical switches. The 12 water-cooled

resistors and mechanical switches are located above the reactor, between

the coil "chimneys".
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DUMP RESISTOR (12)
R = 0.10 S2

(WATER IMMERSED)

MECHANICAL
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INORMALLY CLOSED -
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SIGNAL)

TF COIL (12)
L = 14.5 HENRIES

24 kA

DC-POWER SUPPLY (1)
100 VOLTS
P = 2.4 MW

Figurs 9--17. TF coil operating/protection circuit.

During startup and normal operation, the power supply charges the coils

with the dump resistors (R) bypassed by the closed switches (S) * If a coil

is detected to be quenching (by a voltage signal), the switches are opened,

forcing the current to flow through the dump resistors, The power supply

must be isolated during the dumping process because an appreciable voltage

would be imposed on the power supply due to any unbalance in the coil

inductance or external resistance. Since the power supply is a low-voltage

and high-current device, it could be damaged by such an applied voltage.

All power and dump leads are room temperature copper conductors rated for

24,000 amps. The 24 power leads to the i'F coils are cooled by boil-off

helium gas from the coil cryostats in order to minimize heat conduction to

the superconductors.
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Connected in series, the 12 coil toroidal arrangement has an inductance

of 174 henries. A single current-regulated power supply rated at 100 volts

and 24,000 amps charges the magnet system in 12 hours. The resistance of the

power leads is small and can be neglected in the charging time calculation.

9.2.7.2 Quench Protection

A magnet quench analysis for the case of a low liquid level and a normal

region starting in the gas space has been performed using a code called

"QUENCH" which has been developed at CA (not to be confused with other widely

used codes of the same name). This computer program accurately accounts for

all the important processes in the cryostat during a magnet quench. It

calculates liquid level, cryostat pressure, coil temperature, normal region

dissipation, energy deposited into the helium bath, current decay, etc. The

results show that the magnet will not suffer damage, provided either that the

dump resistors are utilized or alternatively that all the liquid in the 12

cryostats is expelled at about the same time. If, however, all the energy

in the TF coil system were to be dumped into one coil it would be severely

damaged by both voltage breakdown and overheating.

The computer program is basically a two-dimensional, time-dependent

thermal transient code with liquid helium cooling in the region just below the

liquid level. The behavior of thermal transport in the third dimension is

assumed from the 2-D results since the thermal properties da the turn-

to-turn direction are about the same as in the layer-to-layer direction.

The assumed magnet geometry consists of an arc at the top and bottom and

two straight sections. The thermal conductivity is assumed to be temperature

independent. Magnetoresistivity and radiation induced resistivity are included

in the total resistivity but do not change during the calculation. The heat

capacities of the support structure, copper and superconducting material are

lumped together. Local temperature dependent resistivities and specific heats

enable the calculation of ohmic heating in the winding structure as the stored

energy of the field is dissipated in the equivalent LR circuit. The com-

pressibility of liquid helium is also accounted for. The pressure relief

valve is set at 3 atm absolute.
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Figure 9-18 shows the coil parameters as a function of time for a con-

ductor current density of about 6000 A/cm2 and an average field of 5 T. It

shows the peak resistive voltage over the normal region is only 280 volts,

while the peak temperature is at 85 K at that time. The peak temperature

rises up to 90 K in 170 seconds and would probably not exceed 100 K when the
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Figure 9-18. Coil quench data.

current has decayed to zero. The voltage over the dump resistor is proportional

to the current, which decreases with time. The maximum voltage relative to the

ground is about the same as the voltage over the dump resistor since the

resistive voltage over the normal region is small compared to it.

The conclusion, therefore, is that the magnet can be protected with a

modest dump voltage. The resistive voltage drop within the magnet is small

and the peak temperatures will not damage the magnet.
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9.2.8 Other Considerations

9.2.8,1 Ease and Location of Manufacture

Each STARFIRE TF coil/helium vessel assembly is about 15 m high (ex-

cluding "chimney" and leads) x 10.5 m wide, and weigh3 4.5 x 105 kg (106 Xb) >

There are a number of perceived advantages to completing each coil and

helium vessel assembly at a central facility, versus performing this work

at the reactor site. The disadvantage lies in transporting such a massive

item over long distances, especially where waterways are not available.

(Lighter-than-air vessels have been suggested for overland transport, but may

not be practical due to the size required, and their vulnerability to weacher.)

The point of view adopted by STARFIRE is that it is certainly feasible to

fabricate the TF coils either at a central facility or at the reactor site.

Therefore the approach to use would be determined by the ecomonics for any-

given reactor site. Certainly it would appear that wbenever water transport

is available over the whole route, the assemblies should be completed at the

central facility. And, by the year 2020, overland movement of comparable

masses may be relatively commonplace and hence economically attractive.

Economic considerations would also determine whether all TF coils would

be tested at full field at the central fabrication facility before shipment

to site. Experience with earlier reactors in the STARFIRE series may provide

the confidence that such tests are unnecessary. If, however, it is too expensive

to achieve the quality assurance required to provide that confidence, it may

be more economical to provide a test installation at the fabrication facility,

in which each coil could be tested before shipment. The test installation

could consist, for example, of an inventory of eleven TF coils.

9.2.8.2 Minimization of Shutdown and End-of-Life Radioactivity

The choice of materials involves two main items, the coil conductor and

the cryostat (helium vessel and vacuum tank).

From a radioactivity standpoint, pure aluminum would be preferable to

copper for conductor stabilizer material. However, in either case the super-

conductor elements (niobium, titanium and tin) produce the dominant activation
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problem. Since the superconductor and stabilizer material are intimately

bound together, it appears that they cannot be separated and separately dis-

posed of following machine shutdown.

Structural grade aluminum and austenitic stainless steel are the two

candidate materials considered for the large cryostat elements. Stainless

steel was selected because of its high strength and high modulus of

elasticity as compared with aluminum are particularly important for cryostat

support of the out-of-plane loads.

9.2.8.3 Maximum Operation Reliability

High reliability is achieved through a combination of sound, straight-

forward design, good manufacturing practice, and comprehensive component mid

system testing. An important design consideration here is selection of a

maximum allowable total fast neutron fluence to the conductor and insulation

materials.

9.2.8.4 Maintainability

The removal and replacement of a TF coil following an in-service failure

would be a costly, time consuming operation. The principal difficulties would

be removal of machine components surrounding the coil. Nevertheless, the

coils should be desitned for possible removal from the toroidal array.

9-2.8.5 Coil Materials Integrity Under Neutron Fluence

The two principal considerations in this regard are mechanical degrada-

tion of the coil insulation, and electrical degradation of the conductor

stabilizer (copper).

Irradiation tests at Brookhaven National Laboratory and elsewhere indi-

cate that epoxy-fiberglass laminate (NEMA C-10) maintains about 80% of its

meuaanical strength up to 5 x 109 rad (corresponding to about 5 x 10 1 8 n/cmz).
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At this same fluence, the resistivity of pure copper increases by about

5 x 1Q-8 n-cm. However, for STARFIRE it is anticipated that the TF coils

will be brought up to room temperature approximately once every ten years for

scheduled reactor maintenance. Each such "anneal" will remove 80% of the

copper's radiation degradation, so that at the end of its 40-year operating

life, the radiation induced resistivity figure will not exceed 3.8 x 10~8 n-cm.

This is the basis upon which the conductor is designed, as indicated in

Sec. 9.2.4.2 above.

9.2.9 Analysis of TF Coil Heating due to Plasma Disruption

9.2.9.1 General Considerations

When a plasma disruption occurs, the centerpost region of the TF coils will

experience the fast poloidal field variation due to the abrupt disappearance

of the plasma current. The first wall, blanket and shield will slow down the

field variation somewhat. A reasonable time duration is about 0.5 s at the

TF coil centerpost region. The field variation in the TF coil outer leg region

will depend on the manner in which the poloidal coils are controlled after the

disruption. Since the poloidal coils are relatively far away from the plasma,

it should be possible to control the poloidal coils independently after the

plasma disruption. A reasonable time for de-energizing the poloidal coils

may be one minute.

The selected cabled conductor effectively reduces the amount of heating

to reasonably low values. The coil helium vessels, on the other hand, are

relatively thick and relatively large in dimension. Each stainless steel

helium vessel forms a D-shaped tubular conducting structure 40 m in circum-

ference, about 1.5 m x 1.0 m in cross sectional dimensions, and 5 cm in wall

thickness. Since the helium vessels form part of the coil structural support

against out of plane loads, the wall thickness must be above a certain mini-

mum (> 5 cm). Under a pulsing poloidal field, such large scale metallic

objects will develop significant amounts of eddy current heating. Since the

helium vessels are kept in contact with the bath, the heat generated will

eventually flow into the bath be removed through the refrigeration

system. Moreover, the heat input will raise the bath temperature and pressure;

therefore, excessive heating may decrease the stability margin of the conductor

and lead to coil quench.
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9.2.9.2 Heating in Superconductor

A three-leveled cable conductor will be utilized in the TF coils as

described above. The pulsed field loss calculations were carried out for

the 6 T field region, which represents the average conditions for the four

field grades. The relevant; cc^'uctr"- p.--r-r"c?r- are Its':?! ia laoie 9-6.

The distribution of poloidal field generated by the plasma current and

the poloidal ^oils was computed using the 2-D magnetic field code EFF1. The

mean square values of the perpendicular and parallel field components were

then calculatedo Table 9-7 is a summary of the field computations.

It is expected that the filament and superconducting strand coupling eddy

current losses are the dominant loss components as compared to hysteresis

loss. Since the coupling eddy current loss depends strongly on the transverse

conductivity of the cables, the accurate estimation of the losses will re-

quire a reliable estimate of the effective transverse conductivity a

The eddy current loss can be decomposed into the loss due to the coupling

of the superconducting filaments in the strand, and the loss due to the

coupling of the strands (sub-cables) in the first level cable (higher level

cables).

Actual measurements of effective transverse conductivity carried out by
(2)

R. Schemer at LASL on the 30 MJ coil conductor indicated that for the

first level cable with completely uninsulated strands, the effective trans-

verse conductivity is a hundred times less than a solder-filled cable with

the same strand construction. The solder-filled cable has a conductivity

comparable to Cu. Similarly, the second level cable with uninsulated strands

shows an additional factor of two reduction in a cr as compared with the
T,eEr r

solder-filled second level cable. The measurements of a ff on the final

cable were not carried out due to its large size. However, a conservative

estimate is that in going from the second level cable to the final cable,
0T eff wi-'--'- drop by another factor of two.

For a sinusoidal time varying field, the loss per unit volume due to

the perpendicular field component is estimated to be '

P ,/V = 10-16 x £
e,l 4 \ 2TT I L~ v~' ' I V-'--"' / , ^
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Table 9-6. Parameters Relevant to Loss Analysis for STARFIRE
Toroidal-Field Coil Conductor

Ampere-turns per Coil

Coil Perimeter

Current per Turn

Conductor (6 T typical):

- Configuration

- Strand Diameter

- S/C Strands per Cable

- Copper Strands per Cable

- Cu:SC Ratio in S/C Strands

- S/C Strand Twist Pitch

- First Level Cable Twist Pitch

- Second Level Cable Twist Pitch

- Final Cable Twist Pitch

- PCu
- p cc of First Level Cable

etr
- p „ of Second Level Cable

- Pgff of Final Cable

16.9 MA-turns

40.0 m

24 kA

3-level, noninsulated
cable, 7 x 7 x 14 strand

0.0897 cm

252

434

3.82:1

2 cm

8 cm

24 cm

120 cm

6 x 10" 8 fi-cm

6 x 10""6 fl-cm

1.2 x 10~5 n-cm

2.4 x 10~ 5 n-cm

where a = conductivity of matrix in ft-cm

L = twist pitch of the filaments in cm

H = field amplitude in Oersteds

w = 2irf with f being the frequency

6 = skin depth = \2irua x 10" 9)~ 1 /' 2 (cm)
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Table 9-7. Poloidal Field Distribution Along the STARFIRE Toroidal-Field
Coil Perimeter

Field

r>

3

3

3

3

4

6

7

9

10

12

12

Point

(m)

.05

.05

.10

.79

.79

.19

.59

.19

.79

.51

.92

Location

Z(m)

0

2

4

6

6

7

7

6

5

2

0

.53

.63

.56

.03

.78

.20

.14

.58

.40

.68

.99

]

-5

-4

-3

-8

-2

-3

-1

-8

4

3

1

Field Components

Radial

CBr)

.0 x 10-2

.6 x lO"1

.6 x 10~l

.3 x lO-2

.4 x 10~l

.4 x 10"1

.9 x 10"1

.9 x 10"2

.4 x lO"2

.6 x 10"1

.5 x 10" 1

Average Field

i

7

2

-2

-2

-1

-4

-7

-8

1

-7

-5

<BJ>

(T)

i/ertical

.3

.7!

.1

.0

.7

.8

.0

.4

x 10~

i x 10"!

x 10

x 10

x 10

x 10" 1

x 10"]

:: 10"l

.08 x 10°

.5

.8

=

=

x 10 1

x 10

3.04 x 1C

2.29 x 1C

Field Components

Parallel

5

4

3

-7

-4

-4

-7

-7

-7

8

6

"I

.0 x

.6 x

.1 X

.0 x

.5 x

.4 y

.3 x

.9 x

.4 x

.0 x

.3 x

(T2)

(T2)

lO-2

io-i

io-i

lO-2

lO-2

io-i

10" !

io-i

io-i

10" 2

ID"2

. (T)

Perpendicular
(BjJ)

7.

2.

-2.

-2.

-2.

-3.

-5.

3.

7.

8.

6.

3

7!

8

1

9

8

7

1

9

7

0

x 10" 1

i x 10" 1

x 10" 1

x 10"]

x 10"

x 10" 1

x 10"z

x 10" 1

x 10"

x 10"!

x 10" 1

and the loss per unit volume due to the parallel field component is

p ,/v = lo-ie |L vr—ami— + n (w/cm3) , (2)
\ / Ll + (/2 aArfi)1* 1 6J

where R = radius of the cable
o

5L = characteristic distance for field reversal.

Results of the analysis are summarized in Table 9-8. It can be seen

that the total energy deposition in all 12 TF coils per disruption is about
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Table 9-8. Pulsed Field Loss in STARFIRE Toroidal-Field Coil Conductor Due
to Plasma Disruption

Power Loss per Unit
Volume (W/cm3)

Volume per Coil (m3

Power per Coil (W)

Superconductor
Strand

9.

)

6

Total

Total
per

53 x 10-3

6.29

00 x 10*4

Power for 12

1st Level
Cable

1.52 x 10-3

10.5

1.60 x 1011

Coils = 12

Energy Deposition _ ,
Disruption a

2nd Level
Cable

6.85 x 10-3

12.22

8.38 x 105

.6 x 106 W

3 x 106 J

Final
Cable

8.58 x 10-2

12.22

1.05 x 106

Assuming all poloidal coil currents decay in 0.5 s.

6.3 MJ if all the poloidal currents decay in 0.5 s. However, as explained

earlier, it is reasonable to assume that only the plasma current decays in

0.5 seconds while the poloidal coils can be controlled to de-energize in one

minute or more. Under such a condition, the heating will be 1.6 "T in the

centerpost region, and 3.9 x lO4 J in the outer leg region.

9.2.9.3 Heating in the Helium Vessel and Shield

If a room temperature or liquid nitrogen temperature flux shield is used

to slow down the field pulse experienced by a coil helium vessel, then these

two metallic structures constitute txro coupled inductors, and the energy de-

position in each can best be computed by a circuit simulation procedure.

Variations in the external field is simulated by the introduction of the third

inluctor which is driven by a voltage source. Figure 9-19 is a sketch of

the electrical circuit involved.

The currents in the three inductors I., i = 1-3 are described by the

set of coupled differential equations:
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LD -- DRIVE COIL

L2 -• FLUX SHIELD

L3 - HELIUM VESSEL

Figure 9-19. Circuit depicting the pulsed field
heating in the flux :hleld and '.he
helium vessel in t'<e outer leg region.

k=l

M., I, = V.jk k j j = 1-3 (3)

where V. is the voltage drop in each inductor loop and M are elements of

the inductance matrix. The set of equations can be solved numerically given

the initial conditions I. (t = 0 ) , and the waveform of the driving voltage

yo.

Outer Leg Region — In this case, the drive coil is used to deliver the

field change experienced by the TF coil. A 10 m section of the helium vessel

and vacuum vessel was simulated in the analysis. The drive coil with larger

dimensions was used. The parameters of the circuit -dements involved are

summarized in Table 9-9.

Two cases were studied for both a "fast" and a "slow" decay time. One of

them involves using an aluminum shield, the other involves using a stainless

steel shield. The results are also shewn in Table 9-9. It can be seen that

the Al shield is more efficient than the stainless steel one. However, if

the poloidal coil currents are controlled after the disruption to have a slow

decay time, then the heating in the center leg region will be much reduced

(see Table 9-9), and a stainless steel shield will be sufficient.
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Table 9-9. Parameters and Results in Calculating the Heating on
Outer Leg Portion of Helium Vessels

Height (m)

Radius (m)

Thickness (cm)

Resistivity (p'O

Stainless Steel Case

Aluminun Case

"Fast" Jecay

Current Decay Time (s)

Energy Deposition (MJ)

Stainless Steel Case

Aluminum Case

Unshielded Case

"Slow" Decay

Current Decay lime (s)

Energy Deposition (MJ)

Stainless Steel Case

Aluminum Case

Shield
(Vacuum Vessel)

10.0

1.0

3.0

50.0

2.5

—

21.1

71.5

—

—

0.18

0.60

Helium
Vessel

10.0

0.9

5.0

50.0

50.0

—

15.3

6.6

16.8

—

0.13

0.06

Drive a

Coil

10.0

4.0

10.0

—

—

0.5

—

—

—

60.0

—

—

Used to sir. te poloidal field pulse.

Scaled to give total heating in all 12 toroidal-field coil outer legs.

Centerpost Region — The helium vessel of each coil forms a conducting loop

by itself. However, since all 12 helium vessels are closely packed into a

ring in the centerpost, and a common flux shield is used to slow down the field

pulse (see Fig. 9-20), the inner and outer wails of all the helium vessels

effectively form two connected loops with equal and opposite shielding

currents flowing in them (Fig. 9-20). The effective resistance of each loop

is increased due to the fact that shielding currents must flow through the

side walls as well. The entire system consists of four inductors;
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OUTER
WALL

INNER
WALL

FLUXSHIELD
(VACUUM VESSEL)

HELIUM VESSELS

CONDUCTOR WIMDING

EDDY CURRENTS

EQUIVALENT EDDY CURRENT PATTERN

FLUXSHIELD

HELIUM VESSEL

OUTERWALL

INNER WALL

Figure 9-20. Eddy current flow pattern in the

centerpost helium vessels and

flux shield.
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however, the condition that the inner and outer loops simulating the helium

vessel inner and outer walls have equal and opposite currents can be used to

eliminate one inductor from the system, and only three equations are required

to fully describe the system (Fig. 9-21.)

The parameters for the analysis are summarized in Table 9-5 and 9-6.

Again, two cases involving an Al shield and a stainless steel one are considered,

and the results for both are shown in Table 9-10. It can be seen that the

performance of the Al shields is much better than the stainless steel one.

However, the presence of a low resistance loop placed between the OH coil

and the plasma may strongly affect the operation of the OH coil. Furthermore,

to be compatible with the material used for the outer leg vacuum vessel, it

may be required to adopt the stainless steel shield.

Because it is not possible to further slow down the field perturbations

created by the disruption of the plasma current, the 9.3 MJ of energy de-

posited in the helium vessels cannot be reduced very much further.

9.2.9.A Conclusions

Due to the utilization of low loss cabled conductor, the heating in the

conductor is not the dominant heat source. On the other hand, the coil

helium vessels are relatively thick and massive metallic objects, and the eddy

current heating in the helium vessels represents the majority of the heat load.

Lp = PLASMA

L2 " FLUX SHIELD

L3 = HELIUM VESSEL OUTER WALL

L4 = HELIUM VESSEL INNER WALL

Figure 9-21. Circuit depicting the pulsed field heating in
the flux shield and the inner and outer walls
of the helium vessel in the centerpost region.
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Table 9-10. Parameters and Results in Calculating the Heating in
the Centerpost Helium Vessel

Height (m)

Radius (m)

Inner Wall (m)

Outer Wall (m)

Thickness (cm)

Resistivity (pfi-cm;

Stainless Steel

Aluminum Case

Current Decay Time

Energy Deposition

Stainless Steel

Aluminum Case

Unshielded Case

Case

(s)

(MJ)

Case

Shield
(Vacuum Vessel)

10.0

4.475

—

—

3.0

50.0

2.5

—

64.1

153.1

—

Helium
Vessel

10.0

—

4.384

3.075

5.0

50.0

50.0

—

9.30

1.12

10.4

Plasma

6.21

7.0

—

—

383.00

—

—

0.5

—

—

—

Total for 12 toroida]-field coils.

By controlling the poloidal coils after the disruption so that the poloidal

coils are de-energized in more than one minute, the total heating can be

limited to about 11 MJ, which will raise the helium bath temperature by 0.19 K,

but should not cause significant problems.

The results of the pulsed field heating in the STARFIRE TF coils due to

plasma disruption can be summarized as the following (with stainless steel

vacuum vessels):

No delayed decay in poloidal coils:

Total heating for 12 coils per disruption

Conductor 6.3 MJ

He vessel 9.5 MJ

Vacuum vessel 85.2 MJ

With delayed decay (1 min) in poloidal coils:

Total heating for 12 coils per disruption

Conductor 1.6 MJ

He vessel 9.5 MJ

Vacuum vessel 64.4 MJ
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9.3 SQUILIBRIUM FIELD COILS AND OHMIC HEATING COILS

9,3.1 Introduction

The STARFIRE reactor has three sets of poxoidal field (PF) coils. These

are the ohmic heating (OH) coils, the equilibrium field (EF) coils, and

correction field (CF) coils. Even though STARFIRE operates In a steady-state

mode, it incorporates OH coils to provide an inductive voltage over several

seconds to initiate a plasma current. The EF coils provide the field which

maintains the plasma at equilibrium with the desired position, shape, ruid

current profile. The correction field coils, which link the TF coils, respond

to displacements of the plasma to correct those displacements and thus

stabilize the plasma. They can respond to plasma motion more quickly without

excessive power demands than the EF coils, which are located outside the TF

coils. Because they are of similar design and construction, the superconduct-

ing OH and HF coils are treated together in this section. Parameters for the

OH and EF coils are given in Table 9-11. The CF coils, because they link the

TF coils and must be demountable, are constructed of water-cooled copper; they

are described in Sec. 9.4.

9.3.2 EF and OH Coil Locations

The EF coils must be superconducting; normal conducting coils would con-

sume an unacceptable amount of power. Being superconducting, the EF coils

must be outside the TF coil system. Superconducting EF coils which interlink

the TF coils could be manufactured only by in-situ winding, a difficult and

time consuming process that would appreciably lengthen the construction time

for STARFIRE. Moreover, all the EF coils would have to be removed and later

rewound if a TF coil had to be replaced.

EF coils outside the TF coil system present certain problems. First the

stored energy is large: 9.7 GJ for the EF coil system. However as the coils

are superconducting, no electrical power save refrigeration is required to

maintain this energy. Even the charging power is not excessive; it peaks at

87 MW because the coils are charged over a comfortable seven minute period.

The EF system cannot respond quickly to correct a plasma current displacement;

supplementary copper CF coils, located inside the TF coil system, are required

to perform such corrections.
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Table 9-11. Ohmic-Heating and Equilibrium-Field Coil Parameters

Superconductor/Stabilizer

Stability

Cooling

Operating Temperature

Operating Current

Average Current Density

Total Amp-turns

Total Amp-meters

Peak Field

Maximum dB/dt (Normal Operation)

Stored Energy (Self)

Self Inductance'

Mutual Inductance with Plasma*

Mutual Inductance M.™ *
lir — UH

OH Coils

NbTi/Cu

Cryostable

Bath Cooled

4.2 K

100 kA

1400 A/cm2

51 MA-turns

600 MA-m

8.0 T

0.6 T/s

1.1 GJ

55 mH

-0.15 mH

-0.

EF Coils

NbTi/Cu

Cryostable

Bath Cooled

4.? K

100 kA

1400 A/cm2

86 MA-turns

2900 MA-ui

4.b T

0.2 T/s

10.0 GJ

500 mH

-0.49 mH

024 mH

ft
Based on equivalent parallel current of 200 kA.

Other problems resulting from the external EF coil location are the over-

turning moments on the TF coils and ac losses in the TF coils during a

scheduled or unscheduled change in EF coil current. These are described above

in Sec. 9.2.

The same arguments apply also to the OH coil system, except that the pro-

blems are less severe for the OH coils than for the EF coils, since the OH

system has only 1.1 GJ stored energy compared to the 9.7 GJ of the EF

system.

The actual positions and currents of the OH coils are determined by three

conditions: (1) that they produce a large flux linking the plasma but a low

field in the plasma region, (2) that the currents in the coils are manageable,

and (3) that the coils not interfere with other reactor components. Similarly,

the positions and currents of the EF coils are determined by the conditions

that they provide the location, shape, and current profile desired for the

plasma, that the current be manageable, and that these coils also not interfere
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Table 9-12, Equilibrium-Field and Ohmic-Heating Coil
Locations and Currents

Coil //

OH Coils

1

2

3

EF Coils

4

5

6

7

Rl
(cm)

104

92

600

92

104

527

1397

AR
(cm)

78

90

25

90

78

66

86

Hl
(cm)

180

341

914

65

487

914

535

AH
(cm)

126

72

72

90

126

72

90

I
(MA-turns)

-13.82

-9.08

-2.51

-11.35

13.82

6.69

-10.89

with other reactor components. In addition, the EF coil system and OH coil

system should be uncoupled magnetically in order that the charging or dis-

charging of one system not induce voltage in the other.

The coil locations aud currents listed in Table 9-12 and illustrated in

Fig. 9-22 satisfy these conditions. There are seven coils above the reactor

mid-plane, with another seven located symmetrically below the midplane. Coils

1-3 are on coils, and coils 4-7 are EF coils. OH coils 1 and 2 are inboard

of the TF coils, and coil 3 is above. EF coils 4 and 5 are inboard, coil 6 is

above, and coil 7 is outboard. OH coil 3 and EF coil 6 are located close

together, so they can share a support system. Coils 1, 2, 4, and 5 have the

same outer diameter, for ease of assembly.

9.3.3 Forces on EF and OH Coils

The six OH coils and eight EF coils all exert magnetic forces on each other.

In addition, the plasma exerts magnetic forces on all the poloidal coils.

Because the plasma, OH coil-, and EF coil currents all vary differently

with time, the time development of these forces is rather complex. The plasma

current builds up gradually over 7 min; the EF coil current builds up over

the same timet but not with an identical time profile.
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Several options are possible for the time development of the OH coil

current, since only the change in current determines the volt-seconds

delivered to the plasma. For example, it could rise from zero to some final

value I , or from -I /2 to + I /2. The time development which has been

chosen consists of gradually driving the current to -I before plasma in-

itiation, and then driving it to zero at a constant rate for 14 s. The de-

tailed time histories of the currents are described in Chapter 7. For cal-

culating the forces on the coils, the following simplified time histories

were assumed:

I0H
0 t 5 14

I = 1 0.015 t 0 <t< 20
P °

= I (0.00175 t + 0.265) 20 <t<420
= I t>420 (4)

o
1 = 1 0.00975 t 0 <t< 20

= I (O.OOO73 t + 0.1804) 20<t<220
= 1 (0.003295 t -0.3839) 220<t<420o
= I t>420

o
where time t is in seconds, and I = 200 kA for the OH and EF coils and 10.1 MA

o
for the plasma.

The forces were calculated as follows: First the fields were calculated

at the positions of the seven EF and OH coils above the reactor midplane;

fields from the plasma, all OH coils, and all EF coils were calculated

separately, assuming full current in each; then the axial force F and radial

force per unit circumferential length P,/£ were calculated from

Fz =-2 ur nIB (5)

again assuming full current and again calculating forces from plasma, OH coils,

and EF coils separately. Finally the forces calculated from the Eq. (5)

were scaled for both current and field according to Eq. (4) and summed for

different values of time. The resulting forces are shown in Figs. 9-23, 9-24,

and 9-25.
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Figure 9-22. Poloidal Coil Locations.

Because the current in the OH coils is greatest when those in the EF coils

and plasma are zero, and vice versa, the forces on the OH coils are pre-

dominantly the forces they exert on each other. Consequently, they all

experience this maximum force at the start of plasma current initiation.

Similarly, almost all of the forces on the EF coils reach their maximum

when the plasma and EF coil currents attain their full values. The only ex-

ception is the axial force on coil #6, at which the radial fields from the

plasma and EF coils nearly cancel; the maximum force is reached earlier, at

290 s; when the differing time development of the EF and plasma currents make

the net field larger.

Although the forces are large, they are not unmanageable. For example,

when the OH coils are carrying full current, coil #1 experiences an axial

force of 90.0 MN directed toward coil #2, and coil #2 experiences a force of

107.5 MN directed toward coil #1. The larger force divided by the smaller

area (7.75 m2) corresponds to a compressive stress of only 13.9 MN/m2(2010 psi)
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Figure 9-25. Radial force per unit length on EF coils.

A potentially more troublesome force is that on coil #7, the 28.8 m dia-

meter EF coil. The axial force of 79.1 MK must be supported at the twelve

TF coils it encircles. To first approximation, the coil and cryostat between

two neighboring TF coils can be treated as a straight box beam 107 cm wide by

112 cm high and 5 cm thick (42" x 44" x 2" thick), clamped at both ends and

acted upon by a distributed force of 0.874 MN/tn (4985 lb/in). The calculated

peak displacement is 0.89 mm (.0352"). A cryostat with thinner walls, 102 cm

by 107 cm by 2.5 cm thick, (40" x 42" x 1") would have a displacement of

1.93 mm (.0758").

A calculation treating the coil and cryostat between two TF coils as a

curved beam, supported and slope guided at each end, yields a peak dis-

placement of 0.92 mm (.0361) and a roll at the support of only 0.005°, justify-

ing the simpler straight beam analysis. These displacements from the force

are acceptable.

9.3.4 Conductor for EF and OH Coils

The conductor design chosen for the EF and OH c o u s is a flat cable con-

sisting of 26 basic cables wrapped around a central pultruded fiberglass

strip, 11.9 cm by 0.2 cm, as shown in Fig. 9-26. The strip serves to ensure
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Figure 9-26. Cabled conductor for OH and EF c o i l s .
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mechanical and dimensional stability during the conductor cabling and coil

winding. The conductor carries 100 kA; equivalent 200 kA operation is achieved

by operating coils located symmetrically above and below the midplane in parallel.

Each basic cable consists of six copper and superconductor subcables

cabled around a central 0.38 cm diameter stainless steel multistrand cable.

The stainless steel is introduced to increase the tensile strength of the

basic cable. The subcables are electrically insulated from each other to

reduce eddy current losses in the cable during charging and discharging.

Each subcable consists of six 0.08 cm diameter superconducting wires

cabled around a copper wire of the same size and with twelve more copper

wires cabled around the superconducting wires (see Fig. 9-26).

In this cable, the superconducting wires are all fully transposed in order

that the transport current be equally shared among the wires and that there

be no large ac losses from circulating currents in the superconductor.

Good electrical contact, attained through soldering, between the super-

conductor wires and copper wires in each subcable provides cryostabiliLy for

the cable, while the electrical insulation between subcables reduces eddy

current losses. In this way, the conductor provides the compromise between

cryostability and low ac losses which is required for a pulsed cryostable

magnet. The heat flux on the surface of the cable when the superconducting

wires are in the normal state will be 0.2 W/cm2; the heat flu:-; due to the ac

losses is estimated to be 0.01 W/cm2.

9.3.5. Coil Layout

The coils are pancake wound. Each cable is enclosed top, bottom, and on

one side by a fiberglass laminate spacer (G-10), vvhich transmits axial and

radial stresses. The top and bottom of the spacer have only fifty percent

coverage, to permit helium flow past the conductor. On the other side of the

conductor is a pultruded fiberglass band, with a longitudinal central groove

and fully cut-out "mouse holes". The central groove and mouse holes permit

free flow of helium coolant horizontally and vertically (see Fig. 9-27).

Two stainless steel bands 0.476 cm thick are wound with the conductor to

support against the hoop tension resulting from the magnetic forces.
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Coil istructure, with layer-to-layer helium channels, banding, and helium

vessel are shown in Fig. 9-28. Plates of G-10, 25 cm thick, a/e placed between

pancakes. Both sides of the G-10 plate will have cooling channels (0.64 cm x

0,47 cm) in the radial direction. The txro plates at the top and bottom will

be 5 cm thick to have additional cooling channels. After outer banding, the

whole coil will be tied down together using stainless steel beams and placed

in the cryostat. The weights of the materials which make up the OH and EF

coils are given in Table 9-13.

Table 9-13. Equilibrium-Field and Ohmic-Heating
Coil Material Weights

Material

Copper

Nb~i

Stainless

G-10

Pultruded

Steel

Fiberglass

weight (metric ton

450

33

1057

87

90

9.3.6 Winding and Transportion to Site

The off-site winding and transporting of the OH and EF coils should pro-

vide no particular difficulty, with the possible exception of the 30 m

diameter coils (Coil #7) which encircle the TF coil system. Vie make the

assumption that by the time STARFIRE is built, transportation needs unrelated

to fusion have led to a nationwide transportation system capable of carrying

the 500 tonne, 15 m by 11 m TF coils. All the EF and OH coils other than coil

IH are smaller and can be carried by the same system. Even if they had to be

wound on site, no great difficulty or delay is expected because they are

circular and have at most 140 turns.

Coil #7, 30 m in diameter, could be wound either on a rotating coil

form from a stationary conductor-feed station or on a stationary coil from

a conductor feed station traveling on a circular track around the coil form.
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9.4 CORBECTION FIELD COILS

9,4.1 Function

The correction field (CF) coils of STARFIRE are used to control the

vertical position of the plasma. These coils are not energized until the

plasma is off center; then the power supplies are turned on to restore the

plasma to its correct position.

9.4.2 Parameters

The four CF coils typically operate at about 10% duty factor. They are

placed outside the blanket and shield so that they experience a relatively

low neutron dosage. The locations of the coils relative to the plasma and the

ampere-turns of each coil are shown in Fig. 9-29. The design parameters for

these coils rre shown in Table 9-14.
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Figure 9-29. STARFIRE correction field coil location.
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Table 9-14. STARF1RE Correction Field Coil Design Parameters

Coil Number

R (m)

Z (m)

Amp-Turns

V (v)
max

Br (T)

Bz (T)

f (N/m)

f (N/m)

AR (m)

AZ (m)

at (N/m2)

Fz (N)

Coil 8

4.807

5.044

-0.5 x 106

^=200

-0.02

-0.02

1.0 x 104

1.0 x 104

0.3

0.2

1.0 x 106

3.0 x 105

Coil 9

10.159

4.864

-0.9 x 10G

^10

-0.02

-0.11

9.9 x 104

1.8 x 101*

0.3

0.3

1.4 x 107

1.1 x 106

Peak I'-R power (total) = 2.3 MW.

Peak inductive power (total) = 210 MW.

9.4.3 Design Considerations

The CF coils are placed in regions of significant poloidal magnetic

field, so there will be radial as well as vertical loads acting on them.

It is necessary to design the coils for very high reliability due to the

difficulties associated with their maintenance.

Nevertheless, the coils must be segmented, the joints being designed for

easy assembly and disassembly. Since they must be actively cooled to remove

the resistive and radiation heating, the coolant connection at the joints

should be designed for the same degree of maintainability and accessibility.
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The coil design chosen for the STARFIRE CF coils is very similar to the

one adopted for the top and bottom field shaping coils of the GA PGFR design.

The current ratings are similar, and the radiation dosage and radial and

vertical forces are less for the STARFIRE CF coils than for the PGFR F-coils.

Thus, it is reasonable to utilize the same design concept.

The most critical part of the CF coil design lies in the demountable

joints. Figure 9-30 is a joint concept applicable to the STARFIRE. As shown,

each joint consists of two pressure plates and a number of clamping bolts which

will apply the necessary pressure to all ten individual joints. Sufficient

frictional force can be generated between the joints to overcome the hoop

force. Alumina insulation slabs will be placed between turns and between the

clamping bolts and also the pressure plates to achieve the necessary insula-

tion. Each coil segment has its own coolant circuits whose connections

must be made independently of the clamping assembly.

9.5 MAGNET SAFETY

9.5.1 Superconducting Magnet Quench

The safety concern which is unique to superconducting magnets is the

magnet quench, a means by which the energy stored in Che magnetic field is

converted to other forms. A quench is initiated when a portion of the current

carrying conductor, perhaps because of a temperature rise, loses its

superconducting property and becomes normal-conducting. Current flowing

through the normal region generates heat, which raises the temperature of

more conductor and drives it too from the superconducting to the normal state.

The temperature of the conductor rises at a rate which, if permitted to con-

tinue, would lead to damage and eventual melting of the conductor and other

magnet components. At the same time, liquid helium coolant is vaporized; if

the vapor is not vented fast enough, the cryostat will be overpressurized and

may burst.

For safety, a large superconducting magnet is designed so that it cannot

quench, but also so that even if it does quench, no harm will result. The

primary step in preventing quenches is to make the magnet cryostable, i.e.,

to adjust the design of the heat transfer to the helium coolant and the Joule
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Figure 9-30. STARFIRE correction field coil joint concept design.

heating of the conductor when it is normal, so that if a normal region of

conductor does develop, it will shrink and disappear rather than propagate.

Thus, it is only under abnormal conditions that a cryostable magnet can quench.

It is informative to consider the accidental quenches of two early large

cryostable magnets, the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) bubble chamber

magnet and the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL) bubble chamber

ruagnet. The quench of the ANL magnet occurred as follows: wishing to

operate the magnet as quickly as possible and knowing the time required to

fill the magnet with liquid helium and the time required to charge it to

full field, the operating crew began charging it before it was completely

filled. However, because of a problem with the liquid transfer, the magnet
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was fully charged before it could be fully filled. A power supply problem

then caused voltage pulses to the magnet and quenched the upper turns of the

magnet.

The quench of the FNAL magnet was also caused by a low liquid level.

Because of a defective liquid level indicator, the problem was not recognized

until another, lower level indicator gave a warning. A decision was made to

discharge the magnet through the dump resistors. Eddy currents produced by

the discharge heated and quenched the upper coils. The helium pressure rose,

and more coils quenched after the rupture disk broke and helium vapor and

liquid were expelled.

Note that both of these quenches were avoidable, the first by a more

conservative start up procedure and the second by the provision of redundant

liquid level indicators. Note also that both quenches proceeded from a low

liquid level; a low level is certainly one appropriate initiator from which to

analyze a quench and its consequences. Finally note that there are newer

cryostable magnets which never have quenched, e.g., the superconducting

dipolc built at ANL and used for MHD research in Moscow. The stability

analysis of the STARFIRE TF coils, describing why they are expected not to

quench, is given in Sec. 9.2.4.2. The quench protection analysis, describing

what will happen if they do, is given in Sec. 9.2.7.2.

9.5.2 Out-or-Plane Forces on TF Coils due to Unequal Currents

Series connection of TF coils does not make unequal currents impossible,

but it does make them highly unlikely. A break in the conducting path (due

to a lead failure, joint failure, or conductor break between coils) can result

in arcing. The most likely consequence of the arcing is the reestablishment

of the original current path and the gradual decay, in around 25 minutes, of

the TF coil current and field. However, it is possible that the arcing will

lead to different current paths and unequal currents through the coils,

With series connected coils, such an occurrence is very rare, perhaps

happening only once in many tokamak reactor lifetimes. By contrast, with

separately connected TF coils, the probability of a serious current in-

equality is much larger, perhaps once per reactor lifetime. Because the

destruction and replacement of a TF coil must have a very low probability,

series connection should be retained on safety grounds.
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Because large scale motion of the TF coils could lead to a serious accident

situation, the out-of-plane forces developed in the worst current imbalance

situation must be resisted by the TF coil support system. A scenario has been

analyzed in which the current in one coil drops to zero and the other coils

are free-wheeling and remain superconducting. The coils neighboring the zero-

current coil carry 130% of normal operating current and experience an out of

plane force of 400 MN (90 x 106 lb). In Sec. 9.2.6, it was shown that under

normal operation the out of plane force on the TF coils from the external EF

coils is 65 MN per coil half. Thus, the support structure needed for normal,

operation must withstand 130 MN per coil or one-third of the force described

above. Moreover, the intercoil support" panels are designed to one-third or

less of ultimate stress. Consequently, if the TF coils experience the currents

described above, they may suffer some damage, but they will not collapse to-

gether. We conclude then that even under the very worst conditions the damage

would be confined to the reactor magnet and adjacent structure.

9.5.3 Fringe Magnet Field

The magnitude of the magnetic field outside the tokamak reactor has been

assessed. The field originates from the TF, EF, and OH coils; locations of

all three are shown in Fig. 9-1 and 9-22. The fringe field from the TF coils

is very small, less than 10 gauss everywhere outside the reactor building.

The fringe field is predominantly from the EF coils, with the OH coils adding

about 6% and the plasma cancelling about 12% of the EF coils' contribution.

For distances R greater than about 30 m, the field is given by

B =• 12.39 x 106/R3 (6)

with B in gauss and R in meters. Contours of constant field appear in

Fig. 9-31, superimposed on the site plan. Several points should be

mentioned.

1. No building other than the reactor building itself (in which
there are no personnel) lies within the 200 G contour, which
traditionally is the point at which one worries about steel
tools and other objects being pulled into the magnet.
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2. No one will normally work within the 100 G contour, which was
specified as the interim safety standard for an eight-hour work
day.

3. The cryogenics building lies almost entirely outside the 100 G
contour. Studies at the Fi*ancis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory
show that cryogenics and refrigeration systems for super-
conducting magnets are capable of performing in a 200 G
environment.

4. The control room lies far outside the 5 G contour. Other
sensitive controls in other buildings can be located in
magnetically shielded rooms if necessary.

5. The field outside the perimeter fence is everywhere less than 5 G.
In fact, the highest field at the perimeter fence is 3.1 G.

In conclusion, the fringe field from the magnets presents no safety

problems.
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10.0 FIRST-WALL/BLANKET

The primary functions of the first-wall/blanket of a commercial tokamak

reactor are to provide the first physical barrier for the plasma, to convert

the fusion energy into sensible heat and provide for the heat removal, to

breed tritium and provide for tritium recovery, and to provide some shielding

for the magnet system. The first wall must withstand high particle and

energy fluxes from the plasma, high thermal and mechanical stresses and ele-

vated temperature operation. Also, the wall must not be a source of excessive

plasma contamination. The first wall may or may not be integral with the

blanket. The blanket must withstand high neutron fluences, elevated tempera-

ture operation, thermal and mechanical stresses, and be compatible with the

chemical environment, the plasma and the vacuum.

In the present study, the technological and design aspects of various

first-wall/blanket concepts have been considered in the selection of potentially

viable designs for STARFIRE. The objectives of the present study involve

identification of key technological constraints of candidate tritium-breeding-

blanket design concepts, establishment of a basis for assessment and comparison

of the critical problem areas and design features of each concept, and de-

velopment of optimized first-wall/blanket designs for STARFIRE. The major

emphasis has been placed on the development of a blanket design that is safe

and environmentally acceptable. The primary guidelines established to meet

these criteria are low tritium inventory in the blanket, minimal long-lived

activation products and minimal stored energy.

Since breeding of tritium is considered essential, and since lithium is

the only viable tritium-breeding medium, lithium in some form is required in

the blanket. On the basis of engineering and design considerations, liquid

lithium provides many advantages for the tritium breeder; however, because

of perceived safety problems associated with a liquid lithium system, an

a priori decision was made to focus the present study on the use of solid

lithium compounds for breeding. Although previous studies have assessed

the viability of alternate blanket options, a technical evaluation of the

design and sarety problems associated with liquid lithium, liquid lithium

alloy, and molten salt breeding materials was not performed in the present

study. The primary objective was to assess the design and performance char-

acteristics of a blanket concept based on solid tritium breeding materials.
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Important materials properties and the major parameters that impact ma-

terials selection and design criteria are discussed in the following section.

Subsequent sections in this chapter summarize the design issues and constraints

imposed by the various blanket concepts. Also included in this chapter are

analyses conducted to evaluate the tritium release characteristics from the

breeder materials, the neutronics performance, the thermal hydtaulics perform-

ance, structural limitations and predicted lifetime, electromagnetic effects,

and safety. Based on results of the analyses performed, a reference blanket

design for STARFIRE is proposed. Details of the reference design are presented

in Sec. 10.9.

The development of the reference STARFIRE first-wall/blanket design in-

volved numerous tradeoffs in the materials selection process for the breeding

material, coolant, structure, low-Z coating, neutron multiplier and reflector.

The coolant and structural material selections were greatly influenced by the

choice of the solid breeder concept which was used as a basis for the STARFIRE

design. The most important criteria considered in the selection of potentially

viable solid breeding materials include breeding performance, chemical stability

compatibility and tritium release characteristics. Of the two types of solid

breeding materials considered as primary candidates, viz., intermetallic

compounds and oxide ceramics, only selected ceramics appear to have satis-

factory tritium release characteristics. The a-LiA102 is selected for the

reference design on the basis of the best combination of these critical

materials requirements. It is one of the most stable compounds considered

and compatibility should not be a major problem; however, adequate tritium

breeding is at'ainable only with the aid of a neutron multiplier. The high

tritium solubility and greater reactivity with the structural materials were

primary factors in the elimination of Li20 as the reference breeding material.

Pressurized water, both H20 and D20, and helium were considered for the

coolant. Major concerns regarding the use of helium relate to difficult

neutron shielding problems, large manifold requirements, leakage into plasma
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chamber, lower tritium breeding because of the large structure requirements

and the high temperatures required for the energy conversion system. An

acceptable structural material for use with high temperature helium in a

radiation environment has not been identified. Also, design constraints

associated with the use of helium as a first-wall coolant appear to be

prohibitive. Major advantages of the water coolant are its characteristically

low operating temperature and its excellent heat transfer characteristics.

However, the use of water with the intermetallic compound breeder materials

is probably not acceptable because of the high reactivity, and hence, safety

concern. Although D20 has several neutronic advantages compared to H2O,

the cost is considered prohibitive.

The choices of breeding material and coolant limit the number of viable

candidate structural materials. Key factors in the selection of the advanced

austenitic stainless steel relate to the steady state reactor operation and

the low operating temperatures characteristic of a water-cooled system. Be-

cause of the high thermal stress factor associated with austenitic stainless

steel, acceptable first wall lifetimes could not be attained with a cyclic

burn. Also, radiation damage effects are less severe at the proposed operating

temperatures than at temperatures above 500°C.

The low-Z coating concept for the first-wall is incorporated as part of

the plasma impurity control system. The low-Z coating concept provides flexi-

bility in that the structural material can be selected primarily on the basis

of structural requirements and the coating can be selected primarily on the

basis of surface-related properties. Favorable properties such as high

thermal conductivity, high heat capacity and compatibility with hydrogen

were important considerations in the selection rf beryllium as the. first-wall

coating/cladding material. A primary consideration in the selection of the

candidate coating/cladding is that it can be used on all components exposed

to the plasma. This is important because considerable redistribution of the

material throughout the chamber is expected as a result of sputtering and

ablation.
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An effective neutron multiplier is required to obtain adequate tritium

breeding with the LiA102. Two candidate materials are proposed. Beryllium

provides good neutronics performance and can be easily incorporated into the

blanket design since i t has low density, high thermal conductivity and high

heat capacity. Because of the concern regarding limited resources of beryllium

an alternate neutron multiplier, Zr5Pb3, is also proposed. This compound retains

some of the beneficial neutron characteristics of lead but remains solid at

the operating temperatures.

Low activation, low cost and inherent safety characteristics were key

factors in the selection of graphite over water and stainless steel as the

reflector.

A schematic diagram of the reference STARFIRE blanket concept is given

in Fig. 10-1 and the key reference parameters are summarized in Table. 10-1.

The water-cooled blanket module, with a thickness of 68 cm, consists of 1-cm

thick f i rs t wall, a 5-cm thick neutron multiplier, a 1-cm thick second wall,

a 46-cm thick breeding zone, and a 15-cm thick reflector zone that contains

the blanket support structure and the manifolding. The modules are 2-3 m

wide by "v* 3 m high depending on the location within the reactor. The module

walls and all support structures in the high-radiation zone are fabricated

from an advanced low-swelling austenitic stainless steel. All internal struc-

ture is integrally cooled to remove the nuclear heating and maintain the

structure below 400°C.

The first wall, which is a water-cooled austenitic stainless steel panel

coil, is an integral part of the blanket module. The corrugated plasma side

of the first-wall panel is constructed of 1.5-mm thick advanced austenitic

stainless steel. The 3.5-mm thick back plate is formed from the same ma-

terial . The pressurized water coolant is maintained between 280 and 320*C

throughout the first wall and blanket. For the average neutron wall loading

of 3.6 MW/m2, the average surface heat flux on the first wall is 0.92 MW/m2
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Table 10-1. Summary of First-Wall/Blanket Design Parameters

First-Wall

Form
Structural material
Outer wall structural thickness, mm
Maximum structural temperature, °C
Coating/cladding
Coating/cladding thickness, mm
Coolant
Coolant outlet temperature, °C
Coolant inlet temperature, °C
Coolant nominal pressure, MPa
Coolant velocity, m/s

Neutron Multiplier

Material Options

Maximum temperature, °C
Thickness, m
Theoretical density, g/cm3

Effective density, %
Total mass, kg

Breeding Region

Structural material
Maximum structural temperature, °C
Breeder material

Theoretical density, g/cw?
Effective density, %
Grain size, 10 m
Maximum/minimum temperature,
Region thickness, m
Coolant
Coolant outlet temperature, °C
Coolant inlet temperature, °C
Coolant nominal pressure, MPa
Tritium processing fluid

Reflector

Material
Thickness, m
Maximum temperature, °C
Structure

Structure temperature, °C

Be-coated panel
Austenitic stainless steel'
1.5
<423
Beryllium
1.0
Pressurized water,
320
280
15.2
6.1

490
0.05
i.8
70
51,800

840
0.05
8.9
100
356,000

Austenitic stainless steel
425
a-LiA102 (natural Li with Be)

(60% 6Li with Zr5Pb3)
3.4
60
0.1
850/500
0.46
Pressurized water, H20
320
280
15.2
He (0.05 MPa)

Graphite
0.15
<800
Austenitic stainless steel
(low Mo)

300-400

Prime Candidate Alloy, an advanced titanium-modified Type 316 austenitic
stainless steel.
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witu a peak-to-average value of *> 1.2. The maximum structural temperature

in the stainless steel wall is ̂  423°C for the reference conditions. For

steady state operation at these relatively low temperatures, an estimated

wall design life of six years is considered reasonable for the advanced

austenitic stainless steel. The proposed panel-type construction provides

integral cooling of the blanket wall and avoids the necessity for a large

number of pressure boundary tube welds in the high radiation zone. Also,

the panel-type structure is perceived to have less vibration problems than

an unsupported tube bank.

A *v» 1-mm thick beryllium coating or cladding on the first wall serves to

protect the plasma from the high-Z wall material. This thickness will provide

sufficient material to withstand the predicted surface erosion for the reference

blanket lifetime of six years. The beryllium coating/cladding on the inboard

wall will also accommodate the projected number ("v» 10 per wall lifetime) of

plasma disruptions for the assumed conditions.

A 5C-mm thick neutron multiplier is placed directly behind the first

wall to permit adequate breeding with the L1AIO2 breeding material. Two

neutron multiplier options, beryllium and Zr5Pb3, are carried in the reference

design. Beryllium is generally considered to be the most favorable neutron

multiplier, however, resource limitations are a major concern. The present

analysis indicates that beryllium requirements for several hundred reactors

are only a few percent of the estimated U.S. beryllium reserves. An important

part of the present study was to provide an alternative to beryllium. The

Zr5Pb3 with an estimated melting temperature of 1400°C provides some of the

benefits of a lead multiplier while maintaining the design simplicity of the

solid materials. Approximately 30% of the neutron heating is deposited in

the multiplier zone. The back side of the first-wall panel and a water-

cooled panel (second wall) between the multiplier and breeder region pro-

vides cooling that maintains the maximum multiplier temperature at 490°C

for beryllium and 840°C for Zr5Pb3. Structural webs between the first and

second walls provide support for the first wall. The overall reactor analyses

of the energy conversion system, the shield, the remote maintenance and repair,

and safety are based on the blanket design option with the ZrsPbs neutron

multiplier.
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The 46-cm tritium-breeding zone consists of a packed bed of a-LiA102 with

1.25-cm diameter stainless steel coolant tubes spaced appropriately throughout

the zone to maintain a maximum breeder temperature of 850°C (Fig. 10-2). The

spacing of the horizontal tubes increases from ^ 2 cm at the front of the

breeder zone to ̂  10 cm at the back. There are approximately 60,000 coolant

tubes in the blanket. The nominal coolant pressure is 15.2 MPa (2200 psi)

with a coolant inlet temperature of 280°C and an outlet temperature of 320°C.

The relatively low temperature of the austenitic stainless steel tubes

(< 400QC) and the oxide film on the water side of the tubes provide an

adequate tritium barrier for inleakagR into the coolant. Natural lithium

is used for the beryllium neutron multiplier option; however, 60% enriched
5Li is required to achieve adequate tritium breeding with the Zr5Pb3 neutron

multiplier option. The L1A102 is in tne form of a low density (60%) sintered

product with a tailored bimodal pore distribution, i.e., a small grain size

(< 1 urn) and a fine porosity within particles that are fairly coarse (̂  1 mm)

with a much coarser porosity between particles. The sintered LiA102 is

perforated with *\» 2-mm diameter holes through which low-pressure (0.5 atm)

helium passes to recover the tritium from the breeder. The low density

ceramic with a tailored microstructure is proposed to facilitate percolation

of tritium (as T2O) to the helium purge ciiannels. A breeder lifetime of

six years before lithium burnup becomes excessive is considered feasible.

The reflector consists primarily of ̂  15 cm of graphite. The support

structure to which the blanket modules are attached also serves as the

containment for the graphite reflector. In order to conserve space and

improve the vacuum characteristics of the blanket, the manifolds and headers

for the blanket are imbedded in the reflector region. The large number of

coolant tubes are joined to the headers in a vented chamber that is isolated

from both the breeder region and the vacuum chamber. This concept provides

both safety and reliability benefits since the most probable coolant leakage

problem is at the coolant tube-to-header welds. A coolant-tube weld failure

in this chamber would not likely lead to coolant ingress into the breeder

region. Also, a small leak at a weld would not destroy the vacuum, and

therefore, might not require immediate reactor shutdown. Isolating the

geometrically complex manifolds and headers from the plenum region with a

relatively smooth rear-blanket surface should substantially improve the

vacuum characteristics of the blanket. A modified austenitic steel with
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Figure 10-2. Schematic diagram of STARFIRE blanket concept showing solid
breeder microstructure with bimodal pore distribution and
tritium removal scheme.
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low molybdenum content is used in this low-flux regiun to reduce the long-term

activation.

A two-loop coolant system is provided in the blanket to reduce the

consequences in the event of a loss-of-flow or loss-of-coolant accident.

One loop provides coolant for the first-wall and alternate tube banks in the

breeder region beginning witi. the first row of tubes. The. second loop pro-

vides coolant for the second wall and ths remaining coolant tubes in the

blanket. Under the reference plasma shutdown conditions, cooling provided

by either loop is sufficient to prevent excessive temperatures in all regions

of the blanket. The two-loop concept will also reduce the pressure release

and activation release in the event of a coolant-tube failure.

For plasma stability, an electrical conducting path equivalent to 2 cm of

stainless steel is required near the first wall. The conductivity of the

first wall and the neutron multiplier meets this requirement in the modules.

Bimetallic contacts between the modules are provided adjacent to the multiplier

region to complete the current path. Upon cooling, these contacts recess into

the module wall to allow for sector removal.

The inner blanket is similar in most respects to the outer blanket just

described. The major differences, which relate to the breeder zone thickness,

the reflector, and the coolant flow direction, are designed to minimize the

inner blanket/shield thickness. The breeding zone thickness is reduced from

46 to 28 cm and the graphite reflector is eliminated with a modest penalty

on tritium breeding capability. Vertical coolant flow in the inner blanket

eliminates the need for manifolds in the back of the blanket module, thereby

improving the effective shielding capability of the inner blanket/shield.

10.1 MATERIALS SELECTION AND PROPERTIES

The development of the STARFIRE first-wall/blanket design involved

numerous tradeoffs in the materials selection process for the breeding ma-

terial, coolant, structure, neutron multiplier, and reflector. A major

objective of the present study was to determine the key materials requirements

for the various applications and to assess the potential of the candidate ma-

terials on the basis of the existing data base. Sensitivity studies were

conducted to evaluate the impact of uncertainties in the materials data base
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on operating constraints and to provide a basis for identifying critical ma-

terials development needs. This section summarizes (1) the important proper-

ties and criteria used in the selection of candidate materials, (2) the materials

considered in the assessment and the proposed primary candidate materials for

each application, and (3) the materials data base for the primary candidate

materials. Additional materials property data are given in Appendix E.

The STARFIRE study has focused on the use of solid tritium-breeding

materials, hence, the selection of other materials is strongly influenced

by this decision. Table 10-2 summarizes the primary candidate materials

considered for STARFIRE and indicates the materials selected for the reference

design and the alternate material choices. The selection of the reference

breeding materials was based to a great extent on the eval lation of the

tritium release characteristics. Operating temperature constraints imposed

by the breeding material and the structural material were important considera-

tions in the selection of the reference coolant. Radiation effects and ma-

terials compatibility were major factors considered in the selection of the

structural material. Because of the limited breeding capability of the

L1A102 and most of the other candidate breeding materials, a neutron multi-

plier is required in the reference design. Consistent with the choice of

a solid breeding material, the reference neutron multipliers were selected

from the few candidate materials that are solid at the operating temperatures.

System compatibility and safety were key issues considered in the selection

of the reflector.

10.1.1 Tritium Breeding Materials

An important function of a DT fus.'.on reactor blanket is to breed tritium.

Lithium in some form has been identified as the only element from which ade-

quate tritium breeding appears feasible. Liquid lithium, molten lithium salts

and solid lithium compounds ,iave been proposed as the tritium-breeding ma-

terial in various blanket concepts. Most of these proposed concepts and candi-

date breeding materials have been summarized in a recent blanket design study

report. In the STARFIRE study a major emphasis has been placed on safety

and environmental acceptability, with primary goals that include low trif'.um

inventory in the blanket, minimal long-lived activation products and minimal

stored energy. Although a technical evaluation of the safety problems
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Table 10-2. Candidate and Reference First-Wall/Blanket Materials

A.

B.

C.

3reeder

a-LiA102

Y-LiA102
Li2Zr03

Li2Si03

Li7Pb2

Li20
Li2Ti03

Coolant

Pressurized
water

Pressurized
water (D20)

Helium
Steam

Structure

Austenitic SS
(adv. alloy)

Ferrit ic
steel

Ti alloy
V alloy
Ni alloy

Neutron
Multiplier

Be, Zr5Pb3

Zr
Pb

BeO
Pb-Bi eut.
Bi
PbO

Reflector

Graphite

H20/SS

D20/SS
ZrC
SiC

A - Reference material for STARFIRE.

B - Alternate or backup materials

C - Other materials considered for STARFIRE.

associated with the liquid lithium system was not performed in the present

study, the solid breeder materials are perceived to have some safety advantages.

An a priori decision was made to focus the present study on concepts that

utilize solid lithium compounds for the tritium-breeding material with a

primary objective to assess the viability of blanket designs based on solid

breeders. This section summarizes the important criteria for the selection

of candidate solid breeder materials, the breeding materials considered for

STARFIRE, and the properties of the primary candidate materials. Key areas

where the data base is grossly inadequate are also identified.

10.1.1.1 Selection Criteria for Breeding Material

Several important criteria must be considered in the selection of candi-

date solid breeding materials for a fusion reactor blanket. The criteria

evaluated in the present study include:

tritium breeding capability

chemical stability

tritium recovery
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compatibility with system and environment

physical properties

radiation effects on properties

fabrication considerations

residual activation.

The most important initial criteria include the tritium braeding potential,

chemical stability, and tritium recovery considerations. The other criteria

relate primarily to design and operating constraints for the blanket.

Tritium Breeding - - The primary purpose of including lithium in a fusion

reactor blanket is to breed tritium from eLi(n,ct)t and 7Li(n,n'a)t reactions.

At least one triton must be bred for each fusion reaction, however, a production

rate of % 1.2 tritons per fusion neutron is typically required to compensate

for plasma chamber surface coverage. Higher breeding ratios allow for in-

creased design flexibility. The tritium breeding capability of lithium

compounds is affected by the lithium atom density and number and species of

other atoms in the compound. Most of the candidate compounds will require a

neutron multiplier to provide adequate breeding capability. Li2Q and LiyPb2

are among the few solid lithium compounds capable of adequate breeding without

the aid of a neutron multiplier. Enrichment of ^Li may also be essential to

provide adequate breeding.

Chemical Stability — Since much of the fusion energy is deposited in the

breeding material, and since generation of sensible heat in the blanket is

generally regarded as essential, the breeding material must operate at ele-

vated temperature. To remain solid under proposed blanket operating condi-

tions, the melting point and decomposition temperature must be relatively high

and the vapor pressure of the compound, its constituents and related impurity

compounds must be sufficiently low.

Tritium Recovery — There is a clear consensus that in-situ tritium

recovery from fusion blankets is by far the most desirable if not the only

viable method of tritium recovery from solid breeders. Mobile solid blanket

concepts have been proposed as a means of tritium recovery, however, the

feasibility of this concept is questioned primarily on the basis of breeding

capability and design complexity, particularly for the tokamak configuration.
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The economics of a batch-type tritium recovery scenario is generally regarded

as unacceptable. Important aspects of tritium release include:

tritium diffusivity in the solid

thermodynamic equilibria (T20)

- desorption kinetics

grain boundary migration

percolation through porosity in packed bed

- convective transfer in processing fluid.

Tritium recovery is important because it directly affects the blanket in-

ventory which in turn impacts the system safety considerations, the required

tritium breeding rate and the system economics.

Compatibility — Compatibility of the lithium compounds with other ma-

terials in the system and with the environment is recognized as an important

consideration with respect to both safety and operating limitations. Corrosion

of the structural material, reactions with the coolant, and compatibility with

the tritium recovery fluid or its impurities are of primary concern. Because

the stoichiometry of the compounds will be changed by burnup of ':he lithium,

the compatibility problems become more complex.

Physical Properties — The physical properties of the candidate breeder

materials are important to the viability of proposed blanket designs. Criti-

cal properties include melting and vaporization temperatures, thermal conduc-

tivity, density, thermal expansion, and heat capacity. In addition, electrical

conductivity may be important to the response of the blanket during plasma

disruptions. Some properties such as thermal conductivity are sensitive to

microstructure, fabrication method and porosity.

Radiation Effects — A fusion reactor blanket will be exposed to a severe

radiation environment. For projected blanket lifetimes corresponding to

10-20 MW-y/m2, the solid breeder material near the first wall could experience

a neutron fluence of up to 5 x 1027 n/mz and a lithium atom burnup of 20-30

percent. Additional damage will also be produced by the highly energetic

tritium and helium recoils produced by the n-Li reaction. It is important that

properties of the breeding material not be severely degraded by the radiation

damage. Of particular concern is the potential effect of radiation induced

sintering on the tritium release characteristics. With lithium burnup of
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several percent, the chemical composition of some of the solid breeder com-

pounds could change enough to alter their physical characteristics.

Fabrication — Methods for manufacturing solid lithium breeder compounds

have not been extensively developed. Because of the importance of micro-

structure, grain size and interconnected porosity to the tritium release

characteristics, processes to control these during manufacture are important.

Several of the candidate materials react with air, H2O, CO2 and other common

impurities. Techniques must be defined for proper handling of a blanket

module between manufacture and use to ensure that the desired characteristics

are maintained. Different materials will have different fabrication require-

ments which will impact the system economics. Although it appears that labora-

tory scale techniques are available for the candidate materials, extrapolation

to an industrial scale will require further development.

Activation Concerns — Neutron activation of the breeder material is an

important consideration because of afterheat generation and waste disposal

concerns. If the breeder material is to be recycled, activation could restrict

manual fabrication and severely impact cost. In addition to activation of the

primary constituents of the various materials, activation of impurities could

be important.

10.1.1.2 Candidate Solid Breeding Materials

A wide spectrum of lithium compounds have been proposed as candidate

breeding materials in the various fusion reactor system design studies con-

ducted during the past several years. ~ These materials can generally

be classified as binary ceramics, ternary ceramics, and binary intermetallic

compounds. Table 10-3 summarizes those compounds considered to offer the

most potential on the basis of tritium breeding capability and chemical

stability under anticipated operating conditions.

Tritium recovery from solid breeding materials has been identified as

a key consideration in the selection of the primary candidate breeding ma-

terials (see Sec. 10.3 for detailed analysis). Based only on the diffusion-

controlled tritium release characteristics, the estimated operating tempera-

ture limits for the candidate solid breeding materials are given in Table 10-4.

These results indicate that only the ceramics appear to have sufficient
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Table 10-3. Potential Tritium Breeding Materials Based on Tritium
Breeding and Chemical Stability Considerations

Breeder
M.P.
°C

Li Atom
Density
g/cm3 Stability Tritium Breeding

Li20

LiA102

Li2Si03

1700

1610

1200

10-16 Li^SiO^

Li.2Ti03

Li2Zr03

Li2Si

LiAl

Li7Pb2

1250

1550

1616

760

700

726

Li3Bi 1145

0.93

0.27

0.36

0.54

0.33

0.33

0.36

0.36

0.49

0.47

Significant vapor pressure
above 1200°C (sublimes).

Low vapor pressure ^ 14OOCC
a -»• Y phase transformation,

Reduced solidus O 1030cC)
if not stoichiometric.
Crystalline/amorphous trans-
formation.

Similar to Li2Si03.

Limited data.

Limited data.

Reduced solidus if not
stoichiometric. Reacts
vigorously with H20.

Reacts vigorously with H20.

Reduced solidus if not
stoichiometric. Reacts
vigorously with H2O.

Reduced solidus if not
stoichiometric. Reacts
vigorously with H2O.

Neutron multiplier not required
if breeding in inner blanket.

Neutron multiplier required.
eLl enrichment for most multi-
pliers.

Slightly better than LiA102.

Slightly better than Li2Si03.

Questionable breeding even with
very effective neutron multiplier.

Zr provides some neutron multi-
plication.

Neutron multiplier required.

Neutron multiplier required.

Excellent breeding since Pb
is an effective multiplier.

Excellent breeding since Bi
is an effective multiplier.



Table 10-4. Temperature Limits of Solid Breeders Based
on Diffusion-Controlled Tritium Release

Breeder T . (°C)a T (°C)
min max

Li20 410 910

LiA102 500 850

Li2Si03 420 610d

Li2Ti03 420 820

Li2Zr03 420 860

Li^Si 480 350

LiAl 300 310

Li7Pb2 320 330

Li3Bi ?20C 580d

Requires < 1 pm grain size; maximum tritium inventory of 1-2 kg from
diffusive holdup. Modest allowance for radiation-induced trapping of T.

Assumes significant radiation-induced sintering occurs above 0.6 T which
increases diffusion path. m

Estimated values based on data for similar materials.

Solidus temperature for nonstoichiometric compositions is much lower
than melting temperature of stoichiometric compound.

temperature ranges for adequate tritium release. Major limitations and con-

cerns for each of the candidate materials are summarized in Table 10-5.

Although LiyPb2 and Li3Bi are particularly attractive from a neutronics

viewpoint, the questionable tritium release characteristics and the compati-

bility concerns with water coolant prevent this material from being a

primary candidate. The maximum operating temperatures are considered to

be inadequate for a practical helium-cooled system.

The Li20 is generally considered to be an attractive candidate because:

of its high lithium atom density and its potential for breeding without the

aid of a neutron multiplier. The major questions regarding the viability

of Li20 as a breeding material relate to the thermodynamic equilibria with
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Table 10-5. Assessment of Candidate Solid Breeder Materials

Material Major Limitations

Li3Bi Low melting temperature not appropriate for
He coolant.

Reactive with H2O - safety.

Unacceptable tritium release.

LiAl, Li2Si Same as Li7Pb2«

Effective neutron multiplier required.

Li20 Unacceptable tritium release (thermodynamic)

Compatibility with structure.

Chemical stabil i ty (LiOH).

LiA102 Effective neutron multiplier required.

Triti'jm release uncertain (T,<j)t) .

Li2Si03 - Effective neutron multiplier required.

- Chemical and microstructural stabil i ty under
irradiation.

- Tritium release uncertain (T,<j>t) .

Li2Zr03 Similar to LiAlO2 except tritium release more
questionable (thermodynamic).

Li2Ti03 Similar to LiA102 except tritium breeding more
difficult (Ti).
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T20 and the impact on tritium inventory, to stability in the tritium pro-

cessing fluid and to compatibility with candidate structural materials.

Although the thermodynamic data base for the Li20-H20-Li0H system is not well

established, calculations given in Sec. 10.3 indicate that acceptable tritium

recovery may not be attainable because of the high tritium solubility for

projected operating conditions. The calculated equilibria must be experi-

mentally verified before Li20 can be eliminated from consideration solely

on this basis. Although limited data are available on the compatibility

of Li20 under conditions of interest, compatibility with the structural ma-

terials and stability in the tritium processing fluid are areas of much

concern.

The Japanese have reported severe corrosion of several structural ma-

terials by Li20 in short term (100 h) tests at temperatures above 800°C.

Preliminary compatibility tests conducted at Argonne National Laboratory

have also indicated extensive corrosion of Type 316 stainless steel, a

ferritic steel (HT-9) and Inconel 625 alloy after exposure to Li20 at 600°C

for ^ 2000 h. Although these results are preliminary and the purity

of all materials have not been well characterized, indications are that

corrosion may well be a serious problem. Additional effects produced by

compositional variations in Li20 that result from lithium burnup, e.g.,

LiOT formation, or by chemical interactions with the tritium-processing

fluid, may be even more critical. Also, stress-corrosion phenomena could

severely impact the integrity of the structural material.

(9)Weight loss data for Li20 exposed to helium with low moisture content

and predicted gas phase equilibria over Li20 at high temperature indicate

that considerable mass transfer of lithium in the tritium processing stream

may occur (see Appendix E). The weight-loss measurements on Li20 indicate

loss rates in excess of 1% per hour at temperatures of 1000°C. Primarily

on the basis of these three concerns, Li20 is not included as a primary

candidate for the breeding material in STARFIRE.

The four ternary ceramics listed in Table 10-5 are all potential candi-

dates and all will require use of a neutron multiplier. Except for tritium

breeding, LiA102 is considered the most favorable of these materials. The

Li2Zr03 has better breeding properties than the aluminate, but tritium

inventory is predicted to be larger and other materials properties are less
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well defined. The Li2TiO3 is similar to the aluminate, however, tritium

breeding will be more difficult because of poorer neutronic performance of

titanium. The Li2SiQ3 should provide a better breeding performance than LiA102

but compatibility and stability problems are of greater concern. The maximum

operating temperature will be less because of the lower melting temperature.

This limitation may be even more critical because of the nonstoichiometry that

results from lithium burnup. Another major concern expressed about the use

of the silicates is their well known tendency to form the amorphous (glass)

structure. Microstructural changes under irradiation could significantly

impact the tritium release characteristics.

Although considerable uncertainties exist in the materials data base

for the candidate breeding materials, LiA102 gives the greatest confidence

for successful operation and is selected as the reference material.

10.1.1.3 Data Base for Primary Candidate Materials

The data base for the candidate breeding materials is given in Appendix E.

Critical values for the primary candidates, viz., a- and y-LiAlOz are summarized

in this section. Most of the data have been obtained from materials handbooks

referenced in Appendix E; however, an excellent review of data for solid breeders
(9)

has been published by Johnson, et al. Table 10-6 summarizes the data base

for LiA102.

A low density (60%) sintered product of the a-LiAlO2 is selected for

the reference design to facilitate tritium recovery. The tailored micro-

structure (Fig. 10-2) with a bimodal pore distribution and a relatively

high porosity should tend to optimize the tritium (T20) migration to

the helium processing stream. As discussed in more detail in Sec. 10.3,

very small grain size (̂  1 ym or less) is essential because of the very low

tritium diffusivity. Since the kinetics of tritium migration will have such

a major impact on the tritium inventory in the solid breeder blanket, this

should be the dominant factor in establishing the desired structure. Pre-

liminary analyses conducted as part of- this effort (see Appendix E) provide

a basis for selecting the microstructure; however, additional effort is re-

quired for further optimization. Determination of desirable microstructures,

pore morphology, and porosity is of primary importance because critical
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Table 10-6. Materials Data Base for LiA102

Crystal Structure a

Y

Density, g/cm3 a

Y

Molecular Weight

ct-Y Transformation, °C

Melting Temperature, °C

Lithium Atom Density, g/cm3

Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion, "C""1

Heat Capacity, J/g«°K

Thermal Conductivity, w/m«°K

500 °C

800 °C

Rhombohedral

Tetragonal

3.4

2.56

65.92

^ 900

1610

0.27

12.4 x 10"6

1.6 (est.)

(60% dense)

4.7 (est.)

3.5 (est.)

Stability

T Diffusion Coefficient, cm2/s

500 °C

800°C

Chemical Compatibility

Tritium Breeding

Activation Products

Radiation Damage

Low vapor pressure < 1200°C
Appreciable vapor pressure

> 1400°C

5 x 10"17 (est.)

5 x 10"11 (est.)

Slightly soluble in hot water
Hygroscopic in air

Requires effective neutron
multiplier

26A1

Swelling/densification (?)
Tritium trapping
Radiation-induced sintering
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properties, such as thermal conductivity and effective density, strongly

impact design and neutronic performance. Also, radiation effects, such

as sintering, will be sensitive to the original microstructure.

The a-LiA102 is preferred over y~LiA102 primarily because of i ts higher

density (and hence, Li atom density) and because a-LiA102 is the stable

phase at the projected operating temperatures. Limited observations generally

indicate that the y-a transformation is very sluggish during thermal aging

at temperatures below 900°C; however, the kinetics will likely be enhanced

under irradiation. Because of the substantial density change, this trans-

formation is important. The relatively high porosity should accommodate

considerable volume change, however, any transformation might significantly

impact the grain structure and tritium release. One concern regarding the

use of a-LiAlC>2 relates to the limited sintering temperature (^ 900°C) to

avoid the y transformation. Pressure-assisted sintering or other sintering

aids, which may be necessary, will require farther development. The

proposed process for obtaining small grain size and desired porosity has
(12)

been developed at Argonne for the fuel cell program. Further development
(13}

work has shown that LiA102 can be fabricated with a bimodal pore distr i-

bution, i . e . , a small grain size and fine porosity within particles

(agglomerates) that are fairly coarse (^ 1 mm) with a much coarser porosity

between the particles. Additional information on fabrication of LiA102 is

given in Appendix E.

Although the data base for LiA102 is greater than for most of the other

candidate breeding materials, several properties are not well known. The

thermal conductivity has been estimated from data for similar ceramics

with allowances for porosity. The estimated temperature-dependent curve

for 60% dense LiA102 conforms to the conductivity shown in Fig. 10-3

for Li20 with ^ 90% theoretical density. Since the thermal conductivity is

sensitive to the microstructure, reliable data must be obtained on material

with the appropriate microstructure.

Since tritium diffusivity data are not available for LiA102, the

estimates given in Table 10-6 are based on hydrogen diffusivity in single
(14)crystal AI2O3. Data on polycrystalline material are not relevant for the

present analyses. The diffusivity of hydrogen in these types of ceramics are
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Figure 10-3, Thermal conductivities of oxides with effective densities given
in parentheses.

generally quite similar when considered in terms of temperature variations.

For example, single crystal AI2O3 and BeO have diffusivities of 1 5 x 10~11*

cm2/s at temperatures that differ by only about 75°C. Data for AI2O3 should

give a reasonable approximation for the present study.

Of the candidate ceramics considered, L1A102 * s probably the most stable

chemically. I t is slightly soluble in hot water and is moderately hygro-

scopic in air . Further studies on the stability under proposed conditions, i . e . ,

moist He with excess tritium or hydrogen, should be conducted. Although the

chemical energy release should be small in the event of a coolant leak into

the breeder, the high surface-to-volume ratio of the porous breeder could

lead to substantial pressure transients within the module if the high pressure

water leaks rapidly into the high temperature breeding zone.

Since very l i t t l e radiation damage data exist for LiAl02, the following

assessment is mostly qualitative. The major considerations are possible swelling

or densification, enhanced recrystallization or sintering caused by the radia-

tion, and trapping of tritium by defects or cavities. An important aspect of
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the radiation damage analysis relates to the effects of the high energy

tritium and helium with recoil ranges of <v 30 and >v< 4 um, respectively.

Swelling could occur as ? result of vacancy coalescence, gas generation,

or <X-Y transformation. In contrast to metals, helium is typically more

mobile than hydrogen in ceramic oxides. Therefore, if low tritium inven-

tories can be maintained, buildup of helium should not be excessive. The

relatively high porosity proposed should accommodate some swelling with little

impact on the structural containment. Some microcracking of the brittle

ceramic may occur and must be accommodated in the design.

Recrystallization or sintering are believed to be extremely important

since they may have a substantial effect on the tritium release character-

istics (see Sec. 10.3). Thermal sintering characteristics of ceramic oxides

are generally quite consistent, with significant sintering at ^ 0.8 T

(absolute melting temperature). However, enhanced sintering ha3 been observed

and is generally expected in a radiation environment. Since the high energy

(MeV) tritium and helium recoils have ranges much greater than the proposed

grain size, considerable ion-induced damage and intergranular sputtering

are expected. The small grain size and fine pore structure desired for

tritium release is probably more susceptible to radiation-induced sintering

than a more coarse structure. Estimates of the radiation-induced sintering

characteristics are based on observed data for mixed oxide fission reactor

fuels that undergo fission product damage. Significant restructuring

typically occurs at <\» 0.6 T . For the present study a maximum temperature of

0.6 T or •v 850°C is recommended for LiA102» Experimental verification is

required for the appropriate microstructures and for conditions of target

lithium atom burnups since stoichiometric changes and chemical interactions

(excess T) may produce enhanced synergistic effects.

Radiation-induced trapping of hydrogen at defects has been observed in

many materials and is predicted to occur in the LiAlO2 and other candidate

breeding materials. Probably the most pertinent data base for assessing this

effect is the surface effects studies conducted as part of the fusion materials

development program. The high energy deuterium and helium implant studies

(see Refs. 15 and 16) have indicated substantial trapping of the light ions

in surface regions. Trapping efficiencies as high as 50 at % have been

observed in the surface regions of several materials. The mechanisms
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and effeccs observed in these studies are similar in many ways to the condi-

tions anticipated in the blanket region. Although further analyses and ex-

periments are needed for a more accurate assessment, radiation-induced

tritium trapping may increase the diffusive holdup (see Sec. 10.3) by at

least a factor of 10 and possibly as much as a few atomic percent tritium

in the ceramic.

The thermochemical data for the l^Q-ceramic oxide systems are summarized

in Sec. 10.3, Since complete data for the relevant phase equilibria do not

exist, calculations based on ideal solution behavior have been used to esti-

mate equilibrium tritium concentrations in the breeder materials as a function

of T2O pressure.

The neutronic data are summarized in Sec. 10.4 with the neutronics

analysis.

10.1.2 Coolant Selection

The choice of coolant has a major impact on the selection of other

blanket materials, e.g., the structural material, and upon the operating

parameters of the reactor system. In all previous reactor studies only

four types of coolants have been evaluated extensively, viz., lithium, helium,

water and molten salts. Reference 1, which presents a review of those four

blanker, coolants, has been used as a basis for the assessment of the candidate

coolants and the selection of the reference coolant for STARFIRE. Additional

information is included in the STARFIRE Interim report and in Appendix E.

Since the choice of coolant also impacts the energy conversion system, stiielding

maintenance and repair., tritium systems, and reactor building design,

important implications relevant to these systems are discussed in their re-

spective chapters. This section focuses on the blanket implications and

summarizes the important criteria for the selection of candidate coolants,

the coolants considered for STARFIRE, and the important properties of the

primary candidate materials.

10.1.2.1 Selection Criteria for Coolant

Several important criteria must be considered in the selection of the

coolant for a fusion reactor blanket. The criteria evaluated in the present

study are summarized in Table 10-7. Each type of coolant has characteristic
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Table 10-7. Considerations for Selection of Coolant

Physical Properties

- operating temperature limits (T , T . , AT)r , max min
- operating pressure
- heat capacity
- thermal conductivity
- electrical conductivity

Thermal-Hydraulic Characteristics

- heat transfer coefficient
- heat flux limits
- velocity requirements
- pumping power requirements

- containment difficulty

Neutronic and Radiation Properties

- neutron moderating properties

- induced radioactivity
- shielding characteristics
- neutron absorption properties (breeding)
- radiolytic decomposition

Chemical Compatibility

- reactivity with environment

- compatibility with reactor materials

Tritium Considerations

- tritium solubility and activity

- processing difficulty

Magnetic Interactions

- magneto-hydrodynamic effects

Economics and Resources

- cost

- resources and availability

Maintenance and Repair

- cleanup of spills
- damage from breach of containment
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compatibility problems with other blanket materials and a limited range of

acceptable operating temperatures.

Since liquid lithium was not included as a candidate breeding material

in the STARFIRE design, liquid metals were not considered for the coolant.

It makes little sense to use lithium as the coolant without also using it

as the breeding material. Although molten salts have some advantages

compared to water as a reactor coolant, primarily low pressure operation, the

disadvantages generally outweigh the advantages. Hence, molten salts were

not seriously considered for the STARFIRE design. Pressurized water and helium

remain as the primary candidates. The relative merits of H20 and D20 were

evaluated in some detail. Although steam and boiling water possess some

attractive features, the apparent advantages of these systems were not suffi-

cient to include them as primary candidates in the present study. In general,

the comparative analyses presented in this section for the choice of coolant

are qualitative. More quantitative support is contained in the following

sections on neutrcnics, thermal hydraulics, tritium recovery and mechanical

design.

10.1.2.2 Helium Coolant

Helium has been used as a fission reactor coolant and has been proposed

as a candidate fusion reactor coolant. The major incentive for the use of

helium is the inherent safety associated with its being chemically inert.

Also, helium does not interact significantly with the magnetic field (MHD

effects) and it does not produce any significant radioactivity. Key problem

areas related to the use of helium as a coolant include the relatively high

temperature requirements for acceptable energy conversion efficiencies, the

possible leakage of helium into the plasma chamber, relatively low first-wall

heat flux limits, significant pumping power requirements, and the relatively large

manifolds required. The properties of helium are well documented in handbooks

and fission reactor studies, and therefore, are not reproduced here in detail.

Table 10-8 summarizes the ranges of operating parameters typically considered

for fusion reactor first-wall/blanket applications.
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Table 10-8. Typical Helium Operating Parameters

Pressure: 5-10 MFa

Maximum Temperature: 500-1000°C

Coolant Velocity: 30-100 m/s

Film AT: 100-250°C

C (5 MPa): 5.2 J/g«°K

Table 10-9 summarizes the. generic favorable and unfavorable characteris-

tics of helium coolant. Since high helium temperatures are required to permit

efficient energy conversion, high temperature structural materials are

generally required. Coolant outlet temperatures of 600-800°C have been pro-

posed in most helium-cooled power reactor designs. Nickel-base alloys are

generally proposed for the structural material in helium-cooled designs be-

cause of their high temperature properties. However, as discussed in

Sec. 10.1.3, the predicted radiation damage resistance of these alloys does

not appear to be adequate for acceptable blanket lifetime. At present,

structural material limitations are believed to limit the maximum outlet

temperature to •v 500°C. This restriction severely compromises many of the

advantages of helium coolant.

Experience in helium-cooled fission reactors and other high pressure

helium systems has demonstrated the difficulty in containment of high pressure

helium in complex elevated-temperature systems. It is questionable whether

high pressure helium can be adequately contained in the complex geometries

required and under the severe conditions encountered within the vacuum chamber

of a fusion reactor. Proposed tube-type' ' and cannister^19^ first wall de-

signs typically require in excess of 50,000 to 100,000 pressure-tight welds in

the vacuum chamber. Leak rates as high as the helium-generation rate in the

plasma ('v* 50 cm3/s STP) would substantially impact the plasma performance

and the impurity control system. There is generally a tradeoff between

pumping power and first-wall heat flux. Previous analyses have indicated

that surface heat fluxes in excess of 0.5 MW/m2 are difficult to accommodate

without excessive structural material temperatures or relatively high pumping

power.
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Table 10-9. Assessment of Helium as Coolant for STARFIRE

Unfavorable Favorable Characteristic

X

X

X

X

X

Leakage and leak detection in first wall

Difficult shielding (larg,e penetrations)

Large manifolds and ducts

Chemical reactivity

Low first-wall load limit

Requires high coolant outlet (structure)
temperature

Relatively easy cleanup of leak

Relatively high pressure

Magnetic interaction (MHD)

High pumping power

Potential for tritium processing

Poor heat transfer coefficient

Compatible with conventional struc-
tural materials

High coolant velocity to enhance heat
transfer

Existing technology base

Low thermal inertia (heat capacity)

Because of the large duct size typically required for helium and the

fact that helium does not significantly attenuate neutrons, shielding is a

major problem for helium-cooled systems. The large ducts that must pass

between the magnets create serious neutron streaming problems. Also, economic

penalties occur because of the lack of attenuation in the inner blanket that

results from relatively large helium coolant channels and manifolds.

10.1.2.3 Pressurized H?0

Pressurized water is an attractive coolant because of its good thermal-

hydraulic properties. The major problems associated with water coolant
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to i ts high operating pressure, low operating temperature, reactivity

vtth some candidate breeding materials and difficult tritium extraction.

Water has a high heat capacity (4.46 J/g«°K) and a density of ^ 0.95 g/cm3

for the conditions of interest. Tha critical temperature is 374°C with a

critical pressure of 20.4 MPa. The equilibrium pressure at 32O°C is 10.4 MPa.

Typical operating pressures in pressurized water fission reactors are

•v 14 MPa with maximum temperatures of •v 320°C. This provides an overpressure

equivalent to ^ 23°C. With a 32QQC maximum coolant temperature, the efficiency

of the energy conversion system is limited theoretically to ^ 36%. However,

problems associated with higher pressure usually outweigh the benefits of the

modest efficiency improvements attainable at higher temperatures.

Water reacts vigorously with lithium at elevated temperatures and to a

lesser degree with the intermetallic lithium compounds considered for the

bteeding materials. For this reason concepts incorporating pressurized vfater

in blankets with intermetallic lithium compound breeding materials are probably

not viable. The chemical reactivity of water with the candidate ceramic

bteeding materials is much less, and therefore, not considered prohibitive.

The major concern involves pressure transients that could arise from injection

of pressurized water into the high temperature porous ceramic in the event

of a coolant tube leak.

Tritium recovery from water is very difficult and expensive. Therefore,

ttitium migration into the coolant from the vacuum chamber or the breeding

zone, should be minimized. Characteristic oxide films formed on coolant

channel walls tend to provide excellent tritium barriers. Analyses of this

ptoblem are presented in Chap. 14.

Water also serves as an efficient neutron moderator. This is particu-

larly detrimental for systems which require a neutron multiplier since a

high energy neutron spectrum typically provides much better neutron multi-

plication. For this reason the amount of water in the first wall should be

Tniniirdzed. Quantitative analyses are presented in Sec. 10.4.

10.1.2.4 Pressurized D?0

In most respects D2O is similar to H2O as a coolant. The primary

differences relate to the neutronics performance and tritium recovery. As
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discussed in more detail in Sec. 10.4, the degraded moderating properties

of D2O relative to H2O result in significantly better tritium-breeding

performance. Also, since deuterium is a fuel component, the degree of

isotopic separation required in the recovery of tritium from the coolant

is reduced for the case of D20.

The major disadvantage of D20 relative to H2O relates to cost. The

estimated cost of D20 is ̂  200 $/kg. For the total inventory required and

the anticipated makeup, the economic penalties associated with the use of a

coolant appear to be excessive.

10.1.2.5 Reference Coolant

Pressurized H20 is selected as the reference coolant for STARFIRE.

Further justification for this choice is given in the following sections.

Important advantages associated with the choice of water coolant include:

(1) the operating temperature is compatible with both the breeding material

and the structure, (2) the neutronics performance appears to be acceptable,

(3) first-wall heat fluxes can be accommodated, (4) manifold sizes are

tolerable, and (5) the recirculating power is minimal. The major penalty

associated with the pressurized water system is the limited energy con-

version efficiency attainable. The primary safety concern relates to the

pressure transients that arise in the event of a coolant leak into the

breeding zone.

10.1.3 Structural Materials

The structural materials for the STARFIRE first-wall/blanket must main-

tain their mechanical integrity and dimensional stability for adequate life-

times under the severe radiation, thermal, chemical and stress conditions

imposed in a fusion reactor environment. The candidate materials must be

resistant to radiation damage, capable of elevated temperature operation,

compatible with other blanket materials, and capable of withstanding high

surface heat fluxes. In addition, the structural material should have

adequate resources and be readily fabricable. The selection of the reference

structural material for STARFIRE is strongly influenced by the choice of

brepding material and coolant, both of which impact the reactor operating

characteristics. The goal lifetime for the first wall/blanket is 6 years,
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which corresponds to an average integrated neutron wall loading of ^ 16 MW/m2

(see Sec. 10.5 for lifetime evaluation). This section summarizes the important

criteria for the selection of candidate structural materials, the structural

materials considered for STARFIRE, and the key properties of the primary

candidate alloys. Reference 1 is used as a basis for the present analysis

and additional materials properties data are presented in Appendix E.

10.1.3.1 Selection Criteria for the Structural Material

A large number of materials properties and operating parameters influence

the selection of the structural material. Key properties include physical,

mechanical, chemical and neutronic properties. Key parameters include

operating temperatures, heat fluxes, lifetime neutron fluences, and stress

requirements. Table 10-10 lists the critical properties of the structural

materials that have been used in the assessment of candidate materials.

A low coefficient of thermal expansion, a high thermal conductivity, an^

a low elastic modulus are important physical property characteristics that

are required to minimize the temperature and stress gradients. A high heat

capacity will help minimize the temperature gradient during thermal shock

conditions. High strength materials are desirable since the allowable stresses

are based upon the tensile and creep strength of the materials. A high

ductility is desirable to accommodate strain transients during off-normal

conditions. A high degree of radiation swelling and creep can produce

dimensional changes that interfere with normal operation or can lead to

component failure. Fatigue and crack growth, which can lead to failure,

are largely dependent upon design and the reactor operational cycle. A

cyclic mode of operation that imposes a large cyclic stre:;s could result

in r. premature failure compared with a continuous mode of operation.

10.1.3.2 Candidate Structural Materials

A number of potential structural materials have been surveyed for

STARFIRE. Six classes of materials which have been considered in some detail

include austenitic stainless steels, ferritic stainless steels, nickel alloys,

titanium alloys, vanadium alloys, and niobium alloys. Aluminum alloys were

not considered because of their low operating temperatures, and molybdenum

alloys were not considered primarily because of difficulties in fabrication.
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Table 10-10. Desirable Characteristics of Structural Materials

Property
Primary
Variables'

Desirable
Value Purpose

Thermal Conduc-
tivity

Thermal Expansion

Young's Modulus

Specific Heat

Yield Strength

Ultimate Tensile
Strength

Uniform Elongation

io;al Elongation

T

T

T

T

T,<t>t

T,*t

T,4»t

T,*t

High

Low

Low

High

High

High

High

High

Swelling Low

Creep

Fatigue

Crack Growth

Corrosion

Stress Corrosion
Cracking

Neutron Cross
Sections

T,<|>t,a9<t>

T,<)>t,Aa,Ae,f

T,(|>t,Ak,f

T,*,ift,Ch

T,(|),(()t,Ch,Ak,f

<j)t

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Minimize thermal gradients
and thermal stress

Minimize effect of thermal
shock

Maximize allowable stress

Maximize ability to withstand
off-normal events (e.g.,
plasma dump, magnetically
induced torques)

Minimize dimensional changes
and physical property changes

Minimize dimensional changes,
avoid catastrophic failure

Avoid catastrophic failure

Avoid wall thinning and
coolant channel plugging

Avoid catastrophic failure

Minimize alloy compositional
changes and reduce activa-
tion

T = temperature, cf> = neutron flux, c(>t = neutron fluence, a = stress, Aa =
change in stress during operational cycle, Ae = change in strain during
operational cycle> Ak = change in stress intensity during operational
cycle, f = operational cycle frequency, Ch s chemical composition.
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Table 10-11 summarizes the primary favorable and unfavorable char-

acteristic properties of each class of structural alloys. Since the STARFI'RE

blanket design focuses on the use of solid tritium breeding materials, this

constraint and the choice of water coolant ai:e key considerations in the

assessment of the candidate structural materials. Another important parameter

is the steady state operating scenario proposed for STARFIRE.

Vanadium and niobium alloys offer several potential advantages as struc-

tural materials. They maintain their mechanical properties at high operating

temperatures (> 650°C) and typically exhibit low thermal stresses during

operation. Vanadium alloys have been shown to be the most resistant to

radiation damage of all alloys tested to data and they produce no long-lived

activation products. Unfortunately, both alloy systems are susceptible to

severe oxidation at elevated temperatures, and thoy are not compatible with

either high temperature water or helium coolants. Therefore, they are not

considered uo be viable candidates for the iiTARFIRE reference design.

The major concerns relating to the use of titanium-base alloys are

compatibility with the hydrogen (DT) environment, creep strength at elevated

temperatures, and radiation damage effects. Titanium alloys have a high

permeability for hydrogen and recent data indicate that oxide and nitride

surface films are not effective hydrogen barriers. Permeation rates

of tritium from the plasma chamber into the water coolant appear to be

excessive for conditions of interest. Titanium and zirconium alloys are

known to be particularly susceptible to hydrogen embritClement under certain

conditions. The equilibrium tritium concentrations in titanium are in excess

of 1000 wppm at pressures of ^ 10"1 Pa and temperatures below 300°c/ ' The

common titanium-base alloys generally exhibit a sharp decrease in creep

strength at ^ 450-500°C. Since the available data on radiation effects is

very limited, i t is difficult to assess the performance and limitations of

titanium alloys in a radiation environment. Enhanced precipitation with

the formation of planar defect structures has been observed in stressed t i -
(22)tanium alloys under fission-reactor irradiation. While titanium alloys

are readily fabricable, welding must be done ill an inert environment and post-

weld stress relieving is recommended for certain applications. Titanium alloys

can be used with helium and water coolants, however, the operating temperatures

for the helium and water coolants will be limited by the kinetics of the
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Table 10-11. Potential SrructuraJ Materials

Material Class Alloys Principal Advantages Principal Disadvantages

Austenitic Stainless 316, 20% CW
Steel

PCA

Large data base

Fabrication experience

Low swelling

High irradiated ductility

Poor thermophysical properties

Large swelling

Poor thermcphysical properties

Ferritic Stainless
Steels

HT-9

9Cr-lMo

Large unirradiated data base

Low swelling and creep

Ferromagnetic

DBTT increased by irradiation

o Titanium Alloys Ti-64

Ti-6242

Ti-5621

Fabrication experience

Potentially low activation

Lack of irradiation data base

Hydrogen embrittlement

Nickel Alloys Inconel 625

PE-16

Inconel 718

Low swelling and creep

High temperature capability

High activation

Susceptible to radiation
embrittlement

Vanadium Alloys V-15Cr-5Ti Radiation resistant

V-10Cr-3Ti High temperature operation

Low activation

Little fabrication experience

Not compatible with H2O or
He coolants

Niobium Alloys Nb-lZr

FS-85

Cb-753

High temperature operation

Desirable thermophysical properties

Little fabrication experience

Not compatible with H20 or
He coolants



oxidation mechanisms. Titanium is also compatible with high-purity lithium.

However, certain alloying elements in candidate alloys, e.g., Al and Sn, are

highly soluble in lithium and may substantially affect the compatibility.

Although no data are available on the compatibility of titanium alloys with

Li7Pb2 and Li^O, compatibility with the stoichiometric compounds is probably

satisfactory at relatively low temperatures of interest for water coolants.

However, decomposition of the lithium compounds may lead to compatibility

problems. Further studies are required to assess the importance of these

compatibility problems. Because of these limitations, titanium alloys are not

included as primary candidates for the STARFIRE structural material.

High nickel alloys generally exhibit better high temperature strength

than either the austenitic or ferritic stainless steels. They are also more

resistant to radiation swelling and tend to exhibit low radiation creep rates.

The major concern of nickel alloys relates to the effect of radiation on

ductility. Helium will be gcncraL-d in large amounts in nickel exposed co

a fusion neutron spectrum, and the presence of helium will lead to embrittle-
(23)

ment at temperatures > 600°C. In addition, nickel alloys are particularly

prone to loss of ductility due to thermal aging and to low-temperature radia-
(24)

tion-hardening embrittlement. ' The net result of the radiation embrittle-

ment is to reduce the permissible operating temperatures and allowable stresses

that were possible with unirradiated material, and therefore, to eliminate

their primary advantage over the stainless f.eels. Irradiation of nickel

will also result in the formation of long lived activation products. Nickel

alloys have, therefore, also been eliminated as reference structural materials

primarily on the basis of their predicted radiation performance.

Austenitic stainless steels and ferritic steels are selected as the

primary candidate structural materials for STARFIRE. For the steady-state

operation proposed for STARFIRE and for the relatively low operating tempera-

tures characteristic of a water-cooled system, an advanced austenitic stainless

steel should provide acceptable performance. The titanium modified austenitic

stainless steel, designated as the prime candidate alloy (PCA) in the Magnetic

Fusion Energy Alloy Development Program, is selected as the reference alloy.

A stabilized ferritic steel is proposed as the alternate structural material
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for STARFIRE. The materials data base for thest two primary candidate alloys

are summarized in the following section and additional data are presented in

Appendix E.

10.1.3.3 Data Base for Primary Candidate Structural Materials

Austenitic stainless steels are the best characterized of all of the

candidate structural materials and are probably the easiest to fabricate. The

20% cold-worked Type 316 stainless steel is generally regarded as the reference

alloy in this class. The primary disadvantages of this alloy are its rela-

tively high swelling rates and elevated temperature embrittlement after fission

reactor irradiation, and its relatively poor physical properties that can lead

to excessive thermal stresses. In an effort Lo reduce swelling and embrittle-

ment, a titanium modified austenitic stainless steel, designated PCA, has been

developed. The reduced swelling of PCA ma'-.es it preferable to Type 316 stain-

less steel; however, the tuerinophysical ami unirradiaied mechanical properties

are essentially the same. The thermal stress problem associated with austenitic

steels is less critical for STARFIRE because it will operate in a continuous

rather than a cyclic mode, thereby reducing the fatigue and crack growth effects.

Except for the radiation effects, the data base for the PCA alloy is derived

from Type 316 stainless steel. Ferritic steels, or more precisely martensitic

steels, have been studied in recent years and were found to exhibit both low

swelling and low irradiation creep. Their thermophysical properties are

superior to those of austenitic stainless steel, which would result in a lower

thermal stress under the same operating conditions. The principal concerns

of the ferritic steels are their magnetic properties, difficult welding char-

acteristics, and relatively high ductile-to-brittle transition temperature

(DBTT). These alloys are ferromagnetic, and as such, ĉ uld strongly interact

with the large magnetic fields in STARFIRE. However, preliminary experiments

indicate that these materials saturate in a high magnetic field and may not
(25)

adversely affect plasma performance. The data base used for evaluation

of the ferritic steels is derived primarily from the Sandvic HT-9 alloy, al-

though a modified 9Cr-lMo alloy developed in the breeder program is a potential

candidate.
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Table 10-12 gives the nominal compositions of the PCA alloy and the

HT-9 alloy. Representative values of selected thermal, physical, and elastic

properties of these alloys obtained from handbooks are summarized in Table

10-13. Additional property data for these alloys are given in Appendix E,

Fabrication - Type 316 stainless steel, in common with virtually all of

the 300 series austenitic stainless steels, possesses excellent formability

and fabricability characteristics. Weldability is excellent by all of the

fusion welding processes. For the 20% CW 316 SS it is probably prudent to

try to design the first wall such that the weld zones, which will respond

differently than the cold-worked matrix to neutron irradiation, are not

exposed to the highest neutron fiances. The ferritic alloys have a micro-

structure consisting of tempered martensite. Typical heat treatments involve

austenitizing at 1050°C for one hour followed by either air cooling or oil

quenching; tempering is usually carried out at 600° to 750°C for one hour

followed bv air cooling. Fvisirvr- •uflding of the Cr-Mo-V steels it; rated as

difficult because of a tendency toward cracking in the weld heat-affected-

zones. This is the result of the formation of hardened martensite in both

the fusion and heat-affected zones due to the very rapid cooling which follows

the welding process. To minimize this tendency it is generally necessary to

preheat the weld zone areas to 200-400°C and to provide a final postweld heat

treatment at about 650-700°C.

Mechanical Properties - The mechanical strengths of PCA (20% cold-worked

316) and HT-9 are compared in Fig. 10-4 in terms of the allowable stress
(26 27)

intensity, S . ' At low temperatures, S is 1/3 of the ultimate tensile

strength, while at high temperatures, S is 2/3 of the 100,000 h creep-

rupture stress. (See Sec. 10.6 for additional information on S .) Overall,

Table 10-12. Nominal Composition of PCA Alloy and HT-9 Alloy

PCA 65Fe-14Cr-l6Ni-2Mo-0.3Ti-0.5Si-0.05C

HT-9 85Fe-12Cr-lMo-0.5W-0.3V-0.20C
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Table 10-13. Selected Properties of Type 316 Stainless Steel and
Type HT-C' Ferritic Steel

Property

Melting Temperature, °C

Density, g/cm3

Poisson!s Ratio - 400°C

Young's Modulus (GPa)

- 20qC
- 4Q0°C

Heat Capacity (J/kg»°K)

- 20°C
- 400°C

Mean The'npal Fvna.ijJnn i'°r~- x lQ'^i

- 20-1008C
- 20-400°C

Thermal Conductivity (W/m-°K)

- 20°C
- 400°C

316

•x. 1430

7.97

0.294

193
167

465
560

15.6
17.7

18
19.5

HT-9

1427/1482

7.75

0.265

200
175

490
680

10.6
11.3

•x. 2 9
•x. 29

Thermal Stress Figure of Merit"

- 400°C 0.220 0.105

Electrical Resistivity (10~6 R-cm)

- 20°C 78
- 400°C 97 -\i 90

Corrosion in Water, ym/y 0.5 2

a _ qE
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300

ALLOWABLE STRESS INTENSITY

600

Figure 10-4. Allowable 300,000-hr design stress intensity (S^) for HT-9 and
Type 316 stainless steel based on ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code Case N47 for elevated temperature service.

PCA is marginally stronger than HT-9. Both materials show a slowly decreasing

strength with temperatures up to ^ 550°C, at which point the creep strength

decreases rapidly. For the operating temperatures in STARFIRE (< 450°C),

both materials have adequate strength properties. The limited data available

on the fatigue and crack growth properties of ferritic steels indicate that

they are similar to those of austenitic stainless steels. Under the same

operating conditions, fatigue and crack growth problems are expected to be

more severe in PCA than HT-9 because of the significant differences in thermo-

physical properties. However, since STARFIRE operates in a continuous mode,

fatigue and crack growth should not pose major problems for either material.

Additional mechanical property data are given in Appendix E.

Compatibility - Since pressurized water has been selected as the coolant

for STARFIRE, compatibility of the structural material with water is an

important requirement. The corrosion rates of steels in water depend upon

the purity of the water, in particular the oxygen content. The oxygen
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concentration in pressurized water systems is generally controlled by an

overpressure of hydrogen. Nominal corrosion rates for austenitic and

ferritic steels in high purity water are given in Table 10-13. These corro-

sion rates are sufficiently low that the structural integrity of the alloys

is not significantly affected. The major concern relates to radioactive

mass transport. Since this is primarily a safety concern, a detailfd dis-

cussion of the relevant data is presented in Sec. 21,7.

The major compatibility problem concerning the mechanical integrity of

the structure relates to the susceptibility of austenitic stainless steels

to stress corrosion cracking. Again water chemistry is a key factor in

avoiding this problem. The ferritic steels are less susceptible to stress

corrosion cracking than the austenitic stainless steels.

Radiation Effects - The radiation effects on structural materials that

are of primary interest for STARFIRE are swelling, creep, and loss of ductility.

Since the strength properties, viz., ultimate and yield strength, of these

two alloys are affected only modestly by neutron irradiation, unirradiated

values are used for the present study. Swelling and creep can produce di-

mensional changes during operation, while the loss of ductility will limit

the temperatures of operatici and the ability of the structural material to

withstand off-normal events. Swelling in Type 316 stainless steel is con-
(9fi 9ft)

siderably higher than has been observed in ferritic steels. ' Recently,

new austenitic alloys, such as PCA, have been developed which show improved
(29)

resistance to swelling. Figure 10-5 compares the swelling in 20% cold

worked Type 316 stainless steel, PCA, and HT-9 for fast reactor conditions.

The swelling in PCA is assumed to be one-tenth of the swelling in Type 316

stainless steel. The additional helium generated by the 14 MeV neutrons is

expected to influence the swelling. Experiments conducted in the Oak Ridge

National Laboratory's High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR), where high con-

centrations of helium are generated in austenitic stainless steel, indicate

that swelling is increased over EBR-II irradiations, and swelling above 0.5 T
(30) m

ijs much higher due to gas driven swelling. However, at temperatures below

0.5 T , high helium production has a minimal effect in 20% cold-worked Type

316 stainless steel because the dislocations provide effective nucleation

sites for helium bubbles. Therefore, the low swelling rates in PCA and HT-9

coupled with operating temperatures considerably below 0.5 T suggests that

the total swelling should be low in STARFIRE.
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Figure 10-5. Temperature dependent swelling response of austenitic and fer-
ritic steels as a function of temperature.

Irradiation creep will produce dimensional changes at temperatures where

thermal creep is insignificant. The assumed in-reactor creep for PCA and

HT-9 are shown in Fig. 10-6 for a constant stress level of 100 MPa and a

reactor fluence of 50 dpa. 6' 3 1 ) The radiation creep in PCA is similar to

that of Type 316 stainless steel except that the creep rate has been reduced

in the range of 5OO-6OO°C to account for the reduced swelling in PCA. At

temperatures < 400°C, HT-9 exhibits significantly lower radiation creep than

PCA. The influence of swelling and creep on component lifetime are discussed

in Sec. 10.6,

Radiation can reduce the ductility of structural materials m several

ways. Radiation hardening can reduce the ductility by forcing plastic strain

to occur in highly localized regions (channel fracture). In bcc metals,

radiation can cause an increase in the DBTT such that brittle fracture is

possible above room temperature. Finally, helium produced during irradiation

can form into bubbles along grain boundaries, which results in greatly reduced
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Figure 10-6. Temperature dependent in-reactor creep properties for PCA and
HT-9.

ductility at temperatures Z. 0.5 T . All of these erabrittlement mechanisms

can result in restricted operation of the structural material. The DBTT of

HT-9 has been observed to increase to 100-150sC with irradiation, which means

that this material may not be capable of withstanding impact type loads at

lower temperatures. The loss of ductility in 20% cold worked Type 316 stainless

steel due to irradiation can be severe, particularly at high helium concen-
(33)

trations, as shown in Fig. 10-7. The low ductility will restrict operation

to temperatures <. 500°C. Both HT-9 and PCA are expected to exhibit greater

ductility after irradiation than Type 316 stainless steel, but their ductility

will also be significantly reduced. The degree of ductility required for safe

operation is open to question, but a uniform elongation of 0.5 to 1.0% is

generally regarded as the minimum necessary.
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Figure 10-7. Uniform elongation of 20% cold-worked 316 stainless steel after
irradiation.

10.1.4 Neutron Multipliers

Aside from its neutronic properties, the neutron multiplier should be

capable of transmitting heat efficiently to the structural material and

coolant, should not be significantly altered by irradiation, and should be

compatible with the surrounding materials. Since the STARFIRE design empha-

sizes the use of solid breeding materials, it is also desirable for the neu-

tron multiplier to remain in the solid state during operation. Therefore,

a reasonably high melting point is also required. In general, the mechanical

property requirements are minimal, since the multiplier will be completely

supported by the structural material. Rather, the properties of the multi-

plier should be tailored such that the induced stresses in the structural

material are minimized. A summary of the desirable characteristics for the •

neutron multipliers is shown in Table 10-14.
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Table 10-14. Desirable Characteristics for Neutron Multipliers

Property Desirable Value Purpose

Thermal Conductivity

Thermal Expansion

Specific Heat

Density

Tensile Properties

Swelling

Corrosion

Transmutat ions

High

Similar to or less
than structural
material

High

Low

High

Low

Low

Low

Reduce thermal gradients
and internal stress

Minimize stress in struc-
tural material

Reduce temperature ex-
cursions during accidents

Minimize load carried by
structural material

•Support own weight

Minimize dimensional
changes and stresc on
structural material

Minimize chemical inter-
action with structural
material

Reduce changes in neu-
tronics and reduce gas
production

Neutronically, the elements Be, Bi, Pb, Zr and their combinations

would be acceptable for the neutron multiplier concept of STARF1RE. A list

of the candidate multiplier materials along with their relevant thermo-

physical properties is shown in Table 10-15. A more complete set or property

values along with their sources is given in Appendix E. Both Pb and Bi, as

well as PbBi alloys have low melting points which are not consistent with the

STARFIRE design concept of a solid blanket, and therefore, are not considered

prime candidates. However, this do*_s not imply that these materials are

unacceptable for other design concepts. If these materials were to be employed

in the liquid state, the primary consideration would be their compatibility with

the. structural material. Austenitic stainless steels exhibit poor corrosion

resistance to liquid Pb and Bi at temperatures of <\, 500°c/33^ Ferritic stain-

less steels have a greater resistance to corrosion, and the refractory metals,
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Table 10-15. Properties of Candidate Neutron Multipliers

Material

Be

BeO

Pb

PbO

Bi

Zv

Zr5Pb3

PbBi

Density
(g/cm3)

1.8

3.0

11.3

9.5

9.8

6.5

3 9

10.5

Specific
Heata

(j/kg K)

1923

1042

127

209

56.4

275

220

125

Thermal
Conductivity
(w/m°K)

188

200

35

2.8

6.0

21

21

10

Thermal
Expansion
x lO"6 (°C)

13

8

29

50

13

6

20

27

Melting Point

(°c)

1284

2520

327

888

271

1852

^ 1400

125

25°C

Mo, Nb, Ta, and fo, all have good corrosion resistance to ̂  800CC. The poor

corrosion resistance of austenitic stainless steels is due to the high solu-

bility of nickel in liquid Pb and Bi. ; Since chromium has a higher solu-

bility in liquid Pb and Bi than iron, low alloy steels exhibit less corrosion

than chromium stainless steels. Corrosion in ferritic alloys can be inhibited

to varying degrees by small additions of zirconium or titanium to the liquid
(34)

metals. It is unlikely that austenitic stainless steels could be used in

direct contact with these liquid metals, because of the corrosion problems.

Lead oxide is eliminated from further consideration because of its ex-

tremely poor thermal conductivity and high coefficient of thermal expansion.

This combination of properties would result in high temperature gradients

and thermal stresses. It is also possible that the large thermal expansion

would create high stresses in the structural material. Beryllium oxide, and
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zirconium, although having acceptable thermophysical properties, are only

marginally acceptable neutronically (see Sec. 10.4 for neutronic considera-

tions) , and have also been eliminated as prime candidates.

The remaining materials, Be, and Zr5Pb3, have acceptable thermophysical

and neutronic properties. Beryllium is particularly appealing because i t

combines the lowest density with the highest specific heat and thermal con-

ductivity of the candidate materials. Litt le is known about the properties

of ZrsPbs, and it should be noted that the thermophysical properties shown

in Table 10-15 are only estimated. It has been included because i t offers

greater neutron multiplication than pure zirconium and a significantly higher

melting point than pure lead. Properties of these two primary candidates

are discussed in more detail below.

10.1.A.I Beryllium

The physical and mechanical properties of pure beryllium are well known

because of its application in the aerospace and nuclear industries. Beryllium

products can be produced in the hot pressed, rolled, extruded, or wrought

conditions. The tensile properties of wrought beryllium at 538°C compare

favorably with annealed Type 116 stainless steel, but the thermal cresp rate

of beryllium is significantly higher than the creep rate of Type 316 stainless

steel. The mechanical properties of beryllium depend upon the impurity

concentration, grain size, and surface finish, and, in general, the most

favorable properties are obtained with the purest material with the smallest

grain size. Beryllium also exhibits a ductile-brittle transition temperature
(36}

which depends upon the grain size and can reach as high as 200°C. See

Appendix E for further information on the properties of beryllium.

The impurities which have the greatest impact on the mechanical proper-

ties are BeO, Al, Si, and Mg. BeO is present in commercial baryllium in

concentrations of 1-2%. Its presence can improve the mechanical properties

by increasing the high temperature creep strength, tensile strength, and

recrystallization temperature.^ ' The amount of BeO lying on the grain

boundaries is the primary factor influencing the recrystalization temperature.

The presence of Al, Si, or Mg can result in a reduction of the high tempera-
(37)

ture creep strength. It is believed that these elements can form low
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melting point phases that become liquid above 76O°C. Surface damage caused

by machining operations can also reduce the tensile strength and ductility

of beryllium.'^

The corrosion behavior of beryllium has been examined in oxygen, nitrogen,
(39}

and water environments. The reaction of beryllium with both oxygen and

nitrogen follows the parabolic rate law after the initial stages. Significant

oxidation appears between 600 and 700uC and increases gradually until 825°C,

after which the temperature of oxidation increases rapidly until actual

burning commences at 1200°G, The reaction of beryllium with nitrogen follows

the same pattern, but the reaction rates are lower. The corrosion of

beryllium in high temperature water shows a wide variation in behavior. How-

ever, high purity beryllium in deionized water at 315°C exhibited corrosion

rates of < 20 mg/cm2/rao. Porous beryllium can exhibit much greater rates of

corrosion due to the open porosity. Beryllium can also interact with steel

to form a hard surface coating.^ ' In particular, beryllium has a high

affinity for nickel, and the compound NiBe predominates on the surface of

high nickel steel. Other compounds which can form include FeBe2 and BeC.

The extent of the interaction with stainless steel should be small, however,

at the operating temperatures of the structural material.

The helium generated during reactor operation could produce extensive

swelling. The amount of helium predicted to be generated in STAB.FIRE is

8300 appm/yr. The bubbles that will form from this helium can result in

both swelling and a degradation of the mechanical properties. The magnitude

of the helium bubble swelling increases continuously with temperature. Large

volume increases have been observed by either irradiating beryllium above

700°C or irradiating at low temperatures and then annealing above 700°C.

There appears to be a ceiling to the volume increase of ̂  30% that is probably

due to the link up of the bubbles, thus creating an open path to the surface. '

It is recommended, therefore, that a beryllium with 70% theoretical density

and interconnected porosity be used to accommodate the predicted swelling.

Since the helium gas that will be generated and released from the beryllium

could pressurize the multiplier region of the blanket, a venting system may

be required to alleviate the pressure.
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Resource limitations are of major concern regarding the use of beryllium

as a neutron multiplier. The estimated reserves and resources of beryllium

in the United States are 2.5 x 107 and 7.4 x 107 kg, respectively^ ' (see

Appendix C). The corresponding world reserves and resources are estimated

at 3.8 x 108 kg and 1.1 x 109 kg, respectively. The STARFIRE blanket requires

5 x 101* kg of beryllium for the design with a beryllium neutron multiplier.

The beryllium burriup is estimated to be <\< 0.5%/y or 250 kg/y for each reactor.

For a 30 year lifetime the burnup for each reactor corresponds to ̂  0.01%

of the U.S. resources or 0.03% of Che U.S. reserves. For 105 MWe generating

capacity (83 reactors) the total beryllium burnup would be "v < 1% of the U.S.

resources. In addition, allowances would have to be made for the in-reactor

inventory. The beryllium would have to be recycled in order to meet the needs

of more than a couple hundred reactors. Since beryllium produces very little

activation except for tritium, recycle does not appear to be a difficult prob-

lem. Minimal refabrication would be required since the multiplier zone con-

sists of simple 5-cm thick slabs of beryllium with a 70% theoretical density.

The relatively high cost of beryllium (̂  215 $/kg) also provides an incentive

for recycling. In general, the energy multiplication provided by beryllium will

more than offset the inventory cost.

10.1.4.2 Zr5Pb3

The limited data on the zirconium-lead system indicates that the inter-
(44)metallic compound ZrsPb3 exists with a hexagonal crystal structure. No

physical property data are available for this material so that its char-

acteristics can only be implied from information on other intermetallic

compounds. Some information is available from the related systems of Zr-Sn

and Zr-Bi. In both cases intermetallic compounds exist which are near the

composition of Zr5Pb3. In the Zr-Sn system, the compound Zr5Sn3 has a melting

point of 1985°C, and in the Zr-Bi system, Zr3Bi2 has a melting point of
(44 45)

1495°C. ' A partial phase diagram for the Zr-Pb system indicates a

melting temperature of <\. 1400°C for Zr5Pb3.

In general, intermetallic compounds are high hardness, low ductility

materials. Young's modulus in many alloy systems is observed to be a

maximum at the composition of an intermetallic compound. At sufficiently
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high temperatures (̂  0.65 T ) , these materials can show enhanced ductility.

The increase in ductility and decrease in strength at elevated temperatures

is often associated with disordering of the low temperature ordered crystal

structure. The creep rates of these compounds have also been related to their

ordered structure, and they often exhibit low thermal creep rates up to

the temperature where disordering occurs.

The corrosion behavior of intermetallic compounds is not well char-

acterized. In many cases, intermetallic compounds and metal alloys have

similar corrosion behavior. In other cases, intermetallic compounds can be

susceptible to low temperature disintegration which is believed to be due to

accelerated diffusion of oxygen or nitrogen along grain boundaries. Data

are not sufficient to accurately predict the corrosive behavior of Zr5Pb3

with any of the candidate structural materials. Selective oxidation of the

zirconium would likely occur upon exposure to water or air at elevated tempera-

ture with a change in the stoichiometry and the possibility of formation of

a lower melting phase.

The radiation effect which is of primary concern for the neutron multi-

plier is the swelling behavior. Swelling can be the result of the formation oi

internal voids, as in austenitic stainless steel, or the result of He gas

bubble formation. Since the. helium generation rate in Zr5Pb3 is predicted

to be very low, swelling from bubble formation should not be excessive; how-

ever, void swelling is a possibility. Recently, the void swelling in long

range ordered alloys has been examined using dual heavy ion and helium
(47)

implantation techniques. A cobalt alloy containing 23 w/o V and 16 w/o

Fe was tested at 570, 625, 680, and 750°C to damage levels of 70 dpa. At all

temperatures, only small cavities, ̂  10 mm in diameter, were observed, and

the total swelling was low. This limited information indicates that swelling

in Zr5Pb3 may not be a major problem.

10.1.4.3 Reference Neutron Multiplier

The available data indicate that beryllium would have considerable ad-

vantages over Zr5Pb3 as a neutron multiplier material. It is less dense

ana would operate at lower temperatures than Zr5Pb3. In an accident, such

as a loss of coolant, its high specific heat and high thermal conductivity

would provide a wider margin of safety. The major problem associated with
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the use of beryllium is the resource limitation. Because of the handling

requirements associated with tritium and radioactive materials, the toxicity

of beryllium causes little added problems. Since little is known about ZrsPb3,

its potential as a neutron multiplier cannot be adequately assessed at this

time. In particular, more information is required about its physical proper-

ties, its corrosion properties, and its response to radiation. Reference

blanket designs based on both beryllium and Zr5lrb3 are proposed. The Zr5Pb3

provides a potential alternative to the beryllium resource problem.

10.1.5 Coating/Cladding Material

Selection of the material that serves as the first physical barrier to

the plasma is a critical consideration in the design of the first-wall. As

discussed in Sec. 8.0, low-Z materials appear essential since high-Z impurities

eroded from the first wall and plasma chamber components, e.g., the limiter,

can severely impact the plasma performance. Also, impurities eroded from the

first wall can become energetic ions that subsequently strike the liiniter.

Since higher Z ions produce sputtering yields greater than unity at modest

energies (of the order of 100 eV) , excessive erosion of the limiter is pre-

dicted if the first wall is constructed of other than low-Z materials. It

is also concluded that portions of the first wall must survive a modest

number of large transient surface heat fluxes that result from plasma dis-

ruptions. Significant amounts of wall material ablated or vaporized during a

disruption will most likely deposit at other regions of the plasma chamber.

Because of the extensive material redistribution in the plasma chamber that

arises both from sputtering during normal operation and ablation during a

disruption, a single material for all plasma chamber components provides

important advantages that may be ?.3sential. For example, deposition of armor

material, such as graphite, on a metal first wall could substantially affect

erosion rates or the integrity of the metal wall. Likewise, deposition of

elements from a compound, e.g., TiC or TiB2, could result in a nonstoichio-

metric surface layer with properties much different than the ideal compound.

It is concluded in the present design study that all first wall components,

including the limiter, should be constructed of the same material and that

the surface material should be a single element with a low-Z (probably < 10).
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The recommended approach for incorporating low-Z materials into the

first wall of STARFIRE is the low-Z coating (cladding) concept originally

advocated in the ANL Experimental Power Reactor Study, A major advantage

of this concept relates to the greater flexibility of materials choices in

that the surface material or coating can be selected primarily on the basis

of its surface properties while the substrate can be selected primarily on

the basis of its structural and compatibility characteristics. This concept

permits use of iow-Z materials that would not otherwise be viable candidates.

10.1.5.1 Coating/Cladding Requirements

Properties of the coating/cladding material that are important considera-

tions in the selection of candidate materials =Te summarized in Table 10-16.

The importance of atomic number and wall erosion processes, e.g., physical

and chemical sputtering and blistering, have been a^scussed earlier in this

section and in Sec. 8.0, The physical properties are important for both

normal and off-normal or accident renditions. The melting temperature

should be high enough for the material to remain solid under anticipated

conditions. Since many materials effects, e.g., cavity formation under

irradiation, typically occur at. certain fractions of the absolute melting

temperature (T ) , there tends to be optimum operating temperature ranges

for most materials. High thermal conductivity is generally very beneficial

for both normal operation and plasma disruption conditions. High heat

capacities and heats of vaporization tend tc minimize the potential for

ablation or evaporation during a plasma disruption. Vaporization of the wall

at the normal operating temperature should not be a source of excessive plasma

contamination, however, increased vaporization rates at higher temperatures

could serve as an inherent safety feature for plasma control. The mechanical

integrity and radiation responses are considered to be less critical for

the coating/cladding concept than if the low-Z material were a structural

component. Because of the relatively low resource requirements for the

proposed first-wall concept, purification!, material cost, and residual

activation are less critical.
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Table 10-16. Summary of Important Properties and Requirements for First-Wall Coating/Cladding Materials

Property Justification

Atomic Number

Physical Sputtering

Hydrogen Reactions

Blistering

Melting Temperature

Thermal Conductivity

Heat Capacity

Impact of impurity on plasma
performance

Higher-Z particles produce
higher sputtering yields

Impact on plasma performance
Source for self-sputtering
Wall erosion

Tritium inventory
Tritium permeation to coolant
Impact on chemical stability
Chemical sputtering

Same as physical sputtering

Operating temperature limits
Melting caused by disruptions

Heat flux limits
Thermal stresses

Energy absorption during dis-
rupt ion

Evaluation of Beryllium

Heat of Vaporization Ablation during disruption

Be has the lowest Z of any material that is solid
at the proposed operating temperature

D,T sputtering of Be compares favorably with most
materials at predicted energy (1200 eV)

Self-sputtering yield is lower than nearly all
materials (except B)

Solubility of H in Be is lower than most metals
Permeability of H in Be is lower than most metals
Hydrides are not stable under anticipated con-
ditions

Chemical sputtering of Be has not been reported

Experimental evidence indicates that very low
blistering erosion rates occur with tailored
microFtructures

Operating temperature of ^0.5 Tm is attractive
for coating (swelling, creep, ductility)

Thermal conductivity is very high relative to most
metals (̂  one-third that of copper)

Heat capacity per g is higher than most metals
(5-6 times Cu; ̂  2 times Al; ̂  4 times SS)

Heat of vaporization per g is 3-6 times that of
most structural materials (slightly greater than
that of Al)



O

Property

Vapor Pressure

Thermal Expansion

Resources

Purity

Fabrication

Radiation Damage

Residual Activation

Toxicicy

Table 10-16. (Continued)

Justification

Plasma contamination

Coating/substrate compatibility
Thermal Stresses

Cost/availability

Impact on plasma performance

Cost and capability

Integrity and lifetime

Handling and environmental
impact

Handling and environmental
impact

Evaluation of Beryllium

Vapor pressure is very low (< 10~6 Pa) at operating
temperature

Rapid increase in vapor pressure may aid in
quenching plasma in event of a loss of coolant

Expansion coefficient is similar to that of steel
substrate

Coating/cladding concept requires very small re-
source {< 10,000 Kg per reactor life, partially
recoverable)

Common impurities should present no major problem

Demonstrated methods probably adequate

Low-Z materials typically give high gas production
Radiation swelling of Be has been observed
Gas release and swelling can probably be accom-

modated in coating at operating temperature with
appropriate microstructural tailoring

Very low activation except for tritium

Normal precautions for handling irradiated material
and tritium should be adequate

Adequate fabrication handling procedures have been
demonstrated



10.1.5.2 Candidate Coating/Cladding Materials

The same materials that were considered for the limiter coating/cladding

are also evaluated for the first-wall application. The four classes of ma-

terials are summarised in Table 10-17. The primary criteria for the identifi-

cation of these candidate materials are chemical stability, viz., melting

temperature and vapor pressure, at acceptable operating temperatures and

moderate or low effective atomic numbers. The compounds listed are generally

representative of the class of materials available. Other more complex com-

pounds with similar characteristics may also be credible.

Table 10-17. Materials Considered for the First-Wall Coating/Cladding

low-Z (< 10) elements Be, B, C

low-Z compounds BeO, B4C, BN

moderate-Z (< ] 8) compounds SiC, SiO2, SiN, A12O3,
MgO

transition metal compounds TiC, TiB2, VB2

On the basis of the analyses conducted as part of the present study,

beryllium has been selected as the low-Z coating/cladding for the first wall

as well as for the limiter and other components in the plasma chamber. In

general, beryllium possesses several desirable properties that make this

material superior to other materials for the first wall application. Boron

is presently regarded as the primary backup material. Important properties

of these two materials are summarized in Table 10-18. The basis for physical

sputtering values and the assessment of other plasma/wall interactions are

presented in Sec. 8.4.3. Additional materials properties data for other

candidate materials are summarized in Appendix E.

A general evaluation of beryllium for the first-wall coating/cladding

application is given in Table 10-16. Boron yossesses two primary advantages

compared to beryllium, viz., a higher melting temperature and a slightly

lower sputtering yield. The major disadvantages of boron are its much lower

thermal conductivity and a higher hydrogen solubility and permeability.

Although graphite possesses many favorable properties, its reactivity with
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Table 10-18. Properties of Beryllium and Boron

Property

Atomic number
Atomic weight

Density, g/cm3

Crystal structure

Melting temperature, °C

Boiling temperature, °C
Vapor pressure, Pa (°C)

Heat of fusion, J/g
Heat of vaporization , J/g

Heat capacity, J/g °C
500 °C

1000°C

1500°C

Coefficient of thermal
expansion, C~ l(10~6)

25-100°C

25-500°C

25-1000°C

Thermal c o n d u c t i v i t y , w/m«°K

50 °C

300°C

600°C

E l e c t r i c a l r e s i s t i v i t y , yJ2«cm

400° C

Beryllium

4

9.01

1.85

HCP

1284

2970

10"" (850)

10"2 (993)

10° (1192)

10 l 11335 (Jl)]

1083

24,790

2.25

2.92

3.59U)

11.6

15.9

18.4

150

125

96

15

Boron

5

10.81

2.34

MC

2300

2550(s)

l0~k (1557)

10~? (1877)

—

—

207/

46,740

2.09

2.61

3.13

5.0

5.5

6.1

27

18

14

15
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hydrogen (chemical sputtering) is considered prohibitive for the range of

operating temperatures and surface heat and particle fluxes predicted for

the first-wall components.

None of the candidate compound materials have overall properties that

are superior to those of beryllium. Concerns regarding variations in stoichiom-

etry of the compounds resulting from erosion and redistribution, and the

higher self-sputter yields generally make use of these materials questionable,

10.2 MECHANICAL DESIGN

The mechanical design of the first-wall/blanket system was developed con-

current with, and as an integral part of, the STARFIRE reactor design. Con-

sistent with project guidelines, emphasis was placed on identifying those

design options which could best be combined into a first-wall/blanket design

that was safe and environmentally and economically attractive.

The most important factors in evaluating and comparing the design options

were materials selection, neutronics (both tritium breeding and activation),

reactor maintainability, system reliability, and fabrication. Development

of the first-wall/blanket mechanical design was most strongly influenced by

the various materials options examined during the study for the breeder,

coolant, neutron multiplier, and structure. A previous blanket design study,

which summarized previously proposed blanket design concepts, was used as a

basis for the present study. In the STARFIRE study the mechanical design

effort focused only on the use of solid tritium-breeding materials. The

majority of effort was more specifically focused on options using the water

coolant, which was selected for the reference design.

The most important design requirements and considerations differ signifi-

cantly among the basic zones or regions of the first-wall/blanket system. The

first wall must withstand high surface heat fluxes with the resultant high

temperature gradients and thermal and mechanical stresses. Also, the first wall

must withstand a limited number of plasma disruptions and must not be a signifi-

cant source of plasma contamination. The amount of water coolant and struc-

ture must be minimized to maximize blanket tritium breeding ratios. The solid

neutron multiplier, required for most of the candidate solid breeders, must
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be cooled and must be structurally supported during normal operation and

plasma disruptions. The latter consideration is especially important for

neutron multipliers that contain a large percentage of lead. The solid breeder

must be cooled, yet kept within a specific temperature range to assure

acceptably low tritium inventories at steady-state conditions. A means must

be provided for removing the tritium from the blanket on a continuous or

periodic basis without requiring removal of the breeder. Previous design

studies indicated that blanket concepts involving frequent or continuous

removal of breeder to extract tritium were not feasible for STARFIRE. Some

considerations of major importance to the overall first-wall/blanket system

design were structural support, removal of neutronic afterheat following

reactor shutdown, and system reliability with respect to the avoidance of

reactor shutdown caused by off-nominal'operating conditions (e.g., loss of

coolant).

The various candidafe design options were developed in an iterative

manner using the results of neutronics, thermal-hydraulics, and structural

analyses performed as needed to adequately define the options. In the de-

velopment of the options and their subsequent evaluations and comparisons,

the first-wall/blanket was considered as a complete system to properly deter-

mine the effects of various choices on the overall reactor design. For

purposes of discussion, however, the following subsections discuss individ-

ually each of the basic regions or zones which comprise the first-wall/blanket

design. For each zone, the more important design requirements and considera-

tions are discussed together with the design options developed for that zone.

The basic geometric envelopes evaluated are discussed in Sec. 10.2.1. Design

options developed for the first wall, neutron multiplier, and breeder zones

are discussed in Sec. 10.2.2 through 10.2.4, respectively, while Sec. 10.2.5

and 10.2,6 summarize the reflector and coolant manifold zones, respectively.

10.2.1 Blanket Geometric Envelope Concepts

Numerous variations of two basic blanket concepts shown in Fig. 10-8,

the module concept and the tube bank concept, were examined to determine

which combination of geometric concept and breeder/multiplier arrangement

could best be utilized in the overall reactor design.
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Figure 10-8. Blanket geometric and pressure containment concepts.
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10.2.1.1 Module Concept

For this concept, individual modules are built up into blanket sectors,

or orange-slice-shaped sections. The number of modules per sector is de-

pendent on numerous design considerations. Each module contains the breeder

(and multiplier if present) behind a first wall. Coolant for the interior of

the module can be contained either within a relatively large number of small-

diameter coolant tubes or by the module walls themselves.

In the pressurized tube concept, the tubes are embedded in the breeder

(and the multiplier in some cases). Heat generated within the breeder is

conducted through the breeder and the tube walls to the coolant.

In the pressurized module concept, the coolant flows over the breeder

and multiplier, which are contained within metal structure for support, for

protection from erosion by the coolant, and in some cases for reasons of

compatibility with the coolant. This concept is considered more suitable

for gas coolant" than for water which in general would be used at considerably

higher pressures. Analyses for various designs using the pressurized module

concept showed that it consistently resulted in higher structural volume and

larger void fractions than the pressurized tube concept, making it less

desirable from the standpoints of tritium breeding ratio and blanket packaging

efficiency.

10.2.1.2 Tube Bank Concept

The first wall and blanket for this concept are comprised of banks of

tubes which contain the coolant. The tube axes are oriented vertically, with

bends near the top and bottom at a shallow angle to the vertical to encompass

the plasma chamber. The first wall tubes are relatively small in diameter (2-4

cm), with breeder zone tubes being much larger in diameter (20-80 cm). Tubes

terminate in large hemispherical or cylindrical headers at the reactor top

and bottom, located between adjacent TF coils to minimize reactor size. The

solid breeder is contained inside the breeder zone tubes in the form of small

spherical pellets. Analyses showed that for He coolant, directing the flow

vertically through packed beds of spheres in the tubes led to very high pumping

power requirements; as much as 50% (work basis) of total reactor thermal output.

To obtain reasonable coolant pumping powers with gas coolant, either the
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breeder had to be contained in an annulus inside the breeder tubes, or the

space for coolant flow between spheres had to be increased by some artifice

to be a significant fraction of sphere diameter.

One variation c" chis concept is the monolithic cell, in which long

vertical calls of roughly rectangular cross section contain the breeder

spheres. An inlet plenum at the front face directs coolant into the cell;

the coolant flows through the breeder zone radially outward from the plasma

center to a similar outlet plenum at the rear of the blanket. The first wall

is in general a separate tube bank cooled by water or gas.

Both the tube bank concept and the monolithic cell variation were con-

sidered inferior to module concepts, both in terms of their impact on the

reactor design and their relative disadvantages as breeding blankets. These

concepts were considered only for solid breeders which required very short

diffusion paths for adequate tritium release or which had to be removed from

the reactor to extract tritium. In general, direct contact of breeding ma-

terial and coolant was not considered acceptable and blanket concepts that

required blanket removal for tritium processing were not economically viable.

10.2.2 First Wall

A critical consideration in the first wall design for a commercial

tokamak reactor is protection of the metal first wall from erosion during

normal operation and from ablation or vaporization during plasma disruptions.

The design concern is twofold, in that excessive sputtering could severely

impact plasma performance and erosion could result in a relatively short first

wall design life due either to rapid erosion of a thin wall or excessively

high thermal strains in a thick wall. The relative merits of bare first

walls, armor or tiles, and coatings are summarized. The mechanical designs of

forced-circulation-cooled first wall concepts are evaluated and the advantages

of an integrated first-wall/blanket are assessed.

10.2.2.1 First Wall Concepts

Bare First Wall — As discussed in Chap. 8, from the standpoint of

plasma performance the use of high-Z materials (such as steel) as the first

physical barrier to the plasma does not appear to be viable. Construction of
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a forced circulation-cooled first wall from low-Z materials is not considered

feasible. Therefore, the bare first-wall concept is not proposed for STARFIRE.

Armor or Liner — Graphite has often been proposed and analyzed as a candi-

date low-Z material for armor, interposed between the first wall and the plasma

and generally fabricated as tiles. Although graphite has a high vaporization

temperature (~ 2000°C) it has a low conductivity, which limits its ability

during normal operation to radiate the surface heat flux (and neutronic heat)

from its back face to the first wall without approaching the vaporization

temperature limit at the front face. This limitation results in a neutron

wall load limit of <v- 2 MW/m2 for designs with armor covering all the first

wall, and ̂  3 MW/m2 for designs with only the inner first wall covered. The

former value is not acceptable for STARFIRE. The latter value is marginal,

and in addition some other form of protection, such as a coating, would still

be necessary for the remainder of the first wall surface area. As discussed

in Chap. 8, excessive chemical sputtering makes graphite unacceptable for

the first-wall application. Further analyses and development work are re-

quired to identify a suitable material for this application.

Coatings — The addition of a coating or cladding of a low-Z material

was determined to have a number of distinct advantages compared to armor for

the first wall mechanical design. The coating concept provides additional

flexibility in the ma serials options since the coating material can be selected

primarily on the basis of its surface-related properties and the substrate

can be selected primarily on the basis of its structural properties. Addi-

tional materials related considerations are presented in Chaps. 8 and 10.

Also, the fabrication complications of an armor system and its attachment to

the first wall are eliminated, which simplifies the first-wall/blfinket system.

Tn-situ coating refurbishment/repair techniques are also considerably simpler

than in-situ replacement of armor tiles. Second, it permits neutron wall

loading values much higher than those considered acceptable with the armor

or radiatively-cooled liner. The candidate coatings have high vaporization

and melting temperatures; coupled with good thermal conductivity (e.g.,

beryllium). As a result, maximum allowable temperatures for coatings of

reasonable thicknesses are not exceeded for any wall loading values which

could realistically be considered for STARFIRE. An added benefit of the

coatings' good thermal conductivity is that it aids in conducting heat from
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hotter to cooler regions of the first wall, which in effect increases the

wall loading capability for any specific first wall design. The low-Z

coating concept is selected for the reference STARFIRE first-wall design.

10.2,2.2 First Wall Mechanical Design

Various first-wall design concepts were studied in conjunction with the

blanket concepts discussed in Sec. 10.2.1. The three basic mechanical design

concepts studied were tubes, ribbed panels with channels having rectangular

cross-section, and embossed panels consisting of one flat sheet welded to a

second sheet having embossed (formed) half-channels. These concepts are

illustrated in Fig. 10-9. Within the materials constraints presented in

Sec, 10.1 and the thermal-hydraulic analyses in Sec. 10.5, helium is not

considered a viable first~wall coolant for STARFIRE. Therefore, the first-

wall design study focused primarily on a water-cooled wall constructed of

advanced austenitic stainless steel.

(A) TUBES (B) RIBBED PANEL (C) EMBOSSED PANEL

Figure 10-9. First wall design concepts.
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Tubes -- The use of discrete tubes containing pressurized coolant has

been proposed many times for tokamak first wall designs. A design in which

tubes are free standing, i.e., not mounted to each other or to supporting

structure across the face of the first wall, results in a minimum of struc-

tural material, which enhances tritium breeding. However, the tube concept

can result in a large equivalent volume of coolant in the first wall, which

will significantly degrade the tritium breeding if the coolant is water and

a neutron multiplier is used. Neutronics studies (Sec. 10.4) indicated that

the presence of a small equivalent thickness of water coolant can reduce

breeding even more than an equal thickness of stainless steel structure. Both

ribbed panels and embosstd panels can be designed to provide a relatively low

equivalent thickness of water. The tube concept also presents considerable

fabrication problems in welding the tube to intermediate supports and to

manifolds.

For a single bank of contiguous tubes, it was considered necessary to

support the tubes at discrete points along the first wall, so that motions

due to thermal straining, flow-induced vibrations, and seismic events would

not result in chafing of adjacent tubes. The use of two staggered banks of

tubes with significant lateral and vertical space between adjacent tubes

would alleviate these problems but would add more steel and coolant to the

first wall, further degrading tritium breeding. Supporting the tubes results

in added thermal strain problems for both the tubes and supports. The supports

must be attached to the blanket front face and to the individual tubes. The

required welding of the tubes at the support could result in problems of tube

weakening or perforation and of local distortion. Adequate cooling of the

tube supports is also a major problem.

Ribbed Panels — In this concept, first wall coolant flows through

channels of square or rectangular cross-section. The channels are formed by

joining a front and rear wall with vertical ribs which separate adjacent

channels. Major advantages of the ribbed panel concept compared to the tubes

relate to simpler support, reduced concern over vibration an'', fretting problems

and the possibility of using the first wall panel as an integral part of the

blanket.
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If a ribbed panel is designed with square channels, i t has similar

thermal-hydraciic and heat transfer characteristics to tubes of the same

hydraulic diameter, and uses more steel than the tubes due to its less effi-

cient structural shape for containing pressure. However, if the channels

are designed with rectangular channels, the equivalent thickness of coolant

present in the first wall can be reduced. This is important for designs

with water coolant, since the moderating properties of water are quite detri-

mental to tritium breeding if a neutron multiplier is used.

The fabrication of ribbed-panel first walls from stainless steel would

involve joining the ribs ;:o the insides of the front and rear walls. Two

state-of-the-art methods for accomplishing this joint are electron beam (EB)

welding, and diffusion bonding; even better methods are likely to be developed

in the future. Diffusion bonding would require heating the complete structure

to temperatures at which the initial cold worked (CW) properties would be

reduced to those of annealed material. It is believed that the greater radia-

tion damage resistance of CW material would also be lost. The radiation damage

characteristics of an EB weld zone are not known, but :.s microstructure

changes from that of the CW condition are greater than those for the resis-

tance weld used in embossed panels (see below). Since the loss of the CW

conditions' radiation damage resistance was considered proportional to changes

in microstructure, the EB weld was accordingly considered less desirable than

resistance welding for first wall application.

The relatively large amount of welding required is considered a major

disadvantage of this concept. This is particularly important for austenitic

stainless steel since i t is cold-worked to improve i ts radiation damage re-

sistance. Welding may be less critical for other types of structural ma-

terials .

Embossed Panels - - The coolant channels for this first wall concept are

formed by joining together two stainless steel sheets, one or both of which

are embossed or corrugated to form a channel shape. The sheets are joined

between adjacent channels by a continuous resistance weld or a roll-bonding

process accomplished by passing two rollers along the outsides of the two-sheet

assembly and flowing an electric current between the rollers through the sheets.

The embossed shapes in each sheet can be semi-circular, seaii-elliptical or

trapezoidal.
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The embossed panel concept has several significant advantages for a

tokamak first wall design. First, i t minimizes the equivalent volume of water

coolant required in the first wall compared to the tube concept. Second, the

resistance weld method used to bond sheets together between channels is be-

lieved to cause minimal impact on the radiation damage resistance of the

structural material• Examination of the weld zone of resistance welded ma-

terial shows that the microstructure is not markedly changed in the weld

area. Since the microstructure is important for radiation damage resistance,

the roll-bonding process is believed to be a good method for first wall fabri-

cation. Any separation or cracking of welds between channels results only in

a minute passage of coolant between adjacent channels. This is not signifi-

cant since the flow is in the same direction across the first wall for all

channels. The probability of a leak through a front or rear sheet to the

plasma region or to the multiplier region is considered to be very low.

The major advantage of the embossed panel concept relative to the ribbed

panel relates to the much simpler fabrication processes. The advantages rela-

tive to the tube concept are the simpler support requirements, reduced

vibration and fretting problems, and the potential for using the first-wall

panel as an integral part of the blanket.

10.2.2.3 Mechanical/Structural Integration of First-Wall/Blanket

An important decision in the evolution of the first wall/blanket mech-

anical design is whether or not to make the first wall easily separable from

the blanket for replacement or repair operations. The first wall and the

blanket have a number of fundamentally different design requirements and

functions. Also, previous design studies have tended to predict first wall

design lifetimes considerably lower than for the breeding blankets used with

those designs. For the solid breeder concepts, blanket lifetimes are limited

by burnup to values that may be similar to the first wall.

A first wall which can be separated from the blanket in a relatively

easy fashion offers advantages to the economics of the reactor design if

first wall design life is significantly less than blanket design l ife, and if

the use of a separate first wall results in a significant reduction in main-

tenance time, leading to reduced reactor downtime and increased reactor avail-

ability. A first-wall/blanket design with an easily separable first wall
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will, in general, be more complex than one in which the first wall and

blanket are integrated both mechanically and structurally.

The most significant factors in the separate versus integral first wall

decision related to: (1) the sector removal concept for first wall and blanket

maintenance; (2) negligible reduction in maintenance times for replacing the

first wall only versus replacing the first wall and blanket as a unit; and

(3) additional reactor volume required for first wall designs made for easy

separation from blankets. The sector removal concept was determined to be

a better approach than individual module removal (or repair) in terms of

first-wall/blanket maintainability. Thus, a first-wall/blanket sector must

be pulled out of the reactor in order to gain access to the first wall. The

total time required to remove a failed first-wall assembly from the blanket and

to replace it with a new first-wall assembly was considered to be equal to or

greater than the time required to simply position a new first-wall and blanket

sector for insertion into the reactor. The rest of the maintenance operations

and time lines, which comprise nearly all the total down time, are the same

for both concepts.

It is important to note that for the separate first-wall concept to be

viable, not only the first wall but also the next few centimeters of struc-

tural material must be replaced at the same time, since the radiation damage

in this region of the blanket will be similar. For designs with the multiplier

in front of the-breeder, this would require replacement of at least the multi-

plier zone and its coolant panels or tubes in addition to replacement of the

first wall. This further complicates the overall first-wall/blanket design.

In addition, design concepts with easily removable first wall components were

shown to require more volume than integrated concepts in order to permit simple

first wall removal operations. This affects reactor economics since for a

given neutron wall loading and total thermal megawatt rating, increased

reactor size results in increased capital costs and thus increased cost of

electricity. A larger amount of structural material and coolant required for

the separated first-wall concept will be detrimental to the breeding capa-

bility if a neutron multiplier is used.
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10.2.3 Neutron Multiplier Zone

Only solid multipliers were given serious consideration in the present

study. Four arrangements of a solid tritium breeder and neutron multiplier

were examined. The choice of arrangement for a given materials combination

is dependent upon materials compatibility considerations, the tritium breeding

performance, thermal-hydraulics performance, and mechanical design considera-

tions. The four arrangements examined, shown in Fig. 10-10, are discussed in

this section in order of their relative complexity from the standpoint of

mechanical design.

10.2.3.1 Breeder Only

A blanket concept with no neutron multiplier is the most desirable from

the standpoint of design simplicity. However, this concept is feasible only

if the selected breeder can achieve required breeding performance without a

multiplier for a specific reactor and blanket design combination. Few solid

breeding materials exist that will provide adequate breeding without a neutron

multiplier. Incorporation of a neutron multiplier into the blanket greatly

increases the materials compatibility problems, e.g., structure-multiplier

and coolant-multiplier compatibility, and substantially increases the design

complexity and fabrication difficulties. These aspects are particularly

important since there are only a limited number of candidate neutron multiplier

materials available (see Sec. 10.1 and 10.4).

10.2.3.2 Homogeneous Breeder and Multiplier

Potentially a breeding material and a neutron multiplier can be homo-

geneously mixed together. For this concept to be feasible, the breeder and

neutron multiplier must be compatible over the design life of the blanket,

both for normal operation and for off-nominal or accident situations. The

multiplier must also be compatible with the tritium generated by the breeder.

Design complexity is similar to that for the concept with no multiplier.

Thermal-hydraulic characteristics of the two concepts may differ because of

different materials properties, e.g., thermal conductivities. It is possible

to divide the breeding region into zones depthwise, with varying breeder/

multiplier volumetric ratios and enrichment levels of 6Li to optimize the

breeding performance.
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10.2.3.3 Multiplier in Front of Breeder

In this concept, the multiplier is separated from the breeder primarily

for reasons of chemical compatibility. This increases design complexity be-

cause the multiplier must be cooled separately from the breeder. Thermal-

hydraulic characteristics of this part of the coolant system must be inte-

grated with those for the breeder and first wall. Since the multiplier is

a single region, it must be structurally supported as a separate entity from

the breeder. The first wall, in general, can be used to remove part of the

multiplier's neutronic heat. Tritium breeding ratio can be changed only by

varying the thickness of the multiplier and breeder zones and by varying the

6Li enrichment level in the breeder. The two most important mechanical design

considerations for this concept relate to the multiplier cooling and structural

support,

Multiplier Cooling — For the multiplier thicknesses considered (typically

4 to 8 cm), cooling of the multiplier can be accomplished either by passing

coolant tubes through the interior of the multiplier and/or by cooling both

the front and back faces of the multiplier. Tha choice of cooling method is

dependent on materials constraints and on the results of thermal-hydraulic and

tritium breeding analyses. If the first wall can be used to cool the front

face, then it is desirable from the standpoints of mechanical design simplifi-

cation and tritium breeding to eliminate coolant tubes from the multiplier

interior. Cooling of the back face can be best accomplished with a ribbed

or embossed coolant panel, either of which permits heat transfer between two

flat sheets in contact.

Multiplier Structural Support — Locating the solid multiplier in front

of the breeder presents an added complication to the design, not only because

of cooling requirements, but because of the magnetic forces induced during

plasma disruptions. These forces act uniformly over the multiplier (as well

as any nearby structure) and tend to pull it toward rhe plasma chamber. In

addition, the first-wall/blanket structure must supoort the multiplier mass

and react all seismic and gravity loads. This is particularly important

for those multiplier compounds containing large percentages of lead because

of its high density.
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The candidate solid multipliers considered generally have little if any

inherent structural strength at the proposed operating temperatures. Accord-

ingly, it was decided that the multiplier should be contained by a structural

assembly which could withstand any forces transmitted to it as loads in bearing

from the multiplier. Considering also the cooling and isolation requirements

for the multiplier, the structural approach judged most logical was to use

(if possible) cooling panels for the front and rear faces to act as load-

carrying structure. The addition of intercostals perpendicular to the flow

channel direction to join the two panels, breaks them into smaller load-

carrying panels. The further addition of intercostals, parallel to the coolant

channel and connected to both panels, couples the panels together into a

structural beam as shown in Fig. 10-11. Depending on the 3tructural concept

selected for the rest of the blanket, the multiplier loads can then be trans-

mitted directly into intermediate frames in the-breeder zone attached to the

intercostals. If the second set of intercostals is not added, then the module

INTERCOSTALS

.— MODULE
END WALL

INTERCOSTAL
ATTACHED
TO END WALL

BLANKET
SECTOR
WIDTH

(A) INTERCOSTALS SUPPORTED BY
MODULE END WALLS

MODULE
• WIDTH

DEFINED BY
REACTOR
GEOMETRY

(B) INTERCOSTALS SUPPORTED BY
INTERMEDIATE FRAMES

INTERMED-
IATE FRAME

Figure 10-11. Neutron multiplier support concepts (multiplier in front of
breeder).
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walls to which the original intercostals transmit their loads must be brought

relatively close together (̂  40 to 60 cm) to keep intercostal thicknesses

reasonable. The choice of multiplier structural support concept is thus

strongly dependent on both the multiplier cooling requirements and on the

mechanical design of the remainder of the blanket.

10.2.3.4 Heterogeneous Breeder and Neutron Multiplier

In this concept the multiplier is also separated from the breeder for

reasons of compatibility. From the standpoint of mechanical design this is

the most complex and least desirable concept because a breeder/multiplier

partition must be provided, which increases the structure fraction requirement.

Thermal-hydraulics and tritium removal systems also become more complex. The

heterogeneous concept would be preferred over that with the multiplier in front

of the breeder, only if advantageous from the standpoint of neutronics, e.g.,

better breeding performance or lower fractional burnup of 6Li. The breeder

and multiplier can be fabricated in the shapes of slabs, blocks or cylinders,

each of which are penetrated by coolant tubes.

Although a number of design concepts are possible for multiplier cooling,

the most efficient method for the breeder and multiplier material combina-

tions studied was to pass water coolant tubes through each multiplier zone.

Each breeder zone would be similarly cooled. The relative volumes of breeder

and multiplier required for adequate breeding, coupled with their relatively

poor thermal conductivities (beryllium being an exception to the rule) and

resistance to heat transfer at the interface between zones, did not permit a

simpler design in which only the breeder or only the multiplier was cooled.

In addition, either the breeder or multiplier regions must be contained within

pressure tight chambers to assure no physical contact between regions. This

complicates blanket fabrication and the provisions for the flow of helium

purge gas through the breeder.

10.?.»4 Tritium Breeder

The. STARFIRE study focused only on the use of solid breeding materials

and the blanket design effort concentrated on the ceramic oxides that offered

the most potential for tritium recovery. These materials characteristically
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have relatively low densities, low thermal conductivities, and high melting

temperatures. The low thermal conductivities will create large thermal

gradients within the breeding materials. As discussed in Sec. 10.1 and 10.3,

tailored microstruetures with relatively high porosities are required to

facilitate tritium-recovery. In general, these compounds are not highly

reactive with water or the candidate structural materials. Of the ceramics

considered, l^Q is the most reactive. It is concluded that these materials

cannot be used in direct contact with the candidate neutron multipliers.

The major safety concerns relate to pressure transients that could result

from a leak of the high pressure water into the high-temperature, highly-

porous breeding material.

Three important considerations in mechanical design concepts for breeder

zones are; (1) coolant tube configuration; (2) breeder fabrication method;

and (3) breeder zone internal structure. These design aspects are discussed

in the following paragraphs,

10.2.4.1 Coolant Tube Configurations

Three basically different coolant tube configurations were studied:

radial-flow tubes, straight horizontal-flow tubes with tube-sheet manifolds,

and U-bend tubes with horizontal flow. These configurations are shown

schematically in Fig. 10-12. Each concept has differing requirements for

the placement of inlet and outlet plenums. The radial tube orientation also

results in designs fundamentally different from those with straight or U-bend

tubes.

Radial-Flow Tubes — In this concept, the coolant tubes have their axes

oriented perpendicular to the plane of the first wall. The tubes extend

through the breeder zone from a forward plenum between the multiplier and

breeder to a rear plenum between the breeder and reflector zones. This con-

cept was not considered in depth, primarily because of severe design problems

related to thermal-hydraulic characteristics of the coolants and to thermal

characteristics of the breeders. The key problem is tailoring of the flow

velocity with depth in any given radial tube, to match the depthwise exponential

reduction in volumetric heating in the breeder while keeping the breeder within

the minimum and maximum temperature range required for adequate tritium removal

(Sec. 10.3). An array of rather closely spaced small diameter tubes is required
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Figure 10-12. Breeder coolant tube configuration concepts.
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at the front of the blanket. Tube quantity and spacing is thereby established

for the full blanket depth. Because of the lower heating rates at the rear of

the blanket, appropriate cooling characteristics in this region are not easily

attainable with this concept. From the standpoint of thermal-hydraulics,

meeting all the design requirements for the solid breeders is extremely diffi-

cult with radial flow. Also, the volumetric fraction of water coolant in

the blanket is quite high and net tritium breeding may not be adequate. For

helium coolant, neutron streaming through the tubes is an added problem.

Straight Tubes — For this concept the coolant tube axes are oriented

horizontal and parallel to the first wall plane. The tubes pass through the

breeder across the width of the blanket from one side of the sector to the

other. The tube ends connect to inlet and outlet plenums at the sector sides.

The coolant tubes are arrayed from the front to the back of the blanket

in layers or "banks". The spacing of the banks plus the flow rate and flow

velocity in the tubes for each bank are all varied as required to assure equal

pressure drops and coolant temperature increases for each tube. The plenums

are connected to large manifold tubes at the rear of the blanket. The plenums

would be designed to withstand the coolant static pressure, and would also be

utilized as blanket module support structure. Overall thermal stress problems

are not considered difficult due to the low temperature difference (40°C

water coolant AT) across the blanket width. However, assuring isolation of

the breeder from the coolant in the event of a tube end weld leak could be

more difficult than for the U-bend tube concept. Although the plenum regions

have large volumetric fractions of steel and coolant, this is probably not a

prohibitive problem for tritium breeding since the plenums represent only

small local areas % 10 cm thick or less at the blanket sides. The structure

and coolant volume fractions through most of the breeding zone would be

similar to those for the U-bend tube concept. Fabrication of the blanket

structure and coolant system are straightforward, and the concept is adaptable

to any of the candidate breeder fabrication options (Sec. 10.2.4.2). A major

concern for this concept is the large number of pressure welds in the high

radiation regions.

U-Bend Tubes • - The coolant tubes for this concept are in the shape of

a flat-bottomed U. The tube portion representing the bottom of the U, which

is the longest part of the tube, extends horizontally from one side of the
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blanket sector to the other. The tube ends terminate at the rear of the

blanket behind the breeder zone near either side of the sector. The plane

of the tube bends is perpendicular to the first wall. Tube spacing, internal

diameter, and flow velocity can be varied to match breeder neutronic heating

rates depthwise, and to maintain equal pressure drops and coolant temperature

increases in the tubes.

The tube ends are connected to inlet and outlet manifolds located be-

hind the breeder in the reflector region. The breeder zone is isolated from

the plenum region by joining the tube walls to the flat plate separating the

breeder and plenum regions, through which the tubes pass. The joints can be

made by welding or brazing between the tube and plate, or by brazing the

ends of flexible C-section circular rings to the tube and plate, respectively.

Major advantages of the U-tube concept include elimination of pressure welds

in the high radiation regions, minimization of expansion stresses at tube ands,

flexibility of tube spacing and isolation of pressure welds from breeder region.

10.2.4.2 Breeder Fabrication Methods

Important factors that influence the solid breeder fabrication methods

include the tailored microstructure required to facilitate tritium release,

the need for the helium purge channels in the breeding material, and the

complexity of blanket assembly procedures. As discussed in Sec. 10.1 and

10.3, a low-density material with a fine grain size (<. 1 \m) and a bimodal

pore distribution is believed to be the most desirable microstructure. Three

potential methods for fabrication of the solid breeding material in the

blanket modules are sintered blocks, vibratory compaction, and slip casting.

Since direct contact of the breeding material and the coolant was not

considered acceptable, the proposed tritium processing method involves passing

a high-purity, low-pressure helium gas through the breeding material. The

helium would flow through a large number of small (^ 2 mm) diameter holes

spaced approximately equidistant from and parallel to the adjacent coolant

tubes. The holes are thus located where the breeder temperature is highest.

Since the flowrate of the helium processing stream is low, only 1-2 MWth of

power is removed from the blanket by the helium processing stream. A major

consideration in the selection of the viable breeder fabrication methods
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relates to the formation of these channels for the helium. Since all of the

tritium must pass across the channel surfaces, the tritium should not be

restricted by nonporous or low porosity tubes. Also, neutronics considera-

tion (parasitic absorption) and compatibility limitations at the high tempera-

tures severely restrict the choices of materials that could be used to form

the channels. It is concluded that the most appropriate method is to form

the channels by the breeding material itself. As a result, the methods of

breeder fabrication that can be used are limited. Important aspects of

possible breeder fabrication processes are briefly described.

Sintered Product — This term is defined to be the form of solid breeder

produced by baking the breeder within a mold at high temperature to form a

monolithic block with the desired breeder density. The breeder cannot be

baked with the coolant tubes embedded within i t , because the time/temperature

combination required would degrade the radiation damage resistance of the

tubes. Therefore, the breeder must be made in block or slab form, with pre-

formed depressions and helium purge gas channels, then fitted around the

coolant tubes as they are assembled in banks to completely f i l l the breeder

cavity. The desired breeder material density and microstructure can readily

be obtained by this method (see Sec. 10.1.1). However, i ts use constrains

the blanket assembly method options and increases fabrication difficulties

because of the requirement to fit-up the many different pieces.

Vibratory Compaction •— This method involves partial or complete filling

of the breeder cavity with fine particles of breeder, followed by compaction

of tue material using vibrating or pulsating devices which act on the free

surface of the breeder to gradually achieve the required density. For blanket

concepts with tubes oriented parallel to the first wall, sequential filling/

compacting operations are difficult and may require such operations to be

performed after each tube bank is sequentially installed, which again con-

strains blanket assembly method options. It is considered difficult to

achieve uniform breeder density throughout the breeder zone and to prevent

voids or pockets in small regions not readily filled by the incoming flow

of breeder powder. Formation of the helium channels is also more difficult

with this process.
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Slip Casting — This method permits formation of the breeder as a solid

block around the complete array of coolant tubes. The powder is poured into

the breeder cavity as a wet slurry, which makes prevention of void formation

easier. The assembly and slurry are baked to drive out the liquid agent,

resulting in a solid block of breeder with embedded coolant tubes. Helium

purge channels are formed subsequently by "rodding out" the breeder, or by

inserting rods of low-melting-point material (e.g., wax) which gradually melt

away during the bakeout leaving the purge channel voids in their place. This

is the simplest of the proposed breeder fabrication methods. It has the least

impact on blanket fabrication complexity and does not constrain the choice of

blanket fabrication option, However, it is questionable whether all the liquid

agent can be driven off at bakeout temperatures low enough to preclude degrada-

tion of coolant tube cold-worked structural properties, and whether breeder

shrinkage during bakeout can be accommodated. The microstructure of the

ceramic can be less well controlled by this method compared to the sintered

produce,

10.2,4.3 Structure

Breeder zone structure is defined to include the walls of the blanket

which surround the breeder, together with any structural members located

within the breeder. The walls must be designed to withstand forces from the

helium purge gas pressure, and must also react some or all of the loads on

the breeder due to gravity and seismic forces. In general, the walls should

provide a large part of the structural rigidity of the first-wall/blanket

assembly, to result in the most efficient overall structural system. For

some blanket concepts, support members within the breeder zone may be necessary

to provide breeder support and to transmit magnetic forces acting on the

first wall and multiplier to the main blanket sector structure at the rear

of the blanket.

The selected structural concept must satisfy a number of important

design requirements. All walls and internal structure must be actively

cooled to remove neutronic heat plus heat absorbed from the high-temperature

(up to 850°C) breeder regions. The stainless steel structure should be kept

at a nominal temperature of ^ 350°C or less, to retain good structural proper-

ties and to minimize thermal strain problems. The total volume of structure
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should be minimized to maximize tritium breeding. The structural concept

should be easily fabricated and assembled as a part of the total first wall

and blanket assembly. In particular, the structure design must be inte-

grated with the coolant system mechanical design, and should not constrain

the selection of breeder fabrication option.

The evaluation of structural design options concentrated on those most

suitable for the selected reference design blanket, which uses U-bend tubes

and a neutron multiplier in front of the solid breeder. These options were

not analyzed quantitatively but instead were examined qualitatively to deter-

mine their ability to satisfy design requirements and to be efficiently

integrated into the overall first-wall/blanket design. Some of the specific

design options are discussed below.

Internal Frames — The use of structural frames within the breeder zone

is a logical method of transmitting the magnetic forces acting on the multi-

plier and first wall to the main sector support structure at the rear of the

blanket. The forces cause a direct uniform tensile load in the frames. This

load can be reacted by using the internal frames as beams to transmit the

loads to the sector side walls. A more structurally efficient method would

be to tie the internal frames to similar frames within the reflector (or

reflector/manifold) zone which would connect the front and back structural

walls of that zone. By this means the structure for all zones of the blanket

assembly, from the first wall through the reflector, would be tied together

structurally to react magnetic, gravity, and seismic loads.

The strongest and most efficient breeder zone internal structure would

utilize two sets of frames with their planes perpendicular to each other and

to the first wall. However, the second set of fraues would be perpendicular

to the axes of the straight portions of the U-bend coolant tubes. This would

require each frame to be segmented depthwise, with segments and individual

tube banks installed sequentially into the breeder zone. Cooling of the

individual segments presents a further complication. On the other hand, frames

with planes parallel to the coolant tubes can be installed as a single unit

and are relatively simple to cool since the frames' cooling channel (or tube)

ends can be located near the frame ends, in line with the coolant manifolds

at the rear of the blanket. Panel-type structures with integral coolant

channels similar to the first wall provide attractive internal frames.
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Side and End Walls — Two basic approaches to the design of the side and

and walls were examined. On the first approach, the walls are designed as

stiffened flat structural panels each with a separate cooling circuit . The

panels are connected to the internal frames and welded to the panel ends to

form part of the helium purge gas pressure boundary.

In the second approach, the first wall and second wall (behind the

multiplier) coolant panel cross sections are continued without modification

dcwn the sides of the blanket to the back of the breeder zone. The panels

are welded together along the blanket side to form a structural unit, which

in turn, is joined to blanket module end wall panels to form part of the

helium pressure boundary. This approach has the advantage of being self-

cooling and of minimizing the manifolding problems. The first wall/second

wall structural unit also provides adequate support for reacting the loads

produced by the helium static pressure.

10.2.5 Reflector

The reflector region is located immediately beh: ' the breeder zone from

which it is separated by a stainless steel panel. The reflector serves to

reflect low-energy neutrons back into the breeder which results in a slight

gain in tritium breeding ratio. As discussed in Sec. 10.2.6, the reflector

and manifold zone can be integrated in some design concepts, which results in

a less complex design that occupies less volume than two separate zones. The

two materials given mos: attention in the study were graphite and a water/steel

combination. These were the most attractive from the standpoints of material

compatibility, fabricability, costs, and design integration.

Graphite — This material offers a number of advantages as a reflector.

It is highly stable, low in cost, and requires relatively small thicknesses

(̂  15 cm) for adequate performance. It can be machined or molded into desired

configurations and can be bonded to itself. The metal structure surrounding

the graphite must be cooled to maintain acceptable structural temperatures

(&400 8C). It may also be necessary to cool the interior of the graphite

to keep maximum temperatures at acceptable levels (below *\- 900°C) .
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Water/Steel — For a given thickness, the combination of water and steel

is essentially the neutronic equivalent of graphite as a reflector. This is

true for most water-to-steel equivalent thickness ratios resulting from

practical designs. A reflector could be designed which consists of a steel

panel with internal chambers filled wxzh. water. The steel would be cooled by

the water, but the water itself would have to be circulated continuously

through a heat exchanger outside the reactor to remove the heat generated

neutronically. The water coolant in the manifold tubes (and headers if

present) at the rear of the blanket could also serve as part of the reflector.

Bringing the header/manifold system into the reflector zone and removing

graphite from that part of the region, is an attractive option from the stand-

point of overall blanket design simplicity, and is discussed further in Sec.

10.2.6.

10.2.6 Manifold

In the manifold region, the breeder coolant tubes are connected to the

large manifolds which channel the inlet and outlet coolant flow to the

blankets. The mechanical design of this zone was governed by a number of

important guidelines and goals:

1. maximizing reliabili ty (avoidance of reactor shutdowns caused by

coolant system leaks);

2. providing for removal and replacement of a failed blanket module;

3. fabricability; and

A. integration into the reflector zone.

The most complicating factor in achieving a good design is the large

number of breeder coolant tubes; a total of ^ 60,000 in the blanket which will

require a minimum of ^ 120,000 pressure welds. A second factor was the

use of dual coolant circuits. The two circuits are completely isolated from

each other. The first wall and second wall, and alternate banks of coolant

tubes, are connected to alternate cooling circuits. In the event of a loss

of coolant (or flow) from either cooling circuit , cooling provided by the

other circuit would be adequate to prevent blanket damage for proposed plasma

shutdown scenarios. For reference shutdown conditions, the breeder, multi-

plier, and structure temperatures will not exceed levels beyond which the
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blanket assembly cannot be safely and reliably operated. Examples of

damaging conditions would be thermal sintering of the breeder, and embrittle-

ment or loss of cold-worked structural properties of the stainless steel.

The concept given most attention used relatively large-diameter manifold

tubes for inlet and outlet flow, located within or behind the reflector zone.

The coolant tube ends were connected either directly to the manifolds or to

headers which were in turn connected to the manifolds. An alternate concept

features coolant flow through large channels of rectangular cross section

which span the rear face of the blanket, so that the structure and coolant

together serve as both reflector and manifold. These concepts are illustrated

in Fig, 10-13.

Tubular Manifolds — In this option the breeder coolant tubes are welded

directly to stubs which extend from the two inlet and two outlet manifold

tubes. The manifold tubes extend poloidally along the full length of each

module; one inlet/outlet set is used for each of the two coolant circuits.

Flexibility in the manifold lines is provided by bellows welded into the

manifold at or near the welded joints which connect the manifolds at the

intersections of adjacent modules.

The coolant tubes are rerouted near their ends as needed inside the

breeder zone to permit the alternate "odd and even" banks of tubes to be

conveniently welded to the manifold stubs. Welding would be accomplished by

a pre-programmed computer-driven weld head which performs an electron beam

weld at the joint. A hand-operated version of such e weld head is in use

uoday. For the diameters of the reference design coolant tubes, required

clearances are only 2.5 cm between adjacent tubes and 2.0 cm along the tube

to either side of the joint. These clearances are provided without diffi-

culty in chis option, assuming that the inside manifold, outside manifold,

and sector support frames are sequentially welded into or mechanically

attached to the blanket assembly.

The concept using manifolds without headers results in relatively simple

operations for blanket module removal and replacement. The only blanket

coolant connections which must be cut and rewelded during this fully remote

operation are the eight connections of the coolant manifolds at the module

ends (one joint at each end of each of four manifold tubes). Modules can be
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physically removed from the blanket sector either to the outside of the

sector by cutting or unbolting the sector support frames at the module ends,

or to the inside without disturbing the frame by sequentially removing ad-

jacent modules having a "keystone" geometry. Removal without cutting the

manifolds is not considered viable for this option because of the very large

number of coolant tube connections which would have to be cut and rewelded.

One potential disadvantage of the concept is the accumulation of thermal

strain along the length of the manifolds in a given module which could arise

if one circuit becomes considerably colder than the other during cool down

of the blanket following a reactor shutdown.

Tubular Manifolds with Headers — For this option, the breeder coolant

tubes are welded to stubs extending from headers. The headers are in turn

connected to the manifolds, and are physically located between the coolant

tube ends and the manifolds. The header diameters are significantly less

than those of the manifolds and their length is set by the length of the

module subasseniblies (̂  60 cm). Thus, for a blanket module of average length,

this option would add 12 to 16 headers (three or four for each of two inlet

and two outlet manifolds) to the system previously described.

The addition of headers offers several possible advantages. First, the

concern over possible thermal strain problems between coolant tubes and

manifolds is reduced, since only a fraction of the total number of coolant

tubes in the module are connected to any one header. The connections between

headers and manifolds also offers an added degree of structural flexibility

to the system. Second, it permits the option of fabricating header/tube bank

subassemblies and assembling them as a unit into the module. Third, it permits

modules to be removed and replaced without cutting and rewelding manifolds.

Only the connection pipes between individual headers and manifolds are cut

and rewelded (a minimum straight pipe length of 6 cm is required). However,

tc be replaced the modules must be removed in "keystone" fashion to the inside

of the sector, unless the sector frames are moved considerably further to the

rear of the blanket to permit sideways removal. This option has the disad-

vantage of requiring additional volume for the crolant system, which is taken

either from the breeder or from the reactor vacuum plenum behind the manifold

zone.
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Rectangular Channel Manifolds — This option represents a complete inte-

gration of the reflector and manifold zones. The manifold coolant flow is

contained in contiguous channels of rectangular cross section which span the

width of the blanket module. The channels are formed by connecting the flat

plate at the rear of the breeder zone to a similar plate at the rear of the

manifold zone by ribs which partition the zone into a number of separate

channels. The combination of water and steel also serve as an effective

reflector (see Sec. 10.4) .

The concept offers significant advantages in simplification of the

blanket mechanical design. I t eliminates one material, graphite, and the

cooling requirements associated with the use of graphite as a reflector. The

concept provides an inherently strong "backbone" for individual modules, and

when integrated with the sector support frames results ia a strong blanket

sector structure with minimum deflections from mechanical loads. Because of

the relatively small total depth required to adequately serve the functions

of both reflector and manifold (10 cm or less) , more volume can be provided

for the vacuum plenum between the blanket and shield, and/or the reactor size

can be slightly reduced to achieve a capital cost saving.

Improved reliability can be achieved by incorporating dual welds around

each of the breeder coolant tube joints. This condition can be achieved by

making the wall separating the breeder from the manifold out of two separate

plates, which are welded together to form a single structural panel. A

continuous electron beam weld is made between the plates around each of the

tube ends which penetrate the panel, thus forming a small-diameter pressure-

tight chamber of near-zero thickness between panels around each tube. The

tube ends are welded around their circumference individually to the top and

bottom plates of the panel. As a result, in order for coolant in the mani-

fold to contact the breeder through the tube end weld region, both welds at

one specific tube end must develop a through-crack. If only the manifold-

side tube-to-plate weld leaks, coolant enters the small chamber but is pre-

vented from entering the breeder zone by the reflector-side tube-to-plate

weld. If only the reflector-side weld cracks, low-pressure helium enters

the small chamber but is retained by the manifold-side weld. Only if both

weldc. develop a through-crack at a given tube end, can the coolant enter

the breeder.
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This concept was br ie f ly analyzed to demonstrate i t s basic s t ruc tu ra l

f ea s ib i l i t y on a module level but was not analyzed or designed in depth. A

number of areas require further development and analysis before the concept

can be considered for the reference design blanket:

1. s t ress concentration regions a t r ib/wall in te r sec t ions ;

2. thermal s t r a i n s between the coolant tubes and channel s t ruc tu ra l

assembly;

3. de ta i l s of manifold connections between modules; and

4 . incorporation of dual coolant channel concepts.

10.3 TRITIUM RECOVERY

Tritium recovery from solid tri t ium-breeding mater ia ls has been i d e n t i -

fied as a key factor in establ ishing the v iab i l i ty of the solid-breeder concept

and an important consideration in the se lect ion of the primary candidate

mater ia ls (see Sec. 10 .1 .1 ) , In - s i tu t r i t ium recovery from fusion blankets

is by far the most des i rab le if not the only viable method of t r i t ium r e -

covery. Mobile so l id blanket concepts have been proposed as a means of

t r i t ium recovery, however, the f e a s i b i l i t y of this concept is questioned p r i -

marily on the basis of breeding capabi l i ty and desiga complexity, pa r t i cu la r ly

for the tokamak configuration. The economics of a batch-type t r i t ium recovery

scenario is generally regarded as unacceptable for a power reactor system.

The emphasis on ta i lored microstructure of the so l id breeding material

se lec t ion in Sec. 10.1 .1 and the concern of radiation-induced s in te r ing a r i se

primarily from the t r i t ium recovery requirement. Also, the blanket design

concepts discussed in Sec. 10.2 are greatly influenced by the constraints

imposed by the t r i t ium recovery schemes. Also, t r i t ium recovery was a major

factor in the se lec t ion of ceramic breeding materials over the in termeta l l ic

compounds as the primary candidate for STARFIRE.

In the proposed STARFIRE blanket concept, t r i t ium generated in the solid

breeder i s removed by a low-pressure helium purge stream that c i rcula tes

through small channels formed in the ceramic (Fig. 10-2) . The breeder ma-

t e r i a l i s in the form of a low density monolithic s t ruc tu re with a bimodal

pore d i s t r ibu t ion , i . e . , a small grain s i z e and fine porosity within pa r t i c l e s
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that are fairly coarse with a more coarse porosity between the particles.

The bred tritium must undergo five steps it. the tritium recovery process:

1. bulk diffusion in the grain,

2. desorption of TjO at the grain surface,

3. migration through interconnected grain boundary porosity to

particle surface,

4. "percolation" through the porosity in the packed bed of particles,

and

5. convective mass transfer out of the blanket in the helium pro-

cessing stream.

In addition to the contributions imposed by these kinetic mechanisms, the

tritium inventory in the solid breeder is dependent upon the tritium solu-

bility in the grains at the equilibrium T2O pressure in the gas phase. The

T2O pressure will vary throughout the blanket from a minimum value in the

helium channel to a higher value within the grain boundary pirosity at points

away from the channel.

In the present analysis, the range of materials and operating parameters

that will provide acceptable tritium release rates from candidate breeding

materials are evaluated from the existing data base (see Sec. 10.1.1 and

Appendix E). Estimates of the steady-state tritium inventory are presented

for the reference blanket under the anticipated operating conditions.

10.3.1 Analysis of Tritium Release Mechanism

The data base for evaluating the tritium release mechanisms and the

steady-state tritium inventory in the solid breeding blanket concepts is

very limited. Tritium recovery experiments on solid breeding materials

of interest have not been conducted under conditions anticipated in STARFIRE.

Also, the data base for evaluating the individual kinetic processes and the

thermodynamic equilibria is not sufficient to accurately determine the release

rates and the tritium inventory. Both types of data have been analyzed to

obtain a best estimate of the most favorable conditions for tritium release

from the candidate breeding materials.
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10.3.1.1 Analysis of Tritium Recovery Experiments

The tritium recovery experiments that have been performed are limited to

short-term, low-cemperature irradiations with post-irradiation tritium re-

covery. Therefore, tritium concentrations generated in these experiments

were low, the neutron fluences were low, and the radiation temperatures were

below those of interest. The data from these experiments represent a combi-

nation of several of the five steps, primarily the first three and part of

the fourth step. In order to better understand the processes involved in

tritium recovery, a number of models were developed.

Before discussing the five steps and models in detail, a further set of

definitions is useful. There are two ideal l."Tiiting cases for determination

of the tritium inventory. First, one may assume that the tritium inventory

is diffusion controlled ( i . e . , step 1 predominates). Accordingly, Ficks'

Laws are solved assuming steady state, a geometry (e.g., spheres), and

boundary conditions (e.g., zero surface concentration). The diffusional model

gives a tritium inventory corresponding to the concentration gradients within

individual grains. Since this model usually assumes that the tritium con-

centration at the grain edge is zero, the calculated tritium inventory is

obviously lower than the true inventory.

Another approach is to assume chemical equilibrium, with a fixed tritium

(or T20) pressure in the gas phase in equilibrium with the solid. This method

assumes uniform concentrations (activities) of tritium throughout the blanket.

Because this model does not account for concentration gradients, tritium in-

ventories are again underestimated. For this analysis, the tritium inventory

is assumed to be the sum of a diffusive component and an equilibrium component.

The total tritium inventory is then the sum of the diffusive inventory and

the solubility inventory. In this context, the analysis of tritium release

and the five mechanistic steps are discussed below.

Bulk diffusion is considered to be a significant contributor to the

tritium inventory. For spherical particles of radius r, assuming zero surface

concentration, the tritium inventory I is given by

I = 3J I r /̂D (1)
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where I = the tritium generation rate and D = diffusivity. It is very signifi-

cant that the tritium inventory is a function of the square of the particle

size. Clearly, small (̂  1 um) grain sizes are required for minimum tritium

inventory and the grains must not enlarge significantly during the lifetime

of a reactor blanket. While diffusivity values for hydrogen have been measured

for many solids, there is a rather large uncertainty for what the correct

values for tritium in solid breeders will be. Kinetic experiments of post-

irradiation tritium release from several candidate solid breeders have been

performed. In these experiments, the kinetics are non-steady state and the

diffusivity D is given by:

D = 0.16 r2/x (2)

where x is the mean residence time defined as the time required to extract

87.4% of the tritium. ( 4 9 )

Because the grains in experiments are often very small (^ 1 u),

non-spherical, and non-uniform, i t is very difficult to determine r and,

therefore, D in Eq. (2). However, Eqs. (1) and (2) can be combined yielding:

1 = 0 . 5 1 : (3)

Since T is readily measured, one can estimate the diffusive inventory

in a blanket, provided the particle microstructure in the blanket corresponds

to that in the experiments. The tritium generation rate per GWth assuming

a breeding ratio of 1.2 and 20 MeV/fusion is 1.87 x 10" 3 g/s. Substitution

into Eq. (3) yields

I = 3.3-T(h) (4)

where I = the diffusive tritium inventory in grams per GWth and x(h) = the

mean residence time determined in post-irradiation annealing experiments.

Accordingly, the data of Wiswall were used to obtain the results in

Fig. 10-14.
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Figure 10-14. Release of tritium from solid breeders.

It can be seen from the results that the estimated inventories are strong

functions of temperature. Clearly, the inventories would lower at higher

temperatures. However, sintering must not be allowed to occur.

10.3.1.2 Bulk Diffusion Within the Grains

The diffusive inventory can also be calculated directly from hydrogen

(tritium) diffusivity. In general, the hydrogen or tritium diffusivities in

the candidate breeding materials have not been accurately determined. Since

the mechanism of interest here is the diffusion within the grain, single

crystal diffusion coefficients should be used. Single crystal diffusivities

for some ceraatic oxides such as AI2O3 and BeO have been measured and are
(14)

characteristically very low. " For example, the reported temperature-

dependent single crystal diffusivity of hydrogen in A12O3 is given by

D = 3.26 exp [-57.2/RT] cm2/s (5)
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This translates to values of 2.2 x 10~16 cm2/s at 500°C and 1.7 x 10~17 cm2/s

at 450°C. In terms of temperature, measured diffusivities of hydrogen in BeO

do not differ greatly from those in AI2O3. Because of the lack of data for

the breeding materials of interest, the diffusivity for LiA102 is assumed to

be similar to that of AI2O3. Using Eq. (1) with a grain size of 1 urn and an

average tritium generation rate of 6.25 x 10~3 g/s, the calculated diffusive

inventories for STARFIRE would be 4.8 or 63 kg if the whole blanket operated

at 500 or 450°C, respectively. These values agree quite well with the results

shown in Fig. 10-14.

Restructuring, grain growth, or sintering could greatly affect the

diffusive inventories since the calculated inventory varies as the square of

the grain size. The sintering characteristics of the candidate breeding ma-

terials have not been investigated. In general, the thermal sintering char-

acteristics of several stable oxides are similar. Temperatures in excess of

0.8 T aie required before significant sintering occurs. However, neutron

radiation typically enhances the sintering characteristics and lowers the

temperatures at which sintering is observed. The effects of radiation are

discussed in Sec. 10.3.1.6.

Based on the present model, which combines aspects of diffusion theory

with experimental data, the range of operating limitations are defined where

bulk diffusion is the rate-limiting step. A minimum temperature is defined

as the temperature at which the tritium inventory exceeds 1 kg/GWth (Fig. 10-14)

Since, there will be a range of temperatures in the blanket, the inventory

distribution must be determined by integrating the tritium generation rate

and the temperature distribution throughout the blanket. In the present

analysis the meaning of "T M I N" in Fig. 10-14 assumes that no more than 5%

of the blanket can be at temperatures below T T and none of the blanket

can be more than 50° below TMT . Based upon the above criteria, the minimum

temperatures for solid breeders predicted from diffusion controlled processes

are given in Table 10-19.

10.3.1.3 Thermodynamic Equilibria

The tritium inventories in the candidate solid tritium-breeding materials

that result from the thermodynamic solubility have also been evaluated. The

tritium concentrations in the grains are predicted as a function of the
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Table 10-19. Temperature Limits for Solid Breeders

Breeder

Li20

LiAlQ2

Li 2 Si0 3

Li 2Ti0 3

Li2Zr03

Li 2Si

LiAl

Li7Pb2

Li3Bi

T . (°C)mm

410

500

420

420

420

480

300

320

320

*
T (°C)

max

910

850

610

820

860

350

310

330

580

0.6 absolute M.P.

tritium or T20 partial pressures in the gas phase. Since no data have been

published on the solubility of tritium in the candidate breeding materials,

a thermochemical model was used to estimate the solubilities in the oxides.

The assumptions used in the model include: (1) JANAF thermochemical data

for hydrogen were used, (2) isotope effects were not considered, (3) tritium

was assumed to be in the form of LiOT in solid solution in the breeder, and

(4) activity coefficients of all species were assumed to be unity. Assumptions

3 and 4 combined may be considered is Raoult's Law, For a specific example,

consider Li20:

2 LIOT(c) t Li20(c) + T20(g)
(6)

a(Li20)«a(T20) u(T20)
k = — :
P a2(LiOT) X2

p(T20) ̂  kp-X
2
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where X is the mole fraction of LiOT in Li2Q. For ternary oxides, the rele-

vant equilibrium reaction is expressed as:

2 LiOT + M0x 2 Li2M0x+1 + T20 ( ? )

and p(T20) = X ^ X ^ K

In the above expressions, p(T20) is the partial pressure of T20, X is

the mole fraction of LiOT, and K^ is the mole fraction of the binary metal

oxide (e.g., A12O3>. For the systems of interest, the activities of LiOT

and MO have not been experimentally determined. The activity of LiOT is

probably within a factor of ten of the mole fraction if LiOT is in solution.

However, there is a greater uncertainty for the activity of the lithium

depleted species, e.g., AI2O3, for two reasons:

1, The lithium depleted species may not be a simple metal oxide

(A12O3) but most probably is another ternary compound such as

LiAl5O8. Since LiAlsOa forms, it is more stable than A12O3,

and therefore freR energy changes and K values for reactions

such as (7) may be overestimated.

2. The composition of the breeding material continuously changes

during operation of the blanket because the lithium is being

burned up. Since tritium is being removed from the blanket, the

mole fraction of LiOT will reach a constant value. However, the

concentration of the other specie, e.g., AI2O3, will continuously

increase at a rate of about 1% per year.

Although there is considerable uncertainty in the value of ^ and because

it changes with time, a conservative value of JL = 0.5 X is assumed for

the preliminary scoping studies. Using the above expressions, equilibrium

tritium concentrations in solid ceramic breeders for a T20 partial pressure

of 1.3 Pa (10~2 torr) were calculated (Fig. 10-15). It is evident that tritium

dissolution in Li20 appears to be unacceptably high for the temperatures of

interest. All of the ternary oxides appear to have significantly lower

tritium "solubilities" and, with the possible exception of Li2Zr03, have

levels of ^ 10 wppm or less. Experimental data are needed to verify the

predictions of the model.
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Figure 10-15. Calculated equilibrium tritium concentration in candidate
solid breeding materials at P_ „ = 1.3 Pa.

10.3.1.4 Percolation Through Interconnected Porosity

Tritium in the gas phase as T20 must pass through pores between particles

in order to get to the purge channels (Step 4 ) . In order to evaluate this

process, the POROUS code was used. This code was originally developed to

model gas release in oxide fission fuels. The POROUS code has been modified

by Jankus and Rest to model the T20 transport in the two-phase (T20 + He)

gas mixture. Details of the model are included in Appendix E. The model

basically uses Darcy's equations and calculates temperature and pressure pro-

files of the gas phase species. The four variables in the model and the

initial parameters used are defined in Table 10-20. Using the indicated

variables, the T20 pressure and temperature gradients for a blanket region

near the first wall are shown in Fig. 10-16. It can be seen that the T20

pressure rises from 0.1 Pa in the purge stream to over 100 Pa in regions far

removed from the purge stream. In addition, the effects of variations in the
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Table 10-20. Variables in Percolation Model

Variables (Values Used)

K = Effective diffusion coefficient for T20 in He, through
pores (10-3).

K = Blanket permeability (10~13 cm2).

e H Blanket porosity (0,09).

S = T20 generation rate (4 x 1O~
10 g T20/cm

3 s).

850

500

350

300

3.0

Figure 10-16. Calculated temperatuve and T20 pressure profile in solid
breeder blanket.
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input parameters are shown in Table 10-21, The T2O pressure buildup is a strong

function of blanket porosity E and the diffusion coefficient K, but only a

weak function of the blanket permeability c. Also, the T20 pressure buildup

is linearly dependent upon the tritium generation rate. The blanket porosity

is a function of the theoretical density of the solid breeder and the reference

value (e = 0.09) in the present calculation seems to be a reasonable value for

the current STARFIRE design. The value of K is a strong function of tortuosity

and pore shape. More detailed analyses are required to more precisely define

K. The tritium generation rate is not uniform in the blanket. Thus, the

tritium (T20) pressure will be considerably higher in regions of the blanket

near the first wall, where most of the tritium is being bred. The result of

this effect is that the effective T20 pressure near the first wall will be

higher than indicated in Fig. 10-16.

The percolation results presented include only the effects that result

from migration in the larger pore structure associated with the ̂  1 mm

particles. The T20 migration in the fine pore structure within the particles,

i.e., the interconnected grain boundary porosity, has not been analyzed in

detail and the impact on tritium inventory is not included here.

Table 10-21. Parametric Results from the Percolation Model

K. K/cm2 t P j ^ (torr)

10" 3

10-1

10-5

10-13

10-13

10-13

10-15

10-13

0.09

0.09

0.09

0.09

0.009

0.61

0.0061

59.0

0.67

5.9
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10,3.1.5 Convective Mass Transport in the Processing Fluid

In the proposed blanket concept the tritium is transported out of the

blanket through small channels formed in the solid breeder material. The

processing fluid is a low-pressure (̂  0.05 MPa) helium stream. In the

present analysis, convective mass transfer refers to the total volumetric

flow rate required in the purge stream in order to remove the tritium (T2O).

The tritium generation rate is 6.7 x 10~3 g/s assuming a breeding ratio of

1.08, which corresponds to a volumetric T20 generation rate of 9.3 Pa-m
3/s

(52)
(70 torr-«,/s). As has been discussed by D. K. Sze, if the T20 pressure

in the purge stream is 0.13 Pa (10~3 torr), then the required volumetric

flow rate of the purge gas in STARFIRE is -v- 10 m 3/s. Since lower T20 pressures

will require even higher volumetric flow rates of purge gas, it can be seen

that the minimum tolerable pressure of T20 in the purge stream is ^ 0.1 Pa.

A higher T20 pressure in the purge gas translates to a higher tritium

solubility, and hence a higher tritium inventory, in the solid breeder.

10.3.1=6 Radiation Effects on Tritium Recovery

Irradiation-induced microstructural changes in the solid breeding ma-

terials may substantially alter their tritium release characteristics.

Radiation effects that have been considered in the present analysis include:

tritium trapping within the grain

- restructuring and grain growth

- sintering that leads to pore closure

As discussed in Sec. 10.1.1.3, tritium trapping at radiation-induced defects

such as cavities may be substantial. Evidence for trapping of hydrogen iso-

topes in various materials is obtained from ion-bombardment studies. As

an example, saturation concentrations of deuterium in several potential first-

wall materials after high energy ion-bombardment varied from 0,1^ to 0.57 atom
(53)

fraction. Although the saturation concentrations observed in these types

of experiments are typically less at elevated temperatures, concentrations as

high as a few percent may be retained. A more conservative estimate of 1 at %

tritium in the breeder would correspond to a tritium inventory of a few

hundred kilograms in a typical blanket. An increase in the minimum blanket

temperatures indicated in Table 10-19 may be required to overcome the trapping.
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(LQ\ (54)

Wiswall, et al. and Tanifuji, et al. observed significant effects of

fXuence on the release characteristics of tritium from LiA102 and Li20. An

analysis of Wiswall's data by Smith, et al., indicated that radiation

may increase the diffusive inventory by as much as a factor of ten.

Radiation can enhance restructuring, grain growth and sintering, which

could also greatly affect the tritium inventory. Since the calculated diffusive

tritium inventory varies as the square of the grain size, significant grain

growth would lead to higher tritium inventories. However, grain growth is

expected to occur predominantly in the highest temperature regions where the

diffusive inventories should be lowest.

Radiation-induced sintering could lead to pore closure which would

severely impact the gas-phase tritium transport, i.e., grain boundary migration

or percolation. The effects of radiation on the sintering characteristics

of the candidate breeding materials have not been investigated; however, the

thermal sintering characteristics of stable oxides are generally similar.

Although temperatures in excess of 0.8 T are required before significant

thermsil sintering occurs, neutron radiation typically enhances the sintering

characteristics and lowers the temperatures at which sintering is observed.

For the case of the solid breeding materials, the major radiation damage

effect is caused by the high-energy (MeV) tritium and helium recoils from

the n-Li reaction. Since the ranges for these particles are much greater

than the proposed 1 ym grain size, a substantial impact of radiation on the

sintering characteristics is expected. Data from fission reactor oxide fuels,

which undergo similar fission product damage, are used to estimate the effects

on the ceramic tritium-breeding materials. The impact of temperature on the

restructuring of c -ide fuels are indicated in Fig. 10-17. The solid line

represents initial temperatures (as a fraction of the absolute melting point),

as a function of radial distance. After restructuring occurs, a central void

if formed and the temperature profile changes (the dashed line). Restruc-

turing during irradiation conditions occurs at regions where the temperature

is equal to or greater than ^ 0.6 times the absolute melting point. There-

fore, it is anticipated that restructuring of solid fusion breeders may be

expected to occur at temperatures equal to or greater than ^ 0.6 of the

absolute melting point. Thus, the maximum operating temperatures established

for the candidate solid breeding materials are given in Table 10-19.
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Figure 10-17. Radiation sintering temperatures for candidate solid
breeding materials.

10.3.2 Tritium Inventory in the Reference Blanket

Major factors in the selection of LiA102 as the reference breeding ma-

terial for STARFIRE and in the specification of the operating temperature

constraints relate to tritium recovery considerations. An important objective

of the STARFIRE study was to minimize tritium inventories in the blanket.

The results presented here indicate that the ternary oxides offer the most

potential of the candidate breeding materials for maintaining low tritium

inventories. Based on the models developed in the present study, the steady-

state tritium inventory in the reference blanket design with the LiA102

breeding material has been estimated for the proposed operating parameters.

Results are summarized in Table 10-22 for the five kinetic processes con-

sidered, the contribution of thermodynamic equilibria, and the impact of

radiation effects.
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Table 10-22. Summary of Tritium Recovery Analysis for
ct-LiA102

Assumed Mechanisms Predicted Effects

KINETIC PROCESSES

1. Bulk diffusion in grain

2. Desorption from grain

3. Crain boundary migration

4. Percolation through packed
or sintered bed

5. Convective mass transport

THERMODYNAMICS

Diffusive tritium inventory ^ 0,14 kg
for grain size < 1 um and radiation
effects not considered.

Not studied,
small.

Effects believed to be

Not studied. Could be important.

Preliminary analyses indicate factor
of 10 2 to 10 3 increase in P(T20) in
bulk of blanket compared to P(T20) in
processing stream.

Requires P(T20) > 10"
1 Pa in processing

stream.

1. Al203 in ideal solution in Solubility inventory ^ 8 kg after one
LiA102 year of operation

2. Al203 forms separate phase Solubility inventory ^ 0.6 kg

RADIATION EFFECTS

1. Tritium trapping saturates
at 1 at % in LiA102

2. Tritium trapping increases
diffusive inventory by a
factor of 10

3. Sintering and pore closure
increases P(T20) by two
orders of magnitude (both
percolation and grain
boundary migration)

4. Crain growth

Diffusive inventory ^ 300 kg

Diffusive inventory *» 1.4 kg

Solubility inventory would increase
by an order of magnitude to ^ 6-80 kg

Not expected to be a major problem
during normal operation. Thermal ex-
cursion could be important.
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10.3.2,1 Diffusive Inventory in Reference Design

Estimates of the diffusive inventory in the reference blanket design are

based on the analyses just presented and on the thermal-hydraulic analyses

presented in Sec. 10,5. The blanket was divided into 100 regions according

to the temperature distribution and the inventory in each region was calcu-

lated for the average temperature. The total blanket inventory was then ob-

tained by summing the inventory in each region. The detailed calculations

are presented in Appendix E. For several different cases the calculations

indicate that about 90% of the tritium inventory is located in the coldest

10% of the blanket, i.e., those regions below 550°C. Based on unirradiated

tritium diffusion data and the low-fluence, low-temperature irradiations,

the predicted diffusive inventory for STARFIRE is calculated to be 140 g.

The impact of radiation on the diffusive inventory is more difficult to

assess. Two effects could significantly increase the predicted inventory. Since

the calculated diffusive inventory varies as the square of the grain size, any

recrystallization or grain growth produced by the radiation could obviously

increase the inventory substantially. An effective grain size increase of

a factor of two would increase the diffusive inventory by a factor of four.

This effect is not expected to be a major problem since the grain growth will

occur predominantly in the higher temperature regions where the diffusive in-

ventory is lowest.

The second effect of radiation on the diffusive inventory results from

tritium trapping at radiation induced defects such as cavities. As discussed

in Sees. 10.1.1.3 and 10.3.1.6, tritium trapping may be significant. Results

from energetic ion bombardment studies are considered to be the most relevant

data available for assessing this effect. Saturation tritium concentrations

of several atom percent may be retained in the solid. Estimates of

1 at % in the STARFIRE breeding material would correspond to a tritium

inventory of nearly 300 kg. The factor of ten increase in tritium retention

suggested by the analysis(10) of Wiswall's data would increase the diffusive

inventory in the STARFIRE blanket to 1.4 kg. As summarized in Table 10-22,

a low estimate for the diffusive tritium inventory of a highly irradiated

blanket is ̂  1.4 kg and an upper limit is of the order of 300 kg.
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10.3.2,2 Solubility Inventory in Reference Design

Estimates of the "solubility" contribution to the tritium inventory in

the STARFIRE reference design are also subject to a relatively high degree

of uncertainty. The two important effects identified in the present study

relate to the (1) T20 pressure gradient established by the kinetics of the

tritium (T2O) migration through the porosity in the packed or sintered breeding

material, and (2) the thermodynamic solubility of tritium in the breeding ma-

terials at the appropriate T2O pressures in the gas phase.

Although more extensive data and analyses are required, the results

presented in earlier sections indicate that a reasonable value for the average

T2Q pressure in the blanket is ^ 130 Pa (1 torr). For the reference STARFIRE

blanket, the solubility inventory for tritium in LiA102 in equilibrium with

130 Pa T20 can be calculated from thermodynamic data for the following

reaction:

2 LiOT(c) + Al2O3(c) t 2 LiA102(c) + T20(g) (8)
2

a(LiA102) «a(T20) p(T20)

a(LiOT)2.a(Al203) ^ i 0 T
 XAl203

and k =

At 1000 K, k = 3.2 x 105 atm for the above reaction. If one assumes that
P

the activity coefficient for A12O3 is unity, i.e., ideal solution, an esti-

mate of the tritium inventory early in the blanket life can be calculated.

After one year of operation the lithium burnup is on the average about 1%,

which corresponds to X = 0.005. Rearranging Eq. (9) and solving for

\i0T :

_ P(T2°> 1.3 x 10^3 at m
A ~"• , __

3 (3.2 x 106 atm)(5 x 10"3)
(10)

X = 2.85 x 10~4 =13.0 wppm tritium in LiA102

Since the blanket breeder inventory is 6.26 x 105 kg of LiA102, the calcu-

lated tritium solubility inventory is 8.1 kg. The above treatment assumed

that the lithium-depleted species was Al203. In fact, the correct species
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is L1AI5O8. Since LiAlsOs forms, it is favored thermodynamically over AI2O3, and

therefore, the above treatment is likely to underestimate the tritium solu-

bility. However, in the above thermochemical analysis one might assume that

AI2O3 (or LiAlsOg) is immiscible in LiA102> and hence, form a second phase.

Indeed the phase diagram would indicate this behavior if the lithium burnup

is significant. In this case the activity of AI2O3 (or LiAls0a) in Eq. (9)

would be unity. The calculated solubility is then 0.92 wppm tritium, which

corresponds to an inventory in STARFIRE of 0.57 kg.

Sintering or restructuring of the breeding material could lead to pore

closure and increase the average T2O pressure by orders of magnitude. A two

order of magnitude increase in T2O pressure (0.013 MPa) wouid raise the calcu-

lated inventory to 81 and 5.7 kg for the two thermodynamic models discussed

above. Although the thermochemical model requires experimental verification

and the calculated solubilities are subject to a rather large degree of uncer-

tainty, the results of the present analyses provide a basis for assessing the

potential for tritium recovery from solid breeding materials and for selection

of the most vi?ble candidate breeding materials.

10.3.2.3 Summary of Tritium Inventory in Reference Blanket Design

Because of the limited data base there is a :elatively high degree of

uncertainty in the predicted tritium inventory in the STARFIRE blanket. Esti-

mates of the tritium inventory for two cases are summarized in Table 10-23.

The first estimate is based on analyses in which radiation effects are not

considered. Also, idealized materials behavior and an optimized microstructure

are assumed. The total tritium inventory of ^ 10 kg is believed to be accurate

within a factor of ten and the analysis is considered useful for comparing

different breeding materials. Although the value of 10 kg is significant,

it is generally considered acceptable for a viable blanket design. It is

important to note that two of the kinetic processes, viz., desorption and

grain boundary migration, have not been included. The desorption step is not

expected to produce a major effect; however, the grain boundary migration

step could be important.
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Table 10-23. Estimated Tritium Inventories in STARFIRE Blanket With and
Without Potential Effects of Radiation Included

Diffusive Inventory

Solubility Inventory

TOTAL INVENTORY3

With No Adverse
Radiation Effects

0.08 - 0.14 kg

0.6 - 8.1 kg

0.7 - 8.2 kg

Predicted Radiation
Effects Included

1.4 - 300 kg

6.0 - 80 kg

7.4 - 380 kg

A total inventory of 10 kg was assumed for the reference design.

The estimated tritium inventory in the blanket is also listed in Table

10-23 for the case where selected effects of radiation are included. There

is a higher degree of uncertainty in this estimate because of the lack of

data. Radiation-induced trapping of tritium within the grains might increase

the diffusive inventory to ̂  300 kg. Also, pore closure could increase the

solubility inventory by an order of magnitude (to ̂  80 kg) compared to the

unirradiated case. As indicated in the unirradiated case, the desorption

step and grain boundary migration step are not included. The grain boun-

dary migration step is of particular concern because of the necessity for

maintaining the fine grain size and open porosity. This type of structure

is probably more sensitive to radiation effects than a more coarse structure.

Grain growth is not expected to be a major factor unless excessive over-

heating occurs during an off-normal thermal excursion.

For the purposes of the reference design the total blanket tritium

inventory was assumed to be 10 kg. This would require that neither sig-

nificant radiation-induced tritium trapping nor pore closure occur in the

breeding material. The estimates presented in this chapter based on the

irradiation effects indicate a major concern about tritium release charac-

teristics. An important contribution of the present study is the identifi-

cation of specific mechanisms or processes that must be investigated before

the viability of solid breeder blanket concepts can be more accurately

assessed.
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10.4 NEUTRONIC ANALYSIS

The three primary functions of a fusion reactor blanket are to convert

the fusion energy to sensible heat and to provide for removal of this heat,

to breed tritium and to provide for tritium recovery, and to serve as part

of The neutron shield for the magnets. As such, the neutronics considerations

impact the materials selection and mechanical design aspects of the blanket.

The blanket neutronic analyses performed in support of the STARFIRE study are

summarized in this section. Important neutronic goals for the blanket are

defined and general design concepts considered are presented. The relative

neutronic performance characteristics of candidate neutron multiplier materials

and tritium breeding materials are analyzed. An assessment of the benefits

of neutron multipliers on blanket performance is presented. The relative

performance of H2O versus D2O cooled blankets are analyzed. The impact of

breeding material and neutron multiplier distribution on the breeding char-

acteristics is assessed and the benefits of candidate reflector materials are

presented. Finally, the neutronic performance of the reference blanket de-

sign based on one- and three-dimensional neutronics models is analyzed.

10.4.1 Neutronic Goals for STARFIRE Blanket Design

The tritium breeding capability of the blanket must be adequate to supply

the tritium fuel requirement during the whole plant lifetime as well as gener-

ate enough surplus of tritium to start another plant within a reasonable period

of time. A tritium doubling time of about seven years is considered ade-

quate for fusion power generation based on the historical growth of the power

industry. Based on analyses presented previously, the doubling time for

STARFIRE as a function of tritium breeding ratio is given in Fig. 10-1.8 for

a tritium burnup rate of 0.53 kg/day and a tritium inventory of 10 kg. For

these conditions, a tritium breeding ratio of 1.02 will produce a doubling

time of seven years. A tritium breeding ratio greater than 1.06 will result

in doubling time of less than 2.3 years, which is probably excessive. There-
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fore, a net tritium breeding ratio of 1.02 to 1.06 is adequate to produce a

reasonable doubling time (7 to 2.3 years) fo* fusion power industry. I t

should be noted from Fig. 10-18 that lowering the tritium inventory in the

STARFIRE plant reduces the doubling time. In the case of 5 kg tritium inventory,

the seven years doubling time requires 1.0] net tritium breeding rat io. A

larger tritium inventory will require a larger breeding ratio to maintain the

same doubling time.

Another blanket design goal is to maximize the blanket energy deposition

per fusion neutron within the imposed constraints on the blanket thickness.

In addition, i t is desirable from the thermal hydraulic and mechanical design

point of view to minimize the energy deposition gradient as much as possible.

12
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'10 kg TRITIUM INVENTORY
(STARFIRE DESIGN)

5 kg TRITIUM INVENTORY

1.00 1.01 1.02 1.03 1.04 1.05 1.06 1.07
TRITIUM BREEDING RATIO

Figure 10-18. Doubling time as a function of tritium breeding ratio for
STARFIRE design.
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As will be demonstrated later, the energy deposition profile has an expo-

nential sha^e which is dependent on the material and the geometric configura-

tion used for the different blanket regions. A more uniform energy deposition

profile will also reduce the blanket tritium inventory by keeping the breeder

temperature profile close to the average design temperature of the breeder.

The energy leakage through the blanket region should be minimized since

the heat deposited in the shield region is not usable for generating power.

The energy leakage through the blanket should be limited to about one percent

of the total energy deposited in the blanket. In general, energy leakage due

to streaming through the limiter slot, the rf systems, and other voids will

contribute about half of the total energy leakage. This balance in the energy

leakage represents an optimum situation for the blanket and shield design.

10.4.2 Blanket Geometry Options

The solid breeder blanket concept with continuous tritium recovery by

means of a helium purge stream has been utilized for the STARFIRE design.

Unfortunately, the existence of the other elements with the lithium isotopes

in the solid breeder material and the high percentage of the structural ma-

terial result in a tritium breeding ratio of less than one. Consequently, the

fusion neutron interactions with these elements reduce the tritium generation

from the 7Li isotope. Furthermore, the parasitic neutron interactions with

these elements result in less capture in the eLi isotope for tritium genera-

tion. The remedy to this problem is to include a neutron multiplier to pro-

due, more neutrons through (n,2n) and (n,3n) interactions.

There are some exceptional solid breeder materials with high lithium

content which can produce a tritium breeding ratio greater than one wir.hcu*.

a neutron multiplier. These so?id breeders are Li20 and LiH. Problems

associated with the use of these materials, e.g., large tritium inventory

for Li20, low melting point for LiH and other safety problems, are discussed

in Sec. 10.1 and :9.3.

The neutron multiplier can be incorporated with the solid breeder in

three different blanket options. In the first option, the neutron multiplier

is placed in a separate zone in front of the breeding zone. In the second

option, the first zone consists of both neutron multiplier and breeder followed

by a zone consisting only of the breeder. The third option consists of a finer
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heterogeneous system of breeder and neutron multiplier. In the first option

where the fusion neutrons must pass through the neutron multiplier before

reaching the solid breeder, the resulting neutron flux entering the solid

breeder is much softer than the first wall neutron flux. However, the neutron

flux into the tritium breeding zone is increased. The softer spectrum, which

results from the interactions with the neutron multiplier, reduces the

probability of neutron interactions with 7Li to produce tritium from the
7Li(n,nct)T reaction. The result is to depend on 6Li to produce most of

the tritium from the 6Li(n,a)T interaction.

The separate zone option has more flexibility to adjust the average

operating temperature for each zone independently. The operating tempera-

ture of the solid breeder can be adjusted to match the temperature range

suggested for the optimum operating conditions as defined by the tritium ex-

traction process. The main drawback in this option is that all the neutrons

have to pass through the neutron multiplier and the second wall before reach-

ing the solid breeder zone. This transport process reduces the number of

neutrons available for interaction with the solid breeder due to the parasitic

neutron interactions in the second wall and the neutron multiplier zone.

In the second option the first zone consists of the solid breeder and

the neutron multiplier occupying the same zone in heterogeneous arrangement

followed by another zone of the solid breeder. The resulting tritium breeding

ratio and the energy deposition per fusion neutron are higher than the corres-

ponding values from the separate zone blanket option. The primary reason for

the improved performance is that the neutrons travel less distance to reach

the solid breeder, and hence, the parasitic absorption is reduced. However,

the design of this option is more difficult, and since it requires more struc-

tural material, it is less desirable from the radwaste point of view.

The third option is also intended to further improve the nuclear per-

formance of the blanket and simplify the mechanical design. It consists of

two blanket zones similar to the second concept except that the first zone

is a homogeneous medium. This homogeneous medium may contain two compounds

mixed together (for example, BeO + LiA102) or one compound which has lithium

and neutron multiplier atoms (for example, Li2Zr03>. As anticipated, the

nuclear performance can be improved for a particular materials system and
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the mechanical design is relatively simple. However, this concept is limited

to only a few neutron multiplier and breeding material combinations because

of compatibility considerations.

10.4.3 Neutronic Analysis of the Neutron Multipliers

The nuclear data for nonfissionable material were examined to identify

elements with (n,2n) or (n,3n> cross sections in the energy range of 0 to 14.1

MeV. Table 10-24 gives a list of the potential candidates along with some

relevant parameters for each candidate. The (n,2n) cross section is relatively

high and it is of the order of 1 to 2.6 barn for the high-Z materials at 14

MeV neutron energy. For lighter materials, the (n,2n) cross sections are

typically lower except for Be and to a lesser extent in D. The (n,2n) cross

sections for the low-Z materials remain relatively high down Lo lower thresh-

old energies compared to the high-Z materials. The other important neutronic

considerations are the absorption cross sections, e.g., o(n,y) + o(n,p) + a(n,a),

and the inelastic cross sections. These cross sections should be small to

qualify the material as a good neutron multiplier from the neutronic point of

view. Analysis of the elements with significant (n,2n) and (n,3n) cross

sections indicates that Pb, Bi, Be and Zr have the highest potential for

neutron multiplication among the candidates listed. Beryllium has been used

as a neutron multiplier for several reactor studies, ' and lead has also

been suggested because it has low absorption cross sections.

In order to compare the performance of the different neutron multipliers,

a one-dimensional neutronic analysis was performed to determine the tritium

breeding capability, the heat deposition per fusion neutron, and the radio-

active isotopes with long half-lives generated from the multiplier materials.

The analyses were carried out for two different blanket concepts. In both sets

of calculations LiA102 solid breeder with 90%
 6Li enrichment, PCA steel

struccural material and H20 coolant are used with different neutron multi-

pliers. The separate zone blanket option described in the previous section

is employed for these analyses. The differences between the two concepts are

related to the neutron multiplier zone design. In the first concept the neu-

tron multiplier is internally cooled by water tubes embedded inside the neutron

multiplier material (internally cooled neutron multiplier) while the second

concept uses the first wall and second wall water coolant to remove the heat
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Table 10-24. Properties of Candidate Neutron Multiplier Materials

o
I

Hater iaL

Density,

cm', x

o(n,2n) at 14 HeV,
barns

Be

1.85

0.1236

BeO

2.96

0.07127

Pb

11

0 .

.34

0 3 348

PbO

9.53

0.02571

Bi

9.

0 .

6

02824

Zr

7.

0 .

6

04291

Zr

8.

0 .

EPb 3

93

004680

PbBi

10.46

0.03047

0.5 0.5

I(n,2n) at 14 MeV, cm 0.0618 0,0256
cm"1

Threshold energy for 1.868 1.868
(n,2n) cross
section, HeV

a(n,Y) at 0.0253 eV, 0.0095 0.0095
barns

0.0737

6.7b5

0.17

0.0565

(-.765

2.2

0.0621

7.44:

0.6 9.2

0.0257 0.0431

7.274 6.765

1.410.17 0.034 0.18

n,y) at 0.0253 eV, 0.001174 0.0006711 0.005692 0.004369 O.0009t»02 0,006599 0.002905

2.2

0.0670

6.765

0.094

0.3534

Radioactivity

Isotopes 10Be 10Be 205Pb 5Pb 210Po »-Zr S J Z r ,
2 0 5pb

B~.Ec

:io
P o

Decay t y p e s B~ B~ £c Ec a,; B B . E c Ec , a , *

H a l f l i v e s 1 .6 x 1 0 6 y 1 .6 x 1 0 6 y 3 . 0 x 1 0 7 y 3 . 0 x J O 7 y 1 . 3 8 . 4 d 1 .5 x 10fc y 1 . 5 x 1 0 6 y 3 x 1 0 7 y
3 > i l O y 13 8 . 1 d

Melting point, °C 1278 2520 327.5

Thermal conduc- 20i 216h 35.3
tivitya at 25°C,
W/m-°k

888 271.3 1852 1400

7.92^ 22.7

125

.3d

a At 25°C

Pure beryllium oxide, hot pressed

Polycrystalline
d At 200°C



from the neutron multiplier material (externally cooled neutron multiplier).

The zone volumetric compositions for the two blanket concepts are given in

Table 10-25. The atomic densities for the different materials used in the

neutronic analyses are listed in Table 10-26.

The tritium breeding ratio and the energy deposition per fusion neutron

for the internally-cooled multiplier concept are plotted in Figs. 10-19 and

10-20, respectively, as a function of the neutron multiplier thickness.

Vanadium, niobium, molybdenum and tungsten neutron multipliers were excluded

because of insufficient tritium breeding capability. The beryllium and lead

neutron multipliers exhibit the highest tritium breeding ratios for this

blanket concept. Lead neutron multiplier exhibits a high tritium breeding

ratio in this blanket concept because of its large (n,2n) cross section at

the 14 MeV neutron energy and because of its very low capture cross section.

The beryllium neutron multiplier produces more neutrons per fusion neutron

compared to the other neutron multipliers; however, the maximum breeding ratio

Table 10-25. Blanket Parameters for Internally-Cooled and Externally-Cooled
Neutron Multiplier Concepts

Zone Description

First Wall

Neutron
Multiplier

Second Walla

Tritium Breeder

Reflector

Zone Thickness
cm

1

Variable

1

50

15

Zone Composition, Vol. %

Externally-Cooled

50% PCA
50% H20

100% neut ron
multiplier

25% PCA
25% H20

80% LiA102
b

10% PCA
5% H20
5% He purge

50% carbon
25% PCA
25% H20

In te rna l ly -Coo led

50% PCA
50% H20

85% neut ron m u l t i -
plier

10% PCA
5% H20

No second wall

80% LiA102 b reeder b

10% PCA
5% H20
5% He purge

50% carbon
25% PCA
25% H20

second wall is 50% by volume void

90%
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Table 10-26. Densities of Candidate Neutron Multiplier Materials

Mate r i a l Density gm/cm3 Atom/cm3 x 102t*

L i 2 0

Li 7 Pb 2

LiAlO2

L i 2 S i 0 3

Be

BeO

Zr

Pb

PbO

Zr 5 Pb 3

H20

D20

Ferritic Steel

2.023

4.59

3.40

2.52

1

2

6

11

9

.85

.96

.5

.34

.53

8.93

1.0

1.1

7.7

0
Li

Pb
Li

0
Al
Li

0
Si
Li

Be

Be
0

Zr

Pb

Pb
0

Zr
Pb

H
0

D
0

C
V
Cr
Fe
Nb
Mo
W

0.04078
0,08156

0.01194
0.04180

0.06211
0.03106
0.03106

0.05061
0.01687
0.03374

0.1236

0.07127
0.07127

0.04291

0.03348

0.02571
0.02571

0.02340
0.01400

0.0670
0.0335

0.0664
0.0332

0.0003089
0.0001365
0.008027
0.07404
0.00004991
0.0004834
0.0001261

A density factor of 0.6 is used with in all the neutronic analysis.
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Table 10-26. (Continued)

Material Density gm/cm^ Atom/cm3 x 1021*

PCA Steel 7.81 Fe
Cr
Ni
Mo
Mn
Ti
Si
C
N

0.05486
0.01266
0.01282
0.0009793
0.001710
0.0002942
0.0008384
0.0001961
0.00003358

1.6 0.08023

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

NEUTRON MULTIPLIER ZONE THICKNESS, cm

Figure 10-19. Tritium breeding ratio from the separate: zone blanket option
with different neutron multipliers (internally cooled) with
LiA102 (90% 6Li) breeder, H20 coolant and PCA structure.
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2 4 6 8 10 12 14
NEUTRON MULTIPLIER ZONE THICKNESS, cm

16

Figure 10-20. Nuclear energy deposition per fusion neutron for the different
neutron multipliers (internally cooled) for LiA102 (90%

 6Li)
breeder, H20 coolant, ar.d PCA structure.

is about the same as for lead (see Table 10-27). This is due primarily to

the softer spectrum from beryllium and the high slowing down power of the H20

coolant which results in more parasitic neutron interactions in the struc-

tural material per fusion neutron as shown in Table 10-27. The unique featur

of the beryllium multiplier is the high energy deposition per fusion neutron

that is desirable from the economic point of view. The Zr5Pb3 and PbO neutro

multipliers show a maximum tritium breeding ratio of 1.11 and 1.08, respectiv

which is probably insufficient for a practical system. The tritium breeding

capability from this blanket concept can be improved by using heavy water (D2

which has a lower slowing down power instead of ordinary water (H20),

The second concept, in which the neutron multiplier material is cooled

externally from both sides (first wall and second wall), provides for a

simpler blanket mechanical design and improves the blanket nuclear performam

The tritium breeding ratios and the energy deposition per fusion neutron are

plotted in Figs. 10-21 and 10-22, respectively, as a function of the neutron

multiplier zone thickness. The beryllium neutron multiplier shows the highes

tritium breeding ratio in this blanket concept because the neutron slowing



Table 10-27. Blanket Neutronic Parameters at the Maximum Tritium Breeding
Ratio (TBR) from the Separate Zone Blanket Option with Dif-
ferent Neutron Multipliers (internally cooled) for
(90% 6Li) Breeder/H20 Coolant/PGA Steel Structure

Neutron Multiplier Material

Tritium Breeding Ratio

Multiplier Zone Thickness (cm)

Energy per Fusion Neutron (MeV)

(n,2n) Reactions from the Neutron
Multiplier per Fusion Neutron

(n,Y) Reaction from the PCA Struc-
ture per Fusion Neutron

Pb

1.19

7.5

17.8

0.42

0.22

Be

1.18

6

21.1

0.61

0.34

Zr5Pb3

1.11

6

17.8

0.31

0.14

PbO

1.08

6

17.5

0.28

0.16

BeO

0.96

4

18.3

0.24

0.13

0 J 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
NEUTRON MULTIPLIER ZONE THICKNES5, cm

Figure 10-21. Tritium breeding ratio from the separate zone blanket option
with different neutron multipliers (externally cooled) with
LiA102 (90%

 6Li) breeder, H20 coolant, and PCA structure.
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2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
NEUTRON MULTIPLIER ZONE THICKNESS, Cm

Figure 10-22. Nuclear energy deposition per fusion neutron for the different
neutron multipliers (externally cooled) with LiA102 (90% 6Li)
breeder, H20 coolant and PCA structure.

down by the water coolant and the parasitic reactions in the structural ma-

terial in the neutron multiplier zone are eliminated. Table 10-28 shows the

(n,2n) reactions from the neutron multiplier and the (n,y) reactions from the

PCA structure per fusion neutron at a breeding ratio of 1.2 or the maximum

tritium breeding ratio attainable if less than 1.2.

It is clear from Tables 10-27 and 10-28 that the performance of the

beryllium neutron multiplier is improved in the second blanket concept. The

lead neutron multiplier also shows an improvement, and the ZrsPb3 and PbO

neutron multipliers provide a breeding ratio greater than 1.2 in the second

concept. Since Pb, Bi and PbBi neutron multipliers are quite similar from

the neutronic point of view, the neutronic calculations are carried out for

lead only.

From the previous results, it appears that Be, Pb, PbBi, Bi, Zr5Pb3 and

PbO are the potential candidates as neutron multipliers from the neutronic

point of view. The choice among these multipliers depends on the physical

properties, design criteria and other considerations discussed in Sec. 10.1.
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Table 10-28, Blanket Neutronic Parameters at 1.2 or the Maximum Tritium
Breeding Ratio from the Separate Zone Blanket Option with
Different Neutron Multipliers (externally cooled) for LiA102

(90% 6Li) Breeder/H20 Coolant/PCA Steel Structure

Neutron Multiplier Material

Tritium Breeding Ratio

Multiplier Zone Thickness
(cm)

Energy per Fusion Neutron
(MeV)

(n,2n) Reactions from the
Neutron Multiplier per
Fusion Neutron

(n,Y) Reaction from the PCA
Structure per Fusion
Neutron

Be

1.2

3.3

19.4

0.46

0.14

Pb

1.2

3.8

17.2

0.43

0.11

Zr5Pb3

1.2

5.9

17.7

0.34

0.10

Zr

1.13

9

18.3

0.30

0.11

PbO

1.2

8

17.5

0.40

0.14

BeO

1.04

8

19.7

0.47

0.29

The radioactive isotopes with long half-lives from the different neutron

multipliers are given in Table 10-24. A more extensive analysis for the radio-

activity in terms of Ci/W from the Be and Zr5Pb3 neutron multipliers are given

in Chap. 12.

10.4.4 Neutronic Analysis of the Tritium Breeding Materials

The neutronic analyses wt-re carried out for four lithium compounds,

LiA102, Li2SiO3, Li20 and Li7Pb2, representing the potential candidates from

the ceramic and intermetallic compounds. The LiA102 and Li2Si03 breeder have

similar neutronic performance, both need a neutron multiplier to achieve a

tritium breeding ratio greater than one. LiyPb2 represents the homogeneous

blanket option where the tritium breeding element (Li) exists as a compound

with the neutron multiplier element (Pb). Li20 is one of the few solid breeders

that has the potential for tritium breeding without a neutron multiplier.
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The separate zone blanket option described in Sec. 10.4,2 with a ZrsPb3

neutron multiplier material, PCA steel structure and H20 coolant is used for

the neutronic analysis of LiA102 tritium breeding material. The neutron multi-

plier material is cooled from the first and second wall to improve the neu-

tronic performance and simplify the mechanical design as discussed in Sec.

10.4.3. In this analysis, the impact of 6Li enrichment and the neutron multi-

plier zone thickness on the blanket performance are examined. In addition,

the tritium breeding zone thickness and 6Li burnup are considered in the

analysis. The blanket parameters are the same as given in Table 10-25, except

a 7-cm thick neutron multiplier and a 50-cm thick reflector (90% C, 5% PCA,

and 5% H2Q) are used. The breeding zone thickness and the 6Li enrichment are

variable in this analysis.

The tritium breeding ratio contours as a function of the sLi enrichment

and the neutron multiplier zone thicknesses are given in Fig. 10-23. The

results shown in Fig. 10-23 indicate that a specific tritium breeding ratio

can be achieved with different combination of ^Li enrichment and neutron

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

NEUTRON MULTIPLIER ZONE THICKNESS, cm

Figure 10-23. Tritium breeding ratio contours from the separate zone blanket
option with LiA102 breeder, Zr5Pb3 neutron multiplier, H20
coolant, and PCA structure.
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multiplier zone thickness. In the range of interest for the STARFIRE design, a

tritium breeding ratio of 1.2 is achievable with at least three different cases.

The first case with a minimum 6Li enrichment of 28% requires an 8-cm neutron mul

plier zone thickness. The second case with a minimum neutron multiplier zone

thickness needs at least a 50% 6Li enrichment. The third case, which is char-

acterized by a thicker neutron multiplier and a higher 6Li enrichment, utilizes

a 12-cm neutron multiplier zone thickness and a 75% eLi enrichment. The

differences in the maximum heating rate for these blankets are within 5% as

shown in Fig. 10-24. The maximum lithium burnup contours after six years of

operation (16.2 MW«yr/m2) as a function of the 6Li enrichment and the neutron

multiplier zone thicknesses are given in Fig. 10-25.

The maximum lithium burnup increases with both the neutron multiplier

zone thickness and the 6Li enrichment because of an increase in the 5Li

reaction rate. The difference in the maximum burnup between the blanket with

minimum ̂ Li enrichment and the corresponding one with minimum neutron multi-

plier zone thickness for a tritium breeding ratio of 1.2 is less than 1%

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

NEUTRON MULTIPLIER ZONE THICKNESS, cm

12

Figure 10-24, Maximum heating rate (W/cm3) contours in the breeder material
from the separate zone blanket option with LiA102 breeder, Zr5Ph
neutron multiplier, H2O coolant and PCA structure.
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I 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II

NEUTRON MULTIPLIER ZONE THICKNESS, cm

12

Figure 10-25. Maximum lithium burnup (%) contours after six years oii operation
(16.2 MW»yr/m2) for the separate zone blanket option with LiA102

breeder, Zr5Pb3 neutron multiplier, H2O coolant, and PCA structure.

after six years of operation. However, the blanket with a minimum neutron

multiplier zone thickness had the lowest maximum temperature in the neutron

multiplier zone which is an important design issue in the blanket design as

shown in Sec. 10.5. The blanket with the thick neutron multiplier zone and

a high Li enrichment has the lowest energy leakage, while the bla.iket with

minimum 5Li enrichment has an economic advantage derived from the saving in

the 5Li enrichment cost. In the STARFIRE design, the blanket with minimum

neutron multiplier zone thickness is employed because i t minimizes the beryllium

resource requirement and satisfies the maximum temperature criterion for

Zr5Pb3 w i t n t h e external multiplier coolant concept.

In order to define the tritium breeding zone thickness, the tritium

breeding ratio as a function of the tritium breeding zone thickness was

calculated for a blanket design with a 7-cm Zr5Pb3 neutron multiplier zone

thickness, LiA102 (60% 6Li) tritium breeding material, H20 coolant and PCA

steel structure. The results are summarized in Fig. 10-26. The reflector

zone (90« C, 5% PCA, and 5% H20) in these calculations is 50 cm thick to assure

maximum reflection. The increase in the tritium breeding zone thickness from
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1.20

I.OS
10 20 30 40

TRITIUM BREEDING ZONE: THICKNESS, cm

Figure 10-26. Breeding zone thickness from the separate zone blanket option
with Zr5Pb3 neutron multiplier/LJLAIO2 (60%) breeder, H20 ccolant
and PCA structure.

30 to 40 cm results in an increase of only 0.6% in the tritium breeding

ratio. Therefore, l i t t l e benefit is gained with a tritium breeding zone

greater than 30 cm.

The Li2SiO3 breeding material will generate about 0.4% more tritium

and deposit 1% less energy per fusion neutron compared to the LiAlO2. How-

ever, the main difference between the LiA102 and Li2Si03 compounds relates

to the radioactivity. Li2Si03 compound does not generate long term radioactive

isotopes while LiA102 produces 26A1 isotope with a half l ife of 7.3 x 105 yr.

The Li20 breeding material is a unique candidate because of i ts potential

to breed enough tritium without a neutron multiplier material. Elimination

of the neutron multiplier results in much simpler blanket design.

Helium coolant potentially matches the high temperature capability of

Li20 and eliminates the reaction problems associated with water coolant

in the tritium breeding zone. Helium coolant occupies large volume fraction

of the tritium breeding zone and requires a large amount of structural

material which impacts the blanket nuclear performance and increases the

blanket thickness. In order to analyze this blanket configuration,
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the tritium breeding ratio per 14 McV fusion neutron as a function of the

helium coolant and ferritic steel volume fraction are given in Fig. 10-27.

The blanket parameters used in the calculation are listed in Table 10-29.

A design similar to STARFIRE would be expected to use 30 to 40% He and

14 to 16% ferritic steel which would result in ^ 1.2 tritium breeding

ratios and '-- 17.7 MeV energy deposition per fusion neutron.

The use of D2O coolant with L^O tritium breeding material results in

a significant improvement in the blanket nuclear performance. Table 10-30

gives the blanket parameters for different tritium breeding zone compositions

with Li20 (natural Li) tritium breeding material and D20 coolant, while

Table 10-31 gives the calculated tritium breeding ratio and the energy de-

posited per fusion neutron. The D2O cooled blanket (blanket No. 3 in Table

10-31) gives tritium breeding ratio of ^ 1.32 with a 60-cm tritium breeding

zone thickness compared to 1.2 with 100 cm for the corresponding blanket with

a helium coolant. A breeding ratio of 1.2 requires only a 33-cm thick blanket

with D2O coolant, compared to 100 cm for thf He coolant case. The energy de-

posited per fusion neutron is ^ 17.7 MeV for both coolants.

20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

He COOLANT VOLUME, %

Figure 10-27. Tritium breeding ratio contours for LI2O breeder, He coolant,
ferritic steel structure and with D2O first wall coolant.
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Table 10-29. Blanket Parameters for Different Tritium Breeding Zone Compositions

with Li20 (natural Li) Tritium Breeding Material, Helium Coolant,

Ferritic Steel Structure and D20 Coolant for the First Wall

Zone Description

First Wall

Tritium Breeding Zone

Reflector

Zone Thickness
cm

1

100

30

Zone Composition
Percentage by Volume

50% ferritic steel structure

50% D20 coolant

(100-X-Y)% Li20 tritium breeding
material

X% ferritic steel structure
Y% He coolant

85% carbon reflector
material

5% ferritic steel structure
10% He coolant

Table 10-30. Blanket Parameters for Different Tritium Breeding Zone Composi-
tions with Li20 (.natural Li) Tritium Breeding Material, D2U
Coolant and Ferritic Steel Structure

Zone Description

First Wall

Tritium Breeding Zone

Reflector

Zone Thickness
cm

1

60

30

Zone Composition
Percentage by Volume

50% ferritic steel structure

50% D20 coolant

(100-X-Y)% Li20 tritium breeding
material

X% ferritic steel structure
Y% D20 coolant

90% carbon reflector
5% ferritic steel structure
5% D20 coolant
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Table- 10-31. Tritium Breeding Ratio and Nuclear Energy Deposition per Fusion
Neutron for Different Tritium Breeding Zone Composition with
Li20 (natural Li) Tritium Breeding Material, D20 Coolant
and Fe r r i t i c Steel Structure

Blanket Number

Li2Q Tritium Breeding Mater ia l ,
Volume %

FerrLtic Steel Structure, Volume X

l)20 Coolant, Volume "A

Energy Deposition per Fusion
Neutron (MeV)

6Li(n,T)a Reaction per Fusion
Neutron

7Li(n,n"T)u Reaction per Fusion
Neutron

Tritium Breeding Ratio (60 cm)

Tritium Breeding Zone Thickness
for 1.2 Tritium Breeding
Ratio (cm)

1

90

5

5

17.73

0.9395

0.4128

1.3523

30

2

85

5

10

17.74

0.9465

0.3941

1.3406

32

17

0 .

0 .

1 .

3

85

10

5

.74

9 398

3752

3150

33

17

0 .

0 .

1 .

4

80

10

10

.79

9463

3568

3031

33

The lithium lead (Li7rb2) provides a high tritium breeding ratio because

of the neutron mult ipl icat ion from lead. The presence of l i thium and lead

atoms in a homogeneous compound represents a favorable s i t ua t ion for u t i l i z ing

the secondary neutrons as discussed in Sec. 10.4.2. This s i tua t ion resul t s

in a small blanket thickness to get the required tr i t ium breeding and the

nuclear energy. Table 10-32 l i s t s the blanket parameters used for Li7Pb?

neutronic analysis . The water-cooled volume fraction is 20% to keep the

maximum temperature in the tr i t ium breeding material below the melting point .

An increase in 6Li enrichment for th is blanket resul ts in lower values for

the t r i t ium breeding r a t i o and the nuclear heat deposition as shown in Table

10-33. This blanket requires a 24-ctn t r i t ium breeding zone thickness and

a 5-cm re f lec to r zone thickness to achieve a t r i t ium breeding ra t io of 1.2.

This small blanket thickness provides an economic advantage.
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Table 10-32. Blanket Parameters for Li7Pb2 Tritium Breeding Material with
H20 Coolant and Ferritic Steel Structure

Zone Description

First Wall

Tritium Breeding Zone

Reflector

Zone Thickness
cm

1

30

5

Zone Composition
Percentage by Volume

50% ferritic steel structure
50% H20 coolant

70% LiyPb2 tritium breeding
material

10% ferritic steel structure
20% H20 coolant

95% H20 reflector
5% ferritic steel structure

Table 10-33. Tritium Breeding Ratio and Energy Deposition per Fusion
Neutron as a Function of the Lithium-6 Enrichment for Li Pb
Tritium Breeding Material with H20 Coolant and Ferritic
Steel Structure

Lithium-6
Enrichment (%)

7.5 (natural)

15

30

45

90

Tritium Breeding
Ratio

1.344

1.327

1.304

1.280

1.205

Energy Deposition
per Fusion Neutron (MeV)

18.14

17.92

17.77

17.71

17.64
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10.4.5 Neutronic Analysis of Neutron Multiplier versus Non-Neutron Multi-

plier Blanket

The use of the neutron multiplier material is essential for most of the

solid breeders to achieve the required tritium breeding ratio. Also, the use

of neutron multiplier material results in a higher energy deposition per fusion

neutron and lower neution energy leakage to the shield. These improvements

are obvious from the neutronic analysis of the different neutron multipliers

and tritium breeding material's given in the previous sections. However, the

use of the neutron multiplier increases the materials compatibility problems

in the blanket. There are few solid breeders that can satisfy the tritium

breeding requirements without a neutron multiplier. The benefits of using

a neutron multiplier with these solid breeders are examined. A L^O (natural

Li) solid breeder blanket is analyzed for three different blanket configura-

tions. The first blanket is designed without a neutron multiplier, the other

two blankets employ a neutron multiplier. Pb and Be are the neutron multi-

pliers used in this analysis. The total blanket thickness is kept constant

fcr the three blanket configurations shown in Table 10-34. The reference

breeding zone thickness is defined for a tritium breeding ratio of ^ 1.2

without a neutron multiplier.

The Li20 blanket without a neutron multiplier achieves a breeding ratio

of 1.2 und deposits 17.6 MeV per fusion neutron as shown in Table 10-35.

The blankets with neutron multipliers use less Li20 and generate more tritium

per Fusion neutron. Both Be and Pb increase the tritium production by ^ 15%

relative to the blanket without neutron multiplier. This increase in the

tritium breeding ratio is beneficial in two different ways. First, the

blanket tritium inventory is reduced because the tritium generation per unit

blanket volume is higher since less volume is used compared to the blanket

without a neutron multiplier. Second, the reactor cost is decreased with a

smaller blanket thickness. In addition, the Be multiplier increases the

energy deposition per fusion neutron by °» 29% which translates to an increase

in the reactor power and decreasss the cost of electricity. Also, the neutron

multiplier decreases the neutron energy leakage per fusion neutron, which is
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Table 10-34. Blanket Parameters for Li20 (natural Li) With and Without Neutron
Multiplier Material, Helium Coolant, Ferritic Steel Structure and
D20 Coolant for the First Wall

Zone Description

A. Blanket Without Neu-
tron Multiplier

First Wail

Tritium Breeding
Zone

Reflector

B. Blankets with Neu-
tron Multiplier

First Wall

Neutron Multiplier

Tritium Breeding
Zone

Reflector

Zone Thickness
cm

1

50

30

1

10

40

30

Zone Composition
Percentage by Volume

50% ferritic steel structure
50% D20 coolant

60% Li20 tritium breeding
material

10% ferritic steel structure
30% He coolant and purge

stream

85% carbon reflector ma-
terial

5% ferritic steel structure
10% He coolant

50% ferritic steel structure
50% D20 coolant

85% neutron multiplier ma-
terial

10% ferritic steel structure
5% D20 coolant

60% Li20 tritium breeding
material

10% ferritic steel structure
30% He coolant and purge

stream

85% carbon reflector ma-
terial

5% ferritic steel structure
10% He coolant
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Table 10-35. Blanket Neutronic Parameters from Three Li20 (natural Li)
Blanket with He Coolant, Ferritic Steel Structure and D20
Coolant for the First Wall; the First Without a Neutron
Multiplier Material, the Second with Be Neutron Multiplier
Material, the Third with Ph Neutron Multiplier.

Blanket Parameter Blanket Parameters

Multiplier Material

Neutron Multiplier Zone Thickness (cm)

Tritium Breeding Zone Thickness (cm)

Li?0 Material Thickness (cm)

Neutron Multiplier Material Thickness (cm)

Total Blanket Thickness (cm)

Tritium Breeding Ratio

Energy Deposition per Fusion Neutron (MeV)

Neutron Energy Leakage per Fusion Neutron
(MeV)

Gamma Energy Leakage per Fusioi Neutron
(MeV)

Total Energy Leakage per Fusion Neutron
(MeV)

—

—

50

24

—

81

1.206

17.6

0.038

0.073

0.111

Be

10

40

19.2

8.5

81

1.386

22.63

0.026

0.093

0.119

Pb

10

40

19.2

8.5

81

1.372

17.6

0.023

0.064

0.087

desirable from the shielding and radioactivity point of view. However, the

use of neutron multipliers increases 6Li consumption per fusion neutron. The

increase in 6Li burnup is about 38% for a tritium breeding ratio of 1.2

compared to the case without a neutron multiplier.

10.4.6 Neutronic Analysis of D?0 versus H?0 Cooled Blanket

The water coolant is the choice for the STARFIRE design as discussed

in Sec. 10.1.2. In order to compare the blanket performance with both H 20

and D20, a neutronic analysis for both coolants is given in this section for

two different blanket concepts. The first blanket concept employs the lead
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neutron multiplier in the separate zone blanket option with Li2Si03 (90% &Li)

tritium breeding material. The second blanket concept utilizes the Li20 tritium

breeding material without a neutron multiplier.

The blanket parameters for the first concept are given in Table 10-36,

The resulting tritium breeding ratio from this blanket as a function of the

neutron multiplier zone thickness is given in Fig. 10-28 for both coolants.

The D20 cooled blanket gives a maximum tritium breeding ratio of 1.43 compared

to 1.23 from the H20 cooled blanket for neutron multiplier zone thicknesses

of 13 and '.".5 cm for D20 and H20, respectively. This difference in the tritium

breeding capability is caused primarily by the difference in the slowing down

power of D20 and H20. Figure 10-29 shows that the neutron multiplication

from Pb(n,2n) reactions for both coolants are the same whereas the neutron

capture in the ferritic steel structural material is much higher in the H20

blanket compared to the D20 blanket. The H20 coolant moderates the secondary

Table 10-36. Blanket Parameters for Separate Zone Blanket Option with
D20 or H20 Coolant, Pb Neutron Multiplier Material, Li2Si03
(90% 6Li) Tritium Breeding Material and Ferritic Steel
Structure

Zone Description

First Wall

Neutron Multiplier

Tritium Breeder

Reflector

Zone Thickness
cm

1

Variable

50

20

Zone Composition
Percentage by Volume

50% ferritic steel structure
50% water coolant

85% Pb neutron multiplier
material

10% ferritic steel structure
5% water coolant

80% Li2Si03 tritium breeding
material

10% ferritic steel structure
5% water coolant
5% He purge stream

90% carbon reflector
5% ferritic steel structure
5% water coolant
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Figure 10-28. Tritium breeding ratio from separate zone blanket option with
D20 and H20 coolant, Pb neutron multiplier, Li2Si03 (90% 6Li)
breeder and ferritic steel structure.
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o
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Pb(n, ?.n) FOR D20 AND
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NEUTRON MULTIPLIER ZONE THICKNESS, cm

Figure 10-29. Pb(n,2n) neutron interaction and (n,y) capture in the ferrit ic
structure for D20 and H20 cooled blanket with Li2Si03 (90% 6Li)
breeder.
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neutrons in the multiplier zone enough to significantly increase the proba-

bility for the neutron capture in the ferritic steel structure. More than

95% of the total neutron capture occurs in the first wall and the neutron

multiplier structural material. The D2O coolant does not moderate the neutrons

as effectively so that more secondary neutrons proceed into the tritium breed-

ing zone. This also explains the increase in the tritium breeding capability

for the blanket with externally cooled neutron multipliers as discussed in

Sec. 10.4.3.

The energy per fusion neutron for both coolants is given in Fig. 10-30

as a function of the neutron multiplier zone thickness. The H20 cooled

blanket deposits more energy per fusion neutron. This is due to the increase

in the neutron capture in the ferritic structure where the Q value for Fe(n,y)

is 7.8 MeV compared to 4.79 KeV for eLi(n,a)T interaction.

The strong slowing down power of H20 increases the maximum burnup in

the blanket compared co D20 cooled blankets. Figure 10-31 gives the maximum

burnup for both coolants as a function of the neutron multiplier zone

> 19

16

COOLANT

2 4 6 8 10 12 14

NEUTRON MULTIPLIER ZONE THICKNESS, cm

16

Figure 10-30. Nuclear energy deposition per fusion neutron from separate zone
blanket option with D20 and H20 coolant, Pb neutron multiplier,
Li2Si03 (

90^ 6Li) breeder and ferritic steel structure.
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Figure 10-31. Maximum lithium burnup at 16.2 MW«yr/mz as a function of the
neutron multiplier zone thickness for separate zone blanket
option with D20 and H20 coolant, Pb neutron multiplier, Li2Si03
(90% 5Li) breeder and ferr i t ic steel structure.

thickness while Fig. 10-32 gives the same information as a function of the

tritium breeding ra t io . For a tritium breeding ratio of 1.2, the maximum

burnup for H20 cooled blankets is 'v 22% at 16.2 MW«yr/m2 exposure (STARFIRE

neutron wall loading integrated over the blanket life) compared to ^ 10% for

D20. This higher maximum burnup will also cause a greater change in the

blanket temperature distribution at end of l i fe .

The blanket parameters for the second concept are listed in Table 10-31

for the D20 coolant. The tritium production, the heat deposition and the

neutron leakage are given in Table 10-37 for both coolants. The energy de-

position per fusion neutron is almost the same for both coolants. The D20

cooled blanket gives 1 to 2% more tritium production compared to the H20

cooled blanket. This increase in the tritium production results from the

neutron multiplication from the E(n,2n)P interactions. However, the H20

cooled blanket has less neutron parasitic interactions due to the excellent

H20 slowing down power that increases the neutron reaction probability with
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Figure 10-32. Maximum lithium burnup at 16.2 MW-yr/m2 integrated neutron wall
load as a function of the tritium breeding ratio for the separate
zone blanket option D2O and H2O coolants, Pb neutron multiplier,
Li2Si03 (90%

 6Li) breeder and ferritic steel structure; different
values for the multiplier zone thickness can yield the same
breeding ratio but result in different Li burnup values.

6Li. Since the 5Li(n,o)a cross section is very large in the low neutron energy

range in comparison with the cross sections of the other blanket materials, the

slowing down of the neutrons is helping the tritium production for the blanket

without a neutron multiplier. For the same reason the neutron leakage from

the HjO cooled blanket is smaller compared to the leakage from the D20 cooled

blanket.

10.4.7 Neutronic Analysis of the Separate Zone ersus the Heterogeneous
Blanket Option

The separate zone blanket option is selected as the reference blanket

option for the STARFIRE design. In this section, a comparison between the

separate zone and the heterogeneous blanket option is discussed from the

neutronic and material requirements point of view. The neutron multiplier,

the tritium breeder, the structural material and the coolant are the same
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Table 10-37. Tritium Production, Nuclear Energy Deposition, Neutron Leakage
per Fusion Neutron for Different Coolant and Tritium Breeding
Zone Composition with Li2Q (natural Li) Tritium Breeding Ma-
terial and Ferritic Steel Structure

1

Blanket Number

Li20 Tritium Breeding
Material, Volume %

Ferritic Steel
Structure
Volume %

Water Coolant,
Volume %

Type of Water

Energy Deposition
per Fusion Neutron
(MeV)

6Li(n,t)a Reaction
per Fusion Neutron

7Li(n,nt)ct Reaction
per Fusion Neutron

Tritium Breeding
Ratio

Neutron Leakage per
Fusion Neutron

A

90

5

5

H20

17.75

0.9276

0.4083

1.3359

0.0010

A1

90

5

5

D20

17.73

0.9395

0.4128

1.3523

0.0023

B

85

5

10

H20

17.77

0.9311

0.3875

1.3186

0.0008

B1

85

5

10

D20

17,74

0.9465

0.3941

1.3406

0.0024

C

85

10

5

E20

17.76

0.9302

0.3712

1.3014

0.0009

C
85

10

5

D20

17,74

0.9398

0.3752

1.3150

0.0021

D

80

10

10

H20

17,77

0.9355

0.3511

1.2866

0.0007

D'

80

10

10

D20

17.79

0.9463

0.3568

1.3031

0.0018

for hoL'u concepts analyzed. The relevant parameters are listed in Table

10-38. The performance characteristics for both blanket options are compared

in Tnble 10-39. The results indicate about the same tritium breeding ratio,

energy deposition per fusion and energy leakage for both cases. However,

the r^terial requirements are different. The heterogeneous option requires

less tritium breeding material with a high 6Li enrichment, (90% 6Li enric.h-

mpnt). Whereas the lithium resources required for the heterogeneous blanket

option is half that for the separate zones blanket option, the neutron multi-

plier material requirements are much greater for the separate zone concept
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Table 10-38, Blanket Parameters for Separate Zone and Heterogeneous Blanket
Option with Zr5Pb3 Neutron Multiplier, LiA102 Breeding Material,
H2Q Coolant, and PCA Steel Structure

Zone Description

A. Separate Zone Blanket
Option

First Wall

Neutron Multiplier

Second Wall

Tritium Breeding

Reflector

B. Heterogenous Blanket
Option

First wall

Tritium Breeding and
Neutron Multiplier
Material

Tritium Breeding and
Moderator Material

Reflector

Zone Thickness
cm

1

7

1

30

15

1

23

20.5

15

Zone Composition
Percentage by Volume

50% PCA steel structure
50% H20 coolant

100% ZrgPb3 neutron multi-
plier material

25% PCA steel structure
25% H20 coolant

80% LiA102 tritium breeding

10% PCA ste-cl structure
5% H20 coolant
5% He purge stream

50% carbon reflector
i&aterial

25% PCA steel structure
25% H20 coolan*

50% PCA. steel structure
50% H20 coolant

65.2% Zr5Pb3 neutron multi-
plier material

17.4% LiA102 tritium breeding
material

8.7% PCA steel structure
4.35% H20 coolant
4.35% He purge stream

60.98% C moderator material
19.50% LiA102 tritium breeding

material
9.76% PCA steel structure
4.88% H20 coolant
4.88% He purge stream

50% carbon reflector
25% PCA steel structure
25% H20 coolant
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Table 10-39. Blanket Neutronic Parameters for the Separate Zone Option
Versus the Heterogeneous Blanket Option Where Both are Using
Zr5Pb3 Neutron Multiplier Material, LiAlO2 Tritium Breeding
Material, PCA Steel Structure and H20 Coolant

Blanket Option

Lithium-6 Enrichment (%)

Neutron Multiplier Material Thickness (cm)

Tritium Breeding Material Thickness (cm)

Tritium Breeding Ratio

Nuclear Energy Deposition per Fusion
Neutron (MeV)

Total Energy Leakage per Fusion Neutron
(MeV)

Neutron Leakage per Fusion Neutron

Neutron Energy Leakage per Fusion Neuti. jn

Maximum Heating Rate in the Multiplier
Material for 3.6 Neutron Wall Loading
(w/cm3)

Separate Zones

60

7

24

1.198

17.88

0.062

0.017

0.033

37.8

Heterogeneous

90

12

8

1.213

17.66

0.088

0.014

0.037

29.6

The maximum neutron heating in the neutron multiplier is about 28% higher

in the separate zones blanket option. Since there is less tritium breeding

material used in the heterogeneous blanket option, the blanket tritium in-

ventory in the heterogeneous blanket option should be less. The average

lithium burnup is 3.6% for the separate zones blanket option compared to

10.8% for the heterogeneous option. Although the heterogeneous blanket

option has some advantages compared to the separate zone option, the

heterogeneous blanket option is more difficult to design from the mechanical

and thermal hydraulic point of view.
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10.4.8 Blanket Neutron Performance for Different Reflector Materials

In order to analyze the impact of different reflector materials on the

blanket performance, a neutronic analysis was performed for the STARFIRE blanket

concept with three different reflector materials. Carbon, water (H2Q) and

PCA steel are the candidates as reflector materials considered. The blanket

parameters for this analysis are listed in Table 10-40. Carbon and water

provide the desirable advantage of being low radioactive materials. However,

the use of a thick water region is difficult because i t requires a heavy

container to sustain the high water pressure. The temperature consideracions

Table 10-40. Blanket Parameters for Different Reflector Materials with ^
Neutron Multiplier Material, LiA102 (60% 6Li) Tritium Breeding
Material, PCA Steel Structure and H20 Coolant

Zone Description

First Wall

Neutron Multiplier

Second Wall

Tritium Breeder

Reflector

Zone Thickness
cm

1

7

1

30

30

Zone Composition
Percentage by Volume

50% PCA steel structure
50% H20 coolant

100% Zr5Pb3 neutron multi-
plier material

50% PCA steel structure
25% K20 coolant

80% LiA102 tritium breeding
material

10% PCA steel structure
5% H20 coolant
5% He purge stream

90% reflector material
5% PCA steel structure
5% H20 coolant
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dictate the water pressure to be <v. 15 MPa. Although the use of steel is

simple, it increases the radioactive waste.

The results from the neutronic calculations for the blanket with different

reflectors are given in Table 10-41. The tritium breeding zone thickness for

these calculations is 30 cm which corresponds to a tritium breeding ratio

of 99.3% of the saturation value for the LiA102 tritium breeding material.

The results indicate that the tritium breeding ratio xr about the same for

the water and carbon reflectors, and about 1% less for the PCA steel reflector.

However, the PCA steel deposits a slightly higher (̂  0.5%) energy per fusion

neutron compared to the other two reflectors. These differcncts are related

to the ratio of the capture to the scattering cross section of the reflector

materials. When this ratio is large, more energy is generated and less

tritium is produced. The steel reflector also gives the lowest neutron energy

leakage per fusion neutron, which is desirable from the shielding point of

virw. The smaller leakage reduces the power and the radioactivity produced

in the shield zone.

10.4.9 Neutro..±c Analysis of the STARFIRE Reference Design

The selection of the reference STARFIRE blanket design is based on the

neutronic analyses presented in the previous sections. A more detailed analysis

Table 10-41. Blanket Neutronic Performance From the Use of Different Re-
flector Materials with Zr5Pb3 Neutron Multiplier Material,
LiA102 (60%

 6Li) Tritium Breeding Material, PCA Steel Struc-
ture and H2O Coolant

Reflector Material H2

1.

18

0.

0.

0.

0

181

.02

0059

0277

0336

PCA steel

1.171

18.08

0.0015

0.0016

0.0031

Carbon

1.184

18.00

0.0097

0.0209

0.0305

Tritium Breeding Ratio

Nuclear energy Deposition
per Fusion Neutron (MeV)

Neutron Energy Leakage
per Fusion Neutron (MeV)

Gamma Energy Leakage
per Fusion Neutron (MeV)

Total Energy Leakage
per Fusion Neutron (MeV)
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of the reference design is presented below. A one-dimensional model is used

to define the dimensions of the different regions. A three-dimensional neu-

tronics model was developed and used to provide a more accurate evaluation

of the nuclear performance of the reference design.

10.4.9.1 One-Dimensional Analysis

The STARFIRE blanket reference design has evolved from the numerous

parametric and trade-off studies. The separate zone blanket concept with

two neutron multiplier options, viz., Be and Zr5Pb3, is selected for the

STARFIRE reference design. In this section the thickness of each zone for

the reference design is defined.

In order to determine the tritium breeding zone thickness, blankets with

a variable tritium breeding zone thickness and a 50-cm carbon reflector are

analyzed. The blanket parameters are given in Table 10-42. The resulting

tritium breeding ratio and the nuclear energy deposition per fusion neutron

are given in Fig. 10-33. The tritium breeding ratio reaches saturation at

^ 40-cm tritium breeding zone thickness with more than 99% of the saturation

value achieved at a 30-cm thickness. On the other hand, the nuclear energy

deposition per fusion neutron decreases with the increase in the tritium

breeding zone thickness because of the difference in the Q value of lithium

and iron reactions. Therefore, a 30-cm tritium breeding zone thickness is

selected for the STARFIRE reference derign.

The °Li enrichment is based on the neutronic analysis presented in

Sec. 10.4.4. A 60% 5Li enrichment is used with the Zr5Pb3 neutron multiplier

whereas natural lithium is used with the Be neutron multiplier.

The analysis for the 30-cm graphite reflector is given in Sec. 10.4.8.

The use of the neutron multiplier and water coolant, which produces a soft

neutron spectrum at the back of the tritium breeding zone, reduces the

importance of the reflector. Therefore, a 15-cm reflector is proposed.

The change from a 30 to a 15-cm reflector zone thickness results in only a

0.3% reduction in the tritium breeding ratio and a 0.5% reduction in the

nuclear energy deposition per fusion neutron. The fact that the inlet and

outlet, coolant headers serve as a reflector material increases the effect

of the reflector in the STARFIRE design.
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Table 10-42. Blanket Parameters for Analysis of Breeding Zone Thickness

Zone Description

First Wall

Neutron Multiplier

Second Wall

Tritium Breeder

Reflector

Zone Thickness
cm

1

7

1

Variable

50

Zone Composition,
Percentage by Volume

50% PCA steel structure
50% H20 coolant

100% Zr5Pb3 neutron multi-
plier material

50% PCA steel structure
25% Hz0 coolant

80% LiA102 tritium breeding
material

10% PCA steel structure
5% H20 coolant
5% He purge stream

90% carbon reflector
5% PCA steel structure
5% H20 coolant

10 20 SO

TRITIUM BREEDING ZONE THICKNESS, cm

— IB.2 9

Figure 10-33. Tritium breeding ratio and energy deposition per fusion neutron
as a function of the breeding zone thickness with ZrsPb3 neutron
multiplier, LiA102 (60% 6Li), PCA structure and H20 coolant.
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The thermal-hydraulic and the stress analyses for the reference design

indicate a need for less steel in the second wall and less water in the first

and second walls than was used in the neutronic analysis. The implementation

of these changes in the first and the second wall thicknesses results in less

multiplier zone thickness for the same neutronic performance. Decreasing the

neutron multiplier zone thickness is desirable because the maximum temperature

of the multiplier is reduced for the same neutron wall loading.

The STARFIRE blanket reference parameters are given in Table 10-43.

The same blanket parameters are used for Be neutron multiplier except a natural

lithium and a 0.7 density factor for the multiplier zone are imposed on the

parameters in Table 10-43. The density factor for the Be neutron multiplier

will accommodate any swelling. The tritium breeding material also has a 0.6

density factor to enhance t'-e tritium release characteristics. Therefore,

the 30-cm breeding zone thickness of 100% dense LiA102 will correspond to

a 46-cm breeding zone thickness with 60% dense LiA102«

The neutronic performance parameters for the reference design with both

the Be and ZrsPbs multipliers are listed in Table 10-44. Both designs achieve

a tritium breeding ratio of oi 1,2 but the Be design deposits more energy per

fusion neutron due to the difference in the Q value of (n,2n) reaction cross

sections for both neutron multipliers. However, the energy leakage, the neutron

leakage and the maximum lithium burnup are lower with the Zr5Pb3 multiplier,

which is desirable from the shielding point of view. Figures 10-34 through

10-40 give the nuclear energy deposition rate in each material and zone of the

reference blanket design for both neutron multiplier options.

The change in the blanket neutronic performance during the blanket life

has also been analyzed to assure satisfactory performance. The neutronic

performance of the STARFIRE reference design with the Zr5Pb3 neutron multi-

plier is almost constant during the blanket life of six years or ^ 16.2

MW»yr/m2 integrated neutron wall loading. The tritium breeding ratio drops

by 0.7% at the end of life, while the nuclear energy deposition increases by

0.35% because of more neutron capture in the steel.

The blanket neutronic performance with the Be neutron multiplier is more

sensitive to the burnup of 6Li during the blanket life. The burnup analysis
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Table 10-43. Blanket Parameters for STARFIRE Reference Design

Zone Description

First Wall

Neutron Multiplier

Second Wall

Tritium Breeder

Reflector

Zone Thickness
cm

1

5

1

30

15

Zone Composition,
Percentage by Volume

50% PCA steel structure
27% H20 coolant

100% Zr5Pb3 or 70% Be

35% PCA steel structure
17% H20 coolant

80% LiA102 tritium breeding
materiala

10% PCA steel structure
5% H20 coolant
5% He purge stream

90% carbon reflector
5% PCA steel structure
5% H20 coolant

Natural Li for Be neutron multiplier or enriched 60% 6Li for the
Zr5Pb3 neutron multiplier.

for Be blanket was performed in 3 MW-yr/m2 steps for a blanket design slightly

different from the reference design. The blanket parameters used in this

burnup analysis included a higher H20 fraction (50%) in the first wall, a

thicker neutron multiplier zone (5 cm of 100% Be), and a thicker second wall

(50% steel, 25% H20). The tritium breeding ratio and the nuclear energy

deposition per fusion neutron are given in Fig. 10-41. The tritium breeding

ratio shows a significant drop at the end of life (16.2 MW»yr/m2 integrated

neutron wall loading). However, for the STARFIRE reactor at any point in

time, the average integral neutron wall loading will not exceed 8.1 MW-yr/m2.

This is a result of the maintenance scenario which changes one sixth of the

blanket (four blanket segments) every year. This limits the change in the

tritium breeding ratio from 1.214 to 1.186 for the reactor. For individual

segments, the tritium production will drop by 12% at the end of life and
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Table 10-44. Blanket Neutronic Parameters for STARFIRE Reference Design
Based on 1-D Model

Neutron Mult ipl ier Material

Neutron Multipl ier Material Thickness (cm)

6 Li Enrichment (%)

5Li(n,a)T Reaction per Fusion Neutron

7Li(n,na)T Reaction per Fusion Neutron

Tritium Breeding Ratio

Energy per Fusion Neutron (MeV)

Neutron Energy Leakage per Fusion
Neutron (MeV)

Gamma Energy Leakage per Fusion
Neutron (MeV)

Total Energy Leakage per Fusion
Neutron (MeV)

Neutron Leakage per Fusion Neutron

Maximum Li Burnup a t 16.2 MW«yr/m2 (%)

Average Li Burnup a t 16.2 MW«yr/m2 (%)

Zr5Pb 3

5

60

1.186

0.020

1.206

17.44

0.041

0.036

0.077

0.019
a

16.9

3.61

Be

3.5

Natural

1.142

0.075

1.217

19.87

0.057

0.085

0.142

0.038

21.8 a

3.64

Averaged over the first cm of the breeder zone.

the corresponding increase in the maximum nuclear heating is about 40%. The

nuclear energy deposition per fusion neutron increases by 5% at the average

neutron wall loading of 8.1 MW-yr/m2. These changes should be somewhat less

for the reference blanket parameters.

10.4.9.2 Three-Dimensional Analysis

The three-dimensional neutronic analysis was performed for the reference

design to more accurately determine the nuclear energy deposition in each
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Figure 10-34. STARFIRE nuclear heating rates for ZrsPb3 neutron multi-
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Figure 10-35. STARFIRE nuclear heating rates for Be neutron multi-
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Figure 10-38. Nuclear heating rates in the LiA102 tritium breeding
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Figure 10-40. Nuclear heating rates in the C reflector material.
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Figure 10-41. Tritium breeding ratio and energy per fusion neutron versus
blanket exposure for Be neutron multiplier, LiA102 (Li) breeder
C reflector, H20 coolant and PCA structure.
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blanket component, the net tritium breeding ratio, and the poloidal heat

load on the first wall from the nuclear heating and the radiation from the

plasma. The Monte Carlo MORSE-CG code was used for these calculations.

A 67 multigroup cross section set (46 neutron and 21 gamma) collapsed from

the CTR library with the P3 approximation used for the calculations.
(f ?*i

The MACKL1B-IV was employed to calculate the nuclear response functions.

The neutron source distribution for the calculations was determined from

the fusion power density as a function of (r,z) as shown in Fig. 10-42. It

should be noted that the source is shifted 79 cm from the geometrical center

of the reactor chamber towards the outer blanket. The geometry model used in

the calculation is shown in Fig. 10-43. The geometry of the blanket, the

actual dimension of the individual zones, the limit >.r system, the rf system,

and the geometry change in the poloidal direction are explicitly represented

in the model. The inner blanket has a thickness of 28 cm (including 0.6

density fa' tor for the tritium breeding material) with no reflector. The

350

300 —

250 —

200

506 556 606 656 706 756 806 856 906

Figure 10-42. Neutron source distribution used in 3-D analysis.
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o L-

Figure 10-43. Geometry model for 3-D neutronic analysis.

blanket and shield are included in the geometrical m o d e l . The Zr5?b3 neutron

multiplier option is employed for the three dimensional analysis. The Ta-5W

was used in the limiter but it is only one of four candidate materials (see

Chap. 8).

Table 10-45 and 10-46 give the nuclear energy deposition and the power

generated in the different reactor components. The fractional standard deviation

in the calculation is less than 5% for ar.y component. The nuclear heating in

the inner shield is ̂  35% of the total energy deposited in the shield regions.

As indicated in Table 10-47, the net tritium breeding ratio is 1.044 with

a standard deviation of 0.29% for the reference design with Zr5Pb3 neutron

multiplier option. The corresponding value from the one dimensional model

ij 1.206 without the limiter and the rf system, with an inner blanket thickness

of 46 cm. The doubling time corresponding to a 1.044 net tritium breeding ratio

is 1.5 and j.l years for a tritium inventory of 5 and 10 kg, respectively.

It should be noted that the percentage of H20 coolant and the PCA structure

are assumed to be uniformly distributed throughout the entire breeding zone in

these calculations. Since the final thermal—hydraulic analysis calls for less

H20 coolant and PGA structure in the tritium breeding zone, the net tritium

breeding ratio should be slightly greater than lo044.
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Table 10-45. Nuclear Energy Deposition in Each Zone From the Three-Dimensional
Analysis for the Reference Design with ZrsPb3 Neutron Mult ipl ier

Blanket Component

Firsi: Wall

Neutron Multiplier

Second Wall

Tritium Breeding Zone

Reflector

Blanket Jacket

Limiter System

RF System

Inner Shield

Outer Shield

Total

Energy per Fusion
Neutron (MeV)

1.1913

3.2897

0.4072

11.0070

0.1622

0.0771

0.8231

0.1480

0.1181

0.2166

17.2923

Fractional Standard
Deviation

0.0071

0.0086

0.0093

0.0061

0.0431

0.0337

0.0402

0.0455

0.0613

0.0573

Table 10-46. Nuclear Power Deposition in Each Zone of STARFIRE
Reference Design with ZrsPb3 Neutron Mult ipl ier

Component

First Wall

Neutron Multiplier

Second Wall

Tritium Breeding Zone

Reflector

Blanket Jacket

Limiter System (Ta-5W)

rf System

Inner Shield

Outer Shield

MW

235.70

650.87

80.56

2177.73

32.09

15.25

162.85

29.28

23.08

42.85
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Table 10-47. The Net Tritium Breeding Ratio From the Three-Dimensional
Analysis for the Reference Design

Reaction per Fusion Fractional Standard
Reaction Type », I _, . .

Neutron Deviation

6Li(n,a)T 1,0216 0.0030

7Li(n,rfa)T 0.0226 0.0148

Tritium Breeding Ratio 1.0.441 0.0029

Although the net tritium breeding ratio satisfies the STARFIRE design re-

quirements, an increase in the tritium production capability is desirable to

accommodate any uncertainties in the nuclear data or the calculations. An

increase of % 5% (̂  1.1 TBR) in the net tritium breeding ratio can be. achieved

by increasing the Zr5Pb3 neutron multiplier zone thickness from 5 to 7.5 cm or

employing the vanadium limiter option. However, it should be noted that the

STARFIRE tritium is produced primarily from FLi for which the uncertainty

in the nuclear data is very small compared to 7Li isotope. For the reference

design with the Be neutron multiplier, an increase in the multiplier zone thick-

ness gives a larger increase in the tritium production than for the Zr5Pb3 neu-

tron multiplier option. Also, the use of heavy water instead of the light water

will increase the tritium production. Therefore, an increase in the tritium

breeding ratio is possible if it is called for.

The heat load on the first wall consists of two components, viz., surface

and volumetric heat load. The first wall surface he^dng is a result of the

radiation from the plasma. The radiation power is the sum of three components,

bremsstrahlung, line and recombination radiation power resulting partially

from the presence of iodine injected into the plasma. The latter contri-

butions are given by:

PLR = W ( V (ID
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where P is the radiated power in w/m3 due to line and recombination radia-

tion from iodine, N.. is the plasma electron density, N is the iodine density

and T, is the electron temperature. The function S(T ) is taken from the

results of Chap. 6 where the zenon data are used since iodine is not listed.

The reference density and temperature profiles for the STARFIRE design, as

discussed in Sec. 6.7, are used in the above equation. These are given as:

T^ifi) = 22.5 <JJ keV

t^O) = 2.5 x 1O20 I m~3 (12)

N ($) = 1.2 x 1017 I ' m"3

where i|> is the normalized flux function defined as

* =

where ii and \b are the values of \b at the limiter and magnetic axis, respec-
I, m

tively. The flux function ij> is shown, as a function of (r,z) in Fig. 6-5.

By using this flux function, together with the reference profiles and the

bremsstrahlung radiation power from Chap. 6, t\e radiation source is defined

for the Monte . "to calculation. Figure 10-44 shows the surface heat load

as a function of îie poloidal angle (6). The average surface heat load

is 90.45 w/cm2, with a maximum and mir.imum of 117.57 and 62.70 w/cm2,

respectively.

Thr volumetric heat load caused by the fusion neutrons is shown in Fig.

10-45 as a function of the poloidal angle where the fractional standard devia-

tion is "v 10% for this calculation. The Monte Carlo point detector estimators

were used where the detectors are located at the center of the first, wal., .

Notice that the surface and volumetric heat loads on the first wall ore affected

by: (1) the spatial distribution of the source strength within the plasma, (2)

the MHD shift of the magnetic axis outward from the geometrical axis, (3) the

toroidal geometry, and (4) the shape of the first wall in the poloidal cross-

section. A more uniform heat load would result if the contour of the first-wall
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Figure 10-45. First wall nuclear heating as a function of the poloidal angle 6.

more closely approached that of the plasma. A smoother variation in the heat

load can be produced by making the first wall closer to circular or D-shaped.
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10.5 THERMAL-HYDRAULIC ANALYSES

Both steady-state and transient thermal analyses of the first wall, multi-

plier, and the breeding blanket were carried out to evaluate the various design

concepts for STARFIRE. In carrying out thermal hydraulic calculations, it

appeared prudent to separate the multiplier region, which is sandwiched between

the first wall and the second wall coolant panels, from the breeding blanket

except for a 1-cm thick breeding region which is cooled by the second wall.

Figures 10-1 and 10-2 show the conceptual design of a blar.ket module consisting

of the first wall, multiplier region, second wall and the breeding blanket.

Since the energy deposited in the reflector/shield regions is small compared

with the above mentioned regions of the blanket modules, no thermal hydraulic

calculations were carried out for the reflector and the shield regions.

Thermal-hydraulic calculations were made for both normal operation, as

well as for operation under off-design conditions. As STARFIRE operates in

continuous mode, as opposed to pulsed mode, normal design/analysis involves

evaluation of operating characteristics such as temperature distribution,

pressure drop, coolant velocity, pumping-power losses, coolant-tube size

selection, coolant- tube layout and evaluation of various material fractions

in the breeding region. Only a limited number of off-design scenarios were

considered to analyze the behavior of various regions of the first-wall/blanket

modules. These include: (1) loss of coolant from both the first and the

second wall coolant panels; (2) loss of coolant from the first wall coolant

panels only; and (3) plasma disruptions. Since the off-design conditions are

transient in nature, the analytical studies are divided into two groups;

steady state operation, and transient operation.

10.5.1 Steady-State Operation

Schematic presentation of a typical blanket segment is made in Figs.

10-1 and 10-2. The actual dimensions of blanket modules depend on their

location in the torus. The neutron multiplier is sandwiched between two

coolant panels - the first wall and the second wall. For the sake of simplic-

ity, the first wall/blanket module is divided into two regions. The segment

of the breeder region (about 1 cm thick) that is cooled by the second wall

was included in the first wall/multiplier thermal-hydraulic modeling. The
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balance of the blanket is analyzed separately. The analytical results are

summarized below.

10.3.1.1 Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis of the Blanket

A series of parametric studies of several blanket design concepts was

carried out for STARFIRE. Both water and pressurized helium under the current

LWK and HTGR design practices, respectively, are used as the heat transport

fluid. The analytical results under steady-state operating conditions show

that either water or pressurized helium can be used satisfactorily as the

heat transport medium. The choice of the coolant will depend primarily on the

compatibility of materials with the coolant and method of extraction of

tritium from the breeding blanker.. The ratio of pumping power to thermal

power (RPT) using 1-cm diameter tubes for water is low (RPT <\. 0.3%)

compared with that of helium (RPT = 2.5%). However, the pumping power losses

for helium can be reduced by a factor of more than 2.5 by raising the helium

operating pressure from 5.17 MPa (750 psia) to 8.62 MPa (1250 psia). The

actual losses for the overall power conversion system are expected to be

higher than these values since the present study is limited to thermal hy-

draulics of the blanket modules only.

Description of Blanket and Operating Conditions — A schematic of a

typical blanket segment is shown in Fig. 10-1. Figure 10-46 shows a cross

section of modular blanket segment. For the thermal-hydraulic calculations,

the modular blankets were assumed to be 2.3-m long x 0.6-m wide x 0.46-m thick

with separately cooled first-wall panels. The pressurized coolant is carried

through stainless steel tubes embedded in a packed bed of granular breeding

material. A set of parametric studies was carried out for water and helium as

the coolants flowing in tubes varying in size from 0.635 cm (1/4 in.) to

2.54 cm (1 in.). For each coolant tube size, the diameter of the surrounding

blanket; region was calculated based on (1) coolant inlet and outlet temperature;

(2) nuclear heat generation rate; (3) the maximum operating temperature for the

breeder; (4) thermal contact resistance between the breeding material and the

coolant tube; (5) thermophysical properties of the coolant and the breeder;

and (6) heat transfer characteristics of the coolant. For water, the inlet

and the outlet temperatures were assumed to be 453°K and 593°K, respectively,

For helium, three cases were analyzed by assuming the temperature rise acrosfs
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the blanket to be 200°K, 225°K, and 250°K with the coolant entering the blanket

at 498°K for each case. Separate helium purge flow channels were assumed to

be located uniformly r̂. 'a space surrounding circular blanket regions (see

Fig. 10-2) to provide the necessary capacity for tritium extraction.

Development of Computer Model — Figure 10-46 shows a typical coolant

tube with Rj and R2 as the inner and the outer radius, respectively. Each

coolant tube is surrounded by a breeder region of radius R3. The outer

radius of the breeding region (R3) represents an essentially isothermal

boundary, except for small breeding regions between a group of coolant tubes

where the helium purge flow channels are located (see Fig. 10-2) to extract

the tritium from the breeding blanket. The coolant flowing through each

coolant channel removes the nuclear heat generated in (1) the coolant; (2)

the cladding; and (3) the breeder. The temperature gradient between the

coolant stream and the isothermal boundary in the blanket is governed by

(1) the heat generated in the various materials; (2) thermal conductivity of

cladding and the breeder; (3) interfacial contact resistance between the

breeding blanket and the coolant channel outer wall; and (4) the heat transfer

characteristics of the coolant.

The differential equation governing the steady-state temperature distri-

bution in a heat-generating cylinder may be represented by

d2T . 1 dT g'" _
+ + = 0 f (

dr2 r dr k

where

T = temperature at radial distance r

k = thermal conductivity

q"* = volumetric heat generation rate.

The following boundary conditions were assumed to solve Eq. (14)

— = 0 at r = R3 , (15)
dr
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dT
- = h f ( T w i - T f ) at r = R l • (16)

r =

where

h = i-.oolant heat transfer coefficient

h = gap conductance
5

T . = coolant channel inner wall temperature

T = coolant channel outer wall temperature

T = coolant temperature

AT = temperature drop across the gap.

The maximum breeder temperature (at r = R3) T , may be expressed as

T

- R|\ , (18)

where

a'" = nuclear heat generation rate in the breeder
b

k = thermal conductivity of clad

T = coolant exit temperature
ex
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The total heat removed by the coolant, Qt> may be calculated by

Qt = .LJRfq— + (R| - Rf)q;" + (R| - *£)%"] , C19)

where

L = coolant channel length

q*" tq*'" = nuclear heat generation rate in the coolant and
c s the structure respectively.

From the total heat rate (Qfc) the coolant flow rate (w) and the coolant

velocity (V) may be calculated by

w = Q /|c (T - T. )\
^t \ p\ ex m/|

(20)

V = w/(Ap) , (2D

where

C = coolant heat capacity

T. - coolant inlet temperature
xn

A = cross-sectio--.al area of coolant channels

p = average coolant density.

The pumping power and the thermal power may be calculated as follows:

Pumping power, PP = (w/p)AP (22)

Thermal Power, TP = wC AT- . (23)

The ratio of pumping power to thermal power from Eqs, (22) and (23) is given
by

RPT = AP/(pC AT) , (24)

where

AP = pressure drop across coolant channel + pressure ltsses at inlet
and outlet headers plus pressure losses at bends, valves, fittings,
etc.

AT = coolant temperature rise = T - T. .
r ex in
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The volume fraction of the (1) coolant, fc; (2) structure, fs (neglecting

container structure walls, inlet and outlet coolant channel sections embedded

in the blanket); and (3) breeder, fb, may be represented by

f
c

= (R2 - R2)/R2 ( 2 6 )

(R2 -

The thermal s t ress , o , across the coolant tube wall is calculated by

0 = 25 /AT + AT \ .
t 2(1 - v) l S W ( 2 8 )

uhere

a = coefficient of thermal expansion

E = modulus of elasticity

v = Poisson's ratio

AT and AT = temperature drop across the channel wall due to surface
s v heat flux and volumetric heat generation, respectively.

An examination of the above set of equations shows that some of these

equations are interrelated. Hence, an iteration scheme appears to be the

simplest method of solution. A computer program was develc < d to carry out

a series of parametric studies by varying the (1) coolant channel diameter;

(2) coolant inlet and outlet temperatures; (3) interfacial contact resistance;

and (4) coolant pressure (for helium only). Since the nuclear heat generation

rate in the blanket decreases exponentially as the blanket regions are removed

further and further from the f irst wall, a series of calculations was carried

out by varying the nuclear heat generation from 1% to 100% of the heating

rate (100% of the heating rate was assumed to occur at the beginning of

the breeder region) in order to select coolant tube size, spacing between

the coolant tubes, and" spacing between rows of coolant tubes. Table 10-48

summarizes a typical set of calculations for the outer blanket with water

as the coolant. The calculations for the inner blanket are summarized in

Table 10-49. The tables l i s t (1) the coolant tube diameter (BC); (2) the
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Table 10-48, Summary of Analytical Results for Coolant Water (Outer Blanket,
AT = 40°C, P = 15.5 MPa)

S<JttttRY OF CALCULATIONS AT PHF« 1.000 00 HG* 0.160 04 <JN» 3.12P 01 PIN« 2.20D 03 OTC= <t.00O 01 XL* 2.30D 00 ITR= &

DC BBS THI TKO VEL OELP VFC VFB RPT THS

CH CH OS.C DG.C H/S PSl 7. 7. 7. PSI

6.35QD-01 2.425D 00 3.2610 02 3.6610 02 &.736D 00 3.'.960 01 6.4620 00 8.6680 01 1.674D-01 6.1570 03

8.0000-01 2.620D 00 3.2630 02 3.663D 02 4.7460 00 1.460O 01 6.73SD 00 8.3940 01 6.9900-02 5.700B 03

1.000D 00 2.8350 00 3.272D 02 3.6720 02 3.539D 00 6.8660 00 6.999D 00 8.0560 01 3.2370-02 5.2550 03

1.2000 00 3.065D 00 3.290D 02 3.690O 02 2.8310 00 3.8430 00 7.0520 00 7.7620 01 1.840D-02 5.019D 03

1.4000 00 3.280O 00 3.308a 02 3.7080 02 2.3430 00 2.370D 00 7.087D 00 7.4690 01 1.135O-02 4.8020 03

1.6000 00 3.495D 00 3.3270 02 3.7270 02 2.015D 00 1.591D 00 7.061D 00 7.1980 01 7.617D-03 4.642D 03

1.800D 00 3.71QD 00 3.3460 02 3.7460 02 1.7560 00 1.1170 00 6.9930 00 6.9470 01 5.3480-03 4.522D 03

2.000D 00 3.9100 00 3.364D 02 3.76ID 02 1.5750 00 8.337D-01 6.950D 00 6.6890 01 4.0150-03 4.380D 03

2.200D 00 4.1250 00 3.3850 02 3.7850 02 1.4340 00 6.542D-01 6.8320 00 6.4720 01 3.132D-03 4.311D 33

2.540D 00 4.4650 00 3.414D 02 3.814D 02 1.2380 00 4.4660-01 6.684D 00 6.0950 01 2.1380-03 4.14SD 03

Table 10-49. Summary of Analytical Results for Coolant Water (Inner Blanket,
AT = 40cC, P = 15.5 MPa)

SUMMARY OF CALCULATIONS AT PHF* 1.000 00 H5* 0.16D 04 QN* 3 .120 01 PIN* 2.20D 03 OTC« 4.000 01 XL= 6.00D 00 1TH= 3

DC
CH

6.3500-01

8.0000-01

1.0003

1.2000

1.400O

1.6000

1.S00D

2.000D

2.200D

2.5400

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

OS

2.

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

DBR
CM

.4250

.6200

.8500

.0800

.295D

.5100

.725D

.9400

.155D

.5100

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

THI
DG.C

3.

3.

3.

3.

3.

3,

3.

3,

3

3

1910

179D

174D

175D

.177D

.1810

.1870

.1940

.2020

.2HD

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

TWO
DB.C

3.5910

3.5790

3.5740

3.575D

3.5770

3.5310

3.5870

3.594D

3.6020

3.6140

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

1.

1.

9.

7.

6,

5

VEL
H/S

781D

2540

,3430

.47CO

.1920

.3100

4.670D

4

3

3

.1860

.80?D

.3120

01

01

00

00

!>0

00

00

00

00

00

BELP
PSI

3.

1.

6.

3.

2.

1.

9.

7.

5

3

151D

3050

074D

3670

C58D

,37CD

7200

.2390

.604D

.S'i1D

02

02

01

01

01

01

00

0!)

00

00

VFC
7.

6.

6.

6.

6,

7,

7

6

6

6

6

4620

7380

,9250

9S43

.023D

.0010

.9370

.844D

.7340

.5510

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

09

00

VFB
7.

8.

8.

3.

?.

7.

7

6

6

6

6

6680

394D

076D

,7840

,4 W O

.2220

.9710

.739D

.5231)

.1730

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

RPT
7.

1.

6.

2.

1,

9,

6

4

3

2

1

5090 03

249D-01

,90«O-D1

,6120-01

.8540-02

.5600-02,

.6S3D-02

.4660-02

.683D-02

.8390-02

IMS
:>SI

6.

5.

5.

5.

1570

7000

3240

,0320

4.8610

4

4

4

4

.69C0

.5750

.4510

.40SU

.2S6D

03

03

01

03

03

03

01

03

OS

53
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diameter of the surrounding breeder region (DBR); (3) the coolant tube inner

wall temperature (TWI); (4) the coolant tube outer wall temperature (TWO);

(5) the coolant velocity (V); (6) the pressure drop across the coolant

channel (DliLP); (7) the volume fraction of structure (VFC); (8) the volume

fraction of breeder (VFB); (9) the ratio of pumping power to thermal power

(RPT); and (10) the thermal stress across the coolant channel wall (THS).

Tables 10-50 through 10-55 l i s t similar sets of data for helium coolant

at pressures of 5.17 and 8.62 MPa (750 and 1250 psia) and two different

coolant temperature rises (250 and 200°C) , respectively.

Temperature Distribution in the Breeding Region - The tritium partial

pressure (as T2O) and hence the tritium retention in the breeder depends on

the temperature distribution in the breeding region. To facilitate calcu-

lation of tritium inventory due to solubility of tritium in the LiAlOj

breeder (as LiOT), the breeder region surrounding each coolant tube was

divided into 100 equi-volume regions (10 in the axial direction and 10 in

the radial direction). The temperature distribution in the blanket region

may be expressed by

T = Ti max
- M - Z l n = i - 1

where

T. = breeder temperature at radial distance r..

For the lithium aluminate solid breeding blanket, the maximum breeder tempera-
ture (T ) was assumed to be 850°C for all calculations,

max

The results presented in the foregoing sections ace based on a typical

outer blanket segment 2.3 m long s 0.46 m thick. The largest inner blanket

segments are 6 m long x 0.28 m thick. From a thermal hydraulics point of view,

the mvjor calculational difference between the inner blanket and the outer

blanket segments would be the pressure drop across the coolant channels, and

hence the ratio of pumping power to thermal power. Table 10-49 lists the

analytical results for the blanket regions near the first wall (at 100% of

rated power).
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Table 10-50. Summary of Analytical Results for Coolant Helium (AT = 250°C,
? = 5.17 MPa)

SUHHsRV OF CALCULATIONS AT PHF« 1.000 00 HG* 0.160 0 * W* 3 .120 01 PIH= 7.50O 02 0TC= 2.50O 02 XL= 2.30D 00 IT!<= 34

4.

8.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

2

2

2

DC
CH

3500-01

OOOD-01

GOOD

.200Q

.1000

.6000

.GOOD

.0000

.2000

.5100

00

DO

00

00

00

00

00

00

DBR
CH

2.140D

2.3200

2.520D

2.720O

2.920O

3.120D

3.320O

3.5200

3.720O

4.Q45O

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

THI
DG.C

2.8640

2.9180

2.9840

3.050O

3.1110

3.1760

3.2360

3.2920

3.3470

3.425D

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

TWO
OG.C

5.364D

5.4180

5.4B4D

5.5500

5.6140

5.6760

5.7360

5.792D

5.8470

5.925D

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

VEL
H/3

1.95S0

1.039D

7.553D

5.9570

4.9420

4.2460

3.7420

3.3610

3.0640

2.6620

02

02

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

DELP
PSI

1.

4.

1,

V

6

4

2

2

1

1

.0640

.1490

,8730

.0180

.2570

.1880

.9260

.2350

.7380

.19 ID

02

01

01

01

00

00

00

00

00

00

VFC
55

8.2980

8.5930

8.8580

8.9550

8.9430

8.86QD

8.7320

8.5750

8.401D

8.144D

00

00

00

39

00

00

00

00

00

00

VFB
•/.

8.290O

7.9520

7.540D

7.1580

6.8070

6.484D

6.1870

5.914D

5.6620

5.2430

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

RPT
•/.

1.517D 01

s.esio oo
2.5120 00

1.3590 00

8.325D-01

5.5640-01

3.9610-01

2.966D-01

2.306D-01

1.579D-01

THS
PSI

4.5S6O

4.2340

3.8560

3.6450

3.4680

3.3330

3.2260

3.139D

3.067D

2.92ED

03

03

03

03

03

03

03

03

03

03

Table 10-51. Summary of Analytical Results for Coolant Helium (AT = 250°C,
P = 6.89 MPa)

SUHHARY OF CALCULATIONS AT PHF= 1.50O 00 HG= 0.16D 04 QN= 3.12D 01 PIN= 1.00D 03 OTC= 2 .50D 02 XL= 2.30D 00 ITR= 34

6.

8.

1,

1.

1,

1

1

2

DC
CH

3500-01

OOOD-01

,0000

,2000

.4000

.600D

.800D

.0000

2.200D

2.5400

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

DBR
CH

2.1400

2.320D

2.520D

2.720O

2.920O

3.120O

3.320O

3.520D

3.7200

4.0450

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

THI
OG.C

2.8640

2.918D

2.9840

3.050D

3.114D

3.176D

3.236D

3.292D

3.3470

3.4250

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

P2

02

02

5.

5.

5.

5,

5

5

5

5

5

5

THO
DG.C

364D

.4130

.4840

.5500

.6140

.6760

.7350

.792D

.8470

.925D

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

VEL
H/S

1.1280

7.691D

5.6320

4.454D

3.700D

3.1810

2.804D

2.519D

2.2970

1.996D

02

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

DELP
PSI

7.

3.

1.

7.

4,

3

2

1

1

8

6990

072D

.396D

.615D

.684D

.1370

.2330

.6750

.3030

01

01

01

00

00

00

00

00

00

.9300-01

VFC
7.

8.

8.

8.

8.

8

8

8

Z98D

593D

.853D

.9550

.9430

.8600

.7320

8.5750

8

8

.4010

.1440

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

VFB
V.

8.

7.

7.

7

6

fc

6

5

5

5

29 0D

9520

,5400

.1580

.8070

.484D

.187D

.9140

.6620

.243D

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

RPT
X

7.

3.

1,

7,

4

3

2

1

1

8

9570 00

1000 00

,3970 CO

.5960-01

.6650-01

.1220-01

.2260-01

.6660-01

.2960-01

.8780-02

THS
FSI

4.5860

4.2340

3.&S6D

3.645D

3.4680

3.333D

3.2260

3.1390

3.067D

2.9280

03

03

03

03

03

03

03

03

03

03
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Table 10-52, Summary of Analytical Results for Coolant Helium (AT = 250°C,
P = 8.62 MPa)

JHH

&.

8.

1.

1.

1,

1

!ARY OF CALCULATIONS

DC
CH

3500-01

000D-O1

000D

.2000

.4000

.6000

1.800Q

2

' 2

2

.0000

.2000

.5400

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

oo

OBR
CH

2.1400

2.320D

2.520O

2.7200

2.9200

3.1200

3.3200

3.520O

3.720O

4.045D

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

AT PHF» 1

THI
OS.C

2.8640

2.9180

2.984D

3.050O

3.1140

3.1760

3.2360

3.2920

3.3470

3.425D

.OOD

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

00 HG»

THU
D6.C

5.3640

5.4180

5.4840

5.550O

5.6140

5.676D

5.7360

S.792D

5.8470

5.9250

0.160

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

t

a.
6.

4

3

2

2

2

2

1

1

14 ON*

VEL

tvs
.886D

.1170

.494D

.5580

.9570

.5430

.2420

.014D

.8370

.5960

3.

Ot

0!

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

120 01 PIH=

OELP
PSI

(.0660

2.4430

1.1140

6.083D

3.744D

2.5080

1.7890

1.340O

1.042D

01

01

01

00

00

00

00

00

00

7.1430-01

1.25D 03

VFC

8.29EO

8.5930

8.8580

8.9550

8.9430

8.860D

8.7320

8.575D

8.401D

8.1440

OTC«

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

2.500 02 XL

VFB

B.2900

7.9520

7.5400

7.1580

6.807D

6.484D

6.187D

5.9140

5.662D

5.2430

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

G1

.' 2.30D 00

RPT

4.9430 00

1.962D 00

8.8980-01

4.8480-01

2.9810-01

1.9960-01

1.4230-01

1.0660-01

8.239D-02

5.680D-02

ITR= 34

THS
PSI

4.5S60

4.2340

3.6S6D

3.6450

3.46SD

3.3330

3.2260

3.1390

3.0670

2.9280

03

03

03

03

03

03

03

03

03

03

Table 10-53. Summary of Analytical Results for Coolant Helium (AT = 200°C,
P= 5.17 MPa)

SUKHARY OF CALCULATIONS AT PHF= 1.00D 00 HG* 0.16O 04 QN* 3.120 01 PIN= 7.500 02 DTC= 2.00D 02 XL= 2.300 00 ITR= 25

oc
CH

6.350D-01

8.000O-01

1.0000

1.200O

1.4000

1.600D

1.800D

2.000D

2.2000

2.540D

00

Ou

00

00

00

00

00

00

DBR
CH

2.230O

2.410D

2.625D

2.840D

3.040D

3.240D

3.440O

3.640D

3.840D

4 . T-.IPCI

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

THI
DG.C

2.

2.

2.

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

,8380

.8790

.937D

.9960

.0500

• 104O

.1550

.2040

.252D

.3290

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

4.

4.

4.

4.

5,

5

5

5

5

5

TWO
OG.C

838D

8790

937D

.9960

.050D

.1040

. 155D

.204D

.252D

.329D

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

2.

1.

1.

7,

6

5

4

4

3

3

VEL
H/S

1820

390D

.007D

.9650

.560D

.6040

.9140

.3950

.9920

.4820

02

02

02

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

DELP
PSI

1.

7.

3.

1,

1,

7,

5,

3

2

2

9180

!490

2430

,7840

.0850

.2020

.1000

.7940

.9350

.0310

02

01

01

01

01

00

00

00

00

00

VFC
•/.

7.

7.

8

8

8

8

8

8

7

7

6410

.9630

.163D

.214D

.2510

.2160

. 134D

.0190

.8S4O

.6260

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

VFB
Y.

8.4250

8.1020

7.732D

7.393D

7.054D

6.7400

6.449D

6.1790

5.929D

5.5450

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

RPT
V.

3.

1.

5,

2

1

1

8

6

4

3

495D 01

,1930 01

,269D 00

.8690 00

.737D 00

150D 00

.1350-01

.0470-01

.6750-01

.2340-01

THS
PSI

5.0610

4.655D

4.3250

4.104D

3.896D

3.736D

3.6090

3.507D

3.422D

3.307O

03

03

0'

03

03

03

03

03

03

03
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Table 10-54, Summary of Analytical Results for Coolant Helium (AT = 200°C,
P = 6.89 MPa)

SUHHARY OF CALCULATIONS AT PHF« 1.000 00 HG* 0.16D 04 tJN» 3 .120 01 P I N * 1.00D 03 0TC» 2 . 0 0 0 02 XL» 2.SOD 00 ITR= 25

6.

S.

1,

1

1.

1

1

2

2

2

DC
CH

350D-01

00QD-01

.0000

.2000

.4000

.600D

.8000

.0000

.200D

.5400

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

DBR
CH

2.2300

2.41QD

2.6250

2.84GD

3.040D

3.2400

3.4400

3.640D

3.8400

4.1800

CO

00

00

00

00

00

00

UO

00

00

THI
OG.C

2.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3

3

3

3

3

83SD

879D

9370

.9960

.0500

.1040

.1550

.2040

.2520

.3290

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

THO
OG.C

4.8330

4.8790

4.937D

4.9960

5.0500

5.104D

5.155D

5.204D

5.2520

5.329D

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

1,

1

7

5

4

4

3

3

2

2

VEL
H/S

.5260

.019D

.4760

.9410

.904D

.1940

.6800

.2920

.9910

.610D

02

02

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

OELP
PSI

1.34 ID

5.240D

2.408P

1.330O

8.110O

5.390O

3.8190

2.8420

2.199D

1.5230

02

01

01

01

00

00

00

00

00

00

VFC
•/.

7.6410

7.9630

8.1630

8.2140

8.251D

8.2160

8.1340

8.019D

7.884D

7.626D

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

VFQ
V.

8.425D

8.1020

7.7320

7.393D

7.0540

6.7400

6.4490

6.179D

5.929D

5.5450

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

RPT
•/.

1.7140 01

6.4160 00

2.906O 00

1.597D 00

9.7090-01

6.444D-01

4.5620-01

3.3940-01

2.6250-01

1.817D-01

THS
PSI

5.0610

4.6550

4.325D

4.104D

3.896D

3.7360

3.609D

3.5070

3.4220

3.307D

03

03

03

03

03

03

03

03

03

03

Table 10-55. Summary of Analytical Results for Coolant Helium (AT = 200°C,
P = 8.62 MPa)

SUTMARY OF CALCULATIONS AT PHF» 1.00D 00 HG= 0.16D 04 QN= 3.12D 01 PIN= 1.250 03 DTC= 2.00D 02 X I = 2.30O 00 ITR= 25

DC
CH

6.350D-01

8.000Q-01

1.000D

1.200D

1.4000

1.6000

1.800D

2.000D

2.200D

2.540D

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

OBR
CH

2.230D

2.41QD

2.625D

2.8400

3.0400

3.2400

3.440O

3.640O

3.8400

4.180D

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

THI
DG.C

2.8380

2.879D

2.937D

2.9960

3.050O

3.104D

3.1550

3.2040

3.252D

3.3290

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

THO
06. r

4.&380

4.879D

4.9370

4.9960

5.050O

5.104D

5.155D

5.204D

5.2520

5.329D

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

02

VEL
H/S

1.1870

8.0680

5.9530

4.7410

3.9180

3.3520

2.9420

2.6330

2.3920

2.037D

02

01

01

01

11

01

01

01

01

01

OELP
PSI

1.0440

4.1500

1.9180

1.062D

6.4780

4.307D

3.0530

2.2730

1.7590

1.2180

02

01

01

01

00

00

00

00

00

00

VFC
X

7.6410

7.9630

8.1630

S.aKD

8.2510

8.2160

8.1340

8.019D

7.8840

7.6260

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

00

VFB

8.425D

8.102D

7.7320

7.393D

7.0540

6.740D

6.449D

6.179D

5.929D

5.5450

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

RPT

1.

4.

1.

1.

6.

4.

2.

2.

i .

1.

0390 01

025D 00

8430 00

0170 00

1950-01

1160-01

916D-01

1700-01

679D-01

162D-01

THS
PSI

5.

4.

4.

4.

3,

3

3

3

3

3

0610

6550

3250

. 1C4D

.896D

.736D

.6090

.5070

.4220

.307D

03

03

03

U3

03

03

03

03

03

03
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The analytical results for water are shown graphically in Figs. 10-47

through 10-49. Figure 10-47 shows the breeder region diameter as a function

of coolant channel diameter for a selected set of power fractions. Figure

10-48 summarizes the pressure drop as a function of coolant channel diameter.

The coolant velocity as a function of coolant channel diameter is summarized

in Fig, 10-49, The corresponding analytical results for helium at 5.17 MPa

(750 psia) are shown in Figs. 10-50 through 10-52.

Coolant Tube Layout — From an examination of some of the analytical

data presented above, one can see that tube layout may be carried out by

using different tube sizes and a combination of single pass and multipass

(serpentine tubes) flow arrangement. Multipass arrangement: with different

size tubes will lead to fewer welds and less pressure loss across flow passages,

However, from the standpoint of manufacturing cost and quality control, it

would be desirable to fabricate all blanket segments utilizing a single tube

size. From the total number of coolant tubes (136/m) required for each

0.6 0.8 1.0 12 1.4 1.6 1.8 20 2.2 2.4

COOLANT CHANNEL DIAMETER, cm

Figure 10-47. Summary of analytical results for water (breeder region diameter
vs coolant channel diameter).
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Figure 10-48. Summary of analytical results for water (pressure drop vs
coolant tube diameter).
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Figure 10-49. Summary of analytical results for water (velocity vs coolant
channel diameter).
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Figure 10-50. Summary of analytical results for helium (breeder region
diameter vs coolant channel diameter).
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Figure 10-51. Summary of analytical results for helium (pressure drop vs
coolant channel diameter).
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Figure 10-52. Summary of analytical results for helium (velocity vs coolant
channel diameter,

segment, the coolant velocity, the pumping power losses, 1-cm diameter tubes

appear to be satisfactory for blanket assembly. Table 10-56 summarizes the

coolant tube layout for a typical outer blanket segment, consisting of

eight rows of tubes. A similar tube layout for an inner blanket module

shows six rows of tubes.

Discussion of Results — Some of the important design goals of the

STARFIRE blanket are to achieve (1) low coolant pumping power losses; (2) low

structural material temperatures; (3) low coolant and structural material

volume fractions; and (4) low coolant velocities. An examination of the re-

sults presented in the previous sections shows that the current blanket de-

sign meets these goals. The results show that some variations in the operating

conditions assumed in the current study may be made to widen the design flexi-

bility. The power loss for water is very small (less than 0.1%), and it is

not considered to be a design problem. For helium as the coolant, the pumping

power loss at 5.17 MPa (750 psia) is ̂  2.5%. By raising the operating pressure

from 5.17 MPa (750 psia) to 8.62 MPa (1250 psia), the pumping power losses for

helium can be reduced to about 1%. It should be noted that these pumping power
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Table 10-56. Coolant Tube Layout in Outer Blanket
Using 1-cm Diameter Tubes

Row
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Tube
Spacing
(cm)

3.2

3.8

4.2

4.6

5.4

6.2

7.6

9.8

Spacing
Between
(cm)

3.4

3.9

4.4

4.9

5.8

7.0

8.7

6.9a

Pressure
Drop
(psia)

5.7

3.8

3.2

2.5

1.8

1.6

1.3

1.0

Coolant
Velocity
(m/s)

3.2

2.6

2.3

2.1

1.9

1.6

1.4

1.2

NOTE: The breeder region cooled by the second wall is
'̂ 1 cm. Hence, the eight rows of tubes cool the
remaining 45 cm of the blanket.

Spacing for the last row has been adjusted to account
for the 46-cm thick blanket.

loss values are for the blanket module only; the total powsr loss for the over-

all power conversion system is expected to be higher.

The maximum structural material temperature for the water-cooled blanket

is less than 400°C. However, for the helium-cooled blanket modules, the

maximum wall temperature approaches 550°C for 1-cm diameter coolant tubes.

As the heat loads on the coolant tubes are relatively small, the thermal

stresses across the coolant tube wall are negligible. Also, the gap conduc-

tance variations between 0.455 W/cm2-K and 0.91 W/cm2-K (800 to 1600 Btu/hr-

ft -°R) at these relatively low flux levels do not significantly affect the

structural material temperatures. The coolant velocities (3.5 m/s for water

and 76 m/s for helium, respectively) are well within the current design

practices.
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The water pressure drop across the inner blanket modules (using 1-cm

diameter tubes) is 61 psi;;, which is almost nine times larger than that for

the outer blanket modules (see Table 10-56). However, the ratio of pumping

power to thermal power is only 0.3%. In order to reduce the large pressure

drop, one might consider the use of larger diameter coolant tubes (e.g.,

1.4 cm) for the first three rows of tubes. Both the high pumping power

losses as well as the excessively high coolant velocities will preclude

helium as the coolant for the inner blanket modules.

By reducing the temperature rise for the helium coolant from 250°C to

200°C, the coolant tube wall temperature can be lowered to less than 500°C.

However, the pumping power loss for the above case increases from 2.5% to

5.3%, and coolant velocity increases from 76 m/s to 101 m/s (see Table 10-53).

The tritium inventory calculations based on a set of temperature dis-

tribution in the blanket (using lithium aluminate as the breeding material)

show that the diffusive inventory of tritium is of the order of 1.4 kg. The

diffusive inventory is very sensitive to even small temperature variations

in the blanket. Hence, the tritium inventory can be reduced even further

by tailoring the temperature distribution through proper adjustment of gap

conductance, especially at the coolant inlet regions of the blanket segments.

From the results of the parametric studies, it may be concluded that

either water or helium can be used satisfactorily as the heat transport fluid.

The choice of the coolant will depend, to a large extent, on the method of

extraction of tritium and compatibility of materials with the coolant in

the high energy neutron environment.

10.5.2 First Wall/Multiplier Regions

One of the conceptual designs of the breeding blanket and multiplier

has been to consider separate multiplier and breeding regions with independent

cooling capabilities. Of the large number of multiplier and solid breeder

combinations, and multiplier thicknesses varying from 35 mm to 80 mm, only

the results of beryllium and Zr5Pb3 eutectic in combination with LiA102 solid

breeder are presented here. The thickness of both Be and Zr5Pb3 multiplier

was assumed to be 50 mm. The 50-mm thick Be multiplier with 70% theoretical

density corresponds to a 35-mm thick Be multiplier with 100% density.
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Figure 10-53 shows a cross-section of the multiplier in the form of a slab

sandwiched between the coolant panels representing the first and the second

walls. Also, a section of the blanket that is cooled by the coolant flowing

through the coolant channels of the second wall is included in the analysis.

Two separate coolant loops, one for the first wall and the other for

the second wall, were considered in the analysis to broaden the design

flexibility and to enhance the margin of safety in case flow blockage occurs

in one of the channels. Only pressurized water, entering at 280°C with a

40°C temperature rise, was considered as the coolant. For the 50-mra multiplier

design, no internal coolant was found to be necessary.

For thermal-hydraulic modeling, the complex cross-section of the coolant

channels in coolant panels was simplified by representing channels as rectan-

gular flow paths as shown in Fig. 10-54. Steady state calculations were carried

out for each design by a three-dimensional conduction code using a 240-node

geometric model. The analysis considers surface heat flux on the beryllium

coating facing the plasma, internal heat generation in all materials including

MULTIPLIER REGION

/ ,-

BREEDING BLANKET

' O O O O O O O O
G O O O O O O O

SHIELD REGION

i FIRST WALL

> SECOND WALL

Figure 10-53. First wall/multiplier/blanket schematic.
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PLASMA

1mm Ba COATING

COOLANT CHANNEL
4mm x 12mm

NODES
MULTIPLIER REGION

50mm

> FIRST WALL

BREEDING BLANKET

Figure 10-54. First wall/multiplier/blanket - geometric model.

the coolant, and interfacial contact resistance between the multiplier and the

first and second wall coolant panels. To facilitate discussion of the results,

a selected set of nodes at the coolant exit section are shown in Fig. 10-54.

Th.-- steady-state temperature distribution for the combined first-wall/

multiplier/breeder regions for the 50-mm Be multiplier are plotted in Fig.

10-55 (note: y-direction represents distance starting from the breeder region

towards the first wall). The maximum node temperatures in the breeder, multi-

plier, structure and Be coating are found to be 805, 493, 403, and 425°C,

respectively. As the maximum temperature of the Be multiplier is less than

500°C, no internal coolant channels for the multiplier are needed. The

temperatures are well within the design limits.

For the 50-mm thick Zr5Pb3 multiplier, the steady-state temperature

distribution is shown in Fig. 10-56 . The maximum node temperatures for the

breeder, multiplier, structure and beryllium coating are found to be 803, 818,

406 and 427°C, respectively. An examination of the maximum temperature values

shows that these temperatures are within the design limits. Also, no internal
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coolant channels for the multiplier region are needed since the multiplier

temperature is less than 82Q°C, which is significantly below the melting

point (̂  1400°C) of Zr5Pb3.

10.5.3 Transient Analysis

In studying the transient operating characteristics of the first-wall/

multiplier/blanket combinations, the normal transients that occur during the

reactor startup and shutdown were not analyzed. The transients that arise

due to flow blockage and plasma disruptions are included in this analysis.

The results are summarized below.

10.5.3.1 Flow Blockage

Two separate scenarios for flow blockage were analyzed. The first case

considers that both the first wall and the second wall coolant flow channels

are blocked. The second case considers flow blockage for the first wall only.

In each case, the coolant flow is assumed to decay linearly from its full

value to zero in 2 s. It fakes 2 s for the instrumentation and control system

to detect flow blockage before initiating plasma shutdown. Two plasma shutdown

scenarios were envisioned: (1) the first case considers plasma energy to decay

linearly to zero in 3 s; and (2) the second case considers plasma shutdown to

occur over a duration of 10 s. Following plasma shutdown, only the decay heat

in the various materials (except the coolant) remains as a heat source.

Because of the limited capability of the computer program used in these

analyses, no coolant boiling or coolant expulsion is included in the computer

model. Schematic representation of the coolant flow, plasma energy and decay

heat for the above flow blockage and plasma shutdown scenarios is included

in Fig. 10-57.

Flow Blockage; Both First Wall and Second Wall Channels — The time

temperature history of a selected set of nodes (Nodes 181, 188, 194, and 195,

see Fig. 10-54) is shown in Fig. 10-58 and 10-59 for the case consisting of

the 50-mm thick beryllium multiplier and 50-mm thick Zr5Pb3 multiplier,

respectively. Both the breeder and the multiplier temperatures decrease

immediately following plasma shutdown. The temperature of the structural

material and Be coating increase sharply immediately following flow disrup-

tion. Major redistribution of temperature occurs after about 200 s. There
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is gradual increase in temperature for all nodes due to decay heat. The

temperatures approach 550°C after 600 s of shutdown for the beryllium multi-

plier. For the case of Zr5Pb3 multiplier, the node temperatures approach 700°C

after 600 s of flow disruption (see Fig. 10-59).

Flow Blockage: Only First Wall Coolant Blocked — The analytical pro-

cedure for this case is similar to the previous case except that the coolant

in the second wall is assumed to flow at its full value during and after the

plasma shutdown. As expected, the temperature of the Be coating and the

structure increase for a short period {y 5 s ) , and then decrease (see Fig.

10-60, and 10-61). However, both the breeder and the multiplier temperatures

commence decreasing immediately following piastre shutdown. All temperatures

continue to decrease since the cooling capability of the second wall coolant

is more than the decay heat rate (see Fig. 10-60 and 10-61). A temperature

rise of the order of 100°C for a brief period of time (less than 50 s) for the

structural material and the beryllium coating is not considered to be detri-

mental for continued safe operation of the first wall.
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The results of the second plasma shutdown scenario (i.e., 10 s plasma

shutdown) are similar to the results presented above, except that the transient

temperatures of the structural material and the beryllium coating are about

50°C higher than in the previous case,

10.5.3.2 Plasma Disruptions

One of the most severe operating conditions to which the first wall may

be subjected is during unstable operation leading to plasma energy dump over

a limited surface of the first wall. The severity of this malfunction will

depend on the total energy deposited and on the fraction of the wall area over

which the plasma energy is dumped. For this study, two plasma disruption

scenarios were analyzed, viz.s 25 and 100 ms disruptions. The 100 ms dis-

ruption is selected as the reference case. In the absence of actual experimental

data, the energy dissipation rates are assumed to decrease linearly from maxi-

mum to zero during the specified disruption time. The total plasma energy

of STARFIRE amounting to 920 MJ is assumed to be deposited uniformly over

30% of the total surface area (the total surface area ^ 800 m 2 ) .

A schematic of the STARFIRE first wall is shown in Fig. 10-62. For the

extremely short periods like the plasma disruption times, the first wall

surface in contact with the multiplier region may be assumed to be thermally

insulated. For thermal hydraulic modeling, the 1-mm Be coating on the first

wall surface was divided into five 0.2-mm regions, and the 1.5-mm coolant

panel wall was divided into three 0.5-mm thick regions. The transient tempera-

ture distribution was calculated by means of a three-dimensional conduction

code based on a 225-node geometric model. The nodal representation at the

coolant exit section of the first wall is given in Fig. 10-63.

The response of the wall temperature (Be coating and structural material)

to plasma disruption are shown in Figs. 10-64 through 10-67. Figure 10-64 shows

the time/temperature history for the 100 ms shutdown case over a period of 4 s.

The maximum temperatures of the coating and the structural material are found

to be respectively 1020 and 790°C. Figure 10-64 shows that both the coating

and the structure temperatures approach the coolant temperature 5 s after plasma
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disruption. The temperature distribution in the five layers of the Be coating

are shown in Fig. 10-65. Temperature differences greater than 200°C in the

1-mm thick Be coating occur during the initial phases of plasma disruption.

Transient temperature distributions for 25 ms plasma disruption are shown

in Figs. 10-66 and 10-67. The calculated maximum temperatures of the coating

and the structural material are. found to be 1325°C and 795°C, respectively.

The heat of fusion has not been included in this calculation. The tempera-

ture of the coating in the five layers are shown in Fig. 10-67. As in the

previous case, these temperatures approach the coolant temperatures in about

five seconds. An examination of the peak coating temperature shows that the

outermost layer temperature exceeds the melting point of 'beryllium (̂  1285°C).

Hence, melting of a thin surface layer is likely to occur. Also, since the

vapor pressure of beryllium becomes significant at these temperatures (see

Sec. 10.1), some vaporization or ablation of the beryllium surface is pre-

dicted. Figures 10-65 and 10-67 show that the peak temperatures occur before

the. plasma energy is completely dissipated. This is due to the fact that the

rate of energy deposition or the wall surface decreases linearly with time

and becomes very small near the end of the disruption.

In the computer code used for the above analyses, neither meling nor

ablation of the beryllium coating was considered. However, these results

were used to evaluate the thickness of the melt layer and the extent of

evaporation of beryllium during a disruption. The following analysis is

based on the more severe disruption, i.e., the 25 ms case. It can be seen

from Fig. 10-67 that the outer layer should begin to melt at about 8 ms after

the plasma dump. Also, since the coating is surrounded by high vacuum en-

vironment, some evaporation of beryllium from its surface will occur as the

vapor pressure of beryllium approaches 10 Pa (lO"4 atm). An attempt was

made to estimate the thickness of the melt layer and evaporation of beryllium

per plasma disruption.

Melt Layer — The analytical results allow one to estimate the tempera-

ture gradient at the various layers of the coating during plasma disruption.

Using these temperature gradients and the thermal conductivity of beryllium,

the amount of energy conducted into the coating was estimated between the above
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periods 6 = 8 ras and 8 = 25 ms. The amount of plasma energy during the above

time period is known frcm the nature of plasma decay (i.e., linear decay in

25 ms). The difference between these two quantities of energy must go to

melt the coating. The results are summarized below:

Total Plasma Energy 920 MJ

Plasma Energy After 8 ms 417 MJ

Energy Conducted Away 387 MJ

.'.Energy that goes to melting 30 MJ

The thickness of the melt layer 62 \im
(based on 240 m2 surface area)

Vaporization From Coating Surface — The evaporation of a substance in

high vacuum environment may be calculated from the kinetic theory. At

equilibrium, the rate of evaporatiC4n of beryllium is equal to the rate of

condensation of beryllium. At very low pressures (less than 100 Pa), it

may be assumed that the rate of evaporation is independent of the pressure

of vapor around it. The rate of evaporation may be expressed by

where

y = rate of evaporation (mass per unit area per unit time)

P = vapor pressure

m = molecular weight

k = Boltzmann constant

T = absolute temperature.

The total quantity vaporized may be estimated based on the surface temperature

over an interval of time, 0 = 0, 0 = 9, and the total surface area

W - yA9 = A / T ; - , — - ( 3 0 )
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The temperature T. at various times 9. was assumed to be the coating temperature

at 0.1 mm below the coating surface as given by the uppermost curve in

Fig, 10-67 , The vapor pressure P. at the corresponding temperature T was

estimated by interpolation from the following data:

Temperature (K) Vapor Pressure (Pa)

1125 1 x 10"4

1265 1 x 10"2

1465 1 x 10"°

1610 1 xlO" 1

The total amount of beryllium vaporized between 6 = 0 and 0 = 120 ms was

estimated from Eq. (30), and it was found to be 7.1 g. It may be noted that

the bulk of evaporization occurs over a very short period of time (6 = 10 ms

to 6 = 30 ms).

The above analytical procedure appears to be a reasonable approach both

in estimating the thickness of the melt layer as well as the amount of

beryllium vaporized during a single plasma disruption. It is expected that

a more sophisticated method will be used in the future analyses. These

analytical results indicate that for the 25 ms disruption neither melting

of a thin layer (̂  60 vim) over a very short period of time, nor evaporization

of only 7 g (< 0..02 pin) of beryllium seems to pose a serious problem as far

as choosing 1 mm beryllium coating as a protective layer on the first wall.

For the reference case of the 100 ms disruption, no melting occurs and the

total evaporation is estimated to be less than 10 mg.

10.6 STRESS ANALYSIS AND LIFETIME MODELS

Preliminary stress and lifetime analyses have been performed to guide

the design of the reference first wall and blanket. The stress analyses

have focused upon dead weight loads, pressure and thermal stress, and magnetic
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loadings resulting from plasma disruptions. The lifetime analyses of the

first wall are performed for the primary candidate materials under the

reference operating parameters.

10,6,1 Stress Analysis of First-Wall Components

A very conservative stress analysis has been performed for the critical

components of the reference first wall and blanket design. The results indi-

cate a considerable degree of reserve capacity for both normal operating

conditions and plasma disruptions. This shows that the design is feasible

but by no means is the analysis appropriate for a final stress report, A

comprehensive stress analysis requires a two-dimensional capability and for

critical points even a three-dimensional approach together with a unified

constitutive equation that incorporates strain and irradiation hardening,

creep, plasticity and thermal effects. Then realistic scenarios can be

followed in detail to provide a comprehensive history of these components.

'Hie first wall and the wall that separates the multiplier and breeder

zones each consist of a corrugated panel with a coolant under high pressure.

The general configuration of each wall is shown in Fig. 10-68, and

specific, the corrugation shape is assumed to be described by the function

y = | (1 - cos •££) 0 < x < b (31)

for a typical half-channel. Nominal dimensions and thicknesses are taken

to be

a = 4 mm, b = 9 mm, tj = 1.5 mm, t2 = 3.5 mm (32)

The region external to each blanket module is considered to be a vacuum

whereas the breeder region is maintained at close to atmospheric pressure.

Consequently, the primary loading function is a uniform pressure

Wx = 14.7 psi (33)
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Figure 10-68. Sketch of first-wall structural configuration.

which must be supported by the first wall and module support system. In

addition, the dead weight of the multiplier and, perhaps, part of the breeder

zone must be taken into account. This load varies with position, with the

worst case situation occurring for a module located at the top of the torus.

The loading function is taken to be the weight of the multiplier, W2, which

is expressed as mass per unit area. For a multiplier 5 cm thick and a

density of approximately 10 gtn/cm3, the resulting nominal loading function

is

W2 = 50 gm/cm
2 =4.9 kPa (34)

If the portion of the breeding material that must be supported by the f i rs t

wall is assumed to be equivalent to

W3 = 4.1 kPa (35)
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then a reasonable design load is

W - Wx + W2 + W 3 = 110 kPa (36)

In addition to dead weight, these components are subjected to thermal

stresses. Since the outer panel is subjected to a surface heat flux, and

possibly the largest thermal gradient of any segment of the first wall and

blanket, a finite element analysis was performed. The heat flux is

q = 0.9 MW/m2, and on the internal surface the coolant pressure

P -IS.lMPa (3?)

c

acts with an internal wall temperature of T. = 340cC which is considered

constant for the purpose of the stress evaluation.

Since the stresses due to the above loads are steady state, the peak

effective stress should be maintained well below the yield stress to preclude

plastic deformation or even rupture under a highly irradiated state.

During a plasma disruption, an inward directed pressure is also created.

The peak value of this force ranges from 26.6 psi for zero disruption time

down to 17 psi for a disruption time of 100 ms. These forces may occur

intermittently and occur over a short period of time so that a maximum effec-

tive stress close to the ultimate stress is considered acceptable.

10.6.1.1 Dead Weight Analysis

Bending Stiffness of a Corrugated Panel — Consider a typical panel

segment shown in Fig. 10-69. To conduct a stress analysis, the second area

moment I is required and ultimately, the second area moment per unit length

which is defined to be

I = I/b O8)

For the half-panel shown in Fig. 10-68, the total cross-sectional

area is

A = txsx + t2b (39)

where

• / .
ds = /dx2 + dy2

 S l = / ds . (40)
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60 cm

Figure 10-69. First-wall configuration of a typical blanket module.

With the use of Eq. (38)

, air . TTX .dy = •=" s i n — dx
Zo b (41)

and the first two terms of a Taylor's series expansion of Eq. (10) yields

, rn ^ 1 ,a IT.ds = [1 + j (-j p —] dx

and consequently

8 l = b [1 +j (f f)2] = 10.1 mm

The area of material from Eq. (39) is

A = 46.7 mm2

Similarly, the centroid of the cross-section is computed to be

(42)

(43)

(44)

y = yds/A = 0.65 mm (45)
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which is required in the expression for the second area moment

2 2 (46)= / (y-y) 2 tjds + y2t2b

= 69.6 mm1*

The second area moment per unit length becomes

I = 7.8 mms (47)

For a beam analysis, the bending stiffness El is required whereas for

a plate model, the bending stiffness is EI/(l-v2) for Young's modulus, E,

and Poisson's ratio, v. For the purpose of this analysis, the effect of

Poisson's ratio will be ignored.

Rib Stiffeners — By spot welding at discrete points between each coolant

channel, it is possible to consider adding rib stiffeners to the back plate of

the cooling panel. These ribs would run transversely to the direction of the

coolant flow auJ spaced a distance d from each other.

Suppose each rib is bi mm by hj mm and that d is chosen so that the

bending stiffness for the composite structure is identical for the two

principal directions. Consider a typical segment of width d that contains

one rib and ignore any contribution from the corrugation wall of thickness

tj. Then the total area is

A = (3.5 d + bihi) mm2 (48)

with the centroid given by

_ j i (1.75 + hi3)
y = mm (49)

Then the second area moment is

I = [3.5( ') y + jj blhl + blhl O-75 + — - y)2] mm4 (50)

which we assign the value of 69.6 mm4 by appropriate choices of b 1 } hj and d.

For example, with bj = 4 mm and h^ = 10 mm, it can be shown that d is approxi-

mately 270 mm.
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Unsupported Length — Consider a s t r ip of the coolant panel in the

direction of the coolant flow as a beam of unit width. Then, the maximum

bending stress, a. is related to the moment, M, by the relation

i

where c is the distance from the centroid to the outer point of the channel.

Suppose a = 300 MPa is the nominal allowable stress. Then with c = 4 mm, the

maximum moment allowed for a beam of unit width is

M = 585 N ( 5 2 )

A similar computation in the orthogonal direction yields a much smaller

moment because c = 10 mm.

For a uniform pressure W, the maximum bending moment for a beam of

length L and unit width is

M = kWL2 (53)

where k = 1/8 for simple supports and k = 1/12 for fixed supports. Similarly

for a square piate with side of length L, the maximum moment is also given

by Eq. (53) where k = 0,048 for simply-supported boundaries and k = 0.051 for

fixed supports. If the plate dimensions are changed to a rectangular plan, then

in the limit as the aspect ratio approaches infinity, k approaches the values

given for the beam.

Because of symmetry, the assumpcion of fixed boundaries is most appropriate

for beam str ips. With k = 1/8 and the use of Eqs. (36) and (53) for the maximum

load and moment carrying capacity, respectively, Eq. (53) yields the following

value for the maximum unsupported length of a first wall segment

L = 0.21 m (54)

This distance is less than the spacing d, of 0.27 m for transverse ribs re-

quired for equal bending rigidity in two directions. The implication is

that the use of ribs is not sufficient and instead a component such as webs

connecting the two cooling panels is required.
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Web Supports — Assume the maximum module size facing the plasma is

60 cm x 240 cm. As shown in Fig. 10- , the cooling channels are considered

to run in the longitudinal direction with the proposed webs (60 cm long)

placed transversely with a spacing of 20 cm. These webs, which are attached

to the module support system, provide the support required by the cooling

panels and serve primarily as a shear support member of a composite structure.

For thiB configuration, the maximum shear stress is very close to the average

shear stress, i.e., the maximum shear stress is

V x - V/A (55>

where V is the total shear and A is the cross-sectional area. Since the maxi-

mum that can be supported by a material is approxinately one-half the tensile

stress, and since points in the web also sustain normal bending stresses, a

reasonable nominal value for x is 100 MPa. The maximum shear occurs at
max

the center (with the assumption of simple end supports for the webs) and is

given by

d L
V = W -j-2- (56)

for web spacing, d , and web length, L . For W = 110 kPa, dw = 20 cm, and

L = 6 0 cm, the r e s u l t i sw

V = 6.6 x 103 N (57)

The web is considered to be h = 5 cm high. The width t is chosen to sat isfy

Eq. (55), i . e . ,

v
= 1.3 mm (58)

This represents the minimum thickness required for the web. For fabrication

purposes, a larger value may be desirable, but then problems with heating or

neutron multiplication may be a factor. However, even for a 2 mm thick web,

the amount of structural material in the multiplier region is only 1%.

Since the web is so thin in a structural sense, there would normally

be a possibility of shear buckling. However, if the multiplier can sustain

any compressive stress at all, buckling will not be a problem.
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10.6,1.2 Pressure and Thermal Stresses in Corrugated Panel

The corrugated panel is subjected to both a high internal pressure and

a surface heat flux from the plasma. Because the shape of the panel is not

a simple geometrical figure for which closed form solutions are available,

a finite element approach was used. Since the panel is a thin-walled member,

and the assumption of plane strain is appropriate, the latest version of STRAW

is appropriate. This program has a recently-added finite-element heat transfer

subroutine which provides the capability of simultaneously determining tempera-

tures and stresses for steady-state or transient problems.

Material properties for highly-irradiated 20% cold-worked 316 stainless

steel were used in the analysis. Young's modulus, yield stress and ul t i -

mate stress as functions of temperature are given in Appendix E. Since

the response is strictly elastic, the slope of the stress-strain curve beyond

the yield stress was not required.

An internal pressure of 15.2 MPa (2200 psi) and an inner wall temperature

of 340°C were specified. The heat flux was 0.9 MW/m2.

Figures 10-70 and 10-71 are sketches of the structure and 48-element model.

At each element node, nine stations through the thickness were used to obtain

an accurate characterization of the transverse distribution of the field

variables. Since each station point represented a corner of a thermal finite

element, 384 (8 x 48) elements were used for the heat transfer part of the

code.

Based on symmetry, cross-sections A-A and B-B were not allowed to rotate.

To eliminate rigid-body translations, section A-A was also fixed in space,

while section B-B was free to translate in the y-direction but not in the

x-direction. This latter condition together with the assumption of plane

strain (x-y plane) are actually over restrictive since there will be some

expansion in both the y- and z-directions of the base plate. However, since

these assumptions provide artificial constraints, the results will be con-

servative insofar as stresses are concerned.

Since the heat flux is normal to the surface at the cross-secfions A-A and

B-B, and these sections are constrained, i t is not surprising that the. critical
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0.9 MW/m2

Figure 10-70. Panel configuration and finite element model.

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

X-COORDINATE, cm

0.7 0.8 0.9

Figure 10-71. Node numbers for finite-element model.
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points are located at the corresponding inner and outer surfaces. The tempera-

ture, one component of mechanical strain, the two non-zero components of stress,

the effective stress and the yield stress for these four points are given in

Table 10-57. The displacement field as expressed by the undeformed and de-

formed configurations is given in Fig. 10-72, while the circumferential compo-

nent of the stress along the outer and inner surfaces are shown in Fig. 10-73.

The result of this analysis indicates that the maximum effective stress

is 73% of the yield stress which indicates that this component will perform

satisfactorily under normal operating conditions.

Table 10-57. Key Results of Finite Element Analysis

Point

Ai

A2

Bl

B 2

T, °C

407

340

407

340

e , %,
XX

0.33

-0.24

0.01

0.12

a , MPa
XX

532

-455

- 47

233

a , MPa
zz

- 55

134

-226

69

o, MPa

562

536

207

207

a , MPa
y

771

840

771

840

10.6,1.3 Stresses Due to Plasma Disruption

If there is a plasma disruption, an additional equivalent peak pressure

of 117 to 183 kPa may be imposed on the first wall. This pressure is of

extremely short duration so the loading is more of an impulsive nature.

However, if it can be shown that this pressure, treated in a static sense,

can be sustained, then the actual dynamic load will not cause any problem.

With the maximum dynamic load factor of 2, this implies the possibility of

an additional pressure of 366 kPa.

This pressure actually acts like a body force on the multiplier zone.

Thus, the primary concern is whether or not the composite structure of the

two cooling panels and the multiplier can transmit the loading to the trans-

verse webs. Under normal operating conditions, it was assumed that the cooling
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panels sustained the entire load because of the possibility of cracking of

multiplier material. However, under dynamic conditions, it is reasonable

to assume that the multiplier can at least support compressive stresses and

the necessary shear. Then the composite section behaves similarly to reinforced

concrete with a large moment capacity. Since the specific properties of the

multiplier are unknown, an elastic analysis is not possible. However, if the

multiplier material can sustain 100 MPa compressive stress then a simple limit

analysis can be performed.

The tensile action of the cross-section is completely sustained by the

3.5 mm backing plate of the corrugated panel (see Fig. 10-74). If this plate

sustains a large enough strain, then uhe nominal stress of 300 MPa will be

reached. The compressive action occurs over a portion of the multiplier large

enough to balance the tensile stress. For 100 MPa uniform maximum stress, this

implies a compressive region 10.5 mm thick next to the second wall. The

reason for not taking into account the compressive carrying capability of the

channel is that the channel may buckle. However, if the buckling is elastic,

the channel would snap back to its original configuration when the load is

released.

COMPRESSION ZONE

100 MPa

i E 10.5mm
i u.2.25 cm
t r

- 3 0 0 MPa

NEUTRAL AXIS
2.25 cm

\j \J\J\J. \J
3.5 mm

0.47 MPa (69 PSD

Figure 10-74. Composite action of corrugated panel and multiplier material,
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For this stress distribution, the corresponding moment capacity is

M = (300 MPa) (3.5 nun) (2.25 cm) + (100 MPa) (10.5 mm) (2.25 cm)
o

= 4.73 x 1Q4 Pa/unit width (59)

The total applied moment for a fixed-end beam of unit width is

M = y~ WL2

1 2 (60)
= 1.58 x 103 Pa/unit width

for W = 475 kPa and L = 20 cm. Thus there is no doubt that this

load can be sustained although there is a slight possibility of permanent

deformation.

For a load of 475 kPa , the transverse web would be subjected to a shear

force 4.3 (69/16) times larger than that given in Eq. (57). For a web width

of 2 mm, the corresponding shear stress is 285 MPa which is below one-half

the ultimate stress for a material such as tungsten or niobium.

10,6.1.4 Support Structure for First Wall Configuration

For the reference design of the multiplier zone, it was shown that a

composite plate consisting of two coolant panels and transverse ribs would

be a feasible structure from the point of view of allowable stresses. The

use of the same composite plate construction in the breeding zone, as shown

in Fig. 10-75, is suggested for the following reasons:

1. Standardized manufacturing techniques could be used to construct
the plates,

','.. Fluid flow for the panels in the breeding zone is in the same
direction as the flow in the multiplier zone so that common headers
on two sides of a first wall segment can be utilized,

3. The structural material of the internal support members represent
a very small percentage of the material in the first wall,

4. The internal support members meet the multiplier and back walls at
right angles, if desired,

5. The use of a basic structural element such as a composite plate
is easily adapted to first wall segments of various sizes and con-
figurations, and
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Figure 10-75. Diagram of blanket structure for stress analysis.
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6, Breeding material as well as cooling pipes can be placed within the
composite plate structure.

Description — In the figuration shown in Fig. 10-75, each plate segment

could be up to 3.3 m long in the direction of fluid flow and 46 cm wide based

on the thickness of tha breeding zone. This latter dimension is also the

length of the transverse webs.

From the previous analysis for the multiplier zone, the transverse webs

must be supported every 60 cm or less. This implies that the internal composite

plates must be no more than 60 cm apart. It is assumed that the back wall is

rigid and that the composite plate can be firmly attached to it. The attach-

ment along the other edge at the multiplier zone will be a difficult construction

problem but it is assumed that at least a simple-support type connection can be

made (no moment transfer capability) . The two plates that form two walls of a

module will be subjected to forces similar to that for the multiplier zone so

that the previous analysis will be directly applicable. It is assumed that the

two walls containing the headers can also support these loads.

Analysis — Suppose the module is oriented so that gravity acts in the

negative x-direction in Fig. 10-75 . This is the situation considered for

the multiplier zone and discussed previously. For an orientation with gravity

acting in the z-direction, it is assumed that the header walls can withstand

whatever forces are transmitted. However, if the breeder and multiplier ma-

terials can withstand any shear stress, whatsoever, a significant portion of

the load will be transferred to the composite plates which form a very stiff

structure for forces in the z-direction.

To demonstrate the feasibility of the structure, the very conservative

assumption is made that a 20 cm segment (distance between webs) or an internal

composite plate can be treated as a cantilevered beam supported by the back

wall. The critical loading situation is the case of gravity acting in the

negative y-direction. The forces acting on the beam will be a point load,

P, due to the multiplier and a uniformly distributed load, W, based on the

weight of the breeding material. This loading situation is sketched in Fig.

10-76.

The contributing width for the loading functions is 20 cm and the

corresponding depth is 65 cm. The width of the multiplier material is 5 cm
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Figure 10-76. Beam model for internal plate structure.

so for mass densities of 10 gm/cm3 and 2.5 gm/cm3 for multiplier and breeder

material, respectively, it follows that

P = (10 gm/cm3) (65 cm) (20 cm) (5 cm) = 65 kg = 640 N (61)

W = (2.5 gm/cm3) (65 cm) (20 cm) = 3.25 kg/cm = 32 N/cm (62)

The maximum shear occurs at the fixed end and is given by

V = P + W(46 cm) = 2.1 x 103 N (63)

which i s less than the shear given in Eq. (57) for which the web i s designed.

The "larcimum applied moment also occurs at the fixed end. I t i s

M = P(46 cm) + W/2 (46 cm)2 = 63 x 103 N cm (64)

Suppose that the allowable bending stress in the cooling panel base is

a = 300 MPa. Suppose further that a segment of the flange, b = 2 cm wide,
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is effective in resisting moment. Then for a flange thickness of t =0.35 cm

and a beam height of h = 5 cm, the allowable moment is

M = 2(a tb) h/2 = (300 x 106 N/m2)(0.0035 m)(0.02 m)(5 cm)

= 105 x 103 n cm (65)

which is greater than the maximum applied moment.

For other orientations of a first wall segment (or alternate directions

for gravity), the transverse loads will be less while direct tensile stresses

will increase. However, the net effect will be a reduction in the maximum

stress in an internal plate structure. A similar argument holds for a plate

structure that also serves as an end wall with the exception that internal

pressure will also be a factor. However, compensation for this load can be

made by reducing the spacing to the nearest internal plate structure.

With the conservative assumptions that have been made and with the

considerable margin of reserve capacity for nominal loading conditions, it

appears that the first wall segment will be able to easily withstand off-

normal additional forces. This situation is primarily due to the efficient

load carrying capacity of composite plates. For the first wall, the primary

difficulty would appear to be that of construction. Also, a detailed analysis

to ensure safety under accident conditions is necessary, but because the

structure is fairly complex, the use of specialized computer codes will be

required to perform this function.

10.6.2 Lifetime and Stress Analysis

The assessment of the first wall and blanket structural materials in-

cludes an evaluation of the reactor lifetime. For STARFIRE, the structural

material lifetime goal is ̂  20 MW-y/m2 which corresponds to a lifetime of 6

yejars. This section will consider the lifetimes of the potential structural

materials. The analysis will compare the advanced austenitic alloy, PCA,

and a ferritic stainless steel, HT-9, for a specific design and for the ex-

pected operating conditions. Before the detailed lifetime analysis is pre-

sented, however, several important factors will be considered.
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IQ.6,2.1 General Considerations

The lifetime estimates are expected to depend on such factors as the

materials properties, the component design, the reactor power history, and

the life-limiting criteria. There are a multitude of materials properties

that can potentially influence the lifetime, as shown in Table 10-58. To date,

no model has been comprehensive enough to include all of the properties and

variables shown in the table. Most models have considered the thermophysical

and mechanical properties and have ignored corrosion, transmutation, and

sputtering effects, since these properties are considered to have a secondary

importance. In addition, most models do not include all relevant variables

and interactions between properties. In general, however, the various pro-

perties do not act independently of one another, and therefore,it is not

strictly correct to consider any property separately. For example, the

temperature and stress gradients in a component will result in a swelling

gradient. A significant amount of swelling can reduce the thermal conductivity,

which will alter the temperature gradient, which will in turn alter the

swelling gradient. Such scenarios can be constructed for combinations of

other properties.

The reason for not including all properties and variables is that in

many cases the relevant data do not exist. Large extrapolations of existing

data or the use of properties data from a related material may be required

to make a lifetime estimate. In some cases, where no data exist, a property

must be modtied theoretically or a best estimate of the property values must

be made. Of particular importance is the lack of data on the effect of 14 MeV

neutrons on the various properties. At present, radiation effects data are

drawn primarily from fission reactor experiments and ion implantation experi-

ments, and thus the influence of the fusion reactor spectrum can only be

estimated. Most of the existing data have been obtained using fission reactor

materials such as Types 31C and 304 stainless steel and advanced cladding

materials such as HT-9. The amount of radiation data for other fusion candidate

materials are sparse. The lack of a comprehensive materials data base imposes

a significant uncertainty into the lifetime estimates.

The component design will influence the temperature and stress distribu-

tions in the material and thus will influence the component lifetime. The im-

plications of this statement are first that the materials lifetime can potential-

ly be enhanced by judicious design and second that the optimum design for one
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Table 10-58. Properties Influencing Materials Lifetimes

o

o

Property

Thermal Conductivity

Thermal Expansion

Specific Heat

Young's Modulus

Yield Strength

Ultimate Tensile Strength

Uniform Elongation

Total Elongation

Swelling

Creep

Fatigue

Crack Growth

Corrosion

Stress Corrosion Cracking

Transmutations

Sputtering

Important Variables

Temperature

Temperature

Temperature

Tempevraturt

Temperature, fluence,

Temperature, flueace.

Temperature, fluence,

Temperature, fluence,

Temperature, fluence,

Temperature, fluence,

strain rate

strain rate

strain rate

strain rate

•

neutron spectrum

stresB

Temperature, fluence, stress, burn
cycle frequency, strain range

Temperature, fluence, stress intensity i
burn cycle frequency 1

Temperature, fluence, chemistry, environ-
ment

Temperature, fluence, chemistry, stress,
stress intensity, microstructure /

Neutron spectrum, neutron fluence

Temperature, particle species,
particle energy

iniluenee on Lirecime

Temperature distribution

Stress distribution

Rate of temperature and stress
change

Stress distribution

Initial design stress analysis
and ability to withstand
off normal events

Dimensional changes and stress
changes during operation

Crack propagation and failure

Flow blockage, wall thinning
Crack propagation and failure

Potential influence on other
properties
Wall thinning and defect in-
itiation



material may represent a poor design for another material. The lifetime

analysis should therefore consider a particular design, and the estimated life-

time is expected to be valid only for that design. A comprehensive analysis

should examine the parameter and property variations in three dimensions, which

is beyond the present scope of this investigation. The interactions of the

reactor components can also effect the lifetime. For example, the creep and

swelling experienced by one component may result in an unintended interaction

with a second component which could influence its operating lifetime.

The reactor power history should also be integrated into the lifetime

analysis. Obvious factors that are included in the power history are the total

neutron fluence, the neutron and surface heat fluxes, and the reactor mode of

operation, i.e., cyclic or continuous. STARFIRE will operate in the continuous

mode, and as will be shown, this offers a considerable advantage to the struct-

ural materials. Less obvious factors that can influence lifetimes are the

length and frequency of maintanence operations, off-normal temperature and

stress excursions, and the procedures used for ramping the reactor up to or

down from full power. Not only is it important to know what reactor events

can influence lifetimes, but it is also important to know when these events

occur in the reactor history. For example, a temperature or stress transient

that occurs early in the reactor history is likely to have less effect on the

materials than the same transient that occurs late in the reactor history.

Highly irradiated structural materials have lower ductility and are less

able to accommodate large amounts of strain before failure.

The lifetime criteria are the limits imposed on the materials proper-

ties beyond which a component is considered to fail. The criteria can be

divided into two classes: 1) catastrophic failure criteria and 2) dimensional

failure criteria. While it is obvious when a component has failed catastrophi-

callj. by cracking or fracture, it is less obvious when a component has failed

due to dimensional changes. In most cases, the allowable dimensional change

is determined by how much change can be accommodated before the reactor

operation is effected or before it becomes difficult or impossible to replace

that component. The allowable dimensional change is therefore likely to be

related to the design and function of the various components. One component

may be able to tolerate only a 1% dimensional change whereas another component

may be able to tolerate a 10% change.
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When the factors discussed above are introduced into the analysis, the

lifetime estimates contain a rather high degree of uncertainty. The primary

purpose of the present materials lifetime study is to determine if the desired

lifetime goals are realistic and to determine what parameters and properties

are most important in the analysis. The secondary purpose of the study is to

determine what future work, both analytical and experimental is necessary to

more accurately evaluate the useful lifetime of fusion reactor components.

10.6.2.2 Stress Analysis

Present reactors are designed to insure that designated stress limits are

not exceeded. For this purpose, stress design codes have been developed to

serve as guidelines in the stress analysis. Fusion reactors will ultimately

be designed using such a stress code, and several fusion reactor analysis

have used ASME pressure vessel code case 1592 to make their stress and life-

time estimates. ' ' This section will address the questions of stress

analysis and the use of pre-existing stress codes in performing the lifetime

analysis.

The ASME Code Case 1592 for Class 1 Components in Elevated Temperature

Service provides design criteria for components in service at temperatures

where creep and other time dependent effects may be significant. The code

case is intended to cover a wide variety of design configurations and service

conditions, and the design criteria are therefore usually quite conservative.

Since different types of stress have different degrees of significance, the

code assigns a different allowable stress for each stress classification. The

allowable stresses are given in terms of the stress intensity, S , which is
mt

calculated from the tensile and creep properties of the structural materials.

The criteria for calculating S are given in Table 10-59. At lower tempera-

tures the value for S is a fraction of either the tensile yield or ultimate

stress, and at high temperatures S is the stress necessary to produce a

given amount of creep during the expected component lifetime.

The classes of stresses that are considered by the design codes are the

primary stresses, secondary stresses, and peak stresses. A primary stress

is a stress developed by the imposed loading which is necessary to satisfy the

laws of equilibrium between external and internal forces and moments. The
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Table 10-59, Structural Design Criteria

Time-dependent

Allowable Stress: S
n

(other than bolting)

Lowest value of

Time-dependent
Allowable Stress:

Lowest value of

1/3 S at room temperature
u

1/3 S at temperature
u

2/3 S at room temperature
y

0.9 S at temperature

2/3 of minimum stress to
cause creep rupture in
time t

80% of minimum stress to
cause tertiary in
time t

Minimum stress to produce
1% strain in time t

General Primary-membrane
Allowable Stress: S

mt

Lesser of S and S at temperature and time,
m t

S = Material Yield Strength
y

S = Material Ultimate Strength
u

basic characteristic of a primary stress is that it is not self-limiting.

If a primary stress exceeds the yield strength of the material, the prevention

of failure depends entirely on the strain hardening properties of the material.

The primary stresses considered are the primary membrane stress, P , local

primary membrane stress P , and the primary bending stress, P . A secondary

stress is a stress developed by the self-constraint of the structure. It

must satisy an imposed strain pattern rather than being in equilibrium with

an external load. The basic characteristic of a secondary stress is that it is

self limiting. A peak stress is the highest stress in the region under con-

sideration. The basic characteristic of a peak stress is that it causes no

significant distortion and is objectionable mostly as a possible fatigue source.

Fatigue analysis is included in the design code and consists of the calculation

of the induced strain per cycle, the number of cycles expected for the component
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during its lifetime, and then a comparison of those values with fatigue curves

given in the code. Safety factors of twG in stress or twenty in cycles to

failure are built into the code design curves.

The maximum allowable stress intensities for the various categories of

stress are given in Table 10-60. The primary membrane stress is limited to

a value of S , whereas the sum of the primary and secondary stresses at low

temperatures, including thermal stresses is limited to a value of 3 S . The

value of 3 S has been suggested assuming that the structure will shakedown

to elastic-strain shortly after startup operation of the component. When peak

stresses are included, the allowable stress is 2 S , where S is the allowable
3. 3

stress amplitude calculated from the design fatigue curves. It should be noted

that neither corrosion nor radiation effects have been specifically considered

in establishing these stress limits. In most cases, the safety margins built

into the design codes will allow for changes due to corrosion or radiation

damage, but in some cases the allowable stress limits could be iion-conservative.

The design codes also do not consider crack growth, using fracture mechanics,

from a pre-existing defect or crack. For some designs, crack growth is ex-

pected to limit the lifetime of a reactor component.

One effect of radiation that has been included in the design codes is the

irradiation induced changes in the materials' fracture toughness.

Several alloys, including HT-9, are known to exhibit a ductile-brittle transi-

tion temperature (DBTT) below which the material acts in a brittle fashion and

which has been shown to be increased by irradiation. The brittle behavior

of these materials can be described by the change in the tensile, the impact,

or the crack growth properties, and the design codes provide guidelines for

these three properties. In all cases, the allowable limits are related to the

nil ductility temperature (NDT) which is defined as the temperature at which

the fracture stress for specimens with small flaws is equal to the yield stress

for specimens with no flaws. When the tensile properties are used for the
(68)

prevention of brittle fracture the guidelines are:

1. For T < NDT, the maximum allowable stress is 41 MPa (6 ksi).

2. For T > NDT + 17°C (30°F), the maximum allowable stress is 1/2 the
yield strength.

3. For T > NDT + 33°C (60°F) , the maximum allowable stress is the
yield strength
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Table 10-60. Stress Categories and Maximum Allowable Stress Intensities Current
Design Codes

Category

Sl

S2

S3

S4

Included in category

P
m

VW8)*

P m + V Q
m
( s ) + Q

m
( t ) + Q b ( s ) + Q b ( t )

V Pb^m ( s ) + Qm ( t ) Qb ( s ) + Qb ( t ) + Ft + Fc

Maximum
allowable
stress
intensity

Smt

(3/2)Sm

Kt St

3S
m

S =2S
r a

*P0=P +Q (s) = Primary local membrane stress
* m tn

P = primary mean stress,
m

P = primary bending stress.

Q (s) = secondary mean stress due to sustained loads.
m

Q (t) = secondary mean stress due to temperature,
m

Q, (s) = secondary bending stress due to sustained loads.

Q, (t) = secondary bending stress due to equivalent linear
temperature distribution.

F = peak stress due to temperature — free thermal stress.

F = peak stress due to highly localized stress concentration,
or highly localized hot spots.

S = allowable stress amplitude for any given number of
a

s

I

K

cycles, N

= 2S = stress range
a

= 1 + K 1 -
Pm + V S ) ) >

(K =0.25 for shell-type structures)
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4. For T > NDT + 67°C (120°F), the maximum allowable stress is

che ultimate stress.

The impact properties of materials are usually determined using the Charpy

V-notch impact test that measures the energy required for rapid fracture of

standardized specimens. The design code for pressure vessels specifies that

at T = NDT + 33°C (60°F), the impact energy should be at least 67.8 J (50 ft-

lbs) and that the lowest service temperature should be > NDT + 56°C (100°F).

If crack growth is to be used as a design guideline, the ASME Pressure Vessel

Code prescribes procedures to be used for evaluating the stress intensity of

an assumed defect. The calculated stress intensity must be less than the

stress intensity at the temperature of operation that is given in a design

curve that incorporates the data of several pressure vessel steels. At the

NDT the calculated stress intensity must be < 44 MPa-m to prevent brittle

failure. The assumed effect of radiation for all types of analysis is to

increase the NDT while leaving the shapes of the design data curves uneffected.

Thus as the NDT increases, the maximum allowable stress, impact energy, or

stress intensity at a given temperature will decrease.

A design code for fusion reactors is likely to contain several changes

from the present design codes because of the additional influence of radiation

on several properties. Long term dimensional changes are considered in Code

Case 1592 to occur via thermal creep. However, dimensional changes in STARFIRE

will occur primarily via swelling or radiation creep, and significant changes

are expected to occur at temperatures and stresses far below those where such

changes would occur by thermal creep. Restriction of the stresses to values

that produce a strain allowed by the design codes would result in an unreal-

istly low allowable primary stress. Radiation damage will also result in

significant changes in the yield and ultimate strengths of the materials.

Therefore, the values of S , which are calculated from tensile strength values
m

will vary with time. Fatigue of structural materials will be influenced by

radiation. In the high cycle range where the strain is elastic, radiation may

increase the number of cycles to failure, while in the low cycle range where

the strain is both elasic and plastic, radiation may reduce the number of cycles
(72)

to failure. In the absence of a design stress code for fusion reactors,

present codes such as ASME code case 1592 provide useful guidelines for com-

ponent design. It should be recognized, however, that in some cases use of
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the present design codes may result in overly conservative designs while in

other cases their use could result in non-conservative designs. The addition

of radiation effects as an integral past of the stress analysis will be

essential for the realistic appraisal of fusion reactor structural components.

10.6.2.3 Comparison of PCA and HT-9

After a thorough review of the different structural materials, the PCA

and HT-9 alloys were selected as being the most viable alloys for the STARFIRE

first wall/blanket system. A detailed analysis of PCA and HT-9 has been per-

formed to determine if it is feasible for these materials to achieve the life-

time goal of 20 MW yr/m2 for the operating conditions of STARFIRE.

The properties used in the analysis of the two alloys are the thermo-

physical, radiation creep, radiation swelling, and crack growth properties,

all of which are described in detail in Appendix E. Fatigue and crack growth

due to a cyclic stress were not included since STARFIRE operates in a con-

tinuous mode. Of the various materials properties, only the thermophysical

properties are well known. Several assumptions had to be made concerning the

other properties in order to perform the analysis. First, since PCA is similar

to Type 316 stainless steel, the unirradiated properties of PCA have been

assumed to be those of 20% cold worked type 316 stainless steel. Second, both

the thermophysical and crack growth properties have been assumed to be un-

effected by irradiation. Because of the lack of crack growth data for HT-9,

its crack growth properties are assumed to be the same as PCA. Third, the

radiation creep and swelling rates are assumed to be essentially the same as

those observed in fission reactors for an equivalent DPA rate. The radiation

swelling has been modified slightly to account for the increased helium genera-

tion rate in STARFIRE. The radiation swelling has been assumed to be in-

dependent of the stress state in the material. Although there is some evidence

that stress can influence the swelling, there is not enough evidence for proper

analytical treatment.

The design used to make the comparison is a tubular first wall that

receives a heat flux from one side. The first wall receives the highest neutron

and surface heat flux and is therefore the component which is most likely to

fail prior to the desired lifetime. The design, shown in Fig. 10-77, is
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Figure 10-77. First wall model.

a tube of radius R and wall thickness R - RT that is placed in a uniformo o I ^

neutron flux 4>, and receives a heat flux, Q, from one side. The water coolant

inside the tube operates at a pressure P. This design was selected because the

tubular geometry represents a potentially viable design which can be treated

without excessive mathematical complexity. Although this design is not the

specific one selected for the STARFIRE first wall, it is similar enough to

provide a meaningful evaluation of the two materials. The operational para-

meters used for the calculations are shown in Table 10-61. The surface heat

flux, Q, is assumed to decrease from a peak of 0.85 MW/m^ at the top surface

of the tube facing the plasma to zero at the sides of the tube 90° from the

top surface. The neutron fluence is assumed to be uniform through the tube

and the water temperature of 320°C is the maximum expected in STARFIRE.
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Table 10-61. Design and Operating Parameters for Lifetime Analysis

Tube diameter (cm)

Wall thickness (mm)

Coolant pressure (psig)

Coolant temperature (°C)

Neutron Wall Load (MW/m2)

Surface Heat Flux (MW/m2)

dpa r a t e

(dpa/MW-yr/m2)

Helium generation ra te

(appm/MW-yr/m2)

I n i t i a l crack length 100

(Urn)

The initial flaw size is 100 um, which is assumed to be the minumum flav; size

detectable by non-destructive testing.

The life limiting criteria for the analysis are based upon the best

estimates of the allowable limits for swelling, creep, and crack growth. The

crack length limit is the crack length at which the net section stress equals

the ultimate strength of the material. At this point, it is assumed that the

tube will fail instantaneously by stress rupture. The allowable limit for

creep is based upon the in-reactor creep ductility of Type 316 stainless steel.

Recent tests indicate that Type 316 stainless steel should be able to accommo-

date ̂  2% plastic strain prior to failing in a neutron field. This value

is considerably larger than the creep ductility measured following irradiation.

The maximum dimensional change allowed is 4% (creep + swelling), and the maxi-

mum level of swelling allowed is 6%. These values are somewhat arbitrary, and

probably will vary with the design of each individual component.

The program developed for the analysis calculates tne temperature, stress,

and strain distribution in two dimensions. The tube is broken down into 40

segments, each composed of 10 elements, and each element is considered to be

at a uniform temperature and stress. Each segment contains a flaw at the tube

inner and outer surface whose growth is followed in the program. The inputs

required for the program are the tube dimensions, the coolant temperature and
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pressure, the neutron wall load, the surface heat flux, and the initial flaw

size. The program begins by calculating the temperature, stress and strain

distribution in the tube for the input conditions using the assumed thermophysi-

cal properties of PCA and HT-9. The initial temperature and stress values are

then used to calculate the dimensional and crack growth changes that occur in

a small time increment At. The dimensional changes are due to radiation swell-

ing and creep. The changes in the dimensions are next used to determine the

changes in the stress distribution in the tube. Any changes in crack length

are assumed to have no effect on the stress distribution. The process of cal-

culating the dimensional and crack length changes is then repeated with the

new stress distribution for the same time increment. The only restriction in

this model is that the time increment, At, must be chosen such that the changes

in crack length dimensions, and stresses are small compared with the original

values. In this way the long-term effects of reactor operation can be deter-

mined .

The calculated temperature and initial stress distributions in PCA and

HT-9 are shown in Fig. 10-78. As expected, PCA exhibits a larger tempera-

ture and stress gradient in the tube, because of its lower thermal conductivity

and higher thermal expansion. The initial stresses are primarily compressive

on the side of the tube facing the plasma and are in tension on the other side

of the tube. In both cases, the stresses due to the coolant pressure and ther-

mal gradients are below the design limits of ASME Code Case 1592. The effect

of radiation creep is to reduce the stress gradients with time. Figure 10- 79

compares the stress distributions of PCA and HT-9 after 1000 h and 3000 h of

operation. After 3000 h9 the thermal stress gradient has almost been eliminated,

leaving only the primary stress due to the coolant pressure. However, a stress

gradient, opposite in sign to the initial stress gradient, will be imposed on

the tube whenever the temperature gradient is removed. As will be shown, this

new stress gradient has important implications if the reactor operation is

cyclic.

In order to determine the long term effects of swelling, creep, and crack

growth, the calculations were carried out to 50,000 h (5.7 yr) of continuous

operation. Crack growth under these conditions was insignificant. The total
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(c) (d)

Figure 10-78. (a) temperature distribution - PCA, (b) temperature distribu-
tion - HT-9, (c) initial stress distribution - PCA, (d) initial
stress distribution - HT-9.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10-79. Stress distribution in (a) PCA @ 1000 h, (b) HT-9 @ 1000 h,
(c) PCA @ 3000 h, (d) HT-9 @ 3000 h.
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swelling and creep in PCA and HT-9 in the tube section receiving the highest

surface heat flux is shown in Fig. 10-80. For both materials, the total

swelling and plastic strain are less than 2%. The swelling of PCA is margin-

ally higher than HT-9, while the radiation creep rate is significantly higher

in PCA. At long times, when swelling becomes significant, the temperature

gradient in the tube will result in a swelling gradient. A small stress

gradient will be established, as shown in Fig. 10-81, that offsets the swelling

gradient so that the total change in strain is uniform throughout the tube.

The magnitude of the stress gradient will depend on the relative swelling and

creep rates of the materials as well as their variation with temperature and

stress. The results of these calculations indicate that for continuous

operations, both PCA and HT-9 are likely to meet the lifetime goal of

20 MW-yr/m2.

The importance of a continuous mode of operation on the materials select-

ion can be illustrated by examining the crack growth that would occur during

cyclic operation. PCA and HT-9 are again compared for the same conditions

shown in Table 10-61. In addition, the effect of a cyclic burn mode as well as

the effect of reactor down time for maintenance have been included in the pro-

gram. It has been assumed that the plasma burn time is 10 minutes, that the

plasma is off for 1 minute between burn cycles, and that it requires ̂  0.4

minutes for the temperature gradient to be completely removed when the plasma

is turned off. Reactor maintenance is assumed to take 30 days per year.

Figure 10-82 shows the growth of cracks from the OD surface of the section of

the tube receiving the highest heat flux. Crack growth in PCA is rapid and

leads to failure in ̂  7000 h, whereas little crack growth is indicated in

HT-9. The rapid crack growth in PCA is due to the larger thermal stresses

imposed on the tube. As shown earlier, the large compressive stresses in this

section of tubing relax in ̂  3000 h. When the temperature gradient is re-

moved, large tensile stresses are introduced in the tube, increasing the

stress intensity at the crack tip. The implication of this result is that the

selection of an austenitic stainless steel such as PCA would not be likely for

STARFIRE if it operated in a cyclic mode. The introduction of a significant

residual tensile stress at low temperatures also presents a problem to the

use of HT-9. The DBTT of HT-9 has been shown to be increased considerably

above room temperature by neutron irradiation, and the allowable stresses and
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TIME, 10 h

Figure 10-80. Swelling and creep in PCA and HT-9 for section of tube receiving
the highest heat flux.

0.35 040 0.45
H, cm

0.50

Figure 10-81. Swelling a stress gradient at end of life for tube section re-
ceivi-" highest heat flux, (a) PCA, (b) HT-9.
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TIME, 10 h

Figure 10-82. Crack growth in PCA and HT-9 for a 10 minute burn time, one
minute off time and 30 days/yr maintenance.

and stress intensities would therefore be restricted during maintenance opera-

tions. It may be possible to work with these restrictions, but a more detail-

ed analysis is required to determine :he feasibility of using HT-9 at low

temperatures.

10.6.2.4 Off-Normal Events

Off normal events will result in increased stresses and/or temperatures

over those experienced by the materials during normal operation, and can ser-

iously impact on the materials' lifetimes. The consequences of off normal

events depends on both the magnitude of the stress or temperature and the

duration of the event. The results of the event may include annealing of the

microstructure, additional plastic strain, fracture or melting of a component.

The melting of a component will depend upon the relative rates of energy input

and output and the thermophysical properties of the material. Predicting under

what conditions a component will melt can be done using standard thermal-

hydraulic calculational techniques. The ability of a material to accommodate
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additional plastic strain is dependent upon the effect of radiation on the

mechanical properties prior to the off-normal event. Since neutron radiation

generally decreases the uniform ductility of metals, the ability of a compon-

ent to absorb plastic strain is expected to decrease during the lifetime of a

component.

The microstructure of the structural materials influence both the

mechanical properties and the resistance to radiation damage. The thermo-

mechanical treatment given to PCA (and HT-9) provides a microstructure which

optimizes the various properties. During operation, the neutron radiation will

alter the microstructure by producing dislocations, voids, helium bubbles, and

possibly additional precipitates. If, during an off normal event, the temperature

is increased significantly, the microstructure will begin to change due to

thermal annealing. The property changes produced by annealing could be either

desirable or undesirable. If only the dislocation structure is altered, the

material could regain some of its pre-irradiation ductility. However, if

helium bubbles migrate to gain boundaries, the material may become more severe-

ly embrittled. Also, the initial microstructure is tailored to reduce the

total void swelling of the material. Should the microstructure be substantial-

ly altered, the rate of swelling during subsequent operation could be greatly

increased. Thus, a substantial change in the microstructure during an off-

normal event may necessitate immediate replacement of a component even though

it has not oeen otherwise damaged.

A rough estimate of the allowable times at various temperatures can be

made from a-irq-f.lable thernonechnnical data. The radiation resistance of PCA

has been traced to the presence of a fine distribution of Ti-rich metal car-

bide precipatates that exist within the grains and at the grain boundaries.

The standard procedure for producing the precipatates is to homogenize the

alloy at temperatures > 1150°C for ^ 24 h, cool, and then cold work the material

10-25%. The fine precipatates are formed by next heat treating the alloy at

^ 800°C for several hours. The presence of a high dislocation density is

crucial to produce the proper precipatate distribution, since the precipatates

nucleate on the dislocations. The normal procedure for producing an annealed

structure in austenitic stainless steel is to heat the alloy for 1 h at lOSO'C.

These heat treatments give an indication of the relative stability of the

microstructure and therefore a rough approximation of the allowable temperatures
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of the material during an off normal event. An event which greatly reduced the

dislocation density or swept the helium bubbles to the grain boundaries would

result in a material with greatly reduced strength and would prevent the re-

formation of the Ti-rich carbide structure. Therefore, an off-normal event

that resulted in structural temperatures of £ 1050°C for £ 10 minutes would

probably necessitate replacement. Some coarsening of the microstructure will

probably occur if the temperature is allowed to increase to % 900°C for any

extended period of time. The relative damage produced by such a temperature

excursion cannot be determined at this time because of insufficient data.

The thermal mechanical treatment used for HT-9 is different from the one

used for PCA since HT-9 is a ferritic material. Normal heat treatment for

HT-9 is first an anneal at 1050°C for 30 minutes to completely austenitize

and homogenize the material, followed by cooling to produce a martensitic

structure. The martensitic structure is then temperated at ^ 780°C for i 1 h

to achieve the optimum toughness and creep properties. The temperature above

which the material begins to transform from a feriitic to an austenitic struct-

ure is 'V< 820°C. These temperatures and times can again be related to off

normal events. First, it is undesirable for a significant fraction of the

material to be transformed into austenitic during a temperature transient,

since this would result in a complete microstructural change and would lead

to the formation of a hard and brittle martensitic structure when the material

is cooled. Second, the helium bubbles and voids are likely to be swept to

the grain boundaries which would further weaken the structure. This means

that an off normal event which produced structural temperatures "* 850°C for

an extended period (̂  1 h) would significantly alter the microstructure.

A transient is also likely to result in additional stresses in the struc-

ture. Since the mechanical strengths of both HT-9 and PCA are markedly de-

creased at temperatures 600°C, their load carrying capacity will be reduced

during a transient. In addition, the ductility of the structural materials

will be greatly reduced at temperatures 600°C due to the er.brittlement

caused by irradiation generated helium. Therefore, the maximum permissible

temperatures during a transient could be considerably below those required for
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the microstructural changes described above. When stresses are present, the

maximum allowable temperatures without component damage are estimated to be

6QO-7OOCC, with the exact temperature depending upon the magnitude of the

stresses and the duration of the transient.

10.2.6.5 Summary

1. The assessment of the structural materials lifetime depends upon

the materials properties, the componant design, the reactor power

history, and the life limiting criteria. Because of the interre-

lated nature of these factors, a lifetime estimate can only be con-

sidered valid for a particular reactor and component design. The

uncertainties introduced into the analysis because of either a lack

of pertinent data or the limited scope of the analysis mean that

there will be a significant uncertainty in the predicted lifetime.

2. Although present stress design codes provide useful guidelines, the

stress analysis of the reactor components will ultimately require

a design code specifically intended for materials exposed to radia-

tion. The strict use of present codes could possibly lead to

either in overly conservative design, or non-conservative design

depending on the effects of radiation on the relevant properties.

3. Both HT-9 and PCA appears to be capable of achieving the lifetime

goal of 20 MW/yr/m2 for the STARFIRE operating conditions. However,

use of HT-9 would be difficult at low temperatures since the DBTT

is increased above room temperature by radiation. PCA would pro-

bably not be used if the. reactor operated in a cyclic mode because

of the large thermal stresses in the material.

A. The changes in microstructure produced by high temperatures and

stresses during an off normal event could necessitate replacement

of effected components. For both PCA and HT-9, the combination of

stresses and temperatures would likely result in serious damage, if

the materials temperature reached 600 to 700°C.
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10.7 ELECTROMAGNETIC EFFECTS ON THE FIRST WALL AND BLANKET

10.7.1 Introduction

Because of the close magnetic coupling of the first wall with the plasma

and magnet systems, the first wall car. participate in four important electro-

magnetic effects: (1) reducing vertical plasma motion and stabilizing low

mode number kink modes, (2) delaying the penetration of ohmic heating (OH)

flux and of field changes from the copper correction field (CF) coils into

the plasma, (3) protecting against the consequences of a plasma disruption,

and (4) experiencing eddy current forces on the blanket modules due to

startup, plasma disruption, toroidal field (TF) coil discharge, and unscheduled

equilibrium field (EF) coil discharge. The first three of these are described

briefly here, and the fourth is somewhat more detailed.

10.7.1.1 Plasma Perturbations

The STARFIRE blanket consists of 24 sectors arranged toroidally. Each

sector consists of eight modules arranged poloidally. Induced currents within

each module are carried primarily in the multiplier region, which is on the

plasma side of the blanket. Modules are connected poloidally and toroidally

by jumpers to their neighbors to provide a continuous current path.

Plasma analysis shows that low mode number kinks can be stabilized when

the ratio of the blanket minor radius to the plasma minor radius is less than

about l . i . The elongated STARFIRE equilibrium is unstable due to a negative

index of curvature of the verticil field, anJ the uncorrected growth time for

this instability is of order 10 us. Conducting segments of a close-fitting

blanket slow this time to the blanket L/R time of 300 ms, which is long

enough to permit plasma positional control through external negative feedback

with only moderate power requirements. For more detail see Sec. 6.2.

10.7.1.2 Field Penetration

In general, the same L/R time which limits the outward penetration of

flux changes from plasma movement, and thus slows down that movement, also

limits the inward penetration of field from the CF coils designed to provide

long-term correction cf that motion. However, calculations show that if the

vertical plasma motion is detected by sensors within the blanket, and if the
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CF coils can respond quickly enough, then the position correction can begin

not with the l/R time characterizing changes in the total current flowing in

the blanket but with the much shorter time constant characterizing the dis-

tribution of the current through the blanket thickness. Flux change from

the OH coils continues for 14 seconds, delay by the first wall is negligible.

10.7.1.3 Plasma Disruption Protection

In the event of a plasma disruption, the collapsing plasma current will

be transferred to the first wall. The consequences will be mitigated through

the relatively long first wall L/R time.

10.7.1.4 Eddy Current Forces

Eddy current forces due to TF coil discharge and to plasma disruption

are described below. Forces due to charging the TF coils or EF coils to

a normal or abnormal EF coil discharge are much smaller than those d' ,LL oed

for the TF coil discharge and plasma disruption.

10.7.2 Electromagnetic Characterization of the First Wall

10.7.2.1 L/R Time of Toroidal Currents Associated with Plasma Disruption

The current is assumed confined to the multiplier region, either a 3.5 cm

thick layer of Be or a 7 cm thick layer of Zr>jPb3. The inductance is found

from the expression for a hollow torus

L = u R Un(8R/a) - 2] = 9.0 uH (66)
o

using R = 7 m and a = 2.72 m, which gives an equivalent a rea . The iresistance

for an unbroken f i r s t wall is given by

R = 2TTR p/p6 (67)

where p is the resistivity of the multiplier material, 6 its thickness and

p = 18.6 m is the perimeter of the cross section. For Be, p/6 = 12.57 yfi;

for ZrPb, p/6 = 15.77 uft* In what follows we use the Be value, which yields

R = 29.7 ufi .
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Consequently, the L/R time is T = 30.3 ms. Finite resistance of the jumpers

will lower that value. Earlier calculations including the resistance of

the stainless steel blanket members to the jumper in the back yielded

T = 40 ins, In the following T = 40 ms and T = 300 ms will both be considered.

10.7.2.2 L/R Time of Poloidal Currents Associated with TF Coil Discharfie

Again the current, in this case poloidal, is assumed confined to the

multiplier region. The inductance is found by considering the currents and

flux which would follow an instantaneous TF coil discharge. The toroidal

field B is 5.8 T at the major radius of 7 m, and t> us can be written as

a function of radius r:

B__, = 5.8 T x 7 m/r = 40.6/r (68)
1 r

The flux <J> is the integral of B over a cross section bounded by the first

wall

$ = I B T F dA = 137.59 Wb

10.7.3 Currents

The total plasma current is taken to be I = 10 MA. Calculations from

plasma flux plots show that if the entire plasma current were instantaneously

transferred to the first wall, the current per unit length around Hie

perimeter would vary between 0.50 MA/m and 0.63 MA/m. This deviation from

a uniform distribution should not be significant.

For the L/R time T and an exponential plasma discharge with time constant

T , the first wall current is given by

1 "

The maximum current occurs at time

-T
o

Snax - " U - T O / T )
 ( 7 0 )

and is given by

I

max (1-T IT)o
(71)
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tmax

0

18

27

44

61

0

165

243

345

(ms)

.5

.7

.6

.1

max

10

6

5

3

2

10

5

4

3

(MA)

.30

.00

.28

.17

.77

.44

.16

Values of I and t are given in Table 10-62 for various values of Tmax max o
for T = 40 i s and 300 ms.

Table 10-62. Peak First Wall Current for Different Plasma Discharge Times

T (ms) T (ms)
o

40 0

10

20

50

100

300 0

100

200

400

10.7.4 Forces

As the current is strictly toroidal, it does not interact with the

toroidal field. It interacts with the field from the plasma current and its

own field to give a magnetic pressure

F/A = IBAX,/pA£ = IB/p (72)

where p is the perimeter. All the current interacts with the plasma field

but only half with the self field, since the self field varies from zero to

its peak value across the current thickness.

F/A = (B + i Bg) I/p (73)

Now B = B exp (-t/r ) (74)

but Bg is proportional to the current, given by Eq. (69).

Bs = Bo (1 " T O / T ) ~ 1 [exp ("t/T) " exp (~ t / T o ) ] > (75)
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The field at the first wall due to the full plasma, B is nearly equal

to 1,0 T, and is related to the variables in Eq. (72) by

BQ = Mo Ip/P (76)

Hence:

- v

- 2 XQ/X e
 v ' u ' °'], (77)

and

B2/2 \iQ = 398,000 N/m
2 = 57.7 psi.

Because Eq. (77) is more complex than Eq. (69), there are no simple

relations such as Eq. (70) and (71) to give t and F/A . Instead they
IIlclX TTL3.X

must be found by trial and error from Eq. (77). The maxima for x = 40 ms and

x = 300 ms are shown in Table 10-63 for various values of x .

Table 10-63. Maximum Magnetic Pressure on First Wall and Different L/R times
x and Plasma Discharge Times x

T (ms) x (ms) t (ms) F/A (N/m') F/A (psi)
o max max max ^

40

300

0

1

10

20

50

100

0

100

200

400

0

2

10

16

28

41

0

95

145

220

398,000

369,000

280,000

235,000

171,000

124,000

398,000

262,000

216,000

166,000

57.7

53.4

40.6

34.1

24.8

18.0

57.7

38.0

31.3

24.1
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10.8 SAFETY

One of the primary objectives of the STARFIRE study is the development

of a reactor design that has an inherently high degree of safety for the

public and for operating personnel. The two principal concerns in achieving

this objective ware the prevention of tritium release to the environment, and

the minimization of both the amount of activated material from the reactor

and its level of activation.

The preceding sections of this chapter have discussed various safety

considerations of the first-wall/blanket system, primarily from the stand-

points of materials compatibility, tritium release from the breeder, and

thermal-hydraulic and stress aspects of off-nominal or accident situations.

Radioactivity and waste considerations are discussed in Chap. 12.

This section discusses the results of a failure modes and effects

analysis (FMEA) performed for the first wall, blanket, and limiter of the

STARFIRE design. The analyses are condensed in Tables 10-64 through 10-66.

The corrective actions listed are typical rather than comprehensive.

In general, there are three separate failure modes in the fint wall

which would be cause for concern. These are not necessarily safety-related,

but rather are important to reliable operation of the device. The three

failure modes are:

o leak or rupture of one of the coolant channels;

o leak at the coolant channel/header connection;

o leak at the module edge.

The first two failure modes lead to water in either the plasma cavity or

the breeder region respectively. In the first case the plasma would probably

self-extinguish. However, if a leak were detected in the breeder region as

in the second moils, it is presumed that an intentional plasma shutdown would

be used in order to prevent a plasma disruption. The disruption would result

from water vapor blowing out of the module wall through a safety valve and

entering the plasma cavity. If this disruption did not occur quickly, a hot

spot would form on the first wall. This would also lead to a rapid plasma

shutdown, due to ablation of the beryllium coating from the first wall at the
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10-64. Failure Mode Analysis for the First Wall

COMPONENT

LOCATION

1. COOLANT
CHANNELS

2. COOLANT
CHANNEL/
HEADER
CONNECTION

FAILURE
MODE

LEAKAGE OR
RUPTURE

LEAKAGE

CAUSE(S)

a) LOSS OF MATERIALS
INTEGRITY

b) FAULTY WELD

FAULTY WELD

SYMPTOMS AND
LOCAL EFFECTS

H2D LEAKAGE
INTO PLASMA
CAVITY

H20 LEAKAGE
INTO BREEDER
REGION

METHODS OF
DETECTION

PLASMA OR
VACUUM
MONITOR

MONITOR ON
He PURGE
STREAM
- PRESSURE
- RESIDUAL
GAS
ANALYZER
(RGA)

CORRECTIVE

ACTION

a) PLASMA SELF-
EXTINGUISHES

b) ISOLATE VACUUM
PUMPS

c) ISOLATE FAILED
BLANKET SECTOR

d) SHUT REACTOR
DOWN

e) REPLACE FAII FD
BLANKLI StUlUK

a) RAPID PLASMA
SHUTDOWN

b) ISOLATE FAILED
BLANKET SECTOR

c) SHUT REACTOR
DOWN

d) REPLACED FAILED
SECTOR
BLANKET SECTOR

3. MODULE LfAKAGE FAULTY SEAM He LEAKAGE VACUUM a) CONTINUE TO
EDGE WELD INTO VACUUM MONITOR OPERATE UNTIL

PLENUM PLASMA SELF-
EXTINGUISHES

b) SHUT REACTOR
DOWN

c) IDENTIFY FAILED
BLANKET SECTOR

d) REPLACE FAILED
BLANKET SECTOR
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Table 10-65. Failure Mode Analysis for the Blanket

COMPONENT
LOCATION

1. COOLANT
CHANNELS

2. COOLANT
TUBE/
MANIFOLD,
OR MANI-
FOLD/INLET
(OR OUT-
LET) PIPE
CONNECTION

FAILURE
MODE

LEAKAGE OR
RUPTURE

LEAKAGE OR
BREAK

SYMPTOMS AND
CAUSE(S) LOCAL EFFECTS

a) LOSS OF MATERIALS r^O LEAKAGE
INTEGRITY INTO MULTIPLIER

OR BREEDER
REGION

a) FAULTY WELD H20 LEAKAGE
INTO VENFD

RErLECTOity
MANIFOLD
REGION

METHODS OF
DETECTION

MONITOR ON
He PURGE
STREAM
- PRESSURE
- RESIDUAL
CAS
ANALYZER
(RGA)

MONITOR ON
HEADER/
MANIFULU

- PRESSURE
- RGA

CORRECTIVE
ACTION

a) RAPID PLASMA
SHUTDOWN

b) ISOLATE FAILED

BLANKET SECTOR

c) SHUT REACTOR
DOWN

d) REPLACED FAILED
SECTOR

a) CONTINUE TO
OPERATE UNTIL
LEAKAGE KA1E
BECOMES
UNACCEPTABLE '

b) SHUT DOWN
REACTOR

c) REPLACE FAILED
BLANKET SECTOR

3 . He PURGE

LINES

LEAKAGE a) FAULTY WELD He LEAKAGE
INTO VACUUM
PLENUM

VACUUM
MONITOR

a)

b)

c)

CONTINUE TO
OPERATE UNTIL
PLASMA SELF-
EXTINGUISHES

SHUT REACTOR
DOWN

IDENTIFY FAILED
BLANKET SECTOR

d) REPLACE FAILED

BLANKET SECTOR
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Table 10-66. Failure Mode Analysis for the Limiter

COMPONENT

LOCATION

1. COOLANT

CHANNELS

2. COOLANT

CHANNEL/

HEADER

CONNECTION

FAILURE

MODE

LEAKAGE OR

RUPTURE

LEAKAGE

CAUSE(S)

a) LOSS OF MATERIALS

INTEGRITY

b) FAULTY WELD

FAULTY WELD

SYMPTOMS AND

LOCAL EFFECTS

H20 LEAKAGE

INTO PLASMA

CAVITY

H,0 LFAKAGC

INTO VACUUM

PLENUM

METHODS OF

DETECTION

PLASMA QR

VACUUM

MONITOR

VACUUM

MONITOR

CORRECTIVE

ACTION

a) PLASMA SELF-

EXTINGUISHES

b) ISOLATE VACUUM

PUMPS

c) ISOLATE FAILED

LIMITER SECTOR

d) SHUT REACTOR

DOWN

e) REPLACE

ASSOCIATED

BLANKET SECTOR

3} RAP:D PLASMA

SHUTDOWN

(BALANCE SAME

AS ABOVE)

hot spot, which would ca «,-a the plasma to cool and quench ( ̂ 0.5 s) from

excess impurity ions and electrons. This inherent mechanism should preclude

the possibility of the first wall melting due to loss of coolant.

The third failure mode is more subtle and arises due to the fact that

the first wall also serves in part as the container for the solid breeder.

Helium at approximately 1/2 atra pressure is used as purge gas for tritium

removal; thus a faulty seam weld along the module edge would allow helium

to leak into the vacuum region. Depending upon the size and location of

the helium leak, the reactor may be able to operate for some length of time

before the helium level gets too high in the plasma region and the plasma

could no longer burn.

Three failure modes have been identified for the blanket. They are as

follows:

o leak or rupture of the coolant tubes in the breeder region internal

to the blanket;
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o leak or break at the coolant tube/man.'.fold welds, or the manifold/

inlet or outlet pipe connections;

o leak of one of the helium purge lines.

Ths first of these failure modes -- the leakage of water, which would

flash to steam and then be superheated — is a critical area of concern.

Safety relief valves on each blanket module, and on the bulk shield which

also serves as the vacuum boundary, ire essential to be able to accom-

modate overpressurization resultirg from a major coolant leik into the

blanket. It is of vital importance to have the capability to quickly detect

such a failure and to then isolate that coolant loop before the initial

failure leads to failure or flow blockage of adjacent layers of tubes which

are on the other cooling loop, or before it leads to overpressurization of

the module.

The iecond-mentioned failure mode — that is, a leak of coolant at a

piping interface weid — is less critical than the first. All such welds

have intentionally been designed to be isolated from the breeder region.

Thus a coolant leak at the welds would lead to water leakage into the mani-

fold region which is vented to a vacuum pumping system external to the

reactor.

A leak in the helium purge lines would result in a situat-ion similar to

that mentioned for the failure of a first wall seam weld, which is not

critical.

The following two failure modes which would lead to a loss of coolant

have been identified for the limiter:

o leak or rupture of one of the c iolant channels;

o leak at the coolant channel/header connection.

These failure moHes would have the same effect as the first mode for

the first wall. However, the pressure ot the limiter cooling water is only

4.2 MPa (600 psi) compared to 15.2 MPa for the primary coolant.
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10.9 REFERENCE FIRST-WALL/BLANKET DESIGN

A commercial tokamak reactor first-wall/blanket system must perform two

primary functions; (1) the breeding of tritium to be used as fuel in the

reactor, and (2) conversion of the kinetic energy of fusion neutrons into

useful thermal euergy. In addition to ensuring the achievement of these

requisites, design and materials choices for the STARFIRE reference first-

wall/blanket design were made to obtain the overall design which best satis-

fied system design requirements and project design guidelines of economic

and environmental attractiveness, safety to the public and operators, and de-

sign credibility. Details of the selected reference design are illustrated

in Fig. 10-83. Table 10-67 summarizes the selected materials and mechanical

design features of the reference design.

Table 10-67. STARFIRE First-Wall/Blanket Reference Design Description

Selected Materials

Tritium breeder

Neutron multiplier

- Coolant

Tritium processing fluid

Reflector

Structure

- High fluence regions
- Low fluence regions

Selected Design Options

First wall

Neutron multiplier

- Second wall

Breeder coolant
containment

Other

LiA102 (sol id)

Zr5Pb3 (sol id) or Be (solid)

Pressurized H20 (15.2 MPa)

Low-velocity helium (0.05 MPa)

Graphite

PCA
Low-Mo s t a i n l e s s s teel

Be-coated corrugated panel

Slab form

Corrugated panel

Small-diameter tubes

- Two independent primary coolant loops
- Maintainance by sector removal and replacement
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FIRST WALL

UPPER
REACTOR
CROSS SECTION!

LOWER
/ COOLANT

MANIFOLDS

INTERCOSTAL

LOOP 1 BREEDER TUBE HEADER
LOO? 2 BREEDER TUBE HEADER

LOOP 1 MANIFOLD
LOOP 2 MANIFOLD

Figure 10-83. STARFIRE first-wall blanket reference design.
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The tritium breeding material is solid lithium aluminate, LiA102. To

obtain adequate tritium breeding, the LiA102 is used in conjunction with a neu-

tron multiplier of solid zirconium-lead, Zr5Pb3, or solid beryllium. Pressur-

ized H20 is the coolant for all parts of the first-wall/blanket assembly. The

structural material for che high-fluence regions is an advanced austenitic

stainless steel (PCA, prime candidate alloy), a titanium-modified Type 316

stainless ste'il. Solid graphite is used as the reflector.

The first wall which faces the plasma is a water-cooled corrugated panel

which removes the surface heat load and cools the front face of the neutron

multiplier. The first wall is coated with a 1-mm thick coating of beryllium,

to minimize sputtering and erosion and to protect the steel panel; this choice

enables a single coating material (Be) to be used for all reactor components

that contact the plasira. The back face of the neutron multiplier is cooled by

a second corrugated coolant panel. Heat is removed from the breeder by water

which passes through tubes surrounded by breeder. Tritium is continuously re-

moved from the breeder by a low-pressure flow of helium purge gas which passes

through the sealed breeder zone. The graphite reflector behind the breeder en-

hances tritium breeding by reflecting low-energy neutrons back into the breeder.

The first-wall/blanket Eastern consists of 24 sectors, each composed of nine

separate tritium breeding modules arranged poloidally around the sector. Primary

structural support for each sector is provided by large frames at the sector

sides; each module is individually connected to the frames. Each module is

cooled with two separate but identical coolant circuits. Coolant static pressure

is 15.2 MPa, and inlet-to-outlet coolant temperature increase is 40°C. Coolant

is directed to and removed from the module in each sector by large tube mani-

folds which wrap around the outside of the sector.

The following sub sections describe the specific materials and elements

of mechanical design selected for the first-wall/blanket reference design,

and summarizes the rationale for those choices. The rationale for the selected

materials is discussed in Sec. 10.9.1. The mechanical design options selected

are presented in Sec. 10.9.2 together with the rationale for those choices.

The integration of other reactor subsystem? into the first-wall/blanket system

is presented in Sec. 10.9.3.
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10.9.1 Materials Selection

The development of the reference STARFIRE first-wall/blanket design in-

volved numerous tradeoffs in the materials selection process for the breeding

material, coolant, structure, low-Z coating, neutron multiplier, and re-

flector. The important parameters and properties that impact materials se-

lection are presented in the previous sections. The materials selected for

the reference STARFIRE blanket design are listed in Table 10-67. Table 10-68

summarizes the key characteristics of the reference materials.

10.9.1.1 Tritium-Breeding Material

The STARFIRE study has focused on the use of solid tritium breeding ma-

terials; and hence, liquid lithium, liquid lithium alloys, and molten salts

have not been considered. Important criteria considered in the selection

of potentially viable solid breeding materials include tritium breeding

performance, chemical stability, compatibility, and tritium release charac-

teristics. The a-LiA102 is selected on the basis of the best combination "f

these materials requirements. It is one of the most stable compounds con-

sidered and compatibility should not be a major problem. Adequate breeding is

attainable with the aid of an effective neutron multiplier. The ceramics are

preferred over the intermetallic compounds for the reference solid breeding

material because of the larger allowable operating temperature ranges predicted

for tritium recovery. On the basis of this criterion, Li20 and LiA102 appear

to have an advantage. However, the calculated solubility of tritium in Li20

at these temperatures and at reasonable T20 partial pressures in the tritium-

processing stream (> 10"1 Pa) is much greater than 100 wppm. Since this con-

centration translates to more than 35 kg of tritium in the blanket, Li20 is

not considered a viabie candidate. The primary advantages of a-LiA102 compared

to Y-LiA102 relate to the higher density, which will result in a thinner breeding

zone, and the fact chat a is the stable phase at temperatures below ^ 900°C.

The major disadvantage of Li2Ti03 is its poorer breeding performance because

of the absorption of titanium. A slight potential advantage of this compound

is its lower long-term activation compared to the aluminate. The silicate is

similar to the above compounds, but because of its lower melting temperature

its chemical stability and compatibility characteristics are not as good.
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Table 10-68, Kf.y Features of Selected First-Wall/Blanket Materials

Breeding Material - ct-LiA102

- Requires effective neutron multiplier for adequate breeding
Enriched 60% with 6Li for Zr5Pb3 multiplier; natural Li for Be

multiplier
High porosity (40%), fine grain size (< 1 ym) to facilitate tritium

recovery
Highly stable compound; broad operating temperature range
Good compatibility with coolant, structure, tritium processing fluid

- Predicted tritium release characteristics superior to other candi-
date a

a-LiAlO^ more dense than Y-LiA102, and is stable phase at operating
temperatures

Coolant - Pressurized H?Q (15.2 MPa)

High first-wall heat load capability
- Low void fraction compared to helium

Results in low operating temperature for structure
- Moderate manifold size requirements
- Very low recirculating power

Structure - Advanced Austenitic Stainless Steel (PCA)

Adequate wall loading limits and lifetime for steady state operation
Better radiation damage resistance than Type 316 stainless steel
Acceptable chemical compatibility in reactor environment
Good fabricability

Low-Z Coating/Cladding - Be

Compatible with hydrogen environment
High thermal conductivity

- Low atomic number
- Withstands high plasma disruption loads

Low activation
Applicable to all plasma chamber components

- No stoichiometry effects compared to compounds

Neutron Multiplier -

ZrgPb3 - Adequate resources
- Low transmutant gas production
- Results in moderate Li burnup profile in breeder

Be - Highly effective neutron multiplier
- Low activation and afterheat
- Low density (low mass)
- Effective heat sink for thermal transients
- Low operating temperature
- High energy multiplication

Reflector - Graphite

Low activation
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The microstructural characteristics of the ceramic are critical because

of their impact on tritium recovery. A small grain size (< 1 vim) is required

for avoiding an excessive diffusion-controlled tritium inventory. Inter-

connected porosity is necessary to facilitate tritium (T20) migration to the

tritium processing stream. A bimodal pore distribution is proposed to optimize

the tritium migration rate. Although effects of radiation on these ceramics

have not been well established, critical mechanisms have been identified.

Radiation-induced trapping of tritium at defects could greatly increase the

predicted tritium inventory. Grain growth or pore closure caused by restruc-

turing and sintering would also be critical.

10.9.1.2 Coolant Selection

Coolant selection for STARFIRE focused primarily on the tradeoffs between

pressurized water, both H2O and D2O, and helium. Liquid-metal coolants were

not considered in the present study and, except for a lower operating pressure,

molten salts have l i t t l e advantage over water. Since this advantage is out-

weighed by the disadvantages of higher melting temperatures and greater compati-

bility problems, the salts are not considered prime candidates. Although steam

was given some consideration, any advantages over pressurized water or helium

are minimal. Major concerns regarding the use of helium relate to difficult

neutron shielding problems, large manifold requirements, leakage into plasma

chamber, lower tritium breeding because of the large structure "equirements

and the high temperatures required for the energy conversion system. An

acceptable structural material for use with high temperature helium in a

radiation environment has not been identified. Also, design constraints

associated with the use of helium as a first-wall coolant appear to be

prohibitive. Major advantages of the water coolant are i ts characteristically

low operating temperature and i ts excellent heat transfer characteristics.

However, the use of water with the intermetallic compound breeder materials

is probably not acceptable because of the high reactivity, and hence, safety

concern. Heavy water (D20) has several advantages compared to H20. Processing

of tritium from the water coolant is less difficult for D20 and deuterium

leakage from the first-wall coolant into the plasma chamber is less detrimental

than hydrogen. Another important advantage of D20 relates to the lithium burnup

and energy distribution in the solid breeder. However, the cost of D20 is

considered prohibitive.
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10.9.1.3 Selection of the Structural Material

Six classes of materials generally considered as candidates for the

first-wall/blanket structure are austenitic stainless steels, high-nickel

alloys, titanium alloys, vanadium alloys, niobium alloys, and ferritic steels.

Although the structural materials limitations were an important consideration

in the selection of other blanket materials, the selection of the structural

material is strongly impacted by the choice of coolant and breeder material.

Nickel alloys are eliminated primarily on the basis of poor radiation damage

resistance (embrittlement), no physical property advantage (the?:mal stress

factor), and limited mechanical property advantage at temperatures required

for water coolant. Titanium alloys are not considered viable candidates for

the first-wall region because of their affinity for hydrogen. Vanadium and

niobium alloys were eliminated because of their poor corrosion resistance in

water and limited mechanical advantage at low operating temperatures.

The major focus h*>3 been on the tradeoffs between austenitic stainless

steels and the ferr^cic steels. Important factors in the selection of the

advanced austenitic stainless steel relate to the following design specific

considerations.

- Steady state operation reduces the thermal stress advantage of

the ferritic' steel.

The lower structure temperatures characteristic of water-cooled

systems reduce the radiation damage advantages of ferritic steels.

Burnup of the solid breeder poses an additional blanket life

limitation.

In addition to these design specific considerations, major advantages of the

austenitic steel relate to its ease of fabrication and welding. The primary

disadvantages of the ferritic steels relate to their magnetic properties, their

sensitivity of mechanical properties to composition, their difficult welding,

and their potentially high DBTT.

10.9.1.4 Low-Z Coating

The low-Z coating concept for the first-wall is incorporated as part of

the plasma impurity control system. The low-Z coating concept provides flexi-

bility in that the structural material can be selected primarily on the basis
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of structural requirements and the coating can be selected primarily on the

basis of surface-related properties. Favorable properties such as high

thermal conductivity, high, heat capacity and compatibility with hydrogen

were important considerations in the selection of beryllium as the first-wall

coating/cladding material. A primary consideration in the selection of the

candidate coating/cladding is that i t can be used on all components exposed

to the plasma. This is important because considerable redistribution of the

material throughout the chamber is expected as a result of sputtering and

ablation.

10.9.1.5 Neutron Multiplier

An effective neutron multiplier is required to obtain adequate tritium

breeding with the LiAlO2- Two candidate materials are proposed. Beryllium

provides good neutronics performance and can be easily incorporated into the

blanket design since it has low density, high thermal conductivity and high

heat capacity. Because of the concern regarding limited resources of beryllium,

an alternate neutron multiplier Zr5?b3 is also proposed. This compound re-

tains some of the beneficial neutronic characteristics of lead but remains

solid at the operating temperatures.

10.9.1.6 Reflector

Low activation, low cost and inherent safety characteristics were key

factors in the selection of graphite over water and stainless steel as the

reflector. An austenitic stainless steel with a low molybdenum concentration

is proposed for the reflector structure in order to reduce the long-term

activation.

10.9.2 Mechanical Design

The selection of the design elements for incorporation into the reference

first-wall/blanket design were most strongly influenced by (1) the primary

reactor design guidelines of environmental and economic attractiveness, inherent

safety, and credibility of engineering solutions to design problems, and (2)

the material choices for tritium breeder, neutron multiplier, and coolant.

The materials and design choices were strongly interrelated, and each was
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therefore considered in terms of the impact on other areas, rather than as a

choice to be made separately.

Table 10-69 summarizes the key features of the first-wall/blanket mechan-

ical design for each of the basic zones. Figures 10-84 and 10-85 illustrate

the details of the mechanical design, while Table 10-70 summarizes the operating

and design parameters of the system. The remainder of this section describes

the mechanical design options selected for each zone together with the

rationale for those choices. Design of the first wall, neutron multiplier,

breeding and reflector/manifold zones is discussed in Sec. 10.9.2.1 through

10,9.2,4, respectively, while the tritium-breeding inner blanket module is

described in Sec. 10.9.2.5.

10.9.2.1 First Wall Zone

The first wall is constructed of actively cooled panels which are

attached to the blanket module. The panels are made of PCA stainless steel.

Each panel consists of a front (plasma-side) sheet with embossed channel

shapes, roughly semi-elliptical in cross section, which la attached to a flat

back sheet by a continuous resistance seam weld between the parallel channels

which extend across the width of the module and down both sides to the

reflector zone. The panels terminate in headers which are joined to the

manifolds through connecting pipes.

The 1.5 mm thickness of the embossed plasma-side sheet was selected to

keep maximum structural temperature well below 500°C, the level at which the

radiation damage resistance and structural properties of the 20% cold worked

(CW) stainless steel begin to drop significantly. The maximum steady-state

structural temperature of 423°C is reached at the outside of the embossed

sheet at the center of the weld land between adjacent flow channels. The 3.5

mm flat sheet thickness was selected to keep total first wall steel thickness

to no more than 0.5 cm, to minimise the detrimental effect of neutron absorp-

tion on tritium breeding. Flow velocity in the channels approximately

6 m/s.

The basic first wall panels are 60 cm long poloidally. The inlet and

outlet ends of these panels terminate in headers located at the sector sides

in the reflector zone. The second wall panels, located behind the multiplier,

have similar configurations to permit the walls to be joined along the sector
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Table 10-69. Key Features of Selected First-Wall/Blanket Mechanical
Design Options

First-Wall - Be-Coated Panel

Minimum water coolant volume compared to tubes
Thin wall minimizes thermal strain gradients
Minimal pressure boundary welds
Separates structural and surface-related requirements
All plasma chamber components coated with same material
High surface heat load capability

- Low structural temperature
Coating vaporization during thermal excursion will quench plasma

Neutron Multiplier Zone - Slab Behind First Wall

Simple fabrication
Serves as electrically conductive f i rs t wall
Coolant panels provide barriers to plasma and breeding regions

Breeder Zone - Sintered Ceramic with Coolant in Tubes

- All tube welds located outside of breeder zone in low-fluence region
High-pressure coolant contained in small-diameter tube

- Tube spacing graded to conform to energy deposition profile
Low density ceramic to facilitate tritium recovery
Low-pressure (0.05 MPa), low velocity helium for tritium processing

Reflector/Manifold Zone - Tubular Manifolds and Headers

- Most coolant system welds located within vented secondary contain-
ment to accommodate minor ie.-.kages while reactor continues to
operate

Graphite, steel, and water all serve as neutron reflectors

Dual Independent Primary Coolant Loops

- Dual loops throughout each module and sector
Adequate afterheat removal capability even if only one loop is

operable

Electrical Conductor Between Sectors - Bimetallic Spring

Contact near first wall minimizes magnetic induced loads from
plasma disruption
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Table 10-70.

General Design

Design and Operating Parameters of STARFIRE First-Wall/Blanket
Reference Design

Number of sectors
Toroidal angle of large sectors
Toroidal angle of small sectors

Number of modules per sector
Mass of blanket sector, tonnes

Coolant mass flow rate pur sector, kg/s

Fractional composition (" of total volume)

Structure
Breeding Material
Neutron Multiplier
Coolant
Void/other

Total breeding volume, n>3
Number of independent coolant loops

First Wall

Total areaa, mZ
Depth of zone, cm
Type of design

Coating/cladding (facing plasma)
Material
Thickness, ran
First Wall area ccvered, %

Structural material
Weld type
Plasma-side sheet

Thickness, mm
Channel configuration
Channel size, mm
Channel flow area, cm2

Second sheet thickness, mm
Maximum structural temperature, °C

During operation
During complete LOCAb

Coolant
Flowrate ( to ta l ) , kg/s
Flow velocity, m/s
Pressure, inlet/nutlet, MPa
Temperature, inlet/outiet, °

Neutron Multiplier

Type
Depth of zone, cm
Material

Theoretical density, g/cm3
Effective density, %

Maximum temperature^, C
During operation
Complete LOCAb

Total mass, kg
Type of support

Second Wall

Locat ion
Depth of zone, cm
Total areaa, m2
Type of design

24 (12 large, 12 small)
16.2°
13.8°
9
65 (large)
60 (small)
8982 (large)
7652 (small)

2.8
45.6
9.5
2.7
59. U

341.3
2

780
1.0
Internally cooled panel fabri-
cated from two thin sheets, with
coolant channels die stamped
in plasma-facing sheet

1.0

mo
PCA st stl
Resistance
1.5
Semicircular
2.0 (radius)
0.48
4.0

450
710 (Zr5Pb5); 590 (Be)
H20
5811
6.1
15.2/15.0
280/320

Solid
5.0
_Zr5Pb3 (or) Be
8.9 1.8
100 70

818 493
270 587

356,000 51,800
First-wall/second-wall acting
as combined beam through inter-
costal s

Behind neutron multipliei
1.0
7B0
Same as first wall except flat
sheet contacts back face of
neutron multiplier
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Table 10-70. (Cont'd)

Structural material
Breeder-side sheet

Thickness, mm
Channel configura' >n
Channel size, mm
Channel flow area, cm2

Mult ipl ier-side sheet thickness, mm
Coolant

Flowrate ( to ta l ) , kg/s
Flow velocity, m/s
Pressure, in le t /ou t le t , MPa
Temperature, in le t /ou t le t , °C

Breeder

Type
Depth of zone, cm
Material

Theoretical density, g/cm3
Effective density, %
&L i enrichment, %

Operating temperatures, minimum/maximum, C
Maximum temperature^ during complete LOCA, °C
Coolant

Flowrate ( to ta l ) , kq/s
Flow velocity (maximum), m/s
Pressure, in le t /out le t , MPa
Temperature, in le t /ou t le t , °C

Coolant tubes
Material
Conf igurat ion
Number of tubes ppr meter of module length
Inside diameter, cm
Wall thickness, cm
Maximum temperature, °C

Tritium purge
Material
Flow channel diameter in breeder, mm
Volumetric flowrate, m3/s
Tritium removed, kg/3
Pressure, MPa

Reflector/Manifold Zone

Center reflector region
Depth of zone, cm
Material
Coolant

Coolant manifold region (at sides of sector)
Depth of zone, cm
Coolant header inside diameter, cm
Coolant manifolds

Number per sector

Number per module

Flow velocity maximum limit, m/s

Coolant header .and manifold material

PCA st s t l

1.5
Semicircular
1.25 (radius)
0.48
2.5
H2O
2019
6.1
15.2/15.0
280/320

Solid
46.0
a-LiA102
3.4
6(1
60 (Zr^Pb3); 0 (Be)
500/850
67U (Tr^'bi); 590 (Be)
M2O
066S3
3.2
15.2/15.0
2B0/320

PCA st s t l
U-bend
156 ( p o l o i d a l l y )
1.0
0.125
< 400

He gas
2
10
10-5
.05

15
Graphite
H2O

30 (avg)
7 (avg)

8 (2 i n le t , 2 outlet for each
of 2 loops)
4 ( i n l e t , 1 outlet for each of
2 loops)
6 (turbulent flow)
20 (smooth flow)
Modified austenit ic st s t l
(low Mo content)

b Exclusive of openings, e .g . , r f ducts, ECRH ducts.
Temperatures at 600 seconds following complete LOCA for both coolant loops.
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sides to form a structural unit and a part of the breeder zone helium purge

gas pressure boundary.

The embossed panel concept was selected for the first wall primarily to

take advantage of its ability to resist radiation damage. The PCA stainless

steel in the panels is much more damage resistant in the 20% CW condition

than in the annealed condition. The resistance welded seams which join the

two sheets forming the panel are judged to have damage resistance only

slightly less than that of the surrounding CW material because the micro-

structure of the welds are only slightly changed. In addition, the embossed

panel configuration minimizes the equivalent volume of water coolant located

in front of the multiplier, which enhances tritium breeding; this is espe-

cially important for the zirconium-lead multiplier option. Headers are used

to terminate the panel coolant channels instead of an embossed manifold

because their use results in a simpler design. In addition, locating the

headers to the rear of the blanket provides a uniform surface contour along

the sect^^- side close to the first wall surface where electrical jumpers

between sectors are installed (Sec. 10.9.3).

10.9.2.2 Neutron Multiplier Zone

A neutron multiplier must be added to the blanket in order to achieve

adequate tritium breeding with the lithium aluminate breeder. The preferred

location for the multiplier is between the first wall and breeder; this

location results in the highest tritium breeding ratio and is the least

complex from the standpoint of mechanical design. Neutronic heating is

removed from the multiplier by the first wall and by a similar cooling panel

on the back face of the multiplier.

The reference first—wall/blanket design uses solid beryllium (Be) or

zirconium-lead (ZrsPba) as the multiplier. Parameters for both multipliers

are shown in Table 10-70. Beryllium is judged to be technically the better

choice. Its internal temperatures are much lower than for ZrgPb3 during

operation due to i<"s greater thermal conductivity, and it generates much less

afterheat following reactor shutdown. The thickness was set at 5 cm for both

multipliers to maintain geometric consistency for the blanket design. The

multiplier is fabricated from powder into compressed blocks, the width of

which matches the spacing between adjacent parallel intercostals which tie
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together the f i rs t and second walls in this zone. For beryllium, density of

the blocks is only 7UX of theoret ical density. The resulting spaces between

adjacent par t ic les are considered adequate to acommodate helium generated

within the beryllium by transmutation during reactor operation. The helium

is gradually released from the multiplier blocks and is then removed from the

vacuum plenum by the pumps. If future tes ts show that too much helium is

generated to be acceptably vented to the vacuum chamber, the design details

of the mult ipl ier zone can be reconfigured to seal i t from the vacuum

chamber and permit the zone to be vented to pumps located outside the

reac tor .

The coolant panel between the multiplier and breeder is referred to as

the second wall . I ts construction is very similar to that of the first wall.

The panel provides part of the cooling for both the multiplier and the first

centimeter of breeder, which contacts the embossed back surface of the second

wall. Channel flow area is less than for the f i rs t wall because heat removal

requirements are lower ( i . e . , no surface heat load). Rationale for selec-

tion of the embossed panel concept is the same as for the f i r s t wall. In

addition, the choice permits the first wall and second wall to be more simply

combined along the module sides to form a s tructural unit which forms a part

of the helium purge gas pressure boundary around the breeder zone.

10.9.2.3 Breeder Zone

Lithium aluminate,, a-LiA102, was selected as the solid breeder primarily

because i t resu l t s in an acceptably low steady-state tritium inventory in the

blanket, and because it has an acceptably wide range between i t s minimum and

maximum operating temperatures. The compound provides an adequate tritium

breeding r a t i o when used in conjunction with either of the two mult ipl iers ,

and has acceptable chemical compatibility with water if contact should occur

due to a coolant system leak.

The breeder is contained within the helium purge gas pressure boundary,

formed by: the f i rs t wall/second wall unit on the module s ides ; module end

walls; the second wall; and the back plate between the breeder and reflector

zones. The breeder is fabricated as sintered product in the form of blocks

which are contoured to f i t around the coolant tubes. The 2-mm diameter holes

in the blocks for helium purge gas flow are formed during block fabrication,
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or subsequently dr i l led. Breeder volumetric density is 60% of theoretical

density, a level which ^permits adequate migration of tritium between breeder

particles to the helium purge stream. The sintered product form of breeder

was chosen because it was considered to provide the most uniform breeder

density.

The coolant tubes in the breeder zone are arrayed vertically in eight

banks as shown in Fig. 10-86. Each tube makes a single pass through the

breeder. There are an average of 136 tubes per meter poloidally for each

module (except for the inner blanket; see Sec. 10.9.2.5). Each coolant tube

is made from seamless PCA tubing iu the CW condition, with a 1-cm inside

diameter and a 1.25-cm outside diameter. Spacing of the tubes depthwise

through the breeder and laterally in each bank is designed to produce a

maximum breeder temperature of 85O°C, at points approximately equidistant

from surrounding coolant tubes. Minimum breeder temperature at the outside

surface of the coolant tubes is 500°C. Heat transfer between the tube and

breeder surfaces is enhanced by the presence of the low-pressure (0.05 MPa; 8

psig) helium purge gas within the breeder cavity. This breeder temperature

range produces an acceptably low steady-state inventory of *\J 10 kg of tritium

in the solid breeder during reactor operation. The temperature of the

coolant in each tube is raised from 280°C to 320°C over the tube length by

using the proper combination of flow rate and flow velocity produced by

orificing at the entrance of each tube.

The U-bend tube concept was selected over the stra'ght tube concept
because i t permits a greater volume of breeder to be used within the module
envelope, and because of concerns regarding possible problems with thermal
strains in straight coolant tubes which are alleviated in the U-bend tubes by
increased flexibility from the two 90° bends.

10.9.2.4 Manifold/Reflector Zone

Evaluation of the various mechanical design and material options for the

reflector and manifuld zones led to the conclusion that some degree of

integration of the two zones would reduce both the complexity and the total

volume required for the first-wall/blanket assembly. This was accomplished

by bringing the manifold system into the reflector zone to locally replace
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graphite, the basic refLector material. The refLector/manifo Id zone is thus

defined to be all the parts of the blanket assembly which are located to the

rear of the breeder zone.

Major design features of the zones are: the manifold p.ud header system

which connects to the breeder coolant tubes; a pressure-tight cavity surround-

ing the manifold/header region; a solid graphite reflector region in the

central portion of the module; and a removal and replacement method which

does not require cutting or unsplicing of either the sector support frames or

the large manifold tubes.

The large manifold tubes begin at the mechanical disconnects which are lo-

cated outside the shield door and anti-torque panel (see Figs. 10-84 and 10-85),

and extend inward toward the reactor centerline to the sector itself. They enter

on two different horizontal levels, one approximately level witli the upper-

most module and the other level with the lowest module. This option was

selected over a single level entry at the reactor midplane, to avoid locating

large-diameter tees and elbows in the region of the limiter/ vacuum duct

which could block particle flow. Four manifold tubes are located at each

level, one inlet and one outlet for each of the two coolant circuits . As

they join the sector, the inlet tubes each branch into two tubes (to feed the

outer and inner regions of the blanket sector) either immediately upon

joining the sector or after being directed across the sector to the other

side. Flow velocities in the manifold tubes are 20 m/s until the flow is

near the sector. The flow then passes through a short transition zone with a

4:1 length-to-radius taper to reduce coolant velocity to 6 m/s for the

remainder of the manifold .system, to avoid turbulence and flow instability

problems in regions of branching flow and rapid changes in flow area.

(The previous flow sequence is reversed for outlet tubes.) All manifold tube

connections are welded. There are no mechanical ( i . e . , non-welded) connec-

tions for any vent, vacuum, gas or fluid lines within the vacuum boundary of

the reactor.

The manifold tubes leading to the mechanical disconnects from both the

large (16.2°) and small (13.8°) blanket sectors are located so that blanket

removal and replacement operations are simplified. The tube centerlines are

perpendicular to the plane of the shield door and anti-torque panel so that

those two components can be removed by maintenance devices in a straight line
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motion directly away from the reactor centerline. (Vertical and angular

movement of the anti-torque panel to clear the EF coils is done after the

panel has been pulled clear of the tubes). The vacuum boundary in the tube

region is accomplished by elastomeric 0-rings, which seal the gap between the

outside of the shield door and a seal plate attached to a "pass-through"

which surrounds and seals groups of manifold tubes and other lines which

penetrate through the door and panel. Force on the seal plate to compress

the 0-rings — two at each plate — is provided through a set of double-

motion latches, all of which operate as a unit around the seal plate with a

single actuating motion for latching or unlatching. (These latches were

developed by McDonnell Douglas for the Gemini space capsule hatch, and a

similar design is currently in use on the Space Shuttle Orbiter.)

At the blanket modules the manifolds are each connected to smaller-

diameter headers, each approximately 25 cm in length. The ends of the

breeder coolant tubes are connected to stubs protruding from the headers.

The manifolds and headers are structurally supported from the thick struc-

tural panel separating the breeder and reflector/manifold zones. Access is

provided for welding of the connections by allowing 4 cm of straight length

at the coolant tube/header stub joint, and 6 cm at the header,'manifold

connection.

The manifolds and headers are enclosed in a pressure-tight cavity,

formed by the (1) breeder zone back plate, (2) central reflector zone side-

wall, (3) walls extending to the rear from the sides of the back plate, and

(4) a closure plate across the back of the zone extending from the partial

frames to the central reflector zone walls. All the cavities for each module

in a sector are joined together in series by connecting tubes. The cavity in

the modules nearest the manifold inlet and outlet are connected to a venting

pipe which extends through the shield door to the mechanical disconnects. A

vacuum system outside the reactor is connected to this pipe, to pull from the

cavities any accumulation of water vapor which would result from leaking of

coolant through any of the welds contained in the cavities. Although the

mean time between "failure" (leaks) for the coolant system may be relatively

high because of the many coolant pressure boundary welds, the use of vented

cavities will minimize the impact of the great majority of the potential

leaks since the leaked coolant will be vented away and will not enter the
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breeder or the vacuum chamber. Therefore, such leaks are not expected to

result in reactor shutdown between annual maintenance periods.

The partial frames at the sides of the back plate are designed to be

bolted to the L-shaped permanent sector support frames. This permits removal

of the module — from the first wall through the headers — by unbolting the

module along the frames and cutting all header/manifold welds. Access to

those welds for cutting and rewelding is gained by cutting out the closure

plates. To permit module removal, the walls which seal around the manifold

tubes at the poloidal ends of the zones are also cut, then rewelded once the

replacement module has been installed.

10.9.2.5 Inner Blanket Module

The importance to reactor capital costs of minimizing tokamak power

reactor inner shield and blanket thicknesses has jeen well demonstrated in

previous studies. Accordingly, for the STARFIRE inner blanket it was consi-

dered necessary to modify the basic module design to minimize its thickness

(depth), while still permitting removal of an adequate amount of thermal

power in order to not reduce reactor efficiency. In addition, it was found

necessary to breed tritium in the inner blanket to maintain an adequate net

breeding ratio for the reactor. Thus, all the major zones and components of

the basic module were retained for the inner blanket with the exception of

the graphite reflector and the .nanifold/header system.

The direction of coolant flow in the first wall, second wall and breeder

coolant tubes is vertical in the inner blanket rather than horizontal (toroi-

dal) as in outer blanket modules. This permits manifolds and headers to be

elimiated except at either end of the inner blanket, where more space is avail-

able. As illustrated' schematically in Figs. 10-84 and 10-85, two of the four

manifold tubes (one inlet, one outlet for each of two coolant circuits) which

wrap around the top and bottom of the blanket sector, terminate in headers

which feed the first wall, second wall, and odd and even breeder coolant

tube banks in the same pattern as established for the other modules. This

arrangement retains the dual circuit feature and minimizes the number of

headers required for inner blanket coolant.
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The thermal-hydraulic parameters calculated for the basic blanket module

are slightly changed for the inner blanket to account for the longer flow

paths. The manifold dimensions also change slightly to account for the

slight nonsymmetry of manifold - iant flow rates which results from the

header arrangement sel^cLed for the inner blanket. (If each manifold tube at

tl. • sector top and bottom terminated in a header for the inner blanket, the

manifold flows would be exactly symmetrical for like manifolds both above and

below the midplane.)

The blanket sector support frames are continuous from the rear of

the outer blanket modules into the sides of the inner blanket modules, so

that no additional inner blanket depth is needed to accommodate the frames.

The helium purge gas flow is directed vertically through the breeder in the

inner blanket, with inlet and outlet headers located in the same region as

the coolant headers.

10.9.3 Integration of Other Subsystems

Limiter/Vaccuum — Four limiter segments are located in each blanket

sector, in an opening between outer blanket modules centered on the reactor

midplane. This duct is 40 cm wide and extends across the width of each

sector. The sector support frames are continuous across the opening, as are

the helium purge inlet and outlet lines and the manifold/reflector zone vent

lines.

The distance that the limiter penetrates into the plasma scrape-off

zone can be adjusted without the blanket being removed from the reactor

(see Chap. 8). This is accomplished by varying the pressure of the water

coolant supplied to the piston near the rear of the limiter assembly.

Limiter position with respect to the blanket is sensed through a set of

hydraulic taps along the axis; monitoring of the taps permits coolant pres-

sure to be adjusted to achieve the desired position. The remainder of the

limiter is cooled using a separate 4.2 MPa (600 psi) water coolant circuit

which is connected in series to each of two adjacent limiter segments in the

four-segment set.
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The liraiter assembly is supported by pads attached to the two module

walls which form the vacuum duct, and by brackets suspended from the rear of

the same two modules. The limiter coolant circuits and the hydraulic pres-

sure tap leads are routed through the shield door and anti-torque panel as

part of a bundle which includes blanket coolant lines. Increased neutron

streaming through the duct is accommodated by local modification of the

shield or shield door composition in line with the duct,

Plasma Heating (rf) Duct — The rectangular cross section rf duct

assembly enters the second module of the small blanket sector horizontally

just below the midplane, and protrudes through the module to the plane of

the first wall. The module design is modified locally, with the thermal-

hydraulic parameters of the first wall, second wall and breeder coolant tubes

being changed in accordance with the reduced module widths. The self-cooled

rf duct is supported from the sides of these shortened modules.

ECRH Duct — This small tubular duct enters the small blanket sector

along the bottom of the rf duct, and splits off to continue around the bottom

of the sector to the module below the inner blanket. The ECRH duct then

protrudes radially through the module to the first wall plane. The module is

modified locally to support the duct, but alteration of the basic blanket

design parameters is not required. The duct is self-cooling by means of

coolant circulating inside the duct's hollow walls.

Tritium Purge — One inlet line and one outlet line are used for

the helium purge gas from the individual blanket sectors. Each line enters

the blanket sector with the lower coolant line bundle, and splits through a

wye connection to the four outer and five inner modules. The lines pass

through the vented manifold/reflector region of each module in turn, along

the inside of the frames. The helium is introduced to the breeding zone of

each module through a series of connection tubes, spaced <v- 25 cm apart, which

extend from the inlet or outlet line through the vented region into the

narrow gaps between the ends of the blocks of solid breeder and the lands

between embossed channels on the inside of the module side wall, formed by

the extensions of the second wall. The helium passes from the inlet plenum

to the outlet plenum at the other side of the module through the 2-mm

diameter purge gas holes formed in the solid breeder blocks.
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Instrumentation — Definition of the requirements for first-wall/blanket

instrumentation has been addressed conceptually. The objective of this

system is to be able to detect, on at least the sector level, any off-normal

conditions in the first-wall/blanket which either require or cause an

immediate reactor shutdown, or which are changing at a rate which could

eventually require shutdown. An example of the latter condition would be

detection of coolant, in vapor form, accumulating inside the vented manifold/

reflector zone as the result of a leaking header/coolant tube weld within

the zone.

In the event of a coolant system leak, one of the most important require-

ments is to be able to detect which of the two separate cooling circuits is

involved. This is necessary because, for all but the smallest leaks, it is

desirable to minimize the amount of water coolant leaked either into the

failed blanket module or into the vacuum chamber. If flow to the leaking

circuit can be shut off and the pressure reduced to near-ambient, the amount

of cleanup effort and the chances for further damage (e.g., coolant leaking

into the hot breeder of the failed module and expanding rapidly as steam

inside the module) are minimized. Removal of blanket neutronic afterheat, in

the time period between plasma quenching and blanket sector removal, can

be easily accomplished for the failed sector by running coolant at a rela-

tively low flowrate and pressure through all the modules of the sector using

only the >. JI 'ant circuit which is not leaking.

To distinguish which of the two circuits is leaking, i t is possible

conceptually to introduce low-activity, short-lived radioisotopes into the

coolant. Sampling frcn various regions of the vacuum region and blanket can

then determine which of the two isotypes is present in a lea1', situation, and

thus indicate which circuit must be shut down when this becomes necessary.

Detection of a leak situation and circuit identification will require sampl-

ing of:

o helium purge gas;

o gas and vapor pumped from sealed zone around manifolds and breeders;

o gas and vapor pumped from reactor vacuum chamber into main vacuum

pumps.
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The isotope detection concept was not examined in depth to determine

its feasibility. Potential problems include: (a) selection of isotopes

meeting the requirements for short half-life and low activity; (b) masking

of those isotopes by others produced in the reactor and/or coolant by fusion

neutrons; (c) swamping of the detection system by small leaks from both

circuits , prior to the occurrence of a larger leak in only one of the

circuits . This area is considered to require further research and develop-

ment effort.

The type of instrumentation required for the first-wall/blanket modules

and sectors is identified in Table 10-71. Instrumentation for purposes other

than detection of blanket off-nominal conditions (elg., plasma control) is

addressed in other report chapters as appropriate;

Table 10-71. Instrumentation Requirements for First-Wall/Blanket

o Measurements required for each FW/B module:

o Coolant outlet temperature (in manifold)

o Measurements required for each FW/B sector:

o Coolant inlet and outlet temperature "I in

o Coolant inlet and outlet pressure J manifolds

o Helium purge gas outlet temperature,

% ĤO , isotope type, and concentration

o Manifold/header zone: gas/vapor % H2O,

isotope type, and concentration

Electrical Intersector Jumpers — Plasma control in tokamak power

reactors is accomplished in part by making the first wall the electrical

equivalent of a continuous conducting shell both toroidally and poloidally.

For the sector approach used in the STARFIRE first-wall/blanket design,

poloidal electrical continuity between adjacent modules is achieved through

the continuous sector support frames to which the individual module support

frames are attached in metal-to-metal contact. Designing for toroidal

continuity, however, is more difficult because the connection between sectors

cannot be permanent, to permit the sectors to be readily removed and replaced

during maintenance operations.
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For toroidal continuity, the connectors should be located along the

facing module sides oil adjacent sectors. It is strongly preferred that the

electrical intersector connector (EIC) be located at as close to the first

wall plane as possible, to minimize the L/R time for the first wall (which

minimizes magnetic pressure acting inward on the first-wall/blanket toward

the plasma during a disruption) and to minimize torque forces acting on the

blanket during a disruption (which are proportional to the distance between

the first wall and the EIC). Locating the EIC close to the first wail causes

three significant design problems, however. First, the EIC must engage and

disengage remotely and/or automatically, since a position near the first wall

is virtually inaccessible with all blanket sectors installed. Second, the

problems of radiation damage to the materials are greatly increased since the

EIC is very close to the plasma. Third, the dimensions of the EIC in the

toroidal direction must be kept very small so that significant volume is not

taken away from the blanket module itself, which would impact tritium breed-

ing and recovereble thermal power.

Four different concepts for the EIC were examined; these are illustrated

in Fig. 10-87. The Bourdon tube and expanding tube concepts each require

internal pressurization and depressurization to engage and disengage, which

further complicates the blanket mechanical design. In addition, the two

concepts «ach involve ini t ial large-scale plastic deformation of the thin-

walled metal tubes, which is considered difficult to achieve reliably on a

cyclic basis over the life of the blanket without leaking. The bellows

concept utilizes the blanket water coolant pressure to expand elastically to

contact the adjacent sector; i t retracts upon depressurization of the coolant

circuit. The concept takes a minimum of space between sectors, but replaces

a small fraction of the neutron multiplier volume with water coolant;, which

detracts from the tritium breeding ratio. On balance, the bimetallic spring

concept was judged the best overall. The device is actuated by i ts internal

temperature increase as a result of blanket pre-heating before plasma igni-

tion, and thus requires no pressure source for actuation, which precludes

leakage problems.

The EIC at a first-wall location i3 recognized as a sub-system requiring

further research and development. Among the specific questions which should

be addressed are these:
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o Prevention of vacuum welding or resistance welding of mating EIC

contact surfaces from adjacent sectors. (Approximately 2 MA current

must be conducted between sectors during a plasma disruption.)

o Development of two materials for bimetallic spring which (1) are

resistant to radiation damage over the blanket design life, and (2)

hava sufficiently differing thermal expansion coefficients to work

acceptably as a spring using the STARFIRE ambient to pre-ignition

temperature change.
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11.1 INTRODUCTION

The functions of the shielding system are: (1) to protect reactor compo-

nents from radiation damage and nuclear heating, as well as reduce induced acti-

vation that may result in maintainability and disposal problems; and (2) to pro-

tect workers as well as the general public from radiation exposure at all times

during operation, shutdown, scheduled maintenance, and off-normal incidents.

The shield system in STARFIRE consists of the blanket, primary bulk shield,

penetration shield, component shield, and biological shield.

The interrelations among the shield and reactor components in a fusion

reactor are strong and complex. The shield design in STARFIRE has evolved from

a comprehensive approach that involved the following: (1) recognition of the

importance of the shield system and its impact on reactor component reliability,

simplicity, maintainability, and economics; (2) full account of the shielding

considerations in the selection process of key reactor subsystems from the early

stages of the reactor design; clear examples of this are the choices of the limi-

ter instead of divertor for plasma impurity control and exhaust and the selection

of lower-hybrid rf system for plasma auxiliary heating in preference to neutral

beams; and (3) comprehensive trade-off analyses for determining the material

composition and dimensions of the shield components.

Another unique feature of the STARFIRE design is that the shield system also

serves as the vacuum boundary. Compared to the more conventional design concepts

in which the boundary is located near the plasma region, the present shield design

concept has several important advantages. They are: (1) direct accessibility to

the vacuum boundary seals; (2) location of the seals in a low-neutron fluence

region; and (3) incorporation of the vacuum pumping system without the inherent

design complexities of providing a torus evacuation duct behind the limiter. A

detailed study on the shield mechanical design is presented in Sec. 11.4.

This chapter presents the tradeoffs as well as the analysis of the reference

design for the bulk shield in Sec. 11.2 and for the penetration shields in Sec.

11.3. Important aspects of radioactivity are discussed in this chapter but only

to the extent of their impact on the shield design. Detailed radioactivity cal-

culations are presented in Chap. 12.
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11.2 BULK SHIELD

The primary bulk shield circumscribes the blanket and consists of two

parts: (1) the inboard shield; and the (2) the outboard shield. The distinc-

tion between the inboard and outboard shields is necessary as the design objec-

tives and constraints are quite different in the two regions.

11.2.1 Inboard Shield Design

The main function of the inboard shield is to protect the components of

the superconducting toroidal field (TF) coils. The magnet protection require-

ments are: (1) reduction of the nuclear heating in the magnets to the levels

allowed by both the total power required to run the refrigerators and the maxi-

mum heating rates imposed by practical limits for coil design; and (2) reduction

of the nuclear radiation to the levels allowed by tolerable, radiation damage to

the components of the superconducting magnets; these components are: (a) the

superconductor, (b) the normal conductor (stabilizer), (c) electrical and ther-

mal insulators, and (d) structure.

The most critical design constraint on the inboard shield is the large

sensitivity of the reactor performance and economics to the radial thick-

ness A,,,,, from the first wall to the location of the maximum magnetic field.
DO

For a reactor such as STARFIRE with a given size and maximum toroidal-field,

an increase of 10 mm in A results in a reduction in the fusion power by ̂ 1%.
DO «

This large sensitivity mandates that the selection or A _ and shielding mate-
Bo

rials must evolve from a careful optimization of the overall reactor system,

This optimization was carried out for STARFIRE using a global parametric sys-

tems code as discussed in Chap. 5.

An important factor that makes the above optimization possible is the fact

that there is a tradeoff between the radiation level at the magnets (and hence

the magnitude of A ) and the cost of the magnets. The degradation in the

critical current density of the superconductor and the increase in the resis-

tivity of the stabilizer can be accommodated by increasing the amounts of super-

conductor and stabilizer, respectively. Furthermore, magnet annealing recovers

most of the damage in the superconductor and stabilizer, with the degree of

recovery dependent on th' annealing temperature. However, one problem that

tends not to be amenable to tradeoffs is the tolerable radiation level in the

TF coil insulators. Substantial radiation damage to insulators cannot be
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accommodated by a simple increase in the amount of insulator. Furthermore,

the problem is compounded by the fact that radiation damage to organic insula-

tors is irreversible. Therefore, tha TF coil insulators must be designed to

last the lifetime of the plant. It has been shown ' that if the insulators

can withstand a dose of >108 Gy, then the limiting design constraint on the

radiation level at the magnet is generally determined by the increase in the

resistivity of the stabilizer, provided that the TF coils are annealed once

every ten years or more often. Radiation damage to the insulators is more

limiting on the inner shield design if the maximum tolerable dose is <108 Gy.

r--tunately, it was shown recently that Kapton insulator;: can withstand a

radiation dose of up to ̂ 108 Gy at cryogenic temperatures. These experiments

are not definitive because the experiments used mostly gamma-ray irradiation

while most of the dose in the organic insulators in the TF coils comes from

direct neutron interaction. It: is assumed here that for the time frame of

STARFIRE, organic insulators that can sustain a dose not much less than 108

Gy will be available. The subject of radiation effects in the components of

superconducting magnets has been covered in several publications that are

referenced in a recent review article by Brown.

In the reference design, the value of A is 1.2 m. This includes space
Do

for 9-cm vacuum gaps between the blanket and shield, shield and TF coils, and

thermal insulation inside the TF vacuum tank; 3-cm vacuum tank (Fel4Mn2Ni2Cr);

and 7-cm helium vessel (stainless steel). The inner blanket is 37 cm thick

(with an average density factor of 0.7) and must breed tritium as the tritium

breeding margin with solid breeders is small. Thus the space available for

the inboard shield is 64 cm. The optimized composition of the inner shield

is shown in Table 11-1. The shield consists primarily of alternating layers

of tungsten and boron carbide "mixtures". These mixtures are defined in

Table 11-2 and include 10% water and 10% Fe-1422 which consists of iron, 14 wt-%

manganese, 2 wt-% nickel, and 2 wt-% chromium. The use of expensive materials

such as tungsten and boron carbide is justified because the volume of the in-

board shield (being on the inner side of the torus) is relatively small and the

additional expense is compensated for by the reduction in reactor size resulting

from a smaller A when tungsten and boron carbide are used. However, two cau-

tionary remarks are in order. First, price of tungsten tends to fluctuate and

projecting future trends in its cost is difficult. Second, there are uncertain-

ties in the nuclear data for tungsten that will have to be resolved by integral
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Table 11-1. Toroidal Field Magnet, Inboard Shield, and Inner Blanket
Neutrondc Parameters for STARFIRE Reference Design

Radius

From

236

243

313

366

373

378

381

383

385

392.5

400

407.5

415

422.5

430

437.5

445

447

449

451

479

480

485

(cm)

To

243

313

366

373

378

381

383

385

392.5

400

407.5

415

422.5

430

437.5

445

447

'A9

451

479

480

485

486

Thickness
(era)

7

70

53

7

5

3

2

2

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

7.5

2

2

2

28

1

5

1

Mixture or Element per Zone

Type 304 stainless steel

Low-field portion NbTi mixture

'ligh-field portion Nb3Sn mixture

Type 304 stainless steel

Thermal insulator

Fe-1422

Vacuum

Fe-1422

Boron carbide mixture

Tungsten mixture

Boron carbide mixture

Tungsten mixture

Tungsten mixture

Boron carbide mixture

Tungsten mixture

Tungsten mixture

Fe-1422

Vacuum

PCA steel

Tritium breeding

Second wall

Neutron multiplier

First wall

See Table 11-2.
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Table 11-2. Material Composition by Volume for Each Mixture
Used in STARFIRE Inboard Reference Design

Mixture Composition by Volume Percent
Density
Factor-

Tungsten

Boron carbide

NbTi mixture

80% tungsten 0,95
10% Fe-1422 1.0
10% H2O 1.0

80% B4C 0.95
10% Fe-1422 1.0
10% H2O 1.0

2% superconductor NbTi 1.0
32% copper 1.0
38% Type 304 stainless steel structure 1.0
24% helium 1.0
4% insulator 1.0

mixture 4% superconductor Nb3Sn 1.0
35% copper 1.0
30% Type 304 stainless steel structure 1.0
27% helium 1.0
6% insulator 1.0

experiments. Therefore, the use of tungsten in the inboard shield will have

to be reassessed in the future.

Table 11-3 shows the maximum nuclear heating in the TF coils. The maximum

heating in the conductor is ^2 * 10~5 MW/m3 which is several orders of magnitude

lower than the heat removal capacity in the system dictated by possible Joule

losses in off-normal conditions. Table 11-4 shows the maximum absorbed dose to

various insulators after 40 yr of operation at an average plant availability

factor of 0.75. The maximum dose in the thermal insulator (immediately inside

the helium tank) is 2.4 x 10 7 Gy. A dielectric break is used in the shield as

described later in Sec. 11.4. The maximum dose in this dielectric break is

7.4 x 107 Gy and occurs at 50 mm from the back of the shield. Table 11-5 shows

the radiation damage-related parameters for the copper stabilizer. The maximum

radiation-induced resistivity is 2.2 x 10~ l c fi-m after 40 yr of operation. This

result is based on magnet annealing every 10 yr with 83% recovery. Figure 11-1

shows the variation of the induced resistivity with depth in the TF coils.
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Table 11-3. Maximum Nuclear Heating Rates in the laboard Section
of the Toroidal Field Coils (MW/m3)

Component Neutron Gamma Total

Vacuum tank 6.50 * 10"& 4.11 * 10~s 4.76 * 10~5

Helium tank 4.20 * 1Q"6 2.76 * 10"b 3.18 * 10~5

Superconductor 2.20 x lQ-r- 1.32 * 10~5 1.54 x 10~5

Table 11-4. Maximum Insulator Uose After 40 yr of Operation
at 0.75 Availability Factor (Gy)

Component Neutron Gamma Total

Dielectric break (in the shield, 6.24 x 107 1.17 x 10 7 7.41 x 10 7

5 cm from the back)

Thermal insulator 2.10 x 107 0.29 x 10 7 2.39 * 10 7

Electrical insulator 1,06 x 107 0.16 x 10 7 1.22 x 10 7

Table 11-5. Maximum Irradiation Damage in the Copper Stabilizer

Kaximum fast neutron fluence (E > 0.] MeV) 1.87 x 10 2 1 n/m2

after 40-yr operation

Maximum radiation-induced resistivity 1.44 x 10 - 1" S2-m
after 10-yr operation

Maximum atomic displacement rate 1.34 x 10"1* dpa
after 10-yr operation
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Figure 11-1. Copper-induced resistivity after 10-yr operation.

The reference inboard shield composition was derived as a result of a

series of calculations aimed at optimizing the performance and minimizing the

cost. Figure 11-2 shows the maximum dose in the thermal insulator after 40-yr

operation as a function of the tungsten concentration. A homogeneous mixture

of tungsten, water, and boron carbide is used in the 64-cm inboard shield. The

volume percentages of tungsten and water are varied as shown in the figure with

the balance being B^C. The results show that increasing the tungsten content,

from 30 to 50% reduces the dose to the insulators by more than a factor of 2.

This beneficial effect is accompanied by an increase in the cost of the shield.

At a given tungsten percentage, reducing the water (H20) content from 40 to 20%

with a corresponding increase in B4C reduces the dose by ^30%. Figure 11-3 is

similar to Fig. 11-2 except that the sensitivity of the induced resistivity of

the copper to the tungsten content is shown. The trends are similar in the two

figures. Based on these results, the percentage composition was selected, as

shown earlier in Table 11-1, to be 50% W, 30% B^C, 10% H 20, and 10% Fe-1422.

The water serves as a coolant and Fe-1422 is used as a structural and cladding

material. In addition to engineering considerations, there are generally some
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benefits from heterogeneous arrangements. Table 11-6 shows the effect of

several possible heterogeneous arrangements of tungsten and boron carbide on

the dose to the dielectric seal and the radiation-induced resistivity in cop-

per, which led to the final arrangement given in Table 11-1.

Table 11-6. Effect of the Material Arrangement on the Dose to the Dielectric
Seal (in the Shield) at 40 yr of Operation and on the Maximum
Reduced Resistivity in the Copper Stabilizer

Magnet

Magnet

Magnet

Magnet

Magnet

Magnet

Magnet

W

W

W

B4C

B4C

B̂ C

W

w
w
w
B4C

W

w

Shield Arrangement

W

w
B̂ C

B4C

B̂ C

B4C

B̂ C

W

B,tC

W

w
w
w
w

W BijC

W BijC

W BijC

W W

BitC W

W B4C

W B4C

B4C

W

w
w
w
w
w

B̂ C

W

w
w
w

Dose
Gy x lO"8

1.915

1.326

1.546

1.123

0.925

0.925

1.297

P
fi-m x

3.

3.

2.

1.

1.

1.

2.

1O1U

31

33

95

92

91

85

64

11.2.2 Outboard Bulk Shield Design

One of the functions of the outboard shield is similar to that of the in-

board shield; namely, radiation protection of TF coils. The space at the top,

bottom, and outer side of the reactor is not as restrictive as that on the in-

side. However, because of its geometrical location and relatively large volume,

che outboard shield must satisfy an additional number of design requirements.

Since the volume of materials in the outboard shield is rather large (vL300 m 3 ) ,

shielding materials with low long-lived radioactivity should be selected to

minimize the need for long-term radwaste storage and to permit recycling.

Another important design goal for the STARFIRE shield is that the biological

dose rate outside the shield should be about 1 mrem/h at 24 h after shut-

down in order to facilitate access into the reactor building for maintenance.

Furthermore, the outboard shield should provide neutron attenuation sufficient

to prevent significant production of long-lived isotopes in the large volumes

of materials in the TF and external EF coils and other reactor components out-
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side the shield. Another important requirement is that the reactor building

concrete wall should not be significantly activated nor should it require forced

cooling because of nuclear heat deposition. All of these design requirements

on the outboard bulk shield should, of course, be simultaneously applied to

the penetration shield as discussed in the next section.

Multi-dimensional calculations were carried out for STARFIRE. The results

of the two- and three-dimensional calculations are presented in the next sec-

tion which focuses on penetrations and regions in their vicinity. The analy-

sis described in the rest of this section is based on a one-dimensional model
(A)

described in Table 11-7. The calculations were carried out with ANISN

using the S8P3 approximations. The associated data libraries, transport cross-

section library (46 neutron and 21 gamma groups) and reaction response cross-

section library, are taken from the VITAMIN-(r5^ and MACKLIB-IV^ libraries,

both of which are processed from ENDF-B/IV. For radioactivity analyses, the

generalized activation code, RACC is used along with the associated cross-

section/decay data libraries of RACCXLIB and RACCDLIB. '

Prior to the final design selection, an extensive analysis on the shield

optimization was carried out, focusing on four candidate shielding structural

materials of T16A14V, Al-2024, Type 304 stainless steel (304 SS), and Fel4Mn2Ni2Cr

(Fe-1422). The material compositions of these candidate alloys are given in

Table 11-8. The Fe-1422 alloy composition has much more manganese and much less

nickel and chrome than other typical austenitic steels. This alloy seems very

attractive as a shield material because in addition to having as good radiation

attenuation characteristics as the more conventional iron-base alloys, such as

Types 316 and 304 stainless steels, it offers two important advantages. First

it tends to produce less long-term activation due primarily to the reduced

nickel content. In addition, since isotope 56Mn which is one of the major short-

lived radioactive products associated with manganese activation, has a decay life
(11)of only '̂2.6 h, * the reactor room activation shortly after shutdown exhibits a

rapid decay which is attractive should maintenance personnel access be necessary.

The second important advantage of using Fe-1422 in the shield is the significant

reduction in the use of chromium. For example, the use of Fe-1422 in the shield

reduces the chromium requirements by approximately 2000 metric tons compared to

the case where Fe-1422 is replaced by Type 304 stainless steel. This is impor-

tant to future commercialization since chromium resources in the United States

are limited.
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Table 11-7. The Dimensions and Material Composition of the STARFIRE Outboard

Blanket/Shield Design Used in the One-Dimensional Analysis

1.

2.

3,

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Component

Plasma

Scrape-off

First wall

Multiplier

Second wall

Blanket

Reflector

Blanket jacket

Coolant header

Plenum

Shield jacket

HFS shield

MFS shield

LFS shield

C02

Magnet dewar

Gap

Helium vessel

Magnet 1

Magnet 2

Outer
Radius
(m)

2.53

2.73

2.74<a)

2.79

2.80

3.26

3.41

3.43

3.63

4.13

4.15

4.65

5.05

5.33

5.83

5.86

5.91

5.98

6.51

6.86

Based on the first-wall area

60% 6Li enrichment.

Fel4Mn2Ni2Cr.

Thickness
(m)

2.53

0.20

0.01

0.05

0.01

0.46

0.15

0.02

0.20

0.50

0.02

0.50

0.40

0.28

0.50

0.03

0.05

0.07

0.53

0.35

of 755.8 m2

Composition

Vacuum

Vacuum

50% PCA + 27% H20

100% Zr5Pb3

35% PCA + 17% H2O

6.55% PCA + 3.262 H2O + 52.16% LiA10 2
( b ) + 3.26% He

5% PCA + 5% H2O + 90% C

100% PCA

2.5% PCA + 18% H2O

Vacuum

100% Fe-1422(c)

5% T16A14V + 65% TiH2 + 15% B^C + 15% H2O

70% Fe-1422 + 15% B4C + 15% H20

100% Fe-1422 (anti-torque panel)

C02

100% Fe-1422

Vacuum

100% 304 SS

4% Nb3Sn + 35% Cu + 30% 304 SS + 4% insulator + 27% He

2% NbTi + 32% Cu + 38% 304 SS + 4% insulator + 24% He

and the major radius of 7 m.



Table 11-8. Structural Material Composition

S3

Element

B

C

N

0

Al

Si

P

S

Ti

V

Cr

Mn

Fe

Co

Ni

Cu

As

Nb

Mo

Sn

Ta

Density

(g/cc)

PCA
Stainless Steel

wt-%

0.005

0.05

0.01

0.03

0.5

0.01

0.005

0.30

0.10

14.0

2.0

64.88

0.03

16.0

0.02

0.02

0.03

2.0

0.01

7.

atom/b-cm

2.188(-5)

1.971(-4)

3.380(-5)

5.264(-5)

8.427(-4)

1.528(-5)

7.382(-6)

2.965(-4)

9.292(-5)

1.274(~2)

1.723C-3)

5.499(-2)

2.410(-5)

1.290(-2)

1.490(-5)

1.264(-5)

1.529(-5)

9.868(-4)

5.453(-10)

86

Type 304
Stainless Steel

wt-%

0.046

0.038

0.47

0.026

0.012

0.03

17.7

1.17

70.578

0.10

9.3

0.20

0.33

7.86

atom/b-cm

1.813(-4)

1.284(-4)

7.921(-4)

3.974(-5)

1.772(-5)

2.965(-5)

1.611(-2)

1.008(-3)

5.982(-2)

8.032(-5)

7.499(-3)

1.490(-4)

1.628(-4)

Fel4Mn2Ni2Cr

wt-%

0.58

0.019

0.23

0.015

0.002

2.01

14.0

81.20

1.94

7.

atom/b-cm

2.309C-3)

6.487(-5)

3.916(-4)

2.316(-5)

2.983(-6)

1.848(-3)

1.219(-2)

6.953(-2)

1.580(-3)

34

Ti6A14V

wt-%

0.01

0.008

0.065

6.0

0.01

89.84

4.0

0.01

0.0025

0.02

0.005

0.01

0.005

0.01

atom/b-cm

2.267(-5)

1.555(-5)

1.106(-4)

6.056(-3)

9.695(-6)

5.108C-2)

2.138(-3)

5.236(-6)

1.239(-6)

9.752C-6)

2.319{-6)

4.286(-6)

1.419(-6)

2.294(-6)

4.52



Table 11-8. Structural Material Composition (Contd.)

Element

C

N

0

Al

Si

P

S

Ti

V

Cr

Mn

Fe

Co

Ni

Cu

Ga

Nb

Mo

Sn

Ta

W

Density

(g/cc)

Type 316
Stainless Steel

wt-%

0.058

0.007

0.460

0.026

0.011

0.040

16.70

1.430

64.44

0.030

13.90

0.060

2.840

7

atom/b-cm

2.286(-4)

2.366(-5)

7.752(-4)

3.974(-5)

1.624(-5)

3.953(-5)

1.520(-2)

1.232(-3)

5.462(-2)

2.410(-5)

1.12K-2)

4.470(-5)

1.40K-3)

.86

Type CE Ferritic
Stainless Steel

wt-%

0.080

0.150

9.000

89.17

0.100

1.000

0.500

7.

atom/b-cm

3.089(-4)

1.365(-4)

8.025(-3)

7.405(-2)

4.992(-5)

4.834(-4)

1.26K-4)

70

V15Cr5Ti

wt-%

0.02

0.05

0.05

0.004

0.03

0.01

5.00

79.794

15.00

0.01

0.001

0.01

0.0025

0.008

0.003

0.0075

6.]

atom/b-cm

6.118(-5)

1.311(-4)

1.148(-4)

5.447(-6)

3.924(-5)

1.186(-5)

2.835(-3)

5.754(-2)

1.060C-2)

6.578(-6)

6.258(-7)

5.270(-6)

4.996(-7)

3.164(-6)

1.149(-6)

1.523(-7)

L0

Ti4A12.5V8SnO.5Si
(Ti-438l)

wt-%

0.01

0.008

0.065

4.0

0.5

84.9

2.5

0.01

0,0025

0.02

0.005

0.01

0.005

8.0

4.

atom/b-cm

2.267(-5)

1.555(-5)

1.106(-4)

4.038(-3)

4.848(-4)

4.825(-2)

1.336(-3)

5.236(-6)

1.239(-6)

9.752(-6)

2.319(-6)

4.286(-6)

1.419(-6)

1.835(-3)

52



Figure 11-4 compares the three candidates for the heavy material (which

also serve as structural materials) of Fe-1422, Ti6A14V, and Al-2024 in terms

of the radiation attenuation characteristics. Shown for comparison is a dose

response of an epoxy-base superconductor insulation material provisionally

placed in the outboard shield. The excellent shielding properties of Fe-1422

are clear. It is found that, for a dose limit of 105 Gy/MW-yr/m2, for Instance,

the reduction in the required shield thickness of Fe-1422 is ̂ 0.2 m O200 m2 in

volume) compared to Ti6A14V and M).4 m relative to A1-2Q24.

Figure 11-5 shows the radioactivity concentrations in the first 0.1-m thick

outboard shield for the three compositions as a function of time after shutdown

following a reactor operation of an integral wall load of 18 MW-yr/m2. Also

shown in the figure is a specific radioactivity level of 10~7 MCi/m3 below which

materials are normally classified as low-level waste (LLW) that generally requires

no special shield regarding the material handling. Due to the large amount of
55Fe (decay half-life of 2.7 yr, EC decay with no gamma-ray) isotope production,

the Fe-1422 shield exhibits a much higher radioactivity level up to 50 yr after

shutdown than the Ti6A14V and Al-2024 shields. The slow decrease in the Fe-1422

shield activation beyond that time period reflects the contribution from 53Ni

(100 yr, g~ decay/y) isotope induced by the 62Ni(n,y) and 6I+Ni(n,2n) reactions.

The Al-2024 shield activation shows a rapid decrease as the primary short-

lived isotopes 24Na (15 h, 6~/y), 27Mg (9.5 m, B~7y), and 28A1 (2.2 m, B~/Y)

decay. The major contribution up to ̂ 30 yr after shutdown comes from 54Mn

(312 d, EC/y) and 55Fe. Beyond 30 yr the most dominant isotope is 63Ni which

is produced in this case, mainly by the 63Cu(n,p) reaction. It is of interest

to see that the aluminum alloy exhibits a higher activation level than Fe-1422

after 50 yr because of the larger 63Ni production rate caused by the less

effective neutron flux attenuation. The steep decrease in the Ti6A14V shield

activation up to 10 yr after shutdown is very substantial and due primarily to

the fast decay of 24Na, 45Ca (165 d, 0~/Y) , u6Sc (84 d, B ~ / Y ) , and 48Sc (44 hr,

$ /Y)« At times longer than 10 yr, the radioactivity in this shield is deter-

mined solely by the impurity activation products such as 63Ni, 93mNb (13.6 yr,

I T / Y ) , 9 3MO (3500 yr, EC/no y), and lkC (5700 yr, B~/no y).

With regard to the potential material recycling within one human genera-

tion, e.g., within 30 yr after component replacement or reactor decommissioning,

Ti6A14V seems to be the only candidate among those investigated that can be used
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in the high flux shield zone. The results of Figs. 11-4 and 11-5 suggest that

the outboard bulk shield be divided into subregions using different shield

structural materials by zone, in order to maximize the use of Fe-1422 without

inducing any serious high-level activation. Figure 11-6 examines the spatial

dependence of the specific radioactivity associated with the Fe-1422 shield.

Clearly, in order for the Fe-1422 shield to be recyclable within 30 yr, it must

be located at least 0.5 m behind the shield's inner surface. A more detailed

activation analysis relevant to the Fe-1422 shield is presented in Chap. 12.

The outboard bulk shield thickness used in the analysis is 1.2 m (includ-

ing a 0.02-m shield jacket (vacuum boundary) at the front surface) and is

divided into three major shield zones of high flux shield (HFS, 0.5 m), medium

flux shield (MFS, 0.4 m) and low-flux shield (LI'S, 0.28 m). The material com-

positions are as follows:

HFS: 5% Ti6A14V + 65% TiH2 + 15% B4C + 15% H2O

MFS: 70% Fe-1422 + 15% B^C + 15% H20

LFS: 100% Fe-1422

It should be noted that the STARFIRE outboard bulk shield is designed to

be i.l m based on the results presented in this section, reducing the LFS shield

zone to 0.18 m.

The u3s of a large amount of Fe-1422 in the MFS and LFS stems from the

following: (1) no significant induction of high-level, long-term activation

in these relatively low-flux, soft neutron spectrum regions; (2) excellent

radiation attenuation properties; (3) accommodation of the anti-torque support

panels which are made of Fe-1422 and serve also as the LFS shield; and (4) mate-

rial matching to the superconducting magnet dewars and steel liner on the inner

surface of the reactor building. Material matching is an important design con-

sideration during the reactor room activation analysis, in particular, when cal-

culating the biological dose after reactor shutdown. Under certain conditions

reactor components outside the shield can become a major source for the decay

gamma emission inside the reactor building. For example, it is well known,

for a given thickness shield that a thin lead layer added at the end of the

bulk shield is very useful for drastically reducing post-shutdown decay-gamma

rays emerging from the shield. However, under the circumstances where many

of the components external to the bulk shield are composed of stainless steel-type
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materials, the post-shutdown dose level inside the reactor building will be

governed largely by decay gamma sources at those stainless steel components.

This observation is particularly important when one takes into account the fact

that lead is a less effective shielding material in terms of neutron absorp-

tion, permitting more neutron leakage and, hence, a rather high-level activa-

tion from components external to it.

Figure 11-7 describes the radiation attenuation characteristics for the

outboard shield, showing a six-fold neutron flux attenuation and a seven-fold

gamma flux attenuation over a 1.2-m thick shield. Figures 11-8 and 11-9 show

the neutron and gamma-ray spectra at the midpoint of each shield zone. As

shown in Figure 11-8 the relatively slow decrease of the total neutron flux in

the LFS zone is associated with the large thermal and epi-thermal flux compo-

nents, obviously caused by the lack of efficient low-energy neutron absorbers

such as B^C in this zone. However, it should be pointed out that one of the

concerns regarding the dose level shortly after shutdown is associated with

decay gamma rays of a series of radioactive cobalt isotopes, in particular, of

58Co (71 d, EC/B /y)• Most of these cobalt isotopes are induced in nickel

elements by the fast neutrons with energies above ^5 MeV (most dominantly above

^10 MeV). Therefore, it is essential to use a large amount of spectrum shifters

such as Fe-1422 as in the present design. Thermal neutrons generated in the

anti-torque panels LFS zone (Fe-1422) can be absorbed by a thin boron plaster

attached to the outer surface of the panels.

As shown in Sec. 11-4, six shield sections contain poloidal dielectric

vacuum seal joints in order to minimize the induced toroidal current flow.

The dielectric break joints which are made of polymide (kapton) must be desiened

to last for the entire plant lifetime. The outboard bulk shield also needs to

protect elastomer (polyethylene propylene) seals for the shield door sealing.

Each shield door is planned to be removed to allow blanket sector replacement

at least once every six years; for scheduled/unscheduled maintenance. The prop-

erty deterioration of these seal materials due to radiation damage is of con-

cern. Under the conditions of a neutron wall load of 3.6 MW/m2, the plant

lifetime of 40 yr with 75% plant availability .and a blanket replacement inter-

val of 6 yr, the anticipated absorbed nuclear doses in the kapton and elastomer

seals are as follows:
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Location from inner surface
of the outboard shield Dose

Kapton 0.60 m ^5 * 10 7 Gy

Elastomer 0.75 m 'W * 10 5 Gy

Kapton and elastomer are expected to function properly without any serious

property degradation up to doses of 108 Gy and 106 Gy, respectively.

The dose rates shown above indicate that both seal materials can be well accom-

modated within the outboard bulk shield region, giving a degree of design flexi-

bility in the selection of actual locations.

Table 11-9 summarizes the maximum radiation response rates in the outer

part of the TF magnets. Since the outboard shield is designed for much more

effective attenuation than the inboard shield, the radiation effects in the

outer parts of the TF coils are much smaller than those in the inner parts.

The relatively thick outboard shield required to permit personnel access into

the reactor building shortly after shutdown is, in general, thicker than

required for the magnet protection. In particular, when the superconducting

magnets are constructed with iron-nickel-chromium-base structural materials

which tend to induce significant short-lived radioactive J. *topes, the biologi-

cal shielding requirements become even more restrictive.

Figure 11-10 shows the spatial and time dependence of contact biological

dose of the outboard bulk shield system. During reactor operation, the bio-

logical dose inside the reactor building is ^100 rem/hr which rules out any

possibility of reactor accessibility. More than 90% of the total dose is

attributable to neutrons. At reactor shutdown, the reactor room dose decreases

to ^100 mrem/h which is still too high to allow personnel access without pro-

tection, compared to the current NRC guideline of 2.5 mrem/h for the occu-

pational exposure limit (based on 40 h/wk - 50 wk/yr work in a restricted area).

The dose rate at this moment is dominated by the 56Mn (2.6 h, B~/>) decay that

emits the three major gamma rays of 0.85 MeV (intensity: 98.9%), 1.8 MeV (in-

tensity relative to G.85 MeV: 27.5%) and 2.1 MeV (relative intensity: 14.5%).

The second important gamma source (contributing to the total by ^4%) is 51|Mn

(312 d, EC/y) emitting the 0.83-MeV (intensity: 100%) gamma ray. Due to the

short half-life of 56Mr. and also to the relatively soft gamma spectrum,, the

reactor room dose decreases very rapidly following shutdown, resulting in ^0.4

mrem/h at 24 h after shutdown. Again, the most dominant isotope in this time
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(a)Table 11-9. Maximum Radiation Response Rates in Outer TF Magnets

1. Neutron fluence, m~2 1.2 * 10 1 9

2. Photon fluence, m~2 1.6 x 10 1 8

3. Critical current density decrease in Nb3Sn negligible

4. Resistivity increase in copper stabilizer, ft-m 3.8 x 10" 1 3

5. Atomic displacement in copper stabilizer, dpa 2.2 x 10~ 7

6. Dose in insulator, Gy

Neutron 5.3 x 10 3

Photon 1.1 x 103

Total 6.5 x 10 3

7. Atomic displacement in Type 304 SS structure, dpa 1.4 x 10~ 7

8. Nuclear heating, MW/m3

Stabilizer 1.4 x 10"8

Superconductor 1.0 x 10~8

Structure 1.1 x 10~ 8

Insulator 9.6 x 10~9

9. Average heating in magnets, MW/m3 9.1 x 10~9

10. Total nuclear heating in outer magnets, MW 1.2 x 10~6

(a) Based on:

Neutron wall load, MW/m2: 3.6

Integral wall load, MW-yr/m2: 108

Plant lifetime, yr: 40

Plant availability: 0.75

(b) Based on Ref. 13.

(c) Based on P f = 3 x 10"9 [1 - exp(-563 dpa)] • fi-ra (Ref. 1 ) .
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Figure 11-10. Contact biological dose rate
for the STARFIRE design.

period is 51*Mn. Radioisotope 58Go mentioned earlier contributes to the total

dose by less than 5% in the present case b/ virtue of the substantial spectrum

shifting and the lower nickel content in the Fe-1422 shield. Although the

STARFIRE plans call for fully remote maintenance, the dose rate of 0.4 mrem/h

shows that personnel access into the reactor building with all shielding in

place is permissible within one day after shutdown. This provides a degree of

confience in improving the plant availability factor, if desired, by allowing

some maintenance tasks to be carried out in contact or semi-remote mode.

Notice that when the shield thickness is reduced to 1.1 m, the dose rate at

24 h after shutdown is ^1.5 mrem/h, which is still an acceptably low dose rate.

Based on these results, the bulk shield thickness in the final reference design

has been reduced to 1.1 m. Repeating the calculations for the 1.1-m case was

judged not to be cost-effective since very little would be learned. Therefore,
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all the calculations based on the 1.2-m case are retained in this chapter. An

estimate of the impact on the design will be noted where it is significant.

A comparison of Fe-1422 and Type 304 stainless steel as the primary shield

structural material in the MFS and LFS regions is of interest. Table 11-10

compares the two materials in terms of dose level inside the reactor building

and radiation attenuation efficiency. One can notice that the Fe-1422 system

offers a nuclear performance which is almost the same as or even better than

the Type 304 stainless steel system. The only exception in which the Type 304

stainless steel is favored is the contact biological dose at reactor shutdown.

This large difference reflects the effect of the substantial 55Mn decay gamma

emission in the Fe-1422 shield as already mentioned earlier. Bjth systems can

meet the post-shutdown dose criterion of 1 mrem/h within one day. With regard

to the long-term activation, the Fe-1422 system shows a lower radioactivity, in

particular, at times greater than 50 yr after shutdown due to the low nickel

content as well as the low molybdenum and niobium impurity levels in Fe-1422.

Table 11-10. A Comparison of Type 304 Stainless Steel and Fel4Mn2Ni2Cr
(Fe-1422) Shield Structural Materials on Radiation
Shielding and Biological Dose in Reactor Buildinga

Type 304
Stainless Steel Fe-1422

Nuclear Dose (Gy/MW-yr/m2)

A. Maximum dose in epoxy-base 81 60
insulator in TF magnets

Biological Dose (mrem/h)

B. During reactor operation 1.38 » 105 1.04 * 10 5

C. At shutdown 22.8 34.1

D. At 1 day after shutdown 0.63 0.46

aNeutron wall load: 3.6 MW/m2.

Integral neutron wall load before shutdown: 18 MW-yr/m2.

Shield composition (total shield thickness: 1.2 m ) :

HFS: 5% Ti6A14V + 65% TiH2+ 15% B4C + 15% H2O

MFS: 70% structure + 15% B4C + 15% H20

LFS: 100% structure
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Another key material selection for the reference outboard shield design

is related to TiHo in the HFS region. The material selection for this zone is

crucial from the standpoint of minimizing the high-level activation not only

in this shield itself but also in the components external to it. A comprehen-

sive scoping study prior to the final material selection resulted in defining

the following two HFS material compositions:

(1) 5% Ti6A14V + 65% TiH2 + 15% B4C + 15% H20; and

(2) 5% Ti6A14V + 65% Pb + 15% BUC + 15% H 20,

in which Ti6A14V is used as the primary low-activation structural material as

discussed previously, along with the boron carbide neutron absorber and the

water coolant. Both TiH2 and Pb appear attractive in their HFS application be-

cause (1) they do not seem to pose a serious long-terra activation problem;

(2) the prices are relatively low; and (3) their inelastic energy modera-

tion powers are fairly large at neutron energies of interest. For example, at

neutron energies of 14 MeV, 10 MeV, and 5 MeV, the respective TiH2 inelastic

cross sections are 0.03 cm'1, 0.06 cnT1, and 0.07 cm"1, while the correspond-

ing lead cross sections are 0.01 cm"1, 0,02 cm"1, and 0.08 cm"1. Table 11-11

compares the two systems with respect to the doses inside the reactor building

at shutdown and one day after shutdown. It is seen that the TiH2 system yields

dose rates which are a factor of three to four less than the lead system does.

This difference in the dose rate may be translated to a difference in the shield

requirement of ^0.1 m for a given dose criterion at one day after shutdown.

Figure 11-11 shows the variation of the maximum biological dose outside the

reactor during normal operation as a function of the building wall thickness.

The building is assumed to be constructed with ordinary concrete with

5 vol-% iron reinforcement. The calculation is based on a neutron wall load

of 3.6 MW/m2 and the outboard bulk shield thickness of 1.2 m. The building

wall thickness is selected to be 1.5 m to satisfy both the radiation protection

and structural requirements. As seen from Fig. 11-11, the dose rate at the

ouier building wall is 0.065 mrem/h for a bulk shield thickness of 1.2 m. When

this thickness is reduced to 1.1 m the dose rate increases to ^0.3 mrem/h.

This dose permits a person to work immediately outside the building for 40 h/wk

on a regular basis. However, personnel on the power plant site occupy buildings

whose walls provide additional radiation protection. Furthermore, these build-

ings are located away from the reactor builrtinp. Detailed calculations
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Table 11-11. A Comparison of Lead and TiH2 in the High Flux
Shield Zone (HF3) on Biological Dose

Dose (mrem/hr)

Lead TiH2

(1) At shutdown:

C At the end of shield 307.2 84.1
(the anti-torque panel)

« At the magnet dewar surface 276.3 76.0

(2) At 1 day after shutdown:

• At the end of shield 1.39 0.46
(the anti-torque panel)

• At the magnet dewar surface 1.10 0.36

aNeutron wall load: 3.6 MW/m2.

"'ntegral neutron wall load before shutdown: 18 MW-yr/m2.

Shield composition (total shield thickness, 1.2 m):

1: 5% Ti6A14V + 65% (Pb/TiH2) + 15% B4C + 15% H20

2: 75% Fe-1422 + 15% Bt,C + 15% H20

3: 100% Fe-1422.

of the dose to every person on the site is beyond the scope of this work.

However, it is reasonable to assume that the average dose rate for a person on

the plate site is at least a factor of 10 lower than the maximum dose at the

reactor building. Therefore, this average dose rate should he <0.03 mrem/h.

This is a very low dose rate that translates into radiation exposure of 60

mrem/yr for a person working 40 h/wk. Therefore, a maintenance person working

regularly on the site has most of his dose committment reserved for working in

the higher radiation fields; e.g. inside the reactor building. Such a low dose

rate also guarantees that the dose to the general public outside the site

boundary is much less than the 500 mrem/yr suggested by the National Regulatory

Commission.
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Figure 11-11. Biological dose versus reactor building
wall thickness for the STARFIRE design.

11.3 PENETRATION SHIELD

One of the important shield considerations is radiation streaming through

void regions that penetrate the blanket and bulk shield regions. In general,

the direct radiation flow as seen in neutral beam ports, vacuum pumping ducts,

divertors, etc., in tokamak reactor designs is one of the primary sources of

design complexity and shielding difficulties. In the STARFIRE design, a seri-

ous effort has been devoted to minimizing possible design difficulties associ-

ated with these penetrations since the early phases of the conceptual design.

A key feature of the STARFIRE vacuum pumping system is the elimination of any

direct radiation streaming path from the plasma to the vacuum pumps. The

STARFIRE design also features the selection of a lower hybrid rf system in

preference to a neutral beam heating system and a limiter impurity control con-

cept rather than divertors. These design features have brought about overall

shield design simplicity as well as shielding efficiency.
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In this section, three penetration subsystems are analyzed. They are:

(1) pumping ports in the bulk shield for torus evacuation; (2) the limiter

slo*- opening leading to the vacuum plenum for plasma impurity control; and

(3) rf waveguides for the plasma current drive and plasma heating. The par-

ticle transport analyses have been carried out using a Monte Carlo code,

MORSE-CG^ with 20,000 neutron histories and a two-dimensional discrete ordi-

nate code DOT-III^ ' with the S8P3 approximation.

11.3.1 Vacuum Pumping Ducts

Figure 11-12 shows the computational model of the vacuum duct system used

in the Monte Carlo analysis. The vacuum duct is modeled as a combination of

three 1-ra diameter cylindrical ducts connected in series. As shown in Fig.

11-12, duct 1 penetrates through the bulk shield, starting from the plenum

region, and duct 2 is slanted by 40 deg relative to the vertical reactor center-

line. Duct 3, whose axis is parallel to the reactor midplane, simulates the

vacuum pump housing. The lower two ducts are completely surrounded by a 0.3-m

thick (5% T16A14V + 65% TiH2 + 15% B4C + 15% H20) inner shield and a 0.5-m

thick (70% Fe-1422 + 15% B^C + 15% H20) outer shield. Note that these shields

compositions are the same as those used in the HFS and MFS regions of the out-

board bulk shield design. Also note that these shield thicknesses are pro-

visionally used for the analysis. The final selection of the reference shield

thickness will be made based on this analysis as shown below. The vacuum pump

chamger is surrounded by a 0.5-m thick shield whose composition is 70% Fe-1422

+ 15% B^C + 15% H20.

Nuclear heating due to radiation streaming into the cryopumps is of con-

cern. From Fig. 11-13, it is found that the nuclear heating rates in copper

and stainless steel cryopanels are approximately the same and the lowest heat

load takes place in an aluminum system which has been selected as the reference

material. None of the three candidate materials poses any difficult heat

removal problems. The anticipated maximum nuclear heating in the cryopumps of

the reference design is presented in Table 11-12.

The penetration shield thickness around the vacuum ducts was determined

as a result of detailed analysis. From the numerical analysis standpoint, the

vacuum system shielding is of the most adversity in improving the accuracy of

the statistical solution by the Monte Carlo technique. This is the result of
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Figure 11-13. Nuclear heating response in vacuum pumping ports.

Table 11-12. The Maximum Nuclear Heating
in the Aluminum Cryopanels

Heating
(kW/m3)a

Neutron heating

Gamma heating

Total heating

0.11 (±48%)

0.15 (±43%)

0.26 (±32%)

Based on neutron wall load: 3.6 MW/m2,

Statistical deviation as estimated by
MORSE-CG with neutron histories of
20,000.
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a design effort that has been made to reduce radiation streaming into the

vacuum pumps. There is no direct path for neutrons from the plasma to the

pumps and a number of bends are incorporated into the vacuum ducts. The design

criteria for the determination of the penetration shield thickness are: (1)

the biological dose rate at any location outside the shield must be about

1 mrera/h within one day after shutdown; and (2) the shield must provide ade-

quate protection of the superconducting magnets around the ducts. Figure 11-14

illustrates the variation of the total neutron flux inside the ducts. The flux

attenuation in the second duct is quite small and the 4.5-m long duct offers

only about two orders of magnitude reduction in the total flux. This result

is quite consistent with the analysis by a discrete ordinate method of Ref. 19.

10

10
0 1 3 5 6

DISTANCE FROM DUCT OPENING ALONG DUCT CENTERUNE.m

Figure 11-14. Variation of neutron flux
in vacuum pumping ports.
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Figure 11-15 examines the neutron spectrum change inside the vacuum duct.

Plotted in the figure are the spectra at duct points 3 and D defined in Fig.

11-14. It is found that the majority of neutrons inside the ducts move in

the forward direction, substantially lowering neutron population below vL00 keV

by the interactions with the wall materials. As a result, the most significant

neutron radiation enhanced by the presence of the ducts is caused by the high

energy flux which has survived the neutron capture by the wall materials. In

fact, the difference of about two orders of magnitude in the total neutron flux

between points B and D is mostly attributable to the spectrum gap below ̂ 100

keV although the flux at point D for the energy range of 5 to 50 keV appears

unduly low because of the large standard deviation. It should be noted that

due to the geometrical configuration of the vacuum duct, neutrons entering into

the duct are most likely to undergo their first collisions at the upper portion

of the duct rather than at the lower portion. In adddition, the first colli-

sions of the fast neutrons will take place in a somewhat deep duct shield region

because of the relatively long mean-free path (m.f.p.; typically on the order of

a few centimeters for >10 MeV energies). Each collision results in a larger

probability of the neutron absorption in the vicinity of the collision site be-

cause the absorption cross section is increased as neutron energies are lowered.
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Figure 11-15. Neutron spectrum in vacuum pumping ports.
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Therefore, a large fraction of the neutrons entering the duct opening proceed

in the forward direction without much background reflection.

Based on this observation, the most important radiation protection from

the shielding standpoint is the upper portion of the pumping port system.

Figure 11-16 shows the flux variation at three key shield cross sections at

lines A, B, and C. Line A runs vertically through the shield from the duct

opening center. The shield thickness cut through by line A is M..25 m. Line B

starts from the joint center of the second and third ducts, passing vertically

through 0.5-m of shielding. Line C originates at the midpoint of the two duct

joint centers, and passes horizontally through ^1.05 m of shield. It is found

that the flux attenuation in the penetration shield is large compared to the

flux attenuation inside the ducts. In particular, the absorption of low-energy

neutron flux is very steep because of the substantially short mfp. For example,

the total reaction mfp's in the (70% Fe-1422 + 15% B4C + 15% H20) shield compo-

sition are ̂ 5 mm and ̂ 1 mm at a few keV and thermal energies, respectively, com-

pared to the source neutron mfp of ^50 mm, leaving only the high energy neutrons

that penetrated the shield. It is important to note that the path lengths of

M..25 m, ̂ 0.5 m, and ̂ 0.6 m along lines A, B, and C, respectively yield the

sauie level of neutron fluxes outside the shield (within the statistical uncer-

tainties) as does the bulk shield at the reactor midplane.

The absorbed nuclear dose in an epoxy-base insulator of the TF magnets due

to the radiation field of point 4 along line C is estimated to be ^3 x 10~G Gy/s

for a neutron wall load of 3.6 MW/m2, resulting in ̂ lO1* Gy over the 40-yr plant

operation with an availability factor of 75%. Although this dose level is about

a factor of two higher than the total dose shown in Table 11-9 (which is based

on the system without penetrations), one can conclude that the TF magnets are

not likely to be influenced to any appreciable degree by the local radiation

enhancement due to the shielded vacuum ducts.

Figure 11-17 describes contact biological doses as a function of depth in

the penetration shield around the vacuum ducts. Note that the depth is measured

in this case along a line vertical to the duct centerline. Again it is

observed that the decay gamma sources are predominantly generated in the upper

portion of the duct shield rather than in the lower portion. Based on the

results of Fig. 11-17, along with the degree of radiation enhancement to the TF
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magnets assessed earlier, the reference shields for the vacuum pumping system

are defined as follows:

(1) Shield jacket all around the duct wall: 0.02-m thick shield 1.

(2) Shield for the pump chamber (pod): 0.5-m thick shield 2.

(3) Shield around the vacuum ports:

(a) Upper shield: 0.,,-in thick shield 2 followed by

0.28 m thick shield 3

(b) Lower shield: 0.3-m thick shield 2 followed by

0.18-m thick shield 3,

where shield 1 is 100% Fe-1422; shield 2 is 5% T16A14V + 65% TiH2 + 15% B^C +

15% H 20; and shield 3 is 70% Fe-1422 + 15% B,,C + 15% H,0.

11.3.2 Limiter Slot Opening

A vertical view of the limiter system as modeled in the numerical analysis

is shown in Fig. 11-18. The material compositions of three regions, LIMA, LIMB,

and LIHC used in the calculations are as follows:

LIMA: 62% structure + 38% H20

LIMB: 84% structure + 16% Hn0

LIMC: 10% structure + 15% H20 + 75% void.

Both the panel region LIMA that is 17-mm thick and 1-m high, and the root

section LIMB that is 0.248 m long and 0.08 m high form a toridal belt. The

coolant inlet/outlet manifolds in the reference design are arranged discretely

in the toroidal direction but this region (LIMC) is approximated in the neu-

tronics calculations here by a homogenous material mixture. The analysis was

carried out using the two-dimensional discrete-ordinate transport (S ) code,
(18) n

DOT-III, with the S6-P3 approximation in R-Z cylindrical geometry. The use

of the two-dimensional S code is based on the observations that (1) the limi-

ter system configuration can be well represented by a two-dimensional model be-

cause of the uniformity of the system geometry in the toroidal direction; and

(2) a mere detailed (deterministic) solution than what the Monte Carlo technique

could provide is required for the nuclear response calculations in the limiter
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Figure 11-18. The limiter system model used in the analysis.

system. The objective of the analysis in this section is to identify the effect

of the limiter slot opening upon the radiation enhancement in the outboard bulk

shield region. In particular, the potential increase in nuclear heating in the

shield is of concern. As discussed in Sec. 8.4, several candidate materials

such as Ta-5W, V-20Ti, and niobium alloys have been considered for the limiter

structure. The analysis described here was performed for two of the candidate

structural materials: Ta-5W and V-20TL

Figure 11-19 shows the total neutron flux variation along the limiter slot

opening at the reactor midplane. Also shown in the figure for comparison is

the total neutron flux at 1 m from the midplane (i.e., the flux in the bulk

blanket/shield region). It is seen that the neutron flux at the midplane drops

only by a factor of five between the panel surface (point B in Fig. 11-18) and
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the plenum opening area, yielding a total neutron flux at the outboard shield

surface that is about an order of magnitude higher than that for the case of

complete absence of the opening. This is primarily because of a large compo-

nent of fast neutrons that directly, or in a few collisions, stream out from

the plasma region. The difference in the neutron spectrum between the two sys-

tems Cwith and without limiter) is shown in Fig. 11-20. The spectrum for the

case without limiter has been obtained from a one-dimensional ANISN(4) calcula-

tion. The spectrum shown in Fig. 11-20 is calculated at the shield jacket

(Fe-1422) of the outboard shield. It is found that the fraction of neutrons

with energies >10 MeV, for instance, is -v30% of the total for the limiter

system, compared to only <\,5% of the total in the absence of the limiter. There

is a lesser difference between the two systems for neutrons with energies

<1 keV.

Table 11-13 illustrates the impact of the limiter system upon the nuclear

heating in the outboard shield. The maximum heating rate at the shield jacket

is enhanced by a factor of VLO, almost proportionally to the flux inc. ease at
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Figure 11-20. Impact of the limiter slot opening
on the neutron spectrum.

that point. It appears that the trend toward a higher nuclear heating rate

localized near the reactor midplane persistently prevails into the deep shield

region although the absolute magnitude of heating rates rapidly decreases. It

should be pointed out that the heating rate in this range does not significantly

constrain the shield design because the magnitude of the heating rate remains

modest. According to the results of Table 11-13, the overall increase of the

volumetric nuclear heat generation in the outboard bulk shield region resulting

from the presence of the limiter slot opening, is only about 15 MW for both cases

of the Ta-5W and V-20Ti limiter designs.

11.3.3 RF Waveguides

The STARFIRE design employs an rf-wave launching method for the plasma

heating as well as for the plasma current drive. This dual-function rf system

has apparent advantages over the neutral beam injection design. From a radia-

tion shielding standpoint, the rf system is very attractive in that bends can

be tolerated in the rf ducts and also that the waveguide structural materials
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Tablr 11-13. The Effect of the Limiter Slot Opening on Nuclear Heatingc

in the Outboard Bulk Shield

With Limiter
Without
Limiter Ta-5W V-20Ti

1. Nuclear heating at shield
jacketb (MW/m3)

a. at reactor midplane

b. at 1 m from midplane

2. Nuclear heating at 0.3 m from
HFS shield0 surface (MW/m3)

a. at reactor midplar.e

b. at 1 m from midplane

3. Total heat deposition in
outboard shield jacket*3 (MW)

4. Total heat deposition in
outboard HFS shield (MW)

0.27 2.31

0.70

2.64

0.76

0.

5.

10.

0032

4

3

0.052

0.0094

9.5

24.9

0.

0.

10.

27.

060

010

2

2

Neutron wall load: 3.6 MW/m2.

b100% Fe-1422.

C 5 % Ti6A14V +• 65% TiH2 + 15% B4C + 15% H20.

(PCA stainless steel in the reference design) along with the water coolant

flowing through the structure prevent, to a substantial degree, the direct

radiation flew from coming out through the waveguides.

As shown in Chap. 7, the rectangular opening of the rf ducts is 0.77 m x

0.68 m at the first wall, tapering to M).33 m x 0.82 m at an average distance

of ^0.66 m from the wall. After a bend of ^38 deg toward the reactor midplane,

the ducts are extended into the reactor room, protruding through the outboard

bulk shield. The neutronics model used for the nuclear analysis by the Monte

Carlo method is shown in Fig. 11-21, and consists of a combination of three

straight rectangular-shaped ducts, RFA, RFB, and RFC. The cross-sectional

dimensions and material compositions of these ducts are as follows:

RFA: 0.77 m x 0.68 m: (22% PCA + 8% H20 + 70% void);

RFB: 0.77 m x 0.68 m: (58% PCA + 8% H20 + 34% void); and
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break windows (BeO or A12O3) located ^12 m from the reactor centerline; and

(3) the extent to which the nuclear radiation inside the reactor building is

enhanced, and the resultant increase in the dose one day after shutdown.

Figure 11-22 describes the total neutron flux attenuation throughout the rf

waveguides. Also shown in the figure for purposes of comparison is the neutron

flux based on a one-dimensional analysis for the case without any system pene-

trations, i.e. without the rf ducCs or the limiter slot opening. It is import-

tant to observe that the neutron flux in the waveguides Is lower than that for

the case without penetrations. There seem to be several reasons leading to this

situation. First, the RFB region possesses a higher material density factor and

also higher neutron reaction cross sections than the adjacent blanket region.

For example, the effective material density in the outboard breeding blanket is

only M>2% due to the breeder porosity required for the tritium extraction,

compared to a 66% material density factor in RFB in which 58% of the volume is

occupied by a very effective neutron attenuator, PCA stainless steel.

•/.MULTIPLIER
' ' SECOND WALL SHIELD JACKET ROONK \

MFS LFS

0 0 2 0.4 0.6 1.1 16 18 2.0 22 24 26 35 3.7

DISTANCE FROM FIRST WALL , n\

Figure 11-22. Neutron flux variation with distance from
first wall along rf duct centerline.
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In fact, the mfp's in RFB are ̂ 75 mm, ̂ 61 mm, and VL mm at three representa-

tive energies of 14 MeV, 10 MeV, and thermal energy, respectively, while the

correspondong rapf's in the blanket composition are ̂ 82 mm, ̂ 86 mm, and 1 mm.

Secondly, the reflector region behind the blanket and also the subsequent

vacuum plenum region assist the trend toward the slower neutron attenuation

for the case without penetrations. This already reveals that the impact of

the rf-waveguide penetration upon the radiation enhancement in the plenum

region is insignificant. On the other hand, with regard to the neutron fluxes

in the outboard shield region, the difference tends to be smeared out with

depth in the shield, reflecting the fact that the outboard bulk shielding mate-

rial is much more efficient in attenuating the neutron flux than the RFC mate-

rial composition. Near the first dielectric window location, the total neutron

flux is expected to be on the order of 107 m~2-s~1 or less, resulting in a

total fluence of only ̂ 2 x 1014 m~2 per year, at most, for a plant availability

factor of 75%. Under such a low neutron field, neither the ceramic window

material of AI2O3 nor beryllium oxide will pose radiation-induced swelling

problems, but will properly function without any appreciable material deterio-

ration even over the entire plant lifetime of 40 yr. This observation is based

on the experimental results obtained by Clinard, et al. and Reed, et al.

Based on the observation that beryllium oxide has better thermal conductance

properties than A12O3, the reference rf duct design employs beryllium oxide

as the dielectric window material.

Tables 11-14 and 11-15 summarize the nuclear heat load to the rf system.

The total heat deposition is estimated to be ^26 MW, almost three-quarters be-

ing contributed by the gamma interactions with the PCA grill structure. The

maximum nuclear heating rates of ̂ 20 MW/m3 in the grill structure and ^26 MW/m3

in the water coolant, both of which occur in the RFB region, are within the

mechanical and thermal hydraulic design capability. The rf grill structure

system is designed to be cooled by 40°C feedwater and the anticipated maximum

temperature in the structure is V310°C.

As already shown, the neutron flux in the Fe-1422 shield around the pro-

jected portion of the rf ducts is quite low and is not likely to influence the

overall outboard bulk shield design in terms of biological dose shortly after

shutdown. In order to more precisely define the shield thickness around the rf

waveguides which protrude through the bulk shield into the reactor room the
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Table 11-14. Nuclear Heat Deposition in the rf System

Section RFA

Total

Neutron

Gamma

Section RFB

Total

Neutron

Gamma

Section RFC

Total

Neutron

Gamma

System Total

Total

Neutron

Gamma

Nuclear

per Duct

0.66

0.25

0.41

1.52

0.36

1.16

4.08 x lO-t

1.98 x 10"4

2.10 x lO"1*

2.18

0.61

1.57

Heating (MW)

System Total

7.86 (±35%)

3.00 (±13%)

4.86 (±55%)

18.16 (±26%)

4.26 (±18%)

13.9 (±30%)

4.90 x 10-3 (+18%)

2.38 x ID"3 (+57%)

2.52 x lO-3 (±64%)

26.02

7.26

18.76

MORSE Monte Csrlo run with 20,000 neutron histories.

Neutron wall load: 3.6 MW/m2.
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Table 11-15. Nuclear Heating Rate in the rf System

Heating Rate (MW/m3)

Point A Point B Point C

PCA structure

Total

Neutron

Gamma

H2O coolant

Total

Neutron

Gamma

15.6 (±16%)

10.7 (±5%)

4.94 (±51%)

25.9 (±13%)

25.3 (±13%)

0,63 (±53%)

20.4 (±32%)

12.4 (±41%)

8.05 (±52%)

26.2 (±35%)

25.2 (±36%)

1.04 (±54%)

0,45 (±32%)

0.25 (±34%)

0.20 (±50%)

0.60 (±27%)

0.57 (±27%)

0.03 (±52%)

MORSE Monte Carlo run with 20,000 neutron histories.

Neutron wall load: 3.6 MW/m2.

dose variation at the end of the bulk shield (i.e., at the entrance point

into the reactor room) was examined as a function of the penetration shield

thickness. At 24 h after reactor shutdown, the dose rates are ̂ 24 mrem/h,

^3 mrem/h, M).2 mrem/h, and 1.3 x 10"2 mrem/h at shield depths of 0, 0.1 m,

0.2 m, and 0.3 m, respectively.

Based on this investigation, the final shield thickness for the rf ducts

external to the bulk shield is no more than 0.15 m. The corresponding maximum

biological doses are estimated to be 2.5 mrem/h and 0.7 mrem/h at reactor

shutdown, respectively.
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11.4 SHIELD MECHANICAL DESIGN

The shield design has been developed as an integral part of the STARFIRE

reactor. The primary function of the shields is radiation protection. Design

goals are to minimize activation products an^ to reduce the radiation levels

such that personnel access to the shield exterior is possible within 24 h after

shutdown. The shield design also provides the vacuum boundary for the plasma.

This vacuum boundary location has several important advantages: (1) to permit

direct access to the vacuum boundary seals; (2) to locate tne seals in a low

neutron fluence region; and (3) to permit incorporation of the vacuum pumping

system for the toroidal limiter impurity control system, without the inherent

complications of providing a toroidal duct behind the li.miter.

A key feature of the shield design is the offset between the limiter slot

and the vacuum ducts to eliminate any direct neutron streaming paths from the

plasma to the vacuum pumps. This significantly reduces the neutron heating of

the cryosorption surfaces as shown in Sec. 11.3.1. Choice of the major sub-

systems, such as rf heating over neutral beams, and the impurity control limi-

ter over bundle or poloidal divertors has also contributed to overall shield

simplicity.

The shield consists of 24 sectors, 12 small sectors (included angle

VL2.5 deg), and 12 large sectors (included angle VL7.5 deg) as shown in Fig.

11-23. The 12 small sectors are located symmetrically inside the TF coils and

are supported by the room temperature (RT) case. Six of these sectors incor-

porate poloidal dielectric vacuum seal joints to minimize the induced current

flow, which enhances plasma control and permits ohmic heating. Two concentric

joints are used at each location for redundancy.

The dielectric break is designed to last for the plant design life. The

dielectric joint is installed in the small sector at the factory and then

shipped to the reactor site as a unit. This permits use of more sophisticated

fabrication processes if required. The reference dielectric seal design uti-

lizes a polymide gasket that is bonded to the adjacent halves of the small sec-

tor. The structural load path is provided through a polymide-insulated bolt

joint. This technique has been utilized on a smaller scale in vacuum systems
(22)in the past. Because the seal is located at the exterior of the shield,

the to:al neutron dose is only 9.25 x 10 7 Gy at the inner leg of the TF coil
(2)

over the 40-yr design life at a 75% availability. Recent experimental results
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Figure 11-23. Configuration of the STARFIRE shield.
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show that (kapton) can sustain 108 Gy without serious degradation.

The larger sector fits between the TV coils, but is supported by its room

temperature case. This sector is comprised of the basic shield sector, upper

and lower vacuum uucts, and an access door. The vacuum ducts are welded to

the sector, with all alignments, machining, and testing achieved at the off-

site construction location. The door provides for blanket removal, and is

checked for fit and function before delivery to the construction site. Without

the access door the large sector can be handled by the 600-metric ton overhead

crane.

Component weights are as follows:

Large sector (without door and vacuum ducts):

Shield door:

Vacuum ducts (each):

Vacu'.im pump nod:

Small sector:

Total reactor shielding weight:

Because the shield is operated at low temperature ( -50°C) its thermal

expansion can be accommodated by the small stepped gap between shield sectors

(°o3 mm). Structural attachments to the room temperature TF coil vacuum tanks

fix the shield position and react the magnetically induced overturning moments

from the blanket and shield. The inner surface of the shield provides a direct

support point for the top and bottom of the blanket sectors and constrains any

radial and tangential loads.

The shield sectors are designed as life-of-plant components and therefore

are not replaced on a regular basis. This permits the flange seal (view AA of

Fig. 11-23) between adjacent large and small shield sectors to be welded in

place. The inner surface of the shield incorporates inserts that permit in-

stallation of a track for a remote seal cutter and welder. These types of

devices are currently being planned for TFTR and have been proposed for other

conceptual designs. ' ' Several cutting and welding operations can be

accommodated before the weld flange must be replaced. A concentric mechanical

seal is provided behind the welded seal to enable detection of leaks through

the welded seal by injection of tracer gas.
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The basic shield composition is given in Tables 11-1 and 11-7 for the in-

board and outboard shields, respectively. The inboard and outboard shield

regions are designated in Fig. 11-24. The inboard shield composition changes

from tungsten to steel in the areas away from the reactor midplane to minimize

shield costs. This change is possible in the neutron fluence with distance

from the reactor midplare. Rationale for selection of these materials is

given in the previous sectiun?. The vacuum boundary of the inner and outer

shield is made of steel (NON-MAC 3 0 ) . ( 1 0 )

The mechanical design and construction technique for the shield are shown

in Figs. 11-23 and 11-24. A layered series of tubes and shielding material is

planned for each of the eight submodules which comprise a toroidal sector.

Submodules A through H of Fig. 11-24 have common manifolds at each end to dis-

tribute coolant to the layered tubes, which are weldsd to tube sheets at each

manifold. A C-shaped box is first fabricated to form the sides of the shield

sector and the wall nearest the blanket. The sides of the box are 40-mm plates

to permit machining of the outer surfaces after assembly. Tube sheets are

added to each end at the appropriate angle and bulkheads are provided at "0.7-m

spacing between the tube sheets to provide structural support to the module

walls. The tubes in the layer against the wall nearest the blanket are welded

in first and then sequential layers of shielding material and tubes are built

up in the box. An outer sheet is finally added to make structural submodules.

The interior of each submodule is vented to the reactor building to prevent

pressure buildup if warranted by the vacuum boundary reliability. This vent

could be connected to a vacuum pumping system so that cracks through the

structural wall would not permit an in-leakage to the plasma. After all sub-

modules are complete ?hey are welded together to form a poloidal sector. The

side walls are then faced off by machining to provide proper sector width

control and to assure fit.

The vacuum ducts, pump pod, and valve stem covers are constructed of the

materials listed in Fig. 11-25. Because of the complex shpae a water tank

design approach is used whereby the cladded shielding materials are set into a

water bath.

The vacuum ducts are welded to the shield sector to complete the vacuum

boundary. Cooling for the 90-MW nuclear heating is provided by 1300 kg/s flow

of water coolant at 43°C which enters the lower vacuum duct shields and flows
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Figure 11-25. Vacuum duct composition

upward through the shield sectors where it is piped into a manifold area between

submodules. The coolant then flows through the shield sectors and exits from

the upper vacuum pump duct at 60°C. The large sectors require a flow rate of

60 kg/s each, and the small sectors require 45 kg/s each. Flow velocity through

the shield volume is ^1 m/s. Inlet pipe diameters are 0.16 m and 0.14 m for the

large and small sectors, respectively. The maximum structural temperature of

300°C occurs at the shield midplane directly outboard of the limiter slot. This

temperature is based on a 1-m/s flow and a 50% decrease in nuclear heating

(relative to the first wall) through the limiter slot. Shield door coolii.g is

provided through an inlet and outlet line routed with the rf duct bundle.

The shield access door is removed to permit blanket sector replacement.

Each door is removed one time every six years for scheduled maintenance and

approximately one other time every six years for unscheduled blanket replacement

(see Chap. 19). Elastomer seals have been chosen over welded seals to provide
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the seal replacement and permit use of a simple, reliable latching technique.

Metal seals were not chosen because of the large sealing forces required and

the lower probability of sealing. The seals are located at the outer shield

surface where the radiation dose is 105 Gy over six years at a neutron wall

load of 3.6 MW/mz and 75% availability. Current experience with elastomer
(12)

seals has shown these fluences are tolerable without loss of sealing capa-

bility; however, some hardening is expected. Each time the door is removed

the seals will be replaced. The seal material chosen is ethylene propylene

diene. It has been evaluated neutronically to determine compound formation

(see Sec. 11.2) and judged to be acceptable for the 106 Gy dose. Approxi-

mately 100 lb/in. of sealing surface is required to effect the seal. This is

provided by the atmosphevic pressure pushing on the outer door surface.

Mechanical latches are provided in the door to minimize the complexity of door

removal by remote maintenance. The latches are driven by a standardized drivt.

(Sec. 19.3.2) tha; is used in other reactor components.

The blanket cooling lines and rf duct protrude through the shield door.

This eliminates the need for leak-tight disconnects in the high-pressure coolant

lines. A sealed shield plug is provided around each group of coolant lines

(see Sec. 19.3.2) to provide the vacuum barrier. This concept is shown in

Fig. 11-26. A remotely operated latch is provided on the coolant line plug

and a bellows with sealing surface is provided on the shield door The bellows

permit deflections without overloading the seal surface. The seal plate is

retained by stops to prevent overtravel.

A possible accident condition was identified in which a leak of the 2200-

psi blanket coolant into the vacuum cavity could possibly pressurize the vacuum

cavity to 300 to 500 psi. To avoid the consequences of this overpressure, a

shield vent plug is incorporated into the shield door. The vent plug is shown

in Fig. 11-27. The plug fits loosely into a tapered hole, a seal weld between

the outer surface and the shield door completes the vacuum boundary. Under ncr-

mal conditions the atmospheric pressure holds the plug in place and does not

load the thin seal. In an overpressure condition, however, the plug is pushed

outward and ruptures the seal. The taper provides clearance for venting and a

mechanical stop prevents the plug from becoming a projectile. The plug design

will operate when the overpressure reaches ^10 psi.
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Figure 11-26. Shield door to coolant tube sealing.
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Figure 11-27. Shield door relief valve.
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